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Executive Summary 

BACKGROUND  

 
Ameren Illinois Utilities - Overview 
 
Ameren Illinois Utilities (“AIU”) serves 1.3 million electricity customers and 800,000 natural gas 
customers in central and southern Illinois, with a territory that spans 70% of the State (44,000 
square miles). A breakdown of AIU electric and natural gas customers is available in Tables 1 and 
2.   
 

Table 1. Ameren Illinois Utilities – 2006 Electric Customer Details1 

 Rate Class 
Deliveries 

(MWh) Peak (MW) #Customers 

#All Electric 
Heating 

Customers 

Residential 11,452,528 3,798 1,060,137 168,690 
Small Commercial 
(<150kW) 5,551,952 1,270 146,578 - 
Commercial  
(150kW to 
1000kW) 4,098,479 736 5,076 - 

C&I (>1000kW) 15,410,269 2,093 563 - 

Street Lighting 357,936 - - - 

Electric 
Customers 

TOTAL 36,871,164 7,897 1,212,354 168,690 

 

 

Table 2. Ameren Illinois Utilities – 2006 Natural Gas Customer Details2 

 Rate Class 
Sales 

(Decatherm) 
Peak 

(Decatherm) #Customers 

Residential Gas Delivery 
Services 56,028,855 622,133 745,653 

Small General Gas 
Delivery Services 15,480,665 166,032 65,277 

Gas 
Customers 

TOTAL 71,509,520 788,165 810,930 

 
 
 

                                                 

1 2006 customer count data is depicted here to mirror the count used in the filing of the AIU 2008-2010 Plan. Current customer count remains similar. 

2 2006 customer count data is depicted here to mirror the count used in the filing of the AIU 2008-2010 Plan. Current customer count remains similar. 
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AIU Electric and Natural Gas Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan 
Portfolios 
 
In November 2007, AIU filed their first three-year electric Energy Efficiency and Demand Response 
Plan (“Plan”) portfolio of services for residential and business programs per Section 12-1033 of the 
Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/12-103.4  AIU’s 2008-2011 Plan launched June 1, 2008. The 
Illinois electric energy efficiency legislation requires that electric utilities implement measures to 
reduce energy delivered by 0.2 percent in program year (“PY”) 2008 (June 1, 2008 through May 
31, 2009), and continue to implement measures towards the target of 2.0 percent of energy 
delivered in PY 2015 (June 1, 2015 through May 31, 2016). Every three years beginning in 
November 2007, the utilities file new three year plans with the Illinois Commerce Commission. In 
addition, the Act requires the utilities to meet demand-response targets. 
 
Achievement of these targets is subject to a spending limit that increases from 0.5% of average 
rates paid by customers for PY 2008 to approximately 2.0% in PY 2011 and thereafter.  
Specifically, the PY 2008 spending limit is equal to 0.5% of the average rates paid by retail electric 
customers for the year ending May 31, 2007.  The PY 2009 spending limit is equal to the greater of 
1.0% of the average rates paid by retail electric customers for the year ending May 31, 2007, or the 
PY 2008 value plus an incremental annual increase of 0.5% per year of the amount paid by retail 
electric customers for the year ending May 31, 2008.  
 
As a gas utility, AIU recognized the need to also implement gas energy efficiency programs, 
especially those that compliment electric energy efficiency programs. Therefore AIU voluntarily 
developed and filed a gas energy savings Plan to coincide with the electric energy savings Plan. 
This report focuses on the electric energy savings portfolio. 
 
The AIU PY1 2008 – 2009 electric energy efficiency Plan portfolios, as filed, are shown in Table 3.5   

                                                 

3 Section 12-103 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act has been renumbered Section 8-103 by P.A. 95-876, effective 8-21-08.  

4 Illinois Public Utilities Act.  See section 12-103.  http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/95/PDF/095-0481.pdf   

5 Further detail can be found in the AIU Energy Efficiency and Demand-Response Plan dated November 15, 2007 and the resulting ICC Orders.  
AIU’s natural gas Plan was also submitted for approval (Illinois Commerce Commission Docket #08-0104). This was a voluntary submission made 
by AIU; there is no legislation related to this Plan. Further detail can be found in the AIU Gas Energy Efficiency Plan dated February 11, 2008 and 
the resulting ICC Orders. 
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Table 3. Ameren Illinois Utilities Total Portfolio PY1 (2008-2009) (Filed) 

  Program  
PY1 MWH 

Goal 

Home Energy Performance            995  

Residential Appliance Recycling         2,426  

Residential Lighting & Appliances        10,086  

Residential Multifamily         2,792  

Residential New HVAC            343  

Residential Portfolio 

Residential DR - Direct Load Control            264  

Residential Solutions Total        16,907  

C&I Prescriptive        35,276  

C&I Retro-commissioning            513  

Street Lighting         4,249  

C&I Custom         5,817  

Business Portfolio 

Commercial Demand Credit              47  

Business Solutions Total        45,901  

AIU Total        62,808  

DCEO Total        14,159  

Grand Total        76,967  

 

 
These portfolio programs were designed based on national best practices.  The AIU Plan is 
modeled to be cost-effective with a TRC above 1.0. The implementation of the AIU Plan portfolio is 
also subject to independent evaluation6 for the purposes of measuring impact, evaluate process 
and determine cost-effectiveness.  
 
The AIU portion of the portfolio comprises 75% of the proposed funding and 81% of proposed 
annual energy savings. Twenty-five percent of the annual funding is allocated to programs to be 
administered by the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (“DCEO”), with 
6% of the total funding allocated to programs for low income customers. DCEO independently 
designs and implements their portion of the portfolio. While this report reflects their achieved 
savings and cost-effectiveness, this report does not include details of DCEO portfolio activities and 
programs. 

                                                 

6 Opinion Dynamics Corporation and The CADMUS Group are currently engaged through 2012 as independent evaluators of the AIU DSM Plan 
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PROGRAM YEAR ONE ACTIVITIES 

 
Program Year 1 (“PY1”) started June 1, 2008 and ended May 31, 2009. 
AIU strategically determined to use a prime contractor model whereby 
implementers were selected to “turn-key” programs of the residential and 
business portfolios. As a result, Conservation Services Group (“CSG”) was 
chosen to implement the residential portfolio and Science Applications 
International Corporation (“SAIC”) was chosen to implement the business 
portfolio.  
 
PY1 activities can best be characterized as initiating Plan and program 
activities; with immense resources, effort and time spent on hiring staff, 
program refinement, and general establishment of operational activities. 

 
As a result of prime contractor involvement, further analysis and program implementation 
experiences, it was determined that the portfolio needed to be refined as depicted in Table 4. The 
Illinois Stakeholder Advisory Group (“SAG”) was kept apprised of all portfolio developments. 

Table 4. Ameren Illinois Utilities Energy Efficiency Portfolio 2008-2009 

 Program 
Net MWh 
Goal PY1 

Energy Efficient Lighting 13,402 

Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling 2,337 

Multifamily 762 

Home Energy Performance 598 

Heating and Cooling* - 

Residential 
Portfolio 

Residential Portfolio Total 17,099 

Standard (Prescriptive) 35,323 

Custom 10,066 

Retro-commissioning 513 

Small Business On-Line Store* - 

Business 
Portfolio 

Business Portfolio Total 45,902 

*Launched late in PY1 with savings realized in PY2 

 
PY1 Rider Reconciliation 
 
The legislative spending cap for PY1 was $13,804,287. Following is key data related to the 
program rider reconciliation:  
 
� Rider EDR Revenues: $13,001,118  
� Rider EDR Expenses: $13,129,631  
� Under collection ($128,513.00)  
� Under spend  ($674,656) 
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PY1 Rider Reconciliation

Ameren Ameren

DCEO
DCEO

$-

$2,000,000.00

$4,000,000.00

$6,000,000.00

$8,000,000.00

$10,000,000.00

$12,000,000.00

$14,000,000.00

$16,000,000.00

DCEO  $3,527,087.72  $2,727,503.01 

Ameren  $10,456,747.40  $10,402,128.78 

Budget Actual

 
(AIU spent 99% of their available spend limit and DCEO spent 77% of their available spend limit) 
 
Each year, AIU is required to 
recalculate the spending limit 
for the following Program 
Year based on most recent 
revenues and sales forecast.  
If the recent decline in 
energy prices persist, the 
spending limit/funding for 
Program Year 3 and beyond 
will decrease; however, the 
energy savings goals remain 
the same. 

 
 
PY1 Key Issues 
 
Legislative requirements to meet annual portfolio goals within annual budget required 
considerable staff time, analysis and effort to manage. 
 
The legislation allows flexibility among programs, which helped AIU manage the residential 
portfolio in PY1. For example, AIU increased Energy Efficient Lighting program targets and delayed 
implementation of other programs to ensure a smoother, continuous ramp-up of the overall 
portfolio.  
 
Broad service area geography  
� 44,000 thousand square mile service territory is challenging given 

the relatively small program goals in PY1 and PY2  
� Overlay of electric cooperatives in rural areas creates hurdles and 

complexity for implementation and concerns for leakage (esp. 
retail lighting)  

� Limits broad marketing of all programs as there are insufficient 
resources to serve the broad geographic territory. 

 
Portfolio with multiple small programs spreads available staffing 
resources very thin. 
 
Lack of certified contractors (such as BPI and HERS raters), and 
existing contractor infrastructure, impeded installation and 
implementation. 
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Downturn in economy prevented participation in programs, especially for more expensive 
measures such as insulation and those measures applicable to the commercial and industrial 
segment.  
 
Lack of proper funding for business portfolio prevented opportunity to provide incentive levels 
as high as ComEd’s or DCEO’s programs and prevented adequate staffing by implementer. 
 
The availability of a Demand Response program was hindered due to the lack of an existing 
AIU demand response program outside of the EE portfolio of services. Therefore one had to be 
initiated, which deferred implementation until Program Year Two. 
 

 

PY1 Key Achievements 

� Energy savings and cost-effectiveness goals achieved 

� Development and implementation of comprehensive branding, awareness and 
marketing campaign, “ActOnEnergy” 

� Over 400 Program Allies enrolled in programs 

� Residential and business portfolio database development 

� Implementers located on-site at AIU offices, and CSG office build-out 

� Quality implementer subcontractors (APT, ARCA, EFI, GDS) 

� Geographically diffused implementer staffing 

 

 

EVALUATION MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION  (“EM&V”) 

 
The CADMUS Group (“Cadmus”)was retained to perform EM&V 
activities for the residential portfolio, and Opinion Dynamics 
Corporation (“ODC”) was retained to perform EM&V activities for the 
business portfolio.  

 
Table 5 depicts EM&V impact results for PY1. The Appendix of this 
report contains the complete impact and process evaluations from 
these contractors. 
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Table 5. AIU/ DCEO Energy Efficiency Portfolio Impact Results 2008-2009 

PY1 Planned 
Impacts(1) 

PY1 Ex Post Net 
Impacts 

MWH 
Variance 

Program kW(2) MWH kW(2)  MWH MWH 

Lighting and Appliance (Energy Efficient 
Lighting) 178 10,086 1,840 32,631 22,545 

Appliance Recycling (Refrigerator and 
Freezer Recycling) 374 2,426 375 3,011 585 

Multifamily 481 2,792 82 817 -1,975 

Home Energy Performance 57 995 12 201 -794 

New HVAC (Heating and Cooling) 89 343 0 0 -343 

Direct Load Control (E-Smart) 2,936 264 0 0 -264 

Total Residential Portfolio 4,115 16,907 2,309 36,660 19,754 

Standard (Prescriptive) 8,355 35,276 1,565 13,677 -21,599 

Custom 756 5,817 5,682 38,596 32,779 

Retro-commissioning 12 513 117 1,022 509 

New Construction - - - - - 

Street Light - 4,249 - - - 

Demand Credit (E-Smart) 2,328 47 - - - 

Total Business Portfolio 11,451 45,901 7,364 53,295 7,394 

TOTAL AIU PORTFOLIO 15,566 62,808 9,673 89,955 27,147 

DCEO 2,359 14,159 1245 10,283 -3,876 

TOTAL AIU DCEO PORTFOLIO 17,925 76,967 10,918 100,238 23,271 

(1) From the AIU Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan November 15, 2007, Table 12  
(2) Planned kW impacts were based on the peak hour of the year while ex-post net kW impacts are based on the peak period (3-7 p.m. 
weekdays, June-August) and therefore are not directly comparable to each other. 

 

The impact evaluation concluded that the AIU program exceeded its MWh energy savings goals; 
PY1 residential portfolio programs saved 36,660 MWh as compared to the PY1 residential portfolio 
goal of 16,907 MWh, and the business residential programs saved 53,295 MWh as compared to 
the business portfolio goal of 45,901 MWh. Therefore the total AIU portfolio saved 89,955 MWh as 
compared to the PY1 portfolio goal of 62,808 MWh. When combined with DCEO, the AIU/DCEO 
portfolio achieved 100,238 MWh as compared to the PY1 portfolio goal of 76,967 MWh. 
 
Total Resource Cost Analysis 

The Cadmus Group was engaged to complete an independent cost-effectiveness evaluation by 
performing the portfolio’s PY1 Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) analysis. This exercise was performed 
in collaboration with the other AIU and DCEO evaluators (ODC and Summit Blue). Cadmus 
computed two scenarios of the TRC: the first uses discounted future benefits by 9% based on 
AIU’s weighted average cost of capital (WACC); the second uses a 10-year T-Bill rate of 3.5% to 
discount future benefits. Table 6 reflects the Cadmus TRC analysis results. The Appendix of this 
report includes details of this analysis. 
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Table 6. AIU Portfolio TRC Results 

 TRC Method 

Portfolio 
Weighted Cost 

of Capital 
Societal 

AIU 2.16 2.74 

AIU/DCEO 2.23 3.08 

Total Portfolio 2.17 2.78 

 
As seen in Table 6, the AIU EE portfolio, with or without DCEO, has a positive 
TRC. 

PROGRAM YEAR TWO (“PY2”) ACTIVITIES 

PY2 Portfolios 

In addition to programs implemented in PY1, the following programs will also be implemented in 
PY2: 
 
� Residential ENERGY STAR Product Rebates 
� E-Smart: Residential and Business Demand Response 
� Business New Construction 
� Small Business Commercial Kitchens 
� Grocery/Convenience Store 
 
Demand Response 
 
AIU’s Plan, as approved in Docket No. 07-0539, anticipated a tariff based demand response 
program for commercial and industrial customers. The plan also anticipated an air conditioner 
cycling program for  residential customers. The expected capacity and related costs, as filed, are 
shown in the chart below.7 
  

  PY1 (6/1/08-5/31/09) PY2 (6/1/09-5/31/10) PY3 (6/1/10-5/31/11) 

Program Budget  
Demand 
Response 
Savings* 

Budget  
Demand 
Response 
Savings* 

Budget 
Demand 
Response 
Savings* 

Commercial/ 
Industrial 
Interruptible 
Demand Credit 

$51,452 2.3MW $102,617 4.6MW $151,444 6.8MW 

Residential AC 
Cycling 
Program 

$637,326 2.9MW $851,820 5.8MW $1,087,386 8.9MW 

 *Estimated MW goal has since been revised to reflect the legislative requirement of 4MW per year. 

                                                 
7 Sec. 8-103(c) Electric utilities shall implement cost-effective demand-response measures to reduce peak demand by 0.1% over the prior year for 
eligible retail customers, as defined in Section 16-111.5 of this Act, and for customers that elect hourly service from the utility pursuant to Section 16-
107 of this Act, provided those customers have not been declared competitive. This requirement commences June 1, 2008 and continues for 10 
years. 
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In June of 2008 it was determined that the Interruptible Demand Credit program did not comply 
with applicable statutes.8 Specifically AIU is not able to offer demand response programs to any 
customer with peak demand of greater than 400KW due to a competitive declaration. In addition, 
the AIU have been contemplating a competitive declaration for customers with demands of 150KW 
and greater.  Competitive customers are precluded from participating in an AIU sponsored demand 
response program so alternatives were reviewed. In late 2008 AIU completed an investigation 
seeking alternatives to the commercial program. One solution resulted in the AIU expanding the 
goals of the residential demand response program. However, AIU has not fully identified funds to 
overcome the resulting budget shortfall required to achieve statutory demand response goals.  
 
Ultimately the selected demand response program was the installation of a programmable, 
controllable thermostat. The strategic decision was made for AIU to house and manage the 
program software, web portal and control events. This entailed a large amount of staff time and 
dedication for the integration of a new system into the AIU network and operations. Additional 
delays were experienced due to a four to six month lead time for thermostat production. Eventually 
the program launched in September 2009 (“PY2”). 
 
The E-Smart program is the free installation of a free programmable thermostat that allows AIU to 
shed load through the control of smart thermostats installed in homes with central cooling load; 
resulting in reductions in the system’s peak demand.  The web based system allows the customer 
to control set-back temperature settings via the internet which enables customers to save kWh and 
therms. HVAC program allies are recruited to perform installations. In addition to Basic Generation 
Supply, real time pricing customers are also encouraged to participate9.  
 

While the energy efficiency portfolio did not implement a 
demand response program in PY1, AIU notes that it does 
provide a real time pricing (“RTP”) program outside of the 

energy efficiency portfolio; “Power Smart Pricing”, which has more than 7,000 participants. This 
hourly pricing program enables participants to be notified, and react to, energy price fluctuations. A 
2008 Evaluation was performed by Summit Blue, an independent energy consulting firm 
experienced in evaluating hourly pricing programs. Highlights of the 2008 Evaluation included:  
 

• Participants in the program are responsive to the hourly 
electric prices. Their level of price sensitivity is about the 
same as other hourly pricing program participants in the 
U.S. – for every 100% increase in the hourly price, users 
reduced their electric use that hour by slightly over 4%. 

• CNT Energy’s strategy of sending High Price Alerts and 
deploying the PriceLight Energy Orb are effective tactics in 
reducing energy use during peak pricing periods. 

                                                 
8 Sec. 16-111.5. Provisions relating to procurement (a) An electric utility that on December 31, 2005 served at least 100,000 customers in Illinois 
shall procure power and energy for its eligible retail customers in accordance with the applicable provisions set forth in Section 1-75 of the Illinois 
Power Agency Act and this Section. "Eligible retail customers" for the purposes of this Section means those retail customers that purchase power 
and energy from the electric utility under fixed-price bundled service tariffs. 

9 Changes to 220 ILCS 5/8-103(c) passed as part of SB2150 on August 10, 2009 expanded eligibility of demand response measures to include 
customers served under hourly service, provided such customers are not part of a group that has been declared competitive.   
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• In June 2008, AIU changed the pricing basis for electricity used by program participants from 
real time prices to prices locked in through the day-ahead energy market. Summit Blue found 
that using day-ahead hourly prices (“DAP”) instead of real time prices still creates load 
reductions at the appropriate times. A comparison of DAP and RTP during the summer of 2008 
indicates that customer response to DAP prices creates load reductions at the right time to 
avoid high RTP prices on the system. Demand response is being influenced at the times by the 
DAP rates. 

• The methodology that will be used in the 2010 assessment is introduced, with the expectation 
that any refinements to the methodology can be discussed and incorporated prior to its 
implementation. 

• Compared to similar customers in the AIU’s load research group, PSP participants show a 
weather-normalized average annual reduction in energy usage of 1.5%. PSP customers used 
6% less electricity in summer months, .9% less in the shoulder months (i.e. the transition 
months between the summer and winter billing seasons), and 3% more electricity in winter 
months. It should be noted that the primary metric of the PSP program’s success is when the 
reduction occurs (i.e. do participants reduce their demands and usage during periods of peak 
system prices), and not the aggregate reduction over the course of a year. 

• Average annual savings for individual PSP participants in 2008 were slightly more than $111, 
combining both the savings from the price differential for electricity used and the savings 
resulting from the reduction in overall usage implemented by PSP customers. 

• Overall, the figures show that PSP participants: 

o Regularly have lower daytime use and higher nighttime use in summer, with an 
average load reduction of 0.15 kW per customer from Noon to 5 p.m.; 

o Have accentuated response on High Price Alert Days, showing an average load 
reduction of 0.23kW per customer from Noon to 5 p.m. on those days; 

 
 
PY2 Key Activities 
 
In addition to growing existing programs, and launching new programs, AIU staff will be completing 
a Potential Study, creating and submitting the next three year Plan (2011-2014) in October 2010, 
and developing a new on-bill financing program for energy efficiency measures. 
 

PY2 Goals 

Escalating goals are a key concern for PY2 and PY3; especially if energy prices decline which will 
result in lower funding of the portfolio (which is capped at a percent of sales). (Table 7). 

Table 7. Ameren Illinois Utilities Energy Efficiency Portfolio Goals 2008-2010 

 Electric EE Portfolio Total Annual MWh 

 2008 2009 2010 

Goal 62,808 126,273 190,853 

Increase over previous year   101% 51% 
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MARKETING AND OUTREACH 

ActOnEnergy® 
 
AIU developed the ActOnEnergy® branding campaign in order to 
create awareness and adoption of energy efficiency savings 
opportunities. The campaign focuses on energy savings tips and how 
people “take action” and participate in the AIU energy efficiency 
portfolio of services. The campaign was recognized by leading 
energy efficiency trade organizations as an industry best practice. 
 
Key components of the campaign include: 
� Employee awareness building encouraging staff to “act on” 

adopting and providing quality service and energy savings 
information to colleagues and customers (70 town hall meetings 
conducted). Branding integrated internally. 

� Interactive media; You Tube (videos of portfolio services in 
action), website (with toolkit using actual personal energy use), 
etc. 

� Mass multi-media channels including television and radio spots, 
outdoor, website, press releases, literature, direct mail, bill stuffers, newsletters, etc.  

� Grass roots efforts including speaker’s bureau, school education and community event 
booths. AIU also offers the “Watt Solutions” program whereby residents can loan from the 
library a energy usage measuring device. 

� Implementer integration where all portfolio services, literature, uniforms, etc, include the 
branding and drive customers to the website. Program Ally co-branding opportunities and 
guidelines were also developed. 

 
 
PY2 Outreach 
 
The following new outreach programs will be implemented in PY2: 
� Downstate Lighting Initiative: AIU was awarded state grants from DCEO which were used to 

expand the AIU energy efficiency lighting program to non AIU service areas (details in Energy 
Efficient Lighting program section). 

� CFL Recycling Program: AIU was awarded state grants from DCEO which were used to 
distribute CFL recycling bins throughout the AIU service area (details in Energy Efficient 
Lighting program section). 

� Chamber of Commerce involvement is a key strategy for business portfolio outreach and 
awareness building 
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ActOnEnergy® Residential Portfolio 

INTRODUCTION 

AIU began implementation of its residential portfolio of programs in June 2008 and ended its first 
program year on May 31, 2009. Four programs were implemented and realized savings in PY1: 
 
� Energy Efficient Lighting 
� Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling 
� Multifamily  
� Home Energy Performance (“HEP”) 
�  

Table 8. Ameren Illinois Utilities PY1 Residential Portfolio Planned and Ex Post Impacts 

  
PY1 Planned 
Impacts(1) 

PY1 Ex Post Net 
Impacts 

 Program kW(2) MWh kW(2)  MWh 

Energy Efficient Lighting  178 10,086 1,840 32,631 

Refrigerator and Freezer 
Recycling 374 2,426 375 3,011 

Multifamily 481 2,792 82 817 

Home Energy Performance 57 995 12 201 

Heating and Cooling 89 343 0 0 

E-Smart (Demand 
Response) 2,936 264 0 0 

Residential 
Portfolio 

Total Residential 
Portfolio 4,115 16,906 2,309 36,660 

(1) From Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan (AIU) November 15, 2007, Table 12  

(2) Planned kW impacts were based on the peak hour of the year while ex-post net kW impacts are based 
on the peak period (3-7 p.m. weekdays, June-August) and therefore are not directly comparable to each 
other. 

 
The impact evaluation concluded that the program exceeded its MWh energy savings goals; PY1 
residential portfolio programs saved 36,660 MWh as compared to the PY1 residential portfolio goal 
of 16,906 MWh. (The detailed report of the independent evaluator, The CADMUS Group, can be 
found in the Appendix of this report). 
 
Conservation Services Group (“CSG”) was chosen as the residential portfolio prime 
contractor/implementer who brought a wealth of experience from implementing similar programs 
throughout the country. CSG chose to partner with industry experts in the areas of appliance 
recycling (“ARCA”), lighting (“APT”) and incentive coordination (“EFI”). AIU and CSG strategically 
determined to locate CSG offices in the AIU corporate building where AIU energy efficiency 
department staff were co-located. 
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Together, AIU and CSG agreed upon several portfolio refinements. To enable quick launch of key 
programs, the more infrastructure intensive Heating and Cooling and Demand Response programs 
were delayed until late in PY1 or PY2. While Heating and Cooling installations occurred in PY1, the 
majority of those savings were in gas energy savings and this report is focused on electric energy 
savings. Costs and savings were not incurred for the E-Smart (Demand Response) until PY2. 

ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING  

The Energy Efficient Lighting program encourages the purchase of compact 
fluorescent lamps (“CFL”s). AIU launched the program in August 2008 through 
19 retail stores, and expanded to 122 stores in October 2008. The program is 
implemented primarily through upstream markdowns to manufacturers, and is 

marketed both through retail stores at the customer’s point-of-purchase (“POP”) and through an 
online store that also sells discounted CFLs.  
 
The program also provides customer and retailer education materials, in-store customer 
educational events, training for retail sales staff at retail sites, and general advertising using 
billboards, television and radio ads, and bill stuffers. CSG subcontracted the program's 
implementation to APT and EFI. Their responsibilities have included: program fieldwork with 
retailers, on-line order fulfillments, program tracking, and incentive payments. The program 
performed 1,589 visits to the 122 participating retail stores, trained 2,253 store employees, and 
held 32 in-store lighting clinics during PY1. 

 
Table 9. AIU CFLs Sold 

Program sales were 815,403 CFLs: 47,442 through the online 
store; and 767,961 through retailers. The 122 individual retail 
outlets represented 11different retailers, including the online 
store. Table 9 summarizes sales by retailer. Bulb sales declined 
in March through May due to AIU’s decision to slow the program 
due to the risk of exceeding PY1’s residential portfolio budget. 
 
 
 
PY1 CFL Sales by Program Month  Gross MWh Savings by Program Month (Cumulative) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Store Qty 

Ace Hardware 31,316 
CVS 3,273 
Home Depot 448,508 
Lowes 21,874 
Menards 89,692 
Sam’s Club 173,298 
Web Online Store 47,442 
Total 815,403 
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AIU’s service area is unique in that it covers approximately 44,000 square miles, and throughout 
this territory are small, municipally-owned electric utilities and rural electric cooperatives. 
Therefore: 
� The potential for “sales leakage” (Program discounts going to non-AIU customers) existed 

because of cooperative and municipal customers living near retail stores in AIU’s service 
territory; and 

� A significant portion of customers did not have close access to home improvement or discount 
outlet stores. 

 
To mitigate leakage, AIU limited participating retail stores to those whose service area included at 
least 80% AIU customers (based on ZIP code). To meet the needs of rural customers, the program 
offered catalog and Web site options for purchasing CFLs. This option was advertised to 286,000 
targeted rural customers, who received a mailing with advertising materials, catalog, and Web site 
information as well as two free CFLs. The promotion resulted in orders for 45,874 CFLs, exceeding 
AIU’s expectations for this part of the program by a factor of five. 

 
AIU adjusted the program’s sales targets twice during PY1. The initial program sales goal of 
360,000 bulbs was based on AIU’s 2007 Energy Efficiency Plan filing with the ICC. CSG’s proposal 
to AIU assumed lower manufacturing costs than had the filing, and proposed selling over 500,000 
CFLs in PY1 within the program budget. After program implementation began, AIU and CSG 
increased the program targets to an even higher number of bulbs. This last increase was made 
because several of the other residential portfolio programs did not start as planned, and AIU 
needed to find another way to meet its overall PY1 goals. The second increase also reduced the 
potential need to suspend incentives midyear, should the program prove too successful and 
consume the annual budget before PY1 ended. 
 
Marketing  
 
Specific program marketing and outreach includes:  
� POP displays at the retail stores; 
� Training for retailer employees; 
� Press releases; 
� Ameren stickers on CFL products; 
� Community relations events with giveaways; 
� Lighting displays in stores to show different CFL colors and to compare them to incandescent 

bulbs; 
� Electric meters in retail stores to demonstrate usage differences between incandescent and 

CFL bulbs; 
� Comparators in retail stores to show lumen differences between the two types of bulb; 
� Lighting clinics in retail stores to explain to customers about specialty lights and color 

differences, and to help customers identify the best product for their needs; and 
� Promotion through the ActOnEnergy.com Web site, which was designed specifically for 

branding and promoting all AIU’s energy-efficiency programs. 
� Customer bill messages, inserts and newsletters. 
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AIU’s more general ActOnEnergy advertising included: 
� Promoting the national ENERGY STAR pledge by holding a contest with prizes from October 

through April. AIU received approximately 2,750 entries and achieved 313% of its ENERGY 
STAR savings goals. 

� Placing general, energy-efficiency advertising through billboards, TV, radio, and newspapers. 
 
 
Program Year 2 

AIU was able to secure grant funding through DCEO which it will use 
to pay incentives at retail stores located near ZIP codes where less 
than 80% of the residents are AIU customers. AIU also is increasing 
the specialty CFL allocation; these lamps are typically sold in smaller 
pack sizes, are more costly, and require higher incentive amounts 
than do standard CFLs.  
 
AIU started administering one hundred CFL authorized drop-off 
locations for used CFLs beginning June 1, 2009.  This is partially 
funded by a grant received from the Illinois Department of Commerce 
& Economic Opportunity. Locations include Ace Hardware, 
Springfield Electric, and selected County Health Departments. There 
is no cost to the authorized drop-off locations. 
 

In PY2, AIU will offer rebates for selected ENERGY STAR products: room air conditioners, ceiling 
fans with lights, fan light kits, and dehumidifiers.  
 

REFRIGERATOR AND FREEZER RECYCLING 

The Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling program disposes of and recycles operable but inefficient 
secondary refrigerators and freezers through ARCA. To qualify, appliances must be operational, a 
household secondary unit located on account premises, sized between 10 and 27 cubic feet, and 
manufactured before 1993. AIU pays participants a $35 incentive in addition to the free removal 
and disposal of the unit. 
 
Following are program highlights: 
 
– August 15, 2008 – program launched 
– October 15, 2009 – ARCA opens facility in Springfield 
– October 2008 – CFL kit with recycling insert sent to 46,000 customers 
– January 2009 – bill insert & state-wide service started 
– February – earned media in TV, radio & newspaper  
– March 2009 – received 3,700th call for recycling 
– April 10th – closed - surpassed 3,700 unit goal 
– May 2009 – provided online scheduling of orders 
– June 2009 - Truck wraps – (2 trucks)  
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Given the reletively modest goals in PY1, 
marketing efforts were limited during the 
program's first two months, when less than 
100 appliances were picked up, and 
remained low for the duration of 2008. 
Marketing activities and participation 
began to increase in January 2009, rising 
again in February, and then peaking in 
March, when 1,660 appliances were 
picked up. The large increase in March 
Program participation corresponds to the 

timing of both a media event and a trade ally marketing push designed to stimulate demand for the 
program at that time. 
 
Early changes to the program design included adding freezers and room air conditioners to the list 
of eligible measures. Incentives were not provided for room air conditioners, and those were only 
picked up in conjunction with a refrigerator or freezer.  In addition, shared resource coordination 
occurred between AIU and the local utility in Springfield (“CWLP”) with the use of the same 
subcontractor, recycling facility and staff. 
 
Program marketing started in October 2008 
when AIU advertised the program to 
approximately 42,000 customers via a “CFL 
Box” (included two free CFLs and information 
regarding the program). In January 2009, AIU 
provided a bill insert to all residential 
customers (approximately 1.2 million).  The 
program also experienced free press 
promotion. Near the program year's end, 
efforts began to develop truck wraps 
(advertising on trucks picking up appliances). 
 
A target of 3,700 recycled appliances was set and efforts were made to restrain participation early 
in the program cycle to ensure funding would last throughout the Program year. Despite efforts to 
regulate participation throughout the year, program funds were exhausted by early April. As a 
result, all prospective customers during the rest of the program year were placed on a waiting list 
until next year’s program became available.  
 

Table 10. Ameren Illinois Utilities Appliances Recycled  

Appliance 
Recycled 

Units %Total  

Refrigerator 2,752 72% 

Freezer 1,096 28% 

Total 3,848 100% 
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In PY2, due to program evaluation recommendation, the program has decided to accept a limited 
number of commercial appliances, which abide by the same program requirements, without 
promotion. 
 

MULTIFAMILY 

The Multifamily program began November 2008 and is 
offered to privately-owned, market-rate, multifamily buildings 
with three or more units.  
 
Following are program highlights: 
� November 17, 2009 - Multifamily program launches 
� November 25 - first In-unit installation 
� March 1 - first common area project 

 
The following services are offered to all qualifying buildings: 
� A free, walkthrough lighting assessment. 
� Incentives for installation of energy-efficient lighting in common areas. 
� Free CFLs and water conservation measures for installation in resident units, along with an 

informational brochure for residents on measures installed. 
 
Table 11. AIU Multifamily Savings and Volumes 

Program marketing focuses on management 
companies holding multiple properties, typically 
utilizing cold calls and in-person visits to 
prospective properties. Staff also gave 
presentations at business association and 
neighborhood meetings.  
 
Participants receive a free walkthrough common 
area lighting assessment. This assessment 
determines opportunities existing for a building to 
reduce energy usage by installing new lighting 

measures. After approval of a building’s “Request for Reservation of Incentive Funds” application, 
the participants can install common area lighting upgrades and apply to CSG for incentives with the 
“Incentive Funds Application.” Projects are inspected by CSG staff, either prior to or after 
installation. CSG conducted 100% post-installation inspections. 
 
Building owners or managers can also retrofit tenant units with CFLs and hot water conservation 
measures. The in-unit measures are offered at no cost, and are shipped to the property after CSG 
receives a “Materials Request Form.” The property staff install these measures in the resident 
units, report their installations to CSG, and return any unused measures.  
  
 
 

Metric Actual Target 

Net MWh 817 762 

Participation (#units) 2,342 2340 

Incentives $74,956 $54,850 

Install Location #Sites 

Common Area Lighting Only 3 

In-Unit Only 59 

Both Common Area and In-Unit 7 

Total Number of Facilities 69 
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Within a seven-month time frame, the program was able to: recruit knowledgeable staff; develop 
materials; facilitate necessary Program changes; and meet targets. Program evaluation, initiated in 
March 2009, concluded the Program started strongly.  
 
The program’s achievement of 817MWh in savings was attained mostly through installation of in-
unit measures rather than common area lighting measures. 
 
A few design changes factored into the Program’s success, including: 
� Certified electrical contractors were no longer required to replace common area lighting; the 

participating facility’s maintenance staff could make those replacements. 
� Facilities participating in the Program’s in-unit portion were not required to also participate in 

either the Program’s common area lighting or the custom measures portions. 
� The Program only focused on common area lighting and in-unit measure installations its first 

year; it will launch custom measures in PY2. 
 
Planned program changes for PY2 allow for inclusion of more complex (and HVAC) measures, and 
outreach to program allies able to conduct an energy analysis. 
 

HOME ENERGY PERFORMANCE 

The Home Energy Performance (“HEP”) Electric program is a home 
diagnostic and improvement service offered to AIU’s residential 
customers for a $25 fee. During the HEP audit, a CSG auditor conducts 
a 10-minute interview with the program participant, installs domestic hot 
water (“DHW”) and lighting instant savings measures (“ISM”s), including 
faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, water heater pipe insulation, 
and CFLs, and assesses potential shell measures (air sealing, wall, 

attic, and basement insulation) and HVAC replacement savings using CSG’s proprietary software. 
After the HEP audit, using CSG’s proprietary software tool, program participants receive a 
customized report with recommendations for additional shell and HVAC measures, and a list of 
certified contractors (HEP Insulation Program Allies and HVAC Program Allies). The HEP program 
served 152 electrically heated homes, saving 201 MWh of energy. Three auditors were hired 
locally and trained by CSG. The HEP program markets directly to consumers through direct 
mailings. CSG sent batches of mailings, ranging from 5,000–10,000 pieces each.  
 
In PY1, CSG processed no insulation incentives. Potential reasons for not meeting suggested 
targets include the current recession, incentive levels may be too low and incentive conditions too 
restrictive for success during current economic conditions. There was also no post-audit follow-up 
with participants.  For the first three to four months, the AIU HEP Web page emphasized audits 
and ISMs over incented shell and HVAC measure installations. Because so few customers applied 
for incentives during that period, CSG changed the HEP Web page to emphasize these incented 
measures. At the end of PY1, there were only three HEP Insulation Program Allies.  
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During PY1, CSG made the following improvements to program design: 

� Changed promotion efforts from targeting customers with high-energy bills to customer ZIP 
codes with both large concentrations of older homes (pre-1975) and high energy bills. This 
increased the proportion of participants who could benefit from the program. 

� Revised HEP audit scheduling process to allow customers to call directly and schedule 
appointments rather than send in a response card with a $25 check and wait for a call from the 
auditor. The revised program has auditors collect payment at the time of their visit.  

� CSG also revised the mailer as a brochure and letter, which has been more successful 
because it looks more official and is less likely to be mistaken for junk mail. 

 
CSG plans to hire an HEP-dedicated manager for PY2, plans to hire two new auditors in southern 
Illinois, plans on writing the audit report in more layman-friendly language, following up with audit 
participants, recruiting contractors to be insulation program allies and assisting them with BPI 
training costs, and promoting BPI training. Suggested targets for DWH measures were not met. 
The market is being analyzed to determine if the market is too small or if the program should be 
changed. The program will also change its DHW savings values to be similar to Midwestern 
savings values. 
 

HEATING AND COOLING EQUIPMENT  

While no electric energy savings are being claimed for PY1, the 
Heating and Cooling Equipment program experienced start up 
operations and incented 58 units. Some of these were gas energy 
savings measures which are not included in this report. Incentives 
were provided for new heating and cooling equipment and proper 
sizing of equipment. 
 

 
Program highlights included: 

� March 18 - program launches  

� March 20 - 160 allies recruited 

� March 24 - Early retirement design proposed 

� May 1 - New applications with early retirement components 

� May 2009 - to date, 54 heating jobs and 4 cooling jobs 

 

RESIDENTIAL PORTFOLIO: PROGRAM YEAR TWO (“PY2”) 

In addition to existing programs, the residential portfolio will be adding the ENERGY STAR Product 
Rebate and E-Smart (Demand Response) programs: 
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Residential ENERGY STAR Product Rebates 
 

The ENERGY STAR Product Rebate program targets residential 
customers of existing and new homes working through retailers to offer 
financial incentives to consumers for the purchase of the highest energy 
efficient consumer ENERGY STAR rated window air conditioners, ceiling 
fans and ceiling fan light kits, and dehumidifiers. The program implements 
product point-of-sale rebates for products during a defined promotional 

period. Program personnel will be in direct and continued contact with industry allies through 
ongoing retail visits.  
 
 
E-Smart: Residential Demand Response 
 

The E-Smart program is the free installation of a free programmable 
thermostat that allows AIU to shed load through the control of smart 
thermostats installed in homes with central cooling load.  The web based 
system allows the customer to control temperature settings via the 
internet which enables customers to save kWh and therms. HVAC 
program allies are recruited to perform installations. Real time pricing 
customers are encouraged to participate.  
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ActOnEnergy® Business Portfolio 

INTRODUCTION 

AIU began implementation of its business portfolio of programs in June 2008 and ended its first 
program year on May 31, 2009. Three programs were implemented and realized savings in PY1: 
 
� Standard (also known as Prescriptive) 
� Custom 
� Retro-commissioning 
 

Table 12. Ameren Illinois Utilities Business Portfolio Planned and Ex Post Impacts 

  
PY1 Planned 
Impacts(1) 

PY1 Ex Post 
Net Impacts 

 Program kW(2) MWh 
kW(2
)  MWh 

Standard (Prescriptive) 
Includes Lighting, HVAC New and 
Tune-Up, Refrigeration, Motors 8,355 35,276 1,565 13,677 

Custom 
Includes Lighting, HVAC, 
Refrigeration, Motors 756 5,817 5,682 38,596 

Retro-commissioning 12 513 117 1,022 

New Construction - - - - 

Street Light - 4,249 - - 

Demand Credit (E-Smart) 2,328 47 - - 

C & I 
(Business) 
Portfolio 

Total C & I (Business) Portfolio 11,451 45,901 7,364 53,295 

(1) From AIU Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan November 15, 2007, Table 12  
(2) Planned kW impacts were based on the peak hour of the year while ex-post net kW impacts are based 
on the peak period (3-7 p.m. weekdays, June-August) and therefore are not directly comparable to each 
other. 

 
The impact evaluation concluded that the program exceeded its MWh energy savings goals; PY1 
business programs saved 53,295 MWh as compared to the business portfolio goal of 45,902 MWh 
(The detailed report of the independent evaluator, ODC, can be found in the Appendix of this 
report). 
 
AIU chose an experienced prime contractor, SAIC, as the prime contractor and implementer for the 
AIU business portfolio. SAIC brought a wealth of knowledge from similar implementation of 
programs throughout the country. AIU and SAIC strategically agreed to locate SAIC offices in the 
AIU corporate building where AIU energy efficiency department staff were co-located. Together, 
AIU and SAIC made several refinements to the portfolio throughout the program year including: the 
New Construction program was postponed to PY2 and it was determined to include those 
incentives and measures within the Custom portfolios as opposed to establishing it as a separate 
program. The Street Light program was ultimately eliminated and the funds were added to the 
Custom and Retro-Commissioning programs. The Demand Credit program became the E-Smart 
(controllable thermostat) program and started in PY2. 
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There was a relatively even distribution of small (33%), medium (37%), and large (29%) companies 
that participated in the business programs during PY1. Participants in the custom program are 
more likely to be large (46%) than participants in the prescriptive program (13%). More than half of 
the facilities receiving an incentive for energy efficiency measures (69%) are one of multiple 
locations operated by the participating customer. 10 
 
The portfolio independent evaluator, ODC, performed an independent process analysis of the 
business portfolio and determined the following key achievements: 

� The program tracking database was easy to use and was an invaluable tool, whose 
capabilities the evaluator considered unprecedented. 

� Completion of the Technical Reference Manual (“TRM”) 
� The assurance and verification procedures were rigorous  
� High customer satisfaction with the prescriptive and custom programs  
� Handled the early oversubscription of the prescriptive program well, with minimal 

disruption to customers.  
 

KEY ACTIVITIES 

Timeline of Key Events 
 
June 2008:  Portfolio launch with program ally events held throughout AIU 

service territory. 

September 2008: Standard program becomes over subscribed; Standard programs 
now apply for Custom program incentives, being subject to 
Custom program criteria. Simultaneously, economic downturn 
causes program applications to slow dramatically. 

January 2009:   Activities were implemented to increase participation:  

� 10% bonus to all businesses that submit an 
application where the project can be completed by 
May 31, 2009 

� Program ally Visa gift card referral bonus 

� Incentive cap per facility increased from $100k to 
$200k to allow large firms to implement additional 
projects 

� Added HVAC Tune-Up program 

March 2009:   The program stopped accepting PY1 Standard and Custom 
project applications on March 31, 2009. A small business on-line 
store was developed as a part of the Business Standard program. 

 

                                                 

10 Information stated here,  and company size, is based on company’s perception of themselves relative to other companies, as the result of the 
2009 evaluator’s (“ODC”) survey. 
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Key Challenges 
 
� Portfolio under funded (to achieve goals and match ComEd & DCEO incentive levels) 
� Budget and savings goals based on annual deadlines impeded program momentum 
� An ongoing “unknown” in regards to achieved savings due to dependence of business 

measures being installed prior to program year end 
� Program seasonality must be considered for timing program launch 
� Frequent interaction with Customers and Program Allies is required to maintain program 

awareness 
� U.S. and local economy directly impacts program participation 
� Lack of experience/awareness of EE programs for many Illinois businesses  
� Program highly dependent on small business participation; Much more difficult to enroll 

the smaller business customer base  
� Large geographic size of the AIU territory presents significant challenges 
 
 
ComEd/AIU Portfolio Funding Differences 

Initially AIU, ComEd and DCEO agreed that it was preferable to have aligned incentives; whereby 
similar programs would try to provide the same level of incentives. Ultimately AIU had to 
discontinue this practice because the AIU business portfolio is not funded to the same degree as 
the ComEd portfolio. Specifically, AIU is funded at $0.105 per kWh and can only provide $0.06 per 
kWh on average for incentives while ComEd is funded at $0.155 per kWh and can provide $0.095 
per kWh for incentives.  BPL 91 was the most heavily subscribed measure in PY1 for AIU and 
ComEd.  Table 13 illustrates the PY2 incentive difference between ComEd and AIU for that 
measure. 
 

Table 13. AIU/ComEd Funding Comparison 

 Budget MWH Goal Budget/kWh Incentives/kWh PY2 BPL91 

ComEd $9.8 million 63,277 $0.155 $0.09 
$0.30/Watt 
reduced 

AIU $4.8 million 45,901 $0.105 $0.06 
$0.25/Watt 
reduced 

 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS  

The Standard Program 
 
The Standard program provides incentives for common/prescriptive (as opposed to custom) 
measures, providing rebates for energy-efficient products that are readily available in the 
marketplace and with savings opportunities for a large number of customers, and where a simple 
calculation may be required. The rebate is pre-set rather than calculated based on the specific 
project. A principal objective of this program element is to provide an expedited, simple solution for 
customers interested in purchasing efficient technologies that can produce verifiable savings. This 
program is responsible for the majority of business portfolio savings.  
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Project Type # of 

Projects

Standard Lighting 186

Custom 68

Standard Refrigeration 45

Standard HVAC 7

Small Business HVAC 16

Standard Motor 3

Total Projects 325

   Table 14. Business Project Volume  
The Standard program offers AIU commercial and industrial 
customers fixed incentives for the installation of specific energy 
efficiency measures. The program covers lighting, HVAC, and 
refrigeration equipment as well motors. There were 257 
projects in the Standard program in PY1 and 72% of them 
were in lighting.  
 
 
Program awareness was primarily generated by the 
recruitment of program allies and the establishment of a formal 

program ally network. Case studies and press releases were used as a mechanism to increase 
awareness and convince potential participants of the benefit associated with removing inefficient 
equipment even if it is still functional.  
 
The Standard program stopped accepting applications in September 2008 due to over-
subscription. As a result, measures were completed under the Custom program. When submitting 
an application under the Custom program, these Standard measures were subject to Custom 
program requirements including requirements for payback period and incremental cost.  Therefore, 
172 Standard projects (referred to as Standard-Revised) were evaluated under the Custom 
program. 
 
In January 2009, in addition to new HVAC equipment, AIU added HVAC Tune-Up as a measure. In 
March 2009, AIU implemented an on-line store for small businesses which offered CFLs, motion 
sensor switches, and LED exit signs at discounted prices. Free shipping was provided through end 
of PY1. This was a creative addition to the existing on-line lighting store being offered by the 
residential lighting program and implemented by the same sub-contractor (“EFI”).  While over 3,000 
units were purchased, there was limited response and use of the on-line store in PY1. This 
program was not evaluated by EM&V in PY1, and will be continued in PY2.  
 
 
The Custom Program 
 
The Custom program provides incentives for energy efficiency projects that involve equipment or 
process changes not covered through the Standard program. This program enables customers to 
tailor projects to their facility and equipment needs. Custom incentives are available for lighting, 
HVAC, refrigeration, and motors in addition to measures such as compressed air, geothermal, and 
industrial processes. Different from Standard is that Custom incentive applications are evaluated 
using more rigorous criteria such as requiring a payback period. All Custom program customers 
must get pre-approval for their projects and provide documentation and calculations of estimated 
energy savings when submitting their applications. 
 
The Custom program was modified in September 2008 when the Standard program became over-
subscribed. At that point, customers interested in installing measures available through the 
Standard program were allowed to apply for those incentives through the Custom program, 
although their applications were subject to the more rigorous Custom project review process.  
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All projects after September 2008 required pre-approval, per Custom program criteria. However, 
the program still was not fully subscribed by January when it was determined to institute an 
Incentive Bonus program to encourage participation (10% Incentive bonus offered on all 
measures). To encourage submission of applications to meet PY1 goals, a Program Ally Gift Card 
Program launched in January, 2009 ($500 VISA gift card to be awarded to program ally for the first 
25 projects with incentive levels greater than $10k). 
 
The Retro-commissioning Program 
 
The Retro-commissioning program was considered a pilot in PY1 and included one project 
(Continental Tire) which achieved savings of 1022 MWh (350% over goal).  In PY2 the Retro-
commissioning program will be launched for Compressed Air systems and Healthcare facilities. 

MARKETING AND OUTREACH 

Program marketing and outreach efforts were primarily focused on the recruitment of program 
allies. SAIC had found this approach successful in other markets. Program launch started with 
program ally events and education sessions throughout the service area (three quarters of Illinois 
geography). AIU Key Account Executives also played an important role in cultivating their existing 
relationships with current AIU business customers, making business leaders aware of the program 
and encouraging participation. The program also offered incentives to Key Account Executives 
whose program leads resulted in qualified projects. 
 
The business program also participated in the Act On Energy® branding campaign, integrating the 
Act On Energy brand in all literature, forms and events. The business program information, forms, 
news events and success stories were also integrated in the Act On Energy interactive media 
channels (You Tube videos, website, etc). ActOnEnergy.com was used as a helpful tool for 
searching for participating program allies. Free press and publicity was also generous and 
numerous due to high profiled success stories of installations and program participation by major 
businesses and grocery chains.  

PROGRAM YEAR TWO (“PY2”) 

In addition to the existing programs, the business program added the following programs to the 
portfolio: 
 
Business New Construction 
 

Consistent with PY1, until the formal New Construction program 
begins (anticipated in Spring 2010), incentives continue to be provided 
through the existing Custom program. 
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Small Business Commercial Kitchens Program 
 

The Small Business Commercial Kitchens Program provides a free 
Green Pre-Rinse Nozzle with free installation ($150 value). This simple 
equipment change can save businesses an estimated $500* annually in 
gas energy costs. This product maintains the same water pressure of 
other commonly used nozzles, while using only 0.64 gallons per 
minute.  

 
 
Grocery/Convenience Store Program 

 
Act On Energy offers financial incentives tailored specifically to grocery 
and convenience stores to simplify the process of upgrading standard 
industry equipment to more energy-efficient models. Incentives may be 
available for the following improvement measures and more: LED 
lighting and controls for refrigerator/freezer cases, night curtains for 
open coolers, automatic door closers for walk-in coolers and freezers, 

energy-saving door gaskets, and tune-ups on refrigerators and freezers.  
 
 

E-Smart: Small Business Demand Response 
 

The E-Smart program is the free installation of a free programmable 
thermostat that allows AIU to shed load through the control of smart 
thermostats installed in businesses with central cooling load.  The web based 
system allows the customer to control temperature settings via the internet 
which enables customers to save kWh and therms. HVAC program allies are 
recruited to perform installations. Legislative mandate limits portfolio demand 

response programs to small business customers. 

 

COMPLIANCE WITH ORDER  

On February 6, 2008 the Illinois Commerce Commission issued an Order in Docket No. 07-0539; 
whereby AIU filed a Petition seeking approval of their Energy Efficiency and Demand-Response 
Plan pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/12-103(f)11 of the Public Utilities Act and AIU filed a Plan in support of 
the Petition on November 15, 2007. The Illinois Commerce Commission also issued an Order on 
Rehearing for the same docket to address findings regarding the hiring and firing of the 
independent evaluator. The following section summarizes Analysis and Conclusions, pertaining to 
AIU activities, of these Orders and describes activities performed by AIU to be compliant with these 
Conclusions. 
 

                                                 

11 Renumbered 220 ILCS 5/8-103(f) by P.A. 95-876, eff. 8-21-08.   
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Plan Implementation Issues; Application of the Total Resource Cost Test at 
the Portfolio Level 
 
The Order concluded that calculation of the total resource cost test at the portfolio level is 
reasonable and approved. As submitted with this Annual Report, an independent analysis by an 
industry expert concluded that the AIU Plan portfolio resulted in a total resource cost of over 2.0 
(2.17 using Weighted Cost of Capital and 2.78 using the Societal approach). 
 
Plan Implementation Issues; Annualizing Savings 
 
The Order concluded that AIU was directed to re-calculate its annual spend limit projections on an 
annual basis, taking into account updated revenues and forecasted usage. AIU updated its 
Program Year 2 spend limit projections and shared with ICC Staff in January 2009.  The Program 
Year 2 spend limit increased from $29M to $29.4M as a result.   
 
New Building and Appliance Standards 
 
The Order concluded that AIU was required to have programs that implement both new building 
standards and existing appliance standards. AIU confirms that Energy Star new construction and 
appliances incentive and rebate programs are currently part of their portfolios. 
 
Approval of Ameren’s Rider EDR 
 
The Order concluded that AIU was required to prepare and file an audit report and an annual report 
summarizing the operation of the automatic adjustment mechanism for EDR measures for the 
previous program year.  AIU submitted as an Informational Filing to the ICC an initial reconciliation 
of Rider EDR Program Year 1 revenues and expenses on May 20, 2009 and a revised 
reconciliation on June 19, 2009.  An internal audit report complying with the Rider EDR tariff was 
filed with the ICC on September 30, 2009. 
 
Order on Rehearing; Hiring and Firing of Independent Evaluator 
 
The Order concluded that AIU was required to file Request for Proposals for its independent 
evaluator within 10 days of its issuance and any contract between AIU and an independent 
evaluator shall provide the Commission with certain rights regarding contracting, hiring and firing. 
AIU issued Request for Proposals on August 22, 2008. The Request for Proposals was filed with 
the Commission on September 2, 2008. In addition, Commission staff participated in interviewing 
prospective evaluators. The contract with the evaluator was provided to Commission legal counsel 
by AIU for review. Commission legal counsel provided desired contractual language on December 
18, 2009, which AIU added to the contract prior to execution; which was filed with the Commission 
on January 13, 2009.  
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Introduction 

In November 2007, Ameren Illinois Utilities (AIU) filed its  first three-year Electric Energy 
Efficiency and Demand Response Plan portfolio for residential and business programs, per 
Section 12-103 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/12-103.1 (the Act). The Act calls 
for an annual independent evaluation of the performance of the cost-effectiveness of the utility's 
portfolio of measures and of the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) 

portfolio of measures.2 

AIU launched its 2008-2011 portfolio of programs on June 1, 2008.  The Cadmus Group, Inc., 
(Cadmus) was engaged to perform an independent cost-effectiveness evaluation for Program 
Year One (2008-2009). This report summarizes the analytical approach and results of the cost-
effectiveness evaluation performed by Cadmus.  

Assessment of cost-effectiveness begins with a valuation of each program’s net total resource 
benefits, as measured by (1) the electric avoided costs, (2) total incremental costs of measures 
installed, and (3) administrative costs associated with the program.  

A program is cost-effective if its net “total resource” benefits are positive.  That is,   

 

where 

 

 

and 

 

                                                 

 

1 Illinois Public Utilities Act.  See section 12-103.  http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/95/PDF/095-0481.pdf   
2 The Cadmus Group worked independently and cooperatively with the DCEO independent evaluator (Summit 

Blue) to obtain data needed to perform AIU and DCEO TRC results. 
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Program Benefit Components 

Benefits used in the TRC test calculation include the full value of time and seasonally 
differentiated generation, transmission and distribution, and capacity costs and also take into 
account avoided line losses. For each energy-efficiency measure included in a program, hourly 
(8,760) system-avoided costs were adjusted by the hourly load shape of the end use affected by 
the measure to capture the full value of time and seasonally-differentiated impacts of the 
measure.  

Evaluated impacts were provided to AIU for the DCEO program. End-use load shapes were also 
employed in calculating peak load impacts for energy-efficiency measures in AIU programs. To 
calculate the peak load impacts from energy-efficiency measures, end-use load shapes were used 
to identify the average reduction in demand over AIU’s top hours defined as summer weekdays 
from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. Non-energy benefits such as water savings were not factored into the 
calculation. Additionally, consistent with The State of Illinois Commerce Commission Order 07-
0539 (Order) Section 12-103(f)(5), gas benefits were not accounted for under the program.  

TRC Scenarios 
Two scenarios of the TRC are presented: the first uses discounted future benefits by 9% based on 
AIU’s weighted average cost of capital (WACC); the second uses a 10-year T-Bill rate of 3.5% 
to discount future benefits. Using the 10-year Treasury bill as a discount rate for the TRC test 
recognizes that benefits accrue at societal level rather than solely for the utility or participants. 
Generally the weighted cost of capital is high for utilities, reflecting the cost of borrowing money 
and the associated risk. For society as a whole, the level of risk is low or almost non-existent 
making the Treasury bill rate more appropriate for a total resource perspective.  

It is also important to note that program benefits are accrued over a long period of time and the 
use of a higher discount rate undervalues the benefits to future generations. Additionally, using a 
lower discount rate encourages depth of savings and promotion of emerging technologies. Using 
the weighted cost of capital for the TRC can promote focusing solely on high saving, low-cost 

measures ignoring other areas of substantial savings3.   

Line loss assumptions are specified in Table 1, on the following page.  

                                                 

 

3 The State of Iowa specifies the use of a 12-month average of the 10-year and 30-year Treasury Bond rate for use as 
the TRC discount rate. Similarly, the Northwest Power Planning Council uses a societal discount rate in it’s the 

TRC calculations of its ProCost cost-effectiveness model.  
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Table 1. Line Loss Assumptions Used in Cost-Effectiveness Calculations 

Sector Energy Line Losses Demand  Line Losses 

Residential 6.72% 7.83% 

Commercial 5.75% 6.84% 

Industrial 1.53% 2.08% 

Avoided Costs 
Annual avoided costs were adjusted to an hourly stream of costs using hourly system load data to 
capture seasonality and pricing differences. Avoided costs for the first five program years used 
for the analysis are summarized in Table 2.  

Consistent with the Order, avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with 
legislation and regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced 
in the 2014 (Program Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton. While the prices below are decreasing, 
the avoided costs increase at an average rate of 1.8% from year-to-year reflecting rising costs of 
generation and the added cost of greenhouse gas emissions.  

Table 2. Summary of Avoided Costs 

Program Year Energy ($/MWh) Capacity 
($/kW) 

Program Year 1 $60.69 $18.40 

Program Year 2 $59.27 $29.34 

Program Year 3 $57.89 $40.27 

Program Year 4 $56.55 $51.20 

Program Year 5 $55.92 $62.13 
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Program Cost Components 

The cost component of the analysis considered incremental measure costs and direct utility costs. 
Incremental measure costs are the incremental expenses associated with installation of energy-
efficiency measures and ongoing operation and maintenance costs, where applicable. These costs 
include the incentive as well as the customer contribution. Utility costs include any customer 
payments and the expenses associated with program development, marketing, delivery, 
operation, and evaluation, monitoring and verification (EM&V), and fall into the following 
categories. 

Incentives 

• Cost of residential energy assessment surveys and technical studies. 

• Rebates or other incentives paid to customers for implementing measures.  

• Direct program costs associated with customer products and services (e.g., CFLs, direct 
installation measures, appliance recycling) 

Evaluation, Measurement and Verification 

Activities associated with the determination and evaluation of current and potential energy-
efficiency programs. These activities include (but are not limited to): benefit-cost ratio analysis, 
program logic models, cost per kWh analysis, efficiency product saturation analysis, customer 
research, and all other analyses that are necessary for program evaluation. In addition, any 
activities that pertain to regulatory compliance or reporting conducted by energy-efficiency 
group personnel or contract service providers would fall under this category. Expenses 
associated with evaluation include all internal and external costs (e.g., consultant contracts).  

Labor 

Incremental costs associated with performing program implementation tasks, including: lead 
intake, customer service, application processing, rebate application problem resolution, 
equipment installation inspections, rebate processing, and individual program reporting. 

Portfolio Administration 

• Costs to administer energy-efficiency programs include (but are not limited to) AIU or 
DCEO’s fully-loaded incremental personnel costs. Activities associated with market 
research outside of evaluation, measurement, and verification. These activities and their 
associated expenses include: potential studies, customer surveys, and research into 
saturation and network and customer characteristics. 

• Regulatory, legal, technical, and other consultants and contractors. 
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DCEO Administration 

• Costs to administer the SEDAC program, which offers energy audits and design 
assistance to the commercial and industrial sector. Customers that participate in SEDAC 
are referred to the appropriate utility or DCEO incentive program.  

• Costs to administer the LEAP program, which offers consulting, technical services and 
benchmarking to industrial customers.  

• Costs to administer the Efficiency Training Program, which provides training services to 
professionals from various sectors of the building industry. Funding goes toward training 
workshops that apply to the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. 

Overall Portfolio Cost-Effectiveness Results 
A summary of the energy savings, demand impacts and costs for AIU’s entire energy efficiency 
portfolio, including DCEO implemented programs, are reported in Table 3. The table also shows 
TRC benefits, costs and benefit/cost ratios. Energy savings and capacity savings are reported in 
both gross and net terms. The portfolio passes the TRC with a benefit-cost ratio of 2.17 using the 
WACC discount rate reflecting that, from a total resource perspective, this portfolio of programs 
is cost effective. 

Table 3. AIU and DCEO Portfolio (Combined) 

Benefit/Cost Component AIU DCEO Total

Gross Savings (MWh) 113,691            13,998             127,689            

Net Savings (MWh) 89,955             10,283             100,237            

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 15,363             1,633               16,996             

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 11,522             1,245               12,767             

Total TRC Costs $20,185,827 $2,861,196 $23,047,022

Direct Participant Costs $9,883,500 $157,078 $10,040,577

Direct Utility Costs $10,302,327 - $10,302,327

Incentives $4,545,064 - $4,545,064

Portfolio Level EM&V $298,092 - $298,092

Labor $3,446,204 - $3,446,204

Portfolio Administration $2,012,967 - $2,012,967

Direct DCEO Costs - $2,704,118 $2,704,118

Incentives - $2,058,144 $2,058,144

Portfolio Administration - $171,243 $171,243

DCEO Administration - $374,931 $374,931

DCEO EM&V - $99,800 $99,800

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $43,533,561 $6,381,720 $49,915,281

NPV Costs $20,185,827 $2,861,196 $23,047,022

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.16 2.23 2.17

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $55,335,035 $8,805,603 $64,140,638

NPV Costs $20,185,827 $2,861,196 $23,047,022

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.74 3.08 2.78

Program Year 2008
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A summary of the energy savings, demand impacts, and costs for AIU’s residential energy 
efficiency portfolio, including DCEO are reported in Table 4. AIU and DCEO Residential 
Portfolio (Combined)The table also shows TRC benefits, costs and benefit/cost ratios. Energy 
savings and capacity savings are reported in both gross and net terms. The portfolio passes the 
TRC with a benefit-cost ratio of 1.88 using the WACC discount rate reflecting that, from a total 
resource perspective, this portfolio of programs is cost effective. 

Table 4. AIU and DCEO Residential Portfolio (Combined) 

Benefit/Cost Component AIU DCEO Total

Gross Savings (MWh) 39,526             2,351               41,876             

Net Savings (MWh) 36,660             2,275               38,935             

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 2,655               455                  3,110               

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 2,307               448                  2,756               

Total TRC Costs $6,130,438 $1,028,013 $7,158,451

Direct Participant Costs $2,365,944 $20,258 $2,386,202

Direct Utility Costs $3,764,493 - $3,764,493

Incentives $1,161,266 - $1,161,266

Labor $1,545,250 - $1,545,250

Portfolio Administration $1,057,978 - $1,057,978

Direct DCEO Costs - $1,007,755 $1,007,755

Incentives - $914,350 $914,350

Portfolio Administration - $93,405 $93,405

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $12,055,064 $1,393,200 $13,448,264

NPV Costs $6,130,438 $1,028,013 $7,158,451

Benefit-Cost Ratio 1.97 1.36 1.88

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $13,684,655 $1,889,690 $15,574,345

NPV Costs $6,130,438 $1,028,013 $7,158,451

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.23 1.84 2.18

Program Year 2008
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The summary of the energy savings, demand impacts and costs for AIU’s residential programs 
are reported in Table 5. The portfolio costs include three programs that were in the beginning 
stages of implementation during the analysis period and did not contribute savings to the 
portfolio. In spite of having administrative program costs without associated savings, the 
residential portfolio is cost effective.  

Table 5. AIU’s Residential Programs 

Benefit/Cost Component

Appliance 

Recycling
Multifamily

Home Energy 

Performance

Light and 

Appliance
Total

Gross Savings (MWh) 5,555               1,074               265                  32,631             39,526             

Net Savings (MWh) 3,011               817                  202                  32,631             36,660             

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 692                  108                  15                    1,840               2,655               

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 374                  82                    12                    1,840               2,307               

Total TRC Costs $559,728 $229,781 $184,223 $4,020,530 $6,130,438

Direct Participant Costs $0 $27,052 $4,206 $2,334,687 $2,365,944

Direct Utility Costs $559,728 $202,729 $180,018 $1,685,843 $3,764,493

Incentives $134,680 $74,956 $24,255 $926,925 $1,161,266

Labor $425,048 $127,773 $155,763 $758,918 $1,545,250

Portfolio Administration -                   -                   -                   -                   $1,057,978

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $1,260,454 $346,177 $64,930 $10,383,503 $12,055,064

NPV Costs $559,728 $229,781 $184,223 $4,020,530 $6,130,438

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.25 1.51 0.35 2.58 1.97

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $1,491,218 $418,235 $73,412 $11,701,790 $13,684,655

NPV Costs $559,728 $229,781 $184,223 $4,020,530 $6,130,438

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.66 1.82 0.40 2.91 2.23

Program Year 2008
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The summary of the energy savings, demand impacts and costs for the DCEO implemented 
residential programs are reported in Table 6. The residential DCEO portfolio passes the TRC 
with a benefit-cost ratio of 1.36 using the WACC discount rate; however, at the program level 
the Home Improvement program does not pass the TRC test. 

Table 6. DCEO Residential Programs 

Benefit/Cost Component

Home 

Improvement
Weatherization EEAHC

Lights for 

Learning
Total

Gross Savings (MWh) 152                  1,516               306                  377                  2,351               

Net Savings (MWh) 152                  1,516               306                  302                  2,275               

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 54                    173                  193                  35                    455                  

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 54                    173                  193                  28                    448                  

Total TRC Costs $284,137 $310,105 $346,054 $87,717 $1,028,013

Direct Participant Costs $0 $0 $0 $20,258 $20,258

Direct DCEO Costs $284,137 $310,105 $346,054 $67,459 $1,007,755

Incentives $279,115 $301,735 $333,500 $0 $914,350

Portfolio Administration $5,022 $8,370 $12,554 $67,459 $93,405

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $135,392 $756,537 $355,146 $146,125 $1,393,200

NPV Costs $284,137 $310,105 $346,054 $87,717 $1,028,013

Benefit-Cost Ratio 0.48 2.44 1.03 1.67 1.36

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $200,087 $946,269 $560,896 $182,439 $1,889,690

NPV Costs $284,137 $310,105 $346,054 $87,717 $1,028,013

Benefit-Cost Ratio 0.70 3.05 1.62 2.08 1.84

Program Year 2008
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A summary of the energy savings, demand impacts and costs for AIU’s commercial and 
industrial energy-efficiency portfolio, including DCEO, are reported in Table 7. The table also 
shows TRC benefits, costs and benefit/cost ratios. The portfolio passes the TRC with a benefit-
cost ratio of 2.41 using the WACC discount rate reflecting that, from a total resource perspective, 
this portfolio of programs is cost effective. 

Table 7. AIU and DCEO Commercial and Industrial Portfolio (Combined) 

Benefit/Cost Component AIU DCEO Total

Gross Savings (MWh) 74,166             11,647             85,813             

Net Savings (MWh) 53,295             8,007               61,302             

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 12,707             1,178               13,886             

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 9,214               797                  10,012             

Total TRC Costs $13,757,297 $1,358,452 $15,115,749

Direct Participant Costs $7,517,555 $136,820 $7,654,375

Direct Utility Costs $6,239,742 - $6,239,742

Incentives $3,383,798 - $3,383,798

Labor $1,900,954 - $1,900,954

Portfolio Administration $954,989 - $954,989

Direct DCEO Costs - $1,221,632 $1,221,632

Incentives - $1,143,794 $1,143,794

Portfolio Administration - $77,838 $77,838

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $31,478,497 $4,988,519 $36,467,017

NPV Costs $13,757,297 $1,358,452 $15,115,749

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.29 3.67 2.41

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $41,650,380 $6,915,913 $48,566,293

NPV Costs $13,757,297 $1,358,452 $15,115,749

Benefit-Cost Ratio 3.03 5.09 3.21

Program Year 2008
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The summary of the energy savings, demand impacts and costs for AIU’s commercial and 
industrial programs are reported in the Table 8. Similar to the residential sector portfolio, the 
commercial and industrial portfolio analysis includes administrative program costs that do not 
have associated savings since some programs were in the early stages of implementation for the 
analysis period. In spite of that, this portfolio of programs is cost effective.  

Table 8. AIU’s Commercial and Industrial Programs 

Benefit/Cost Component

Prescriptive Custom
Retro 

Commissioning
Total

Net Savings (kWh) 36,659,979       10,282,774       1,022,292         46,942,753       

Gross Savings (MWh) 22,033             51,111             1,022               74,166             

Net Savings (MWh) 13,677             38,596             1,022               53,295             

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 3,720               8,434               553                  12,707             

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 2,306               6,355               553                  9,214               

Total TRC Costs $2,836,640 $9,821,874 $85,345 $13,757,297

Direct Participant Costs $1,122,548 $6,395,007 $0 $7,517,555

Direct Utility Costs $1,714,091 $3,426,868 $85,345 $6,239,742

Incentives $1,128,223 $2,255,575 $0 $3,383,798

Labor $585,869 $1,171,292 $85,345 $1,900,954

Portfolio Administration - - - $954,989

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $7,640,531 $23,433,438 $404,528 $31,478,497

NPV Costs $2,836,640 $9,821,874 $85,345 $13,757,297

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.69 2.39 4.74 2.29

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $9,934,135 $31,268,051 $448,194 $41,650,380

NPV Costs $2,836,640 $9,821,874 $85,345 $13,757,297

Benefit-Cost Ratio 3.50 3.18 5.25 3.03

Program Year 2008
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The summary of the energy savings, demand impacts and costs for the DCEO implemented 
commercial and industrial programs are reported in the Table 9. The commercial and industrial 
DCEO portfolio passes the TRC with a benefit-cost ratio of 3.67 using the WACC discount rate.  

Table 9. DCEO Commercial and Industrial Programs  

Benefit/Cost Component

Public Sector 

Standard

Public Sector 

Custom
Total

Gross Savings (MWh) 4,204               7,443               11,647             

Net Savings (MWh) 2,649               5,359               8,007               

Gross Capacity Savings (kW) 568                  610                  1,178               

Net Capacity Savings (kW) 358                  439                  797                  

Total TRC Costs $666,834 $691,618 $1,358,452

Direct Participant Costs $141,108 -$4,288 $136,820

Direct DCEO Costs $525,726 $695,906 $1,221,632

Incentives $473,834 $669,960 $1,143,794

Portfolio Administration $51,892 $25,946 $77,838

TRC - Weighted Cost of Capital

NPV Benefits $1,707,121 $3,281,399 $4,988,519

NPV Costs $666,834 $691,618 $1,358,452

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.56 4.74 3.67

TRC - Societal

NPV Benefits $2,371,892 $4,544,021 $6,915,913

NPV Costs $666,834 $691,618 $1,358,452

Benefit-Cost Ratio 3.56 6.57 5.09

Program Year 2008
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1. Executive Summary 

Ameren Illinois Utilities’ (AIU) began implementation of its residential portfolio of programs in 
June 2008 and ended its first program year (PY1) on May 31, 2009. Four programs were 
implemented for a sufficient period of time to be evaluated as part of the portfolio’s PY1:  

 Residential Lighting and Appliance Program (L&A Program). This program 
encourages the purchase of high-efficiency lighting products, such as CFLs, ENERGY 
STAR-rated lighting fixtures, and appliances. The L&A Program is primarily 
implemented through upstream markdowns to manufacturers and is marketed both 
through retail stores at the customer’s point-of-purchase (POP) and through an online 
store that also sells discounted CFLs.  

 Appliance Recycling Program (AR Program). This program removes and disposes of 
operable but inefficient secondary refrigerators and freezers, preventing units from 
remaining active at the participant’s premise or being sold in used appliance markets.  

 Residential Multifamily Program (Multifamily Program). The Multifamily Program 
offers multiple services to privately-owned multifamily buildings with three or more 
units. The buildings may receive energy audits, CFLs, water conservation measures, and 
incentives for custom measures.  

 Home Energy Performance Program (HEP Program). The HEP Program offers home 
diagnostics and improvement services to AIU’s residential customers for a $25 fee. 
Auditors install faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, water heater pipe insulation, and 
CFLs, then assess the home for potential shell measures (air sealing and insulation) and 
HVAC upgrades using the HomeCheck software. Participants receive a customized 
report with identified recommendations for shell and HVAC measures, plus a list of 
certified contractors (HEP Insulation and HVAC Program Allies).  

The programs launched at different times during PY1. AIU hired Conservation Services Group 
(CSG) as the lead implementer for all residential portfolio programs. CSG further subcontracted 
certain aspects of program implementation to other companies.  

Three other residential programs—New Homes HVAC, HVAC Diagnostics and Tune Up, and 
Direct Load Control —will be implemented in PY2. During PY1, the New Homes HVAC 
Program incurred some initial costs (for start-up) prior to realizing savings and the HVAC 
Diagnostics and Tune Up Program has neither incurred any costs nor realized any savings.  

AIU hired the Cadmus Group Team (Cadmus, PA Consulting) to conduct the residential 
portfolio impact and process evaluations. Cadmus developed the portfolio evaluation plan in 
February 2009. The evaluation team reviewed program documents, designed data collection 
instruments and processes, and began collecting data in April 2009. 

The impact evaluation found the PY1 residential portfolio programs saved 36,660 MWh at a 
total cost of $2,645,100. Compared to the PY1 residential portfolio goal of 16,906 MWh in 
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energy savings and a budget of $3,227,404, AIU achieved 217% more energy savings at 18% 
less cost than originally planned. Table 1 compares planned kW and MWh impacts to ex-post net 
kW and MWh impacts for the residential portfolio.  

Table 1. PY1 Residential Portfolio Planned vs. Net Impacts 

Program  PY1 Planned Impacts*  PY1 Ex Post Net Impacts 

   kW1  MWh  kW  MWh 

L&A Program  178 10,086 1,840 32,631 

Appliance Recycling Program  374 2,426 375 3,011 

Multifamily Program  481 2,792 82 817 

HEP Program  57 995 12 201 

New HVAC  89 343 0 0 

HVAC Diagnostics & Tune‐Up  0 0  0 0 

Direct Load Control  2,936  264 0 0 

Total Portfolio  4,115  16,906 2,309 36,660 

* From Energy Efficiency and Demand‐Response Plan (AIU) November 15, 2007, Table 12 

The process evaluation found that, overall, residential portfolio implementation had gone well to 
date, and AIU, CSG, and subcontractor staff work well together. After reviewing the results, 
holding discussions with staff, and analyzing data collected through the evaluation, we offer the 
following recommendations for future program improvements:  

Web-Based Tracking Database. Current tracking systems are maintained by CSG and other 
subcontractors on their own computer systems. To access information, AIU must request a 
specific report or download from the database, and have it prepared for them by CSG, which can 
result in delays and miscommunication. Allowing AIU program managers’ real-time access to 
data will enhance their knowledge of program results and allow more rapid program changes or 
required database updates. 

Define AIU Staff Roles and Responsibilities. AIU program staff is responsible for managing 
contracts with CSG and other subcontractors. In practice, CSG reported some program staff were 
heavily involved in actual program implementation during PY1, while others were not. On one 
hand, the extra involvement by AIU staff enabled them to gain valuable experience, yet it may 
have come at a price in terms of the time CSG needed to spend directly managing the programs. 
Clearer definitions of levels of involvement, roles, and responsibilities for AIU staff would assist 
both CSG and AIU staff in meeting expectations. 

Involve AIU’s Strategic Initiative Group in Portfolio Progress. AIU’s organization includes a 
holding company, Ameren Utilities, which provides strategic services to the distribution 
companies of Ameren Illinois Utilities and Ameren Missouri Utilities. The Ameren Utilities 
Strategic Initiative Group, which is part of the holding company, planned, analyzed, and 
designed programs for the November 2007 Energy Efficiency Plan filing that formed the basis 

                                                 
1 Planned kW impacts were based on the peak hour of the year while ex-post net kW impacts are based on the peak 

period (3-7 p.m. weekdays, June-Augst) and therefore are not directly comparable to each other. 
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for the residential portfolio. This group will also prepare the next three-year plan, to be filed in 
the fall of 2010. Cadmus believes both AIU’s implementation team and the Strategic Initiatives 
Group will be best served if the two groups meet to discuss program and portfolio progress on a 
regular basis.  

Incorporate Ongoing Customer Satisfaction Measurement. While Cadmus was able to draw 
some conclusions from our limited surveys and interviews, AIU has no formal customer 
feedback mechanism in place for its residential portfolio programs. Cadmus recommends AIU 
implement several approaches to gather ongoing customer feedback. For instance, both the HEP 
and Multifamily Programs could incorporate customer satisfaction questions in a follow-up call 
to assess interest in the programs and remind customers of available incentives for more complex 
measures. Another opportunity to gauge the more widely advertised L&A and AR Programs is to 
incorporate questions regarding customers’ knowledge of and satisfaction with the programs in 
AIUI’s regular customer satisfaction surveys.  

Measure and Track Marketing and Advertising Effectiveness. Overall, marketing effectiveness 
was high, as evidenced by AIU exceeding its overall goals; yet little is known regarding 
individual impacts of different approaches and messages used. Cadmus recommends AIU 
develop approaches to measure the impact of its individual marketing efforts and test the 
advertising messages to improve overall cost-effectiveness of promotion. 
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2. Introduction to Portfolio and Programs 

AIU filed its Energy Efficiency Plan on November 15, 2007. The Plan outlined proposed 
programs, kWh and kW savings goals, and cost estimates. Table 2 summarizes the proposed 
residential portfolio and its estimated costs and energy savings in PY1. 

Table 2. PY1 Residential Portfolio Planned Savings and Cost Estimates 

Program MWh Savings kW Reduction Total Costs 
L & A Program 10,086 178 $1,164,261 
AR Program 2,426 374 $787,500 
Multifamily Program 2,792 481 $262,684 
HEP Program 995 57 $249,968 
New HVAC 343 89 $125,665 
 HVAC Diagnostics and Tune-Up 0 0 0 
 Direct Load Control 265 2,936 $637,326 
Total Residential Portfolio 16,906 4,115 $3,227,404 

Four of the seven programs were implemented and evaluated in PY1. Each of these four 
programs is described in more detail below. 

L&A Program 

The L&A Program encourages the purchase of high-efficiency lighting products, such as 
compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), ENERGY STAR-rated lighting fixtures, and appliances. 
During its first year (PY1), the program focused exclusively on lighting; appliances have been 
added for PY2. The L&A Program is implemented primarily through upstream markdowns to 
manufacturers, and is marketed both through retail stores at the customer’s point-of-purchase 
(POP) and through an online store that also sells discounted CFLs. The L&A Program offers 
discounts for a variety of lights (an average of $1.00 for standard, twister-type CFLs and $1.53 
for specialty bulbs such as flood lights, candle lights, three-way bulbs, etc.).  

AIU launched the L&A Program in August 2008 through 19 retail stores, and expanded to 122 
stores in October 2008. AIU advertised the L&A Program through branded POP materials, 
customer and retailer education materials, in-store customer educational events, training for retail 
sales staff at retail sites, and general advertising using billboards, television and radio ads, and 
bill stuffers. 

AIU’s prime implementation contractor, CSG, subcontracted the L&A Program's 
implementation to Applied Proactive Technologies (APT) and Energy Federation Incorporated 
(EFI). Their responsibilities have included: program fieldwork with retailers, Internet order 
fulfillments, program tracking, and incentives payments.  

AR Program  

The Appliance Recycling Program (AR Program) removes and disposes of operable but 
inefficient secondary refrigerators and freezers, preventing units from remaining active at the 
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participant’s premise or elsewhere through a second hand market. Secondary refrigerators and 
standalone freezers tend to be older, less-efficient units, continuously plugged in yet infrequently 
used, partially full, and located in unconditioned areas of homes (e.g., garages), where they must 
work harder to keep food cool. In addition to reducing energy consumption at both the household 
and utility levels, the program decommissions participating appliances in an environmentally 
sound manner through Appliance Recycling Centers of America (ARCA).2 

To qualify for the AR Program, appliances must be operational, a household secondary unit, 
located on account premises, sized between 10 and 27 cubic feet, and manufactured before 1993. 
AIU pays participants a $35 incentive in addition to the free removal and disposal of the unit.  

Multifamily Program 

The Multifamily Program began delivery in November 2008. PY1 ended in May 2009. The 
Multifamily program is offered to privately-owned multifamily buildings (three or more units). 
All qualifying buildings are offered the following services:  

 A free, walkthrough lighting assessment. 

 Incentives for installation of energy-efficient lighting in common areas. 

 Free CFLs and water conservation measures for installation in resident units, along with 
an informational brochure on measures installed for residents. 

 Energy audits for installation of HVAC and more complex measures. 

 Incentives for custom measures (windows, replacement of roof-top air conditioning  
[AC] units) subject to an energy audit to validate cost-effectiveness and establish 
incentive levels. 

HEP Program 

The HEP Program is a home diagnostic and improvement service offered to AIU’s residential 
customers for a $25 fee. This program is the newest of the four residential programs started in 
PY1, with initial audits beginning in early 2009. The HEP Program works as follows: 

 CSG sends targeted mailers to residences in AIU’s service territory.  

 Potential participants call the CSG office and schedule an HEP audit with one of three 
auditors. 

                                                 
2 Environmentally-sound disposal of this equipment includes proper disposal of oils, PCBs, mercury, and CFC-11 

foam, and recycling of CFC-12, HFC-134a, plastic, glass, steel, and aluminum. 
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 During the HEP audit, a CSG auditor conducts a 10-minute interview with the 
program participant, installs domestic hot water (DHW) and lighting instant savings 
measures (ISMs), including faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, water heater pipe 
insulation, and CFLs, and assesses potential shell measures (air sealing, wall, attic, 
and basement insulation) and HVAC replacement savings using CSG’s proprietary 
software, HomeCheck.  

 After the HEP audit, program participants receive a customized report with 
recommendations for additional shell and HVAC measures, and a list of certified 
contractors (HEP Insulation Program Allies and HVAC Program Allies). 

Marketing and Public Relations 

The marketing approach for AIU’s energy-efficiency programs combined an energy-efficiency 
awareness campaign with program marketing under the branding umbrella of Act On EnergyTM. 
Tactics included: a large employee internal communications plan; targeted marketing materials 
using bill inserts and other paid media; a mass multimedia campaign using television and radio 
spots; interactive media of the Act On EnergyTM Web site and YouTube videos; and a public 
relations-grass roots campaign, including a speakers bureau, press releases, and partnerships with 
allies. The program goals were: increase awareness of energy-efficiency programs; take action 
on energy; decrease energy costs; reduce energy consumption; improve the environment; 
associate energy savings with AIU and support programs; and drive people to join the programs. 

Evaluation Questions 

The Residential Portfolio evaluation sought to answer the following key questions: 

Impact Questions 

1. What are the portfolio’s gross impacts? 

2. What are the portfolio’s net impacts? 

3. Did the portfolio meet its energy goals within its budget? If not, why not? 

4. Are default savings estimates reasonable? 

Process Questions 

1. Has the portfolio design changed from the plan filed in 2007? If so, how and why, and 
were changes advantageous? 

2. Is implementation on track and meeting goals?  

3. How effective were implementation, design and processes, and marketing efforts? 
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4. What were program staff and trade ally experiences and satisfaction with portfolio 
implementation? 

5. Were program participants satisfied with their experience? 

6. What changes can be made to the programs to improve their effectiveness? 
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3. Evaluation Methods  

Cadmus developed an evaluation work plan for each program in the residential portfolio. 
Methods employed consisted of a combination of surveys, secondary research, audit results, 
program database and other information reviews, and staff interviews. Table 3 summarizes 
evaluation tasks for each program.  

Table 3. Summary of Evaluation Tasks  

Program/Action Impact Process Details 
Lighting & Appliance 

CFL User Survey 
  

Calculated net-to-gross (NTG), market effects and customer satisfaction 
with CFLs. (n=302) 

Stakeholder Interviews   Provided insight into program design and delivery. (n=6) 
Document Review    
Review Tracking 
Database   

Analyzed purchase patterns and calculate gross savings. 

Appliance Recycling 
Participant Survey   Calculated NTG and assessed program implementation. (n=93) 
Stakeholder Interviews   Provided insight into program design and delivery. (n=5) 
Secondary Research   Reviewed results of recent appliance recycling evaluations. 
Secondary Data Analysis   Determined per unit savings based on age and size. (Census) 

Multifamily 

Document Review   Reviewed applications and all verification documentation on a sample of 
buildings enrolled in the program. (n=10) 

Stakeholder Interviews   Provided insight into program design and delivery. (n=5).  
Program Database 
Review 

  Ensured appropriate data were collected to inform the evaluation, 
particularly the impact work. Reviewed savings assumptions. 

Home Energy Performance 

Document Review 
  

Reviewed site-specific savings estimated through participant audits. 
(n=152) 

Secondary Research 
  

Reviewed similar programs for deemed savings data and typical NTG 
ratios. 

Stakeholder Interviews   Provided insight into program design and delivery.  
 

CFL User Survey 

The Cadmus Team conducted a CFL User Survey to estimate market penetration for AIU’s 
residential customers, compared to customers in a comparison area of states without CFL 
programs. The survey contacted a random sample of all AIU residential customers, regardless of 
L&A Program participation.  

Stakeholder Interviews  

The Cadmus Team conducted stakeholder interviews with program staff for each of the four 
programs as well as with AIU and CSG management staff responsible for all residential 
programs. The interviews focused on assessing program and portfolio delivery.  
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Program Document Review  

The Cadmus Team reviewed all program documents, including: records of marketing and 
outreach efforts; marketing materials; subcontractor progress reports; and audit and verification 
documents for applicable programs. The review provided information on the programs’ launch, 
operations, where audits were performed, and site-specific savings estimates.  

Program Tracking Database 

CSG provided Cadmus with detailed tracking reports for all transactions in all programs. These 
files tied payment requests to identified transactions and default savings estimates. The databases 
tracked program activity by product, product family, or other identified components.  

Participant Surveys 

The team surveyed ARP participants to inform NTG calculations and to assess customer 
satisfaction.  

Secondary Research 

Cadmus’ secondary research included reviewing other programs similar to the Appliance 
Recycling and HEP programs to assess typical NTG ratios, default savings estimates, and other 
program design issues.  
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4. Portfolio Level Results and Recommendations 

Impact Results 

Gross and Net MWh Savings 

Cadmus’ impact evaluations calculated gross and net impacts for each of the four programs and 
for the portfolio overall as shown in Table 4, below. 

Table 4. PY1 Residential Portfolio Gross and Net MWh Savings  

Program Gross MWh Savings Net MWh Savings NTG Ratio 
L&A Program 32,631  32,631 1.00 
AR Program 5,555 3,011 0.54 
Multifamily Program 1,073 817 0.76 
HEP Program 265 201 0.76 
Total Portfolio Actuals 39,494 36,660  0.93 
 

Budget 

Overall, the residential portfolio met its goal of achieving at least 16,906 MWh of energy savings 
at a cost of less than $3,227,404. AIU spent only $2,590,078, a savings of $637,326 while saving 
19,574 more MWh than planned.  

Default Savings Estimates 

The Cadmus Team performed reasonableness checks on the default gross MWh savings assumed 
in the program plans. L&A Program estimates were found to be reasonable and consistent with 
other utility programs. The Multifamily program’s measures were all found to be reasonable, 
except for “water heating pipe insulation,” which Cadmus recommends be modified from 215 
kWh per home per year to 65.4 kWh per home per year. The AR and HEP Programs both used 
site-specific engineering estimates to determine gross MWh savings, and a number of these 
estimates varied from default savings assumed in program plans. 

Process Results 

Portfolio Design Changes 

AIU’s residential portfolio contains seven programs to be implemented over three years. During 
PY1, AIU accepted CSG’s recommendation that it launch four programs on a staggered basis in 
PY1, then launch the remaining three (Residential New HVAC and Residential HVAC 
Diagnostics & Tune-Up, and Residential Direct Load Control) for PY2. This decision allowed 
AIU and CSG to better manage the rollout and budgets, and assess customer participation rates.  
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Implementation on Track to Meet Goals 

Legislative requirements to meet annual portfolio goals within annual budgets were a key 
consideration for AIU in both program design and management. This requirement, which is 
unique to Illinois, created challenges for AIU in managing short-term program response. Both 
the L&A and AR Programs could have exceeded program goals had staff not consciously slowed 
momentum by reducing the number of bulbs discounted and putting appliance recycling requests 
received late in PY1 on a waiting list. Overall, AIU managed this process effectively and 
essentially achieved both its savings and budgetary goals.  

Marketing Effectiveness 

AIU provided fairly constant evaluation and marketing messaging/tactic adjustments based on 
participation progress and results, and was cognizant of attaining its goals. Marketing and 
advertising were performed with expectations to achieve participation. PY1 results were very 
positive, and energy savings goals were achieved. Behavior change is an incremental process 
that must start with customers’ realities, and suggested behaviors must be relevant to their lives.  

Staff Experience and Satisfaction with Portfolio Implementation  

Overall, AIU staff is pleased with portfolio implementation progress. AIU staff spoke positively 
about CSG’s knowledge and experience and their ability to achieve program results in the short 
time period allotted. AIU staff are pleased CSG has been willing to spend time to help educate 
them about program implementation. Many CSG staff actually worked from AIU’s offices to 
facilitate quick and easy communication between the two companies.  

Participant Satisfaction 

The AR Program was the only program for which formal participant surveys were conducted; 
results were very positive.  

Cadmus collected other indicators of participant satisfaction, based on feedback about field 
interactions. For instance, APT, one of the L&A Program implementation subcontractors, 
tracked anecdotal field reports from representatives leading lighting clinics and training retail 
store employees. APT staff reported hearing positive feedback from those retailers and 
customers who attended clinics.  

The HEP Program generated many of its program participants through word-of-mouth from 
earlier participants, which indicates early participants were satisfied with program results.  

Portfolio Recommendations 

Cadmus has several portfolio-level recommendations for improving overall program delivery. 
(The following section of this report summarizes individual program recommendations, which 
are detailed in the full program reports in the appendices.) 
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Web-Based Tracking Database. Current tracking systems are maintained by CSG and other 
subcontractors on their own computer systems. To access information, AIU must request a 
specific report or download from the database, and have it prepared for them by CSG, which can 
result in delays and miscommunication. Allowing AIU program managers’ real-time access to 
data will enhance their knowledge of program results and allow more rapid program changes or 
required database updates. 

Define AIU Staff Roles and Responsibilities. AIU program staff is responsible for managing 
contracts with CSG and other subcontractors. In practice, CSG reported some program staff were 
heavily involved in actual program implementation during PY1, while others were not. On one 
hand, the extra involvement by AIU staff enabled them to gain valuable experience, yet it may 
have come at a price in terms of the time CSG needed to spend directly managing the programs. 
Clearer definitions of levels of involvement, roles, and responsibilities for AIU staff would assist 
both CSG and AIU staff in meeting expectations. 

Involve AIU’s Strategic Initiative Group in Portfolio Progress. AIU’s organization includes a 
holding company, Ameren Utilities, which provides strategic services to the distribution 
companies of Ameren Illinois Utilities and Ameren Missouri Utilities. The Ameren Utilities 
Strategic Initiative Group, which is part of the holding company, planned, analyzed, and 
designed programs for the November 2007 Energy Efficiency Plan filing that formed the basis 
for the residential portfolio. This group will also prepare the next three-year plan, to be filed in 
the fall of 2010. Cadmus believes both AIU’s implementation team and the Strategic Initiatives 
Group will be best served if the two groups meet to discuss program and portfolio progress on a 
regular basis.  

Incorporate Ongoing Customer Satisfaction Measurement. While Cadmus was able to draw 
some conclusions from our limited surveys and interviews, AIU has no formal customer 
feedback mechanism in place for its residential portfolio programs. Cadmus recommends AIU 
implement several approaches to gather ongoing customer feedback. For instance, both the HEP 
and Multifamily Programs could incorporate customer satisfaction questions in a follow-up call 
to assess interest in the programs and remind customers of available incentives for more complex 
measures. Another opportunity to gauge the more widely advertised L&A and AR Programs is to 
incorporate questions regarding customers’ knowledge of and satisfaction with the programs in 
AIUI’s regular customer satisfaction surveys.  

Measure and Track Marketing and Advertising Effectiveness. Overall, marketing effectiveness 
was high, as evidenced by AIU exceeding its overall goals; yet little is known regarding 
individual impacts of different approaches and messages used. Cadmus recommends AIU 
develop approaches to measure the impact of its individual marketing efforts and test advertising 
messages to improve the overall cost-effectiveness of promotion. 
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5. Program Level Results and Recommendations 

L&A Program 

Impact Results  

Cadmus calculated L&A Program gross impacts based on the number of eligible CFLs sold by 
retailers during the program period, as tracked in the program database, then multiplied by 
default savings estimates for each type of CFL sold. Table 5 summarizes the number of CFLs 
sold, incentives paid, and gross MWh saved.  

Table 5. CFLs Sold, Incentives Paid, and Gross MWh Saved 

Store Qty Sold Incentives $ MWh 
Ace Hardware 30,420 32,963 1,158 
Affiliated Home Center 102 137 5 
CVS 3,273 3,273 131 
Home Depot 448,508 539,512 17,567 
Kerr Home Center Inc. 189 189 8 
Kull Lumber Company Inc 258 258 10 
Lowes 21,874 24,900 1,032 
Menards 89,692 98,661 3,434 
Petersburg Hardware/Service Co 347 432 15 
Sam's Club 173,298 143,334 6,817 
Web-Store 47,442 80,162 2,241 
Total 815,403 926,925 32,631 

 

Cadmus calculated net impacts by comparing CFL purchase rates during the program period in 
AIU’s service territory to purchase rates in the Comparison Area (Kansas, Georgia, and 
Pennsylvania—states without active CFL promotions). Based on this method, it appears program 
spillover balance out possible freeridership. Table 6 summarizes NTG analysis results by 
comparing CFL purchase rates. 

Table 6. Summary of CFL NTG Calculations 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (F) 
CFL Sales/Month per Residential Customer Total Induced 

CFL Sales over 
Six Months, per 
Customer(C*6) 

Total Induced 
CFL Sales all 
Residential 
Customers 
(D*1.2 million) 

Program CFL 
Sales 

NTG (E/F) 
AIU Comparison Area 

Baseline 
Program 
Induced Monthly 
Sales (A-B) 

0.5166 0.4 0.1166 0.6996 839,520 815,403 1.03 
 

Although calculations point to a 1.03 NTG ratio, and earlier CFL programs in other states 
showed NTG ratios higher than 1.0, Cadmus does not recommend using a NTG ratio greater than 
1.0, primarily because standard CFLs have become a fairly mature technology, with widespread 
awareness and substantial baseline sales throughout the U.S. While this Comparison State 
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approach has been implemented successfully in recent program evaluations in Iowa, Wisconsin, 
and Massachusetts, Cadmus recognizes the study’s limitations, which include:  

 Using different states without programs to represent AIU’s service territory;  

 The possible interdependence of retailers and manufacturers that operate in many states, 
regardless of utility programs;  

 A lack of consideration of other factors affecting CFL sales (income, home size, 
education, energy rates, availability); and  

 Slight differences in CFL survey questions between AIU and the Comparison Area.3 

Market Effects. The CFL User Survey provided insights into the ways AIU’s Program affected 
the market. The survey indicated AIU’s L&A Program seems to have increased consumer CFL 
awareness and purchases compared to states without CFL programs (97% vs. 92%), and 
increased CFL purchases in the six months prior to the survey (by comparison). Seventy-six 
percent of respondents indicated they currently have CFLs installed in their homes.  

Process Results  

Stakeholder Satisfaction. All stakeholders interviewed showed high satisfaction levels with 
communication levels between parties.  

Customer Satisfaction. Customers who purchased CFLs generally have been quite satisfied with 
them. While Cadmus did not directly measure customer satisfaction with the L&A Program 
itself, feedback from field representatives and retailers was positive, based on anecdotes about 
direct interactions with customers. AIU program staff also believes customers were aware of the 
program and pleased with it. 

Deviations from Plan. The L&A Program design did not deviate from AIU’s 2007 Energy 
Efficiency Plan, apart from the increased sales target. This advantageous change allowed the 
L&A Program to maintain its momentum and compensate for limited energy savings from other 
delayed programs. Program implementation was effective, and program marketing and outreach 
resulted in aggressive savings over a short period of time.  

Recommendations  

CFL Customer Education. The CFL User Survey pointed to several topics AIU can continue to 
include in its CFL educational information for customers. AIU customers have a relatively low 

                                                 
3  To more precisely control for a comprehensive set of factors impacting CFL sales, a regression model is 

currently being developed for multiple program states, including California, Massachusetts, New York, and 
Michigan. The model will also include approximately six control regions not currently running CFL programs. 
Cadmus recommends AIU also participate in this pooled data regression approach to control for these other 
factors.  
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level of concern about mercury or other CFL disposal issues (5%). Research in other regions has 
shown unrecovered mercury and CFL disposal are growing issues of concern. Some customers in 
other regions—confused about “mixed messages”—have stopped using CFLs. AIU can preempt 
such rebound effects by educating customers about the minimal amounts of mercury in CFLs 
(for instance, the mercury in one CFL is comparable to that in a bite of tuna) and by educating 
customers on simple disposal options. The CFL User Survey also indicated a significant portion 
of AIU customers (27%) use CFLs in dimmable or three-way fixtures, while only 44% of those 
use specialty CFLs designed for such fixtures (15% of total CFL users misuse the lights). Using 
standard CFLs in dimmable or three-way fixtures can significantly reduce the life of these bulbs 
and should be discouraged.  

Considerations if Adding WalMart as a Retailer. Another important finding from the CFL User 
Survey was WalMart was the CFL purchase outlet most often identified by survey respondents 
(36%), even though it does not participate in the L&A Program. WalMart is a major force in the 
retail market. Should AIU include WalMart as a future retailer, a participation agreement 
between AIU and WalMart should be structured to account for the high level of CFLs already 
sold through WalMart. For example, incentives to WalMart’s manufacturers could be based on 
the increase in sales over an agreed-upon baseline rather than on every CFL sold. 

AR Program 

Impact Results  

To calculate energy consumption for early retirement of participating refrigerators and freezers, 
Cadmus utilized a database detailing consumption of over 30,000 specific refrigerator and 
freezer makes and models between 1979 and 1992.4 Because the database contained annual 
energy consumption estimates from a metering study at the time of manufacture, and appliance 
performance degrades over time, annual degradation factors of 1.97% and 1.06% were applied to 
refrigerators and freezers, respectively, in the database to calculate the appliances’ assumed 
energy consumption at the time of participation.5 In addition, the evaluation team utilized 
Federal energy standards for each appliance and a best-fit trend analysis to estimate energy 
consumption of appliances newer and older, respectively, than those contained in the database. 

Next, each appliance in the database was assigned to a configuration category (e.g., Top Freezer 
Refrigerator), age category (e.g., 16–18 years old), size category (e.g., 19–21 cubic feet) and 
defrost type (manual vs. automatic). Once assigned, the average estimated energy consumption 
at the time of retirement for every combination of configuration, age, size, and defrost type was 
determined. Results of this effort were aggregated into a database. 

The database detailing savings specific to each configuration, age, size, and defrost type was 
then merged with Program records detailing the number of Program appliances with a similar set 

                                                 
4 http://www.waptac.org/sp.asp?mc=techaids_refrigerator_energyuse  
5 The degradation factors applied were determined utilizing data from the 2004–2005 California Statewide 

Appliance Recycling Evaluation.  
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of characteristics. Once merged, a weighted average was used to determine annual energy 
savings generated by a refrigerator and freezer recycled through PY1.  

Gross savings needed to be adjusted for units used for a portion of the year. To do so, Cadmus 
calculated and applied a part-use factor. Appliances not previously in operation or operated only 
part of the year were assigned a part-use factor to account for less than full-year savings. 

After estimating gross savings using the above approach, the program-wide annual gross energy 
generated by AIU in PY1 is presented in Table 7.  

Table 7. Appliance Recycling Gross Annual Energy Savings 

Appliance 

Gross Energy 
Savings 

(kWh/Year) Participation 

Total Program 
Gross Savings 

(kWh/Year) 
Refrigerator 1,522 2,752 4,188,295 

Freezer 1,247 1,096 1,366,870 

Total  3,848 5,555,165 

 

Net Energy Savings were determined by calculating the number of units that would have been 
kept and not used or independently disposed of, per questions asked on the participant survey. 
Table 8 illustrates the resulting NTG ratio and net energy savings. The resulting NTG ratio is 
consistent with those found in other appliance recycling programs. 

Table 8. Appliance Recycling Gross and Net Annual Energy Savings 

Appliance 
Total Program Gross 
Savings (kWh/Year) NTG 

Total Program Net Savings 
(kWh/Year) 

Refrigerator 4,188,295 0.51 2,142,985 
Freezer 1,366,870 0.63 867,665 

Total 5,555,165  3,010,650 

 

Process Results  

Satisfaction. Participants expressed significant satisfaction with the Program, with 95% rating 
the Program with an 8, 9, or 10, on a 10-point scale. In fact, only four of the 93 respondents rated 
their Program satisfaction less than a 7. 

Incentives Influence. Almost half (48%) of surveyed participants stated the main reason they 
decided to recycle appliances with AIU was the free pick-up. Another 28% of respondents 
indicated the $35 incentive for each recycled appliance was the reason they went with AIU’s 
program over other options. To explore this issue further, those who said the cash incentive was 
the main participation reason were asked if they still would have participated in the Program had 
the $35 per appliance incentive not been available. Seventy-four percent indicated they still 
would have participated in the Program without the incentive. The free pick-up clearly stood in 
respondents’ minds more prevalently. They saw this service as a monetary benefit, as many 
would have had to pay to have the appliance recycled. It should be noted, however, that a 
monetary incentive is often necessary to capture the attention of potential participants. 
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Experienced Project Team. AIU’s decision to higher CSG and partner with ARCA, an 
organization that focuses exclusively on appliance recycling and implements similar utility-
funded programs nationally and internationally, provided AIU with a turnkey appliance recycling 
program capable of quickly launching and meeting its first-year targets. 

Standardization of Program Design. AIU’s program design was similar to that employed by 
many utilities. ARCA accepts incoming calls from prospective customers on behalf of AIU’s Act 
On EnergyTM initiative, schedules the pick-up appointment, picks up the appliance, recycles the 
appliance following environmental protocols, and provides the customer with an incentive on 
behalf of AIU. Early changes to the program design included adding freezers and room air 
conditioners to the list of eligible measures. Incentives were not provided for room air 
conditioners, and those were only picked up in conjunction with a refrigerator or freezer.  

Focus on Secondary Units. One difference between AIU’s AR Program and some (not all) other 
utility appliance recycling programs was limiting eligibility only to secondary appliances. 
Focusing on secondary appliances increases the likelihood of recycling older, less-efficient 
appliances, and reducing the overall stock of appliances active on the grid. Since identifying 
secondary appliances can be difficult, language was included in the initial call script regarding 
duration of use as a secondary appliance (not a recently replaced primary unit). Based on 
findings of the participant survey, these efforts appear to have been successful. 

Regular Communication and Data Transparency. All stakeholders said communications 
between the three parties (AIU, CSG, and ARCA) were regular and effective. Specifically, 
stakeholders mentioned that, in addition to formal weekly project meetings, informal 
communication via e-mail or in-person meetings regarding project status and marketing was 
common. In addition, CSG’s and AIU’s ability to view ARCA’s database via a Web portal 
increased Program transparency.  

Effective Marketing Efforts. Program marketing utilized a number of efforts. First, in October 
2008, AIU advertised the Program to approximately 42,000 customers via a “CFL Box” 
(included two free CFLs and information regarding the Program). In January 2009, AIU 
provided a bill insert to all residential customers (approximately 1.2 million). The substantial 
mailing appears to have contributed to the spike in participation experienced in the late winter 
and early spring of 2009. However, it should be noted appliance recycling programs typically 
experience a significant increase in participation during spring. In addition to bill inserts, the 
Program also benefitted from numerous media opportunities earned later in the Program cycle. 
According to ARCA’s call center, 57% of participants cited the bill inserts as their impetus for 
participation, while 16% cited newspaper coverage of the Program. In general, these percentages 
were corroborated by the participant survey findings. Near the Program year's end, efforts began 
to develop truck wraps (advertising on trucks picking up appliances). 

Achievable Program Targets. A target of 3,700 recycled appliances was set for the Program’s 
first year. Implementation staff considered the target low, and efforts were made to restrain 
participation early in the program cycle to ensure funding would last throughout the Program 
year.  
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Demand Exceeded PY1 Program Budget. Despite efforts to regulate participation throughout 
the year, program funds were exhausted by early April. As a result, all prospective customers 
during the rest of the program year were placed on a waiting list until next year’s program 
became available. Exhaustion of funds likely resulted from a relatively low appliance target and 
successful, large-scale marketing through bill inserts and earned media.  

Nonresidential Prospects. The stakeholder interviewed at the call center noted approximately 
10% of the received calls were from residential customers with an appliance that did not meet the 
current age eligibility requirement. In addition, the stakeholder estimated another 5% of calls 
were from nonresidential customers (schools, churches, government, and small commercial) 
operating residential-style appliances.  

Recommendations  

Trust Implementer Experience. Several stakeholders noted the levels of concern expressed by 
AIU and the Program implementers differed regarding low early participation numbers. Given 
the seasonality of appliance recycling programs and considerable experience of its 
implementation team, AIU should consult CSG and ARCA when deciding when and how to 
market the Program. 

Consider Including a Limited Small Commercial Sector. Since many nonresidential customers 
operated older, inefficient, residential-style refrigerators, the AR Program should consider 
expanding eligibility to a limited portion of the small commercial sector. For example, the AR 
Program could limit small commercial participation to only appliances on the first floor (to 
alleviate transportation issues) or to a specific subsector (such as churches). While advertising a 
small commercial add-on element may lead to confusion and frustration regarding eligibility, the 
program could only enroll those qualifying nonresidential customers that contact the program 
through current marketing practices.  

Multifamily Program 

Impact Results  

The Multifamily Program successfully achieved its targets by serving 69 facilities with a mix of 
installations. Overall results are summarized below in Table 9 with the mix of installations 
shown in Table 10. 

Table 9. PY1 Multifamily Achievements  

Metric Actual 
Net MWh 817 
Participation (no. of units) 2,342 
Incentives $74,956 
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Table 10. Installation Distribution  

Install Location Number of Sites 
Common Area Lighting Only 3 
In-Unit Only 59 
Both Common Area and In-Unit 7 
Total Number of Facilities 69 

 

Multifamily Program trends show common area installations were not as popular as in-unit 
installations. While the number of common area installations were relatively small, those 
measures were responsible for 17% of the Program’s net savings. Table 11 and Table 12 detail 
measures installed in common areas and units, respectively. 

Table 11. Common Area Measure Distribution  

Measure 
Quantity 
Installed 

kWh Gross 
Savings 

kWh Net 
Savings 

4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast and reflector) 491 32,879 24,988 
4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast) 94 8,234 6,258 
Integral CFL (>13 watts screw-in) 174 49,854 37,889 
LED Exit Sign (new fixture or LED retro-fit) 179 48,084 36,544 
Modular CFL (<=18 watts pin based electronic ballast fixture) 29 20,831 15,832 
Modular CFL (>18 watts pin based electronic ballast fixture) 51 21,500 16,340 
Occupancy Sensor 5 - - 
Total 1,023 181,383 137,851 

 
Table 12. In-Unit Measure Distribution and Savings  

Measure 
Quantity 
Installed 

kWh Gross 
Savings 

kWh Net 
Savings 

15 watt CFL  9,368 359,731 273,546 
20 watt CFL  274 12,878 9,782 
23 watt CFL  207 13,621 10,350 
Faucet Aerator  2,535 81,016 62,320 
Pipe Insulation  886 48,165 36,605 
Showerhead 2.0 gpm  1,937 376,300 286,200 
Total  15,207 891,711 678,803 

 

Savings were attributed to each measure based on default estimates, which were reviewed for 
reasonableness and only revised for pipe insulation (from 215 kWh to 65.4 kWh for units with 
electric water heat).  

A review of program documentation showed the program, in many locations, installed up to 12 
and 13 CFLs in a single apartment, even though program requirements limit the number of CFLs 
installed in any one apartment to four. For the nine properties performing in-unit installations, 
104 units received CFLs; of those, 56 units received more than four CFLs. Installation of this 
number of CFLs can be cost-effective if fixtures operate, on average, at least an hour a day. 
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Savings, however, may not be as high as the 38 to 66 kWh per CFL estimated, and could impact 
overall program savings. However, based on program documents, each unit received an average 
of 5.7 CFLs. Cadmus believes it is reasonable to assume those CFLs operate for 2.3 hours per 
day; therefore, they have not downgraded CFL savings this year.  

Process Results 

Program Changes. Shortly after the Program began, AIU and CSG staff realized several 
changes needed to be made to the Program’s design: allowing common area lighting retrofits to 
be installed by participating maintenance staff instead of requiring certified electric contractors; 
eliminating the requirement for facilities to participate in common or custom measures as well as 
in-unit measures; and delaying the more complex custom measures to PY2.  

Marketing. CSG staff marketed the Program mostly by conducting cold calls on properties and 
engaging the 69 properties that had participated in the Program by the end of PY1. Marketing 
and informational materials were also easily accessed and understandable.  

Increased Customer Knowledge. Overall, CSG account managers found staff at participating 
properties lacked knowledge about energy efficiency, energy-saving measures, and benefits 
associated with upgrading their equipment. Therefore, the program has provided a significant 
benefit by educating property managers and customers about energy efficiency. 

In Unit vs. Common Area Measures. More projects focused on in-unit measures rather than 
common area measures. Participant interviewees cited several reasons for this: in-unit measures 
were free, and installation could be completed by facility staff; budgets for larger properties were 
set in advance, and upgrading measures had to be worked into expenses at a future date; property 
owners were looking to future tax liabilities and wanted to wait to invest in their property when it 
could provide a tax advantage. In spite of this, property owners were reported to be very 
interested in common area measures because of short payback periods and AIU incentives.  

Changes for Program Year 2. Planned program changes for PY2 allow for inclusion of more 
complex (and HVAC) measures in program offerings. These preparations also include CSG 
account managers receiving training on new measures, outreach to program allies able to conduct 
an energy analysis and recommend more complex measures to multifamily property staff, and 
account managers recommending these measures to potential participants, when appropriate. 

Delayed Program Database. Early in program implementation, the program lacked a database; 
as a result, reporting was inconsistent. This was reportedly a function of the program’s rapid 
launch with minimal staff and the level of PY1’s goals. The program database is now near 
completion, and AIU Multifamily staff report they have received the reporting requested 
consistently and in a timely manner.  

Recommendations 

Complete Database Rollout. Completing the tracking database will benefit all parties involved 
with the Program. Cadmus suggests a number of additional fields be tracked in the database to 
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facilitate program evaluation, including equipment fuel types, customer addresses and account 
numbers, numbers of buildings in complexes, numbers of units and square footage of each of 
these, and installers’ contact information.  

Launch Custom Measures in PY2. Account managers have found participants had little 
knowledge of energy efficiency (in general) and how it applies to their building(s) (in 
particular). Cadmus encourages the Program to begin performing complete building energy 
audits to determine where property owners can generate savings for themselves and their 
tenants. It is more time-effective to assess a building only once and determine how many 
measures will be applicable, rather than visiting a building several times and duplicating the 
energy analysis.  

Allow More CFLs Per Unit. The estimated 2.3 operation hours for CFLs installed in tenant 
units is very conservative when the Program only allows four CFLs. However, if over 10 CFLs 
are routinely installed in tenant units, those hours of operation and savings become suspect. 
Cadmus believes increasing the number of CFLs installed in tenant units up to eight will 
comfortably maintain estimated savings. The presence of an installer in the unit is a costly 
undertaking, and all energy-saving measures applicable to the unit should be leveraged at that 
time. Graduated savings levels for CFLs installed in tenant units could be used to allow for 
additional cost-effective installations. The first eight CFLs installed will have savings attributed 
to them at current default savings. The remainder of CFLs can be installed at the discretion of 
CSG or apartment maintenance staff, but will have savings attributed at a reduced rate.  

HEP Program 

Impact Results  

The HEP Program served 152 electrically heated homes, saving 201 MWh of energy. Table 13 
describes energy savings by measure. 
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Table 13. Home Energy Performance; Savings by Measure 

 Measures Number 

Achieved 
kWh 

savings 
Audits on Homes with Electric Heat 152  
ISMs at Home with Electric DHW:      

Faucet Aerators Installed 43 2,484 
Low Flow Shower Heads Installed 51 3,023 
Hot Water Pipe Insulation Installed 19 491 

DHW Subtotal 113 5,998 
Sites with Electric Heat that Had Installed:     

Infiltration from 0.8 to 0.35 ACH 0 0 
Ceiling Insulation (R-7 to R-38) 0 0 

Ceiling Insulation (R-11 to R-38) 0 0 
R-11 Wall Insulation 0 0 

Insulation Subtotal 0 0 
Number of CFL replacements:     

CFL 60w to 15w 3,767 109,243 
CFL 75w to 20w 1,111 39,996 

CFL 100w to 23w 928 46,400 
Lighting Subtotal 5,806 195,639 

Electric Program Total 5,919 201,637 
 

As part of the impact evaluation, Cadmus reviewed default estimates of all measures for 
reasonableness and against audit software calculations, and recommended significant changes on 
DHW measures; for example, the pipe insulation estimate was reduced from 810 kWh to  
34 kWh. Other measures had slight differences that could be traced back to differences in base 
assumptions and were not adjusted for computing evaluation results. Net savings also assumed at 
a NTG ratio of 76%, which Cadmus found to be consistent with NTG values used elsewhere for 
similar programs.  

Process Results  

Customer Satisfaction. Program implementers indicated that, based on their conversations with 
participants, most new participants come into the program through word-of-mouth. In addition, 
according to implementers, program participants feel they received great value for the $25 audit 
fee and are surprised to receive free energy-saving measures through the ISMs. In comparison 
with other programs around the country, AIU’s $25 audit fee is extremely low. For example, a 
similar energy-efficiency program in Tennessee charges $250 for an audit, according to CSG 
staff. Finally, according to program implementers, participants have been impressed with the 
auditors’ expertise.  

Marketing. The HEP program markets directly to consumers through direct mailings. To date, 
implementers have sent 10 batches of mailings, ranging from 5,000–10,000 pieces each. New 
mailings are triggered when the number of calls received from the previous mailer tapers off. 
One 10,000-piece mailing sent in March 2009 resulted in a 3.21% response rate, and supplied 
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enough responses for HEP auditors to be scheduled until June 2009. The mailings go to specific 
zip codes to target outreach to specific homes types and demographics.  

No Insulation Incentives Processed. In PY1, CSG processed no insulation incentives. Several 
staff interviewed said these results did not meet suggested targets. Others, however, suggested 
there were no firm incentive-suggested targets for PY1, and low first-year numbers were normal 
for this type of program, with incentive numbers not increasing until PY2. Everyone interviewed 
agreed it would be hard to meet the PY2 incentive-suggested targets, given the low PY1 results. 
Potential reasons for not meeting suggested targets include the following:  

 The current recession means program participants are less likely to invest in expensive 
items, such as HVAC units or insulation. Recognizing incentives are very difficult to 
change, implementers acknowledged incentive levels may be too low and incentive 
conditions too restrictive for success during current economic conditions.  

 There is no post-audit follow-up with participants. Program implementers said they are 
working to determine the best follow-up method without being “pushy” or being 
perceived as a “telemarketer.”  

 The HEP program currently expects participants to call HVAC or HEP Program Allies 
(contractors). Discussions about providing leads to HVAC or HEP Program Allies have 
occurred, but no action has been taken because AIU is concerned about how to distribute 
leads fairly.  

 According to implementers, program participants have asked basic questions about 
incentive recommendations provided in the written report at the end of the audit. The 
basic level of the questions may indicate the auditor needs to spend more time explaining 
the recommendations, particularly regarding measures for which AIU offers incentives.  

 Program participants who can afford upgrades tend to live in newer homes, which do not 
qualify for incentives.  

 Program participants living in older homes (those built before 1975) and qualifying for 
incentives are less likely to be able to afford them.  

 More education may be required to help customers increase their willingness to invest in 
the incented measures.  

 For the first three to four months, the AIU HEP Web page emphasized audits and ISMs 
over incented shell and HVAC measure installations. Because so few customers applied 
for incentives during that period, CSG changed the HEP Web page to emphasize these 
incented measures.  

Program Design Changes. During PY1, CSG made the following improvements to  
program design:  
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 Changed promotion efforts from targeting customers with high-energy bills to customer 
ZIP codes with both large concentrations of older homes (pre-1975) and high energy 
bills. This increased the proportion of participants who could benefit from the program.  

 Revised HEP audit scheduling process to allow customers to call directly and schedule 
appointments rather than send in a response card with a $25 check and wait for a call 
from the auditor. The revised program has auditors collect payment at the time of their 
visit. CSG also revised the mailer as a brochure and letter, which has been more 
successful because it looks more official and is less likely to be mistaken for junk mail.  

HomeCheck Software Key to Program Efficiency. CSG developed the HomeCheck audit tool 
for high-volume utility programs. The program limits required data for determining estimated 
annual heating and cooling loads. CSG tests have shown the model is accurate, even compared to 
more sophisticated models. After establishing load-specific information, auditors enter variables 
on each measure into HomeCheck and generate a report at the customer’s site that details each 
measure’s cost, savings, and payback.  

Data Tracking and Scheduling. CSG’s Core Application, the main program used in their office, 
allows CSG to effectively schedule audits, intake field data, and provide quantitative analysis to 
meet AIU’s data needs. Weekly, CSG downloads data from AIU’s customer database to the Core 
Application for program targeting. In addition, HomeCheck is integrated with the Core 
Application, which allows accurate and timely field data capture and analysis. 

More Insulation Program Allies Needed. At the end of PY1, there were only three HEP 
Insulation Program Allies. One program implementer believes only one of these companies 
really understands the program’s safety requirements. Potential barriers to becoming an HEP 
Insulation Program Ally include:  

 Required BPI training lasts a week and costs $2,100 plus expenses, both of which are 
proving to be significant barriers for smaller businesses. 

 Some insulation contractors have been resistant to installation method changes, and must 
be educated on the process.  

HEP implementers, however, agree existing HEP Insulation Program Allies have been 
enthusiastic about increased business from the HEP program, and many non-BPI certified 
insulation contractors have expressed interest in joining the program.  

HEP implementers hope to establish a network of HEP Insulation Program Allies across the 
state. Implementers believe the ideal number of HEP Insulation Program Allies to be 100, spread 
throughout the state. One implementer stated that as the network becomes more substantial, there 
would be less need for audits because the HEP Insulation Program Allies would both promote 
the program and educate consumers about its benefits.  

PY2 Changes. CSG plans to hire an HEP-dedicated manager for PY2, increasing program 
capacity. During PY1, CSG had one program manager for all AIU residential incentive 
programs. CSG also plans to hire two new auditors in southern Illinois. Currently, with auditors 
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located only in Peoria, implementers cluster calls outside the Peoria region to minimize drive 
times. HEP has consistently completed 50 to 60 audits per week, with each auditor able to 
complete four audits per day. Ninety-eight percent of scheduling-blocks have been filled.  

Recommendations 

Consider Increasing Incentives. In the current economic climate, program participants are most 
likely unwilling to invest in expensive shell or HVAC measures, regardless of how well the HEP 
program is promoted or implemented. Higher incentives or less restrictive incentive conditions 
(e.g., only 10% of participants qualified for the ceiling insulation incentive, which requires an 
existing insulation no greater than R-11) should be examined and tested for cost-effectiveness.  

Improve Shell and HVAC Promotion. A number of steps could be taken to improve shell and 
HVAC measure promotion, including writing the audit report in more layman-friendly language, 
following up with audit participants, recruiting contractors to be insulation program allies and 
assisting them with BPI training costs, and promoting online BPI training via the Internet to 
contractors allow more convenient scheduling. 

Analyze DWH Opportunities. Suggested targets for DWH measures were not met. The market 
should be analyzed to determine if the market is too small or if the program should be changed.  

Continue to Assess the Number of HEP Auditors. In addition to the two new auditors CSG 
plans to hire in PY2 to reach the St. Louis and Southern Illinois territories, additional auditors 
may be needed to reach the rest of AIU’s service territory.  

Replace Default Savings Estimates for DWH Measures. HEP Program audits track key, home-
specific data (such as existing numbers of showerheads and their flow rates) to develop gross 
savings for each measure through the audits. Average values from the audits should be used for 
future default savings. Consider using average audit data for remaining measures if the approach 
for DWH proves to be reliable, robust, and defendable.  
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1. Executive Summary 

The Residential Lighting and Appliance Program encourages the purchase of high-efficiency 
lighting products, such as compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), ENERGY STAR-rated lighting 
fixtures, and appliances. During its first year (PY1), the Program focused exclusively on lighting, 
with appliance promotion scheduled to begin in PY2. The Program is primarily implemented 
through upstream markdowns to manufacturers, and marketed both through retail stores at the 
customer’s point-of-purchase (POP) and through an online store that also sells discounted CFLs. 
A variety of lights were discounted through the Program, with an average incentive of $1.00 for 
standard, twister-type CFLs and $1.53 for specialty bulbs (such as flood lights, candle lights, 
three-way bulbs, etc.).  

Ameren Illinois Utilities (AIU) launched the Program in August 2008, through 19 retail stores 
(increasing to 122 stores in October 2008). AIU advertised the Program through branded POP 
materials, customer and retailer education materials, in-store customer educational events, 
training for retail sales staff at retail sites, and general advertising using billboards, television and 
radio ads, and bill stuffers. 

AIU’s prime implementation contractor, Conservation Services Group (CSG) subcontracted the 
Program's implementation to Applied Proactive Technologies (APT) and Energy Federation 
Incorporated (EFI). Their responsibilities include Program fieldwork with retailers, Internet order 
fulfillments, and tracking and incentives payments.  

PY1 Program targets were to sell: 535,452 CFLs, netting 13,402 MWh savings within an 
incentives budget of $757,562 and a total budget of $1,589,117. Actual PY1 Program results 
included sales of 815,403 CFLs, for a total of 32,631 gross MWh savings. Cadmus compared 
telephone survey data on CFLs purchased in the AIU service territory to similar results from 
Kansas, Pennsylvania, and Georgia (Comparison Area—states without CFL programs). The 
results produced an estimated net-to-gross (NTG) ratio of 1.03. Other data from the CFL User 
Survey support a high NTG ratio. The survey showed significant CFL sales in AIU service 
territory occurred at nonprogram retailers, such as WalMart (36% of sales in AIU service 
territory), and that 2008 first-time purchases of CFLs were much higher for AIU than in the 
Comparison Area (31% vs. 14%). Historically, a number of utility programs have enjoyed NTG 
ratios greater than one. More recently, however, CFLs are becoming a mature technology, 
consumer awareness is high, and NTG ratios are dropping. As such, Cadmus does not 
recommend AIU apply a NTG ratio greater than 1.0 for a CFL program, and, therefore, estimates 
net PY1 savings of 32,631 MWh. Figure 1, below, shows the program targets compared to actual 
results for CFLs sold, gross and net MWh savings, incentives budget, and total budget. 
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Figure 1. Program Targets Compared to Actual Results 

 

 

The telephone survey showed more AIU customers were aware and familiar with CFLs than 
those in the Comparison Area (97% vs. 92%) and had a higher rate of purchase of CFLs in the 
six months prior to the survey (0.52 vs. 0.38 CFLs per household per month).  

From a process standpoint, all interviewed Program staff were pleased with the first year’s 
progress and results. Program staff were able to manage Program sales to stay within the 
residential portfolio budget and maintain administrative costs under those planned for the 
Program. Communication among stakeholders was perceived by those involved to be excellent, 
and anecdotal feedback from customers and retailers was positive. 

Cadmus recommends AIU continue its proactive efforts to educate customers on the proper use, 
purchasing considerations, and disposal of CFLs. The CFL User survey indicated a relatively 
low level of awareness and concern among CFL users about mercury or disposal issues with 
CFLs (5%); however, research in other states indicates mercury and CFL disposal is a growing 
issue of concern. Also, the CFL User Survey indicated, of the 76% who have CFLs installed, a 
significant portion (27%) use CFLs in dimmable or three-way fixtures, while only 44% of those 
use specialty CFLs designed for such fixtures (15% of CFL users). Using standard CFLs in 
dimmable or three-way fixtures can significantly reduce the life of these bulbs and should be 
discouraged. Cadmus recommends AIU educate customers on the proper placement of CFLs to 
help customers avoid this problem. 

The CFL User Survey also reported AIU customers purchased CFLs from WalMart more than 
any other retailer (36%), even though WalMart was not a participating retailer. Should AIU 
include WalMart as a future retailer, a participation agreement between AIU and WalMart 
should be structured to account for the high level of baseline sales already occurring rather than 
paying incentives on every CFL sold.  
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2. Introduction 

Program Description 

The Residential Lighting and Appliance Program encourages the purchase of high-efficiency 
lighting products, such as compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) and ENERGY STAR-rated lighting 
fixtures and other appliances. During the Program’s first year (PY1), it focused exclusively on 
lighting, with appliance promotion scheduled to begin in PY2. The Program is implemented 
primarily through upstream markdowns to manufacturers, marketed both through retail stores at 
the customer’s point-of-purchase (POP) and an online store that sells discounted CFLs. A variety 
of lights are discounted through the Program, with an average incentive of $1.00 for standard, 
twister-type CFLs and $1.53 for specialty bulbs (such as flood lights, candle lights, three-way 
bulbs, etc.).  

AIU launched the Program in August 2008, through 19 Home Depot and Sam’s Club retail 
stores. Additionally, AIU mailed a catalog containing CFLs available for sale to 286,000 targeted 
customers, along with advertising materials, information about an online Web site for future 
ordering, and two free CFLs. The 572,000 CFLs included in the mailing were purchased with 
monies from a $2 million rate relief fund, and were not counted in the Program’s results or 
budget. AIU targeted customers based on their lack of proximity to retail outlets where they 
could purchase CFLs directly. The Program ramped up in October and November 2008 to 
include a total of 122 stores stocking qualifying bulbs, including Lowes, Ace, Menards, CVS, 
and local specialty stores. The Program also developed branded POP materials, and customer 
and retailer education materials, offered in-store customer educational events, and trained retail 
sales staff. AIU offered general advertising through billboards, television and radio ads, and bill 
stuffers. 

A primary question for program designers was how to offer discounts to AIU customers without 
attracting non-AIU customers from the adjacent service territories of cooperative and 
municipally-owned utilities. AIU’s other residential programs require participating customers to 
provide account numbers before receiving an incentive; upstream programs, however, do not 
allow for discrimination among retail customers because incentives are provided directly to 
manufacturers prior to stocking at the retail store. To minimize this “leakage” effect, AIU 
program designers carefully limited eligible retail stores in PY1 to those with at least 80% AIU 
customers in the areas they serve.  

AIU hired Conservation Services Group (CSG) as its overall implementation contractor for the 
residential program portfolio, including the L&A Program. In turn, CSG subcontracted certain 
L&A Program activities to Applied Proactive Technologies (APT) and Energy Federation 
Incorporated (EFI). APT’s responsibilities include all Program fieldwork:  

 Negotiating Memorandums of Understanding (MOU’s) with retailers and manufacturers; 
 Training retail store employees; 
 Developing point-of-sale materials and ensuring proper placement in retail stores; 
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 Monitoring and adjusting the MOUs; and 
 Conducting lighting clinics for retail store customers.  

EFI runs the CFL catalog and Internet order fulfillment process, and tracks and pays incentives 
to manufacturers on CSG’s behalf. 

AIU’s initial Program goals, based on its 2007 Energy Efficiency Plan, were to sell 360,000 
CFLs for a total budget of $1,160,000. AIU’s request for proposal (RFP) for implementation 
contractors asked bidders to supply revised Program sales, budgets, and energy savings in their 
proposals. Table 1 contains the recommended amounts from CSG’s proposed implementation 
plan, which were adopted by AIU as its official Program targets. However, once the Program 
began and AIU had a better understanding of the schedule for all its residential programs, AIU 
informally increased its sales objectives to 900,000 bulbs to compensate for other delayed 
programs.  

Table 1. Program Targets 

 Program Targets 
CFLs Sold 535,452 
Gross MWh Savings 17,634 
Net MWh Savings 13,402 
Incentives Paid $756,652 
Total Budget $1,589,117 

 

Evaluation Questions 

Cadmus’ evaluation of the L&A Program’s PY1 sought to answer the following key questions: 

Impact Questions 

1. What are the program’s gross impacts? 
2. What are the program’s net impacts? 
3. Did the program meet its energy targets within its budget? If not, why not? 
4. What are the market effects associated with program activities? 

Process Questions 

1. Has the program design changed from the plan filed in 2007? If so, how, why, and were 
changes advantageous? 

2. Is implementation on track and meeting goals? Has the program been implemented in a 
manner consistent with program design?  

3. How effective were program implementation, design and processes, and marketing 
efforts? 

4. What were program staff experiences and satisfaction with the program? 
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5. What were customers’ perceptions of CFLs and were any issues associated with CFL 
use? 
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3. Evaluation Methods 

Analytical Methods 

Impact evaluations for upstream rebate programs are inherently difficult to conduct due to a lack 
of participant contact information. This PY1 evaluation, limited by time and budget constraints, 
used participating retailer sales data, CFL User Survey results, and secondary data from other 
service territories to inform the impact analysis. Specifically, Cadmus derived savings estimates 
from the following inputs: 

 Number of Program Bulbs. The Program tracking database was reviewed and utilized to 
calculate the number of CFLs incented through the Program.  

 Leakage. Although Program bulbs may leave the AIU service territory (leakage), 
Cadmus assumes this effect is minimal for a few reasons. First, the Program has 
attempted to limit leakage by selecting stores that serve zip codes with at least 80% AIU 
customers. Secondly, some adjacent service territories also offer CFL discounts; so 
leakage can be assumed to work in both directions (positively and negatively). Therefore, 
we have assumed leakage is zero for PY1.  

 Installation Rate. The CFL User Survey provides the basis for estimating the percentage 
of CFLs installed versus those put in storage. 

 Energy (kWh) Saved. kWh savings per bulb were estimated and agreed upon in AIU’s 
Energy Efficiency Plan, approved in November 2007. Table 2 shows assumed kWh 
savings by CFL type. 

Table 2. kWh Savings by CFL Type 

Description kWh savings 
Feit 23w PAR-38 EcoBulb Flood ESL23PAR38T 99 
GE 15w R-30 Dimmable Flood FLE15/2/DV/R30 79 
GE 15w R30 Soft White Flood FLE15/2/R30XL 79 
Harmony 15w Mini-Spiral H15MS 79 
Harmony 20w Lightwiz H20027S 80 
Harmony 25w Lightwiz H25027 99 
Maxlite 13w MiniBulb A19 SKB13EA 39 
MaxLite 20w MiniBulb A20 SKB20EAWW/SP 80 
Philips 14w Bug-A-Way 203711 39 
Sylvania 20w R40 Reflector Flood 29399 80 
TCP 14w G25 Globe 2G2514 39 

 

 Net-to-Gross (NTG). Spillover, freeridership, and other NTG indicators were estimated 
by combining CFL User Survey results (to estimate total CFL and baseline sales) and 
program tracking (to estimate total Program sales).  
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Data Sources 

Table 3 summarizes data sources Cadmus used to evaluate the L&A Program. Each data source 
is described in more detail following the table.  

Table 3. Summary of Evaluation Data Sources 

Action Sample Size Details
CFL User Survey 302 CFL awareness, sales, saturation, NTG, and Program implementation.  
Program Document  N/A Used to inform the process evaluations and understand Program logistics. 
Stakeholder Interviews 6 Used to inform the process evaluations and understand Program logistics. 
Retail Sales Analysis Census Provides Program lighting sales.  

 

CFL User Survey 

Cadmus developed a residential customer telephone survey to estimate a number of important 
progress indicators, including:  

 CFL Awareness and Purchasing. These questions gathered data on types of bulbs used 
and stored in the home. Questions were also asked to determine where bulbs were 
purchased and in what quantity. 

 Non-CFL Purchasing. The questions focused on whether customers had purchased 
incandescent bulbs in the last six months, the number of these bulbs, and the number of 
other types of bulbs purchased.  

 Use of Lights. These questions focused on CFL and incandescent bulb use. If 
respondents indicated they had incandescent bulbs in their homes, they were asked a 
series of questions regarding in which scenarios they would use an incandescent or  
CFL bulb.  

 CFL Satisfaction. This section asked about participants’ satisfaction with CFLs, 
including reasons for dissatisfaction.  

 Concerns and Removal Rates of CFLs. Questions in this section gathered information 
on customer concerns about CFL bulbs and what they did with bulbs no longer in use. 

 ENERGY STAR Awareness. This section focused on customer awareness of the 
ENERGY STAR-label on CFL bulb packages. 

 LED Awareness. Questions in this section gathered information on light emitting diodes 
(LEDs) and customer familiarity with this type of bulb.  

 Demographics. This section captured household and respondent characteristics, including 
income, age, home type, home square-footage, and energy expenditures.  
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The CFL User Survey closely replicated the methodology established as part of the California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) CFL Market Effects Study.1 This approach not only 
allowed AIU to leverage the extensive work conducted to develop data collection instruments, 
protocols, and analyses, but also provided the opportunity for cross-sectional analysis comparing 
AIU’s results to other areas of the country. 

Program Document Review  

Cadmus reviewed all Program documents, including: records of marketing and outreach efforts; 
copies of the point-of-purchase signage; and subcontractor progress reports. The review provided 
information on the Program launch and operations.  

Stakeholder Interviews  

Cadmus interviewed key Program and subcontractor staff by phone (the interview guide is 
included in Appendix B). Interviewees included: program manager from AIU (1); CSG 
managers (2); APT (2); and EFI (1). The interviews focused on assessing Program delivery.  

Retail Sales Analysis  

Detailed tracking reports were available from AIU for all rebated transactions. These files tied 
payment requests to identified transactions and tracked: 

 Program activity by product or product family; 

 Program activity, on an aggregated basis, of products rebated and dollars spent; 

 Program activity by various identified components (i.e., by product, store chain, and 
manufacturer); and 

 Current and year-to-date Program activity. 

Sampling Plan 

CFL User Survey. Approximately 300 surveys were conducted with randomly selected AIU 
residential customers, reaching approximately 100 CFL purchasers during PY1 and data 
compared to similar surveys in Kansas, Georgia, and Pennsylvania. The surveys were designed 
to achieve a precision level of 5% at the 90% confidence levels (for the program overall). PA 
Consulting Group conducted the surveys in AIU service territory. AIU data collection started on 
April 27, 2009, but was suspended from May 13 to May 17 because of severe storms and power 
outages in AIU’s service area. Calling resumed on May 18, and finished on May 20, 2009, when 
the goal of 300 completes was met.  

                                                 
1  California Public Utilities Commission: Compact Fluorescent Lamps Market Effects Scoping Study Findings 

and Work Plan. October 31, 2008. Prepared by The Cadmus Group. 
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Respondents in the three comparison states—Georgia, Kansas, and Pennsylvania (referred to 
throughout this report as the “Comparison Area”)—were selected through random-digit dialing 
(RDD). The survey only spoke with individuals responsible for purchasing light bulbs for their 
households. The Comparison Area surveys targeted a minimum of 100 respondents per state who 
had purchased CFLs in the past three months. The status of other groups of interest (CFL non-
users, non-purchasers, and those unaware of CFLs) was monitored, but no quotas were set.  
Table 4 shows the final disposition of all calls attempted and completed for this project in AIU’s 
territory as well as the Comparison Area.2 

Table 4. Final Distribution of Telephone Surveys 

 

                                                 
2  Appendix A contains a final version of the telephone survey. 

State Measure Completes Target  
Percent 

Complete 
Incidence 

Rate 
Complete 
Interviews 

Hard 
Refusals 

Lighting 
Recruits 

Missing/Non-
working 
number 

Language 
Barrier 

AIU 

Unaware 2 N/A N/A .3 

302 220 N/A 167 10 

Non-Purchaser 3 N/A N/A 1.3% 
Non-User 20 N/A N/A 8.4% 
6mo CFL Purchaser 97 100 102% 40.8% 
06-08 CFL Purchaser 116 N/A N/A 48.7% 
Non-Purchaser 94 N/A N/A 15% 
Non-User 87 N/A N/A 13% 
3mo CFL Purchaser 101 100 101% 14% 
06-08 CFL Purchaser 380 N/A N/A 55% 

KS 

Unaware 28 N/A N/A 5% 

525 824 175 860 16 

Non-Purchaser 106 N/A N/A 20% 
Non-User 103 N/A N/A 20% 
3mo CFL Purchaser 106 100 106% 20% 
06-08 CFL Purchaser 281 N/A N/A 54% 

PA 

Unaware 45 N/A N/A 7% 

653 1042 227 639 22 

Non-Purchaser 131 N/A N/A 20% 
Non-User 136 N/A N/A 21% 
3mo CFL Purchaser 103 100 103% 16% 
06-08 CFL Purchaser 331 N/A N/A 51% 

GA 

Unaware 53 N/A N/A 9% 

579 1303 203 1585 31 

Non-Purchaser 118 N/A N/A 20% 
Non-User 122 N/A N/A 21% 
3mo CFL Purchaser 97 100 97% 17% 
06-08 CFL Purchaser 298 N/A N/A 51% 

Unaware: Respondent unaware of CFLs. 
Non-Purchaser: Aware but has not purchased any CFLs in the last three years (2006–2008). 
Non-User: Do not have CFLs currently installed in their homes and do not have any CFLs currently in storage. 
3mo CFL Purchaser: Purchased a CFL in the last three months (prior to survey). 
06-08 Purchaser: Purchased at least one CFL in the last three years (2006–2008). 
Note: Incidence rate is the percentage of the population called that completed the survey. The incidence may sum to greater than 100% because 
respondents may be counted in more than one category. 
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Comparison Methodology 

Cadmus’ analysis compares AIU findings with the Comparison Area. The assumption here is 
that CFL sales and usage patterns in the Comparison Area approximate baseline market 
conditions for AIU (i.e., sales that would have occurred in AIU in the absence of intervention). 
States in the Comparison Area were chosen because they did not have long-term or significant 
histories of utility- or regional government-sponsored programs to promote CFLs.  

Comparison state selection also was based on an examination of state-by-state socioeconomic 
indicators (including households, population, income, and education) from the 2006 American 
Community Survey.  

Although this Comparison State approach has been implemented successfully in recent program 
evaluations in Iowa, Wisconsin, and Massachusetts, Cadmus recognizes the study’s limitations, 
including:  

 No single state can truly represent another state. We selected a comparison group of 
states, rather than a single comparison state, to mitigate this issue.  

 Manufacturer and retailer sales strategies in program and nonprogram states may be 
interdependent (i.e., some manufacturers and retailers may make decisions about how to 
sell CFLs in one state or region based on what they are doing in another).  

 The Comparison State approach does not explicitly control for many other factors that 
can impact CFL sales, including income, home size, education, energy rates, “big box” 
store saturation, etc.3 

Other Data Sources. No sampling was required for the Program document review, stakeholder 
interviews, and retail sales analysis.  

 

                                                 
3  To more precisely control for a comprehensive set of factors impacting CFL sales, a regression model is 

currently being developed for multiple program states, including California, Massachusetts, New York, and 
Michigan. The model will also include approximately six control regions not currently running CFL programs. 
Cadmus recommends AIU also participate in this pooled data regression approach to control for these other 
factors.  
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4. Program Results 

Impact Evaluation 

Gross Savings 

Total Program sales were 815,403 CFLs: 47,442 through the online store; and 767,961 through 
retailers. Gross MWh savings for the Program were 32,631 MWh.4 Program sales took place 
through 122 individual retail outlets in specific AIU service territory cities, representing 11 
different retailers, including the online store. Table 5 summarizes sales by retailer. 

Table 5. CFLs Sold, Incentives Paid, and Gross MWh Saved 

Store Qty Sold Incentives $ MWh 
Ace Hardware 30,420 32,963 1,158 
Affiliated Home Center 102 137 5 
CVS 3,273 3,273 131 
Home Depot 448,508 539,512 17,567 
Kerr Home Center Inc. 189 189 8 
Kull Lumber Company Inc 258 258 10 
Lowes 21,874 24,900 1,032 
Menards 89,692 98,661 3,434 
Petersburg Hardware/Service Co 347 432 15 
Sam's Club 173,298 143,334 6,817 
Web-Store 47,442 83,011 2,319 
Total 815,403 926,925 32,631 

 

Of the various CFL types sold, the most popular was the 14W four-pack (representing 38% of 
the total Program PY1 savings). Sales took place starting in August 2008, completing PY1 in  
May 31, 2009. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the distribution of CFL sales and MWh savings 
over time. The sales drop-off occurring in March through May resulted from AIU’s decision to 
slow the program by reducing the number of products eligible for incentives, and reduced the 
risk of exceeding PY1’s residential portfolio budget. 

                                                 
4 Results determined from program tracking database supplied by CSG. 
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Figure 2. CFL Sales by Program Month  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Gross MWh Savings by Program Month (Cumulative) 
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Market Effects 

The CFL User Survey provided insights into the ways in which AIU’s Program affected the 
market. Cadmus compared AIU responses to those in from the Comparison Area. We collected 
information on CFL awareness and familiarity, recent purchases, installation rates, CFL 
satisfaction, awareness of the ENERGY STAR label, and awareness of LEDs. 

CFL Awareness and Familiarity  

The survey asked a series of questions to assess customer familiarity with and experience using 
CFLs. Figure 4 illustrates nearly all respondents (AIU [97%] and the Comparison Area [92%]) 
were aware of CFLs after hearing a brief description of the bulbs. Awareness in AIU’s service 
area was significantly higher than in the Comparison Area, indicating a positive Program effect, 
and these results were statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.5 Respondents were 
then asked to rank their familiarity with CFLs. In AIU’s service territory, 76% of respondents 
believed themselves either “very familiar” or “somewhat familiar” with CFLs, compared to 67% 
in the Comparison Area (Table 6). 

Figure 4. Awareness of CFLs (Base—All Respondents; AIU n=302,  
 Comparison Area n=1,757)  

 
σ Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 

                                                 

5  Throughout this report, the symbol ‘σ’ is used to indicate that results between AIU’s service territory and the 
Comparison Area differ significantly at the 90% confidence level. 
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Table 6. Participants’ Familiarity with CFLs (base – all respondents aware of CFLs) 

 Ameren Comparison Area 
N 302 1757 
Very familiar – 1 35% 33% 
Somewhat familiar - 2 σ 41% 34% 
Slightly familiar -3 σ 14% 20% 
Not at all familiar - 4  9% 13% 
Don’t know/Refused  1% 1% 

σ Results between Ameren and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 

Those familiar with CFLs were asked to describe their past and current usage. Overall, AIU’s 
customer responses were slightly higher than those in the Comparison Area. Seventy-one percent 
of AIU respondents said they currently use at least one CFL inside or outside their home, 
compared to 66% in the Comparison (Figure 5). AIU was similar to the Comparison Area in 
terms of respondents who had not tried CFLs; 15% of AIU customers had not tried CFLs, 
compared to 16% in the Comparison Area.  

Figure 5. Use of CFLs (Base—All Respondents Aware of CFLs) 

 
σ Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level except for “Not Tried” responses 

 

First use of CFLs can be an indication of when the market changed or when effective programs 
were implemented in an area. Figure 6 shows both AIU service area and Comparison Area 
respondents were more likely to have tried CFLs for the first time in 2006–2008. Two-thirds of 
AIU respondents say they first purchased or received a CFL in either 2007 or 2008. An 
additional 8% first purchased or received their first CFL in 2009. AIU had significantly more 
respondents say they first tried CFLs in 2008 than in the Comparison Area, which indicates a 
likely and significant program effect. Data were not available for 2009 for the Comparison Area. 
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Figure 6. First Use of CFLs  
(Base—Respondents Who Have Tried or Currently Use CFLs) 

σ Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level  

Recent Purchases of CFLs 

The majority of respondents in AIU’s service territory (70%) purchased light bulbs in the six 
months prior to the phone survey. Of these recent purchasers, 50% purchased CFLs, 47% 
purchased incandescent bulbs, and 37% bought specialty bulbs. AIU customers’ purchasing 
trends favored CFLs more than in the Comparison Area. 

The survey also asked respondents to estimate the number of bulbs purchased during the six 
months prior to the survey. As shown in Table 7, AIU households purchased an average of  
0.52 CFLs, 0.41 incandescent bulbs, and 0.24 specialty bulbs per month. AIU households 
purchased fewer incandescent bulbs than in the Comparison Area (0.71).  

Self-reported light bulb purchases present challenges because of purchase frequency, the small 
dollar amount spent, and the prevalence of multipacks. Site visits planned for PY2 should verify 
the accuracy of these results. 

Table 8 shows CFL lighting purchasing preferences in AIU’s territory and the Comparison Area 
for households purchasing CFLs in the three months prior to being surveyed. AIU households 
purchased most of their CFLs from mass merchandisers (47%) and large home improvement 
stores (38%), while households in the Comparison Area purchased a greater percentage from 
large home improvement stores (41) than from mass merchandisers (37%). 
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Table 7. Recent Bulb Purchases—Average Bulbs Per Month 
(All Purchasing Households; Base—All Products Purchased) 

  CFLs Incandescent Specialty All Bulbs 

AIU 

Unweighted n 105 99 78 212 
Average # purchased per month all households 0.52 0.41 0.24 1.16 
Percentage purchased n past 6 months, purchasing 
households 44% 35% 20%   

Comparison 
Area 

Unweighted n 295 577 442 992 
Average # purchased per month, all households 0.40 0.77 0.50 1.67 
Percentage purchased in past 3 months, purchasing 
households 23% 47% 29%  

σ Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 
Table 8. CFL Purchases by Retail Distribution Channel  

(Base—Respondents Purchasing CFLs; Respondents May Have Purchased Bulbs at 
More Than One Type of Store) 

 
Households Purchasing Bulbs by Distribution Channel 

AIU Comparison Area 
N 86 267 
Large Home Improvement 38% 41% 
Membership Club 5% 6% 
Mass Merchandise 48% 37% 
Discount 2% 6% 
Grocery 4% 5% 
Drug 0% 0% 
Small Hardware 5% 3% 
Lighting Electronics 0% 1% 
Other/Don't Know 11% 2% 

σ Results between AIU and Comparison Area significantly different at the 90% confidence level except for drug stores and lighting electronics 

 

Installation Rates for Recent Bulb Purchases 

AIU households that indicated they had purchased CFLs in the six months prior to the survey 
had higher installation rates per home than did those in the Comparison Area, as shown in  
Table 9 (0.43 compared to 0.30 in the Comparison Area).  

Table 9. Installation and Storage Rates of CFLs 

  n Average # of Products, all households 

AIU 
Installed 115 0.43 

In Storage 71 0.14 

Comparison Area 
Installed 312 0.30 

In Storage 219 0.17 
σ Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level except for AIU In Storage  

 

Household reasons for storing CFLs provide insights into whether or not the bulbs will be 
installed in the future (Table 10). The vast majority of respondents in AIU households and the 
Comparison Area reported they stored the bulbs for future use. Bulbs that did not fit or work in 
fixtures may still be installed at a later date.  
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Table 10. Reasons for Storing CFLs (Base—Respondents Currently  
Storing CFLs, Multiple Response) 

    AIU Comparison Area 

  
Why Storing 

N 130 758 
For future use  85% 83% 
Do not fit/work in fixture  2% 4% 
Don't know/refused  0% 1% 

σ Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are NOT significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 

Satisfaction with CFLs 

The survey asked respondents to rate their satisfaction with a number of CFL attributes using a 
scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being ‘not at all satisfied’ and 10 being ‘very satisfied.’ As Table 11 
shows, AIU respondents gave slightly higher ratings of overall satisfaction with CFLs currently 
in their homes (8.7) than did those in the Comparison Area (8.2). They also gave higher ratings 
about all the specific CFL attributes than Comparison Area respondents.  

Table 11. Satisfaction with CFL Attributes (Base—Respondents Who Previously Used 
or Currently Use CFLs) 

  AIU (n=216) Comparison Area (n=1228) 
Average Average 

Overall satisfaction with CFLs currently in home σ 8.7 8.2 
How long CFLs last before burning out σ 9.0 5.3 
Constant light output/no flickering σ 9.2 8.6 
Fit in light fixtures σ 8.7 7.9 
Color of light σ 8.4 7.6 
Brightness of light 8.2 7.8 
Amount of time to light up 7.8 7.3 
Look in light fixtures σ 7.8 6.5 
Retail Price σ 7.0 5.3 
σ Marked Results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 

Awareness of the ENERGY STAR Label 

Survey respondents were read the following brief description of the ENERGY STAR label:  

ENERGY STAR labels are used by the Environmental Protection Agency and the 
Department of Energy to identify energy-efficient lighting and appliances for consumers. 
The label is blue and white with the word ‘energy’ followed by a five-pointed star. 

Respondents were instructed to use a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being ‘not at all familiar’ and 10 
being ‘very familiar’ with the ENERGY STAR label. As Table 12 shows, AIU respondents rated 
their familiarity with the ENERGY STAR label on household products higher than did those in 
the Comparison Area (7.0 vs. 5.4). To derive a better understanding of the AIU respondent’s 
familiarity with the ENERGY STAR label, they were asked if they were aware of any 
differences between ENERGY STAR-labeled CFLs compared to CFLs without the ENERGY 
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STAR label. The majority of AIU respondents, 70%, indicated they were not aware of any 
differences between bulbs that have the ENERGY STAR label compared to the bulbs that do not.  

Table 12. Familiarity with the ENERGY STAR Label (Base—All Respondents) 

 AIU Comparison Area 
N 224 1,671 
Level of familiarity with ENERGY STAR label on household products σ 7.0 5.4 
N 168 1,408 
Have seen ENERGY STAR label on CFL packaging or displays  37% 46% 

σ Marked results between AIU and the Comparison Area are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 

LED Awareness and Use  

LEDs are a solid-state lighting technology that has been used for years in indicator lights and 
novelty products and in other small electronic applications. Recently, the technology has 
advanced into the household lighting market, promoting ENERGY STAR to initiate a 
qualification process to include LEDs as a category of energy-efficient lighting. As the 
technology develops, LEDs are expected to exceed the lumen output and energy savings 
potential of CFLs and be adaptable to a wide range of household applications. To gauge some 
initial awareness and adoption of LEDs in household applications, the survey asked respondents 
a series of questions about their awareness and use of the technology. 

Over half (51.7%) of AIU households were familiar with LED products, including lamps, 
fixtures, and bulbs intended for household use. Five percent of households said they currently 
used LED lamps, fixtures, or bulbs for regular household lighting. Table 13 shows AIU 
household awareness of LEDs and home use of LEDs to be about the same as in the  
Comparison Area. 

Table 13. Familiarity with LEDs (Base—All Respondents) 

 AIU Comparison Area 
N 302 1,757 
Familiar with LEDs 51% 50% 
N 155 940 
Currently using LED lamps, fixtures or bulbs for regular 
household lighting 

5% 6% 

σResults between AIU and the Comparison Area are NOT significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

 

Net Impacts 

Cadmus used the CFL User Survey results to calculate the NTG ratio, and applied two 
adjustment factors to calculate net savings: 

 Freeridership, or the number of customers who purchased and installed Program-
discounted CFLs, even though they would have taken the same action without Program 
incentives; and  
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 Spillover, or the number of customers who installed CFLs because they were influenced 
by the Program but did not receive Program incentives.  

Cadmus calculated the NTG ratio by subtracting the monthly CFL purchase rate of the 
Comparison Area’ survey respondents from the monthly CFL purchase rate of AIU survey 
respondents during the Program period. This difference was multiplied by the number of 
Program months and total number of AIU customers to calculate total CFLs purchased as a result 
of AIU’s Program. That number served as the numerator of the NTG ratio. The denominator of 
the NTG ratio served as the number of actual CFL sales from the Program database.  

According to the CFL User Survey, AIU customers purchased an average of 0.5166 CFLs per 
month over the six months prior to the survey (which occurred during the Program period). The 
average number of CFLs purchased in the Comparison Area was 0.4 per customer per month. 
The net (or Program-induced) amount was 0.1166 CFLs per customer per month. To be 
conservative, Cadmus used only the six-month period discussed with respondents as part of the 
CFL User Survey to estimate Program impacts, which resulted in a more conservative savings 
estimate that ignored the Program’s slower ramp-up and ramp-down periods. We multiplied the 
number of Program-induced sales per customer per month (0.1166) by six months to determine 
total Program-induced sales per customer. We applied the resulting number (0.6996) to AIU’s 
total electric residential customer base of 1.2 million to conclude 839,520 net CFLs were 
purchased due to the Program. When we compared this number to the 815,403 CFLs tracked and 
sold through the Program, it resulted in a NTG ratio of 1.03. Table 14 summarizes the 
calculations.  

Table 14. Summary of CFL NTG Calculations 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (F) 
CFL Sales/Month per Residential Customer Total Induced 

CFL Sales over 
Six Months, per 
Customer(C*6) 

Total Induced 
CFL Sales all 
Residential 
Customers 
(D*1.2 million) 

Program CFL 
Sales 

Net-to-gross 
(E/F) AIU Comparison Area 

Baseline 
Program 
Induced Monthly 
Sales (A-B) 

0.5166 0.4 0.1166 0.6996 839,520 815,403 1.03 
 

Although the calculations point to a 1.03 NTG ratio, and earlier CFL programs in other states 
showed NTG ratios higher than 1.0, Cadmus does not recommend using a NTG ratio greater than 
1.0, primarily because standard CFLs have become a fairly mature technology with widespread 
awareness and substantial baseline sales throughout the U.S. In addition to the study limitations 
described in the methodology section, these net impact results should be considered in light of 
several differences between the AIU customer surveys and those conducted in the  
Comparison Area:  

1. AIU’s CFL User Survey asked respondents to recall the number of CFLs purchased and 
installed in the last six months (covering the period of AIU’s Program) compared to a 
similar question in the Comparison Area asking for purchases and installations in the past 
three months. Average monthly results were computed; so we could compare the different 
regions. While it was important to gather information on the entire period of AIU’s L&A 
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Program, recall bias may have influenced results as participants were likely to have more 
difficulty remembering six months back compared to three months back. 

2. A seasonality bias may also exist because of survey timing. Comparison Area telephone 
surveys were conducted in October and November 2008, and specifically asked about the 
previous three months of purchases. AIU surveys took place in April and May 2009, and 
asked about the previous six months of purchases. Fall, typically the most active period 
for lighting purchases, was coincident with a national efficient lighting campaign, and was 
“freshest” in the minds of the Comparison Area survey respondents.  

3. The likelihood of making any type of lighting purchase increases with the longer the time 
period in question. Consequently, AIU’s installed CFL results may contain an inherent 
bias because respondents were asked about purchases in the past six months versus three 
months for the Comparison Area. 

4. Other biases may exist because of differences in retail outlet availability between AIU’s 
service territory and the Comparison Area. Most CFL purchases took place at “big box” 
discount and home improvement stores. The single most reported retail outlet for CFL 
purchases in AIU’s service territory was WalMart (36%), a nonparticipating retailer. Thus, 
the number of “big box” stores available to AIU customers may influence CFL purchase 
rates in comparison to other areas. Figure 7 compares the number of big box stores per 
1,000s of households in AIU service territory to those in the Comparison Area. This figure 
indicates a possible bias due to the higher number of WalMart stores per household in 
AIU’s service territory. 

Figure 7. Number of WalMart Stores per Million Households in AIU’s territory  
and the Comparison Area 
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Process Evaluation 

Cadmus used Stakeholder Interviews, the CFL User Survey, and our review of Program 
materials to feed into the process evaluation. Stakeholder interviews provided details on the 
Program design, staffing levels, stakeholder perceptions of Program goals, communications 
among Program stakeholders, marketing approaches to customers and retailers, the invoicing and 
payment process, and planned Program changes. The CFL User Survey provided insights into 
customer satisfaction with CFLs as well as any customer issues with CFLs. Data reviews 
provided further information on the Program design and implementation process. 

Program Design 

AIU’s L&A Program is a market transformation initiative intended to increase long-term 
availability and sale of energy-efficient lighting and appliances at retail outlets in AIU’s service 
territory. The Program works in coordination with industry partners to educate AIU customers on 
the benefits of these products, reduce market barriers, and create sustained demand for the 
products over time. The market transformation Program design is attractive to retail stores 
because AIU provides the advertising materials, employee training, and customer clinics, which 
all lead to increased sales and higher profits. 

AIU, through its contractor and subcontractors, conducted 1,589 visits to the 122 participating 
retail stores, trained 2,253 store employees, and held 32 in-store lighting clinics during PY1. 

AIU’s service territory is unique in that it covers approximately 40,000 square miles, with  
1.2 million electric and 800,000 gas customers. Scattered throughout this territory are small, 
municipally-owned electric utilities and rural electric cooperatives. AIU carefully considered two 
issues in its Program design: 

1. The potential for “sales leakage” (Program discounts going to non-AIU customers) 
because of cooperative and muni customers living near retail stores in AIU’s service 
territory; and 

2. A significant portion of customers did not have close access to home improvement or 
discount outlet stores. 

To mitigate leakage, AIU limited participating retail stores to those whose service area included 
at least 80% AIU customers (based on ZIP code). To meet the needs of rural customers, the 
Program offered catalog and Web site options for purchasing CFLs. This option was advertised 
to 286,000 targeted rural customers, who received a mailing with advertising materials, catalog, 
and Web site information as well as two free CFLs. The promotion resulted in orders for 45,874 
CFLs, exceeding AIU’s expectations for this part of the Program by a factor of five.  

Program Staffing 

Prior to the 2008 Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) order that led it to implement its current 
demand-side management programs, AIU had not implemented a large-scale, energy-efficiency 
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program since the 1970s, and thus lacked experienced program implementation staff. AIU chose 
to utilize in-house expertise for contract management and oversight, but hired experienced 
contractors to implement the programs through a competitive process. AIU hired CSG, which 
proposed implementing the L&A program with two subcontractors: APT and EFI. An AIU staff 
person spends approximately one-half of his time managing the L&A Program.  

CSG operates residential energy-efficiency implementation programs in 18 states, working for 
both utilities and public authorities. The company has 450 employees, 14 to 15 of whom work on 
AIU programs, with seven to nine employees located in AIU’s offices at any one time. AIU’s 
primary contact point with CSG is Bob King, the Chief Operating Officer, who carries “start-up” 
responsibilities for CSG. Mr. King brings over 25 years experience in the industry, and spent 
approximately half of his time in AIU’s offices during PY1. Other CSG employees who work on 
AIU’s programs have been hired specifically for that purpose.  

CSG hired APT as the “field-work” subcontractor to work with participating retail stores. APT is 
also an experienced energy-efficiency program implementation contractor, and has worked with 
utilities on market transformation programs since 1996. APT has 120 employees, with five 
primarily dedicated to AIU’s Program. APT hired three field representatives, a manager in 
Illinois, and a coordinator to work on the Program full time. The field representatives spend most 
of their traveling time among participating retail stores.  

CSG also subcontracted with EFI to process manufacturer payments and perform back-end 
accounting. Manufacturers submit invoices and sales data to EFI, which verifies results and pays 
the incentives. EFI then submits its evidence and invoices to CSG. EFI also manages the Web 
site and catalog ordering system, and fulfills the orders. EFI has 100 employees, five of whom 
work part-time on the L&P Program. One manages the store front, one works with sales data, 
one coordinates with AIU/CSG, one is dedicated to IT, and one manages the process. EFI’s 
offices are in Massachusetts. 

Both AIU and its contractors found it challenging to hire staff for this Program (and others). 
Because much of AIU’s service territory is in rural Illinois, which has a limited history of 
energy-efficiency programs, it was difficult to find local job candidates with energy-efficiency 
knowledge and experience. CSG hired its on-site manager in March 2009, at which point Bob 
King could reduce the amount of time he spent managing the program’s day-to-day activities. 
APT hired three field representatives and one program manager during PY1, and plans to hire 
two more field representatives to manage the expansion to new stores during PY2. AIU also 
added staff during the year to manage the programs.  

Both CSG and APT needed to train the new staff they hired. CSG holds a three-day operations 
boot camp for new employees, and Mr. King works with employees in small groups each week 
for the first couple months of employment. CSG extended its training to AIU staff.  

Program Budget and Goals 

Legislative requirements to meet annual portfolio goals within annual budgets have been a key 
consideration for AIU in both program design and management. The legislation allows flexibility 
among programs, which helped AIU manage the residential portfolio in PY1. AIU increased 
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L&A Program targets and delayed implementation of other programs to ensure a smoother, 
continuous ramp-up of the overall portfolio. The requirement to meet annual portfolio goals 
within annual budgets created a significant amount of anxiety among Program staff, and required 
considerable staff time and effort to manage. Overall, AIU managed this process effectively, 
exceeding its residential savings targets while spending less than the overall budget.  

AIU adjusted the Program’s sales targets twice during PY1. The initial Program sales goal of 
360,000 bulbs was based on AIU’s 2007 Energy Efficiency Plan filing with the ICC. CSG’s 
proposal to AIU assumed lower manufacturing costs than had the filing, and proposed selling 
over 500,000 CFLs in PY1 within the Program budget. After Program implementation began, 
AIU and CSG informally increased the L&A Program targets to an even higher 900,000 bulbs. 
This last increase was made because several of the other residential portfolio programs did not 
start as planned, and AIU needed to find another way to meet its overall PY1 goals. The second 
increase also reduced the potential need to suspend incentives midyear, should the Program 
prove too successful and consume the annual budget before PY1 ended.  

Cadmus asked stakeholders to identify Program goals; and they provided the following 
responses:  

 Saving kWh; 
 Saving kW; 
 Achieving a greater awareness of ENERGY STAR products; 
 Growing the number of channels where program-qualifying products are sold; 
 Creating market transformation; 
 Providing training to consumers; and 
 Customers buying and using products. 

Communications 

Good communication among stakeholders is important for running an effective program, 
especially when multiple subcontractors are involved. AIU and CSG made a number of key 
decisions to facilitate good communication among all involved in implementing the Program. 
First, AIU’s decision to contract program implementation to experienced contractors with 
existing tracking systems gave the L&A Program a strong foundation. CSG was able to modify 
an existing database from a similar program, which facilitates tracking important information 
and preparing effective reports. CSG provides AIU with a monthly Key Indicators Report, which 
tracks energy savings, participation, number and types of CFLs sold, pending sales, carbon 
emissions reduced, Program staffing progress, and marketing and other activities affecting the 
Program. APT prepares a Monthly Field Report, which tracks participating retailer activity, 
progress towards each retailer’s allocations and budgets, scheduled lighting clinics and 
community outreach, retailer training, and anecdotal field representative notes from field visits.  

Other official Program communications include a weekly L&A Program call and monthly in-
person meetings between AIU and all subcontractors. AIU staff commented that the qualitative 
discussions at the monthly meetings have been very valuable.  
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Finally, the decision to house CSG employees in AIU’s offices contributed to excellent 
stakeholder communications. “Constant communication with others” was one subcontractor’s 
description of the communication level between parties in the Program. No implementation staff 
complained about any communication breakdowns.  

Marketing to Customers 

The L&A Program is marketed to customers through a number of methods, some of which are 
Program-specific, and some of which focus on AIU’s broader efficiency efforts. Specific L&A 
Program marketing and outreach includes:  

 POP displays at the retail stores; 

 Training for retailer employees; 

 Press releases;  

 Ameren stickers on CFL products; 

 Community relations events with giveaways;  

 Lighting displays in retail stores to show different CFL colors and to compare them to 
incandescent bulbs;  

 Electric meters in retail stores to demonstrate usage differences between incandescent 
and CFL bulbs; 

 Comparators in retail stores to show lumen differences between the two types of bulb; 

 Lighting clinics in retail stores to explain to customers about specialty lights and color 
differences, and to help customers identify the best product for their needs; and 

 Promotion through the ActOnEnergy.com Web site, which was designed specifically for 
branding and promoting all AIU’s energy-efficiency programs. 

AIU’s more general ActOnEnergy advertising included:  

 Promoting the national ENERGY STAR pledge by holding a contest with prizes from 
October through April. AIU received approximately 2,750 entries and achieved 313% of 
its ENERGY STAR savings goals.  

 Placing general, energy-efficiency advertising through billboards, TV, radio, and 
newspapers. 

Overall, AIU’s marketing efforts have been very successful, and AIU easily surpassed its 
original Program sales targets. Several stakeholders suggested the final revised target of 900,000 
bulbs might have been exceeded had AIU not reduced its offerings; so the portfolio would not 
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exceed its PY1 budget. While Cadmus cannot measure the effectiveness of any one marketing 
approach without specific market testing, we can say, overall, the consumer marketing efforts 
were successful.  

Marketing to Retailers 

APT was responsible for securing retail and manufacturer participation in the Program. ATP 
built on its existing relationships with national retail chains and manufacturers to bring nearly all 
those targeted into the Program. APT initiated retailer involvement through an RFP that 
requested bids for incentives, bulbs offered, and marketing support in exchange for tracking, 
product placement, and POP displays. Once retailer proposals were received, APT’s managers 
negotiated an MOU that outlined the number and type of CFLs to be sold in each store, and 
allocated budget, promotion, and advertising. The MOU RFP and negotiation process took about 
four weeks. According to APT representatives, retailers were very satisfied with the Program. 
“Frankly, everyone loves everything we provide for them,” stated one interviewee.6 APT’s field 
representatives provide free labor for the retailers, providing customer education clinics, 
employee training, and marketing materials. According to APT, the in-store promotions were 
successful in increasing retailer sales and profits.  

APT requires retailers promote only ENERGY STAR products. APT also manages the number 
and types of bulbs incentivized at each store. Through its field representatives, APT ensures 
retailers comply with the MOU, and creates MOU Addendums to incorporate program changes, 
either from revised program targets or from retailer requests.  

Invoicing and Payments 

EFI is responsible for paying incentives to manufacturers. At the end of each two-week tracking 
period, manufacturers send incentive applications to EFI, which verifies results to ensure 
accuracy and compliance with allocations. EFI enters the amounts into the Program database, 
and closes that program cycle by issuing incentive checks. Once EFI pays the incentive 
applications, sales data are submitted to CSG through a file transfer process Web site along with 
EFI’s invoice. CSG pays EFI for the manufacturer incentives, plus a commission based on the 
percentage of sales. EFI is usually paid within 30 to 45 days. 

CSG pays APT on a monthly basis for time and expenses within the contractually agreed-upon 
budget, within 30 days of invoicing. AIU pays CSG for its time and expenses, also within 30 
days of its invoice. All stakeholders reported satisfaction with the payment process and timing. 

2009–2010 Proposed Program Changes 

In PY2, the number of retailer outlets will increase from 119 to between 250 and 300. The 
expansion will focus on smaller towns (under 10,000 people), and on smaller, independent 
retailers rather than on national chain stores. To alleviate its concern about “leakage” into muni 

                                                 
6 In PY2 Cadmus plans to interview retailers to independently assess program satisfaction. 
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or cooperative service territories, AIU was able to secure grant funding of approximately 
$250,000 through the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), which it 
will use to pay incentives at retail stores located near ZIP codes where less than 80% of the 
residents are AIU customers.7  

AIU also is increasing the specialty CFL allocation; these lamps are typically sold in smaller 
pack sizes, are more costly, and require higher incentive amounts than do standard CFLs. 
Average savings per bulb are higher for specialty CFLs, and they are less likely to be put in 
storage than are standard CFLs. AIU allocated approximately 70% of its incentive money in PY1 
for standard CFLs and 30% for specialty CFLs. The planned PY2 allocations are 50% for 
standard CFLs and 50% for specialty CFLs. 

PY1 of the L&A program offered incentives only for lighting. In PY2, AIU will offer incentives 
for three ENERGY STAR products: room air conditioners, ceiling fans with lights, and 
dehumidifiers. This program component will be a more traditional rebate program: customers 
will purchase energy-efficient appliances, and mail a rebate form to AIU; they will need to 
include their AIU account number.  

Customer Use of CFLs 

CFL bulbs, initially only made for regular light fixtures, are now more readily available for other 
fixture types, including those made for dimmable and three-way bulbs. Cadmus asked survey 
respondents if they had installed any CFLs in dimmable or three-way fixtures. As shown in 
Table 15, about a quarter (27%) of respondents indicated they installed CFLs in dimmable 
fixtures, three-way fixtures, or both. Only 44% of respondents using CFLs in dimmable fixtures 
have installed CFLs made specifically for those fixtures. The remaining 56% of this group 
installed regular CFLs in dimmable fixtures. Similarly, over half of those customers who have 
installed CFLs in three-way fixtures used regular, not three-way, CFLs (58%).  

Table 15. CFLs Installed in Dimmable or Three-Way Fixtures 

 Frequency Column % 
Dimmable 14 6% 
Three-way 38 17% 
Both 6 3% 
None 160 73% 
Total 218 100% 

 

Cadmus asked respondents who had heard of CFLs a series of questions about CFL disposal. The 
questions focused on whether respondents were aware of mercury in CFLs and the precautions to 
be taken when disposing of the CFLs.  

Customers were first asked whether they had any concerns about CFL use or operation. Eighty-
nine percent of respondents did not have any concerns with the CFL bulbs, 6% mentioned the 
bulbs require special handling, and 3% indicated the bulbs have mercury (see Table 16).  

                                                 
7 AIU expects to receive an additional $250,000 grant through DCEO when the initial funding is exhausted. 
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Table 16. Concerns with Use or Operation of CFLs 

 Frequency Column % 
None 259 89 
Requires special disposal 16 6% 
Mercury 9 3% 
Other 9 3% 
Expensive 5 2% 
Color of light 3 1% 
Not bright enough 2 1% 
Slow start-up 2 1% 
Burn out too soon 2 1% 
Too bright 1 1% 

 

Cadmus asked respondents if they have ever disposed of any CFLs that were broken, burned out, 
or no longer useful. Thirty percent of respondents indicated they had disposed of CFLs. As 
shown in Table 17, the majority (78%) of respondents who had disposed of CFLs threw them 
away in the trash. A small portion of respondents recycled the CFLs, either at a retail store or a 
hazardous waste center (8% and 5%, respectively). The survey did not probe for awareness of 
CFL recycling options, but responses indicated respondents did not seem to be taking advantage 
of recycling options. 

Table 17. Method of Disposing of CFLs 

 Frequency Column % 
Threw away in trash 66 78% 
Recycled at retail store 7 8% 
Recycled at hazardous waste center 4 5% 
Other 9 11% 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Results 

Table 18 compares AIU’s PY1 Program targets to actual results.8 As previously noted, the 
implementation time frame was short and most Program implementers had to be hired. Even 
with these constraints, the program was able to exceed its targeted sales. CFLs sold and gross 
savings achieved were much greater than the targets, by 152% and 185%, respectively, while 
incentives paid and total budgets spent were only 123% and 106% of initial estimates, 
respectively. If applying the NTG calculated by this report, net MWh savings exceeded program 
goals by 251%; however, as mentioned earlier, Cadmus does not recommend using a NTG ratio 
greater than 1.0. Using 1.0 for the NTG ratio yields net results of 32,631 MWh, or 243% of its 
initial savings targets.  

Table 18. Program Targets Compared to Actual Results 

 Program Targets Actual Results Percent of Targets 
CFLs Sold 535,452 815,403 152% 
Gross MWh Savings 17,634 32,631 185% 
Net MWh Savings 13,402 32,631 243% 
Incentives Paid $756,652 $926,925  123% 
Total Budget $1,589,117 $1,685,843  106% 

 

All stakeholder’s interviewed showed high satisfaction levels with communication levels 
between parties.  

Customers who purchased CFLs generally have been quite satisfied with them, and, while 
Cadmus did not directly measure customer satisfaction with the Program itself, feedback from 
field representatives and retailers was positive (based on anecdotal but direct interactions with 
customers). AIU program staff also believed customers were aware of and pleased with the 
program. 

The L&A Program design did not deviate from AIU’s 2007 Energy Efficiency Plan, apart from 
the increased sales target. This advantageous change allowed the Program to maintain its 
momentum and compensate for limited energy savings from other delayed programs. Program 
implementation was effective in that marketing and outreach resulted in aggressive savings over 
a short period of time.  

The Program seems to have increased consumer CFL awareness and purchases compared to 
states without CFL programs (97% vs. 92%), and increased CFL purchases in the six months 
prior to the survey (by comparison). Seventy-six percent of respondents indicated they currently 

                                                 
8 Results based on those included in program database as of draft report time. Reports from AIU staff indicated 

approximately 5,000 additional CFLs were sold during PY1, but were not yet included in the program database 
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had CFLs installed in their homes (Table 19). On average, respondents who installed CFLs stated 
they installed an average of 12 CFLs inside and/or outside their homes.  

Table 19. Currently have CFLs Installed Inside or Outside Home 

 Frequency Percent 
Yes 220 76% 
No 71 24% 
Total 291 100% 

 

From a process standpoint, the L&A Program has been extremely successful. Program staff were 
able to manage Program sales to stay within the annual budget, and exceed Program sales targets 
while maintaining Program momentum. Communication among stakeholders was described by 
interviewees as excellent, and anecdotal feedback from customers and retailers was positive. 

The CFL User Survey pointed to a couple of topics AIU can continue to include in its CFL 
educational information for customers. The survey indicated a relatively low level of concern 
among CFL users about mercury or other CFL disposal issues (5%). Research in other regions 
has shown uncovered mercury and CFL disposal are growing issues of concern. Some customers 
in other regions have been confused about “mixed messages” and have stopped using CFLs. AIU 
can preempt this kind of rebound effect by educating its customers about the minimal amounts of 
mercury in CFLs (for instance, the mercury in one CFL is comparable to that in a bite of tuna) 
and by educating customers on simple disposal options. The CFL User Survey also indicated a 
significant portion (27%) are using CFLs in dimmable or three-way fixtures, while only 44% of 
those are using specialty CFLs designed for such fixtures (15% of total CFL users are misusing). 
Using standard CFLs in dimmable or three-way fixtures can significantly reduce the life of these 
bulbs and should be discouraged.  

Another important finding from the CFL User Survey was that WalMart was the CFL purchase 
outlet most often identified by survey respondents (36%), even though it was not a participating 
retailer in the Program. WalMart is a major force in the retail market. Should AIU include 
WalMart as a future retailer, a participation agreement between AIU and WalMart should be 
structured to account for the high level of CFLs already sold at WalMart. For example, 
incentives to WalMart’s manufacturers could be based on the increase in sales over an agreed-
upon baseline, rather than on every CFL sold. 
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Appendix A: CFL User Survey 

Participant Survey instrument 
 

User Breakdown 

 

 

Respondent 
Type 

Description 
Relevant 

Questions/ 
Responses 

Unaware 
Respondents who are unaware of 
CFLs, even after prompting 

S1<>1 &S2<>1 

Non-Purchasers 
(CFLs) 

Respondents who have never 
purchased any CFLs 

Q_1=3 

Non-Users 
(CFLs) 

Respondents who are currently not 
using or storing CFLs at their 
home 

Q_2<>1 & 
Q_3<>1 

6 mo CFL 
purchaser 

Respondents who obtained CFLs 
within the last six months 

Q_5=1 or Q_5=3 

6 mo 
incandescent 
purchaser (a 
subset of 
previous 
categories) 

Respondents who purchased 
incandescents within the last six 
months 

OTH1=1  

 

 

 

 

Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling on behalf of the Ameren Illinois Utilities 
(which includes the companies formerly known as CIPS (pronounced “sips”), CILCO 
(pronounced “silco”), and IP (pronounced by saying the letters “I”, “P”)). We are contacting 
households to discuss how you use different types of light bulbs in your home. May I speak with 
someone who is the most knowledgeable about household purchases? [EXPLAIN IF THERE IS 
MORE THAN ONE DECISION-MAKER WE ONLY NEED TO TALK TO ONE PERSON. 
ARRANGE CALL BACK IF RESPONDENT NOT AVAILABLE] 

 
This call may be recorded or monitored for quality assurance purposes.  
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Screener Section 

 

S1  Before we start, I’d like to ask you a few questions about your awareness of different types of light 
bulbs. Before this call today, had you ever heard of compact fluorescent light bulbs, or CFLs? 

 

  1 Yes    (SKIP TO S3) 
  2 No 

  -8 DON’T KNOW 

  -9 REFUSED 

 

 

S2  Compact fluorescent light bulbs – also known as CFLs – usually do not look like regular incandescent 
bulbs. The most common type of CFL is made with a glass tube bent into a spiral, resembling a soft-
serve ice cream, and it fits in a regular light bulb socket. Before today, were you familiar with CFLs? 

 

  1 Yes     
  2 No    (SKIP TO OTH1) 

  -8 DON’T KNOW   (SKIP TO OTH1) 

  -9 REFUSED   (SKIP TO OTH1) 
 

 

S3   How familiar are you with energy saving CFLs? Would you say that you are… 

 

  1 Very familiar 

  2 Somewhat familiar 

  3 Slightly familiar 

  4 Not at all familiar 

  -8 DON’T KNOW   (SKIP TO OTH1) 

  -9 REFUSED   (SKIP TO OTH1) 

 

 

Q_1 Have you or anyone else in your household ever purchased or been given any compact 
 fluorescent light bulbs or CFLs to use in a home? 
 

 1 Yes, R has 

 2 Yes, someone else has (ASK TO SPEAK TO THAT PERSON AND REPEAT 
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    INTRO) 

 3 No (SKIP TO Q_2) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_2) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_2) 

 

 

Q_1a In what year did you or someone else in your household purchase or receive your first CFL for use in 
your home? 

 

1 2009 
2 2008 
3 2007 
4 2006 
5 2005 
6 2004 
7 2003 
8 2002 
9 2001 
10 2000 
11 1998-1999 
12 1993-1997 
13 1990-1992 
14 Other (Specify) ______________________ 
 -8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_2) 

 

[ASK Q_1B IF Q_1A=2, -8 or 14, ELSE SKIP TO Q_1C] 

 

Q_1b Was it… [READ LIST. RECORD ONLY ONE RESPONSE] 

 

1 In the last 6 months? 
2 Prior to the last 6 months 
-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 
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CFL User Section 

 

Q_2 Do you currently have any CFLs installed on the inside or outside of your home? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO Q_2c) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_2c) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_2c) 

 

Q_2a About how many CFLs are currently installed on the inside or outside of your home? 

 

  __ (Enter # of CFLs) 

  -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_3) 

  -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_3) 

  

Q_2b Did you have these same [Q_2a quantity] CFLs installed six months ago or before October, 2008? 

 

 1 Yes (SKIP TO Q_3) 

 2 No   

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED  

 

Q_2c About how many CFLs were installed on the inside or outside of your home six months ago? 

 

 

  __ (Enter # of CFLs) 

  -8 DON’T KNOW  

  -9 REFUSED   

 

Q_3 Are you currently storing any CFLs at your home? This could be in your closet, your pantry, your 
garage, or anywhere at your home. 
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 1 Yes      

 2 No (SKIP TO Q_3c) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_3c) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_3c) 

 

Q_3a About how many CFLs are you storing at your home? 

 

  __ (Enter # of CFLs) 

  -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_3C) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_3C) 

 

Q_3b Were you storing these same [Q_3a quantity] CFLs six months ago, before October, 2008)? 

 

 1 Yes (SKIP TO Q_4) 

 2 No 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q_3c About how many CFLs were you storing at your home six months ago? 

 

  __ (Enter # of CFLs) 

  -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q_4 [ASK IF Q_3 = 1] Why are you currently storing CFLs? 
  

  For Q_4_1 –10: 

  0 Not mentioned 

  1 Mentioned 

 

Q_4_1 So that I have them on hand if a bulb burns out 

Q_4_2 Purchased more CFLs than I needed / in bulk / on sale 

Q_4_3 Bought them in bulk 

Q_4_4 Bought them on sale 
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Q_4_5 Can’t use them in certain rooms 

Q_4_6 Can’t use them in certain applications (e.g. dimmer switch) 

Q_4_7 Didn’t like having them installed 

Q_4_8 Other (SPECIFY) 

Q_4_9 Don’t Know 

Q_4_10 Refused 

 

[IF Q_1=3 SKIP TO OTH1, OTHERWISE ASK Q_5] 
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Recent CFL Purchaser Section 

 

[Ask if Q_1≠3] 

  

Q_5 You mentioned that in the last six months, you have purchased or been given CFLs for use in your home. Did 
you purchase these or were you given the CFLs in the last six months to use in a home, that is since 
October, 2008? 

 

 1 Yes, purchased 

 2 Yes, given (SKIP TO Q_7) 

 3 Yes, both 

 4 No (SKIP TO OTH1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO OTH1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO OTH1) 

 

Q_6 Approximately, how many CFLs – in total – did you buy in the past six months to use in a  
home? If a package contained multiple CFLs, please count each CFL bulb separately. [PURPOSE OF 
THIS QUESTION IS TO GET RESPONDENT THINKING ABOUT THE NUMBER OF CFLS. WE 
WILL CONFIRM THAT THIS NUMBER MATCHES WITH THE RESPONSES TO THE 
SUBSEQUENT QUESTIONS ON QUANTITIES PURCHASED.] 

 

__  Enter # 

0 None (SKIP to Q_7) 
-4 Interviewer Skip Error 

-8 Don’t know (IF NONE GIVEN, SKIP TO OTH1) 

-9 Refused (IF NONE GIVEN, SKIP TO OTH1) 

 

Q_6a1 to Q_6a13 What was the name of this/these stores? 

 

1 $1 Super Store 

2 98 Cent World 

3 99 Cent Depot 

4 99 Cent Mart 

5 99 Cents Only 

6 99 Cents Outlet Plus 
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7 99 Cents Plus 

8 99 Ranch 

9 Ace Hardware 

10 Ace Maintenance Mart 

11 Albertson's 

12 All American Home Center 

13 Arcadia Market 

14 B & B Hardware 

15 Best Way Supermarket 

16 Big A Drugs 

17 Big Lots 

18 Big Save 98 Cents 

19 Big Saver Food 

20 Cal Do It Center 

21 Cardenas Market 

22 Cole Hardware 

23 Contractor's Warehouse 

24 Costco 

25 CVS/Sav-On Drugs 

26 D & M Gift Store 

27 Del Mar Supermarket 

28 Discount Club 3 

29 Dixieline Lumber 

30 Dollar Club 

31 Dollar K 

32 Dollar Mart 

33 Dollar Tree 

34 Drug Emporium 

35 El Toro Market 

36 El Valle Discount 

37 Food 4 Less 

38 Foothill Builders Mart 

39 Friedman Brothers Hardware 
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40 Fry's Electronics 

41 Ganahl Lumber 

42 Giant Bargain 

43 Grant's Hardware 

44 Grocery Outlet 

45 Hannam Market 

46 Hawaii Supermarket 

47 Henry's Farmers Market 

48 Home Depot 

49 Hong Kong Market 

50 JC 98 Cents Plus 

51 Jumbo 99 

52 Lamps Plus 

53 Light Bulbs Etc. 

54 Light Bulbs Unlimited 

55 Light Concern 

56 Lion Foods 

57 Long's Drugs 

58 Lowes 

59 Marukai Market 

60 Northgate Markets 

61 Orchard Supply 

62 Payless Foods 

63 Q Bargain 

64 Qualy Electric Supply Inc. 

65 Ralph's 

66 Rite Aid 

67 San Gabriel Superstore 

68 Shun Fat Supermarket 

69 Smart & Final 

70 Stater Bros 

71 Super 99 

72 Super Bargain Inc. 
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73 Superco Home Theater & Apppliances 

74 Superfood Warehouse 

75 Superior Super 

76 T.S. Emporium 

77 Tashman's Hardware 

78 Tawa Supermarket 

79 Todo $1 Only Store 

80 Top Fancy Lighting 

81 True Value Hardware 

82 Under $1 Store 

83 Valley Thrift Store 

84 Victor's Lighting 

85 Walgreen's 

86 Wal-Mart 

87 Winco Foods 

88 Target 

89 Sam's Club 

90 Acme 

91 Aldi 

92 Genuardi’s 

93 Hen House Market 

94 Hy-Vee 

95 Pathmark 

96 Price Chopper 

97 Safeway 

98 Save-A-Lot 

99 Superfresh 

100 EFI 

101 Menards 

999 Other  

777 DON'T KNOW/REFUSED 
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Q_6a1aO to Q_6a13aO (If Q_6a1 to Q_6a5=999) What is the name of the store? 

 

Q_6a1a to Q_6a13a  (If Q_6a1 to Q_6a5=999 or 777) What is the store type? 

  

   1  Discount store, such as Dollar General or the Dollar Store 

2  Grocery store 

3  Small hardware store such as Ace Hardware 

4  Lighting or electronics store 

5  Drug store such as Walgreens or CVS 

6  Large home improvement store, such as Home Depot, Lowe’s or 

Menards 

7 Mass merchandise store, such as Wal-Mart or Target 

8 Membership club store, such as Sam’s Club 

 

Q_6b1 to Q_6b13  In what city is the <INSERT STORE> store in?  

 

Q_6c1 to Q_6c13 How many packages, in total, did you buy from the [store] in [city] to use in a home? 

 

 ____ Enter number of packages of CFLs 

-8  DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_6d1_1 to Q_6d13_13 Now, thinking about the [package] package - of the ones you bought from [store] in 
[city] to use in a home, how many CFLs were in the package? 

 

    ____ Enter number of CFLS in package 

-8  DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

[Q_6d_total = ∑Q_6d1_1 -- Q_6d13_5] 
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Q_6e1_1 to Q_6e13_13 And approximately what was the price of that package? 

 

    __  Dollars 

    -8 Don't Know 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q_6f1_1 to Q_6f13_13 Do you know if this particular package of CFLs was part of an Ameren Illinois utility 
promotion or sponsored sale? There might have been a sticker on the package or a 
utility sign or display in the store. 

 

    1 Yes 

    2 No 

-8  DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_6f1a_1 to Q_6f13a_13 Did you buy more than one of this type of package at [INSERT STORE AND CITY] 

 

    1 Yes 

    2 No 

-8  DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_6f1b_1 to Q_6f13b_13 How many did you buy? 

 

    __ Number of this type of CFL package 

-8  DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

[SKIP Q_6_CHECK IF Q_6D_TOTAL=Q_6] 
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Q_6_CHECK We just discussed a total of [Q_6d_total] CFLs that you purchased at various stores in  

  the last six months. Earlier you said that you purchased a total of [Q_6] CFLs in the last  

  six months. Should I now use [Q_6d_total] as your estimate of the total number of  

  CFLs you purchased in the last six months? 

 

 1  Yes  

 2  No [GO BACK TO Q_6c1 AND CORRECT RESPONSES] 

 -8  DON’T KNOW 

 -9  REFUSED 

 

 

Q7  You mentioned that you [READ IF TOTAL CFLS>1 for Q_6 or Q_6i: also] have been given CFLs in 
the past six months, either by somebody else or at a CFL giveaway event. How many CFLs have you 
been given in the past three months? 

 

  __ (Enter # of CFLs) 

  0 None  (SKIP TO Q_8) 

  -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_7a Where or from whom did you receive these CFLs? [RECORD QUANTITY OF CFLS  

 RECEIVED FROM EACH SOURCE] 

 

  For Q_7a_1 –Q_7a_11: 

  0 Not mentioned 

  1 Mentioned 

 

Q_7a_1 Utility (Specify) 

Q_7a_2  Sierra Club 

Q_7a_3 Girl/Boy Scout 

Q_7a_4 Sporting Event 

Q_7a_5 Employer/Business Meeting (Specify) 

Q_7a_6 Retail Store (Specify) 
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Q_7a_7 School (Specify) 

Q_7a_8 Friend/family 

Q_7a_9 Other (Specify) 

Q_7a_10 Don’t know 

Q_7a_11 Refused 

 

Q_7aa How many bulbs did you receive from the … 

 

Q_7aa1 Utility? 

Q_7aa2 Sierra Club? 

Q_7aa3 Girl/Boy Scouts? 

Q_7aa4 Sporting Event? 

Q_7aa5 Employer/business meeting? 

Q_7aa6 Retail store? 

Q_7aa7 School? 

Q_7aa8 Friend/family? 

Q_7aa9 Other? 

  

 

Q_7bm_1 to Q_7bm_13 What month did you receive these CFLs from (event/person)? 

 

    __ Month 

    -8 Don’t know 

    -9 Refused 

 

 

Q_8 You mentioned that you bought or had been given [Q_6+Q_7] CFLs in the past six months. How 
many of these are currently installed inside or outside of your home? 

 

 __ Enter # of CFLs installed 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 
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Q_9 (If Q_3 = 1) How many of the [Q_6+Q_7] CFLs you bought or had been given in the last six months 
are currently being stored at your home? 

 

 __ Enter # of CFLs stored 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 

 

[If Q_6+Q_7 = Q_8+Q_9 SKIP TO Q_11] 

 

 

Q_10  You mentioned that [Q_8] of the CFLs you purchased in the last six months are currently installed, 
and [Q_9] are currently being stored. What did you do with the other CFLs [(Q_6+Q_7)-(Q_8+Q_9)] 
you purchased or were given in the past six months that were neither installed nor stored? [RECORD 
QUANTITY OF CFLS FOR EACH RESPONSE] 

 

Q_10_1 They burned out 

Q_10_2 Using them in another home (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE HOME IS LOCATED) 

Q_10_3 Storing them in another home (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE HOME IS LOCATED) 

Q_10_4 Using them at office/work/other nonresidential location (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE OFFICE IS 
LOCATED) 

Q_10_5 Storing them in office/work/other nonresidential location (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE OFFICE IS 
LOCATED) 

Q_10_6 Gave them away (ASK IF THEY KNOW CITY, STATE WHERE THEY WENT) 

Q_10_7 Misplaced them 

Q_10_8 They broke 

Q_10_9 Returned them to the store 

Q_10_10 Installed them but later removed 

Q_10_11 Other (SPECIFY) 

Q_10_12 DON’T KNOW 

Q_10_13 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_10a How many bulbs… 

 

Q_10a1 (Ask if Q_10_1=1) Burned out? 

Q_10a2 (Ask if Q_10_2=1) Are being used in another home? 
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Q_10a3 (Ask if Q_10_3=1) Are being stored in another home? 

Q_10a4 (Ask if Q_10_4=1) Are being used at office/work? 

Q_10a5 (Ask if Q_10_5=1) Are being stored at office/work? 

Q_10a6 (Ask if Q_10_6=1) Were given away? 

Q_10a7 (Ask if Q_10_7=1) Were misplaced? 

Q_10a8 (Ask if Q_10_8=1) Broke? 

Q_10a9 (Ask if Q_10_9=1) Were returned to the store? 

Q_10a10 (Ask if Q_10_10=1) Were installed but later removed? 

Q_10a11 (Ask if Q_10_11=1) Did something else happen to? 

 

[TOTAL QUANTITY RECORDED IN Q_10_1 – Q_10_13 MUST EQUAL [(Q_6+Q_7)-(Q_8+Q_9)] FROM 
ABOVE] 

 

Q_10c [ASK ONLY IF Q_10_10=1] You said [Q_10_10 quantity] CFLs were installed but have since been 
removed. Why were the bulbs removed?  

 

  For Q_10c_1 – Q_10c_11: 

  0 Not mentioned 

  1 Mentioned 

 

Q_10c_1 Didn't like the color  

Q_10c_2 It took too long to start up  

Q_10c_3 It wasn't bright enough  

Q_10c_4 Didn't like the way it looked  

Q_10c_5 It didn't fit  

Q_10c_6 It made noise / buzzed 

Q_10c_7 It didn't work in a dimmer switch 

Q_10c_8 It wasn't available in 3-way 

Q_10c_9 Other (Specify)   

Q_10c_10 Don't Know  

Q_10c_11 Refused 
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Q_10b [ASK ONLY IF Q_10_10=1] What type of bulb did you use to replace the CFL(s) you removed? 

 

 1 Incandescent 

 2 CFL 

 3 Both 

 4 Other (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_10d [ASK ONLY IF Q_10_10=1] What happened to the bulbs that you installed but later removed? 
[RECORD DISPOSITION FOR EACH BULB INSTALLED BUT LATER REMOVED FROM 
Q_10_10] 

 

  For Q_10d_1 – Q_10d_15: 

  0 Not mentioned 

  1 Mentioned 

 

Q_10d_1 Storing them in this home 

Q_10d_2 They burned out 

Q_10d_3 Using them in another home (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE HOME IS LOCATED) 

Q_10d_4 Storing them in another home (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE HOME IS LOCATED) 

Q_10d_5 Using them at office/work/other nonresidential location (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE OFFICE IS 
LOCATED) 

Q_10d_6 Storing them in office/work/other nonresidential location (ASK CITY, STATE WHERE OFFICE IS 
LOCATED) 

Q_10d_7 Gave them away (ASK IF THEY KNOW CITY, STATE WHERE THEY WENT) 

Q_10d_8 Misplaced them 

Q_10d_9 They broke 

Q_10d_10 Returned them to the store 

Q_10d_11 Threw them away in the trash 

Q_10d_12 Recycled them 

Q_10d_13 Other (SPECIFY) 

Q_10d_14 DON’T KNOW 

Q_10d_15 REFUSED 
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Q_10e How many bulbs… 

Q_10e1 (Ask if Q_10d_1=1) Are being stored in your home? 

Q_10e2 (Ask if Q_10d_2=1) Burned out? 

Q_10e3 (Ask if Q_10d_3=1) Are being used in another home? 

Q_10e4 (Ask if Q_10d_4=1) Are being stored in another home? 

Q_10e5 (Ask if Q_10d_5=1) Are being used at office/work? 

Q_10e6 (Ask if Q_10d_6=1) Are being stored at office/work? 

Q_10e7 (Ask if Q_10d_7=1) Were given away? 

Q_10e8 (Ask if Q_10d_8=1) Were misplaced? 

Q_10e9 (Ask if Q_10d_9=1) Broke? 

Q_10e10 (Ask if Q_10d_10=1) Were returned to the store? 

Q_10e11 (Ask if Q_10d_11=1) Were thrown in the trash? 

Q_10e12 (Ask if Q_10d_12=1) Did you recycle? 

Q_10e13 (Ask if Q_10d_13=1) Did something else happen to? 

 

[TOTAL QUANTITY RECORDED IN Q_10_10b_0 – Q_10_10b_14 MUST EQUAL QUANTITY FROM Q_10_10 
ABOVE] 

 

Q_11 [ASK ONLY IF Q_3 = 1] Have you installed any other CFLs in the past six months on the inside or 
outside of your home – that is, other than the [Q_8] CFLs we just discussed? 

 

1 Yes 
2 No   (SKIP to OTH1) 

 -8 Don’t know  (SKIP to OTH1) 

 -9 Refused  (SKIP to OTH1) 

 

 

Q_11a  How many other CFLs did you install in the past six months? 

 

 __ Enter # 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 
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      Other Light Bulb Purchases Section 

 

Now I have a few questions about some other types of light bulbs you may have purchased recently. 

 

OTH1 Have you purchased any incandescent light bulbs at retail stores for use in a home in the last six months, that 
is since October, 2008? 

 

1 Yes 
2 No   [SKIP TO OTH3] 
-8 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO OTH3] 

-9 REFUSED  [SKIP TO OTH3] 

 

 

OTH2 How many incandescent light bulbs – in total – did you buy in the last six months for use in a home? Please 
try to estimate the total number of incandescent light bulbs, as opposed to packages.  

 

__ Number of Incandescent Bulbs 

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 

 

OTH3 During the past six months, how many other types of bulbs – BESIDES regular incandescent light bulbs and 
CFLs – did you purchase? This might include halogen bulbs, long fluorescent tubes, and other types of 
specialty light bulbs. [RECORD NUMBER OF BULBS. IF “DON’T KNOW,” PROBE “IS IT LESS THAN 
OR MORE THAN 5 BULBS?” AND WORK FROM THERE TO GET ESTIMATE] 

 

__ Number of Other Light Bulbs 

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 
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CFL User Characterization Section 

 

Q_12Int Do you currently have any incandescent light bulbs installed in your home? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_13)  

 

 

Q_12 When your next incandescent light bulb burns out, what will you do? [READ ALL, ACCEPT ONLY 
ONE, ROTATE ANSWERS] 

 

 1 Replace it with another incandescent from storage/cabinet 

 2 Buy another incandescent from the store to replace it   (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 3 [ONLY READ IF Q_3 = 1] Replace it with a CFL from storage/cabinet (SKIP TO Q_12b) 

 4 Buy a CFL from the store and replace it     (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 5 Other (SPECIFY)  (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW  (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 -9 REFUSED  (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 

Q_12a If you didn’t have incandescents in storage/cabinet, what would you do? [READ ALL, ACCEPT 
ONLY ONE, ROTATE ANSWERS] 

 

 1 Buy an incandescent from the store to replace it   (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 2 [ONLY READ IF Q_3 = 1] Replace it with a CFL from storage/cabinet (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 3 Buy a CFL from the store and replace it     (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 4 Other (SPECIFY) (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_13) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_13) 
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Q_12b [ONLY READ IF Q_3 = 1] If you didn’t have any CFLs in storage/cabinet, what would you do? 
[READ ALL, ACCEPT ONLY ONE, ROTATE ANSWERS] 

 

 1 Replace it with incandescent from storage/cabinet 

 2 Buy an incandescent from the store and replace it 

 3 Buy a CFL from the store and replace it 

 4 Other (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_13 [ASK IF Q_2=1] When your next CFL burns out, what will you do? [READ ALL, ACCEPT ONLY 
ONE, ROTATE ANSWERS] 

 

 1 [ONLY READ IF Q_3 = 1] Replace it with another CFL from storage/cabinet 

 2 Buy another CFL from the store to replace it    (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 3 Replace it with an incandescent from storage/cabinet   (SKIP TO Q_13b) 

 4 Buy an incandescent from the store and replace it   (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 5 Other (SPECIFY)  (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW  (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 -9 REFUSED  (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 

 

Q_13a [ONLY READ IF Q_3 = 1] If you didn’t have any CFLs in storage/cabinet, what would you do? 
[READ ALL, ACCEPT ONLY ONE, ROTATE ANSWERS] 

 

 1 Buy another CFL from the store to replace it    (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 2 Replace it with an incandescent from storage/cabinet   (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 3 Buy an incandescent from the store and replace it   (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 4 Other (SPECIFY) (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_15) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_15) 
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Q_13b If you didn’t have any incandescents in storage/cabinet, what would you do? [READ ALL, ACCEPT 
ONLY ONE, ROTATE ANSWERS] 

 

 1 Replace it with another CFL from storage/cabinet 

 2 Buy another CFL from the store and replace it 

 3 Buy an incandescent from the store and replace it 

 4 Other (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q_15 (Ask if S1=1 or S2=1) Prior to six months ago or October 2008, have you had any CFLs that you 
installed but then removed before they burned out? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO Q15b) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q15b) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q15b) 

 

 

Q_15a What were the main reasons for removing the CFLs? [ACCEPT MULTIPLE, DO NOT READ] 

 

  For Q_15a_1 – Q_15a11: 

0 Not mentioned 

1 Mentioned 

 

Q_15a_1 Didn’t like the color 

Q_15a_2 It took too long to start up 

Q_15a_3 It wasn’t bright enough 

Q_15a_4 Didn’t like the way it looked 

Q_15a_5 It didn’t fit 

Q_15a_6 It made noise / buzzed 

Q_15a_7 Other (SPECIFY) 

Q_15a_8 Don’t Know 

Q_15a_9 Refused 
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Q_15a_10 It didn’t work in a dimmer switch 

Q_15a_11 It wasn’t available in 3-way 

 

 

Q_15b Where will you most likely purchase future CFLs, if you buy them at a later date? 

 

1  Discount store, such as Dollar General or the Dollar Store 

2  Grocery store 

3  Small hardware store such as Ace Hardware 

4  Lighting or electronics store 

5  Drug store such as Walgreens or CVS 

6  Large home improvement store, such as Home Depot, Lowe’s or 

Menards 

7 Mass merchandise store, such as Wal-Mart or Target 

8 Membership club store, such as Sam’s Club 

-8   DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 
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CFL Satisfaction Section 

 

[ASK IF Q_2=1 ELSE SKIP TO CD1] 

 

SAT1. On a 0 to 10 scale, with 0 being not at all satisfied and 10 being very satisfied, how satisfied are you with 
the CFLs you currently have in your home?  

 

Satisfaction Rating  ( 0-10 )  

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9  REFUSED 

 

Using the same scale, how would you rate your satisfaction with… [ROTATE SAT2 – SAT9]  

 

SAT2. The color of the light they provide? 
SAT3. The brightness of the light they provide? [ASK SAT3a] 
SAT4. The constant light output, that is, no flickering? 
SAT5. The amount of time they take to light up? 
SAT6. The way they fit into light fixtures? 
SAT7. The way they look in light fixtures? 
SAT8. How long they last before burning out? 
SAT9. How much you paid for them? 

 

 

[ASK SAT3a IF SAT3<10 ELSE SKIP TO SAT10]  

 

SAT3a. Are they too bright or not bright enough? 

 

1 Too bright 
2 Not bright enough 
-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 

[ASK SAT10 IF SAT1<10 ELSE SKIP TO SAT11] 

 

SAT10. In what other ways are you not completely satisfied with the CFLs you currently have in your home?  
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SAT11. Has there been any change in your level of satisfaction with CFLs used in your home over time? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO SAT20) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO SAT20) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO SAT20) 

 

 

In which of the areas we just discussed has there been a change, and has that change been positive or negative? 
[READ LIST IN SAME ORDER AS PRESENTED IN SAT2 – SAT 9. ALSO ASK ABOUT SAT10. RECORD 
POSITIVE CHANGE AS ‘1’ AND NEGATIVE CHANGE AS ‘2.’ RECORD NO CHANGE AS ‘0,’ DON’T 
KNOW ‘-8’ AND REFUSED AS ‘-9’] 

 

SAT12. Light color 
SAT13. Light brightness 
SAT14. Constant light output, no flickering 
SAT15. The amount of time they take to light up 
SAT16. The way they fit into light fixtures 
SAT17. The way they look in light fixtures 
SAT18. How long they last before burning out 
SAT19. How much you paid for them 

 

 

SAT20. Do you currently have any CFLs installed in dimmable or three-way fixtures? (By dimmable, I mean 
lighting fixtures where you can control the amount of light given off by the lamp by using a dimming 
switch. By three-way, I mean lighting fixtures that have an regular switch but also let you adjust the 
amount of light to two or three different levels, besides on and off.) 

 

 1 Dimmable 

 2 Three-way 

 3 Both 

 4 None (SKIP TO CD1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO CD1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO CD1) 

 

[ASK SAT21 IF SAT20=1 OR 3 ELSE SKIP TO SAT24] 

 

SAT21. Are the CFLs you are using in dimmable fixtures made to work in dimmable fixtures, or are they just 
regular CFLs? 
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 1 Made for dimmable fixtures 

 2 Regular CFLs 

 3 Other (Specify) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW  

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

SAT22. On a 0 to 10 scale, with 0 being not at all satisfied and 10 being very satisfied, how satisfied are you with 
the CFLs you are currently using in dimmable fixtures?  

 

Satisfaction Rating  ( 0-10 )  

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9  REFUSED 

 

 

[ASK SAT23 IF SAT22<10 ELSE SKIP TO SAT24] 

 

SAT23. In what ways are you not completely satisfied with the CFLs you currently using in dimmable fixtures?  
 

 

 

[ASK SAT24 IF SAT20=2 OR 3 ELSE SKIP TO CD1] 

 

SAT24. Are the CFLs you are using in three-way fixtures made to work in three-way fixtures, or are they just 
regular CFLs? 

 

 1 Made for three-way fixtures 

 2 Regular CFLs 

 3 Other (Specify) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW  

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

SAT25. On a 0 to 10 scale, with 0 being not at all satisfied and 10 being very satisfied, how satisfied are you with 
the CFLs you currently using in three-way fixtures?  
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Satisfaction Rating  ( 0-10 )  

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9  REFUSED 

 

[ASK SAT26 IF SAT22<10 ELSE SKIP TO CD1] 

 

SAT26. In what ways are you not completely satisfied with the CFLs you currently using in three-way fixtures?  
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CFL Disposal Section 

[ASK CD1 IF S1=1 OR S2=1 ELSE SKIP TO ES1] 

CD1. Do you have any other concerns with the use or operation of CFLs? [DO NOT READ. ALLOW 
MULTIPLE RESPONSE] 

 

1. None 
2. (Mercury) 
3. (Requires special disposal/Must be recycled) 
4. (Fire hazard) 
5. Flickering 
6. Color of light 
7. Too bright 
8. Not bright enough 
9. Slow start-up/Delay coming on 
10. Burn out too soon/short life 
11. Expensive 
12. (Other) [Specify_______] 
-88 DON’T KNOW 

-99 REFUSED 

 

 

CD2. Do you have any concerns with the disposal of CFLs? [DO NOT READ. ALLOW MULTIPLE 
RESPONSE] 

 

1. None 
2. (Mercury) 
3. (Requires special disposal/Must be recycled) 
4. (Fire hazard) 
5. (Other) [Specify_______] 
6. (Don’t know) 

 

 

CD3. Have you ever disposed of any CFLs that have broken, burned out, or are no longer useful? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO ES1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO ES1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO ES1) 
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CD4. How have you disposed of the CFLs after they broke, burned out, or were no longer useful? [DO NOT 
READ. ALLOW MULTIPLE RESPONSE] 

 

 1 Threw away in trash 

 2 Recycled / dropped off at hazardous waste center 

 3 Recycled / dropped off at retail store 

 4 Other (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW  

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

CD4a. [If CD4=3] At which store did you recycle or drop off the CFLs? 

 

1 Ace Hardware 

2 Home Depot 

3 Other (Specify)  

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9  REFUSED 
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ENERGY STAR Awareness Section 

ESInt Are you familiar with the ENERGY STAR label on household products?  

(The label is a blue and white label with the word "energy" followed by a five-pointed star. Energy Star 
labels are used by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy to identify and label 
highly energy-saving lighting and appliances for consumers.)  

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO LED1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO LED1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO LED1) 

 

 

ES1. On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being not at all familiar and 10 being very familiar, how familiar were you with 
the Energy Star label before today?  

 

Familiarity Rating  ( 0-10 ) 

-88 DON’T KNOW 

-99 REFUSED 

 

[IF ES1<1 SKIP TO LED1] 

ES2. Have you ever seen an Energy Star label on CFL packaging or on the display materials where CFLs are 
sold?  

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO LED1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO LED1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO LED1) 

 

 

ES3. Are you aware of any difference in the quality of CFLs that have the Energy Star label and CFLs that do not 
have this label? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO LED1) 
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 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO LED1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO LED1) 

ES4. In what way is the quality of CFLs with the Energy Star label different than the quality of other CFLs? 
Anything else? 
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Light Emitting Diodes 

LED1. Are you familiar with light emitting diodes or LED lights? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO Q_16) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_16) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_16) 

 

 

LED2. Have you ever heard of LED holiday or Christmas lights? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO LED4) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO LED4) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO LED4) 

 

 

LED3. Do you own any LED holiday lights that you are currently using or planning to use the next holiday season? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No  

 -8 DON’T KNOW  

 -9 REFUSED  

 

 

LED4. What other types of LED lamps, fixtures, or bulbs have you heard of? [DO NOT READ. ALLOW 
MULTIPLE RESPONSES] 

1 None 

2 Task/desk lamps 

3 Undercabinet lighting 

4 Light bulbs/screw in bulbs/GU-type bulbs 

5 Recessed/can lighting 

6 Night lights 
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7 Flashlights 

8 Novelty fixtures 

9 Other [Specify] 

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 

 

LED5. Are you currently using any LED lamps, fixtures, or bulbs for regular household lighting?  
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO Q_16) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO Q_16) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO Q_16) 

 

 

LED6. What types of LED lamps, fixtures, or bulbs are you currently using? [DO NOT READ. ALLOW 
MULTIPLE RESPONSES] 

 

1. Task/desk lamps 
2. Under cabinet lighting 
3. Light bulbs/screw in bulbs/GU-type bulbs 
4. Recessed/can lighting 
5. Night lights 
6. Flashlights 
7. Novelty fixtures 
8. Other [Specify] 
-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 

 

Nonresidential CFL Purchaser Section 

 

 [Q_16_total=∑(Q_10_4+Q_10_5)] 

 

[If using or storing CFLs in nonresidential location from either Q_10=4 or 5, skip Q_16 and use the following as a 
lead-in for Q_17: “You mentioned previously that you purchased or were given [Q_16_total] CFLs that you are 
now using or storing at your office, at work, or at some other nonresidential location. Including these [Q_16_total] 
CFLs,”] 
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Q_16 Have you or someone else in your household ever purchased any CFLs at retail stores and installed 
them at your office, at work or at some other nonresidential location? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No (SKIP TO D1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW (SKIP TO D1) 

 -9 REFUSED (SKIP TO D1) 

 

 

Q_17 In the last six months, approximately how many total CFLs bulbs, not packages, did you or someone 
else in your household purchase at retail stores and install at your office, at work or at some other 
nonresidential location? 

 

 __ (Enter # of CFLs) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q_18 What type of nonresidential location did you install these [Q_17] CFLs at? 

 

  1 Office (non-medical)  

 2 Restaurant/Food Service  

 3 Food Stores (including liquor stores and convenience stores) 

 4 Agricultural (greenhouses…)  

 5 Retail Stores  

 6 Warehouse  

 7 Health Care  

 8 Education  

 9 Lodging  

 10 Public Assembly (church, fitness center, theatre, library, museum, convention center, community 
center, other rec)  

 11 Services (gas, repair, etc)  

 12 Industrial  

 13 Laundry  

 14 Other (Specify) 
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 -8 Don't know 

 -9 Refused 

 

 

Q_19 Which of the following statements best describes why you bought the CFLs for use at your office, 
work or some other nonresidential location? 

 

 1 I just bought them for use in a lamp on or near my desk or workspace 

 2 I buy all of the lighting for my office, work or other nonresidential location 

 3 I wanted my office, work or nonresidential location to use CFLs and this was the only way  

   to get them to use CFLs 

 4 Other (Specify) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 
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Demographics Section 

 

 

“My last questions are about your home and energy use. 

 

D1 Which one of the following best describes the type of home in which you live? 

 

 1 A single-family detached [no common walls] 

 2 A single-family attached [at least one common wall with the surrounding swellings, such as a 
town home, patio home, or condo] 

 3 Multi-family home, such as an apartment [requires a different family living above or below, such 
as an apartment] 

 4 A mobile home or trailer 

 5 Other [SPECIFY] ___________________ 

 

 

D2 What is the approximate age of your home? 

  

 ____ years 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 

 

 

D3 About how large is your home in square feet, excluding your garage and/or patio? 

 

 ____ Square feet 

 -8  Don’t know 

 -9  Refused 

 

 

D3a [If D3=-8] Would you say your home is… [READ] 

 

 1 Under 1,000 square feet 
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 2 1,000 – 1,500 square feet 

 3 1,501 – 2,000 square feet 

 4 2,001 – 2,500 square feet 

 5 2,501 – 3,000 square feet 

 6 More than 3,000 square feet  

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 

 

 

D3b [If D3a=6] You said your home is more than 3,000 square feet. What would you  

 say is the total square footage? 

 

 _____ Square feet 

 

 

D4 Is your home… 

 1 All electric 

 2 Gas and electric 

 3 Some other combination of energy sources 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 

 

 

D5 In 2008, which of the following categories best describes your total annual household income before 
taxes? [READ LIST] 

 

 1 Less than $15,000 

 2 $15,000 to $24,999 

 3 $25,000 to $34,999 

 4 $35,000 to $49,999 

 5 $50,000 to $74,999 

 6 $75,000 to $99,999 

 7 $100,000 to $149,999 

 8 $150,000 or more 
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 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

D6 What is your average Ameren Illinois Utilities bill in the summer? 

 

 _____ Dollars 

 -8  Don’t know 

 -9  Refused 

 

 

D7 What is your average Ameren Illinois Utilities bill in the winter? 

 

 _____ Dollars 

 -8  Don’t know 

 -9  Refused 

 

 

D8 Which of the following best describes your age? 

 

 1 Less than 18 years old 

 2 18-24 years old 

 3 25-34 years old 

 4 35-44 years old 

 5 45-54 years old 

 6 55-64 years old 

 7  65 or older 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

D9  RECORD GENDER OF RESPONDENT [DO NOT ASK] 
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  1 Male 

  2 Female 

  -8 DON’T KNOW  

This completes the survey. Ameren Illinois Utilities appreciates your participation. Thanks for your time and have a 
good evening.  
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Interview Guide 

Stakeholder Interview Guide 

Ameren Illinois Lighting & Appliance Program 

[This interview guide is to be used for interviewing program management staff at AIU, program 
delivery staff at Conservation Services Group (CSG) and staff at Applied Proactive 
Technologies. Not all questions are applicable to all people being interviewed.] 

Thank you for taking the time to talk with us today about the program. 

As you know, The Cadmus Group, Inc., is evaluating the program for the next three years on 
behalf of AIU. The purpose of this interview is to gather information on program processes, 
operations, and activities since the program’s inception. Please note that this is not an audit, and 
that your comments will be kept confidential. Our goal is to create a complete description of the 
program from all perspectives so that we can identify what is working well and what can 
potentially be improved. Because of your role in program implementation, your perspective is 
very important to us, and we appreciate your taking the time to share it with us.  

We expect this interview to take less than an hour of your time.  

Introduction 

1. What is your role in the Ameren IU Lighting & Appliance program? (probe for: title, 
responsibilities, number of staff supervising/assisting) For how long have you had this 
role?  

2. Which program aspects (design, marketing, delivery, administration, customer response) 
are you most familiar with? 

3. [Contractors only] What other services does your company offer? 

4. [Contractors Only] How many employees does your company have? How many are 
engaged in this program?  

5. [Contractors Only] What type of training do your employees receive prior to delivery of 
the Program?  

6. What do you believe are the program’s primary goals? Do you have any metrics you 
track that are associated with these goals?  

7. Would you say that these goals are currently being met? Why or why not? 
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8. In general terms, will you please walk me through the your part of the delivery of 
Ameren IU’s Lighting Program? (probe for marketing, contact with retail stores, 
promotional materials, tracking results, interaction with other program stakeholders) 

Program Delivery 

Implementation Strategy 

9. What is your strategy for implementing the entire lighting and appliance program? [Probe 
for why lighting was started first, how they plan to integrate appliances, what are they 
doing now in preparation for expansion]. 

10. What did you learn in implementing the lighting piece that you will apply towards 
implementing the appliance piece? 

Marketing 

11. What is your strategy for identifying the retailers for this program? 

12.  What methods have you used for marketing the program to these retailers? (phone calls, 
canvassing, business associations, or other)?  

13. How effective would you say those methods have proved to be?  

14. What marketing materials do you use? (ask for copies of marketing materials) 

15. How effective are these marketing materials?  

16. Do you market directly to consumers? (What approaches are used?) 

17. How effective would you say those methods have been? 

18. Were any other trade allies or market players involved in marketing? How? 

Market Feedback 

19. What has been the response of the retailers to this program?  

20. Do you think customers are generally aware of the program?  

Lights 

21. How are particular products determined to be eligible for the program?  

22. How were the incentive amounts determined? 

23. At what point in the purchase cycle are the incentives paid (i.e. to consumers, to retailers, 
or manufacturers)? 
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24. How are customers made aware of the discounts or incentives? 

25. Do eligible products have any identifying information on their package?  

26. How is data collected on product purchases? What information is collected? Have there 
been any difficulties with data tracking?  

27. Do you feel the incentives offered by the Program are sufficient for attracting 
participants?  

28. Are you satisfied with the range of products that are eligible for incentives? 

Payment and Invoicing 

29. How are all the stakeholders (Ameren) or (“you” if a contractor) paid for their (your) part 
in the program?  

30. Generally, how long after you [or “the contractor” if speaking with Ameren employee] 
submit(s) the invoice(s) are you paid for a project?  

31. If there are problems with an invoice, how are they generally resolved?  

Overall program  

32. Other than the tracking we discussed earlier, what other reporting is required by the 
program?  

33. Is that amount of reporting sufficient?  

34. What areas of program delivery would you say work really well? 

35. What areas do you believe do not work well? 

36. What ideas do you have for improving these areas? 

37. Is there anything else, specifically you would change about the program? 

38. Have there been any changes to program design since implementation began?  

39. If yes, what are the reasons for these changes? 

40. Do you foresee any changes that will occur in program design over the next year?  

41. If yes, what are the changes and why? 

42. Overall, do you feel the program has been successful so far?  

43. Do you feel that the program will be successful over the next two years?  
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Thank you for your time! Can we call you again in a year to ask you some additional questions 
about the program?  
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1. Executive Summary 

The Appliance Recycling Program (the Program) offers incentives and free removal of 
secondary inefficient refrigerators and freezers.  The Cadmus Group’s evaluation of AIU’s 
Appliance Recycling Program PY1 (the Program) consisted of four primary tasks displayed in 
Table ES1. 

Table ES1. Summary of Evaluation Approach (PY1) 
Action Impact Process Details 

Participant Survey X X Calculating net-to-gross and assessing program implementation. (n=93) 
Stakeholder Interviews  X Providing insight into program design and delivery. (n=5) 
Secondary Research  X Reviewing results of recent appliance recycling evaluations. 
Secondary Data Analysis X  Determining per unit savings based on age and size. (Census) 

 

To develop an estimate of Program gross savings, Cadmus utilized an existing data source 
containing detailed energy metering information for thousands of refrigerators and freezers at the 
time of manufacture. With the application of a degradation factor, these data were used to 
develop per-unit energy savings estimates for every combination of appliance configuration, age, 
size, and defrost type. Combining this information with data from the Program database yielded 
an energy savings estimate for each appliance participating in the Program as well as the per-unit 
average annual energy consumption for both participating refrigerators and freezers.  

Once the average annual energy consumption for participating refrigerators and freezers were 
determined, Cadmus calculated the average gross energy savings for PY1 by applying the 
Program’s part-use factor. The part-use factor, determined through the participant survey, 
accounts for all participating appliances not plugged in year-round prior to removal. As  
Table ES2 shows, 3.3% of the removed refrigerators were not used at all prior to participating, 
and 14.8% were only used for 34% of the year. Applying these findings to the average annual 
energy consumption yields a gross per-unit energy savings of 1,522 kWh annually for 
refrigerators. A similar analysis for freezers results in annual per freezer savings of 1,247 kWh.  

Table ES2. Gross Per-Unit Energy Savings—Part-Use Adjusted (PY1) 
  Refrigerator Freezer 

Operational Status 

Percent of 
Recycled 

Units 
Part-Use 
Factor 

Adjusted Per-
Unit Energy 

Savings 
(kWh/Yr) 

Percent of 
Recycled 

Units 
Part-Use 
Factor 

Adjusted Per-
Unit Energy 

Savings (kWh/Yr) 
Not Running 3.3% - - 0% - - 
Running Part Time 14.8% 0.34 596 23% 0.32 468 
Running All Time 82.0% 1.00 1,749 77% 1.00 1,476 
Total 100.0%  1,522 100%  1,247 

 

Again utilizing the findings of the participant survey, Cadmus determined the net-to-gross 
(NTG) to be 0.51 and 0.63 for refrigerators and freezers, respectively. Applying these NTG 
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values to gross per-unit savings in the table above as well as the total Program participation 
yielded an estimate of the Program net savings.  

A comparison of the Program’s gross and net energy targets (projected participation and ex ante 
values) with the evaluated savings (actual participation and ex post values) is provided in  
Table ES3. As seen in the table, the Program exceeded its participation target of 3,700 in the first 
year. While the Program fell short of its gross savings target (due to an inappropriately high ex 
ante value and lower observed part-use factor), the Program exceed its net savings target (the ex 
post NTG was significantly higher than the ex ante value for both appliances).  

Table ES3. PY1 Net Annual Energy Savings 

 Recycled Units Gross Savings Net Savings 

Appliance 
PY1 

Target 
PY1 

Actual 
Real. 
Rate 

PY1 Target 
- Ex Ante 

(MWh) 

PY1 
Evaluated- Ex 
Post (MWh) 

Real. 
Rate 

PY1 Target 
- Ex Ante 

(MWh) 

PY1 
Evaluated- Ex 
Post (MWh) 

Real. 
Rate 

Refrigerators 2,775 2,752 99% 5,273 4,188 0.79 1,845 2,143 1.16 
Freezers 925 1,096 118% 1,537 1,367 0.89 830 868 1.05 
Total 3,700 3,848 104% 6,810 5,555 0.82 2,676 3,011 1.13 

 

This evaluation draws the following conclusions: 

 High Program Demand Exists and Current Design can Meet Future Targets. The 
Program’s PY1 participation level suggests sufficient demand exists to meet the 
Program’s participation targets for PY2 and PY3. Further, AIU does not need to make 
any significant changes to the current Program design and marketing methods.  

 Lower Part-Use Factor Common for New Programs. The part-use factor should increase 
naturally in subsequent years as the Program penetrates further into the used appliance 
market and the pool of existing unused appliances decreases. 

 Current Program Team Works Well Together. Based on feedback from interviewed 
stakeholders, satisfaction levels expressed by surveyed participants and the observed 
Program participation level, Cadmus believes AIU management and the implementation 
teams work well together and administer the Program effectively. 

Recommendations for future actions include: 

 Trust Implementer Experience. Several stakeholders noted degrees of concern expressed 
by AIU and the Program implementers differed regarding low early participation 
numbers. Because appliance recycling programs tend to be seasonal, and, given its 
implementation team’s considerable experience, AIU should rely on CSG and ARCA 
when deciding when and how to market the Program. 

 Consider Limited Small Commercial Sector Participation. Since many nonresidential 
customers operated older, inefficient, residential-style refrigerators, the Program should 
consider expanding eligibility to a limited portion of the small commercial sector. For 
example, the Program could limit small commercial participation only to appliances on 
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the first floor (to alleviate transportation issues) or to a specific subsector (such as 
churches). While advertising a small commercial add-on element may lead to confusion 
and frustration regarding eligibility, the Program could only enroll those qualifying 
nonresidential customers that contact the Program in response to current marketing 
practices.  
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2. Introduction 

Program Description 

The AIU’s Appliance Recycling Program’s (the Program) overarching target of is to remove and 
dispose of operable but inefficient secondary refrigerators and freezers, preventing the units from 
remaining active at the participant’s premise or elsewhere within AIU’s service territory. 
Secondary refrigerators and stand-alone freezers tend to be older, less-efficient units, 
continuously plugged in, yet infrequently used, partially full, and located in unconditioned areas 
of homes (e.g., garages), where they must work harder to keep food cool. In addition to reducing 
energy consumption at both the household and utility levels, the Program decommissions 
participating appliances in an environmentally sound manner.1 

Conservation Services Group (CSG)—the primary implementer for all of AIU’s residential 
demand-side management (DSM) programs—implements the Program, with the Appliance 
Recycling Centers of America (ARCA). 

The Program is available to all AIU residential electric customers with qualifying equipment, as 
defined below: 

 Appliances must be secondary units; 

 Appliances must be located on the account premises, and be operational at the time of 
pickup; 

 Appliances must be between 10 and 27 cubic feet; 

 Appliances must be manufactured before 1993; and 

 Appliances must be household type models (i.e., commercial refrigerators and freezers 
are not eligible). 

To encourage Program participation, AIU offered a $35 incentive, a value similar to that 
employed by many appliance recycling programs nationwide. The Program utilized the 
following ex ante per-unit savings shown in Table 1. 

                                                 
1 Environmentally-sound disposal of this equipment includes proper disposal of oils, PCBs, mercury, and CFC-11 

foam, and the recycling of CFC-12, HFC-134a, plastic, glass, steel, and aluminum. 
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Table 1. Program Ex Ante Values (PY1) 

Appliance 

Gross Annual 
Savings 

(kWh/Year)2 NTG3 

Net Annual 
Savings 

(kWh/Year) 
Refrigerator 1,900 35% 665 
Freezer 1,662 54% 897 

 

Evaluation Questions 

From an evaluation perspective, appliance recycling programs differ from most programs in that 
savings are generated by rebating removal of an operable but inefficient measure rather than 
rebating installation of an efficient measure. This poses unique evaluation challenges that require 
additional methodological approaches. In detail, this report discusses these challenges and the 
methods utilized to overcome them. The overarching impact and process evaluation questions 
driving the study follows below.  

Impact Questions 

1. What are the average gross energy savings generated by a participating appliance? 

2. What percentage of participating appliances would have been discarded and 
destroyed or would have been kept but unused in the Program's absence? 

3. Did the Program meet its targets?  

Process Questions 

1. Did Program design change during implementation?  

2. How effective were the employed marketing efforts? 

3. How well did the AIU and implementation team work together?  

4. Were Program participants satisfied with their experiences? 

5. What changes can be made to the Program’s design or delivery to improve its 
effectiveness?  

                                                 
2 The employed ex ante values appear to be based on the 2002–2003 California Statewide Residential Appliance 

Recycling Program evaluation. It should be noted that while the per-unit gross savings for freezers and net-to-
gross (NTG) for both measures match the findings of the 2002–2003 statewide evaluation, the gross refrigerator 
savings determined for California were 1,946 kWh (not 1,900 kWh). It should also be noted a more recent 
California statewide evaluation (completed by ADM & Associates for 2004–2005) has been completed. The 
2004–2005 evaluation provides more recent gross savings (also through metering) and NTG estimates. Further, 
the 2004–2005 evaluation found lower per-unit gross energy savings and significantly higher NTG estimates 
than the previous California statewide evaluation used as the basis for AIU’s ex ante values. 

3 Ibid. 
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3. Evaluation Methods 

Analytical Methods 

The evaluation plan, developed to assess the Program, consisted of four primary tasks (see  
Table 2). The participant survey informed both the impact and process evaluations. A brief 
description of each task follows. Additional detail regarding the methodology of each evaluation 
task is provided in subsequent chapters. 

Table 2. Summary of Evaluation Approach (PY1) 
Action Impact Process Details 

Participant Survey X X Used for calculating the net-to-gross (NTG), and assessing 
implementation.  

Stakeholder Interviews  X Provides insight into program design and delivery.  
Secondary Research  X Review results of recent appliance recycling evaluations. 
Secondary Data Analysis X  Determine per unit savings based on age and size. 

 

Participant Surveys  

Participant survey data collection began April 30, 2009, and ended May 10, 2009. The 
participant survey asked a number of questions to determine sources of Program information, 
descriptions of recycled appliances, participants’ consideration of appliance disposal alternatives, 
Program satisfaction, and demographics.  

The evaluation team drafted and finalized a participant survey utilizing industry best practices 
for appliance recycling evaluations. The survey included questions addressing the following 
pertinent issues: 

 Verification of Measure Removal. This section of the survey ensured we spoke with the 
appropriate person. It contained questions related to recall of participation, involvement 
in the decision process, and measure removal. 

 Appliance Context and Decision-Making Processes. These questions addressed key 
aspects of the customer’s decision-making process, and informed freeridership, spillover, 
and verification analysis. 

 Program Satisfaction. These questions collected process-related questions regarding 
participants’ satisfaction with the Program, including reasons for dissatisfaction, if 
applicable. The questions also addressed the likelihood as to whether participants will 
refer others to the Program. 

 Demographics. This section captured household and respondent characteristics, which 
included: race, income, square footage of home, energy use, and energy expenditures.  
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Cooperation with survey efforts was very high, with 71.6% of sampled respondents agreeing to 
respond to telephone surveys. One reason for the high cooperation rate may have been very 
recent program participation. Most respondents had their appliances picked up within six months 
(some as recently as a month before the telephone survey). The short survey lengths also 
contributed to the high response rate. Average interviews lasted just over nine minutes. 

Stakeholder Interviews 

To assess the Program's effectiveness and implementation, the evaluation team conducted 
interviews with a number of stakeholders intimately familiar with the Program. Specifically, the 
evaluation team interviewed five stakeholders from AIU, CSG, and the ACRA. Details regarding 
interviewed stakeholders are provided in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Stakeholder Interviews 

Title Organization 

Residential Portfolio Project Manager AIU 
ARP Program Manager AIU 
Implementation Team Project Manager CSG 
Implementation Team Member CSG 
Call Center Manager ARCA 

 

Stakeholder interviews were conducted utilizing an interview guide aimed at discussing the 
Program’s design, delivery, management, communication, effectiveness, and future with each 
respondent.  

Information obtained from stakeholders was used to inform the following evaluation elements: 

 Determination of program progress 
 Identification of changes during implementation 
 Assessment of program marketing 

Secondary Research 

To ensure the evaluation aligned with the evaluation industry’s best practices for appliance 
recycling evaluations, the evaluation team gathered and reviewed multiple previous appliance 
recycling evaluation final reports. In addition to examining the methodologies employed in each 
report, the evaluation team assessed participant and nonparticipant survey instruments used.  

Data collected through secondary research aided the following evaluation elements: 

 Development of the gross savings methodology 
 Development of the participant and nonparticipant survey instruments 
 Development of the net savings methodology 
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Secondary Data Analysis 

To leverage existing appliance recycling data sources, the evaluation team obtained datasets 
detailing energy consumption of thousands of refrigerators and freezers at the time of their 
manufacturer. With the application of a degradation factor, these data were used to develop per-
unit energy savings estimates based on an appliance’s age, size, and configuration. Combining 
this information with data on Program participants yielded an estimate of the Program’s gross 
savings. Significant detail regarding this process is provided in the following chapter. 

The engineering analysis informed the following evaluation elements: 

 Determination of estimated per-unit energy savings 
 Determination of appropriate degradation factor 
 Estimate of program gross savings 

Data Sources 

The evaluation team utilized the following data sources to inform the impact and process 
evaluations: 

 Final PY1 program database (provided by CSG) 
 Information gathered through participant surveys 
 Information gathered through stakeholder interviews 
 Database containing results of 30,000 metered appliances4 
 Other recent appliance recycling evaluations5 
 Marketing and informational materials (provided by AIU) 

Sampling Plan 

The following details the sampling plan for the participant survey and stakeholder interviews.  

Participant Surveys  

The first step in sample design was to analyze the participant database provided by CSG and 
confirm it contained information necessary to complete the data collection. These data included: 
participant contact information, appliance details, and incentive amounts. Once verified, the 
evaluation team assigned a random number to each participant, and prioritized the call listed 
based on the random number. The sample was randomly selected from the population of 
households that participated in the Program between September 2008 and March 2009. No 
stratification was employed.  

                                                 
4 http://www.waptac.org/sp.asp?mc=techaids_refrigerator_energyuse  
5 Degradation factors applied were determined utilizing data from ADM & Associate’s evaluation of the 2004–2005 

California Statewide Appliance Recycling Program.  
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The evaluation team recommended a completion target of 70 surveys. As Table 4 shows, 
participants' response to the survey was higher than anticipated, with 93 completed surveys. The 
resulting precision levels at the 90% confidence interval are provided for each appliance as well 
as for the overall Program.  

Table 4. Participant Survey Sample 

Appliance 

Population of 
Participants 
(Sept. 08– 
Mar. 09) 

Number of 
Completed 

Surveys 

Level of Precision 
at the  90% 

Confidence Interval 
Refrigerator 2,110 69 ±9.8% 
Freezer 736 24 ±16.6% 
Total 2,846 93 ±8.4% 

 

Stakeholder Interviews 

The evaluation team requested a list of utility and implementer contracts from AIU. The 
evaluation team then balanced the proposed number of interviews (n=5) between the three 
stakeholder groups (AIU, CSG, and ARCA) to gain the broadest possible perspective on the 
Program. 
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4. Program Results 

Impact Findings 

Impact evaluation findings are presented in the following five subsections: 

1. Summary of Program Participation 
2. Review of Terminology 
3. Determination of Average Annual Gross Energy Consumption 
4. Determination of Gross Savings 
5. Determination of Net Savings 

Summary of Program Participation 

On September 8, 2008, AIU’s ARP picked up its first appliance. By the end of the Program’s 
first year, 3,848 old but operable refrigerators and freezers had been permanently removed from 
AIU’s service territory and decommissioned in an environmentally responsible manner.6 Table 5 
shows PY1 participation by appliance. 

Table 5. Program Participation (PY1) 
Appliance Recycled Units Percent of Total Participation 

Refrigerator 2,752 72% 
Freezer 1,096 28% 
Total 3,848 100% 

 

As shown in Figure 1, below, participation peaked during March. Participation started slowly 
during the Program's first two months, when less than 100 appliances were picked up, and 
remained low for the duration of 2008. Participation began to increase in January 2009, rising 
again in February, then peaking in March, when 1,660 appliances were picked up. Lower winter 
participation rates, followed by surges in spring participation, are not uncommon with U.S. 
appliance recycling programs.  

This seasonality in appliance recycling participation commonly is attributed to two factors. First, 
most remodeling and home organization efforts leading to Program participation occur during 
warmer and drier weather. Second, secondary appliances typically have their greatest utility in 
winter, and households are often reluctant to enroll in an appliance recycling program until they 
have used the appliances to handle food surpluses that can occur during the holiday season.  

In addition to these two factors, the large increase in March Program participation corresponds to 
the timing of both a media event and a trade ally marketing push designed to stimulate demand 
for the program at that time.  

                                                 
6 Environmentally-sound disposal of this equipment includes: proper disposal of oils, PCBs, mercury, and CFC-11 

foam, and recycling of CFC-12, HFC-134a, plastic, glass, steel, and aluminum. 
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Figure 1. Program Participation by Month (PY1) 
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Review of Terminology 

In the case of appliance recycling programs, gross and net savings were calculated by 
determining a program’s “part-use” and “attribution” factors. First used in the 2002 California 
Statewide Residential Appliance Recycling Program (RARP), the factors have become the 
industry standard for assessing actual outcomes from appliance recycling. Each factor is defined 
below: 

 Part-Use Factor: Adjusts for the fraction of time participants used the appliance and/or 
the fraction of time it would have been used had they kept it. 

 Attribution Factor: Adjusts for the percentage of participants that would have disposed 
of the unit independently of the Program, and also provides credit to the Program for 
destroying a unit that otherwise would have been transferred to another user. 

For the 2002 study, both factors were used to determine the Program’s NTG. However, the 
evaluation of the 2004–2005 statewide California study used the part-use factor in its calculation 
of the program’s gross savings, not net savings. While this application does not affect a 
program's net impact, it provides a more accurate assessment of achieved gross savings. In 
addition, this approach has gained industry acceptance after the results were presented at the 
2007 International Energy Program Evaluation Conference. Similar to the 2004–2005 California 
study, part-use was also used to determine total gross savings, not net savings. As such, part-use 
is explained in the Determination of Gross Savings subsection of this chapter, while attribution is 
detailed in the Determination of Net Savings subsection. 
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Determination of Average Annual Gross Energy Consumption 

To calculate energy consumption for early retirement of participating refrigerators and freezers, 
the Evaluation Team first utilized a database detailing consumption of over 30,000 specific 
refrigerator and freezer makes and models between 1979 and 1992.7 Since the database 
contained annual energy consumption estimates from a metering study at the time of 
manufacture, and appliance performance degrades over time, annual degradation factors of 
1.97% and 1.06% were applied to refrigerators and freezers, respectively, in the database to 
calculate the appliances’ assumed energy consumption at the time of participation.8 In addition, 
the evaluation team utilized Federal energy standards for each appliance and a best-fit trend 
analysis to estimate energy consumption of appliances newer and older, respectively, than those 
contained in the database. 

Next, each appliance in the database was assigned to a configuration category (e.g., Top Freezer 
Refrigerator), age category (e.g., 16–18 years old), size category (e.g., 19–21 cubic feet), and 
defrost type (manual vs. automatic). Once assigned, the average estimated energy consumption 
at the time of retirement for every combination of configuration, age, size, and defrost type was 
determined. Results of this effort were aggregated into a database. 

The database detailing savings specific to each configuration, age, size, and defrost type was 
then merged with Program records detailing the number of Program appliances with a similar set 
of characteristics. Once merged, a weighted average was used to determine annual energy 
savings generated by a refrigerator and freezer recycled through PY1.  

An example of how the datasets were combined and the weighted average calculated is provided 
in Table 6, below, for a subset of automatic defrosting Top Freezer refrigerators of various ages 
between 13–15 cubic feet in size.  

Estimated annual energy consumption for both refrigerators and freezers determined through this 
process is shown in Table 7, below. Utilizing this “bottom-up” approach (in which consumption 
of each participating appliance is estimated) provides a more accurate assessment of overall 
Program savings than simply applying metering study results from a different service territory at 
a different time with a different set of appliances. 

                                                 
7 http://www.waptac.org/sp.asp?mc=techaids_refrigerator_energyuse  
8 The degradation factors applied were determined utilizing data from the 2004–2005 California Statewide 

Appliance Recycling Evaluation.  
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Table 6. Example of Gross Consumption Data Analysis Approach 

Configuration 
Size (Cubic 

Feet) 
Age 

(Years) 

Number of 
Reference 

Appliances1 

Energy Consumption 
at the Time of 
Participation 

(kWh/Yr)2 
Number of AIU 
Participants3 

Top Freezer Fridge 13 to 15 16-18 321 1,047 29 
Top Freezer Fridge 13 to 15 19-21 614 1,269 70 
Top Freezer Fridge 13 to 15 22-24 634 1,490 24 
Top Freezer Fridge 13 to 15 25-27 746 1,731 46 

Top Freezer Fridge 13 to 15 28-30 456 2,112 65 
Weighted Average based on 
AIU Participation 

   1,589  

1The total number of appliances included in the DOE database for the specific appliance type, size, age, and defrost type combination from which estimated energy 
savings were calculated. 
2The average energy consumption calculated utilizing the DOE database for each specific appliance type, size, age, and defrost type combination with an annual 
degradation factor of 1.96% (based on data from the 2004–2005 CA ARP evaluation) applied.  

 

Table 7. Estimate of Annual Energy Consumption (PY1) 

Appliance 
Average Annual Energy 

Consumption (kWh/Year) 
Refrigerator 1,749 
Freezer 1,476 

 

Adjustment for Part Use 

Gross savings needed to be adjusted for units used for a portion of the year. To do so, the 
evaluation team calculated and applied the Program’s part-use factor. Retirement of appliances 
not previously in operation or operated only part of the year did not yield the full year of energy 
savings presented in Table 7. A weighted average of the part-use factors was used in the 
following three participant categories: 

 Participating units not used for at least one full year prior to being recycled were 
assigned a part-use factor of 0. As the unit was not consuming electricity, no savings 
were generated by its retirement. 

 Recycled units operating the full year prior to participation were assigned a part-use 
factor of 1. 

 To determine the part-use factor for units used only a portion of the previous year, the 
average number of months such units were used was divided by 12. The part-use factor 
for these appliances ranged between 0 and 1. 

Refrigerators or freezers that operated for only a portion of the year were used an average 4.1 
and 3.8 months a year, respectively. Dividing these values by 12 yielded part-use factors of 0.34 
and 0.32, respectively. 
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Table 8 illustrates how the part-use factors for each of the three categories above were applied to 
determine average part-use adjusted gross annual energy savings for refrigerators and freezers.  

Table 8. Gross Per-Unit Energy Savings - Part-Use Adjusted (PY1) 
  Refrigerator Freezer 

Operational Status 

Percent of 
Recycled 

Units 
Part-Use 
Factor 

Adjusted Per-
Unit Energy 

Savings 
(kWh/Yr) 

Percent of 
Recycled 

Units 
Part-Use 
Factor 

Adjusted Per-
Unit Energy 

Savings (kWh/Yr) 
Not Running 3.3% - - 0% - - 
Running Part Time 14.8% 0.34 596 23% 0.32 468 
Running All Time 82.0% 1.00 1,749 77% 1.00 1,476 
Total 100.0%  1,522 100%  1,247 

 

As shown in the table, the average per-unit gross annual energy savings determined for PY1 
were less than the Program’s ex ante values of 1,900 and 1,662 kWh, likely ascertained from the 
2002–2003 Statewide California Appliance Recycling Program evaluation. For several reasons, 
this disparity between savings values proved unsurprising.  

First, appliance recycling programs experience an overall downward savings trend over time as 
appliances recycled became new and more efficient. The ex ante values used for PY1 were based 
on the 2002–2003 Statewide California Appliance Recycling Program, completed more than five 
years ago. For example, the difference in per-unit gross savings between the 2002–2003 and 
2004–2005 California evaluations was 11% (1,946 kWh and 1,775 kWh, respectively). Given the 
time passed since even the 2004–2005 metering study and the increase in efficiency standards in 
recent years (Figure 2), the downward energy savings trend would likely continue or even be 
exacerbated for a current appliance recycling program.  

Figure 2. Refrigerator Energy Consumption Over Time (At the Time of Manufacture) 

 

Second, the number of AIU participating appliances not utilized year-round was significantly 
higher than observed in the previous Statewide California evaluations. Comparisons between 
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AIU’s Program and the 2004-2005 California evaluation are provided in the tables below. As 
shown, the disparity was particularly great for freezers. In fact, given the decrease in per-unit 
savings expected due to efficiency improvements between the 2004–2005 California evaluation 
and the 2009 AIU evaluation, the full-year energy consumption determined for AIU was in 
accordance with the 2004–2005 California evaluation. Clearly, the difference in part-use factors 
was the primary cause of the disparity between ex ante and evaluated gross per-unit energy 
savings. 

A new appliance recycling program, such as AIU’s, exhibiting a lower part-use factor than an 
established program is neither surprising nor uncommon. Prior to implementation, many unused 
or partial-used appliances collected by AIU in PY1 sat idle in Ameren customers’ homes waiting 
for means to discard them. The AIU’s Program provided just the impetus many of these 
customers needed to finally discard their unwanted appliances. As the pool of unused, unwanted 
appliances lingering in AIU households shrinks because of the Program, the Program should 
collect an increasing number of operational appliances and see an increase in its evaluated part-
use factor. 

Table 9. Comparison of Self-Reported Appliance Usage 
 Refrigerators Freezers 

Operational Status 
AIU 

(PY1) 
California  

(2004-2005) 
AIU 

(PY1) 
California  

(2004-2005) 
Not in Use 3.3% 4.2% 0.0% 5.7% 
Used Part Time 14.8% 3.4% 22.7% 6.4% 
Used Full Time 82.0% 92.4% 77.3% 87.9% 

 

Table 10. Comparison of Evaluated Part-Use Factors and Impact on Gross Savings 

  Refrigerators Freezers 

Operational Status 
AIU California AIU California 

(PY1) (2004-2005) (PY1) (2004-2005) 
Full Year Energy Consumption 1,749 1,755 1,476 1,406 
Gross Savings (Part-Use Adjusted) 1,522 1,655 1,193 1,257 
Part-Use Factor 87% 94% 81% 89% 

 

Utilizing weighted and part-use adjusted per-unit gross annual energy savings presented in  
Table 8, the Program-wide annual gross energy generated by AIU in PY1 is presented in  
Table 11.  

Table 11. PY1 Part-Use Adjusted Gross Annual Energy Savings 

Appliance 

Gross Energy 
Savings 

(kWh/Year) Participation 

Total Program 
Gross Savings 

(kWh/Year) 
Refrigerator 1,522 2,752 4,188,295 

Freezer 1,247 1,096 1,366,870 

Total  3,848 5,555,165 
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Determination of Net Savings 

Assessing freeridership requires understanding what would have happened (in the case of 
participants) once used appliance left the home. It is important to note freeridership for appliance 
recycling programs revolves not just about getting older, antiquated appliances out of the home, 
but most importantly getting them off the grid.  

Only four possible scenarios could happen to a refrigerator, freezer, and/or room air conditioner, 
had it not been recycled through the Program: 

 The unit would have been kept by the household, but not be used; 

 The unit would have been kept by the household, and still be used; 

 The unit would have been discarded by the household through a method in which the unit 
would be destroyed; and 

 The unit would have been discarded by the household through a method in which the unit 
would be transferred and kept in use. 

Of the four scenarios, two are indicative of freeridership: 

 The unit would have been kept by the household but not be used; or 

 The unit would have been discarded by the household, through a method in which the 
unit would be destroyed.  

Freeridership occurs under these scenarios because units would have been removed from the grid 
and not used and/or destroyed even if had they not been recycled through the Program. As a 
result, the Program cannot claim energy savings generated by the appliance’s retirement.  

A description of the NTG ratio calculation, a particularly complex process in regard to appliance 
recycling programs, is provided below along with total savings attributable to the Program. 

Attribution 

Table 12, below, again presents the four possible scenarios that could have occurred had a 
participating refrigerator or freezer not been recycled through the Program; Scenarios 1 and 3 
indicate freeridership. Both scenarios are explored in further detail below. 
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Table 12. Potential Attribution Scenarios 
Scenarios Independent of Program Scenario Indicative of Freeridership 

Unit Kept But Not Used 1 Yes 
Unit Kept And Used 2 No 
Unit Discarded and Destroyed9 3 Yes 
Unit Discarded, Transferred, Used 4 No 

 

Scenario 1 

Determining units that would have been kept and not used was determined through the 
participant survey. First, responding participants were asked whether they would have kept the 
unit had they not participated in the Program. Those stating they would have were then asked if 
they would have used the unit or stored it unplugged. The product of these responses provided 
the proportion of units that would have been kept and not used (therefore not drawing electricity 
from the grid and being indicative of freeridership). Energy savings associated with these units 
were therefore be subtracted from the Program’s determined gross savings.  

Table 13 provides details for this calculation. As shown, according to the self-reported 
participant survey results, 30.4% and 8.78% of refrigerators and freezers, respectively, would 
have been kept and stored unplugged independently of Program intervention. 

Table 13. Freeridership Scenario 1—Units Kept But Not Used 

Appliance 
Pct. Of 

Appliances Kept 
Pct. Of Kept Appliances 
That Would Not Be Used 

Pct. Of All Appliances Kept 
and Not Used 

Refrigerator 46.3% 65.6% 30.4% 
Freezer 30.4% 28.6% 8.7% 

  

Scenario 3 

Calculating freeridership associated with Scenario 3 (units would have been discarded and 
destroyed in the Program’s absence) is more complex and relies on a number of different data 
sources. Specifically, the calculation typically utilizes the results of both a participant survey and 
a nonparticipant survey as well as findings of the market research effort. In the PY1 evaluation, 
however, a simplified freeridership percentage was calculated using only a participant survey. In 
subsequent evaluations of program years 2010–2012, the evaluators will supplement participant 
results with results of a nonparticipant survey.  

Table 14 presents responses provided by participants related to Scenario 3, indicating actions 
participants claimed they would have taken had the program not been available.  

It should be noted the response “The dealer I bought a new one from took it away” was identified 
as indicative of freeridership (the vast majority of units are destroyed and not resold), based on 

                                                 
9 It is important to note that while Scenario 3 would have led to the destruction of the appliance, it is unlikely the 

unit would have been decommissioned in the environmentally responsible manner undertaken by the Program. 
As a result, while the energy impact may be equivalent, the larger environmental and societal impacts are not. 
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results of market actor interviews in multiple utility evaluations. This assumption will be verified 
later in the evaluation cycle. 

Table 14. Freeridership Scenario 3—Units Discarded and Destroyed  
(Participant Responses) 

Stated Method of Disposal In Absence of Program 
Indicative of 
Freeridership Refrigerators Freezers 

Sell it to a private party, either by running an ad or to someone you 
know 

No 14% 17% 

Sell it to a used appliance dealer No 0% 4% 
Give it away to a private party, such as a friend or neighbor No 13% 17% 
Give it away to a charity organization, such as goodwill industries or a 
church 

No 3% 0% 

Have it removed by the dealer you got your new or replacement 
appliance from 

Yes 6% 4% 

Haul it to the dump yourself Yes 4% 8% 
Haul it to a recycling center yourself Yes 6% 8% 
Hire someone else to haul it away for junking or dumping Yes 0% 4% 
Other1 Yes 6% 4% 
Total - 100% 100% 
1All other responses were reviewed individually and determined to be indicative of freeridership 

The information provided by participants regarding “what they would have done independent of 
the Program” is summarized in Table 15. As shown, the percentage of appliances participants 
reported to have been discarded absent the Program was multiplied by the percentage of 
appliances that would have been permanently destroyed through the reported disposal method. 
The product of these values provided an estimate of Scenario 3 freeridership: the percent of total 
Program units that would have been discarded and permanently destroyed independently of the 
Program. 

Table 15. Summary of Freeridership Scenario 3—Units Discarded and Destroyed 

Appliance 

Pct. That 
Would Have 

Been 
Discarded 

Pct. That 
Would Have 

Been 
Destroyed 

Pct. That Would 
Have Been 

Discarded and 
Destroyed 

Refrigerator 53.7% 34.4% 18.5% 
Freezer 59.6% 40% 27.8% 

 

Table 16. Summary of Self-Report Action Independent of Program Intervention  
Freeridership Scenarios Refrigerators Freezers 

Scenario 1 (Unit Kept but Not Used)  30.4% 8.7% 
Scenario 3 (Unit Discarded and Destroyed) 18.5% 27.8% 
Freeridership Total 48.9% 36.5% 

 

Subtracting the freeridership values presented in the table above yields the appliance-specific 
NTG ratios presented in Table 17, below. 
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Table 17. NTG Ratios (PY1) 
Appliance Participant NTG Ratio 

Refrigerators 0.51 
Freezers 0.63 

 

Once the PY1 NTGs were determined for each measure, total program gross savings were 
adjusted, as presented in Table 18, to account for Program attribution. 

Table 18. PY1 Part-Use Adjusted Net Annual Energy Savings 

Appliance 
Total Program Gross 
Savings (kWh/Year) NTG 

Total Program Net Savings 
(kWh/Year) 

Refrigerator 4,188,295 0.51 2,142,985 
Freezer 1,366,870 0.63 867,665 

Total 5,555,165  3,010,650 

 

A comparison to NTG resulting from similar appliance recycling programs is provided in  
Table 19. As shown, NTGs have varied widely, based on the program itself and on the 
methodology utilized to evaluate it. Values determined for AIU in PY1 fell within the NTG 
range observed in the past decade. 

Table 19. Comparison to other Appliance Recycling Program NTG 
Study Refrigerator NTG Ratio Freezer NTG Ratio 

Impact Evaluation of 1994 Spare Refrigerator Recycling Program, Project ID 
515, Final Report to SCE, Xenergy, 1996  

0.42 0.38 

Impact Evaluation of the Spare Refrigerator Recycling Program,  
CEC Study #537, Final Report to SCE, Xenergy, 1998  

0.53 0.57 

Measurement and Evaluation Study of 2002 Statewide Residential Appliance 
Recycling Program, Final Report, KEMA-Xenergy, 2004 

0.35 0.54 

Measurement and Verification Report for NCPA SB5X Refrigerator Recycling, 
Final Report, Robert Morris & Associates, 2003 

0.64 0.64 

Measurement and Verification of SB5X Energy Efficiency Programs for the 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, Final Report, Heschong Mahone Group, 
2003 

0.55 0.68 

Impact and Process Evaluation of Ontario Power Authority’s 2007 Great 
Refrigerator Roundup Program, The Cadmus Group, 2008 

0.48 0.52 

EM&V Study of 2004-05 Statewide Residential Appliance Recycling Program, 
ADM Associates, Inc., 2008 

0.61 0.71 

Residential Appliance Turn-In Program in Wisconsin, PA Consulting Group, 
2008 

0.57 N/A 

PowerWise Appliance Recycling Program, Salt River Project, FY 2009 
Evaluation, The Cadmus Group, 2009 

0.67 0.68 
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Process Evaluation 

As detailed in Table 2, three of the four evaluation tasks informed the process evaluation: 

1. Participant Survey 
2. Stakeholder Interviews 
3. Secondary Research 

Participant Survey Findings 

Participants expressed significant satisfaction with the Program, with 95% rating the Program 
with an 8, 9, or 10, on a 10-point scale. In fact, only four of the 93 respondents rated their 
Program satisfaction less than a 7. A breakdown of participants’ satisfaction responses is 
illustrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Participant Satisfaction 
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Similarly, 95% of customers said they would highly recommend the Program to a friend or 
family member. On a 10-point scale, with 10 indicating the participant was extremely likely to 
recommend the Program to a friend, the average rating for recommending the program was 9.9. 
Further, 72% of the responding participants said they would have participated even without an 
incentive. 

Participant Awareness 

Sources by which participants became aware of the Program are indicated in 
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Table 20 (multiple responses possible). Bill inserts (62%) and newspapers or magazines (25%) 
were the two leading factors cited. Additional ways participants heard about the appliance 
recycling program included: TV, family or friends, radio, and other newsletters. 
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Table 20. Program Awareness 
  Refrigerator Freezer Total 

  n 
Percent 

Responding n 
Percent 

Responding n 
Percent 

Responding 
Bill insert 47 68.1% 11 45.8% 58 62.4% 
Newspaper/magazine 11 15.9% 12 50.0% 23 24.7% 
TV 4 5.8% 2 8.3% 6 6.5% 
Family/friends 5 7.2% 0 0% 5 5.4% 
Radio 3 4.3% 0 0% 3 3.2% 
Other newsletter 2 2.9% 0 0% 2 2.2% 
Direct mail brochure 1 1.4% 0 0% 1 1.1% 
AIU website 1 1.4% 0 0% 1 1.1% 
Act on Energy Web site 1 1.4% 0 0% 1 1.1% 
Other 1 1.4% 0 0% 1 1.1% 

 

Refrigerator and Freezer Descriptions and Characteristics 

According to respondents, recycled refrigerators and freezers averaged about 25 years old. Of 
those replacing their recycled appliance, 89% were replaced with an ENERGY STAR-labeled 
appliance. However, it should be noted telephone respondents often had difficulty accurately 
assessing the efficiency of their appliances. 

Appliance locations also played a factor in energy use. As shown in Table 21, almost 90% of the 
recycled appliances were located in the garage (50%) or basement (40%). Approximately 57% of 
respondents indicated the location of the recycled appliance was heated, while only 39% had 
their recycled appliance in an air-conditioned space.  

Table 21. Location of Recycled Appliance 

 Refrigerator Freezer Total 

 
n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding 

Garage 36 52.2% 10 41.7% 46 49.5% 
Basement 24 34.8% 14 58.3% 38 40.9% 
Kitchen 3 4.3% 0 .0% 3 3.2% 
Porch/Patio 1 1.4% 0 .0% 1 1.1% 
Other* 5 7.2% 0 .0% 5 5.4% 
Total 69 100.0% 24 100.0% 93 100.0% 
*Other responses include: spare room, craft shop, laundry room, dog kennel, and living room 

 

Respondents were asked to describe the working condition of the recycled appliance. Over 75% 
indicated the refrigerator or freezer recycled was still in good physical condition. Another 19% 
said the appliance needed minor repairs, and 4% said the appliance had problems. Only one 
respondent noted their appliance did not work (which technically would make the appliance 
ineligible to participate). The fact that nearly all appliances were cited in good condition reflects 
positively on the Program’s ability to capture working, inefficient appliances.  
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Table 22. Condition of Recycled Appliance 

 Refrigerator Freezer Total 

 
n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding 

In good condition 47 70.1% 22 91.7% 69 75.8% 
Needed minor repairs 16 23.9% 1 4.2% 17 18.7% 
Had some problems 3 4.5% 1 4.2% 4 4.4% 
Didn't work 1 1.5% 0 .0% 1 1.1% 
Total 67 100.0% 24 100.0% 91 100.0% 

 

Reason and Timing for Recycling 

The majority of participants (two-thirds) considered disposing of their appliances prior to hearing 
about the Program. In fact, 54% of participants said they were not only considering the option, 
but would have removed the refrigerator had the Program not been available. The other 46% 
would have kept the appliance had AIU not sponsored the appliance recycling program.  

The primary driver for recycling the appliance was simply because they no longer wanted the 
appliance and had no need to replace it (see Table 23). Qualitatively, many of these respondents 
commented that the appliance was old, and they no longer needed it. However, about a quarter of 
respondents replaced the recycled appliance because they purchased a new appliance.  

Table 23. Reason for Recycling Appliance 

 Refrigerator Freezer Total 

 
n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding 

No longer wanted appliance w/o 
replacement 

46 66.7% 16 69.6% 62 67.4% 

Brand new appliance to replace it 19 27.5% 6 26.1% 25 27.2% 

Used appliance to replace it 4 5.8% 1 4.3% 5 5.4% 
Total 69 100.0% 23 100.0% 92 100.0% 

 

Respondents inferred the free pick-up or rebate influenced their decision to recycle the appliance 
when they did. Table 24 shows almost half (48%) of respondents stated the main reason they 
decided to recycle their appliance with AIU was due to the free pick-up. Another 28% of 
respondents indicated the $35 incentive for each recycled appliance was the reason they went 
with the AIU program over other options. Other reasons for participating in the program 
included: good for the environment, convenience, only program known, and the utility 
sponsorship. 
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Table 24. Main Reason for Choosing Program over Other Disposal Options 

 Refrigerator Freezer Total 

 
n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding n 

Percent 
Responding 

Free pick-up 32 47.1% 12 52.2% 44 48.4% 
Cash 18 26.5% 7 30.4% 25 27.5% 
Good for environment 6 8.8% 0 .0% 6 6.6% 
Convenient 6 8.8% 0 .0% 6 6.6% 
Only one known 1 1.5% 2 8.7% 3 3.3% 
Utility sponsorship 2 2.9% 0 .0% 2 2.2% 
Other 3 4.4% 2 8.7% 5 5.5% 
Total 68 100.0% 23 100.0% 91 100.0% 

 

Notably, the free pick-up was mentioned above all other options as the main reason for 
participation, even more than the Program incentive. To explore this issue further, those who 
said the cash incentive was the main reason for participation were asked if they still would have 
participated in the Program had the $35 per appliance incentive not been available. Seventy-four 
percent indicated they still would have participated in the Program without the incentive.  

Given this, it appears the cash incentive was not a primary motivator for Program participation. 
That nearly three-quarters of participants would have participated in the Program regardless of 
the incentive begs the question of whether the incentive (or that high of an incentive) was 
necessary. The free pick-up clearly stood in respondents’ minds more prevalently. They saw this 
service as a monetary benefit, as many would have had to pay to have the appliance recycled. It 
should be noted, however, that a monetary incentive is often necessary to capture some 
respondents’ attention.  

Stakeholder Interview Findings 

Experienced Project Team. To draw experience to implementation of their DSM portfolio, AIU 
contracted with CSG. In turn, CSG partnered with ARCA, an organization that focuses 
exclusively on appliance recycling, implementing similar utility-funded programs nationally and 
internationally. Due to these partnerships, CSG and ARCA were able to provide AIU with a 
turnkey appliance recycling program capable of quickly launching and meeting its first-year 
targets. 

Standardization of Program Design. AIU’s program design was similar to that employed by 
many utilities. ARCA accepts incoming calls from prospective customers on behalf of AIU’s Act 
On Energy initiative, schedules the pick-up appointment, picks up the appliance, recycles the 
appliance following environmental protocols, and provides the customer with an incentive on 
behalf of AIU. However, deliberate steps were taken early in the design process to improve the 
design and ensure consistency with recycling programs.  

First, the original Program’s design (developed by ICF International and AIU’s Strategic 
Initiatives Group) included only refrigerators. When CSG was contracted to implement the 
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Program, they added freezers. Second, to align AIU with the appliance recycling program 
offered by ComEd, room air conditioners were added to the list of eligible measures. Incentives, 
however, were not provided for room air conditioners, and room air conditioners were only 
picked up in conjunction with a refrigerator or freezer.  

Focus on Secondary Units. One difference between AIU’s Program and some (not all) other 
utility appliance recycling programs was limiting eligibility only to secondary appliances. 
Focusing on secondary appliances increases the likelihood of recycling older, less-efficient 
appliances, and reducing the overall stock of appliances active on the grid. Since identifying 
secondary appliances can be difficult, language was included in the initial call script regarding 
duration of use as a secondary appliance (not a recently replaced primary unit). Based on 
findings of the participant survey, these efforts appear to have been successful. 

Limited Changes During Implementation. While small administrative and logistical processes 
were probably modified during Program implementation, none of the interviewed stakeholders 
said substantive changes were made to the Program design or delivery during its implementation. 

Regular Communication and Data Transparency. All stakeholders said communications 
between the three parties (AIU, CSG, and ARCA) were regular and effective. Specifically, 
stakeholders mentioned that, in addition to formal weekly project meetings, informal 
communication via e-mail or in-person meetings regarding project status and marketing were 
common. In addition, CSG's and AIU's ability to view ARCA’s database via a Web portal 
increased Program transparency. CSG stakeholders noted the data contained in ARCA’s database 
were integrated into CSG’s portfolio-wide implementation database. Finally, while all parties 
could access the Program database, monthly reports were also developed.  

Effective Marketing Efforts. Program marketing utilized a number of efforts. First, in October 
2008, AIU advertised the Program to approximately 42,000 customers via a “CFL Box” 
(included two free CFLs and information regarding the Program). This effort, strategically 
limited to a portion of the service territory to allow the Program to ramp up slowly and not 
exhaust available funds early in its implementation cycle, yielded a minimal response. In January 
2009, AIU provided a bill insert to all residential customers (approximately 1.2 million). The 
substantial mailing appears to have contributed to the spike in participation experienced in the 
late winter and early spring of 2009. However, it should be noted that appliance recycling 
programs typically experience a significant increase in participation during spring. In addition to 
bill inserts, the Program also benefitted from numerous earned media opportunities later in the 
Program cycle. According to ARCA’s call center, 57% of participants cited the bill inserts as the 
impetus for their participation, while 16% cited newspaper coverage of the Program. In general, 
these percentages were corroborated by the participant survey findings. Near the Program year's 
end, efforts began to develop truck wraps (advertising on trucks picking up appliances). 

Achievable Program Targets. A target of 3,700 recycled appliances was set for the Program’s 
first year. Implementation staff considered the target low, and efforts were made to restrain 
participation early in the Program cycle to ensure funding would last throughout the Program 
year.  
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Demand Exceeded PY1 Program Budget. Despite efforts to regulate participation throughout 
the year, Program funds were exhausted by early April. As a result, all prospective customers 
during the rest of the Program year were placed on a waiting list until next year’s Program 
became available. Exhaustion of funds likely resulted from a relatively low appliance target and 
successful, large-scale marketing through bill inserts and earned media.  

Nonresidential Prospects. The stakeholder interviewed at the call center noted approximately 
10% of received calls were from residential customers who had an appliance that did not meet 
the current age eligibility requirement. In addition, the stakeholder estimated another 5% of calls 
were from nonresidential customers (schools, churches, government, and small commercial) 
operating residential-style appliances.  

High Customer Satisfaction Levels. Most interviewed stakeholders explicitly mentioned the 
Program being “popular” or participants being very “excited” about the Program. Again, this 
sentiment was validated by the participant survey findings. 

Secondary Research Findings 

While appliance recycling programs tend to be very similar (offering free pickup and 
environmentally responsible decommissioning of appliances), they vary in size, incentive levels, 
and supplementary appliances (with non-refrigerators or freezers also eligible for participation). 
Even within the statewide California appliance recycling program—offered by Pacific Gas & 
Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE), and San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E)—
incentive levels vary for certain appliances.  

Further, some appliance recycling programs, such as The Great Refrigerator Roundup Program 
sponsored by the Ontario Power Authority (OPA), do not provide a monetary incentive at all. In 
its first three years of implementation (2007–2009), the OPA generated significant participation, 
offering only free pick-up of an appliance as an incentive. The OPA cited latent demand for the 
service as one reason for not offering a monetary incentive. While latent demand is likely in any 
area previously without a program (such as AIU’s service territory), the significant number of 
older appliances stuck in basements in Ontario made removal of the appliance itself a more 
valuable service than in areas such as Arizona, where appliances are located in kitchens and 
garages on the main level. 

Other programs, such as AIU’s, try to target specific appliances located outside the kitchen by 
limiting participation only to “secondary units.” However, the distinction between primary and 
secondary appliances is difficult to determine because a primary refrigerator becomes a 
secondary refrigerator as soon as its replacement arrives. Rather than decide whether the recently 
replaced appliance is a primary or secondary unit, most programs do not explicitly differentiate 
between scenarios. While language regarding secondary units is often omitted, imagery used for 
appliance recycling marketing across the country typically depicts appliances in garages, outside, 
or in basements. 

Another way appliance recycling programs vary is by the appliances decommissioned. Many 
programs, including the three California utility programs, also pick up older room air 
conditioners. However, since the marginal cost associated with picking up other appliances is 
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minimal once on site, the OPA added dehumidifiers to its 2009 appliance recycling program. 
Other inefficient measures, such as halogen torchieres, were also considered for inclusion in the 
program. 

Table 25 provides a summary of several appliance recycling programs. Specifically, the table 
provides participation levels, inception dates, appliances eligible to be collected, and incentive 
levels offered. 

Table 25. Information Regarding a Sample of Ongoing Appliance Recycling Programs 

Utility/Entity Participation 
Inception 

Year 
Eligible Appliances and Incentive 

Levels 
PG&E ~58,000 Refrigerators, ~11,000 

Freezers, and ~400 Room Air 
Conditioners in 2006 and 2007 

2000 Refrigerators ($35), Freezers ($35), and 
Room Air Conditioners ($25) 

SCE ~105,000 Refrigerators, ~17,000 
Freezers, and ~300 Room Air 
Conditioners in 2006 and 2007 

2000 Refrigerators ($35), Freezers ($35), and 
Room Air Conditioners ($25) 

SDG&E ~21,000 Refrigerators, ~3,500 
Freezers, and ~30 Room Air 
Conditioners in 2006 and 2007 

2000 Refrigerators ($35), Freezers ($35), and 
Room Air Conditioners ($25) 

Energy Trust of Oregon Not Available 2008 Refrigerators and Freezers (both $30) 
OPA ~35,000 Refrigerators, ~12,000 

Freezers, and ~12,500 Room Air 
Conditioners 

2007 Refrigerators, Freezers, Room Air 
Conditioners, and Dehumidifiers (All $0) 

Salt River Project ~3,000 Refrigerators, ~750 Freezers  2008 Refrigerators and Freezers (both $35) 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The following conclusions and recommendations offered are based on findings presented in the 
previous chapter. 

Conclusions 

 High Program Demand Exists. The participation level experienced in the Program’s first 
year likely indicates sufficient demand exists to meet the Program’s participation targets 
for subsequent Program years. 

 Current Program Design can Meet Appliance Targets. No changes to the current 
Program design and marketing methods appear necessary to meet the Program’s 
participation targets for subsequent Program years. 

 Lower Part-Use Factor Common for New Programs. The part-use factor should increase 
naturally in subsequent years as the Program penetrates further into the used appliance 
market and the pool of existing unused appliances decreases. 

 The Current Program Team Works Well Together. Based on feedback from interviewed 
stakeholders, satisfaction levels expressed by surveyed participants, and the observed 
Program participation level, it appears the Program’s management and implementation 
team work well together and effectively administer the Program. 

Recommendations 

 Trust Implementer Experience. Several stakeholders noted levels of concern expressed 
by AIU and Program implementers differed regarding low early participation numbers. 
Given the seasonality of appliance recycling programs and the considerable experience of 
its implementation team, AIU should lean on CSG and ARCA when deciding when and 
how to market the Program. 

 Consider Including a Limited Small Commercial Sector. Since many nonresidential 
customers operated older, inefficient, residential-style refrigerators, the Program should 
consider expanding eligibility to a limited portion of the small commercial sector. For 
example, the Program could limit small commercial participation to appliances only on 
the first floor (to alleviate transportation issues) or to a specific subsector (such as 
churches). While advertising a small commercial add-on element may lead to confusion 
and frustration regarding eligibility, the Program could only enroll those qualifying 
nonresidential customers that contact the Program through current marketing practices.  
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Appendix A:  Participant Survey Instrument 

Ameren Illinois Utilities Appliance Recycling Survey  

Codebook 

 

NOTES: 

1. Variable names are in bold type. 

2. Questions were asked of all respondents unless indicated otherwise. 

 

 

SCREENING QUESTIONS 

S1 According to our records, someone in your household contacted Ameren Illinois Utilities to participate in 
Ameren Illinois Utilities’ Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling Program. Are you that person? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 

S1a [If S1≠ 1] May I please speak to the person that called Ameren Illinois Utilities? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 -8 Don’t know 

 -9 Refused 
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VERIFICATION 

  

Q1_1ba Program records indicate that you received an incentive of [amount of program incentive/subsidy] for 
having [quantity] [measure] disposed of by the recycling program around [date of pickup]. Do you recall 
having your [measure] picked up by the recycling program?  

 
 1 Yes 

 2 No   (SKIP to Q1_2) 

  -8 Don’t Know  (SKIP to Q1_2) 

 -9 Refused  (SKIP to Q1_2) 

Q1_1bb Is this the correct quantity? 

 

 1 Yes  (SKIP to Q1_4) 

 2 No 

  -8 Don’t Know (SKIP to Q1_4) 

   -9 Refused  (SKIP to Q1_4) 

Q1_1bc  (IF QUANTITY > 1) What is the correct quantity? 

 

 __  Quantity 

  -8 Don’t Know 

  -9 Refused 

 

SECTION 2: SOURCE OF PROGRAM INFORMATION 

 

Q2_1 How did you first learn about Ameren Illinois Utilities’ refrigerator/freezer pick up and recycling 
program? (PROBE: Did you hear about the program from any other sources?) (DO NOT READ LIST, 
RECORD ONE NUMBER)  

 

 For Q2_1_1 through Q2_1_19: 

0 Not Mentioned 

   1 Mentioned 
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Q2_1_1 Newspaper / Magazine/Print Media 

Q2_1_2 Bill Inserts/Contact  
Q2_1_3 Ameren Illinois Utilities website 
Q2_1_4 Act On Energy Website 
Q2_1_5 Other website [if yes, which web site(s)?] 

Q2_1_6 Internet Advertising/ Online Ad  

Q2_1_7 Family/friends/word-of-mouth 
Q2_1_8 Ameren Illinois Utilities Representative 
Q2_1_9 Radio 
Q2_1_10 TV 
Q2_1_11 Billboard/outdoor ad 
Q2_1_12 Direct mail brochure 
Q2_1_13 Realtor 
Q2_1_14 Home Builders 
Q2_1_15 Other newsletter 

Q2_1_16 Retailer/Store [i.e. Sears, Best Buy, Ace Hardware] 

Q2_1_17 Ameren Illinois Utilities Truck Ad  

Q2_1_18 Home Shows/Trade Shows 

Q2_1_19 Other (specify) 
 
 
Q2_1_19 Other way of learning about refrigerator/freezer recycling program 
 

 (OPEN ENDED RESPONSE) 

 

 

REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER DESCRIPTIONS  

 
Q3_1 ASK IF [QUANTITY] = 1  
 

Now I'm going to ask you some specific questions about the [refrigerator, freezer] that was picked up and 
recycled.  

 
 During the time just before you decided to get rid of the [refrigerator, freezer], was it being used as your 

main [refrigerator, freezer], or had it been a secondary or spare?  
 

(Interviewer: a main refrigerator is typically in the kitchen, a secondary or spare is usually kept someplace 
else and might or might not be running. If the person recently bought a new main refrigerator and was just 
waiting for the old one to be picked up, it should be classified as “main.”)  

 

 1 Main 

 2 Secondary or Spare 

 

Q3_1a ASK IF [QUANTITY] > 1  
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 Now I'm going to ask you some specific questions about the [refrigerators, freezers] that were picked up 
and recycled.  

 

 During the time just before you decided to get rid of the [refrigerators, freezers], how many of the picked 
up [refrigerators, freezers] were being used as your main [refrigerator, freezer]? 

 

 (Interviewer: a main refrigerator is typically in the kitchen, a secondary or spare is usually kept someplace 
else and might or might not be running. If the person recently bought a new main refrigerator and was just 
waiting for the old one to be picked up, it should be classified as "main.")  

 

  ___ Enter number of MAIN [refrigerator, freezer] 

 

 

Q3_1b ASK IF [QUANTITY] > 1 AND [QUANTITY] DOES NOT EQUAL NUMBER OF MAIN 
[REFRIGERATOR, FREEZER] 

 

 (During the time just before you decided to get rid of the [refrigerators, freezers])  

 

 How many were being used as your secondary/spare [refrigerator, freezer]? 

 

 (Interviewer: a main refrigerator is typically in the kitchen, a secondary or spare is usually kept someplace 
else and might or might not be running. If the person recently bought a new main refrigerator and was just 
waiting for the old one to be picked up, it should be classified as "main.")  

 

  ___ Enter number of SECONDARY/SPARE [refrigerators, freezers] 

 

[IF BOTH MAIN AND SECONDARY APPLIANCES WERE PICKED UP AND RECYCLED, SURVEY 
PROGRAMMING WILL PRIORITIZE SECONDARY APPLIANCE] For the rest of the questions, please think 
about the [main, secondary/spare] [refrigerator, freezer] you used most often. 
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ASK Q3_2-Q3_4 ONLY IF Q3_1=2 OR Q3_1b > =1  
 
Q3_2a How many months had it been a secondary or spare? (If respondent is confused, reinforce that “how long 

had it been a spare when you decided to get rid of it.”) 
 

 __ months 

 -5 Programming error 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q3_2b How many years had it been a secondary or spare? (If respondent is confused, reinforce that “how long had 
it been a spare when you decided to get rid of it.”) 

 

 __ years 

 -5 Programming error 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q3_2year Number of years appliance had been a secondary/spare (computed during cleaning) 

 

 __ years 

 -5 Programming error 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 
Q3_3 Thinking about the (last 12 months (IF 1 YEAR OR MORE)/months (ALL OTHER)) you had it as a spare 

prior to getting it picked up, was it plugged in and running …  
 

 1 All the time 

 2 For special occasions only 

 3 During certain months of the year only, or 

 4 Never plugged in or running 
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 -5 Programming error 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 
 

ASK Q3_4 ONLY IF Q3_3=2 OR 3 
 
Q3_4 IF you were to add up the total time it was running as a spare in the last 12 months, how many months 

would that be? Your best estimate is okay. (GET NEAREST MONTH OR HALF MONTH) 
 

 __ MONTHS (1-11, half = 0.5) 

 96 All the time 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q3_5 Where was it located? 
 

 1 Kitchen 

 2 Garage 

 3 Porch/Patio 

 4 Basement 

 5 Other (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q3_6 Was the location heated? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 
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Q3_7 Was the location air-conditioned? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

  

 

Q3_8a At the time of the pick-up, how old do you estimate the (refrigerator, freezer) was? RECORD MONTHS 
OR YEARS, 12 MONTHS = 1 YEAR  

 

 __ months (1-11)  

 97 Don't remember  

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q3_8b At the time of the pick-up, how old do you estimate the (refrigerator, freezer) was? RECORD MONTHS 
OR YEARS, 12 MONTHS = 1 YEAR  

 

 __ years  

 97 Don't remember  

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q3_8year Age of appliance in years (computed during cleaning) 

 

 __ years 

 -7 Don’t remember 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 
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Q3_9 Did you decide to get rid of it because you… (READ) 

 

 1 Got a brand new [refrigerator, freezer] to replace it 

 2 Got a used [refrigerator, freezer] to replace it 

 3 Or just wanted to get rid of a [refrigerator, freezer] that you no longer wanted without replacing 
it .......................................................................... SKIP TO Q3_11 

 -8 DON’T KNOW  .................................................. SKIP TO Q3_11 

 -9 REFUSED  .......................................................... SKIP TO Q3_11 
 

Q3_10 Is the replacement [refrigerator, freezer] an ENERGY STAR labeled [refrigerator, freezer]? 
 

 1 Yes 

 2 No  

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 
Q3_11 Had you already considered disposing of this [refrigerator, freezer] before hearing about Ameren Illinois 
Utilities’ Refrigerator/Freezer recycling program? By dispose we mean getting rid of it either by selling it, giving it 
away, having someone pick it up, or taking it to the dump or a recycling center.  

 

 1 Yes 

 2  No 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

Q3_12 Without the Ameren Illinois Utilities Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling program, what would you most likely 
have done with your old [refrigerator, freezer]? (READ) 

 

 1 Gotten rid of it 

 2 Kept it 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 
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Q3_13 (IF Q 3_12=1) How soon would you have disposed of your old [refrigerator, freezer]? Would you have 
disposed of it within a year of when the Program took it, or more than a year later? 

 

 1 Within a year of when the program took it 

 2 More than a year later 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 
 
Q3_14 What was the condition of this appliance? Would you say …? (READ LIST; INDICATE ONE 

RESPONSE) 

 

 1 It worked and was in good physical condition 

 2 It worked but needed minor repairs (door seal or handle) 

 3 It worked but had some problems (it wouldn’t defrost) 

 4 Or, it didn’t work (SKIP TO Q4_1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q3_15 (IF Q3_12 =2) If you had kept the [refrigerator, freezer], would it have been used full time as either your 
primary unit or a spare, stored unplugged, or used occasionally (example: at holidays)? (DO NOT READ) 
IF NEEDED: Your best estimate is fine.  

 

 1 Used full time  

 2 Store it unplugged  

 3 Use it occasionally 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES SECTION 

 
Q4_1  I am now going to read a list of alternative ways that you could have disposed of this appliance. For 

each, tell me if this is a method you had considered using or doing. (PROGRAMMER: ITEMS E 
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ONLY IF 3.9 = 01 OR 02. RANDOMIZE a-i, j and k ALWAYS LAST.) 
 
 For Q4_1a through Q4_1k: 

1 Yes, considered using/doing 
2 No, didn’t consider or didn’t know about 

  -8 Don’t Know 

  -9 Refused 

 
Q4_1a  Sell it to a private party, either by running an ad or to someone you know 
Q4_1b  Sell it to an appliance dealer 
Q4_1c  Give it away to a private party, such as a friend, relative, or neighbor 
Q4_1d  Give it away to a charity organization, such as Goodwill Industries or a church  
Q4_1e  Have it removed by the dealer you got your new or replacement appliance from  
Q4_1g   Haul it to the dump yourself  
Q4_1h  Haul it to a recycling center yourself 
Q4_1i  Hire someone else haul it away for junking or dumping 
Q4_1j  Keep it 
Q4_1k  Or something else I’ve not mentioned 

 

 

Q4_5 Did you attempt to trade in or sell the [refrigerator, freezer] before deciding to participate in the program? 

 

 1 Yes, to a dealer  

 2 Yes, to a non-dealer (friend, family member, neighbor, etc.)  

 3 No  

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q4_9 One factor in disposing of an appliance is being able to physically move and transport it. Do you have the 
ability to do this yourself, or would you need assistance such as renting or borrowing a truck or having 
someone other than your immediate family help you?  

 

 1 Yes, could do it myself 

 2 Would need assistance 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 
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Q4_11 Now that you have considered some potential methods of disposal and additional factors involved in 
keeping or disposing of your old [refrigerator, freezer], what you would have done if you had not 
disposed of it through the Ameren Illinois Utilities’ program?  

 

 1 Sold it to a private party, either by running an ad or to someone you know 

 2 Sold it to an used appliance dealer 

 3 Given it away to a private party, such as a friend or neighbor 

 4 Given it away to a charity organization, such as Goodwill Industries or a church  

 5 Had it removed by the dealer you got your new or replacement appliance from  

 7 Hauled it to the dump yourself 

 8 Hauled to a recycling center yourself 

 9 Had someone else pick it up for junking or dumping 

 10 Kept it 

 11 Some Other Way (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q4_12 What is the MAIN reason you chose this service over other methods of disposing of your appliance? IF 
MULTIPLE ARE MENTIONED: Of those, which is the main reason? (DO NOT READ) (ACCEPT ONE 
ANSWER ONLY) 

 
(IF RESPONDENT SAYS SOMETHING LIKE: “I didn’t need or want the refrigerator” RE-ASK THE 
QUESTION)  

 

 1 Cash/incentive payment 

 2 Free pick-up service/others don’t pick up/don’t have to take it myself 

 3 Environmentally safe disposal/recycled/good for environment 

 4 Recommendation of a friend/relative 

 5 Recommendation of retailer/dealer 

 6 Utility sponsorship of the program 

 7 Easy way/convenient 

 8 Never heard of any others/only one I know of 
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 9 Other (SPECIFY) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW ................................................ (SKIP TO Q4_14) 

 -9 REFUSED ........................................................ (SKIP TO Q4_14) 

  

Q4_13 Were there any other reasons? IF YES: What were they? 
 

 For Q4_13_1 through Q4_13_10: 

0 Not Mentioned 

   1 Mentioned 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 
-9 REFUSED 

 

Q4_13_1  No/None/No other reasons 

Q4_13_2  Cash/Incentive payment 

Q4_13_3  Free pick-up service/others don’t pick up/don’t have to take it myself  

Q4_13_4  Environmentally safe disposal/recycled/good for environment 

Q4_13_5  Recommendation of a friend/relative 

Q4_13_6  Recommendation of retailer/dealer 

Q4_13_7  Ameren Illinois Utility sponsorship of the program 

Q4_13_8  Easy way/convenient 

Q4_13_9  Never heard of any others/only one I know of 

Q4_13_10 Other [SPECIFY] 

 

Q4_14 Would you have participated in the program without the check for $[total incentive amount]? 

 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Section 5 Spillover and Market Impact 
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Q5_1 Since participating in the refrigerator/freezer pick-up and recycling program, have you participated in any 
other programs offered by Ameren Illinois Utilities? 

  

 1 Yes 

 2 No ....................................................................... (SKIP TO Q6_1) 

 -8 DON’T KNOW .................................................. (SKIP TO Q6_1) 

 -9 REFUSED .......................................................... (SKIP TO Q6_1) 

 

Q5_2a Which programs did you participate in? (RECORD) 

 

 (OPEN ENDED RESPONSE) 

 

Q5_2b On a scale from 0-10, how important or influential was your participation in this recycling program in your 
decision to participate in other Ameren Illinois Utilities energy efficiency programs? 

 __ 0-10 Important/Influential 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 
PROGRAM SATISFACTION 

 

Q6_1 On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being not satisfied, and 10 being very satisfied, overall how satisfied are you 
with the Ameren Illinois Utilities refrigerator/freezer Recycling Program? 

 

__ 0-10 Satisfaction [IF GREATER THAN 4, GO TO Q6_3] 

-8 Don’t know 

-9 Refused 
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Q6_2 (If Q6_1 is rated less than 5) What was unsatisfactory about the refrigerator/freezer Recycling Program? 
[Do not read; mark all that apply] 

 

 For Q6_2_1 through Q6_2_7: 

0 Not Mentioned 

   1 Mentioned 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 
-9 REFUSED 

 

Q6_2_1 Incentive was too small. 

Q6_2_2 Contractor never called me back. 

Q6_2_3 Contractor never showed up/showed up late. 

Q6_2_4 Contractor was unreliable/unprofessional. 

Q6_2_5 Difficult to get an appointment time that was convenient for me. 

Q6_2_6 Wanted to use a different (non-program) contractor. 

Q6_2_7 Other [Specify] 

 

 

Q6_3  On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is not at all likely and 10 is very likely, how likely are you to recommend the 
Ameren Illinois Utilities refrigerator/freezer Recycling Program to friends and family members? 

 

__ 0-10 Likely Rating  

-8 Don’t know 

-9 Refused 

 

 

Q6_4 Is there anything you would suggest to improve the Ameren Illinois Utilities refrigerator/freezer Recycling 
Program? 

 

 (OPEN ENDED RESPONSE) 

Demographics  
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Q7_1 Which one of the following best describes the type of home in which you live?  
 

1 A single-family detached [no common walls] 
2 A single-family attached [at least one common wall with the surrounding dwellings, such as a town 

home, patio home, or condo] 
3 Multi-family home, such as an apartment [requires a different family living above or below, such as an 

apartment] 
4 A mobile home or trailer 
5 Other [SPECIFY]  
 
 

Q7_2 What is the approximate age of your home? 
 

 _____ years 

-8 Don’t know 

-9 Refused 

 
 

Q7_3 About how large is your home in square feet, excluding your garage and/or patio?  
 

______ square feet 
-8 DON’T KNOW 
-9 REFUSED 
 
 

Q7_3a (If Q7_3=-8) Would you say your home is… 
 

1 Under 1,000 square feet 
2 1,000 – 1,500 square feet 
3 1,501 – 2,000 square feet 
4 2,001 – 2,500 square feet 
5 2,501 – 3,000 square feet 
6 More than 3,000 square feet [SPECIFY]  
-5 Programming error 
-8 Don’t know 
-9 Refused 
 
 

Q7_3b (If Q7_3=6) You said your home is more than 3,000 square feet. What would you say is the total square 
footage? 

 
 ____ Square feet 

 
 

Q7_4 Is your home…  
 

1 All electric 
2 Gas and electric 
3 Some other combination of energy sources 
-8 Don’t know 
-9 Refused 
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Q7_5 In 2008, which of the following categories best describes your total annual household income before taxes? 
READ LIST.  

 

1 Less than $15,000 

2 $15,000 to $24,999 

3 $25,000 to $34,999 

4 $35,000 to $49,999 

5 $50,000 to $74,999 

6 $75,000 to $99,999 

7 $100,000 to $149,999 

8 $150,000 or more  

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q7_6 What is your average Ameren Illinois Utilities bill in the summer? 
 

__  Dollars 

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 

 

Q7_7 What is your average Ameren Illinois Utilities bill in the winter? 
 
 __  Dollars 

-8 DON’T KNOW 

-9 REFUSED 

 
 
Q7_8 Which of the following best describes your age?  

  

 1 Less than 18 years old 

 2 18-24 years old 
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 3 25-34 years old 

 4 35-44 years old 

 5 45-54 years old 

 6 55-64 years old 

 7  65 or older 

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Q7_9 Sex of Respondent (record, do not ask) 

 

1  Male 

2  Female  

 -8 DON’T KNOW 

 -9 REFUSED 

 

Sample variables 

 

Respnum$ Respondent number 

Caseid  PA internal ID number 

Meas  Appliance Recycled 

Sampqty  Quantity of appliances recycled 

Dollar  Incentive amount 



 

Residential Programs Portfolio 
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1. Executive Summary 

Ameren Illinois Utilities’ (AIU) Multifamily Program (Program) began delivery in November 
2008, with program year one (PY1) ending in May 2009. Conservation Services Group (CSG) 
implements the Program in AIU’s service territory.  

The Program is offered to privately-owned, market-rate, multifamily buildings, with 
“multifamily” defined as buildings with three or more units. All qualifying buildings are offered 
the following services:  

 A free, walkthrough lighting assessment. 

 Incentives for installation of energy-efficient lighting in common areas. 

 Free compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) and water conservation measures for  
installation in resident units, along with an informational brochure on measures  
installed for residents. 

 Energy audits for installation of HVAC and more complex measures. 

 Incentives for custom measures (windows, replacement of roof-top air conditioning [AC] 
units) subject to an energy audit to validate cost-effectiveness and establish incentive 
levels. 

The Program includes both gas- and electric-saving measures; however, this report contains only 
results on kWh and kW savings. An additional report on therm savings will be delivered after 
the Program’s completion.  

The Program, within a short, seven-month time frame, was able to: recruit knowledgeable staff; 
develop Program and marketing materials; facilitate necessary Program changes; and meet 
Program targets. This Program evaluation, initiated in March 2009, concludes the Program has 
started strongly and offers only limited recommendations for changes in PY2.  

Table 1 shows the Program’s progress in the first year.  

Table 1. PY1 Achievements and Targets 

Metric Actual Targets 
Net MWh 817 762 
Participation (no. of units) 2,342 2,340 
Incentives $74,956 $54,850 

 

Estimated measure savings used to calculate the Program’s effects were based on default savings 
values attributed to individual measures. The AIU Energy Efficiency and Demand Response 
filing (AIU EE DR), filed with the Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC), detailed the first 
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estimates of measure savings. CSG revised some of those measure-saving estimates, as shown in 
Table 2.  

Table 2. Default Measure Savings and NTG Ratios 

Measures 

AIU EE DR Plan  
(Annual Gross 
kWh/unit savings) 

CSG 
(Annual Gross 
kWh/unit savings) 

NTG 
Ratio 

In-unit Measures 
Showerhead 2.0 GPM 355 355 76% 

15 watt CFL 79 38.4 76% 

20 watt CFL 80 47 76% 

23 watt CFL 99 65.8 76% 

Faucet Aerator 52 52 76% 

Pipe Insulation 215 215 76% 

Common Area Measures 

4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast and reflector) 64 67 76% 

4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast) 178 88 76% 
Integral CFL (>13 watts screw-in) 205 287 76% 
LED Exit Sign (new fixture or LED retro-fit) 351 269 76% 
Modular CFL (<=18 watts pin based electronic ballast 
fixture) 

123 718 76% 

Modular CFL (>18 watts pin based electronic ballast 
fixture) 351 422 76% 

Occupancy Sensor 214 0 N/A 

 

CSG revised measure saving estimates for CFLs installed in-unit downward from the original 
AIU EE DR, and revised measure savings estimates for Modular CFLs installed in common 
areas upward.  

Cadmus reviewed all measure savings estimates and concluded savings attributed to pipe 
insulation should be changed from 215 kWh for units with electric water heat to 65.4 kWh as 
detailed in Section 4. The Program’s achievements shown above in Table 1 are based on 
Cadmus’ recommended savings estimates for pipe insulation.  

The Program’s achievement of 817MWh in savings were attained mostly through installation of 
in-unit measures rather than common area lighting measures, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Percentage of Savings Achieved by Installation Type 

In-unit

83%

Common Area

17%

 

The number of projects that included in-unit installations far exceeded the number with 
common-area lighting installations, as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Installation Distribution  

Install Location Number of Sites 
Common Area Lighting Only 3 
In-Unit Only 59 
Both Common Area and In-Unit 7 
Total Number of Facilities 69 

 

Cadmus reviewed all documentation maintained on 10 completed projects, including nine in-unit 
only projects and one common area lighting only project. These records were mostly complete 
and accurate, but a few small errors were noted. Two of the 10 sites had incomplete Program 
documentation or entries that did not match the database. We also found CFL installation in 
tenant units sometimes far exceeded the maximum (four CFLs) allowed by Program guidelines. 
Cadmus plans to conduct another Program documentation review early in PY2 to confirm all 
data are being collected and catalogued properly.  

Interviews with Program staff and stakeholders portrayed a solid and well-operating program. 
AIU and CSG Program staff communicate clearly and consistently. The Program (a type of a 
program which, for many utilities, has an extended ramp-up period) had strong successes in its 
first year.  

A few design changes factored into the Program’s success, including:  

 Certified electrical contractors were no longer required to replace common area lighting; 
the participating facility’s maintenance staff could make those replacements.  
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 Facilities participating in the Program’s in-unit portion were not required to also 
participate in either the Program’s common area lighting or the custom measures 
portions.  

 The Program only focused on common area lighting and in-unit measure installations its 
first year; it will launch custom measures in PY2.  

CSG staff marketed the Program mostly by conducting cold calls on properties and engaging the 
69 properties participating in the Program at the end of PY1. The program’s marketing and 
informational materials were determined to be easily accessible and understandable.  

Overall, CSG account managers have found staff at participating properties lack knowledge of 
energy efficiency, energy-saving measures, and benefits associated with upgrading their 
equipment. The program therefore has provided a significant benefit by educating property 
managers and customers on the costs and benefits of energy efficiency. 

An issue that arose through the evaluation was the lack of a database early in the Program’s 
operation and subsequent inconsistent reporting. This issue, however, was not unique to the 
Program and was reportedly a function of AIU’s overall rapid launch of its residential programs 
with minimal staff and their hope of achieving the targets established. The Program database is 
now near completion, and, in PY2, AIU multifamily staff reported they have received requested 
reports consistently and in a timely manner. AIU staff indicated, ultimately, they would like to 
have a Web-based access point for the database to review Program progress in real time.  

Cadmus offers the following recommendations for consideration by AIU and CSG staff. We 
believe instituting the recommended changes will help the Program’s continued success in PY2 
and PY3:  

 Complete the database rollout, and include fields capturing data necessary for 
program evaluation. Completing the tracking database will benefit all parties involved 
with the Program. It will allow CSG staff to more easily track the Program and report its 
progress. The database will also generate reporting more quickly for AIU staff when 
needed. Incorporating data fields Cadmus has requested into the database (as highlighted 
in Table 9) will ensure ease and accuracy in the Program’s impact evaluation. CSG may 
also want to consider implementing AIU’s request to have an interface for their staff to 
access the database.  

 Launch the Program’s custom measures component in PY2. Account managers have 
found participants had little knowledge of energy efficiency (in general) and (in 
particular) how it applies to their building(s). Cadmus encourages the Program to begin 
performing complete building energy audits to determine where property owners can 
generate savings for themselves and their tenants. It is more time-effective to assess a 
building only once and determine how many measures will be applicable, rather than visit 
a building several times and duplicate the energy analysis.  

Also, as CFLs become the most common lighting technology available, lifetime savings 
from those measures will diminish and threaten the Program’s cost-effectiveness. If the 
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Program is well-versed in delivering more complex measures early on, it will not have as 
steep a learning curve while launching those measures later in the Program. We recognize 
educating Program participants about the need for installing other measures may be 
difficult in a new market, where people have limited information on energy efficiency 
and its benefits, but we believe failing to do so will inhibit the Program’s efforts to meet 
its PY3 targets.  

 Change Program requirements allowing only four CFLs to be installed in any one 
tenant unit. The estimated 2.3 operation hours for CFLs installed in tenant units are very 
conservative when the Program only allows four CFLs. However, if over 10 CFLs are 
routinely installed in tenant units, those hours of operation and savings become suspect. 
We believe the Program could even increase the number of CFLs installed in tenant units 
up to eight and comfortably maintain estimated savings. We understand the presence of 
an installer in a tenant unit is costly, and all energy-saving measures applicable to the unit 
should be leveraged at that time. We recommend AIU and CSG consider graduated 
savings levels for CFLs installed in tenant units to allow additional cost-effective 
installations. The first eight CFLs installed will have savings attributed to them at the 
current default savings’ level. The remainder of the CFLs can be installed at the 
discretion of CSG or apartment maintenance staff, but will have savings attributed to 
those at a reduced rate.  

 Continue consistent communication. In PY1, AIU and CSG staff maintained good, 
consistent communication between parties, a valuable asset to both parties and noted 
several times as a great benefit by AIU staff. The collaboration (and trust) between 
parties in launching the Program is one reason for the Program’s successful first year. 
One particularly important activity seems to have been joint field work, which gave AIU 
staff an opportunity to appreciate the caliber of CSG’s field staff, along with gaining a 
first-hand understanding of how the Program operates.  
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2. Introduction 

Program Description 

Ameren Illinois Utilities’ (AIU) Multifamily Program (Program) began delivery in November, 
2008, with program year one (PY1) ending in May 2009. Conservation Services Group (CSG) 
implements the Program in AIU’s service territory. The Cadmus Group, Inc. (Cadmus) was 
awarded a contract to evaluate AIU’s suite of residential programs in late 2008. Cadmus’ 
contract includes reviewing default savings estimates, and ensuring CSG collects all data 
required for a comprehensive impact and process evaluation.  

The Program is offered to privately-owned, market-rate, multifamily buildings, with 
“multifamily” defined as buildings with three or more units. The following services are offered 
to all qualifying buildings:  

 A free, walkthrough lighting assessment. 

 Incentives for installation of energy-efficient lighting in common areas. 

 Free compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) and water conservation measures for installation 
in resident units, along with an informational brochure for residents on measures 
installed.  

 Energy audits for HVAC installation and more complex measures. 

 Incentives for custom measures (windows, replacement of roof-top air-conditioning [AC] 
units) subject to an energy audit to validate cost-effectiveness and establish incentive 
levels. 

The Program focuses its marketing on management companies holding multiple properties, 
typically utilizing cold calls and in-person visits to prospective properties. CSG staff, when 
contacting a potential participant, explain the Program, its benefits, requirements, and costs to 
the building decision maker. While the Program originally intended to also reach out to electrical 
contractors and other trade allies, these efforts have mostly been postponed until the second 
program year (PY2), as detailed below in Section 4.  

Once a building owner or manager decides to participate in the Program, they receive a free 
walkthrough common area lighting assessment. This assessment determines opportunities 
existing for a building to reduce energy usage by installing new lighting measures. After 
approval of a building’s “Request for Reservation of Incentive Funds” application, the 
participants can install common area lighting upgrades and apply to CSG for incentives with the 
“Incentive Funds Application.” Projects are inspected by CSG staff, either prior to or after 
installation. To date, however, CSG has conducted 100% post-installation inspections.  
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Building owners or managers can, in addition to installing new common area lighting or as a 
separate project, retrofit tenant units with CFLs and hot water conservation measures. The in-unit 
measures are offered at no cost, and are shipped to the property after CSG receives a “Materials 
Request Form.” The property staff install these measures in the resident units, report their 
installation to CSG, and return any unused measures.  

The Program also provides for measures that include HVAC and other, more complex building 
measures. Though these have not been well-defined, they must be assessed for cost-effectiveness 
and incentive levels through an energy analysis. None of these more complex measures or 
energy analyses were implemented in PY1. 

Evaluation Questions 

Cadmus’ PY1 evaluation was designed to answer the following, researchable questions. As our 
inquiry broadens in subsequent years, PY2 and PY3 evaluations will include additional 
evaluation questions.  

Impact Questions 

1. Are default savings estimates used for the Program measures reasonable?  

2. What are the impacts from the Program, net and gross? 

3. Did the Program generate energy savings? If so, how much and if not, why not? 

Process Questions 

1. Has the Program’s design changed? If so, how and why? Are future program design 
changes expected?  

2. How effective were marketing and outreach efforts, and Program implementation 
processes?  

3. Does quality communication occur between stakeholder parties? 

4. Are program allies satisfied with the Program and its offerings?  

5. Are implementation efforts on track to meet future Program targets?  
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3. Evaluation Methods 

Analytical Methods 

The PY1 Multifamily Program evaluation consisted of a program database review and 
stakeholder interviews. Launched in November 2008, while the Program met its targets, it did 
not have sufficient activity and data to allow a more comprehensive evaluation. The planned 
PY2 and PY3 evaluations will include participant surveys, site visits, and billing/engineering 
analyses in addition to tasks conducted as part of this evaluation. Table 4 provides an overview 
of tasks completed in evaluating PY1.  

Table 4. Summary of Evaluation Tasks  

Action Impact Process Details 

Documentation 
Review 

  Review of Program documentation, including applications and all verification 
documentation on a sample of buildings enrolled in the Program.  

Stakeholder 
Interviews   Interviews with Program management and implementation staff to provide insights 

into program design, marketing, and delivery.  

Program 
Database 
Review 

  

Ensure appropriate data were collected to inform the evaluation, particularly the 
impact work. Review of information compiled on program stakeholders. Savings 
assumptions reviewed for accuracy and consistency. Recommendations made as 
needed.  

 

Program Database Review 

Cadmus received copies of the Program database maintained by CSG. This database included 
records of all projects completed between the Program’s launch and the end of PY1 (May 2009). 
Upon receipt, we conducted several analyses, including: an engineering review of measure 
savings estimates; an evaluability assessment; and a comparison of the database to monthly 
reports CSG provided by to AIU.  

The engineering analysis reviewed all measure savings estimates to check for reasonableness and 
accuracy, not only for measure savings but for the net-to-gross (NTG) ratio. Measures included 
in the multifamily program were compared to California’s 2005 Database for Energy Efficient 
Resources (DEER) measure savings along with savings claims approved by other utility 
commissions and programs. Estimates outside the range of reasonableness were noted.  

The evaluability assessment was conducted to ensure CSG collected appropriate data, and that 
important program definitions were being applied consistently. Specifically, Cadmus reviewed 
data fields in the collection form against data needed for current and future process and impact 
evaluations.  
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Program Documentation Review  

Cadmus reviewed all Program documents, including informational materials, application forms, 
and marketing materials. Our review focused on correctness, comprehensiveness, and ease of 
understanding. We also reviewed Program applications, installation records, audit documents, 
and incentive paperwork for 10 facilities enrolled in the Program between November 2008 and 
May 2009. Data gleaned from these documents were checked for completeness and were 
compared to the database for consistency.  

Stakeholder Interviews  

The interviewees included two AIU program managers, two CSG program managers, and one 
electrical contractor, for a total of five interviews. These interviews focused on assessing the 
Program’s process flow, design versus implementation, changes in implementation, and 
marketing. Following each set of interviews, the evaluation team assessed the current 
methodology’s appropriateness to determine whether midstream changes were required to 
effectively evaluate the Program. Interviews were conducted in June 2009 and followed the 
interview guide attached as Appendix A.  

Data Sources 

Cadmus collected data from the following sources; these data were used to assess the program’s 
delivery and impacts:  

 Two database extracts provided by CSG, one prior to PY1 completion, and one complete 
with all PY1 activity. 

 Monthly reports from CSG to AIU.  

 An Excel spreadsheet with names and contact information for all electrical contractors 
contacted by the Program.  

 Marketing, informational, and marketing materials provided by CSG. 

Document requests were first provided in April 2009, then again in June and July 2009. Database 
extracts cataloged all activity between November 2008 and June 2009. 

Sampling Plan 

Cadmus reviewed all data in the database for all projects completed between the Program’s 
launch and the end of PY1. After reviewing actual participation documents, we selected a 
random sample of 10 facilities receiving treatments for review in greater detail. CSG provided all 
program documents associated with the sample sites.  
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4. Program Results 

This program evaluation is separated into two subsections. First is an impact report, summarizing 
the Program’s progress towards its PY1 installation and energy targets. This section includes 
feedback from our reviews of measure savings assumptions, the database, program tracking, and 
documentation collected on each project. The section’s second portion focuses on process 
evaluation findings.  

Impact Results 

Program Database Review 

Cadmus requested and received a copy of the Program’s database from CSG. This covered all 
measures installed during PY1. The Program, which began November 2008, had a short time 
frame within which to pursue its targets. However, in spite of these challenges, only seven 
months after the Program’s launch, it successfully met its PY1 targets, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. PY1 Achievements  

Metric Actual 
Net MWh 817 
Participation (no. of units) 2,342 
Incentives $74,956 

 

The program served 69 facilities, with a mix of installations (shown in Table 6).  

Table 6. Installation Distribution  

Install Location Number of Sites 
Common Area Lighting Only 3 
In-Unit Only 59 
Both Common Area and In-Unit 7 
Total Number of Facilities 69 

 

Program trends show common area installations were not as popular as in-unit installations. In 
the process evaluation below, we present reasons cited by Program staff for the high level of 
interest in the Program’s in-unit portion.  

While the number of common area installations were relatively small, those measures were 
responsible for 17% of the Program’s net savings. Table 7, below, details common area measure 
installations, including the measure type, quantity installed, and gross and net kWh savings. 
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Table 7. Common Area Measure Distribution  

Measure 
Quantity 
Installed 

kWh Gross 
Savings 

kWh Net 
Savings 

4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast and reflector) 491 32,879 24,988 
4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast) 94 8,234 6,258 
Integral CFL (>13 watts screw-in) 174 49,854 37,889 
LED Exit Sign (new fixture or LED retro-fit) 179 48,084 36,544 
Modular CFL (<=18 watts pin based electronic ballast fixture) 29 20,831 15,832 
Modular CFL (>18 watts pin based electronic ballast fixture) 51 21,500 16,340 
Occupancy Sensor 5 - - 
Total 1,023 181,383 137,851 

 

The measure most installed for common areas was the 4-foot T8 with an electronic ballast and 
reflector. The majority of the common area lighting savings came from CFL and LED exit sign 
installations.  

Measures installed in individual units included lighting as well as hot water conservation 
measures. Table 8 shows the measure types, quantity installed, and gross and net kWh savings 
for the in-unit measure installations. 

Table 8. In-Unit Measure Distribution and Savings  

Measure 
Quantity 
Installed 

kWh Gross 
Savings 

kWh Net 
Savings 

 15 watt CFL  9,368 359,731 273,546 
 20 watt CFL  274 12,878 9,782 
 23 watt CFL  207 13,621 10,350 
 Faucet Aerator  2,535 81,016 62,320 
 Pipe Insulation  886 48,165 36,605 
 Showerhead 2.0 gpm  1,937 376,300 286,200 
 Total  15,207 891,711 678,803 

 

In the program database, savings were attributed to each measure based on default measure 
savings. The savings shown here are slightly less, as the default savings for pipe insulation were 
high. The default savings utilized in the Program’s database were 215 kWh for apartments with 
electric water heat. We calculated Table 8 savings with a more suitable estimate of 65.4 kWh1 
for units with electric water heat.  

As shown, the showerhead generated significant kWh savings for the Program. The Program 
made multiple CFLs available to every unit and, not surprisingly, has achieved substantial kWh 
savings from the lighting measures.  

                                                 
1 Pipe insulation savings estimate based on PPL Electric Utilities forecast savings of 10.9 kWh savings per linear 

foot, with an average of 6 feet of insulation installed: http://www.pplelectric.com/NR/rdonlyres/7DFC6B99-
6141-4B02-B29C-C352654A0302/0/PPL_Plan_Appendices_Final.pdf 
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Evaluability Assessment 

A program evaluability assessment ensures, going forward, the Program’s data collection will 
include information necessary to conduct future evaluations. Cadmus conducted this assessment 
while reviewing the database and associated documentation delivered to our team.  

Our review showed the Program currently collects some data required to perform the evaluation 
(see Table 9). In addition, some data are being collected through Program forms and 
documentation, but they have not been included in the Program’s database. 

Table 9. Data Collection  

Required Data for Evaluation 
Tracked in 
Database? 

Field Exists on 
Participation 

Forms? 

Should be Added 
to Program 
Database 

Water heat fuel type No Yes X 
Space heating fuel No No X 
All facility and building addresses No No X 
All common area AIU electric account nos. No* No* X 
All common area AIU gas account nos. No* No* X 
In-unit measures installed by type and quantity Yes Yes  
Number of treated buildings  Yes Yes  
Total number of buildings at the facility No No X 
Number of treated units  Yes Yes  
Total number of units in each building No No X 
Total square feet of building and facility No No X 
Custom measures energy audit N/A PY1 N/A PY1 X 
Property owner/manager name and contact information Yes Yes  
Installer Name No Yes X 
Installer contact information No Yes X 
Names and contact information for all program allies Yes Yes  

*One facility account number is tracked, all common area account numbers should be tracked 
    

Our evaluability assessment revealed many data needed for evaluation are being tracked by the 
Program, and much of those data are housed in the program database. However, the remaining 
required elements need to be tracked by Program implementers and included in the electronic 
database to ensure Cadmus can fully calculate the Program’s impacts for PY2 and PY3. In 
addition, when the Program’s custom measures portion is launched, Cadmus will work with CSG 
to ensure all required data are collected, including type, size, and efficiency of both measures 
being replaced and the installed measures.  

Engineering Review 

Cadmus reviewed all measure savings estimates and NTG ratios for accuracy and 
reasonableness. Measures savings estimates for the multifamily program were mostly considered 
reasonable; our engineering team questioned a couple of the savings numbers provided. Most 
savings estimates were cleared with a few additional questions.  
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Table 10. Default Measure Savings and NTG Ratios 

Measures 

AIU EE DR Plan 
(Annual Gross 

kWh/unit 
savings) 

CSG 
(Annual Average 
Gross kWh/unit 

savings) 
NTG 
Ratio 

In-unit Measures 
Showerhead 2.0 GPM 355 355 76% 

15 watt CFL 79 38.4 76% 

20 watt CFL 80 47 76% 

23 watt CFL 99 65.8 76% 

Faucet Aerator 52 52 76% 

Pipe Insulation 215 215 76% 

Common Area Measures 
4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast and reflector) 64 67 76% 
4' T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast) 178 88 76% 
Integral CFL (>13 watts screw-in) 205 287 76% 
LED Exit Sign (new fixture or LED retro-fit) 351 269 76% 
Modular CFL (<=18 watts pin based electronic ballast 
fixture) 

123 718 76% 

Modular CFL (>18 watts pin based electronic ballast 
fixture) 

351 422 76% 

Occupancy Sensor 214 0 N/A 

 

As shown in this table, measure savings estimates provided to the ICC through the AIU EE DR 
Plan were modified by CSG staff to better reflect the savings they expected. CSG calculates 
individually the savings for measures installed in common areas based on the measure replaced 
and the hours of operation for that fixture. Individually, these calculations were confirmed by 
Cadmus engineering staff. Overall, average savings for each measure are shown above. The 
savings of 718 kWh for the 18-watt modular CFLs greatly exceed the estimated savings in the 
AIU EE DR Plan because these particular installations were in fixtures operating 24 hours each 
day.  

The showerhead savings estimate initially seemed high, but appears reasonable based on baseline 
equipment assumptions. However, we consider the pipe insulation savings estimate high at 215 
kWh per year. Cadmus conducted research of default savings for pipe insulation used in different 
areas of the nation and found savings estimates of 65.4 kWh2 per year, which we consider more 
accurate than default savings estimates used by the Program.  

                                                 
2  Pipe insulation savings estimate based on PPL Electric Utilities forecasted savings of 10.9 kWh savings per 

linear foot, with an average of 6 feet of insulation installed. 
 http://www.pplelectric.com/NR/rdonlyres/7DFC6B99-6141-4B02-B29C-
C352654A0302/0/PPL_Plan_Appendices_Final.pdf 
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Program Documentation Review 

Cadmus requested (and received) all documentation from CSG on 10 randomly selected projects 
completed in the Program’s first year. These documents were reviewed to assess:  

 Consistency between documentation and database entries. 

 Completeness of Program applications, data collection, and evidence of inspection. 

 That data collection and recording included key information necessary for evaluating the 
Program. 

The random sample included nine sites with in-unit installations and one site (Site ID 6586) with 
only a common area installation. Table 11 shows site identification numbers for the 10 sites and 
documents completed for each site. 

Table 11. Sample Site Documentation  

 Site ID 

Documents 1569 1583 1587 2394 4875 6586 7306 7434 7440 7445 
Materials Request Form  X X X X N/A X X X X 
Program Participation Agreement X X  X X N/A X X X X 
Post-Installation Data Collection From X X X X X N/A X X X X 
On-Going Project Reconciliation Form  X         
Invoice N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A X N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Complex Map    X       
Request For Reservation Of Incentive Funds N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A X N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Payout Detail N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A X N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Incentive Funds Application N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A X N/A N/A N/A N/A 
AIU Bill       X    
Documents Match Database? No* Yes** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
* missing 1 pipe insulation entry        
**unable to verify pipe insulation exactly       
 

Site documents were compared to the database extract for correctness and completeness. 
Documents highlighted in grey were included for just one project and were not required 
documentation. Site 1569 did not match the database due to a missing pipe insulation entry. The 
Post-Installation Data Collection Form for Site 1569 also showed 44 20-Watt CFL installations 
and 47 23-Watt CFL installations. The database extract showed these installations combined, 
with 91 20-Watt CFL installations and no 23-Watt CFL installations. Documentation for Site 
1583 was difficult to verify for pipe insulation as there were corrections and post-it notes 
covering some text. Based on the information we could view, we believe documents matched the 
database.  

Program documentation review of these 10 properties showed the Program did, in many 
locations, install up to 12 and 13 CFLs in a single apartment. However, the Program 
requirements limit the number of CFLs installed in any one apartment to four. Cadmus has not 
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been able to determine why multiple properties installed, in some apartments, many more CFLs. 
For the nine properties performing in-unit installations, 104 units received CFLs; of those, 56 
units received more than four CFLs. Installation of this number of CFLs can be cost-effective as 
long as fixtures operate, on average, for at least an hour a day. Savings, however, may not be as 
high as the 38 to 66 kWh per CFL estimated, and could impact overall program savings. On 
average, however, there were only 5.7 CFLs per unit receiving CFLs in the documents reviewed. 
We believe it is reasonable to assume those CFLs operate for 2.3 hours per day; hence, we see no 
reason to downgrade CFL savings this year. Cadmus will consult with CSG and AIU staff as 
needed to determine if the Program should modify its requirements to allow installation of 
additional CFLs, or if savings estimates for CFLs over a certain number in each unit should be 
attributed to the Program at a different level. 

Process Results 

The PY1 process evaluation consisted of several interviews with Program stakeholders, as shown 
in Table 12.  

Table 12. Stakeholder Interviewees 

Organization Title 
CSG Residential Programs Manager 
CSG Chief Operations Officer 
AIU Manager of Customer Service and Energy Efficiency 
AIU Multifamily Program Lead 
D&M Electrical  Manager, Lighting 

 

The Residential Programs Manager at CSG manages day-to-day activities for AIU’s suite of 
residential programs, including the Multifamily Program. The Multifamily Program Lead at AIU 
oversees activities of several residential programs for AIU, including the HVAC and Home 
Energy Performance programs, in addition to the Multifamily Program. The Chief Operations 
Officer is the executive in charge of AIU programs for CSG. The Manager of Customer Service 
and Energy Efficiency manages all of AIU’s energy-efficiency programs. We also interviewed a 
representative from the one participating program ally during PY1. 

Program Design 

Cadmus asked interviewees to relate how the Program was designed and to identify any changes 
since its implementation. The Program was designed mostly by CSG staff to meet AIU’s defined 
portfolio savings targets. CSG authored the Program documentation, including informational 
materials, Program forms, applications, and Program (trade) ally information. Shortly after the 
Program began, AIU and CSG staff realized several changes needed to be made to the Program’s 
design, including:  

 Program design originally required participants to engage certified electrical contractors 
to replace common area lighting. Ultimately, CSG discovered most common area lighting 
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retrofits could be completed by the participating facility’s maintenance staff, and 
discontinued this requirement.  

 Original Program design called for all facilities participating in the in-unit portion of the 
Program to participate in either the common area lighting or the custom measures portion 
of the Program. The Program currently delivers in-unit measures to facilities not 
participating in any other Program portions.  

 The Program only focused on common area lighting and in-unit measure installations in 
its first year. Program design called for a custom measures piece to the Program to 
address more expensive and complex measures, such as replacement of HVAC 
equipment. CSG and AIU determined that, in the first year, with limited time and staff to 
meet PY1s, the Program would focus on common area lighting and in-unit installations.  

These changes were instituted to facilitate participation; so the Program could install measures 
and generate energy savings immediately.  

The interviewees responsible for day-to-day Program operations shared the following 
perceptions of the Program’s goals:  

 Help AIU customers use less energy by installing more efficient technology; 
 Provide incentives for more efficient products that customers could not otherwise afford;  
 Educate customers on energy-efficient measures about which they were unaware; 
 Help property owners make building improvements; and 
 Help customers save money on electricity bills. 

Program goals stated by AIU and CSG staff responsible for the Program did not include 
generation of kWh savings for AIU, but upper management in both organizations focused on 
savings.  

Program Delivery 

Marketing and Outreach 

Program delivery began with marketing and outreach to potential participants. CSG compiled a 
list of properties from magazines, newspapers, local realtors, tax assessor searches, and just 
looking for sites on their travels through the community.  

CSG created the marketing materials, which AIU staff approved. Materials included: fliers, an 
informational piece left in tenant units, a Program overview, a Web site, and an introduction 
letter. Interviewees, including the contractor active with the Program, agreed these were 
effective, eye-catching materials providing comprehensive information on the Program. 

CSG tried several different methods for contacting potential participants, including sending 
letters to complexes, speaking at landlord association meetings, and cold calling properties. The 
most successful strategy was cold calling apartment complexes. CSG, early in the Program’s 
delivery, sent out 25 letters to properties and received no response. When the account managers 
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visited these complexes, property staff did not recall the letters. CSG staff, sometimes 
accompanied by AIU staff, also gave presentations at business association and neighborhood 
meetings. These presentations have helped with networking, but generated little participation. 

The Program’s design originally included outreach to electrical and HVAC contractors to assist 
in Program marketing and delivery. However, as the Program launched, it became clear that 
electrical contractors were not always necessary for lighting retrofits, and the HVAC portion of 
the Program was put on hold until PY2. CSG did perform limited outreach to 12 electrical 
contractors. One contractor, after a referral to the Program through AIU’s commercial programs, 
registered as a Program partner and completed a common area lighting retrofit and in-unit 
installations on behalf of the Program. 

Application and Installation 

CSG account managers contacted interested property owners or managers explained the Program 
and demonstrate the products. Properties had to meet the following eligibility requirements to 
participate:  

 They had to be an AIU customer. 

 The facility had to be multi-metered; master-metered complexes were only considered for 
Program participation on a case-by-case basis. 

 The facility had to be privately owned. 

 The facility had to have more than three units. 

 In-unit measures had to be installed within 15 days from receipt; common area lighting 
projects had to be completed within 60 days of the request for reservation of funds. 

Account managers conducted a lighting assessment and worked with property staff to determine 
the best measures for their sites. While participants could apply on their own to participate, 
Program staff found most property owners and managers were unaware of energy-efficiency 
measures (EEMs), their costs, lifetimes, nor associated savings, and needed education on EEMs 
and guidance in planning projects.  

The account managers assisted participants with filling out required paperwork. When the 
property was approved, the project proceeded by setting an installation date. Common area 
measures were ordered from a distributor, and in-unit measures were either shipped or delivered 
directly to the property. For local complexes, the account managers assisted at the site on the first 
day of installation by showing property managers and maintenance staff correct measure 
installations, incentive/data collection forms, and how to return leftover equipment. The property 
owner or manager returned the completed paperwork to CSG.  

As shown in the Impact Section, more projects have focused on in-unit measures than common 
area measures. Interviewees cited several reasons for this: in-unit measures were free, and 
installation could be completed by facility staff; budgets for larger properties were set in 
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advance, and upgrading measures had to be worked into expenses at a future date; and property 
owners were looking to future tax liabilities and wanted to wait to invest in their property when it 
could provide a tax advantage. In spite of this, property owners were reported to be very 
interested in common area measures because of short payback periods and AIU incentives; one 
interviewee indicated LED exit signs were of particular interest to participants. 

Interviewees were asked if the range of measures and level of incentives available were 
reasonable for the Program. Interviewees indicated measures offered were more than sufficient, 
especially since property staff had little knowledge of EEMs. Program staff believed they might 
need to add measures in the future, but are currently receiving a great deal of interest, with 
property staff amazed at the Program benefits. There was also enough inefficient equipment to 
replace that offerings were sufficient. All interviewees believed the incentives were at a good 
level. 

Inspection  

Inspection of participant properties differed by project type. The in-unit measures were not 
physically inspected after installation as that would be disruptive to tenants and difficult to 
complete. For these installations, the Program required property staff to maintain detailed notes 
on measures installed in each apartment through their “Post-Installation Data Collection” form. 
CSG staff reviewed the form to verify number and type of measures installed versus number and 
type of measures provided to a facility for installation. If a difference occurred, the remainder of 
measures were picked up or delivered back to CSG staff. In practice, CSG staff have generally 
been in attendance on the first day of installation to assist facility staff and verify work 
performed.  

A common area lighting project could, by program design, be inspected prior to or after 
installation. The “Request for Reservation of Incentive Funds” form, filled out by the 
participating facility, detailed planned measure installations before the project’s start. The 
“Incentive Funds Application,” forwarded to CSG upon the project’s completion, showed 
measures and their ultimate place of installation. To date, CSG has conducted post-installation 
inspections on 100% of properties with common area lighting installations and hopes to continue 
the practice.  

Data Collection and Tracking 

Program staff provided data collection documents to all participating properties. The two forms 
mentioned above generated most of the data collected and tracked by the Program: the Incentive 
Funds Application (for common area lighting installations); and the Post-Installation Data 
Collection form (for in-unit installation data). Data included in these forms made up the fields in 
the database created and maintained by CSG for Program tracking.  

At the time of our interviews with CSG staff, the database tracking the Program was not yet 
complete. Program staff were collecting data from installation and incentive forms, and entering 
that information into an Excel spreadsheet. These data were then condensed into monthly and 
quarterly reports provided to AIU staff. In addition to these reports, CSG and AIU staff held 
weekly project meetings and monthly portfolio review meetings. AIU staff interviewed indicated 
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there were concerns about consistency and timeliness of reports at the Program’s beginning, but 
reporting had been much more consistent and timely as of the beginning of PY2. They 
understood the programs had been rolled out on an accelerated schedule, and CSG’s time was 
dedicated to finding and hiring appropriate staff while simultaneously designing and launching 
programs. The database, at that time, took second priority.  

AIU staff indicated they would like to have access to the tracking database to be able to check 
Program progress in real time. Ideally, CSG would provide a Web-interface where AIU staff 
could review data and generate up-to-date Program reports as needed.  

Program Allies 

This report describes reasons Program ally outreach was not widely conducted. However, one 
electrical contractor was referred to the Program after installing a generator at a multifamily site 
and contacting the AIU’s commercial program for information on lighting upgrades. The 
company became a Program ally, and completed a combined in-unit and common area lighting 
installation. While the ally does most of their business installing generators at different facilities, 
they also do a small amount of commercial and residential lighting. Cadmus spoke with the staff 
member in charge of lighting and wiring projects.  

Upon hearing of the Program, the contractor researched it further and reportedly found 
comprehensive information and applications online. She also phoned the Act on Energy toll-free 
number and found the people staffing the hotline helpful and able to answer additional questions.  

The contractor’s staff performed a lighting assessment and provided the facility manager with an 
initial quote and energy savings estimate. They then completed and submitted all required 
paperwork for the facility. CSG staff inspected the measures after installation, and payment for 
services was received in a timely manner. 

At the end of this project, the contractor worked with CSG to create a marketing pamphlet for 
her business, and is considering running a radio advertisement to generate additional interest.  

Changes for Program Year 2 

Interviewees indicated Program changes would occur in its second year (PY2). These include 
preparation for inclusion of more complex (and HVAC) measures in Program offerings. These 
preparations also include CSG account managers receiving training on new measures, outreach 
to Program allies able to conduct an energy analysis and recommend more complex measures to 
multifamily property staff, and account managers recommending these measures to potential 
participants, when appropriate. 

Interviewees did not foresee challenges with the next Program year. AIU and CSG staff felt their 
experience and familiarity with the area is growing. They also believe the Program has been 
useful to participants and tenants and will continue to be successful in the next two years.  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 

Impact Evaluation 

The Program, in PY1, successfully generated energy savings, as shown below in Table 13.  

Table 13. PY1 Achievements and Targets 

Metric Actual Targets 
Net MWh 817 762 
Participation (no. of units) 2,342 2,340 
Incentives $74,956 $54,850 

 

The Program savings were due, in large part, to the installation of in-unit measures rather than 
common area lighting measures. Reasons cited for the popularity of the in-unit installations 
during the process evaluation included: in-unit measures were free and installation could be 
completed by facility staff; budgets for larger properties were set in advance, and upgrading 
measures had to be worked into expenses at a future date; and property owners were looking to 
future tax liabilities and wanted to wait to invest in their properties when it could provide a tax 
advantage. 

Engineering Review 

Measure savings estimates provided by CSG were mostly reasonable. Only one default savings 
estimate remained in question: pipe insulation. We encourage the Program to reduce savings 
attributed to pipe insulation to 65.4 kWh for apartments with electric water heating.  

Program Documentation Review 

Documentation kept by the Program on each project was mostly complete and accurate, with the 
database matching records on file. Only two sites had incomplete documentation or entries that 
did not match the database. One project was completed early in the Program, just after launch, 
when the database was still under construction. The other project suffered from a property 
manager returning messy and confusing data entry sheets.  

The Program’s documentation review of these 10 properties also showed it did, in many 
locations, install up to 12 and 13 CFLs in a single apartment. However, Program requirements 
clearly limited the number of CFLs to be installed in any one apartment to four. Cadmus will 
consult with CSG and AIU staff as needed to determine if the Program should modify its 
requirements to allow installation of additional CFLs, or if savings estimates for CFLs over a 
certain number in each unit should be attributed to the Program at a different level. Cadmus 
plans to conduct another review of Program documentation early in PY2 to confirm all data are 
being collected and catalogued properly.  
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Process Evaluation 

Interviews with Program staff and stakeholders portrayed a solid and well-operating program. 
Program staff from AIU and CSG had clear and consistent communication. CSG staff had been 
able to provide program design and implementation expertise to AIU as they launched this new 
and large portfolio of programs. The Multifamily Program, which can have an extended ramp-up 
period for many utilities, has been successful in generating energy savings for participants, their 
tenants, and AIU during the first program year.  

The following few changes assisted the Program’s successful first year:  

 Certified electrical contractors were no longer required for replacing of common area 
lighting; participating facility’s maintenance staff could make those replacements.  

 Facilities participating in the in-unit portion of the Program were not required to also 
participate in either the common area lighting or custom measures portion of the 
Program.  

 The Program focused only on common area lighting and in-unit measure installations in 
the first year; it will launch custom measures in PY2.  

CSG staff marketed the Program mostly by conducting cold calls on properties and engaging the 
69 properties participating in the Program at the end of PY1. Marketing and informational 
materials were also easily accessed and understandable.  

Overall, CSG account managers found staff at participating properties lacked knowledge about 
energy efficiency, energy-saving measures, and benefits associated with upgrading their 
equipment. The Program therefore has provided a significant benefit by educating property 
managers and customers about energy efficiency. 

The only issue that emerged in the course of our process evaluation was the lack of a database 
early on and inconsistent reporting. This was not unique to the Multifamily Program, and was 
reportedly a function of the rapid launch of programs with minimal staff and PY1 goals to 
achieve. The database for the Program is now near completion, and AIU Multifamily staff report 
they have received requested reporting consistently and in a timely manner. AIU staff indicated, 
ultimately, they would like to have a Web-based access point for the database to review Program 
progress in real time.  

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are offered for consideration by AIU and CSG staff. Institution 
of these recommendations will help the Program continue its success in the next two years: 

 Complete the database rollout, and include fields capturing data necessary for 
program evaluation. Completing the tracking database will benefit all parties involved 
with the Program. It will allow CSG staff to more easily track the Program and report its 
progress. The database will also generate reporting more quickly for AIU staff when 
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needed. Incorporating data fields Cadmus has requested into the database (as highlighted 
in Table 9) will ensure ease and accuracy in the Program’s impact evaluation. CSG may 
also want to consider implementing AIU’s request to have an interface for their staff to 
access the database.  

 Launch the Program’s custom measures component in PY2. Account managers have 
found participants had little knowledge of energy efficiency (in general) and (in 
particular) how it applies to their building(s). Cadmus encourages the Program to begin 
performing complete building energy audits to determine where property owners can 
generate savings for themselves and their tenants. It is more time-effective to assess a 
building only once and determine how many measures will be applicable, rather than visit 
a building several times and duplicate the energy analysis.  

Also, as CFLs become the most common lighting technology available, lifetime savings 
from those measures will diminish and threaten the Program’s cost-effectiveness. If the 
Program is well-versed in delivering more complex measures early on, it will not have as 
steep a learning curve while launching those measures later in the Program. We recognize 
educating Program participants about the need for installing other measures may be 
difficult in a new market, where people have limited information on energy efficiency 
and its benefits, but we believe failing to do so will inhibit the Program’s efforts to meet 
its PY3 goals.  

 Change Program requirements allowing only four CFLs to be installed in any one 
tenant unit. The estimated 2.3 operation hours for CFLs installed in tenant units is very 
conservative when the Program only allows four CFLs. However, if over 10 CFLs are 
routinely installed in tenant units, those hours of operation and savings become suspect. 
We believe the Program could even increase the number of CFLs installed in tenant units 
up to eight and comfortably maintain estimated savings. We understand the presence of 
an installer in the unit is a costly undertaking, and all energy-saving measures applicable 
to the unit should be leveraged at that time. We recommend AIU and CSG consider 
graduated savings levels for CFLs installed in tenant units to allow additional cost-
effective installations. The first eight CFLs installed will have savings attributed to them 
at the current default savings. The remainder of CFLs can be installed at the discretion of 
CSG or apartment maintenance staff, but will have savings attributed to those at a 
reduced rate.  

 Continue consistent communication. In PY1, AIU and CSG staff have maintained 
good, consistent communication between parties, a valuable asset to both parties and 
noted several times as a great benefit by AIU staff. The collaboration and trust between 
parties in launching the Program is one reason for the Program’s successful first year. 
One particularly important activity seems to have been joint field work, which gave AIU 
staff an opportunity to appreciate the caliber of CSG’s field staff, along with gaining a 
first-hand understanding of how the Program operates. 
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Appendix A:  Stakeholder Interview Guide 

[This interview guide is to be used for interviewing program management staff at AmerenIU, 
program delivery staff at Conservation Services Group (CSG) and staff at trade ally 
organizations. Not all questions are applicable to all people being interviewed.] 

Thank you for taking the time to talk with us today about the program. 

As you know, The Cadmus Group, Inc., is evaluating the program for the next three years on 
behalf of AmerenIU. The purpose of this interview is to gather information on program 
processes, operations, and activities since the program’s inception. Please note that this is not an 
audit, and that your comments will be kept confidential. Our goal is to create a complete 
description of the program from all perspectives so that we can identify what is working well and 
what can potentially be improved. Because of your role in program implementation, your 
perspective is very important to us, and we appreciate your taking the time to share it with us.  

We expect this interview to take less than an hour of your time.  

Introduction 

1. What is your role in the Ameren IU Multifamily program? (probe for: title, 
responsibilities, number of staff supervising/assisting) For how long have you had this 
role?  

2. Which program aspects (design, marketing, delivery, administration, customer response) 
are you most familiar with? 

3. [Trade allies only] What other services does your company offer? 

4. [Trade allies only] How many employees does your company have? How many are 
engaged in this program?  

5. [CSG & Trade allies only]What type of training do your employees receive prior to 
delivery of the Program?  

6. What do you believe are the program’s primary goals?  

7. In general terms, will you please walk me through the delivery of Ameren IU’s 
Multifamily Program? (probe for marketing, contact with customers, scheduling and 
conducting audits, supplying recommendations to landlord, installing measures, any 
follow-up, incentive applications, and inspections) 
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Program Delivery 

Marketing 
8. What is your strategy for identifying multifamily complexes to target?  

9. What methods have you used for marketing the program to potential participants (phone 
calls, canvassing, business associations, or other)?  

10. How effective would you say those methods have proved to be?  

11. What marketing materials do you use? (ask for copies of marketing materials) 

12. How effective are these marketing materials?  

13.  [CSG and Ameren] What methods did you employ for marketing the program to 
contractors and trade allies?  

Energy Audits and Installations 
14. How is a site determined to be eligible for the program?  

15. Are potential energy-efficiency upgrades recommended to participants or requested by 
participants?  

16. What would trigger a custom audit?  

17. Who installs the materials?  

18. Do the installers receive any specialized training?  

a. If yes, how are they trained (internally, externally, etc.)?  

19. Are installations inspected after completion? 

a. If yes, by whom?  

20. How is data collected on participants and the participating buildings? Have there been 
any difficulties with data tracking?  

21. What other reporting is required by the Program? How often are these reports submitted?  

22. Do you feel the incentives offered by the Program are sufficient for engaging 
participants?  

23. Are you satisfied with the range of equipment that is eligible for incentives? 
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24. Are there measures that you feel would be beneficial to many buildings, but are not 
adopted by participants?  

25. [Trade allies only] How are projects submitted for CSG’s approval?  

Payment and Invoicing 
26. How are you [or “is CSG” if speaking with Ameren employee] paid for completed 

projects?  

27. Generally, how long after you [or “CSG” if speaking with Ameren employee] submit(s) 
the invoice(s) are you paid for a project?  

28. If there are problems with an invoice, how are they generally resolved?  

Overall program  
29. [Ameren and CSG] Other than reporting on individual projects, what other reporting is 

required by the program?  

30. [Ameren and CSG] Is that amount of reporting sufficient?  

31. [Ameren and CSG] Have there been any changes to program design since 
implementation began?  

32. If yes, what are the reasons for these changes? 

33. Do you foresee any changes that will occur in program design over the next year?  

34. If yes, what are the changes and why? 

35. Overall, do you feel the program is and/or will be useful for participants?  

36. Do you feel that the program will be successful over the next two years?  

Thank you for your time! May we call you again in a year to ask you some additional questions 
about the program? 
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1. Executive Summary 

The Home Energy Performance (HEP) Electric program is a home diagnostic and improvement 
service offered to AIU’s residential customers for a $25 fee. (HEP Gas program savings will be 
covered in a separate report.) This program is the newest of the four residential programs started 
in PY1, with initial audits started in early 2009. During home audits, Conservation Services 
Group (CSG) auditors install several domestic hot water (DHW) and lighting instant savings 
measures (ISMs) on site, then recommend incented insulation and HVAC measures (to be 
installed by HVAC and HEP Insulation Program Allies). Cadmus conducted a review of default1 
and audit-based gross savings and a series of process interviews with program implementers 
(AIU and CSG personnel) to determine what did and did not work for HEP in Program Year 1 
(PY1).  

In some respects, HEP is a well-run program. The program met the PY1 suggested target for the 
total number of HEP audits (see Figure 1) and total number of CFL replacements. According to 
implementers, a number of participants indicated a neighbor or friend has told them about the 
HEP program. The program has solid systems in place for program data tracking, invoicing, and 
estimating potential home energy savings. Marketing, done through direct mail and a Web site, 
appears to be effective. 

Figure 1: Total Number HEP Electric 
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In our preliminary impact evaluation of PY1, we conducted a review of the default savings used 
in developing program suggested targets and for tracking program progress. We have found most 

                                                 

1 The term “default” savings represents the savings values used in the AIU “Energy Efficiency and Demand-
Response Plan” (“Plan”) filed November 15, 2007, and approved by the Illinois Commerce Commission as reflected 
in its Order dated February 6, 2008. It is recognized the implementer (CSG) was not responsible for determining 
default savings. Default savings were determined by a consultant (ICF) who designed the current Plan. 
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of these values to be in line with our expectations and with values used by other programs in the 
MidWest and elsewhere. The only exception was the DHW measures. Based on our comparison 
to gross savings from HEP audits and deemed savings in similar Midwest programs, the 
estimates for faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, and hot water pipe insulation are too high. 
Furthermore, assumptions used to generate DHW default savings are not well documented.  

Although a suggested target of 135 insulation measures installed had been established, none were 
actually installed. There are many possible reasons for this discrepancy. We suspect the 
recession proved a significant barrier for follow through on audit recommendations. It is also 
possible incentives were insufficient to move potential participants to the next post-audit phase. 
As we have not conducted any surveys with audit participants, we are unable to answer the 
question with confidence. In addition, the program did not meet the suggested target of 283 
DHW measures as only 113 DHW measures were installed. Finally, to date, the program has 
enlisted only three HEP Insulation Program Allies. It is likely the Building Performance Institute 
(BPI) certification requirement is a barrier in terms of monetary and time commitment cost.  

Figure 2 summarizes the preliminary estimates of program impacts and shows the difference 
between the suggested target for program net energy savings of 600,026 kWh2 and two types of 
achieved program net energy savings. We estimated achieved net savings in the second column 
using the current default savings for DHW to arrive at 234,626 kWh. If DHW measure savings 
are ”adjusted” using results of the CSG audits’ gross savings estimates, achieved net savings 
estimates are reduced to 201,140 kWh (see the third column in Figure 2). Most of the difference 
between suggested targets and savings achieved was due to no insulation measures being 
installed.  

Figure 2: Electric Program Net kWh 
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2 The document “AIU Residential Programs Home Energy Performance Implementation Plan (undated)” calculated 

this suggested net overall savings suggested target for HEP.  The original estimate of HEP total net savings 
target, as stated in “Energy Efficiency and Demand-Response Plan (November 15, 2007),”was 995 MWh.   
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AIU’s net-to-gross (NTG) values are consistent with values from other, similar programs. We do 
not recommend any changes at this time to the 76% NTG ratio used in PY1. 
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Cadmus recommends HEP enact the following program adjustments: 

 Examine increasing incentives or making them less restrictive to program participants 
(e.g., only 6% of homes with electric heat qualified for the ceiling insulation incentive, 
which requires an existing insulation no greater than R-11). In this economic climate, 
program participants are hard-pressed to make investments in HVAC and insulation 
measures. An analysis needs to be conducted to find out what incentive changes, if any, 
are feasible (i.e., within the constraints of the Total Resource Cost Test). Cadmus 
recognizes these incentive levels may be difficult to change. Cadmus will interview PY1 
participants to find out why they did not take advantage of shell measure incentives 
offered. 

 Improve promotion of shell and HVAC measures to program participants through 
enhanced leave-behind written reports and more aggressive participant follow up. 

 Recruit more HEP Insulation Program Allies by reaching out to them through existing 
networks, promoting BPI certification training via the Internet, defraying training costs, 
or even consider eliminating the training requirement.  

 Examine if there are simply not enough sites with electric water heaters to meet 
suggested targets for DHW measure installations.  

 Evaluate the need for more auditors to improve program coverage. 

 Improve the accessibility and format of HEP program data tracking and reporting. 

 Replace default gross savings values for DHW measures with average audit-based gross 
savings values developed using HEP audit data. 
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2. Introduction 

AIU’s HEP program, implemented by CSG, conducted its first home audit in January 2009 for 
PY1 (June 1, 2008, to May 31, 2009). AIU awarded Cadmus the contract to evaluate AIU’s suite 
of residential programs in 2009. Cadmus was brought in at the outset of HEP program delivery 
to review default savings estimates and conduct a process evaluation.  

The HEP program is a home diagnostic and improvement program offered to AIU’s residential 
customers for a $25 fee. Program auditors conduct an energy audit of participant homes; this 
includes installing DHW and lighting ISMs and providing participants with a list of potential 
shell and HVAC saving measures. 

Cadmus conducted two evaluation tasks in PY1. The first task was an impact evaluation review 
of HEP’s default savings numbers and program suggested targets. The second task was a process 
evaluation, comprised of a series of interviews with program implementers and managers from 
both AIU and CSG. Cadmus gained an understanding of program implementation, factors 
working well, and possible improvements.  

HEP Program Description 

The HEP program works as follows: 

 CSG sends targeted mailers to residences in AIU’s service territory.  

 Potential participants call the CSG Peoria office, and schedule an HEP audit with one 
of three auditors. 

 During the HEP audit, a CSG auditor conducts a 10-minute interview with the 
program participant, installs DHW and lighting ISMs (faucet aerators, low-flow 
showerheads, water heater pipe insulation, and compact fluorescent lamps [CFLs]), 
and assesses potential shell measures (air sealing, wall, attic, and basement insulation) 
and HVAC replacement savings using CSG’s proprietary software, HomeCheck.  

 After the HEP audit, program participants receive a customized report with 
recommendations for additional shell and HVAC measures, and a list of certified 
contractors (HEP Insulation Program Allies and HVAC Program Allies). 
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Evaluation Questions 

Impact Questions 

1. How do the default gross savings compare to the audit-based gross savings 
estimates? 

2. How does the net-to-gross ratio of the HEP program compare to other comparable 
programs?  

3. Did the HEP program meet its suggested targets?  

Process Questions 

1. How was the HEP program marketed and implemented? 

2. Were there any HEP program design changes during implementation?  

3. How effective were the employed marketing efforts? 

4. How well did the AIU and implementation team work together?  

5. Were HEP program participants satisfied with their experiences? 

6. What changes can be made to the HEP program’s design or delivery to improve 
its effectiveness?  
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3. Evaluation Methods 

Impact Evaluation Methodology 

Cadmus obtained information on default and audit-based gross savings estimates for the HEP 
program. Audit-based gross savings estimates were derived from HEP audits performed from 
January to May 2009. Audit-based gross savings, supplied by CSG, were site-specific estimates 
for those HEP measures that took into account existing conditions. Default gross savings, per 
measure unit savings estimates filed with the Illinois Commerce Commission, were supplied by 
CSG in an Excel file, and were originally developed by ICF. Ameren Illinois and CSG also 
supplied a series of spreadsheets with partial information on base assumptions surrounding 
default gross savings. The following steps describe the high-level assessment of the audit-based 
and default gross savings: 

 Removed measures if “existing” conditions disqualified the residence for the incentive 
(e.g., existing attic insulation at the site had to be less than R-11 to qualify for the 
incentive). 

 Calculated the average audit-based gross savings estimate for each measure (e.g., air 
sealing, attic insulation, wall insulation, aerators, light bulb replacement, etc.).  

 Compared available AIU default gross savings values provided to Cadmus to average 
audit-based gross savings estimates and other available utility deemed savings data.  

 Identified areas requiring additional research based on differences observed. 

In addition, Cadmus compared the net energy savings and program participation suggested 
targets (from “AIU Residential Programs Home Energy Performance Implementation Plan 
(undated)”) to those actually achieved in PY1 (based on data gathered on program participation 
in the HEP audits).  

Finally, Cadmus compared HEP NTG ratios to values observed at other utility programs. NTG 
ratios were obtained from “AIU Residential Programs Home Energy Performance 
Implementation Plan (undated).” As part of the PY2 evaluation, which includes both surveys and 
site visits, Cadmus will complete a more comprehensive NTG study.  

Process Evaluation Methodology 

During the process evaluation, Cadmus conducted the following steps: 

 Developed a series of questions tailored to the HEP program. The questions focused on 
suggested target attainment, implementation, and procedure, and assessed what worked 
well and where opportunities for improvement existed.  
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 Cadmus conducted hour-long interviews with identified individuals of interest within the 
HEP program.  
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4. Program Level Results 

Impact Evaluation Results 

The following describe the findings of Cadmus’ high-level review of default gross savings (for 
greater detail, see Table 1): 

 Default gross savings values for DHW measures (e.g., faucet aerators, low-flow 
showerheads, and hot water pipe insulation) are questionable, and appear to be 
miscalculated. Compared to audit-based gross savings estimates and deemed gross 
savings used by other utility programs, the program’s default gross savings values appear 
high. For example, hot water pipe insulation at sites with electric heat pump heat has a 
default gross savings value of 810 kWh, while gross savings estimates based on audit 
data were 34 kWh. Supporting documentation from the firm that helped design AIU’s 
programs does not clearly define the basis for the DHW default gross savings calculation. 

 Default gross savings values, including Central Air Conditioning Seasonal Energy 
Efficiency Rating (SEER) 16 and 14, and CFL bulb replacements, appear accurate 
compared to audit-based gross savings. Slight differences in default and audit-based gross 
savings could be traced back to differences in base assumptions  

 Additional differences between audit-based and default gross savings are explained by 
use of a “typical” home as a basis for default gross savings, while audit-based gross 
savings use an actual sampling of homes in AIU’s service territory. For example, air 
sealing uses a standard home with an assumed cubic feet per minute (CFM) infiltration 
reduction, while gross savings uses a variety of real homes with different factors (e.g., 
HVAC efficiency, number of stories, etc.) and different CFM reduction estimates, which 
lead to variances in savings.  
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Table 1: Comparison of Default and Audit-Based Gross Savings Estimates 

Electric Heat 
Pump Heat  Unit 

Per Unit 
Default 
Savings 
(kWh) for 

AIU  
(a) 

 Per Unit 
Audit-
Based 

Savings 
(kWh) for 

AIU 
(b)  

Ratio of 
Default to 

Audit-
Based for 

AIU  
(a/b) 

In Need 
of 

Further 
Review Comments 

Air Sealing CFM 2.00 1.22 1.64   N  

The default savings calculation assumes a 1,100 CFM50 

reduction in a standard type of home. The audit-based savings 
calculation has various, differently sized homes with different 
levels of CPM reductions, number of stories, and HVAC 
efficiency. 

Faucet 
Aerators 

each 257 75 3.43   Y  

The default savings value for faucet aerators is not accurate. 
Other deemed savings values are much closer to Ameren 
Illinois audit-based savings. PG&E data from "2008 Deemed 
Values—ComEd" estimated 99 kWh savings for aerators with 
electric hot water heaters. Excel Energy data from "Deemed 
Savings—All Residential Measure for Excel Energy Programs" 
were 48 kWh savings for aerators. 

Low-Flow 
Shower 
Heads 

each 301 67 4.50  Y  

The default savings value for low-flow showerheads is not 
accurate. Other deemed savings values are much closer to 
Ameren Illinois audit-based savings. PG&E data from "2008 
Deemed Values—ComEd" estimated 133 kWh savings for low-
flow showerheads with electric hot water heaters. Excel Energy 
data from "Deemed Savings—All Residential Measure for 
Excel Energy Programs" estimated 40 to 80 kWh savings per 
showerhead.  

Hot Water 
Pipe 
Insulation 

each 810 29 28.13  Y  

The default savings value for hot water pipe insulation is not 
accurate. Other deemed savings values are much closer to 
Ameren Illinois audit-based savings. PG&E data from "2008 
Deemed Values—ComEd" estimated 133 kWh savings for hot 
water pipe insulation with electric hot water heaters.  Excel 
Energy data from "Deemed Savings—All Residential Measure 
for Excel Energy Programs" estimated 40kWh for hot water 
pipe insulation.  
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Table 1 (Continued): Comparison of Default and Audit-Based Gross Savings Estimates 

Electric 
Resistance 

Heat  Unit 

Per Unit 
Default 
Savings 
(kWh) for 

AIU  
(a) 

 Per Unit 
Audit-
Based 

Savings 
(kWh) for 

AIU 
(b)  

Ratio of 
Default to 

Audit-
Based for 

AIU  
(a/b) 

In Need 
of 

Further 
Review Comments 

Air Sealing CFM 5.00 2.21 2.26  N  

The default savings calculation assumes a 1,100 CFM50 

reduction in a standard type of home. The audit-based savings 
calculation has various, differently sized homes with different 
levels of CPM reductions, number of stories, and HVAC 
efficiency. 

Faucet 
Aerators each 392 63 6.27  Y  

The default savings value for faucet aerators is not accurate. 
Other deemed savings values are much closer to Ameren 
Illinois audit-based savings. PG&E data from "2008 Deemed 
Values—ComEd" estimated 99 kWh savings for aerators with 
electric hot water heaters. Excel Energy data from "Deemed 
Savings—All Residential Measure for Excel Energy Programs" 
were 48 kWh savings for aerators. 

Low-Flow 
Shower 
Heads 

each 436 41 10.66  Y  

The default savings value for low-flow showerheads is not 
accurate. Other deemed savings values are much closer to 
Ameren Illinois audit-based savings. PG&E data from "2008 
Deemed Values—ComEd" estimated 133 kWh savings for low-
flow showerheads with electric hot water heaters. Excel Energy 
data from "Deemed Savings—All Residential Measure for 
Excel Energy Programs" estimated 40 to 80 kWh savings per 
showerhead.  

Hot Water 
Pipe 
Insulation 

each 952 36 26.44  Y  

The default savings value for hot water pipe insulation is not 
accurate. Other deemed savings values are much closer to 
Ameren Illinois audit-based savings. PG&E data from "2008 
Deemed Values—ComEd" estimated 133 kWh savings for hot 
water pipe insulation with electric hot water heaters. Excel 
Energy data from "Deemed Savings—All Residential Measure 
for Excel Energy Programs" estimated 40kWh for hot water 
pipe insulation.  

Electricity Unit 

Per Unit 
Default 
Savings 
(kWh) for 

AIU  
(a) 

 Per Unit 
Audit-
Based 

Savings 
(kWh) for 

AIU 
(b)  

Ratio of 
Default to 

Audit- 
Based for 

AIU  
(a/b) 

In Need 
of 

Further 
Review Comments 

Central Air 
Condition 14 
SEER 

each 300.00 341.47 0.88 N  Very close. No further examination needed.  

Central Air 
Condition 16 
SEER 

each 348.00 390.65 0.89 N  Very close. No further examination needed.  

CFL 15W each 38.40 55.66 0.69 N Default savings for lights used an estimate of the bulb being on 
for roughly 2.3 hours per day. The audit-based savings 
estimates used a value of 1 to 8 hours per day, depending on 
the site.  

CFL 20W each 47.00 62.12 0.76 N 

CFL 23W each 64.10 86.19 0.74 N 
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In Table 1, above, the DHW measure audit-based gross savings estimates are for homes with 
electric water heaters and electric heat (either electric heat pump or electric resistance). CSG 
audited only 10 sites with both electric heat pump heat and electric water heat and only 13 sites 
with both electric resistance heat and electric water heat. Given these limited number of sites, 
Cadmus developed another estimate of audit-based DHW measure savings that included all  
50 sites with electric hot water heaters (including those with gas heat), as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: DHW Audit-Based Gross Savings Estimates 
for All Sites with Electric Water Heaters 

DHW Measure Unit 

 Per Unit 
Audit-Based 

Savings (kWh) 
for AIU 

Faucet Aerators each  73.62  

Low Flow Shower Heads each  67.93  

Hot Water Pipe Insulation each  32.00  

 

A review of PY1 Electric program suggested targets and actual program achievements are shown 
in Table 3: 

 The program met the suggested target for total number of CFL replacements: 4,100 and 
net savings from CFL replacements, 156,910 kWh. In PY1, 5,806 replacements, with 
estimated net savings of 195,639 kWh, were achieved.  

 The program met the suggested target for total number of audits, 110; 152 audits were 
conducted in PY1.  

 However, the program did not meet the suggested target for insulation incentives 
processed, 135. No insulation incentives were processed. In addition, the program did not 
meet the suggested target of 283 DHW measures installed as only 113 DHW measures 
were installed.  

 Since no insulation measures were installed, the electric program’s overall suggested 
target of 600,026 net kWh saved was not met as only 234,626 net kWh was actually 
achieved.  

 If DHW measure savings are adjusted based on HEP audit results, the achieved savings 
are reduced further to 201,140 kWh.  

Finally, all HEP electric program measures use an NTG of 76%. These values are consistent with 
NTG values used elsewhere.  
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Table 3: Program Year 1 Electric Program Measure Net Suggested Target and Actual Savings 

  Quantity 

Net Savings  
Based on per unit 

Default Gross Savings  

Net Savings with 
Adjusted DHW 

DHW Savings from 
Audit-Based Gross 

Savings1 

  
Suggested 

Target Achieved 
Suggested 

Target Achieved 
Suggested 

Target Achieved 
Audits on Homes with Electric Heat 110 152 kWh kWh 
ISMs at Homes with Electric Hot 
Water:             

Faucet Aerators Installed 125 43 32,125 11,051 6,994 2,406 
Low-Flow Shower Heads Installed 88 51 24,992 14,484 4,543 2,633 
Hot Water Pipe Insulation Installed 70 19 49,560 13,452 1,702 462 

DHW Subtotal 283 113 106,677 38,987 13,239 5,501 
Sites with Electric Heat that Had 
Installed:             

Infiltration from 0.8 to 0.35 ACH 55 0 161,150 0 161,150 0 
Ceiling Insulation (R-7 to R-38) 29 0 34,916 0 34,916 0 

Ceiling Insulation (R-11 to R-38) 29 0 23,113 0 23,113 0 
R-11 Wall Insulation 22 0 117,260 0 117,260 0 

Insulation Subtotal 135 0 336,439 0 336,439 0 
Number of CFL replacements:             

CFL 60w to 15w 1,330 3,767 38,570 109,243 38,570 109,243 
CFL 75w to 20w 1,440 1,111 51,840 39,996 51,840 39,996 

CFL 100w to 23w 1,330 928 66,500 46,400 66,500 46,400 
Lighting Subtotal 4,100 5,806 156,910 195,639 156,910 195,639 

Electric Program Total 600,026 234,626 506,588 201,140 
1 Savings for DHW measures derived from HEP audit-based savings values, see Table 2. 

 

Process Evaluation Results  

Soft Program Suggested Targets Being Met  

Implementers stated they were meeting other additional, “softer” program suggested targets:  

 Rebranding AIU: Through the ActOnEnergy brand, AIU uses HEP to communicate its 
interest in helping customers save both energy and money.   

 Customer satisfaction: Program participants appear to be satisfied with HEP’s results, 
with participant word-of-mouth bringing many new customers into the program.  

Implementers Have Heard Praise from Program Participants  

Program implementers indicated, based on their conversations with participants, that most new 
participants come into the program through word-of-mouth. In addition, according to 
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implementers, program participants feel they received great value for the $25 audit fee and are 
surprised to receive free energy-saving measures through the ISMs. In comparison with other 
programs around the country, AIU’s $25 audit fee is extremely low. For example, a similar 
energy-efficiency program in Tennessee charges $250 for an audit, according to CSG staff. 
Finally, according to program implementers, participants have been impressed with the auditors’ 
expertise.  

Auditors Undergo a Three-Week Training  

The three-week auditor training process includes:  

 Week One: Staff from CSG’s corporate office in Westborough, Massachusetts, travel to 
Peoria to conduct weeklong training, modeled after BPI standards. Training includes 
instruction on the use of HomeCheck.  

 Week Two: Trainees spend three days accompanying experienced home auditors on the 
east coast. 

 Week Three: Trainees complete seven to eight HEP trial audits on AIU employee-
volunteer homes. 

HEP Audit Includes ISM Installation and Recommendations for HVAC and 
Insulation Measures  

Auditors conduct the following activities at HEP audits: 

 The auditor arrives, conducts a 10-minute participant interview, and installs the following 
measures: 

o CFLs in areas where lights are on for more than three hours per day (usually in 
family rooms and kitchens), as determined by homeowner interviews. While there 
is no cap on the number of CFLs that can be installed, CSG regularly reviews 
auditors who consistently install more than five CFLs.  

o Sink aerators and low-flow showerheads, based upon the auditor’s best 
professional judgment.  

o Pipe insulation up to 9 feet (up to 6 feet on hot pipes and 3 feet on cold pipes). 

 The auditor must install ISMs at the time of the audit and never leave uninstalled ISMs 
behind.  

 The auditor assesses attic and basement for additional follow-up measures. The auditor 
then: 

o Assesses opportunities for air sealing and insulation (wall, attic, and basement). If 
the auditor finds conditions disqualifying the participant from receiving 
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incentives, the auditor still completes the audit, and makes sure the participant 
knows what opportunities exist without the incentive.  

o Checks HVAC units to determine SEER and Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency 
levels.  

 Auditor (equipped with a laptop, wireless card, and printer) inputs the data set into 
HomeCheck and generates an audit report. The auditor then: 

o Reviews recommendations with the participant. Each measure has cost, payback, 
savings, and savings investment ratio included in the report, for both incented and 
non-incented measures.  

o Leaves behind a hard copy of the report with lists of HEP Insulation Program 
Allies and HVAC Program Allies. 

o Sends all data directly to the CSG database through the wireless connection. 

Mailers are an Effective Marketing Tool 

The HEP program markets directly to consumers through direct mailings. To date, implementers 
have sent 10 batches, ranging from 5,000–10,000 pieces each. New mailings were triggered 
when the number of calls received from the previous mailer tapered off. One 10,000-piece 
mailing sent in March 2009 resulted in a 3.21% response rate, and supplied enough responses for 
HEP auditors to be scheduled until June 2009. The mailings go to specific zip codes to target 
outreach to specific homes types and demographics. In PY1, HEP audits began around Peoria, 
then branched out to include areas around Champagne and Springfield. 

The mailers have been successful because they fill HEP auditor schedules well in advance. 
Auditors typically were scheduled two weeks out during summer and six weeks out during 
winter. Given the limited number of auditors and HEP Insulation Program Allies, broader 
outreach efforts would be difficult to accommodate. At current outreach levels, the auditor 
schedules are at 98% capacity. As the program matures, and demand in metropolitan areas 
becomes filled, broader outreach may be necessary to meet program suggested targets.  

In PY1, CSG improved mailings in two ways:  

 First, CSG revised how it targets mailers to focus on communities that could take 
advantage of incentives. Initially, implementers used high-energy bills to target mailers, 
and the first audits were conducted at large new homes that did not need incented HVAC 
and building envelope measures. The targeting method was revised to focus on zip codes, 
with both large concentrations of older homes (pre-1975) and high-energy bills; this 
increased the proportion of participants who could benefit from incented measure 
installation.  

 CSG also revised the HEP audit scheduling process to make it more efficient. Initially, 
the mailer used to market the home audit included a tear-off response card the participant 
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mailed in with a $25 check. Schedulers then contacted participants to set up an 
appointment. This process caused scheduling delays and created problems for both 
schedulers and participants. CSG revised the mailer to require the participant to contact 
the scheduler directly, and auditors now collect participant checks at the time of the audit. 
CSG also revised the mailer as a brochure and letter, which has been more successful 
because it looks more official and is less likely to be mistaken for junk mail.  

Efficient Payments Assisted Program Growth 

Quick invoice turnaround between AIU, CSG, and HEP Insulation Program Allies ensures the 
HEP Program’s stability and effectiveness. CSG receives payment from AIU within 10 days 
after submitting an invoice. AIU’s quick payment to CSG allows CSG to make incentive 
payments in a timely manner. The payment process efficiency will be important in PY2 as CSG 
and AIU work to attract more HEP Insulation Program Allies.  

The HEP Insulation Program Allies receive their incentives by submitting invoices, signed by 
both the ally and homeowner, for completed work to CSG. CSG conducts periodic inspections of 
the work; ensuring homeowners receive quality work that meets BPI standards. If CSG finds a 
site with poor workmanship, it will not pay the HEP Insulation Program Ally until the issues 
have been resolved. 

In general, CSG’s financial staff resolved any invoicing issues quickly, typically within 24 hours. 

HomeCheck has been the Program’s Backbone  

CSG developed the HomeCheck audit tool for high-volume utility programs and designed it to 
limit the amount of data required to determine an estimated annual heating and cooling load. 
CSG tests have shown the model is accurate compared to even more sophisticated models. After 
establishing load-specific information, auditors enter variables on each measure into HomeCheck 
and generate a report detailing each measure’s cost, savings, and payback.  

CSG’s Tracking System is in Two Separate, Integrated Systems  

CSG’s Core Application, the main program used in their office, allows CSG to effectively 
schedule audits, intake field data, and provide quantitative analysis to meet AIU’s data needs. 
Weekly, CSG downloads data from AIU’s customer database to the Core Application for 
program targeting. In addition, HomeCheck is integrated with the Core Application, which 
allows accurate and timely field data capture and analysis. 

A New Manager in PY2 

CSG plans to hire an HEP-dedicated manager for PY2, increasing program capacity. During 
PY1, CSG had one program manager for all AIU residential incentive programs.  
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Process Evaluation Results—Issues of Concern 

Many Reasons No Incentives Processed 

In PY1, CSG processed no insulation incentives. Several of those interviewed said these results 
did not meet suggested targets. Others, however, suggested there were no firm incentive-
suggested targets for PY1, low first-year numbers were normal for this type of program, and 
incentive numbers would not increase until PY2. Everyone interviewed agreed it would be hard 
to meet the PY2 incentive suggested targets, given the low PY1 results. Potential reasons for not 
meeting the suggested targets include the following:  

 The current recession means program participants are less likely to invest in expensive 
items, such as HVAC units or insulation. Recognizing incentives are very difficult to 
change, implementers acknowledged that incentive levels might be too low and incentive 
conditions too restrictive for success during current economic conditions.  

 There is no post-audit follow-up with participants. Program implementers said they are 
working to determine the best follow-up method without being “pushy” or perceived as a 
“telemarketer.”  

 The HEP program currently expects participants to call HVAC or HEP Program Allies 
(contractors). Discussions about providing leads to HVAC or HEP Program Allies have 
occurred, but no action has been taken because AIU is concerned about how to distribute 
leads fairly.  

 According to implementers, program participants have asked basic questions about 
incentive recommendations provided in the written report at the end of the audit. The 
basic level of the questions may indicate the auditor needs to spend more time explaining 
the recommendations, particularly regarding measures for which AIU offers incentives.  

 Program participants who can afford upgrades tend to live in newer homes, which do not 
qualify for incentives.  

 Program participants living in older homes (those built before 1975) and qualifying for 
incentives are less likely to be able to afford them.  

 More education may be required to help customers increase willingness to invest in the 
incented measures.  

 For the first three to four months, the AIU HEP Web page emphasized audits and ISMs 
over incented shell and HVAC measure installations. Because so few customers applied 
for incentives during that period, CSG changed the HEP Web page to emphasize these 
incented measures.  
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More HEP Insulation Program Allies Needed 

At the end of PY1, there were only three HEP Insulation Program Allies. One program 
implementer believes only one of these companies really understands the program’s safety 
requirements. Potential barriers to becoming an HEP Insulation Program Ally include:  

 Required BPI training lasts a week and costs $2,100 plus expenses, both of which are 
proving to be significant barriers for smaller businesses. 

 Some insulation contractors have been resistant to installation method changes, and must 
be educated on the process.  

HEP implementers, however, agree existing HEP Insulation Program Allies have been 
enthusiastic about increased business from the HEP program, and many non-BPI certified 
insulation contractors have expressed interest in joining the program.  

HEP implementers hope to establish a network of HEP Insulation Program Allies across the 
state. Implementers believe the ideal number of HEP Insulation Program Allies to be 100, spread 
throughout the state. One implementer stated that as the network becomes more substantial, there 
would be less need for audits because the HEP Insulation Program Allies would both promote 
the program and educate consumers about its benefits.  

More Auditors Needed 

Currently, the program has only three HEP auditors, all based in Peoria and limited to the I-74 
corridor. Their location limits HEP program promotion outside the immediate Peoria area. CSG 
plans to hire two new auditors in southern Illinois. Currently, implementers cluster calls outside 
the Peoria region to minimize drive times, and inform participants it may take longer to schedule 
their appointments. HEP has consistently completed 50 to 60 audits per week, with each auditor 
able to complete four audits per day. Ninety-eight percent of scheduling-blocks have been filled, 
which far exceeds the 85% internal program suggested target.  

Data Availability and Format Needs to be Improved  

CSG conducts a monthly portfolio review and updates AIU management on each residential 
program’s progress, including HEP. During these meetings Dave Pelton, Larry Brown, and Bob 
King of CSG meet with AIU management’s Keith Martin, Ken Woolcott, and other AIU 
program managers. They discuss year-to-date (YTD) suggested targets and progress, new hires, 
outreach efforts, presentations, and program budgets. The main emphasis is on YTD savings 
suggested targets and progress toward meeting those suggested targets. Program managers at 
AIU indicated they would like to see several improvements to HEP data reports:  

 AIU program staff would like increased accessibility to CSG’s program data. While 
CSG’s office is close to AIU’s office, and CSG responds quickly to any data requests, 
having access to real-time data updates would facilitate AIU’s ability to assess the 
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program. One program implementer suggested a Web-based interface. CSG and AIU are 
discussing better ways to share information.  

 AIU would like to see cumulative as well as monthly data included in CSG’s portfolio 
analysis and data extract reports, along with a comparison of cumulative data to annual 
suggested targets. AIU also would like the monthly report format to remain consistent 
through the end of the program, unless AIU requests a change.  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 

The HEP Electric program is well run in some respects, as reflected in the number of HEP audits 
and CFL replacements that have been conducted. However, several areas need to be addressed in 
PY2:  

 Although HEP program suggested targets were met for some individual ISM measures, 
overall savings suggested targets were not met. The main reason for this was that no 
insulation incentives were processed, when the overall suggested target was 135.  

 A variety of issues contributed to low achieved savings: the poor economy, lack of post-
audit follow-up, low incentives, unclear explanation of incentives provided to customers 
at the end of the audit, and most participants’ general lack of understanding of energy-
efficiency issues. 

 The program needs more Program Allies and implementation staff. Currently, it has only 
three HEP Insulation Program Allies and three auditors. CSG plans to hire more auditors, 
which will help the program expand.  

 AIU and CSG need to continue to review how program data can be made more easily 
accessible to AIU’s program managers. 

 Default gross savings values for DHW measures (e.g., faucet aerators, low-flow 
showerheads, and hot water pipe insulation) seemed to be much higher than audit-based 
gross savings estimates and savings estimates used by other utilities. Minor differences 
occurred between default savings for other measures and the program’s audit-based gross 
savings, which can be attributed to use of a single “model” home to calculate the default 
savings, while audit-based savings used actual sampling of homes in AIU’s service 
territory. The assumptions contributing to DHW default gross savings values were not 
well documented.  

 AIU’s NTG values were consistent with values in California and elsewhere.  

Recommendations 

 Examine the possibility of increasing incentives or making them less restrictive. In 
this economic climate, program participants are most likely unwilling to invest in 
expensive shell or HVAC measures, regardless of how well the HEP program is 
promoted or implemented. Higher incentives or less restrictive incentive conditions (e.g., 
only 6% of homes with electric heat qualified for the ceiling insulation incentive, which 
requires an existing insulation no greater than R-11) should be examined. These 
considerations need to be made within the limitation of passing the Total Resource Cost 
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Test. Cadmus recognizes these incentive levels may be difficult to change. We will 
survey PY1 program participants to determine their reasons for not taking advantage of 
incentives. 

 Improve promoting shell and HVAC measures to program participants. A number 
of steps could be taken: 

o Improve the written report left behind (see Appendix). Technical language 
included in the report may be difficult for the average homeowner to understand. 
In addition, paybacks proposed by the report may discourage some homeowners 
(e.g., some HVAC measures show payback periods as long as 185 years). CSG 
needs to examine how payback is calculated, and explicitly include the incentive 
value in the report.  

o Follow up with audit participants. Program implementers are hesitant to be 
“pushy” with customers. Implementers need to consider follow up in the form of 
seeking satisfaction with the service and asking if further action was being 
considered.  

 Engage contractors, and recruit them to be HEP Insulation Program Allies. With 
only three HEP Insulation Program Allies at present, the HEP program needs to establish 
a network of BPI-certified contractors to install incented insulation measures. As the 
program matures and customers ask for work done only by HEP Insulation Program 
Allies, more insulation contractors should join the program to meet the increased 
demand. Cadmus endorses the following potential solutions program staff are 
considering:  

o Reaching out to insulation contractors. HEP implementers work through local 
college sustainability networks and labor management organizations to promote 
the Ally program. These organizations have received grants to supplement tuition 
for the next three BPI training sessions. 

o Addressing BPI training costs. AIU may want to consider defraying the cost of 
required BPI training or removing the BPI requirement entirely if its cost 
continues to be a barrier to program entry. HVAC Program Allies, who are not 
required to undergo BPI training, currently have 170 members, according to 
program implementers.  

o Promoting BPI certification training via the Internet. Online training could be 
offered at lower prices and at more convenient times to insulation contractors. 

 Further examine why suggested targets for DHW measure installations were not 
met. Cadmus will evaluate if there are simply not enough homes with electric water 
heaters to meet HEP Electric program goals for DHW measures.  

 Evaluate the need to bring in more HEP auditors. CSG plans to hire two new auditors 
in PY2 to reach the St. Louis and Southern Illinois territories. If program demand remains 
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high, CSG will need to hire additional auditors to reach the rest of AIU’s service 
territory.  

 Improve the accessibility and format of HEP program data reporting by:  

o Developing a system that provides Ameren with data in real-time via a Web-
based interface, or by allowing Ameren project managers to download the 
Microsoft Excel data extracts online. 

o Developing consistent reports that compare both cumulative and monthly data to 
annual suggested targets.  

 Replace default gross savings values for DHW measures (e.g., faucet aerators, low-
flow showerheads, and hot water pipe insulation) with average audit-based gross 
savings values. HEP audits track key, home-specific data (such as the existing number of 
showerheads and their flow rates) to develop gross savings for each measure.  We 
recommend AIU adopt the values shown in Table 2 as the new default gross savings 
numbers for DHW measures. These values would be used for all homes with electric 
water heat, regardless of the type of heating system (gas or electric).  

 If using the HEP audit data to determine default savings for domestic hot water 
measures proves to be a reliable, robust, and defendable methodology, use the HEP 
audit data as the basis for default savings for all other HEP measures.  
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Appendix: HEP Audit Report 

See attached sample of HEP Audit report left behind for program participants. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report presents results from the evaluation of the first program year of the Ameren 
Illinois Utilities (AIU) Act On Energy Business Incentive Programs. For Program Year (PY) 1, 
the portfolio of business programs included the prescriptive and custom programs and a 
pilot effort for a retro-commissioning program. 

Impact Evaluation 
AIU exceeded their planned Program Year 1 energy savings goal for the commercial and 
industrial portfolio, but fell short of the planned demand impacts.1  

Table 1.  C&I Portfolio Net Impacts 

2008 Planned Impactsa 2008 Ex Post Net Impacts
Program kW MWh kW MWh 

Ameren Illinois Utilities Contribution to C&I Portfolio 
C&I Prescriptive 8,355 35,276 1,565 13,677
C&I Custom 756 5,817 5,682 38,596
C&I Retro-Commissioning 12 513 117 1,022
Commercial New Construction - - - -
Street Light - 4,249 - -
Commercial Demand Credit 2,328 47 - -
Total 11,541 42,902 7,364 53,295

Note: The AIU portfolio of ex post impacts are at the 90 percent certainty level with a 5.8% relative precision 
(90±5.8%). There are no ex post impacts for the Commercial New Construction, Street Light, and Demand 
Credit Programs as they were inactive during Program Year 1. 
a From Energy Efficiency and Demand-Response Plan (Ameren Illinois Utilities), November 15, 2007, Table 
12. 

 

The AIB program tracking database was easy to use and was an invaluable tool during the 
impact assessment.  The ability to access so much specific information by project for each 
and every project was unprecedented for our team. We commend AIU and their implementer 
for their efforts in creating and maintaining this database. 

The Reference Manual (TRM), another key tool for the impact evaluation, has a number of 
issues that need to be addressed both immediately and over time to ensure the accurate 
calculation of energy savings estimates. The Evaluation Team identified areas of 
disagreement including over lighting, HVAC, and motor measure definitions, as well as 
lighting and HVAC assumptions and results.   

                                                 
1 AIU has kWh reductions to meet statutory requirements, but the statutory requirements for kW impacts are 
based on demand-response programs, not energy efficiency programs. The kW demand impacts shown in this 
document are from the energy efficiency programs only as there was no C&I demand response program in 
place in PY1.  
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Based on our assessment of impacts, we make the following recommendations: 

• Update the TRM: 

o thoroughly document units, baselines, and algorithms; 

o clarify demand values as peak coincident or non-coincident; 

o provide a peak coincident value for all measures;  

o closely review motors and HVAC data to improve as deemed possible. 

• Continue the practice of inputting multiple types of information into AIB. It has been a 
valuable resource during the impact evaluation. 

• Update AIB to more easily pull needed data for the Total Resource Cost test for PY2 
and PY3. 

Process Evaluation 
Overall, AIU’s quality assurance and verification procedures for the Act On Energy 
Prescriptive and Custom Incentive Programs are rigorous and ensure high quality projects 
and tracking data. In particular, the programs are strongest in the areas of post-inspection, 
verification of project documentation, and assessment of customer satisfaction. 

Customer satisfaction with the prescriptive and custom programs is high. The program and 
implementation staff handled the early oversubscription of the prescriptive program well, 
with minimal disruption to customers. Participants in both the prescriptive and the custom 
programs give virtually all program components high satisfaction scores, including the 
application process, responsiveness and technical ability of program staff, the measures 
offered, the incentive amount, and the program and AIU overall.  

Customers are also satisfied with the contractors they have worked with and would 
uniformly recommend them to others. However, program participants are not aware of the 
existence of the Program Ally Network, which could be more heavily promoted in future 
program years. 

Key recommendations based on the process evaluation are as follows:  

• Where possible, efforts should be made to create greater fluidity between program 
years. The ability to process applications for pre-approval during the crossover period 
would improve efficiency and keep potential participants engaged.  

• Given the lack of participant awareness of “Program Allies,” AIU should develop a 
strategy to raise awareness among their customers and demonstrate the value of 
this program component.  

• AIU should consider ways to draw upon the high levels of participant satisfaction with 
the program in future marketing and outreach efforts. 

• We recommend periodically reviewing the AIB database to ensure that all fields are 
complete and to correct database entries where information has been entered 
inconsistently or incorrectly. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

This report presents results from the evaluation of the first program year of the Ameren 
Illinois Utilities (AIU) Act On Energy Business Incentive Programs.2 For Program Year (PY) 1, 
the portfolio of business programs included the prescriptive and custom programs and a 
pilot effort for a retro-commissioning program. For PY2, AIU will fully implement the retro-
commissioning program.3 There were three programs included in the originally filed plan 
that are not part of this evaluation. The C&I new construction program is still under design 
and may be implemented in PY2 or PY3. The Commercial Demand Credit Programs is still 
under assessment by AIU for inclusion into the portfolio while the Street Lighting program is 
no longer planned to be implemented at any time. While not included in the originally filed 
plan, AIU is adding a commercial demand response thermostat program in PY2. 

The following sections cover the PY1 process and impact results from the C&I Prescriptive 
and Custom Programs. High-level findings related to the Retro-commissioning Program are 
included in Appendix A due to the fact that this program was a pilot during Program Year 1 
with a small amount of savings. Following the evaluation plan for impact evaluation, the ex 
ante4 impacts from the retro-commissioning program were not assessed within the impact 
evaluation. For this program ex post5 impacts equal ex ante impacts. 

To support the evaluation, qualitative research was conducted including a review of program 
materials and interviews with program administrators, implementation staff, AIU Key 
Account Executives, and an engineering desk review of projects. Quantitative research 
efforts included a survey of an attempted census of customers who participated in the 
Prescriptive Program and the Custom Program. 

2.1 Program Descriptions 
The Prescriptive and Custom Incentive Programs offered by AIU were designed to overcome 
barriers related to cost, awareness/information, transaction cost and resistance to the 
adoption of new more energy efficient technologies. The cost of energy efficiency 
improvements is addressed through the incentives offered by the program; awareness by 
the recruitment of program allies and the establishment of a formal program ally network; 
and transaction costs through the development of program materials, including applications, 
that are easy to understand and complete. Those involved in program design foresee the 
use of case studies and press releases as a mechanism to convince potential participants of 
the benefit associated with removing inefficient equipment even if it is still functional.    

                                                 
2 This set of programs was titled the Business Energy Efficiency Solutions Program in the plan filed on 
November 15, 2007. 
3 This effort is underway in the second program year, although is not part of this evaluation report. 
4 Ex ante impacts are the values as stated in the program tracking database. 
5 Ex post impacts are the values based on the evaluation findings. 
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2.1.1 C&I Prescriptive Incentive Program 
The C&I Prescriptive Incentive program offers AIU commercial and industrial customers fixed 
incentives for the installation of specific energy efficiency measures. The program covers 
lighting, HVAC, and refrigeration equipment as well as motors, and provides customers with 
the option of submitting an application for pre-approval before installation of the select 
equipment.6 Participants must also compile and present documentation of project 
completion through the final application process.  

The prescriptive program stopped accepting new applications in September 2008 due to the 
over-subscription of the program. As a result, measures previously incentivized under this 
program were completed under the custom program.7 These prescriptive measures were 
also subject to the same program stipulations as measures included in the custom program, 
including requirements for payback period and incremental cost. 

In March 2009, AIU implemented an on-line store for small businesses which offers certain 
prescriptive measures at discounted prices. While the PY1 evaluation did not include the on-
line store, this program component will be offered in 2010 and will be considered for 
inclusion in the PY2 evaluation effort. 

2.1.2 C&I Custom Incentive Program 
The C&I Custom Incentive program allows AIU commercial and industrial customers to 
complete energy efficiency projects that involve equipment not covered through the 
prescriptive program. The option to propose additional measures provides customers with 
the ability to tailor projects to their facility and equipment needs. Similar to the prescriptive 
program, custom incentives are available for lighting, HVAC, refrigeration, and motors. In 
addition, participants can also implement projects related to measures such as compressed 
air, geothermal, and industrial processes. However, incentive applications are evaluated 
using criteria such as payback period. All customers must get pre-approval for their energy 
efficiency projects and provide documentation and calculations of estimated energy savings 
when submitting their final application for payment.   

The custom program was modified in September 2008 when the prescriptive program 
became over-subscribed. At that point, customers interested in installing measures available 
through the prescriptive program were allowed to apply for those incentives through the 
custom program, although their applications were subject to the more rigorous custom 
project review process. The program tracking database (AIB) clearly documented this shift by 
denoting these measures as “standard revised” in the measure type variable field. 

2.2 Evaluation Questions 
The overall evaluation objectives are to: 

                                                 
6 Pre-approval is required in Program Year 2. 
7 The incentive structure in place for these prescriptive measures paid out under the custom program was 
such that the smallest incentive was paid. For example, if the prescriptive program paid out 4¢/kWh for a 
measure while the custom incentive was 5¢/kWh, the incentive was 4¢/kWh. 
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1. Consider and analyze demand-side management and energy efficiency measures 
and document the gross and net energy and demand savings associated with the Act 
On Energy Business portfolio;  

2. Provide verification and due diligence of project savings as reported by the program 
implementer; 

3. Suggest improvements to the design and implementation of existing and future 
programs through process evaluations; 

4. Support AIU in developing a best of class evaluation infrastructure for the Act On 
Energy Business portfolio.  

All assessment activities tie directly to one or more of these objectives. 
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3. EVALUATION METHODS 

3.1 Data Sources and Analytical Methods 
The assessment of the first program year of AIU C&I programs included both process and 
impact analyses. 

3.1.1 Process Analysis  
The process analysis used data from three data collection methods: depth interviews, 
structured quantitative telephone surveys, and review of secondary data. Depth interviews 
provided the evaluation team with a comprehensive understanding of the program. We 
performed depth interviews with one program manager, seven implementation contractors, 
and five key account executives. Additionally, we fielded two Computer Aided Telephone 
Interview (CATI) surveys, one to all prescriptive participants and those custom participants 
who received “prescriptive-like” incentives (i.e., those designated as standard revised); the 
other to custom participants. Secondary data received from the utility and depth interviews 
provided context for the report while the CATI surveys were analyzed using descriptive 
statistics.  

Task 2 – Review of Verification and Due Diligence Procedures 

We compared the program with best practices for energy efficiency programs using best 
practices guidelines.8 For the Act On Energy Prescriptive and Custom Incentive Programs, we 
explored the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by program 
and implementation staff. We compared these activities to industry best practices for similar 
business programs to determine: 

1. If any key quality assurance and verification activities that should take place are 
currently not implemented. 

2. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are biased (i.e., 
incorrect sampling that may inadvertently skew results, purposeful sampling that is 
not defendable, etc.). 

3. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are overly time-
consuming and might be simplified or dropped.  

This assessment primarily relied on depth interviews with program and implementation staff 
and documentation of current program processes as outlined in the Technical Reference 
Manual. Results are summarized in Section 4.1.1. The full review memo is provided in 
Appendix B. 

                                                 
8 See the Best Practices Self Benchmarking Tool developed for the Energy Efficiency Best Practices Project: 
http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp. 
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Task 3 – Database Review 

The tracking systems for the prescriptive and custom programs are managed by the 
implementation contractor. Under this task, we performed our own verification of the 
program tracking database and determined the level of input, outliers, missing values, and 
potentially missing variables. The purpose of the tracking system review is to ensure these 
systems gather the data required to support future evaluation and allow program managers 
to monitor key aspects of program performance at regular intervals.  

We conducted a review of the AIB Tracking database, exported on February 13, 2009. 
During this review, we looked at four main sections: 

 Program Ally Data 

 Participant Data 

 Project Data 

 Measure-Specific Data 

Within these sections, we looked for percent of missing values and outliers within the data. 
Recommendations were made to AIU in a memo provided in early May 2009. Results are 
summarized in Section 4.1.2. The full review memo is provided in Appendix C. 

Task 4 – Technical Reference Manual Review 

We conducted a technical review of each measure in the AIU Act On Energy Technical 
Reference Manual (TRM)9 to assess the reasonableness of underlying algorithms, 
technology assumptions, and calculated savings values. Our findings regarding individual 
assumptions and algorithms were categorized as follows:  

1. ACCEPTABLE AS IS: assumption or algorithm is reasonable and appropriate. 

2. REVISE OVER TIME: the assumption or algorithm is acceptable for the near term but 
should be analyzed over time through the evaluation process or changed based on 
program experience. 

3. ERROR OR DISAGREEMENT: We believe the assumption or algorithm contains an 
error, or we disagree on the value or approach and refer the matter for follow-up 
discussion. 

4. INSUFFICIENT DOCUMENTATION: A determination of the adequacy of the assumption 
or algorithm cannot be made because of insufficient documentation. 

The preferred data sources for assumptions are recent local primary research; evaluation, 
measurement, and verification (EM&V); and program experience. Since those sources were 
generally not available in Illinois when AIU assembled documentation and developed default 
savings values, we understand that some assumptions must be drawn from data sources 
that involve a compromise between age, rigor, or location.  

                                                 
9 Act On Energy Business Program-Program Year 1, June 2008 through May 2009, Technical Reference 
Manual (TRM), No. 2008-1, dated February 3, 2009. 
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The types of issues we considered in our review include: 

Measure definition – Provides a description of the efficient technology, the required 
technology performance specifications, and the applications where the technology is 
eligible. There must be consistency between the TRM and the participant application form 
(official program rules) to ensure the default savings occur.  Reviewed issues include: 

• Does the description define the measure without ambiguity to ensure that only those 
measures that will achieve the default savings will be accepted into the program? 

• Are the performance specifications complete to ensure the default savings will be 
achieved? 

• Are the performance specifications independently rated or certified? 

• Does the description define the eligible base case applications? 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis – Provides the algorithms used to calculate non-
coincident demand reduction, coincident demand reduction, and annual energy savings for 
each measure. Reviewed issues include: 

• Are the equations correct for the measure? 

• Do the algorithms provide reasonable estimates for the range of applications and 
operating conditions of participants in the program? 

• Are factors missing from the equation? 

Measure Savings Assumptions – Documents the wattages, efficiency ratings, and operating 
assumptions for baseline and efficient equipment to calculate non-coincident demand 
reduction, coincident demand reduction, and annual energy savings. Reviewed issues 
include: 

• Is the baseline equipment type and performance appropriate for the measure 
description? 

• Does the assumed baseline reflect federal standards? 

• Are the efficiency ratings and wattages appropriate for the range of full-load and part-
load operating conditions expected of participants? 

• Do the operating hour assumptions provide a reasonable representation for program 
participation? 

• Are the load factors, HVAC interaction factors, and coincident factors reasonable? 

• Are the assumptions documented? 

• Are the data sources appropriate for program delivery territory? 

Measure Savings Results – Presents the default values that are derived from the algorithms 
and assumptions.  Potential issues include: 

• Has the calculation been correctly performed to generate the default values (are 
there math errors)? 
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• Is the weighting or averaging of data to derive a single default value reasonable? 

• Do individual default values cover too broad of a range? 

• Are the units for the savings correct and clearly presented? 

Other Observations (where noted, not identified for all measures) 

• Priority areas for future research 

• Pending federal standards and state/local regulations that may affect the measure 

• Issues for evaluation or field verification 

Results are summarized in Section 4.1.3. The full review memo is provided in Appendix D. 

3.1.2 Impact Analysis 

Gross Impacts 
During our PY1 evaluation, we performed engineering review, engineering modeling, 
database and hardcopy verification, and CATI surveys. The evaluation plan included onsite 
surveys of up to nine sites. However, after reviewing the total population of measures, where 
the measures were installed, and our available budget, we found that little additional value 
would occur from these audits. We increased the number of desk reviews for the custom 
program to offset these audits.  

Engineering Review and Modeling. This activity consists of an engineer reviewing 
written documentation around impacts and assessing whether the inputs are reasonable 
and in line with standard practice. We performed an engineering review of the Technical 
Reference Manual (TRM) for measures that have been implemented in PY1 through the 
programs (see memo in Appendix D) as well as all information associated with 20 custom 
projects (out of 68 total projects). Engineering modeling occurs when calculations of energy 
and/or demand impacts occur within a spreadsheet. These were straightforward 
calculations using data collected through the CATI survey. We used this approach for the 
standard prescriptive and standard revised measures installed in PY1. For the estimated 
energy impacts, engineers used the information from the telephone surveys and the 
program tracking database (AIB) to verify installation values and adjust project specific 
information, if needed. This was a careful review that varied by each end use as noted next.  

Lighting Review: For the lighting end use (the majority of projects), the hours of operation 
were calculated using the telephone survey data as well as investigating each instance 
where the respondent indicated that the number of installations recorded in AIB (and 
verified over the phone) was not correct. There were two other flagged areas in which the 
engineers delved into the project specific information within AIB to determine if other 
adjustments were required. For example, if the respondent indicated that de-lamping 
occurred or the fixtures taken out appeared to have been efficient already, the multiple files 
and information within AIB were reviewed to determine if the appropriate base case and 
post case were used within the ex ante estimate of savings. After thoroughly probing close to 
30 percent of the surveyed population, only one adjustment actually occurred within the 
lighting end use (at one site fewer fixtures were installed than within AIB). At times the 
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information within AIB clearly indicated a misunderstanding of the question by the 
respondent (e.g., one respondent indicated that 25 new fixtures were put in after de-lamping 
of 25 fixtures when the invoices and other paperwork plainly indicated that it was simply a 
retrofit of 25 fixtures). In other instances, though, there was no evidence one way or the 
other about the veracity of the respondent’s statements. For example, a base case of 4 
lamps with a post case of 2 lamps per fixture was indicated by a respondent with AIB 
showing a base case of 2 lamps and the de-lamped post case of 2 lamps per fixture. This 
somewhat small incentive project had no pre-inspection, the invoice made no mention of the 
base case, and neither did the application. In those few cases, no changes were made as 
we believed that there was no fair adjustment and the current AIB information tended to be 
the conservative choice. Once adjustments were made and the telephone survey hours of 
operation were included, an ex post gross impact was calculated from the surveyed group. A 
gross realization rate was calculated and applied to the entire population of lighting projects. 
The algorithms applied in the ex post estimate of energy impacts are shown in Appendix E. 

The demand impact for this end use is a coincident peak value. This was calculated by 
applying a coincident diversity factor (CDF) by facility type. The CDF values are identical to 
those used by ComEd and appear to have originated in work performed within California. 

Motors Review: The engineering review for motors was different than lighting since there 
were only four projects paid out under PY1. We reviewed the calculations of each and 
adjusted all four in one way or another. In two cases, the ex ante demand was greatly 
reduced as the ex ante value had been multiplied by 12 to obtain an annual value; however, 
demand reduction is not multiplicative. For the other two cases, the ex ante value came 
from the TRM value within the tables based on the horsepower of the motor. However, as 
indicated in the write up of the TRM, the table values appeared to be from the 2005 DEER 
database and have errors. For the ex post assessment of impact, we calculated impacts 
using an engineering algorithm that reduced the savings from those shown in AIB. The 
algorithms are shown in Appendix E. 

The motors demand is considered coincident peak demand. Of the four motors installed in 
PY1, three are on full time with a CDF of 1.0. The third applied a CDF of 0.74 based on 
information from the survey regarding when the motor was in use. 

Refrigeration Review: Of the 30 refrigeration projects, all were either anti-sweat heater 
controls or electrically commutated motors (ECM) for reach in or walk in coolers. The 
engineering review consisted of reviewing projects and measures from the one decision 
maker reached in the survey. Although we only reached one person, this person was 
responsible for 74 of the 108 measures installed within the refrigeration end use. After 
using the information on the invoice to clarify that the value of 22 units provided in the 
survey was equal to the value of 300 in AIB (one is case doors, the other is lineal feet), no 
adjustments were made within the refrigeration end use. 

HVAC Review: Because the savings assumptions in the TRM appeared very suspect based 
on the Task 4 review, we took the eight projects in PY1 and performed a careful engineering 
estimate of savings using algorithms and the bin method. Each project was reviewed 
through a careful look at the submitted information and calculations for consistency, 
accuracy and correct engineering principles. The reviewed projects can be broken down into 
two categories: VFD projects, and non-VFD projects. 
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The ex-ante methods of calculating the VFD savings were considered to be appropriate. 
However, all of the reviewed VFD projects had a common error: the motor horsepower was 
used for calculating the savings instead of the brake horse power (shaft power) of the fan or 
pump. Standard design practices oversize motor HP to account for potential system 
changes, in addition, due to discrete motor sizes,  motors often need to be "sized up" to the 
next available size. For the ex post analysis, a 0.8 load factor correction was used. 
Additionally, it is important to consider drive and motor efficiencies. For the prescriptive VFD 
measure a motor efficiency was not used in the analysis, therefore, the motor efficiency 
provided in the project documentation was used in the ex post analysis. If no documentation 
was provided for the motor or drive, the motor efficiency or VFD efficiency used in the 
original analysis was also used in the ex post analysis.  

The remainder of the projects were AC replacement projects. The savings for these projects 
were verified using two different methods. The first was an ASHRAE simplified bin method 
analysis. The bin analysis takes into account the outdoor air temperature throughout the 
year, the occupied hours of the facility, details of the conditioned space, and the existing 
and proposed system energy efficiency. The baseline case for the air conditioning projects 
was assumed to be equivalent to the new construction baseline set by the 2004 ASHRAE 
90.1 standard. In addition to the bin analysis, the equivalent full load hours approach 
developed by ASHRAE was used. The 2007 ASHRAE Handbook lists the equivalent full load 
operating hours for air conditioning systems in St. Louis. These hours were assumed to be 
reasonable compared to those expected for the facilities under review. By taking the 
difference between the power required by the existing system to that required by the 
proposed system and multiplying it by the equivalent full load operating hours, the expected 
savings can be found. ASHRAE provides a range of hours for each type of facility. In the ex 
post analysis the average of this range was used. Just like the bin analysis, the baseline 
used for the equivalent full load hours method was the 2004 ASHRAE 90.1 standard. The 
results of the two analyses were then compared and used to evaluate the ex-ante savings.  

Custom Review: We performed a desk review of 20 projects because of the variety of 
measures that were truly custom projects. The goal was to compare the inputs provided in 
the application to the assumptions used in the analysis, verify consistency in savings 
estimates throughout the project file, and to provide insight into the validity of the ex-ante 
energy savings. This was accomplished through the review of the submitted information and 
calculations for consistency, accuracy and correct engineering principles. There were a wide 
range of projects that fell into one of several categories; lighting projects, compressed air 
systems, variable frequency drives (VFDs), refrigeration projects, and miscellaneous. There 
were several projects where the savings could not be verified and one where the savings 
were eliminated. These projects are individually discussed further in the miscellaneous 
section of this summary.  

The demand reduction within the custom review is non-coincident peak reduction. 

Custom Lighting The lighting projects involved the lighting systems for commercial buildings, 
as well as refrigeration case lighting retrofits. For retrofit projects, the proposed system was 
compared to the existing system in order to determine the ex post savings. New construction 
projects were compared to the ASHRAE 90.1 2004 standard lighting power densities for the 
appropriate building type. In both cases, if the details about the fixture and bulb type were 
available, the ex post savings were calculated using the wattages supplied by Advanced 
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Lighting Guidelines instead of the nominal wattages. The Advanced Lighting Guide takes into 
account the energy consumption of the ballast as well as the bulb. This difference in 
wattage can play a significant role in the savings results. Additionally, for lighting projects 
dealing with refrigeration systems, reducing the energy output of the lights also reduces the 
refrigeration load. This was taken into account by dividing the lighting energy savings by the 
coefficient of performance (COP) of the refrigeration system to obtain the refrigeration 
savings. The COP provided in the documentation was used for this purpose, and if no COP 
was provided it was assumed to be 1.6 for freezers and 2.3 for refrigeration cases. The total 
savings are then the sum of the lighting savings and the refrigeration savings.  The hours of 
operation for the lighting were compared to the hours of operation for the facility listed in the 
application.   

Compressed Air Systems The compressed air systems involved replacing air dryers, 
compressor control sequencing, installing zero-loss drains, and adding compressed air 
storage. The ex post savings compared the original system to the proposed system for all of 
the projects evaluated. The details of the original and proposed systems were taken from 
the documentation available. These systems were then compared based on the types of 
controls and required cubic feet per minute outputs of the systems. Installing dryers and 
zero-loss drains reduces the amount of purge loss the compressed air system has to 
account for. Reducing the air demand reduces the load on the compressors and allows them 
to consume less energy. The control methods and their load control data is taken from the 
Compressed Air Challenge handbook. Sequencing the compressors or adding storage 
changes how the compressors are controlled, which impacts their performance at part load.  

VFD The ex-ante methods of calculating the VFD savings were considered to be appropriate 
when the calculations were available. However, several of the reviewed VFD projects had a 
common error: the motor horsepower was used for calculating the savings instead of the 
brake horse power (shaft power) of the fan or pump. Standard design practices oversize 
motor HP to account for potential system changes. In addition, due to discrete motor sizes, 
motors often need to be "sized up" to the next available size. For the ex post analysis, a 0.8 
load factor correction was suggested whenever motor horsepower was used. Additionally, it 
is important to consider drive and motor efficiencies. For the prescriptive VFD measure a 
motor efficiency was not used in the analysis, therefore, the motor efficiency provided in the 
project documentation was used in the ex post analysis. If no documentation was provided 
for the motor or drive, the motor efficiency or VFD efficiency used in the original analysis was 
also used in the ex post analysis. For project A, no original calculation or motor information 
was available. It was assumed that the original savings were calculated using the full motor 
horsepower, and therefore, the original savings were reduced by 20% to account for the 
80% load factor on the motor. 

Refrigeration Systems Two of the projects dealt with installing anti-sweat heater controls in 
refrigeration and freezer cases. It was assumed that the anti-sweat heater control reduced 
the heater usage by 50%, which is typical for freezers but conservative for refrigeration 
cases. Additionally, it was assumed that 50% of the heater output must be removed by the 
refrigeration system. The COP of the refrigeration system was taken from the documentation 
or assumed to be 1.6 for freezers and 2.3 for refrigeration cases. 

Miscellaneous The remaining projects fell into the miscellaneous category. Many of them 
required custom calculations geared toward that specific project. Also included in this 
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section are the projects that could not be verified. Project B is a new construction project for 
a grocery store. The project included three measures; the first was a lighting retrofit that 
didn’t meet the ASHRAE 90.1 2004 standard lighting power densities maximum of 1.7 watts 
per square foot, and the second and third measures not verified were due to lack of 
documentation. For this project, the lighting savings were set to zero while the savings from 
the second and third measures appeared reasonable and the ex post estimate was set to 
equal the ex ante value. Project C is a liquid nitrogen plant pipe replacement that could not 
be verified because no specs on the replacement pipes were provided in the 
documentation. Project D is a VFD install at a store, which could not be verified because no 
documentation on the size of the VFD, or the equipment it was installed on, was provided. 
For projects C and D the available documentation was assessed for plausibility and found 
feasible. As such, for these two projects, the ex post estimate was set to equal the ex ante 
estimate of savings. Finally, project E was a lighting controls project for the customer where 
a controller was being installed to switch the lights off during the third shift, which had 
recently been cut. This was a difficult project for the ex post estimates as the calculations 
were correct, but the baseline was in question. There is already a procedure for manual 
control in place to turn the lights off on the weekends when no one is at the facility. As such, 
there was the potential that this procedure could have been put in place on a daily basis. 
There was no evidence that this was the plan and there was the possibility that the 
procedure was onerous on a daily basis. In light of these confounding areas, the ex post 
value was given full value. 

One item to keep in mind for these and other desk reviews is that the evaluation budget was 
relatively slim and the ability to track down and clarify areas of ambiguity that arose during 
the review was not present. This issue will be somewhat alleviated in PY2 and PY3 when the 
budgets are somewhat larger. 

Net Impacts 
The determination of net impacts used a net-to-gross-ratio (NTGR) based on self-reported 
information from the CATI surveys. NTGRs were calculated for both the prescriptive program 
and the custom program separately as the customer was required to meet the custom 
requirements for all projects, even those that were standard revised projects (that were very 
similar to projects in the prescriptive program). The differences in the incentive amount (the 
value was sometimes lower in the custom program) and the additional paperwork required 
for the custom projects pointed to the need for separate NTGRs by program. 

All standard and standard revised projects used the basic NTGR algorithm to calculate 
reductions due to free ridership.10 This algorithm is based on the self-report method used in 
California and is identical to that used by the ComEd C&I evaluators with the exact same 
questions. The algorithm is provided in Appendix E.  

A NTGR, weighted by the ex post kWh of the surveyed projects, was applied to the population 
gross impact to obtain a net impact of the program before any spillover was included. 

                                                 
10 The free ridership concept reduces the gross impacts by removing part of the impacts from the portfolio of 
customers who would have implemented the projects in the absence of the program. 
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Spillover was found in five prescriptive lighting customers. To calculate the additional 
impacts due to spillover, the average ex post kWh and kW from the program participants by 
measure group was calculated and applied by project. For example, if the customer installed 
fluorescent tube fixtures outside of the program, but was influenced by the program,11 the 
average ex post fluorescent tube per project value was applied as additional impacts for that 
customer. No spillover was found in prescriptive measures other than lighting or in the 
custom program. 

The lighting spillover was added as a single value to the net impacts12 and increased the 
original NTGR that had been based on free ridership alone by 0.02.  

3.2 Sample Design and Completed Surveys 
The CATI surveys attempted to reach every decision maker in the Prescriptive and Custom 
programs. See Table 2 for the population values and completed surveys.13  

Table 2.  Completed Survey Points 
AIB 

Population Sample Frame Population 

End-Use Projects Contacts Projects 

Completed 
Surveys* 

Prescriptive Program 
Lighting 49 27 49 15
HVAC 4 3 4 -
Refrigeration 30 2 30 1
Motors 2 2 2 1
Total 85 34 85 17
Custom Program 
Lighting 142 106 141 40
HVAC 3 3 3 1
Refrigeration 15 2 12 -
Motors 1 1 1 1
Custom 68 34 65 14
Total 229 146 222 56

Note: Project counts in the Sample Frame Population differ from those in the AIB population due to 
contacts with multiple projects. We assigned each unique contact into the Sample Frame Population 
for either the Prescriptive or the Custom Program, thus decreasing the possible number of projects in 
a few specific sample frames. 
*Each contact only completed the survey for one project. Therefore, the count of completed surveys by 
contact and by project is the same. 

Below we outline our PY1 sampling by program. 

                                                 
11 As indicated by giving a rating of seven or higher on a ten point scale when asked about the influence of the 
program on the installation. 
12 Spillover was 304,078 kWh and 44.8 kW. 
13 The data are as of the AIB exported file provided to the evaluation team on June 5, 2009. Projects included 
were those with a value of approved, pre-approved, or check cut. 
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3.2.1 C&I Prescriptive Incentive Program 
We attempted to survey all decision makers in the prescriptive program. As such, the 
questions regarding the NTGR are considered to have no sampling error and therefore, no 
confidence intervals are applied to the NTGR (i.e., no precision values).  

Sampling occurred within the lighting and refrigeration end uses, however, within those 
decision makers with more than one project; it was considered too high a respondent 
burden to attempt to ask questions about more than one project. Of the 133 unique 
contacts within our lighting survey (which included customers from both prescriptive and 
custom programs), 21 had more than one project. For those customers with more than one 
project, we randomly assigned one of the multiple projects for which to collect data through 
the survey. This sampling created a minimal bias at 1.04 (i.e., bias=sampled mean kWh / 
population mean kWh), indicating that our sample contained slightly more of the larger 
energy saving projects from the population.  

The sample design provides statistically valid impact results at the 90% confidence level +/- 
18.8% error for the prescriptive program overall on a kWh basis. The confidence interval 
(error) is larger than desired due to the large variation in energy savings within the lighting 
program among those sampled, but was the best possible taking into consideration 
customer burden and the difficulties associated with gathering information regarding 
multiple projects from one decision maker via the telephone. 

3.2.2 C&I Custom Incentive Program 
This program has two groups – those projects that are custom projects and those that are 
standard revised projects (i.e., prescriptive-like projects incented under the custom program 
after the prescriptive program became oversubscribed; see also Section 4.2). Energy and 
demand impacts associated with the custom program were determined based on a detailed 
engineering desk review of completed projects.  

The projected level of program activity was such that the planned evaluation approach 
included a desk review assessment of a census of customer projects within the available 
evaluation budget. The evaluation approach was modified when the total number of custom 
projects in Program Year 1 exceeded the number that could be assessed within the current 
budget. As a result, we assessed a sample of custom projects.  Based on the available 
budget, we assessed a total of 20 custom projects (out of 68 possible projects). 

Similar to the prescriptive program, we attempted to complete a telephone survey with all 
decision makers in the custom program. The survey was used to verify the installation of the 
program measure, gather data to support the estimation of the NTGR and collect other 
information useful for the process evaluation. As we attempted to gather data from a census 
of program participants installing custom measures, the questions regarding the NTGR have 
no sampling error; therefore, no confidence intervals are applied to the NTGR (i.e., no 
precision values).  

The prescriptive-like projects (i.e., those under the lighting, HVAC, refrigeration, or motors 
end use) were surveyed using the same survey as the prescriptive customers and were 
analyzed as indicated in the section above.  
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The sample of 20 projects selected for engineering desk review was chosen using a 
stratified random sample design. The largest 12 projects were in one stratum and sampled 
with certainty (i.e., all were reviewed). The next stratum contained the remainder of the 
population with 8 projects chosen randomly for review.  

The sample design provides statistically valid impact results at the 90% confidence level +/- 
3.3% for the custom program overall. The confidence interval (error) is smaller than the 
prescriptive program due to the relatively larger number of completed surveys included and 
a lower variation in kWh. Additionally, the stratified random sample design for the custom 
projects helped to reduce variation for those projects. 
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4. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

4.1 Task Specific Results  

4.1.1 Establish Verification & Due Diligence 
Procedures for Implementer (Task 2) 

Overall, AIU’s quality assurance and verification procedures for the Act On Energy 
Prescriptive and Custom Incentive Programs are rigorous and ensure high quality projects 
and tracking data. In particular, the programs are strongest in the areas of post-inspection, 
verification of project documentation, and assessment of customer satisfaction. Suggested 
improvements focus on refining sampling practices as shown in Table 3 under pre and post 
inspections and formalizing the program ally network.   

Table 3 summarizes the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by 
the Prescriptive and Custom Incentive Programs. It also presents recommended changes to 
current procedures, as well as suggestions regarding additional activities that AIU could 
implement to enhance current quality assurance and verification.  

Table 3. Summary of Quality Assurance Activities in Place and Recommendations 
QA Activities in Place Recommended Change 
• Eligibility checks • None 
• Engineering review • None 
• Pre and post inspections • Develop pre-inspection guidelines 

• Inspect the first project from a new contractor 
• Customer satisfaction survey • None 

 Additional recommended activities: 
• Screen contractors/program allies 

 

Full results are provided in Appendix B.  

4.1.2 Review Implementer’s Tracking Systems 
and Program Theories (Task 3) 

At the time of the review, the database seemed to be well populated and contain the 
information that we need for our evaluation. As we used the information within the database 
for our impact assessment, we found that the additional information provided within AIB 
(that was not part of our initial review) to be present and helpful most of the time. There 
were only a few instances when a file was not present that may have helped in a decision 
made within the impact analysis (e.g., an Excel file with the calculations was not present or 
did not have complete information). The AIB program tracking database was easy to use and 
was an invaluable tool during the impact assessment as the ability to access so much 
specific information by project for each and every project was unprecedented for our team. 
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We commend AIU and their implementer for their efforts in creating and maintaining this 
database. 

There are no program logic models for the programs under assessment in PY1. While we 
believe that discussion and development of a sound program theory and logic model can 
benefit the program, given the limited evaluation resources available this activity was not 
included in the PY1 evaluation plan. We explored elements of the underlying program theory 
during depth interviews with program staff and implementers. Information gleaned from 
these discussions informed the overall process evaluation effort. 

Full results are provided in Appendix C.   

4.1.3 Technical Reference Manual Review Results 
(Task 4) 

Within the review of the technical reference manual (TRM), a number of cross-cutting issues 
were identified for each end use. This section provides a high-level summary of these issues. 
Detailed findings are presented in Appendix D. 

As explained in more detail below, the definitions, assumptions, and algorithms for multiple 
measures as documented in the TRM require revision. However, given the evaluation 
objectives required by statute, the evaluation budget did not permit an evaluation approach 
which includes the research required to revise these assumptions. In finalizing the 
evaluation plans for PY2 the Opinion Dynamics team will work with AUI to establish a 
hierarchy of evaluation objectives, including the development of updated TRM values. We 
will work to balance these priorities within the available budget. Additionally, in PY2, we will 
review other evaluations currently underway in Illinois to see if additional data is available. 

Lighting 

• AIU should identify savings units in the TRM (e.g., per lamp, per fixture, per watt 
reduced, etc.) when presenting tables of results.  AIU also needs to note whether kW 
savings is coincident or noncoincident. 

• AIU should remove redundant terms, such as DI and WHF, as well as EI and WHFe 
from default lighting calculations. 

• When offering a single default value to represent multiple baseline and measure 
options, AIU should provide documentation of the base wattage and replacement 
wattage, as well as the weighting approach used to generate a single value.   

• There are a number of potential issues related to the mapping of 2005 DEER market 
sectors to the AIU TRM and Prescriptive application including the use of simple 
averaging when combining multiple DEER market sectors into one facility type. 

• The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm that Appendix 
D (Appendix D in the TRM) hours are used consistently in all measures. 

• It is not clear how AIU is using the information in Appendix D from the TRM.  
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• It is not clear how AIU is handling coincidence factors when reporting savings in the 
TRM. The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm which 
coincidence factors are used and whether they are used consistently in all measures. 

• The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm that HVAC 
interactive factors are used consistently in all measures. We recommend a set of 
HVAC interaction factors that are specific to Illinois be developed.  

HVAC Systems 

• For each measure type, AIU should only list algorithms actually used by the measure. 

• If AIU is claiming heating season savings, we would need to see documentation of 
base case efficiency, heat pump efficiency, and heating season full load operating 
hours. 

• AIU’s three sets of algorithms are set up to provide absolute impacts, rather than per 
unit impacts.  Cooling equipment performance values are usually set for a size range.  

• AIU should include both a coincidence and redundancy factor in HVAC algorithms. 

• AIU should use the 2006 IECC code as its baseline and can modify efficiency levels 
over time based on the evaluation process. 

• Building operating hours should not be used for cooling full load hours.  

• AIU should be very diligent to label units in all default savings values presented, and 
distinguish between coincident and noncoincident kW demand savings. 

• The application of DEER weather sensitive HVAC data to Illinois is problematic, but 
acceptable until other values can be determined. 

Motors 

• The review did not identify any cross-cutting issues for motors. 

Refrigeration 

• With the exception of Ice Makers, the AIU default savings values for Refrigeration 
measures are acceptable for the near term but should be updated over time through 
the evaluation process, market research, or program experience. 

• When using default values from secondary sources, AIU should document the source 
and any adjustments or averaging of data to create the default savings values. 

• The application of DEER weather sensitive data to Illinois is problematic, but 
acceptable until other values can be determined. 

• The measure descriptions are not complete and need to include all relevant details 
on the efficiency measure, the baseline, and application notes that are associated 
with the savings values. 
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• AIU has pasted an algorithm for anti-sweat heater controls into every refrigeration 
measure.  This needs to be revised so that staff and evaluators referring to the TRM 
do not get confused.   

• It is critical that AIU identify the units for the savings in the TRM (e.g., per motor, per 
square foot, per machine, etc.) when presenting tables of results.  AIU should also 
note whether kW savings is coincident or noncoincident. 

4.2 Process Results 
The prescriptive and custom programs are handled by the same program manager within 
AIU and have the same implementer. In addition, the two programs share most design and 
process elements. As a result, it was logical to present the information across both programs 
rather than in separate sections. 

4.2.1 Program Challenges 
The oversubscription of the prescriptive incentive program in September 2008, presented a 
significant challenge to the Act On Energy Business Incentive Programs and was handled 
well by the program staff. Due to the oversubscription, customers could go through the 
custom program to apply for incentives towards standard measures, although the 
applications were evaluated based on the custom project criteria (i.e., payback period, 
incremental cost, operating hours). Despite the procedural impact of this change, few 
participants knew about it. In fact, 64% of participants were unaware that the prescriptive 
program was oversubscribed in the first program year. 

Among those who knew of the program change, 45% heard about it from their Key Account 
Executive. Further, 71% of those that knew about the oversubscription did not feel it 
impacted their participation in the program, suggesting the program staff did a good job of 
making customers aware that the program would continue to offer program benefits through 
the custom program. In a small number of cases where participation was impacted (less 
than 10 percent of all participants), the result was that some customers participated in the 
custom program instead, some slowed the purchase of their equipment, and others were 
forced to re-budget their project.  

4.2.2 Program Participation 

Customers 
The customers participating in both the prescriptive and custom incentive programs come 
mainly from the manufacturing and industrial (38%), retail and service (15%), and 
warehousing and distribution (12%) sectors. The majority own and occupy the facility in 
which they implemented the program measures (85%) and all are responsible for paying the 
electric bill. 
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There is a relatively even distribution of small (33%), medium (37%), and large (29%) 
companies that participate in the Act On Energy Business Program.14 However, participants 
in the custom program are more likely to be large (46%) than participants in the prescriptive 
program (13%). In addition, more than half of the facilities receiving an incentive for energy 
efficiency measures (69%) are one of multiple locations operated by the participating 
customer. Participating facilities range in age, as well as in terms of the number of staff 
members they employ.     

Program Allies 
As of May 2009, the Act On Energy Business Program had 184 registered Program Allies. 
The program currently offers a search function on the program website so that customers 
can locate a service provider for their project based on that contractor’s specialties, areas 
served, and type of customer served. Plans are also underway to enhance this search 
feature making it easier for customers to find the information they need. 

Of the 184 Program Allies that registered with the Program in Program Year 1, 42% 
participated in an incentivized project that was completed. On-going research activities 
(within PY2) in this area include in-depth interviews with registered Program Allies as well as 
contractors that have completed projects through the program, but are not registered as 
Program Allies. During these interviews, we will explore a number of issues, including 
program satisfaction and awareness, and why contractors have not participated in the 
program. 

4.2.3 Program Awareness 

Program Outreach 
The program outreach was effective in increasing awareness of the program as shown by 
the responses from the customers. Both the medium used to educate costumers and the 
content of program messaging was well received. In particular, direct customer 
communication and interaction with AIU Key Account Executives and both affiliated and 
unaffiliated contractors was a valuable strategy in disseminating program information.  

Customer Outreach 

Marketing of the Act On Energy Business Incentive Programs was limited in Program Year 1 
and did not include any mass marketing efforts.15 Nevertheless, AIU employed a number of 
outreach strategies during the first Program Year. At the outset, most customers first 
learned about the program from a contractor (21%), a Key Account Executive (KAE) (12%), 
the AIU website (10%), or a bill insert (10%). However, it is not surprising that not all 
approaches are equally effective for all parts of the customer base. In particular, for custom 
participants, KAEs play an important role in providing information about the program though 
even for this group contractors remain the most important source of information. 

                                                 
14 Company size is based on company’s perception of themselves relative to other companies. 
15 However, mass marketing of the residential program may have been seen by C&I customers and may have 
had an impact on their general awareness of Act On Energy.  
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Table 4. How Participants First Hear about the Program 

Information Source Prescriptive
(n=17) 

Custom 
(n=56 ) 

Contractor/program ally 24% 20% 
AIU website 12% 9% 
AIU Key Account Executive 6% 14% 
Bill insert 6% 11% 
Workshop 6% 5% 
Distributor 6% 4% 
Friend/colleague/word of mouth - 11% 

 

Recall and Usefulness of Messages 

In terms of sustained marketing of the program, more than half of prescriptive (62%) and 
custom (66%) participants recall seeing or receiving marketing materials. Participants in 
both programs generally remember the same types of materials, with the largest percentage 
citing email (42%), brochures (29%), bill inserts (20%), and television advertising (13%).   

Overall, participants in both programs find the Act On Energy Business Program marketing 
materials useful. Eighty-eight percent of prescriptive participants and 92% of custom 
participants consider the materials “very useful” or “somewhat useful.”  

Figure 1. Usefulness of Marketing Materials 
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Participant preferences for receiving information somewhat mirror how they currently report 
receiving information. Across both programs, participants would most like to receive 
program information via email (41%) followed by flyers or mailings (26%), bill inserts (15%), 
key account executives (12%), program allies or contractors (10%), and webinars, 
roundtables or other events (8%).  
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Program Allies and Contractors 

The Act on Energy Business Program used a more tailored approach to reach out to 
contractors during the first year of the program. The main activity for educating this group 
about this program was a series of rollout events. After presenting information to program 
allies in this manner, the Act on Energy Business Program Call Center was used to conduct 
continuous outreach through follow-up calls and emails to non-registered contractors.  

According to program staff, when marketing the Program Ally network, the main benefits 
touted are contractor access to advance information related to program changes, free 
advertising through the Service Provider Search, the ability to lower their bid as a result of 
the incentive, and the opportunity for them to partner with AIU. 

4.2.4 Program Processes 

Participation Process and Requirements 
The program processes were effective in smoothly providing incentives to customers. The 
program process was stated to be clear, questions were answered within a few business 
days, and customers were satisfied with the program. This is commendable for a first year 
program. 

Project Specification and Identification of Incentive 

In both the prescriptive and custom programs, the participant (34%) or a contractor (34%) is 
the most influential in specifying the details of the project they completed through the Act 
On Energy Business Program. Distributors also take on this key role in a number of cases 
(17%). The same actors also typically identify the opportunity for the program incentive. 
Most often the participant identifies the incentive in both the prescriptive (35%) and custom 
(43%) programs followed by a contractor (18% prescriptive and 19% custom) and 
distributors (18% prescriptive and 12% custom).  

Initial Application 

Almost all participants submitted an initial application for pre-approval regardless of the 
program in which they participated. In addition, a majority of participants in both the 
prescriptive (77%) and custom (78%) programs filled out the initial application for pre-
approval themselves. Participants responded favorably to the application materials 
developed by AIU. All prescriptive program participants (100%) and 91% of custom 
participants that filled out the paperwork themselves reported that the form clearly 
explained the program requirements, as well as how to participate. 

In situations where the participating customer opts not to complete the paperwork 
themselves, contractors (67%) most frequently fill that role. Other actors involved in this 
process vary by program. For example, only custom participants noted the involvement of 
program allies (18%) and consultants (9%) while a quarter of prescriptive participants said 
an engineer filled out the initial application.   

Final Paperwork 
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While in the majority of cases, participants in the Act On Energy Business Program also 
complete their own final paperwork (71%), prescriptive participants are slightly less likely to 
do so (59%) than custom participants (75%). When assistance is sought in completing this 
documentation, contractors are again the favored actor (42%), although there is variation by 
program. Prescriptive participants more frequently use consultants (17%) and engineers 
(17%) than custom participants (8% and none, respectively). Individual custom participants 
also report having a program ally, manufacturer, distributor, or someone else at their 
company complete this paperwork. 

Overall Application Process 

In general, participants in both programs find the application process easy to understand 
and complete.  

Table 5. Participant Mean Ratings on the Ease of Program Processes 
How would you rate the… Prescriptive Custom 

Initial application process 8.2 
(n=13) 

7.4 
(n=43) 

Process for submitting final paperwork 8.6 
(n=10) 

8.3 
(n=42) 

Note: Mean ratings are based on a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is “very 
difficult” and 10 is “very easy.” 

Program Responsiveness 

Participants are utilizing the Act On Energy Business Call Center and technical review staff at 
moderate levels and generally report that technical review staff respond promptly to their 
inquires. As illustrated in Table 6, participants in the custom program are more likely to 
contact their reviewer with specific questions (50%) than participants in the prescriptive 
program (29%). However, both have taken advantage of the Call Center to a similar degree. 

Table 6. Participant Utilization of Support Services 

Action Taken Prescriptive
(n=17) 

Custom 
(n=56) 

Placed a call to the Call Center 41% 46% 
Asked questions of the technical reviewer 29% 50% 
Response time to questions  
by Technical Review Staff 

Prescriptive 
(n=5) 

Custom 
(n=28) 

Within the same business day 20% 68% 
1-2 business days 40% 21% 
3-5 business days - 4% 
1-2 weeks 40% - 
Don’t know - 7% 

Overall, participants in both programs receive answers to their questions either the same 
day or within 1-2 days. However, some prescriptive participants (40%) experienced much 
longer wait times, which may reflect the fact that the program was operational only at the 
beginning of the program year when program staff had less experience and the processes 
were new. 
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Customer Satisfaction 

Program Administration  

Satisfaction with the program and its components is extremely high. Positive perception of 
program staff, the program offerings, and the overall program is shared almost equally by 
participants in both the prescriptive and custom programs as indicated in Table 7 below.  

Table 7. Participant Mean Satisfaction Ratings for Various Program Elements 
How would you rate your satisfaction with…? Prescriptive Custom 

The call center’s ability to answer your questions 8.3 
(n=7) 

9.0 
(n=26) 

The program’s technical review staff  8.6 
(n=17) 

8.8 
(n=56) 

The measures offered  8.3 
(n=17) 

8.4 
(n=42) 

The incentive amount  8.0 
(n=17) 

8.5 
(n=56) 

Act On Energy Business Program overall  8.8 
(n=17) 

8.7 
(n=56) 

AIU  8.1 
(n=17) 

8.4 
(n=56) 

Note: Scale is from 0 to 10 where 0 is “very dissatisfied” and 10 is “very satisfied.” 

One point of divergence across these rating is in the satisfaction of various business sectors 
with the measures offered. In particular, those in the retail and service sector are more likely 
to give a high satisfaction rating (i.e., a score of 7 or higher on a scale from 0 to 10) with the 
measures offered through the program (100%) than participants in manufacturing (82%) or 
warehouse and distribution (67%).  

Only 5% of participants (four respondents: one in the prescriptive program and three in the 
custom program) experienced any problems during their participation. These issues appear 
to be isolated instances of unreturned phone calls or delays in processing. 

Likely as a result of high levels of participant satisfaction, there is significant potential for 
repeat participation in the program. Sixty-six percent of participants plan to participate 
again, and another 26% say they may participate. Those who already completed multiple 
projects (81%) are more likely to say they will participate again compared to those who did 
one project (61%). 

Program Benefits 

Overwhelmingly, the main benefit cited is energy savings followed by the incentive. As a 
result, messaging that stresses the monetary and energy savings achieved through the 
Program has the potential to resonate with potential participants. 
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Figure 2. Main Benefits to Participating in the Program  
(Multiple Response) 
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Program Ally and Contractor Performance and Recognition 

Almost three quarters of participants (73%) used a contractor for their project, and all of 
those participants would recommend them to other companies. This stands to benefit the 
program in its efforts to recruit additional contractors to the program ally network from its 
existing pool of non-registered, but participating firms. 

However, most participants are not familiar with the term “program ally” (76%), and there 
are slight differences in familiarity levels across programs. For example, those in the 
prescriptive program are more likely to be unfamiliar with the term (88%) than those in the 
Custom program (72%). Limited participant knowledge of the Act On Energy Business 
Program Ally is also reflected by the fact that 32% of participants that used a contractor for 
their project do not know if that contractor is affiliated with the Act On Energy program.  

Participant attitudes about contractor affiliation with the program are mixed. While about a 
quarter of participants (23%) think it is very important for their contractor to be affiliated 
with Act On Energy, 23% think it is not at all important (mean=5.0 on a scale from 0 to 10).  
This may signal a lack of customer awareness about the benefits of using an affiliated 
program ally and an opportunity to market the Program Ally Network to potential 
participants. 

Potential Barriers to Participation 
A substantial percentage of participants in both the prescriptive (76%) and custom (68%) 
programs do not see any drawbacks to participating in the program. Those who did identify 
drawbacks cited the paperwork burden (12% of prescriptive program participants and 7% of 
custom program participants) and the amount of effort required relative to the incentive 
amount (6% and 7%, respectively). Only custom participants mentioned the cost of the 
equipment installed (7%).  
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When customer were asked why others are not participating, a lack of program awareness 
(55%) and financial reasons or a lack of resources (27%) were cited as the greatest reasons 
why similar companies probably do not participate in the program. 

Utility and Implementer Interaction 
Interviews with program staff at AIU, SAIC and GDS Associates reveal satisfaction with the 
working relationship between the utility and its implementation partners. Similarly, 
interviews with Key Account Executives (KAE) indicate general contentment with the level of 
communication from others at AIU, as well as SAIC. All but one of the KAEs with whom the 
Evaluation Team spoke felt they had sufficient information about the program to promote it 
to their customers, as well as direct them to additional web-based resources and SAIC staff.  

More generally, the group of KAEs interviewed report working collaboratively with program 
staff from SAIC whether by setting up joint customer meetings to introduce the program or 
directing technical questions to staff members on their customer’s behalf. The interviewed 
KAEs also recall the presence of both AIU and SAIC program staff at quarterly KAE meetings 
and other sessions where they took an active role in explaining the program.    

Customer Indicated Areas for Improvement 
The most commonly mentioned recommendations for improving the program are offering 
higher incentives (31%), publicizing the program more widely (19%), and offering more 
measures (14%). These suggestions were equally supported by participants in the 
prescriptive and custom programs.  

4.3 Impact Results 
While the program may be having impacts in areas such as trade ally knowledge or 
availability of energy efficient equipment, our results focus only on the energy and demand 
impacts associated with program activities. Gross impacts are defined as the change in 
energy (or demand) consumption that results directly from program-related actions taken by 
program participants, regardless of why those actions were taken. Net impacts are defined 
as the impacts that can be fully attributed to the program. Net impacts may be lower than 
total program gross impacts due to energy savings that would have occurred in the absence 
of the program (free riders). Conversely, the net impacts may be higher than total program 
gross impacts due to energy impacts that occurred because of the program, but were not 
incented by the program (spillover). The evaluation team included both free rider and 
spillover adjustments to create the net impacts. 

4.3.1 C&I Prescriptive Program 
Our impact analysis activities yielded ex post gross kWh impact estimates that exceed the ex 
ante estimates, while evaluated gross kW impacts are lower than the projected ex ante 
values. (Table 8)  
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Table 8.  Gross Impacts – Prescriptive Program 

kW kWh kW kWh
HVAC 4 11            109,397         4                  111,771           
Lighting 49 2,664       16,224,906   2,422         19,570,043     
Motors 2 4               24,929            1                  4,409               
Refrigeration 30 157          2,346,633      157             2,346,633       
Total 85 2,837    18,705,865 2,584      22,032,856  

0.91            1.18                  Gross Realization Rate

Ex Ante Ex PostN 
Projects

Gross Impacts

End Use

 
Note: Realization Rate = Ex Post Value / Ex Ante Value 

 The ex post HVAC demand impacts were lower due to the addition of a motor loss factor 
in the ex post savings algorithm. 

 For the ex post HVAC energy impacts, one project had more ex post savings than 
expected, which brought the end use close to the ex ante value. This was despite having 
one project disallowed due to too low a SEER value for the installation, and the other two 
projects coming in under their respective ex ante values. 

 The ex post lighting demand values are lower due to the application of the coincident 
demand factors by building type in the ex post analysis. 

 The ex post lighting measures tended to have higher hours of operation found through 
the survey than used in the ex ante calculations (Figure 3), driving up the ex post kWh 
values.  

 The estimated energy impact for one motor was reduced due to fewer operating hours 
indicated by the customer than within the ex ante estimate (1,456 hours of operation 
versus 7,488). The demand impacts are lower due to the ex post calculation using the 
Technical Reference Manual (TRM) input assumptions versus the 2005 DEER 
calculation used in the ex ante estimate.16 This decrease in kW impact carried through to 
the energy impacts as well. 

 Refrigeration had no ex post adjustments as the installed number from AIB and our 
survey had no differences and the ex ante per unit value was not assessed (as per the 
evaluation plan).17 

 

                                                 
16 See the discussion within the TRM memo regarding motors for why the DEER values are considered high. 
17 While the plan did not call for per-unit assessment of motors or HVAC measures either, the TRM review 
indicated difficulties in both these end uses and the evaluation team chose to review these two other end uses 
more closely. 
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Figure 3.  Prescriptive Lighting Hours of Operation (by measure) 
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Table 10 below presents the estimated NTGR by measure, and program level net energy and 
demand impacts attributable to the prescriptive program.   

Table 9.  Net Impacts – Prescriptive Program 

kW kWh kW kWh
HVAC 4 11               109,397             3                89,417             
Lighting 49 2,664          16,224,906       1,413        11,356,171     
Motors 2 4                  24,929               0.4            1,910                
Refrigeration 30 157             2,346,633         149           2,229,301       
Total 85 2,837       18,705,865    1,565     13,676,800  

0.55          0.73                  

0.95                                     

1                                                
1                                                

Ex Ante

1                                                
1                                                

Ex Post
0.80                                     
0.58                                     
0.43                                     

NTGR

Net Impacts

End Use N Projects
Ex Ante Ex Post

End Use
HVAC
Lighting
Motors
Refrigeration

Net Realization Rate  
Note: Realization Rate = Ex Post Value / Ex Ante Value 

The evaluation revealed relatively higher free ridership among customers installing lighting 
and motors. Because the lighting end use is responsible for approximately 85% of the 
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overall impacts for the program, the 0.58 NTGR18 for this end use substantially affects the 
overall net impacts. The reason for this is shown in Figure 4. As the NTGR is weighted by the 
ex post kWh values, one very large site drives the NTGR for the entire program (i.e., the data 
point in the top left corner of the figure). The information from this site was closely reviewed 
to assure that our analysis was appropriately capturing the degree to which savings 
associated with the incented lighting measures can be attributed to the program. 

Figure 4.  Prescriptive Lighting Projects NTGR 
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4.3.2 C&I Custom Program 
Our impact analysis yielded ex post estimates that were very similar to ex ante estimates for 
gross kWh and kW impacts. However, there was variation by end use. (Table 10)  

Table 10.  Gross Impacts – Custom Program 

kW kWh kW kWh
HVAC 3 75            444,734         27               186,423           
Lighting 142 4,821       32,526,914   4,971         33,537,981     
Motors 1 130          94,658            11               94,658             
Refrigeration 15 23            217,961         23               217,961           
Custom  68 2,448       18,402,462   2,496         17,073,542     
Total 229 7,496    51,686,729 7,528      51,110,565  

1.00            0.99                  

Gross Impacts

End Use
N 

Projects
Ex Ante Ex Post

Gross Realization Rate  

                                                 
18 0.58 NTGR includes spillover. 
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Note: Realization Rate = Ex Post Value / Ex Ante Value 

 The ex post estimates for the HVAC end use were substantially lower due several factors: 

• One site was disallowed as not meeting the program standards (i.e., the efficiency 
was not as required for the size of the unit) 

• Two sites had not included a load factor in the fan calculation. This was added, 
reducing the estimated savings. 

• The packaged roof top unit for one site was adjusted downward based on 
engineering analysis. The ex ante site included cooling in the winter months, 
which was not included in the ex post analysis. 

 Lighting was higher ex post than ex ante for the same reasons as the prescriptive 
program (i.e., higher hours of operation). 

 There was no energy ex post adjustment required for refrigeration or motors. However, 
the one motor site had multiplied the demand reduction by 12 (for each month of the 
year). Demand reduction is not multiplicative and the ex ante estimate was reduced. 

Table 12 below presents the estimated NTGR by measure, and program level net energy and 
demand impacts attributable to the custom program. There was no spillover found in 
custom program customers.  

Table 11.  Net Impacts – Custom Program 

kW kWh kW kWh
HVAC 3 75            444,734         17               115,582           
Lighting 142 4,821       32,526,914   3,714         25,059,052     
Motors 1 130          94,658            11               93,306             
Refrigeration 15 23            217,961         22               207,063           
Custom 68 2,448       18,402,462   1,918         13,120,675     
Total 229 7,496    51,686,729 5,682      38,595,678  

0.76            0.75                  

HVAC
Lighting
Motors

End Use

Refrigeration
Custom

NTGR
Ex Ante Ex Post

1                                          0.62                                        
1                                          0.75                                        
1                                          0.99                                        
1                                          0.95                                        

Net Realization Rate

1                                          0.77                                        
Net Impacts

End Use
N 

Projects
Ex Ante Ex Post

 
Note: Realization Rate = Ex Post Value / Ex Ante Value 

Similar to the prescriptive program, the lighting NTGR drove the net impacts. Figure 5 shows 
the variation in the NTGR for the lighting measures. 
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Figure 5.  Custom Lighting Projects NTGR 
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The ex post net impacts will be used in the determination of the PY1 portfolio Total Resource 
Cost test (TRC). The TRC value will be included by AIU in their November report. Cadmus is 
providing the analysis of TRC values for both the residential and C&I programs. Our 
evaluation team is working closely with them to provide the needed values for the 
calculations. As such, we are using the ex ante incremental cost data as well as the ex ante 
effective useful life data found in the program tracking database.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 
The C&I portfolio of programs in place for PY1 have been well received by customers. 
Satisfaction with specific program measures, processes, and the Act On Energy Business 
Program overall is high. For those programs included in the portfolio, there has also been 
good implementation fidelity (i.e., the programs are being implemented as originally 
planned).  

Furthermore, AIU’s quality assurance and verification procedures are rigorous and ensure 
high quality projects and tracking data. In particular, the programs are strongest in the areas 
of post-inspection, verification of project documentation, and assessment of customer 
satisfaction. The program tracking database (AIB) is well designed and was a very useful tool 
for the evaluation team during the impact analyses.  

In contrast, the TRM has a number of issues that need to be addressed both immediately 
and over time to ensure the accurate calculation of energy savings estimates. The 
Evaluation Team identified areas of disagreement over lighting, HVAC and motor measure 
definitions, as well as lighting and HVAC assumptions and results.    

Ex post gross impacts exceeded ex ante impacts, but net values were lower. This is not 
surprising as the ex ante values had no net to gross ratios (NTGR) applied (i.e., a NTGR=1.0). 
The ex post NTGRs in this evaluation are typical for C&I programs. For example, a review of 
13 different C&I evaluations from multiple years within California and elsewhere of on-going 
programs with various assessment methods (i.e., self-report and discrete choice) indicated 
that lighting end uses averaged a NTGR of 0.74, with HVAC at 0.60, refrigeration at 0.74, 
and “other” end uses at 0.70.19 A similar review performed close to 20 years ago in 
California found that commercial prescriptive programs had a NTGR of 0.60.  

Impact Recommendations 
Based on our assessment of impacts, we make the following recommendations: 

• Update the TRM: 

o thoroughly document units, baselines, and algorithms; 

o clarify demand values as peak coincident or non-coincident; 

o provide a peak coincident value for all measures;  

o closely review motors and HVAC data to improve as deemed possible. 

                                                 
19 Fagan J., Messenger, M., Rufo, M. Lai, P. “A Meta-Analysis of Net to Gross Estimates in 
California”. AESP Proceedings. January 2009. 
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• Continue the practice of inputting multiple types of information into AIB. It has been a 
valuable resource during the impact evaluation. 

• Update AIB to more easily pull needed data for the Total Resource Cost test for PY2 
and PY3. 

Process Recommendations 
Key recommendations related to the program processes are: 

Program Design and Processes 

• Where possible, efforts should be made to create greater fluidity between program 
years. Although necessary for budgetary purposes, the ability to process applications 
for pre-approval during the crossover period would improve efficiency and keep 
potential participants engaged. In particular, customers could apply earlier for 
projects in the next program year and the need to communicate with customers 
about why the program is closed or not accepting applications on a temporary basis 
would cease. 

• Despite the fact that participants found both of the program applications easy to 
understand and complete, AIU has already made a change to the prescriptive 
program application by providing a separate application for each end-use. Given the 
positive feedback received to date, program staff should continue to monitor 
customer feedback to ensure that the application process remains straightforward 
and easy to follow for participants. 

Data Tracking  

• Some key evaluation data fields related to program allies, such as contractor phone 
number, contact name and approval status, are not populated for all records in AIB. 
We recommend periodically reviewing the database to ensure that these fields are 
complete and to correct database entries where information has been entered 
inconsistently or incorrectly. For example, for some allies, the Allies Contact Name 
was entered in the Allies Company field while the company name was entered in the 
contact name field.  

• Including a “Date Added or Approved” field for program allies would also be useful as 
the program matures. This information would enable the evaluation team and 
program staff to assess growth in the program ally network over time and during 
particular periods. 

Marketing and Outreach 

• The program should consider ways to draw upon the high levels of participant 
satisfaction with the program in future marketing and outreach efforts. While AIU is 
planning to develop case studies based on successful customer projects from 
Program Year 1, we recommend that the development of this collateral is prioritized 
and made a visible component of the marketing strategy for both programs.  
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Program Allies 

• If a key benefit of joining the Program Ally Network is the exposure and free 
advertising available to participating contractors through the service provider listings 
on the Act On Energy Business Program Website, customers have to know that this 
information exists. Given the lack of participant awareness of even official “Program 
Allies”, AIU should develop a strategy to raise awareness among and demonstrate 
the value of this program component to their customers. One option is to utilize 
findings from this evaluation, specifically the high use of contractors and customer 
satisfaction with them, to promote the ally listings.  
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A. DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 

Provided as a separate file. 
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B. DUE DILIGENCE AND VERIFICATION MEMO 

Provided as a separate file. 
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C. AIB DATABASE REVIEW MEMO 

Provided as a separate file. 
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D. TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL MEMO  

Provided as a separate file. 
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E. ENGINEERING DETAILS 

The engineering algorithms are presented in this appendix.  

The estimated lighting end use impacts began by applying the set of algorithms shown 
below. 

Appendix Figure 1.  Ex Post Algorithms for Lighting End Use 

 

 
 Where p=project 

The realization rate is calculated using only those surveyed projects as shown next 

 
 

And then applied back to the population of projects using the algorithm below. 

 
The custom program applied the same algorithms, except with different numbers. 

 

 
The ex post demand impact is for a coincident demand and is calculated as: 

 
A gross realization rate is calculated as shown for energy and applied identically. 
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The engineering estimate for the motors end use is shown below. 

 

Appendix Figure 2.  Ex Post Algorithms for Motors End Use 

 
There were two motors in the prescriptive program and three in the custom program that are 
covered by the algorithms below (i.e., n=2 or n=3 depending on the program). 

 

 
 Where m=motor 

The Net-to-gross factor was calculated as shown in the algorithm below. This was identical to 
how the basic NTGR was calculated for ComEd. 

 

Appendix Figure 3.  Basic Net to Gross Algorithm for Standard  
and Standard Revised Projects 
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F. RETRO-COMMISSIONING PROGRAM 

Program Description 
Under the retro-commissioning program, AIU shares the cost of a facility study with 
customers interested in identifying low and no cost retro-commissioning opportunities in the 
areas of compressed air and health care more generally. The level of cost-sharing ranges 
from 50-80% depending on the cost effectiveness of the potential project and the level of 
expected energy savings. Upon completion of the facility study and agreement on an 
implementation plan, the participating customer is responsible for implementing the agreed 
upon energy efficiency measures or repairs. 

During Program Year 1, the retro-commissioning program was introduced as a pilot program, 
and only one project was completed. Therefore, our evaluation is limited to high-level 
observations about the program processes and a review of the types of project data 
collected during the pilot phase. The latter activity is designed to determine whether 
sufficient information is currently collected to support future impact evaluation. 

Process Results 

Program Changes 

The design and development phase for this program included research into retro-
commissioning programs around the country, as well as the demographics of the AIU service 
territory. These activities led to a more tailored approach to retro-commissioning than 
initially outlined in the Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan filed in November 
2007. As implemented, the retro-commissioning program has two areas of focus: 
compressed air and the healthcare sector. 

This change in program design was well conceived and reflects an understanding of where 
the potential for retro-commissioning exists within the AIU service territory, which is unique 
in terms of the sectors where large facilities are located. For example, program staff found 
that the healthcare industry was the only sector with a population of facilities over 100,000 
square feet. Likewise, according to program staff, within facilities of this size, compressed 
air systems are a reasonable choice for retro-commissioning.  

Program Participation 

In Program Year 1, the compressed air target was successfully reached and the single pilot 
participant completed air compressor leak reduction at their facility. The program ally that 
participated in the pilot project was a good fit with AIU expectations regarding the type of 
allies that could support the program based on the company’s compressed air services, 
including audits, as well as their participation in a number of Act On Energy custom incentive 
projects. This ally was also a registered member of the Program Ally Network. 
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Program Outreach and Awareness 

During the pilot program, the program implementer leveraged the relationships it developed 
through the custom and prescriptive incentive programs to alert the allies active in those 
programs that the retro-commissioning program would be coming online. Allies were also 
informed that participants were needed for the program and ultimately the pilot participant 
was selected based on an ally recommendation and introduction.  

Given the small scale of the pilot program, further evaluation of program outreach will take 
place during Program Year 2 when there is a defined marketing and outreach strategy in 
place. 

Program Processes  

The process for participation entails a number of steps that while un-documented during the 
pilot phase are now presented to customers through a two-page program overview 
document. The process consists of application, technical review, survey or retro-
commissioning study, implementation and verification phases. There are also additional 
steps for documentation of customer commitment and approval of final payment. Future 
evaluation efforts will examine participant perception of and satisfaction with each of these 
program components and the overall program. 

The Opinion Dynamics team also conducted a review of all project documentation from the 
pilot participant in order to determine whether sufficient information is currently gathered to 
support impact evaluation, which will take place in later evaluation cycles. In general, the 
project documentation, particularly the final project report, provides a large amount of 
valuable information, but certain key energy related data is missing.   

In terms of the present approach, the current strategy of ranking leaks as small, medium, 
large, or extra large for leak repair projects is appropriate. However, in addition to taking a 
meter reading before the leaks are fixed, measurements should be taken after the project is 
completed. The same is true for improvements in air distribution. As a result of these 
improvements, a reduction in air compressor pressure is expected and should be verified by 
monitoring pressure before and after the project. For the pilot project, only pre-project 
measurements of compressor pressure are documented.  

Areas for Improvement 

 Now that the program is fully operational, the program implementer should create a 
written program implementation plan that addresses any discrepancies between the 
implementation strategy presented in the Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan 
and the way the program is implemented. Documentation of this nature is essential 
particularly now that retro-commissioning service providers are a formal part of program 
delivery. It is also important given the potential for program growth and the associated 
changes in program management responsibilities that may occur in association with an 
expansion. 

 Similarly, the technical review process should be formally outlined (as in Appendix A of 
the Technical Review Manual used for the Custom and Prescriptive Incentive Programs) 
so that the roles and responsibilities of program staff are clearly defined. In addition, 
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protocols for establishing the incentive or cost-sharing levels, for determining 
benchmarking and eligibility, and for customer recruitment should be documented.  

 In order to evaluate the impact of the retro-commissioning program, additional 
information related to the air compressor equipment and systems in place is needed. For 
example, the evaluation team needs detailed control sequences, equipment 
specifications and part-load performance curves, preferably those specific to the 
equipment under consideration, but at a minimum generic ones. In addition, information 
is needed related to pre and post project compressor operations (i.e., what compressors 
are now operating? How will they be sequenced post-project? What is the metered kW 
for each compressor after the project?). This would allow the evaluation team to confirm 
compressor sequencing. 

Impact Results 
This pilot program only had one project completed in PY1. In line with the evaluation plan, 
because this site was a very small component of the overall PY1 estimated impacts, we did 
not perform any impact analysis for this project. The ex ante estimate of savings is: 

kW Impact: 117 

MWh Impact: 1,022 

NTGR:  1.0 

To help assure impact evaluability in the future, we reviewed the paperwork to determine if 
the program was capturing sufficient information for any future impact assessment, which is 
discussed above. 
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AMEREN ILLINOIS UTILITIES ACT ON ENERGY BUSINESS PROGRAM  

PARTICIPANT SURVEY – CUSTOM PROJECTS 

Final 08/06/09 

 

INTRODUCTION 

[READ IF CONTACT=1] 

Hello, this is _____ from Opinion Dynamics calling on behalf of Ameren Illinois Utilities.  This is not a 

sales call.  May I please speak with <PROGRAM CONTACT>?    

Our records show that <COMPANY> purchased <ENDUSE>, which was <installed in “INSTALL DATE” OR 

recently installed> and received an incentive of <INCENTIVE AMOUNT> from Ameren Illinois Utilities.  

We are calling to do a follow-up study about your firm’s participation in this program, which is called the 

Act On Energy Business Program.  I was told you’re the person most knowledgeable about this project.  

Is this correct? [IF NOT, ASK TO BE TRANSFERRED TO MOST KNOWLEDGABLE PERSON OR RECORD NAME 

& NUMBER.] 

This survey will take about 15 minutes. Is now a good time? [If no, schedule call-back] 

 

[READ IF CONTACT=0] 

Hello, this is _____ from Opinion Dynamics calling on behalf of Ameren Illinois Utilities.   I would like to 

speak with the person most knowledgeable about recent changes in cooling, lighting, or other energy-

related equipment for your firm at this location. 

[IF NEEDED] Our records show that <COMPANY> purchased <ENDUSE>, which was <installed in “INSTALL 

DATE” OR recently installed> and received an incentive of <INCENTIVE AMOUNT> from Ameren Illinois 

Utilities.  We are calling to do a follow-up study about your firm’s participation in this program, which is 

called the Act On Energy Business Program. I was told you’re the person most knowledgeable about this 

project.  Is that correct? [IF NOT, ASK TO BE TRANSFERRED TO MOST KNOWLEDGABLE PERSON OR 

RECORD NAME & NUMBER.] 

This survey will take about 15 minutes. Is now a good time? [If no, schedule call-back] 

SCREENING QUESTIONS 

A1. Just to confirm, in 2008-2009 did <COMPANY> participate in Ameren Illinois Utilities’ Act On 

Energy Business Program at <ADDRESS>? (IF NEEDED: This is a program where your business 

received an incentive for installing one or more energy-efficient products covered under the 

program.) 

1 (Yes, participated as described) 
2  (Yes, participated but at another location) 
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3 (NO, did NOT participate in program) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don’t know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[SKIP A2 IF A1=1,2] 

A2. Is it possible that someone else dealt with the energy-efficient product installation? 

1 (Yes, someone else dealt with it) 

2 (No) 

00 (Other, specify) 

98 (Don’t know) 

99 (Refused) 

 

[IF A2=1, ask to be transferred to that person. If not available, thank and terminate. If available, go back 

to A1] 

 

*IF A1=2,3,00,98,99: Thank and terminate. Record dispo as “Could not confirm participation”.+ 

 

Before we begin, I want to emphasize that this survey will only be about the <ENDUSE> you installed 

through the Act On Energy Business Program at <ADDRESS>. [IF NECESSARY, READ PROJECT 

DESCRIPTION: <PROJDESC>] 
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NET-TO-GROSS MODULE 
 
Variables for the net-to-gross module: 

<NTG> (B=Basic rigor level, S= Standard rigor level. All questions here are asked if the standard rigor 

level is designated. Basic rigor level is designated through skip patterns. 

<UTILITY> (ComEd or Ameren Illinois Utilities) 

<PROGRAM> (Name of energy efficiency program) 

<ENDUSE> (Type of measure installed; from program tracking dataset) 

<VEND1> (Contractor who installed new equipment, from program tracking dataset) 

<TECH_ASSIST> (If participant conducted Feasibility Study, Audit, or received Technical Assistance 

through the program; from program tracking database)  

<ACCT_REP> (Name of account representative, from program tracking database or program files if 

present) 

<OTHERPTS> (Variable to be calculated based on responses. Equals 1- minus response to N3p.) 

<FINCRIT1> (Variable to be calculated based on responses. Equals 1 if payback period WITHOUT 

incentive is shorter than company requirement. See instructions below.) 

<FINCRIT2> (Variable to be calculated based on responses. Equals 1 if payback period WITH incentive is 

shorter than company requirement. See instructions below.) 

<MSAME> (Equals 1 if same customer had more than one project of the same measure type; from 

program tracking database) 

<NSAME> (Number of additional projects of the same measure type implemented by the same 

customer; from program tracking database) 

 

 

VENDOR INFORMATION  

[SKIP TO V4 IF NTG=B] 

I would like to get some information on the VENDORS that may have helped you with the 

implementation of this equipment.   

 

V1 Did you work with a contractor or vendor that helped you with the choice of this equipment? 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 8 Don’t Know  

 9 Refused  

 

[SKIP TO V4 IF V1=2, 8, or 9] 

V2 BLANK 

   

V3 Did you also use a DESIGN or CONSULTING Engineer?   

1 Yes  

2 No  
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8 Don't know   

9 Refused  

   

V4 Did your key account executive assist you with the project that you implemented through the 

<UTILITY> <PROGRAM>? 

1 Yes 

2 No, don’t have a key account executive 

3 No, have a key account executive but they weren’t involved 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 
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NET-TO-GROSS BATTERY 

 

I’d now like to ask a few questions about the <ENDUSE> you installed through the program.  

 

N1 When did you first learn about <UTILITY>'s Program?  Was it BEFORE or AFTER you first began to 

THINK about implementing this measure? (NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: “this measure” refers to the 

specific energy efficient equipment installed through the program.) 

1 Before 

2 After 

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

 

[ASK IF N1=2, 8, 9, ELSE SKIP TO N3] 

N2 Did you learn about <UTILITY>'s Program BEFORE or AFTER you DECIDED to implement the 

measure that was installed? (NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: “the measure” refers to the specific 

energy efficient equipment installed through the program.) 

1 Before 

2 After 

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

 

N3 Next, I’m going to ask you to rate the importance of the program as well as other factors that 

might have influenced your decision to implement this measure. Think of the degree of 

importance as being shown on a scale with equally spaced units from 0 to 10, where 0 means 

not at all important and 10 means extremely important.  Now using this scale please rate the 

importance of each of the following in your decision to implement the measure at this time. 

[FOR N3a-n, RECORD 0 to 10; 96=Not Applicable; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

(If needed: How important in your DECISION to implement the project was…) 

[SKIP N3a IF NTG=B] 

N3a. The age or condition of the old equipment 

 

N3b. Availability of the PROGRAM incentive  

N3bb. [ASK IF N3b=8,9,10] Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 

99=Refused] 

 

[SKIP TO N3f IF NTG=B] 

[ASK IF <TECH_ASSIST>=1, ELSE SKIP TO N3d] 

N3c. "Information provided through the Feasibility study/Audit/Technical assistance you received 

from <UTILITY>? 

[SKIP N3cc IF NTG=B] 
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N3cc. [ASK IF N3c=8,9,10] Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 

99=Refused] 

 

[ASK N3d IF V1=1] 

N3d. Recommendation from an equipment vendor or contractor that helped you with the choice of 

the equipment. 

 

N3e. Previous experience with this type of equipment?  

 

N3f. Recommendation from a <UTILITY> program staff person? 

[SKIP N3ff IF NTG=B] 

ff. [ASK IF N3f=8,9,10] Why do you give it this rating?  

 

N3h. Information from <PROGRAM> or <UTILITY> marketing materials?  

[SKIP N3hh IF NTG=B] 

N3hh. [ASK IF N3h=8,9,10]  Why do you give it this rating?  

 

[SKIP TO N3k IF NTG=B] 

[ASK N3i IF V3=1] 

N3i. A recommendation from a design or consulting engineer. 

 

N3j. Standard practice in your business/industry  

 

[SKIP N3k IF V4>1] 

N3k. Endorsement or recommendation by a key account executive of <UTILITY> 

[SKIP N3kk IF NTG=B] 

N3kk. [ASK IF N3k=8,9,10] Why do you say that?  

 

[SKIP TO N3n IF NTG=B] 

 

N3l. Corporate policy or guidelines   

 

N3m. Payback on the investment  

 

N3n. Were there any other factors we haven't discussed that were influential in your decision to 

install this MEASURE?   

1 Nothing else influential 

00 [Record verbatim] 

98 Don’t Know 

99 Refused 

 

[ASK N3nn IF N3n=00] 
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N3nn. Using the same zero to 10 scale, how would you rate the influence of this factor? [RECORD 0 to 

10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused] 

 

Thinking about this differently, I would like you to compare the importance of the PROGRAM with the 

importance of other factors in implementing the <ENDUSE> project.  

 

[SKIP TO N3p IF NTG=B] 

[READ IF (N3A, N3D, N3E, N3I, N3J, N3L, N3M, OR N3N)=8,9,10; ELSE SKIP TO N3p] 

You just told me that the following other factors were important: 

[READ IN ONLY ITEMS WHERE THEY GAVE A RATING OF 8 or higher]  

  (N3A) Age or condition of old equipment,  

  (N3D) Equipment Vendor recommendation  

  (N3E) Previous experience with this measure  

  (N3I) Recommendation from a design or consulting engineer  

  (N3J) Standard practice in your business/industry  

  (N3L) Corporate policy or guidelines  

  (N3M) Payback on investment 

 (N3N) Other factor (READ VERBATIM)  

 

N3p If you were given a TOTAL of 100 points that reflect the importance in your decision to 

implement the <ENDUSE>, and you had to divide those 100 points between: 1) the program and 

2) other factors, how many points would you give to the importance of the PROGRAM?  

Points given to program: *RECORD 0 to 100; 998=Don’t Know; 999=Refused+ 

 

*CALCULATE VARIABLE “OTHERPTS” AS: 100 MINUS N3p RESPONSE; IF N3p=998,999, SET 

OTHERPTS=BLANK] 

 

N3o And how many points would you give to other factors? [RECORD 0 to 100; 998=Don’t Know; 

999=Refused] 

[The response should be <OTHERPTS> because both numbers should equal 100. If response is not 

<OTHERPTS> ask INC1] 

 

INC1 “The last question asked you to divide a TOTAL of 100 points between the program and other 

factors.  You just noted that you would give <N4 RESPONSE> points to the program. Does that 

mean you would give <OTHERPTS> points to other factors? 

1 Yes 

2 No 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

 

[IF INC1=2, go back to N3p] 
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CONSISTENCY CHECK ON PROGRAM IMPORTANCE SCORE    

 

[SKIP TO N5 IF N3p=998,999 OR IF N3p<80 OR IF (N3p>=80 AND ANY ONE OF (N3b, N3c, N3f, N3h, AND 

N3k)>3)] 

N4 You just gave <N3p RESPONSE> points to the importance of the program, I would interpret that 

to mean that the program was quite important to your decision to install this equipment.  

Earlier, when I asked about the importance of individual elements of the program I recorded 

some answers that would imply that they were not that important to you.  Just to make sure I 

have recorded this properly, I have a couple questions to ask you. 

 

N4a When asked about THE AVAILABILITY OF THE PROGRAM INCENTIVE, you gave a rating of ...<N3B 

RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating that the program incentive was not that important to you.  

Can you tell me why the incentive was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

[SKIP IF NTG=B OR <TECH_ASSIST>=0] 

N4b When I asked you about THE INFORMATION PROVIDED THROUGH THE FEASIBILITY 

STUDY/AUDIT/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, you gave a rating of ...<N3C RESPONSE> ... out of ten, 

indicating that the information provided was not that important to you.  Can you tell me why 

the information provided was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

N4c When I asked you about THE RECOMMENDATION FROM AN <UTILITY> PROGRAM STAFF 

PERSON, you gave a rating of ...<N3F RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating that the information 

provided was not that important to you.  Can you tell me why the information provided was not 

that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

N4d When asked about THE INFORMATION from the <PROGRAM> or <UTILITY> MARKETING 

MATERIALS, you gave a rating of ...<N3H RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating that this 

information from the program or utility marketing materials was not that important to you.  Can 

you tell me why this information was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 
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[SKIP N4e IF V4>1 or n3k=96,98,99] 

N4e When asked about THE ENDORSEMENT or RECOMMENDATION by YOUR ACCOUNT 

REPRESENTATIVE, you gave a rating of <N3K RESPONSE> out of ten, indicating that this Account 

Representative endorsement was not that important to you.  Can you tell me why this 

endorsement was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

Now I would like you to think about the action you would have taken with regard to the installation of 

this equipment if the utility program had not been available.   

 

N5 Using a likelihood scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “Not at all likely” and 10 is “Extremely likely”, if 

the utility program had not been available, what is the likelihood  that you would have installed 

exactly the same equipment? [RECORD 0 to 10; 98=Don't know; 99=Refused] 

 

CONSISTENCY CHECKS   

 

[ASK IF N3b>7 AND N5>7, ELSE SKIP TO N6] 

N5a When you answered ...<N3B RESPONSE> ... for the question about the influence of the 

incentive, I would interpret that to mean that the incentive was quite important to your decision 

to install.  Then, when you answered <N5 RESPONSE> for how likely you would be to install the 

same equipment without the incentive, it sounds like the incentive was not very important in 

your installation decision.  

I want to check to see if I am misunderstanding your answers or if the questions may have been 

unclear. Will you explain in your own words, the role the incentive played in your decision to 

install this efficient equipment?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

N5b Would you like for me to change your score on the importance of the incentive that you gave a 

rating of <N3B RESPONSE> or change your rating on the likelihood you would install the same 

equipment without the incentive which you gave a  rating of <N5 RESPONSE> and/or we can 

change both if you wish?  

1 Change importance of incentive rating 
2 Change likelihood to install the same equipment rating 
3 Change both 
4 (No, don’t change) 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 
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[ASK IF N5b=1,3] 

N5c How important was… availability of the PROGRAM incentive? (IF NEEDED: in your DECISION to 

implement the project) [Scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means not at all important and 10 means 

extremely important; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused] 

 

[ASK IF N5b=2,3] 

N5d If the utility program had not been available, what is the likelihood that you would have 

installed exactly the same equipment? [Scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “Not at all likely” and 10 

means “Extremely likely”; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK IF N3j>7, ELSE SKIP TO N7] 

N6 In an earlier question, you rated the importance of STANDARD PRACTICE in your industry very 

highly in your decision making. Could you please rate the importance of the PROGRAM, relative 

to this standard industry practice, in influencing your decision to install this measure. Would you 

say the program was much more important, somewhat more important, equally important, 

somewhat less important, or much less important than the standard practice or policy?  

1 Much more important 

2 Somewhat more important 

3 Equally important 

4 Somewhat less important 

5 Much less important 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[ASK IF N5>0, ELSE SKIP TO N8] 

N7 You indicated earlier that there was a <N5 RESPONSE> in 10 likelihood that you would have 

installed the same equipment if the program had not been available. Without the program, 

when do you think you would have installed this equipment? Would you say…  

 1 At the same time 

 2 Earlier 

 3 Later 

4 (Never) 

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused)  

   

[ASK N7a IF N7=3] 

N7a. How much later would you have installed this equipment?  Would you say…  

 1 Within 6 months? 

 2 6 months to 1 year later 

 3  1 - 2 years later 

 4  2 - 3 years later? 
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 5  3 - 4 years later? 

 6  4 or more years later 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

   

[ASK N7b IF N7a=6, ELSE SKIP TO N8 

N7b. Why do you think it would have been 4 or more years later?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

   

 

PAYBACK BATTERY [ASK IF N3m>5 ELSE SKIP TO N11] 

 

I’d like to find out more about the payback criteria your company uses for its investments. 

 

N8 What financial calculations does your company make before proceeding with installation of a 

MEASURE like this one?   

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

   

N9 What is the payback cut-off point your company uses (in months) before deciding to proceed 

with an investment? Would you say… 

1 0 to 6 months  

2 7 months to 1 year  

3 more than 1 year up to 2 years  

4 more than 2 years up to 3 years  

5 more than 3 years up to 5 years  

6 Over 5 years  

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

   

N10a What was the estimated payback period for the new <ENDUSE>, in months, WITH the incentive 

from the <PROGRAM>?  

00 NUMERIC OPEN END, UP TO 240  

998 Don't know  

999 Refused  

 

N10b And what was the estimated payback period for the <ENDUSE>, in months, WITHOUT the 

incentive from <PROGRAM>?  

00 NUMERIC OPEN END, UP TO 240  
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998 Don't know 

999 Refused 

 

[CREATE  VARIABLE FINCRIT1. SET FINCRIT1 = BLANK IF: N9=8,9 OR N10b=998,999. SET FINCRIT1 = 1 IF: 

(N9=1 AND N10b<7) OR (N9=2 AND N10b<13) OR (N9=3 AND N10b<25) OR (N9=4 AND N10b<37) OR 

(N9=5 AND N10b<61) OR (N9=6). ELSE, SET FINCRIT1 = 0.] 

   

[ASK IF FINCRIT1=1, ELSE SKIP TO N10d] 

N10c Even without the incentive, the <ENDUSE> project met your company’s financial criteria.  Would 

you have gone ahead with it even without the incentive?  

1 Yes 

2 No 

3 Maybe 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[CREATE  VARIABLE FINCRIT2. SET FINCRIT2 = BLANK IF: N9=8,9 OR N10a=998,999. SET FINCRIT2 = 1 IF: 

(N9=1 AND N10a<7) OR (N9=2 AND N10a<13) OR (N9=3 AND N10a<25) OR (N9=4 AND N10a<37) OR 

(N9=5 AND N10a<61) OR (N9=6). ELSE, SET FINCRIT2 = 0. 

 

[ASK IF FINCRIT2=1 AND FINCRIT1=0 AND N3b<5, ELSE SKIP TO N10e] 

N10d The incentive seemed to make the difference between meeting your financial criteria and not 

meeting them, but you are saying that the incentive didn’t have much effect on your decision, 

why is that?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

[ASK IF FINCRIT2=0 AND N3b>7, ELSE SKIP TO N11] 

N10e. The incentive didn’t cause this <ENDUSE> project to meet your company’s financial criteria, but 

you said that the incentive had an impact on the decision to install the <ENDUSE>. Why did it 

have an impact? 

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

 

CORPORATE POLICY BATTERY [ASK IF N3L>5, ELSE SKIP TO N18] 

  

N11 Does your organization have a corporate environmental policy to reduce environmental 

emissions or energy use? Some examples would be to "buy green" or use sustainable 

approaches to business investments.   
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1 Yes 

2 No 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[ASK IF N11=1, ELSE SKIP TO N18] 

N12 What specific corporate policy influenced your decision to adopt or install the <ENDUSE> 

through the <UTILITY> program? 

00 RECORD VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N13 Had that policy caused you to adopt energy efficient <ENDUSE> at this facility before 

participating in the <UTILITY> program?  

1 Yes 

2 No 

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

   

N14 Had that policy caused you to adopt energy efficient <ENDUSE> at other facilities before 

participating in the <UTILITY> Program?  

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

 

[ASK IF N13=1 OR N14=1, ELSE SKIP TO N17] 

N15 Did you receive an incentive for a previous installation of <ENDUSE>? 

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 Don't know  

9 Refused 

 

[ASK IF N15=1, ELSE SKIP TO N17] 

N16  To the best of your ability, please describe…. *Record VERBATIM; 98=Don't know; 99=Refused+ 

a. the amount of incentive received 

b. the approximate timing 

c. the name of the program that provided the incentive 

   

[ASK IF N13=1 OR N14=1, ELSE SKIP TO N18] 

N17 If I understand you correctly, you said that your company's corporate policy has caused you to 

install energy efficient <ENDUSE> previously at this and/or other facilities.  I want to make sure I 
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fully understand how this corporate policy influenced your decision versus the <UTILITY> 

program.  Can you please clarify that?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

 

 

STANDARD PRACTICE BATTERY  [ASK IF N3j>5, ELSE SKIP TO N23] 

 

N18 Approximately, how long has use of energy efficient <ENDUSE> been standard practice in your 

industry? 

M [00 Record Number of Months; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused] 

Y [00 Record Number of Years; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused] 

   

N19 Does your company ever deviate from the standard practice?  

 1 Yes  

2 No 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused  

 

[ASK IF N19=1]   

N19a Please describe the conditions under which your company deviates from this standard practice. 

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

 

N20 How did this standard practice influence your decision to install the <ENDUSE> through the 

<PROGRAM>?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N20a Could you please rate the importance of the <PROGRAM>, versus this standard industry practice 

in influencing your decision to install the <ENDUSE>.  Would you say the <PROGRAM> was…   

1 Much more important  

2 Somewhat more important  

3 Equally important  

4 Somewhat less important  

5 Much less important  

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused)  
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N21 What industry group or trade organization do you look to to establish standard practice for your 

industry?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N22 How do you and other firms in your industry receive information on updates in standard 

practice?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

 

OTHER INFLUENCES BATTERY [ASK IF N3nn>5, ELSE SKIP TO N26] 

 

N23 Who provided the most assistance in the design or specification of the <ENDUSE> you installed 

through the <PROGRAM>?  (If necessary, probe from the list below.) 

1 (Designer)  

2 (Consultant)  

3 (Equipment distributor)  

4 (Installer)  

5 (<UTILITY> account representative)  

6 (<PROGRAM> staff)  

00 (Other, specify)  

98 (Don't know)  

99 (Refused)  

   

[SKIP N24 IF N23=98,99] 

N24 Please describe the type of assistance that they provided.  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N25 Please state, in your own words, any other factors that influenced your decision to go ahead on 

this energy efficiency project?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

 

[ASK IF MSAME=1, ELSE SKIP TO N27] 
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Our records show that your company also received an incentive from <UTILITY> for <NSAME> other 

<ENDUSE> project(s). 

 

N26 Was it a single decision to complete all of those <ENDUSE> projects for which you received an 

incentive from <UTILITY> or did each project go through its own decision process?  

1 Single Decision 

2 Each project went through its own decision process 

00 Other, specify 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

 

[ASK IF FSAME=1 ELSE SKIP TO SPILLOVER MODULE] 

Our records show that your company also received an incentive from <UTILITY> for a <FDESC> project at 

< ADDRESS >. 

 

N27 Was the decision making process for the <FDESC> project the same as for the <ENDUSE> project 

we have been talking about? 

1 Same decision making process 

2 Different decision making process 

00 Other, specify 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 
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SPILLOVER MODULE 
 

Thank you for discussing the new <ENDUSE > that you installed through the <PROGRAM>.  Next, I would 

like to discuss any energy efficient equipment you might have installed OUTSIDE of the program.  

 

SP1 Since your participation in the <UTILITY> program, did you implement any ADDITIONAL energy 

efficiency measures at this facility that did NOT receive incentives through any utility or 

government program?  

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused) 

 

[ASK IF SP1=1, ELSE SKIP TO PROCESS MODULE QS0] 

SP2 What was the first measure that you implemented? (IF RESPONSE IS GENERAL, E.G., “LIGHTING 

EQUIPMENT”, PROBE FOR SPECIFIC MEASURE. PROBE FROM LIST, IF NECESSARY.) 

1 (Lighting: T8 lamps) 

2 (Lighting: T5 lamps) 

3 (Lighting: Highbay Fixture Replacement) 

4 (Lighting: CFLs) 

5 (Lighting: Controls / Occupancy sensors) 

6 (Lighting: LED lamps) 

7 (Cooling: Unitary/Split Air Conditioning System) 

8 (Cooling: Room air conditioners) 

9 (Cooling: Variable Frequency Drives (VFD/VSD) on HVAC Motors) 

10 (Motors: Efficient motors) 

11 (Refrigeration: Strip curtains) 

12 (Refrigeration: Anti-sweat controls) 

13 (Refrigeration: EC motor for WALK-IN cooler/freezer) 

14 (Refrigeration: EC motor for REACH-IN cooler/freezer) 

00 (Other, specify) 

96 (Didn’t implement any measures) 

98 (Don't know)  

99 (Refused) 

 

[IF SP2=97,98,99, SKIP TO QS0] 

SP3 What was the second measure?  (IF RESPONSE IS GENERAL, E.G., “LIGHTING EQUIPMENT”, 

PROBE FOR SPECIFIC MEASURE. PROBE FROM LIST, IF NECESSARY.) 

1 (Lighting: T8 lamps) 

2 (Lighting: T5 lamps) 

3 (Lighting: Highbay Fixture Replacement) 
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4 (Lighting: CFLs) 

5 (Lighting: Controls / Occupancy sensors) 

6 (Lighting: LED lamps) 

7 (Cooling: Unitary/Split Air Conditioning System) 

8 (Cooling: Room air conditioners) 

9 (Cooling: Variable Frequency Drives (VFD/VSD) on HVAC Motors) 

10 (Motors: Efficient motors) 

11 (Refrigeration: Strip curtains) 

12 (Refrigeration: Anti-sweat controls) 

13 (Refrigeration: EC motor for WALK-IN cooler/freezer) 

14 (Refrigeration: EC motor for REACH-IN cooler/freezer) 

00 (Other, specify) 

96 (There was no second measure) 

98 (Don't know)  

99 (Refused) 

 

[IF SP3=96,98,99, SKIP TO SP5A] 

SP4 What was the third measure? (IF RESPONSE IS GENERAL, E.G., “LIGHTING EQUIPMENT”, PROBE 

FOR SPECIFIC MEASURE. PROBE FROM LIST, IF NECESSARY.) 

1 (Lighting: T8 lamps) 

2 (Lighting: T5 lamps) 

3 (Lighting: Highbay Fixture Replacement) 

4 (Lighting: CFLs) 

5 (Lighting: Controls / Occupancy sensors) 

6 (Lighting: LED lamps) 

7 (Cooling: Unitary/Split Air Conditioning System) 

8 (Cooling: Room air conditioners) 

9 (Cooling: Variable Frequency Drives (VFD/VSD) on HVAC Motors) 

10 (Motors: Efficient motors) 

11 (Refrigeration: Strip curtains) 

12 (Refrigeration: Anti-sweat controls) 

13 (Refrigeration: EC motor for WALK-IN cooler/freezer) 

14 (Refrigeration: EC motor for REACH-IN cooler/freezer) 

00 (Other, specify) 

96 (There was no third measure) 

98 (Don't know)  

99 (Refused) 
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SP5 I have a few questions about the FIRST measure that you installed. (If needed, read back 

measure: <SP2 RESPONSE>) [OPEN END] 

a. Why are you not expecting an incentive for this measure? 

b. Why did you not install this measure through the <UTILITY> Program? 

 c.  Please describe the SIZE of this measure.  

 d.  Please describe the EFFICIENCY of this measure.  

 e.  Please describe the QUANTITY of this measure.  

   

SP5f. Was this measure specifically recommended by a program related audit, report or program 

technical specialist?  

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused) 

   

SP5g. How significant was your experience in the <UTILITY> Program in your decision to implement 

this Measure, using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not at all significant and 10 is extremely 

significant? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK IF SP5g <> 98, 99, ELSE SKIP TO SP5i]   

SP5h. Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END] 

 

SP5i. If you had not participated in the <UTILITY> program, how likely is it that your organization 

would still have implemented this measure, using a 0 to 10, scale where 0 means you definitely 

WOULD NOT have implemented this measure and 10 means you definitely WOULD have 

implemented this measure? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

[IF SP3=96,98,99, SKIP TO QS0 

SP6 I have a few questions about the SECOND measure that you installed. (If needed, read back 

measure: <SP3 RESPONSE>) [OPEN END] 

a. Why are you not expecting an incentive for this measure? 

b. Why did you not install this measure through the <UTILITY> Program? 

 c.  Please describe the SIZE of this measure.  

 d.  Please describe the EFFICIENCY of this measure.  

 e.  Please describe the QUANTITY of this measure.  

   

SP6f. Was this measure specifically recommended by a program related audit, report or program 

technical specialist?  

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 (Don't know)  
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9 (Refused) 

   

SP6g. How significant was your experience in the <UTILITY> Program in your decision to implement 

this Measure, using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not at all significant and 10 is extremely 

significant? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK IF SP6g <> 98, 99, ELSE SKIP TO SP6i]   

SP6h. Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END] 

 

SP6i. If you had not participated in the <UTILITY> program, how likely is it that your organization 

would still have implemented this measure, using a 0 to 10, scale where 0 means you definitely 

WOULD NOT have implemented this measure and 10 means you definitely WOULD have 

implemented this measure? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

[IF SP4=96,98,99, SKIP TO QS0] 

SP7 I have a few questions about the THIRD measure that you installed. (If needed, read back 

measure: <SP3 RESPONSE>) [OPEN END] 

a. Why are you not expecting an incentive for this measure? 

b. Why did you not install this measure through the <UTILITY> Program? 

 c.  Please describe the SIZE of this measure.  

 d.  Please describe the EFFICIENCY of this measure.  

 e.  Please describe the QUANTITY of this measure.  

   

SP7f. Was this measure specifically recommended by a program related audit, report or program 

technical specialist?  

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused) 

   

SP7g. How significant was your experience in the <UTILITY> Program in your decision to implement 

this Measure, using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not at all significant and 10 is extremely 

significant? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK IF SP7g <> 98, 99, ELSE SKIP TO SP7i]   

SP7h. Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END] 

 

SP7i. If you had not participated in the <UTILITY> program, how likely is it that your organization 

would still have implemented this measure, using a 0 to 10, scale where 0 means you definitely 

WOULD NOT have implemented this measure and 10 means you definitely WOULD have 

implemented this measure? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 
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PROCESS MODULE 
 

I’d now like to ask you a few general questions about your participation in the Act On Energy Business 

program. 

 

Program Processes and Satisfaction 

 

S0 How did you first hear about the Act On Energy program? 

1. (Ameren Key Account Executive) 

2. (Ameren Website) 

3. (Workshop) 

4. (Contractor/program ally) 

5. (Billboards) 

6. (Radio advertising) 

7. (Newspaper) 

8. (Email) 

9. (Television) 

10. (Friend/colleague/word of mouth) 

11. (Bill insert) 

12. (Chamber of Commerce Publication) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 
S1a Did YOU fill out the initial program application for the project? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S1b IF S1a=1 ELSE SKIP TO S1e] 
S1b Did the application form clearly explain the program requirements and how to participate? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. (Somewhat) 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
S1c How would you rate the initial application process?  Please use a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 is 

“very difficult” and 10 is “very easy”.  [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 
[ASK S1d IF S1c<4] 
S1d Why did you rate it that way? [OPEN END] 
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[ASK S1e IF S1a=2] 
S1e Who filled out the initial application for the project? 

1. (Someone else at the facility) 
2. (Someone else at the company) 
3. (Program ally) 
4. (Contractor) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
S2a Did you fill out the final paperwork for the project? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S2b IF S2a=1 ELSE SKIP TO S2d] 
S2b How would you rate the process for submitting final paperwork?  Please use a scale of 0 to 10 

where 0 is “very difficult” and 10 is “very easy”.  [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 
[ASK S2c IF S2b<4] 
S2c Why did you rate it that way? [OPEN END] 

 
[ASK S2d IF S2a=2] 
S2d Who filled out the final paperwork for the project? 

1. (Someone else at the facility) 
2. (Someone else at the company) 
3. (Program ally) 
4. (Contractor) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
[SKIP S3 IF S1e=3 OR S2d=3] 
S3 Are you familiar with the term Act On Energy PROGRAM ALLY? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
S4a Did you use a contractor for your <ENDUSE> project? 
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1. Yes  
2. No  
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S4b IF S4a=1] 
S4b Was the contractor you used affiliated with the Act On Energy program? (If needed: Was the 

contractor REGISTERED with the Act On Energy program?) 

1. Yes  
2. No  
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S5 IF S4a=1 ELSE SKIP TO S7] 
S5 How would you rate the contractor’s ability to meet your needs in terms of implementing your 

project? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all able to meet needs” and 10 is 

“completely able to meet needs”? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

 
S6a Would you recommend the contractor you worked with to other people or companies? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S6b IF S6a=2] 
S6b Why not? [OPEN END] 

 

S7 When implementing an energy efficiency project, how important is it to you that the contractor 

is affiliated with the Act On Energy Program? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at 

all important” and 10 is “very important”? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

 
S8 During the course of your participation in the program, did you place any calls to the Act On 

Energy Business Call Center? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S8a IF S8=1] 
S8a On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is “very dissatisfied” and 10 is “very satisfied”, how would you 

rate your satisfaction with the Call Center’s ability to answer your questions? *SCALE 0-10; 

96=not applicable, 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

 

[ASK S8b IF S8a<4] 
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S8b Why did you rate it that way? [OPEN END]  

 

S9a Did you ask any questions of your Act On Energy technical reviewer while participating in the 

program? (If needed: This is a program staff person you would have spoken or e-mailed with to 

clarify any issues that came up during the review of your application. Technical reviewers are 

SAIC or GDS employees, who are Act On Energy Program partners.) 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S9b IF S9a=1] 
S9b Approximately how long did it take for your questions to be answered? 

1. (Within the same day) 
2. (1-2 business days) 
3. (3-5 business days) 
4. (1 -2 weeks) 
5. (More than 2 week) 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
S11 On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is very dissatisfied and 10 is very satisfied, how would you rate 

your satisfaction with… [SCALE 0-10; 96=not applicable, 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

a. the incentive amount 
b. the program’s technical review staff 
c. BLANK 
d. the Act On Energy program overall 
e. Ameren Illinois Utilities 

 
[ASK S12a IF S11a<4] 
S12a.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the incentive amount, why did you rate it this way? 

*OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK S12b IF S11b<4] 
S12b.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the program’s technical review staff, why did you rate it 

this way? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

 

S12c.  BLANK 

 

 [ASK S12d IF S11d<4] 
S12d.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the Act On Energy Program overall, why did you rate it 

this way? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK S12e IF S11e<4] 
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S12e.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with Ameren Illinois Utilities, why did you rate it this way? 

*OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

S10a Did you experience any problems during the participation process? (IF NEEDED: (Other than 

what we have already talked about) 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S10b IF QS10a=1] 
S10b What problems did you experience? [OPEN END] 

 
 

Marketing and Outreach 

 
MK1 Do you recall seeing or receiving any marketing materials or other information for the Act On 

Energy program? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9 (Refused) 

 

[ASK MK1a IF MK1=1, ELSE SKIP TO MK2] 
MK1a What types of materials do you remember? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5] 

1. (Television) 

2. (Newspaper) 

3. (Email) 

4. (Billboards) 

5. (Radio advertising) 

6. (Chamber of Commerce publication) 

7. (Presentation/workshop) 

8. (Bill insert) 

9. (Brochure) 

10. (ActOnEnergy website) 

00. (Other, please specify) 

98. (Don't know) 

99. (Refused)  

 

MK1b How useful were these materials in providing information about the program? Would you say 

they were… 

1. Very useful 

2. Somewhat useful 
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3. Not very useful 

4. Not at all useful 

8. (Don't know) 

9. (Refused)  

 

[ASK MK1c IF M1b=3,4] 
MK1c What would have made the materials more useful to you?  [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (More detailed information) 

2. (Where to get additional information) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

MK2 What is the best way of reaching companies like yours to provide information about energy 

efficiency opportunities? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Bill inserts) 

2. (Flyers/ads/mailings) 

3. (e-mail) 

4. (Telephone) 

5. (Key Account Executive) 

6. (Webinars/roundtables/events) 

7. (Through trade or professional associations) 

8. (Program allies/contractors) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

MK3 Are you aware that the Act On Energy incentive program for standard measures was over-

subscribed in September 2008? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

[ASK MK3a IF MK3=1, ELSE SKIP TO B1] 
MK3a How did you find out about this? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Program website) 

2. (Mailing) 

3. (Key Account Executive) 

4. (Program ally/contractor) 

00. (Other, please specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 
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99. (Refused) 

 

MK3b Did the oversubscription in any way impact your participation in the program? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

[ASK MK3c IF MK3b=1] 
MK3c How did it impact your participation? [OPEN END] 

 

 

Benefits and Barriers 

 

B1a What do you see as the main benefits to participating in the Act On Energy Business Program? 

[MULTIPME RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Energy Savings) 

2. (Good for the Environment) 

3. (Lower Maintenance Costs) 

4. (Better Quality/New Equipment) 

5. (Rebate/Incentive) 

00. (Other, Specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

B1b What do you see as the drawbacks to participating in the program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP 

TO 3] 

1. (Paperwork too burdensome) 

2. (Incentives not high enough/not worth the effort) 

3. (Program is too complicated) 

4. (Cost of equipment) 

5. (No drawbacks) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

B2 What do you think are the reasons companies like yours do not participate in this program? 

[MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Lack of awareness of the program) 

2. (Financial reasons) 

3. (None) 

4. (Not aware of savings/don’t realize the savings) 
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00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

B3 Was the scope of your project limited by the program’s incentive cap? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

Feedback and Recommendations 

 

R1 Do you plan to participate in the program again in the future? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Maybe 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

R2 How could the Act On Energy Business Program be improved? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 4] 

1. (Higher incentives) 

2. (More measures) 

3. (Greater publicity) 

4. (No recommendations) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

Firmographics 

 

I only have a few general questions left. 

 

F1a What is your company’s business sector? (PROBE, IF NECESSARY) 
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1. (School/College) 
2. (Grocery) 
3. (Medical) 
4. (Hotel/Motel) 
5. (Manufacturing/Industrial) 
6. (Office) 
7. (Restaurant) 
8. (Retail/Service) 
9. (Warehouse/Distribution) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 

F1b And is the facility in which the <ENDUSE> was installed in the same sector? 

 1. Yes 

 2. No 

 8. (Don’t know) 

 9. (Refused) 

 

[ASK F1c IF F1b=2] 

F1c What is the sector of the facility? (PROBE, IF NECESSARY) 

1. (School/College) 
2. (Grocery) 
3. (Medical) 
4. (Hotel/Motel) 
5. (Manufacturing/Industrial) 
6. (Office) 
7. (Restaurant) 
8. (Retail/Service) 
9. (Warehouse/Distribution) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 

F2 Which of the following best describes the ownership of this facility?  

1. My company owns and occupies this facility 
2. My company owns this facility but it is rented to someone else 
3. My company rents this facility 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
F3 Does your company pay the electric bill?  

1. Yes  
2. No  
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 
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F4a  How old is this facility? *NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 TO 150; 998=Don’t know, 999=Refused+ 

 

[ASK F4b IF F4a=998] 

F4b Do you know the approximate age? Would you say it is… 

1. Less than 2 years 

2. 2-4 years 

3. 5-9 years 

4. 10-19 years 

5. 20-29 years 

6. 30 years or more years 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

F5a How many employees, full plus part-time, are employed at this facility? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 

TO 2000; 9998=Don’t know, 9999=Refused] 

 

[ASK F5b IF F5a=9998] 

F5b Do you know the approximate number of employees? Would you say it is… 

1. Less than 10 

2. 10-49 
3. 50-99 
4. 100-249 
5. 250-499 
6. 500 or more 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 

F6 Which of the following best describes your facility? This facility is… 

 1.  my company’s only location 

 2. one of several locations owned by my company 

3. the headquarters location of a company with several locations 

 

[SKIP F7 IF F2=2] 

F7 In comparison to other companies in your industry, would you describe your company as… 

1.  A small company 
2.  A medium-sized company 
3.  A large company 
4.  (Not applicable) 
8.  (Don’t know) 
9.  (Refused) 
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AMEREN ILLINOIS UTILITIES ACT ON ENERGY BUSINESS PROGRAM  

PARTICIPANT SURVEY – STANDARD/STANDARD REVISED PROJECTS 

Final 07/30/09 

 

INTRODUCTION 

[READ IF CONTACT=1] 

Hello, this is _____ from Opinion Dynamics calling on behalf of Ameren Illinois Utilities.  This is not a 

sales call.  May I please speak with <PROGRAM CONTACT>?    

Our records show that <COMPANY> purchased <ENDUSE>, which was <installed in “INSTALL DATE” OR 

recently installed> and received an incentive of <INCENTIVE AMOUNT> from Ameren Illinois Utilities.  

We are calling to do a follow-up study about your firm’s participation in this program, which is called the 

Act On Energy Business Program.  I was told you’re the person most knowledgeable about this project.  

Is this correct? [IF NOT, ASK TO BE TRANSFERRED TO MOST KNOWLEDGABLE PERSON OR RECORD NAME 

& NUMBER.] 

This survey will take about 20 minutes. Is now a good time? [If no, schedule call-back] 

 

[READ IF CONTACT=0] 

Hello, this is _____ from Opinion Dynamics calling on behalf of Ameren Illinois Utilities.   I would like to 

speak with the person most knowledgeable about recent changes in cooling, lighting, or other energy-

related equipment for your firm at this location. 

[IF NEEDED] Our records show that <COMPANY> purchased <ENDUSE>, which was <installed in “INSTALL 

DATE” OR recently installed> and received an incentive of <INCENTIVE AMOUNT> from Ameren Illinois 

Utilities.  We are calling to do a follow-up study about your firm’s participation in this program, which is 

called the Act On Energy Business Program. I was told you’re the person most knowledgeable about this 

project.  Is that correct? [IF NOT, ASK TO BE TRANSFERRED TO MOST KNOWLEDGABLE PERSON OR 

RECORD NAME & NUMBER.] 

This survey will take about 20 minutes. Is now a good time? [If no, schedule call-back] 

SCREENING QUESTIONS 

A1. Just to confirm, in 2008-2009 did <COMPANY> participate in Ameren Illinois Utilities’ Act On 

Energy Business Program at <ADDRESS>? (IF NEEDED: This is a program where your business 

received an incentive for installing one or more energy-efficient products covered under the 

program.) 

1 (Yes, participated as described) 
2  (Yes, participated but at another location) 
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3 (NO, did NOT participate in program) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don’t know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[SKIP A2 IF A1=1,2] 

A2. Is it possible that someone else dealt with the energy-efficient product installation? 

1 (Yes, someone else dealt with it) 

2 (No) 

00 (Other, specify) 

98 (Don’t know) 

99 (Refused) 

 

[IF A2=1, ask to be transferred to that person. If not available, thank and terminate. If available, go back 

to A1] 

 

*IF A1=2,3,00,98,99: Thank and terminate. Record dispo as “Could not confirm participation”.+ 

 

Before we begin, I want to emphasize that this survey will only be about the <END USE> you installed 

through the Act On Energy Business Program at <ADDRESS>.  

 

A3. I’d like to confirm some information in Ameren Illinois Utilities’ database. Our records show that 

you implemented the following <ENDUSE> projects through the Act On Energy Business 

Program. Is this correct?   

 

[ASK A3a IF MEASD1 <> BLANK] 

a <MEASQ1> <MEASD1> 

1 (Yes) 

2 (Yes, but different number) 

3 (No, did not install) 

8 (Don’t know) 

9 (Refused) 

 

[ASK A3aa if A3a=2] 

aa How many <lamps were removed OR “MEASD1” were installed>? [NUMERIC OPEN END; RANGE  

1-3000, DK, REF] 

 

[ASK A3b IF MEASD2 <> BLANK] 

b <MEASQ2> <MEASD2> 

1 (Yes) 

2 (Yes, but different number) 

3 (No, did not install) 
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8 (Don’t know) 

9 (Refused) 

 

[ASK A3bb if A3b=2] 

bb How many < lamps were removed OR “MEASD2” were installed >? [NUMERIC OPEN END; RANGE 

1-3000, DK, REF] 

 

[ASK A3c IF MEASD3 <> BLANK] 

c <MEASQ3> <MEASD3> 

1 (Yes) 

2 (Yes, but different number) 

3 (No, did not install) 

8 (Don’t know) 

9 (Refused) 

 

[ASK A3cc if A3c=2] 

cc How many < lamps were removed OR “MEASD3” were installed >? [NUMERIC OPEN END; RANGE 

1-3000, DK, REF] 

 

SET QTY1_USE=MEASQ1 OR QA3AA IF QA3A=2 

SET QTY2_USE=MEASQ2 OR QA3BB IF QA3B=2 

SET QTY3_USE=MEASQ3 OR QA3CC IF QA3C=2 

 

CREATE VARIABLES MEAS1, MEAS2, MEAS3. 

SET MEAS1=1 IF (A3a = 1 OR (QA3A=2 AND (QA3AA>=QTY1_USE*0.75) AND A3aa <= (QTY1_USE*1.25); 

ELSE SET MEAS1=0 

SET MEAS2=1 IF (A3b = 1 OR (QA3B=2 AND (QA3BB>= QTY2_USE *0.75) AND A3bb <= (QTY2_USE 

*1.25); ELSE SET MEAS2=0 

SET MEAS3=1 IF (A3c =1 OR (QA3C=2 AND (QA3VV>= QTY3_USE *0.75) AND A3cc <= (QTY3_USE *1.25); 

ELSE SET MEAS3=0 

 

*IF MEAS1=0 AND MEAS2=0 AND MEAS3=0 then thank and terminate. Record dispo as “Could not 

confirm measures”.+
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LIGHTING MODULE [ASK IF LIGHT=1, ELSE SKIP TO COOLING MODULE] 

 
PL1 Who was the most influential in specifying the details of the <ENDUSE> project you completed 

through the Act On Energy Program? 
1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Owner) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
PL2 And who identified the opportunity for the Ameren Illinois Utilities incentive? 

1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Ameren Key Account Executive) 
8. (owner/developer) 
9. (project manager) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

  

Measure Loop 

[Loop 1: ASK IF MEAS1=1.  Loop 2: ASK IF MEAS2=1.  Loop 3: ASK IF MEAS3=1.] 

*For Loop 2, replace “1” at the end of read-ins with “2”; for Loop 3, replace “1” with “3”.+ 

 
The following questions are about the <QTY1_USE> < lamps you removed OR “MEASD” you installed > 
you installed through the Act On Energy Business Program. 
 
L0 When did you <remove the lamps OR install the MEASD1> (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR BEST 
GUESS) 
 a Month [Precodes for Jan through Dec., DK, REF] 
 b Year [Precodes for 2008 and 2009, DK, REF] 
 
DELAMPING [ASK IF MEASURE1 = LINEAR, ELSO SKIP TO L6a] 
 
L1 Did any of your new fixtures have fewer bulbs per fixture than your old fixtures (i.e., did you 

delamp)? (If needed: delamping occurs when you replace your T12 fixtures with T8s and reduce 
the number of lamps per fixture.) 
1 Yes 
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2 No 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 

 
[ASK IF L1=1, ELSE GO TO L6a] 
L2 How many lamps per fixture were installed prior to delamping? 

1 (1 lamp) 
2 (2 lamps) 
3 (3 lamps) 
4 (4 lamps) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don’t know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
L3 How many lamps per fixture are installed now? 

1 (1 lamp) 
2 (2 lamps) 
3 (3 lamps) 
4 (4 lamps) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don’t know) 
99 (Refused) 

  
L4 After you delamped, did you install additional lighting fixtures to increase the amount of 

lighting? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 

 
[ASK IF L4=1, ELSE GO TO L6a] 
L5 How many of these new fixtures did you install? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 1 TO 3000; 98=Don’t 

know, 99=Refused] 
 
BULBS INTO STORAGE [ASK IF <MEASURE1>=CFL, ELSE SKIP TO L7] 
 
L6a What percentage of the CFLs for which you received an incentive were placed in storage? 

[NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 TO 100; 998=Don’t know, 999=Refused] 
 
L6b And what percentage were installed at another facility? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 TO 100; 

998=Don’t know, 999=Refused] 
 
REMOVED EQUIPMENT 
 
[IF MEASURE1 = Occupancy Sensor, SKIP TO OS1] 
[IF MEASURE1 = EXIT SIGNS, SKIP TO EX1] 
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*READ IF MEASD1<>”lamps removed”+ I'd like to ask you a few questions about the equipment that was 
removed and replaced when you installed the <MEASD1>… 
 
L7 What type of lighting was removed [READ IF MEASD1<>”lamps removed”: and replaced when 

you installed <MEASD1>] through the Act On Energy Business program? (READ LIST) [MULTIPLE 
RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 
1 Linear fluorescent lights 
2 High-Intensity Discharge (HID) Fixtures 
3 Compact fluorescent lights 
4 Incandescent bulbs 
5 Halogen lights 
6 (Did not replace anything - new equipment) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[ASK L7a IF L7=1] 
L7a What type of linear fluorescent lights were removed? (READ LIST) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 

3] 
1 High performance T8 (1" diameter bulbs) 
2 T8 fluorescent fixtures (1” diameter bulbs) 
3 T10 fluorescent fixtures  
4 T12 Fixtures (1.5” diameter bulbs) 
5 T5 Fixtures (5/8” diameter) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[ASK L7b IF L7a=3, 4] 
L7b What types of ballasts were in use on the linear fluorescent fixtures you removed? 

1 Electronic Ballast 
2    Magnetic Ballast 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[ASK L7c IF L7=2] 
L7c What type of HID lamps were removed? (READ LIST) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1 High pressure sodium 
2 Metal Halide 
3 Mercury Vapor 
4 Incandescent 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

  
[ASK L7d IF L7=3] 
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L7d What type of compact fluorescent lights were removed? (READ LIST) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP 
TO 3] 
1 Screw-in Modular 
2 Hardwire 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[IF L7=00, 98, 99, SKIP TO OS1] 
L8 Was the removed lighting equipment controlled?  

1 Yes 
2 No  
8 Don’t know  
9 Refused 

 
[ASK L8a IF L8=1] 
L8a What type of lighting controls were in use? (READ LIST) 

1 Time Clock 
2 Occupancy Sensor 
3 Bypass/Delay Timers 
4 Photocell 
00   (Other, specify) 
98 (Don’t know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
OCCUPANCY SENSORS [ASK IF MEASURE1 = Occupancy Sensor; ELSE GO TO EX1] 
  
OS1 Roughly what percentage of your lights now have occupancy controls on them? [NUMERIC 

OPEN END; 0 TO 100; 998=Don’t know, 999=Refused+ 
  
OS2 Before Occupancy Sensors were installed, about how many hours per day were the lights in 

operation? *NUMERIC OPEN END; 0 TO 24; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 
  
OS3 After controls were installed, about how many hours per day were the lights in operation? 

*NUMERIC OPEN END; 0 TO 24; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 
 
EXIT SIGNS [ASK IF MEASURE1 = Exit Signs; ELSE GO TO NEXT LIGHTING LOOP] 
  
EX1 What type of exit signs were removed? (READ LIST) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1 Incandescent exit signs 
2 Compact fluorescent exit signs 
3 LED exit signs 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 

[End of Measure Loop; GO TO NEXT LIGHTING MEASURE] 
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[ASK NET-TO-GROSS MODULE, THEN RETURN] 
 

SPILLOVER – LIGHTING 
 
Thank you for discussing the new lighting equipment that you installed through the Act On Energy 
Business program.  Next, I would like to discuss any lighting equipment you might have installed 
OUTSIDE of the program … 
  
LS1 Since June 2008 have you purchased and installed any energy efficient lighting equipment 

WITHOUT an incentive from the Act On Energy Business program or another utility program… 
[1=Yes, 2=No, 8=Don’t know, 9=Refused+ 

 a. at this facility 
 b. at another facility owned by your company 
 
[IF LS1a=2,8,9 AND LS1b=2,8,9, THEN SKIP TO HOURS OF USE – LIGHTING MODULE] 
 
[ASK LS1c IF LS1b=1] 
LS1c You said you installed equipment at another facility owned by your company. Can you please 

give me the address? (If more than one, record “multiple”) [OPEN END] 
 
LS2 On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “no influence” and 10 means “greatly influenced,” how 

much did your experience with the Act On Energy Business program influence your decision to 
install high efficiency lighting equipment on your own? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 
99=Refused]  

 
LS3 Why did you purchase this lighting equipment without the financial assistance available through 

the Act On Energy Business program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 
1 (Takes too long to get approval) 
2 (No time to participate, needed equipment immediately) 
3 (The equipment did not qualify)  
4 (The amount of the incentive wasn’t large enough) 
5 (Did not know the program was available) 
6 (There was no program available) 
7 (Had reached the maximum incentive amount) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[ASK LS3a IF LS3=3, ELSE SKIP TO LS4] 
LS3a Why didn’t the equipment qualify? *OPEN END+ 
 
[ASK IF LS2=8,9,10 and LS3 <> 3, ELSE GO TO LH1A] 
 
LS4 What type of lighting equipment was installed without an incentive? Did you install…  

[MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5] 
1 Linear fluorescent lights 
2 High-Intensity Discharge (HID) Fixtures 
3 Compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) 
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4 Exit signs 
5 Lighting controls 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 

HOURS OF USE – LIGHTING 
 
Now we’d like to talk about the hours that your lighting equipment is in operation.  
 
LH1a Are you typically open every day, Monday through Friday? 

1 Yes  
2 No  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused 

 
[ASK LH1b IF LH1a=2] 
LH1b How many days are you CLOSED Monday through Friday? 

1 One  
2 Two  
3 Three 
4 Four  
5 Five 
8 Don't know  
9 Refused 

 
[IF LH1b=5, SKIP TO LH4] 
LH2 At what time do your indoor lights currently turn on during weekdays (Monday - Friday)? (Enter 

2400 for 24-hour operation, enter 0 for never on) 
LH2a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
LH2b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
[SKIP LH3 IF LH2=24hr or never] 
LH3 At what time do your indoor lights currently turn off during weekdays (Monday - Friday)? (Enter 

2400 for 24-hour operation, enter 0 for never on) 
LH3a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
LH3b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
LH4 Does the lighting equipment operate on a different schedule on weekends (Saturday and 

Sunday)? 
1 Yes  
2 No  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused 

 
[ASK IF LH4=1, ELSE SKIP TO LH9] 
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LH5 On Saturdays, at what time does the indoor lighting equipment turn on? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour 
operation, enter 0 for never on) 
LH5a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
LH5b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
[SKIP LH6 IF LH5=24hr or never] 
LH6 And when does the indoor lighting equipment turn off on Saturdays? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour 

operation, enter 0 for never on) 
LH6a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
LH6b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
LH7 And on Sundays, at what time does the indoor lighting equipment turn on? (Enter 2400 for 24-

hour operation, enter 0 for never on) 
LH7a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
LH7b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
[SKIP LH8 IF LH7=24hr or never] 
LH8 And when does the indoor lighting equipment turn off on Sundays? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour 

operation, enter 0 for never on) 
LH8a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
LH8b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
LH9 During hours when your business is closed, approximately what percentage of the indoor lights 

are kept on? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 to 100; 998=Don’t know, 999=Refused] 
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COOLING MODULE [ASK IF COOLING=1, ELSE SKIP TO REFRIGERATION MODULE] 

 
PC1 Who was the most influential in specifying the <ENDUSE> you installed through the Act On 

Energy Program? 
1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Owner) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
PC2 And who identified the opportunity for the Ameren Illinois Utilities incentive? 

1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Ameren Key Account Executive) 
8. (owner/developer) 
9. (project manager) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 

Measure Loop 

[Loop 1: ASK IF MEAS1=1.  Loop 2: ASK IF MEAS2=1.  Loop 3: ASK IF MEAS3=1.] 
*For Loop 2, replace “1” at the end of read-ins with “2”; for Loop 3, replace “1” with “3”.+ 
 
The following questions are about the <QTY1_USE> <MEASD1> you installed through the Act On Energy 
Business Program. 
 
C0 When did you install the <MEASD1> (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR BEST GUESS) 
 a Month [Precodes for Jan through Dec.; DK, REF] 
 b Year [Precodes for 2008 and 2009; DK, REF] 
 
REMOVED EQUIPMENT 
 
C1 What type of cooling equipment was REMOVED AND REPLACED when you installed <MEASD1> 

through the Act On Energy Business Program? (DO NOT READ LIST) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 
3] 
1 (Split system air conditioners (two components: compressor is separate from the supply 

air fan)) 
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2 (Packaged air conditioning systems (one component, for example rooftop units or 
unitary equipment)) 

3 (Package Terminal A/C (e.g., Hotel/Motel units)) 
4 (Window/Wall Air-Conditioning Units) 
5 (Remote Condensing Unit) 
6 (Evaporative coolers/swamp coolers) 
7 (Water Chillers) 
8 (Evaporative Condenser) 
9 (Adjustable Speed Drives) 
10 (Energy Management System) 
11 (HVAC Controls: Bypass Timer) 
12 (HVAC Controls: Time Clock) 
13 (HVAC Controls: Set-Back Programmable Thermostat) 
14 (Heat Pump Units ) 
15 (NOTHING, EQUIPMENT ADDED NOT REPLACED) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

  
[SKIP C2 AND C3 IF C1=15,98,99] 
C2 How would you describe the condition of the cooling equipment that was removed and 

replaced?  Was it… 
1 Inoperable/broken 
2 Poor condition 
3 Fair condition 
4 Good condition 
8 (Don’t know) 
9 (Refused) 

  
C3 How old was the cooling equipment that was removed and replaced?  Was it… 

1 Less than 5 years old 
2 Between 5 and 10 years old 
3 10 to 20 years old 
4 more than 20 years old 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 

  

[End of Measure Loop; GO TO NEXT COOLING MEASURE] 

 

[ASK NET-TO-GROSS MODULE, THEN RETURN] 
 

SPILLOVER  – COOLING 
 
Thank you for discussing the new cooling equipment that you installed through the Act On Energy 
Business Program.  Next, I would like to discuss any cooling equipment you might have installed 
OUTSIDE the Act On Energy Business Program … 
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CS1 Since June 2008 have you purchased and installed any energy efficient cooling equipment 
WITHOUT an incentive from the Act On Energy Business program or another utility program… 
*1=Yes, 2=No, 8=Don’t know, 9=Refused+ 

 a. at this facility 
 b. at another facility owned by your company 
 
[IF CS1a=2,8,9 AND CS1b=2,8,9, THEN SKIP TO HOURS OF USE – COOLING MODULE] 
 
[ASK IF CS1b=1] 
CS1c You said you installed equipment at another facility owned by your company. Can you please 

give me the address? (If more than one, record “multiple”) *OPEN END+ 
  
CS2 On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “no influence” and 10 means “greatly influenced,” how 

much did your experience with the Act On Energy Business program influence your decision to 
install different types of high efficiency cooling equipment on your own? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t 
know, 99=Refused] 

  
CS3 Why did you purchase this cooling equipment without the financial assistance available through 

the Act On Energy Business program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 
1 (Takes too long to get approval) 
2 (No time to participate, needed equipment immediately) 
3 (The equipment did not qualify)  
4 (The amount of the incentive wasn’t large enough) 
5 (Did not know the program was available) 
6 (There was no program available) 
7 (Had reached the maximum incentive amount) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

  
[ASK CS3a IF CS3=3, ELSE SKIP TO CS4] 
CS3a Why didn’t the equipment qualify for the program? [OPEN END] 
 
[ASK IF CS2=8, 9,10 AND CS3 <>3, ELSE SKIP TO CH1A] 
 
CS4 What types of equipment were installed as part of the cooling retrofit? (DO NOT READ LIST. 

After each response, prompt with: “Did you install any other energy efficient cooling equipment 
at your facility since June 2008?”) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5] 
1 (Split system air conditioners (two components: compressor is separate from the supply 

air fan)) 
2 (Packaged air conditioning systems (one component, for example rooftop units or 

unitary equipment)) 
3 (Package Terminal A/C (e.g., Hotel/Motel units)) 
4 (Window/Wall Air-Conditioning Units) 
5 (Remote Condensing Unit) 
6 (Evaporative coolers/swamp coolers) 
7 (Water Chillers) 
8 (Evaporative Condenser) 
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9 (Adjustable Speed Drives) 
10 (Energy Management System) 
11 (HVAC Controls: Bypass Timer) 
12 (HVAC Controls: Time Clock) 
13 (HVAC Controls: Set-Back Programmable Thermostat) 
14 (Heat Pump Units ) 
00 (Other, specify) (RECORD MULTIPLE “OTHER” RESPONSES HERE, IF NECESSARY) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 

HOURS OF USE – COOLING 
 
Now we’d like to talk about the hours that your cooling system is in operation.  
 
CH1a Are you typically open every day, Monday through Friday? 

1 Yes  
2 No  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused 

 
[ASK CH1b IF CH1a=2] 
CH1b How many days are you CLOSED Monday through Friday? 

1 One  
2 Two  
3 Three 
4 Four  
5 Five 
8 Don't know  
9 Refused 

 
[IF CH1b=5, SKIP TO CH4] 
CH2 At what time does your cooling system currently turn on during weekdays (Monday - Friday)? 

(Enter 2400 for 24-hour operation, enter 0 for never on) 
CH2a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
CH2b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
[SKIP CH3 IF CH2=24hr or never] 
CH3 At what time does your cooling system currently turn off during weekdays (Monday - Friday)? 

(Enter 2400 for 24-hour operation, enter 0 for never on) 
CH3a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
CH3b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
CH4 Does the cooling system operate on a different schedule on weekends (Saturday and Sunday)? 

1 Yes  
2 No  
8 Don't know  
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9 Refused 
 
[ASK IF CH4=1, ELSE SKIP TO PROCESS MODULE] 
CH5 On Saturdays, at what time does the cooling system turn on? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour operation, 

enter 0 for never on) 
CH5a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
CH5b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
[SKIP CH6 IF CH5=24hr or never] 
CH6 And when does the cooling system turn off on Saturdays? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour operation, 

enter 0 for never on) 
CH6a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
CH6b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
CH7 And on Sundays, at what time does the cooling system turn on? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour 

operation, enter 0 for never on) 
CH7a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
CH7b 1. AM 
 2. PM 

 
[SKIP CH8 IF CH7=24hr or never] 
CH8 And when does the cooling system turn off on Sundays? (Enter 2400 for 24-hour operation, 

enter 0 for never on) 
CH8a Enter hours and minutes, e.g., 0530 for 5:30 
CH8b 1. AM 
 2. PM 
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REFRIGERATION MODULE  [ASK IF REFRIG=1, ELSE TO GO MOTORS MODULE] 

 
PR1 Who was the most influential in specifying the <ENDUSE> you installed through the Act On 

Energy Program? 
1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Owner) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
PR2 And who identified the opportunity for the Ameren Illinois Utilities incentive? 

1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Ameren Key Account Executive) 
8. (owner/developer) 
9. (project manager) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

  

Measure Loop 

[Loop 1: ASK IF MEAS1=1.  Loop 2: ASK IF MEAS2=1.  Loop 3: ASK IF MEAS3=1.] 
*For Loop 2, replace “1” at the end of read-ins with “2”; for Loop 3, replace “1” with “3”.+ 
 
The following questions are about the <QTY1_USE> <MEASD1> you installed through the Act On Energy 
Business Program. 
 
R0 When did you install the <MEASD1> (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR BEST GUESS) 
 a Month [Precodes for Jan through Dec.] 
 b Year [Precodes for 2008 and 2009] 
 
REMOVED EQUIPMENT 
 
R1 What type of refrigeration equipment was removed and replaced when you installed the   

<MEASD1> through the Act On Energy Business Program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 
1 (Old Strip curtains) 
2 (Older Main door cooler/freezer door gaskets) 
3 (Older Anti-sweat heat controllers) 
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4 (Same Equipment, just newer) 
5 (Older Display cases without doors) 
6 (NONE - Not a replacement) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[SKIP R2 AND R3 IF R1=6,98,99] 
R2 How would you describe the condition of refrigeration equipment that was removed and 

replaced?  Was it… 
1 Inoperable (broken) 
2 Poor condition 
3 Fair condition 
4 Good condition 
8 Don't know  
9 Refused  

  
R3 Approximately how old was the refrigeration equipment that was removed and replaced by the 

new refrigeration equipment?  Was it… 
1 Less than 5 years old 
2 Between 5 and 10 years old 
3 10 to 20 years old 
4 more than 20 years old 
8 Don't know  
9 Refused  

 
[ASK R4a and R4b IF MEASD1=“Anti-Sweat Heater Controls”] 
 
R4a Thinking about the previous system you had in place to reduce condensation on your 

refrigeration doors, was it on all the time or did you control the number of hours that it 
operated?  
1 On all the time 
2 Controlled the hours of operation 
00 (Other, specify) 
96 (Didn’t have a previous system) 
98 Don’t Know 
99 Refused 
 

[ASK R4b IF R4a=2] 
R4b How many hours per day was the previous system on? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 TO 24; 98=Don’t 

know, 99=Refused] 
  

[End of Measure Loop; GO TO NEXT REFRIGERATION MEASURE] 

 

[ASK NET-TO-GROSS MODULE, THEN RETURN] 
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SPILLOVER – REFRIGERATION 
 
Thank you for discussing the new refrigeration equipment that you installed through the Act On Energy 
Business Program.  Next, I would like to discuss any refrigeration equipment you might have installed 
OUTSIDE the Act On Energy Business Program. This would include not only any other refrigeration 
equipment but also night covers, condensers, or evaporative fan coolers. 
  
RS1 Since June 2008, have you purchased and installed any energy efficient refrigeration equipment 

WITHOUT an incentive from the Act On Energy Business program or another utility program… 
*1=Yes, 2=No, 8=Don’t know, 9=Refused+ 

 a. at this facility 
 b. at another facility owned by your company 
 
[IF RS1a=2,8,9 AND RS1b=2,8,9, THEN SKIP TO PROCESS MODULE] 
 
[ASK RS1c IF RS1b=1] 
RS1c You said you installed energy efficient refrigeration equipment at another facility owned by your 

company. Can you please give me the address? (If more than one, record “multiple”) *OPEN 
END] 

 
RS2 On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “no influence” and 10 means “greatly influenced,” how 

much did your experience with the Act On Energy Business program influence your decision to 
install different types of high efficiency equipment on your own? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 
99=Refused] 

  
RS3 Why did you purchase this refrigeration equipment without the financial assistance available 

through the Act On Energy Business Program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE; UP TO 3]] 
1 (Takes too long to get approval) 
2 (No time to participate, needed equipment immediately) 
3 (The equipment did not qualify) 
4 (The amount of the incentive wasn’t important enough) 
5 (Did not know the program was available) 
6 (There was no program available) 
7 (Had reached the maximum incentive amount) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[ASK RS3a IF RS3=3, ELSE SKIP TO RS4] 
RS3a Why didn’t the equipment qualify? [OPEN END] 
 
[ASK IF RS2=8,9,10 and RS3 <> 3, ELSE GO TO PROCESS MODULE] 
 
RS4 What types of refrigeration measures were installed OUTSIDE of the program? (DO NOT READ 

LIST. After each response, prompt with: “Did you install any other energy efficient refrigeration 
equipment at your facility since June 2008?”) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5] 

1 (Night covers for display cases) 
2 (Strip curtains) 
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3 (Glass doors on vertical open display cases) 
4 (Reach in display cases, with doors) 
5 (Main door cooler/freezer door gaskets) 
6 (Auto closers for coolers/freezers) 
7 (Anti-sweat heat controllers) 
8 (Insulate bare suction pipes) 
9 (Multiplex compressor systems) 
10 (Condensers) 
11 (Floating head pressure controllers) 
12 (Evaporative fan coolers) 
13 (Vending machine controllers) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don’t know) 
99 (Refused) 
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MOTORS MODULE [ASK IF MOTORS=1] 

 
PM1 Who was the most influential in specifying the <ENDUSE> you installed through the Act On 

Energy Program? 
1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Owner) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
PM2 And who identified the opportunity for the Ameren Illinois Utilities incentive? 

1. (me/respondent) 
2. (contractor) 
3. (engineer) 
4. (architect) 
5. (manufacturer) 
6. (distributor) 
7. (Ameren Key Account Executive) 
8. (owner/developer) 
9. (project manager) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 

Measure Loop 

[Note to programmer: The Act On Energy sample has no participant with more than one measure. Only 
need one loop.] 
 
The following questions are about the <QTY1_USE> <MEASD1> you installed through the Act On Energy 
Business Program. 
 
M0 When did you install the <MEASD1> (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR BEST GUESS) 
 a Month [Precodes for Jan through Dec.] 
 b Year [Precodes for 2008 and 2009] 
 
M1 Are the new motors used to... (READ LIST) 

1 Drive a newly installed piece of equipment 
2 Replace a failed motor 
3 Replace a functioning motor 
4 Serve as a spare 
00 Or for some other reason (Specify) 
98 (Don’t Know)  
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99 (Refused) 
 
M1a Are the new motors controlled by a variable frequency drive (VFD)? 

1 Yes 
2 No 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 

  
M2a In the past month, how many hours per day did this equipment typically operate? [NUMERIC 

OPEN END, 0 to 24; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused]  
  
M2b And how many days per week? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 to 7; 8=Don’t know, 9=Refused] 
  
M2c Are there any months during the year when the operating schedule for this equipment differs 

significantly from what you just described? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 

 
[ASK IF M2c=1; ELSE SKIP TO M3]  
M2d How many hours per day does the equipment typically operate during the periods with different 

operating schedules? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 to 24; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 
  
M2e And how many days per week? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 to 7; 8=Don’t know, 9=Refused] 
  
M2f How many months per year does the equipment run on the alternative schedule? [NUMERIC 

OPEN END, 0 to 12; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 
 
REPLACED EQUIPMENT [ASK IF M1=2,3, ELSE SKIP TO NTG MODULE] 
 
I'd like to ask you a few questions about the equipment that was removed and replaced when you 
installed the new <MEASD1>. 
  
M3a Were the motors you replaced…  
 (IF NEEDED: "“In this survey we use the term “NEMA Premium motors” to refer to very high 

efficiency motors that meet specific performance criteria developed by the National Electrical 
Manufacturers Association. We use the term “EPAct Motors” to refer to motors that meet 
current federal minimum efficiency standards contained in the Energy Policy Act; new motors 
installed in Illinois must be, at a minimum, EPAct motors.  Finally, we use the term “Standard 
Efficiency Motors” to refer to typically older motors that do not meet the current Federal 
standards.) 
1 NEMA Premium motors 
2 EPAct motors 
3 standard efficiency motors 
8 (Don’t Know) 
9 (Refused) 
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M3b Had the motors you replaced been rewound? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
8 (Don’t Know) 
9 (Refused) 

 
M3c How would you describe the condition of the motors that were removed and replaced when you 

installed the new <MEASD1>?  Were they… 
1 Inoperable (broken) 
2 Poor condition 
3 Fair condition 
4 Good condition 
8 (Don’t Know) 
9 (Refused) 

  
M3d How old were the motors that were removed and replaced?  Would you say… 

1 Less than 5 years old 
2 Between 5 and 10 years old 
3 10 to 20 years old 
4 more than 20 years old 
8 (Don’t Know) 
9 (Refused) 

  

[End of Measure Loop; GO TO NEXT MOTORS MEASURE] 

 

[ASK NET-TO-GROSS MODULE, THEN RETURN] 

 

SPILLOVER – MOTORS 
  
Thank you for discussing the new motors that you installed through the Act On Energy Business 
Program.  Next, I would like to discuss any motors you might have installed OUTSIDE the Act On Energy 
Business Program… 
  
MS1 Since June 2008, have you purchased and installed any energy efficient motors WITHOUT an 

incentive from the Act On Energy Business program or another utility program… *1=Yes, 2=No, 
8=Don’t know, 9=Refused+ 

 a. at this facility 
 b. at another facility owned by your company 
 
[IF MS1a=2,8,9 AND MS1b=2,8,9, THEN SKIP TO PROCESS MODULE] 
 
[ASK MS1c IF MS1b=1] 
MS1c You said you installed energy efficient motors at another facility owned by your company. Can 

you please give me the address? (If more than one, record “multiple”) *OPEN END+ 
 
[ASK MS2 IF MS1a=1 OR MS1b=1] 
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MS2 On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “no influence” and 10 means “greatly influenced,” how 
much did your experience with the Act On Energy Business program influenced your decision to 
install these high efficiency motors on your own? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

  
MS3 Why did you purchase this equipment without the financial assistance available through the Act 

On Energy Business Program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE; UP TO 3] 
1 (Takes too long to get approval) 
2 (No time to participate, needed equipment immediately) 
3 (The equipment did not qualify) 
4 (The amount of the incentive wasn’t important enough) 
5 (Did not know the program was available) 
6 (There was no program available) 
7 (Had reached the maximum incentive amount) 
00 (Other, specify) 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 

 
[ASK MS3a IF MS3=3, ELSE SKIP TO MS4] 
MS3a Why didn’t the equipment qualify? *OPEN END+ 
 
[ASK IF MS2=8,9,10 and MS3 <> 3, ELSE GO TO PROCESS MODULE] 
 
MS4 What types of applications were these motors installed in? (DO NOT READ LIST. After each 

response, prompt with: “Did you install any other energy efficient motors at this facility since 
June 2008?”) [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5] 
1 Pumping  
2 Fans/Blowers 
3 Compressed Air 
4 Materials handling (conveyor belts)  
5 Ventilation/HVAC  
6 Boiler fans  
7 Production process machinery  
00 Other, specify 
98 (Don't know) 
99 (Refused) 
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PROCESS MODULE 
 

I’d now like to ask you a few general questions about your participation in the Act On Energy Business 

program. 

 

Program Processes and Satisfaction 

 

S0 How did you first hear about the Act On Energy program? 

1. (Ameren Key Account Executive) 

2. (Ameren Website) 

3. (Workshop) 

4. (Contractor/program ally) 

5. (Billboards) 

6. (Radio advertising) 

7. (Newspaper) 

8. (Email) 

9. (Television) 

10. (Friend/colleague/word of mouth) 

11. (Bill insert) 

12. (Chamber of Commerce Publication) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 
S1 Was an initial program application submitted to get pre-approval for the project? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S1a IF S1=1, ELSE SKIP TO S2a] 
S1a Did YOU fill out the initial program application for the project? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S1b IF S1a=1 ELSE SKIP TO S1e] 
S1b Did the application form clearly explain the program requirements and how to participate? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. (Somewhat) 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 
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S1c How would you rate the initial application process?  Please use a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 is 

“very difficult” and 10 is “very easy”.  [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 
[ASK S1d IF S1c<4] 
S1d Why did you rate it that way? [OPEN END] 

 
[ASK S1e IF S1a=2] 
S1e Who filled out the initial application for the project? 

1. (Someone else at the facility) 
2. (Someone else at the company) 
3. (Program ally) 
4. (Contractor) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
S2a Did you fill out the final paperwork for the project? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S2b IF S2a=1 ELSE SKIP TO S2d] 
S2b How would you rate the process for submitting final paperwork?  Please use a scale of 0 to 10 

where 0 is “very difficult” and 10 is “very easy”.  [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 
[ASK S2c IF S2b<4] 
S2c Why did you rate it that way? [OPEN END] 

 
[ASK S2d IF S2a=2] 
S2d Who filled out the final paperwork for the project? 

1. (Someone else at the facility) 
2. (Someone else at the company) 
3. (Program ally) 
4. (Contractor) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 
[SKIP S3 IF S1e=3 OR S2d=3] 
S3 Are you familiar with the term Act On Energy PROGRAM ALLY? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 
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S4a Did you use a contractor for your <ENDUSE> project? 

1. Yes  
2. No  
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S4b IF S4a=1] 
S4b  Was the contractor you used affiliated with the Act On Energy program? (If needed: Was the 

contractor REGISTERED with the Act On Energy program?) 

1. Yes  
2. No  
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S5 IF S4a=1 ELSE SKIP TO S7] 
S5 How would you rate the contractor’s ability to meet your needs in terms of implementing your 

project? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all able to meet needs” and 10 is 

“completely able to meet needs”? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 
S6a Would you recommend the contractor you worked with to other people or companies? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S6b IF S6a=2] 
S6b Why not? [OPEN END] 

 

S7 When implementing an energy efficiency project, how important is it to you that the contractor 

is affiliated with the Act On Energy Program? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at 

all important” and 10 is “very important”? [SCALE 0-10; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

 
S8 During the course of your participation in the program, did you place any calls to the Act On 

Energy Business Call Center? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S8a IF S8=1] 
S8a On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is “very dissatisfied” and 10 is “very satisfied”, how would you 

rate your satisfaction with the Call Center’s ability to answer your questions? *SCALE 0-10; 

96=not applicable, 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 
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[ASK S8b IF S8a<4] 
S8b Why did you rate it that way? [OPEN END]  

 

S9a Did you ask any questions of your Act On Energy technical reviewer while participating in the 

program? (If needed: This is a program staff person you would have spoken or e-mailed with to 

clarify any issues that came up during the review of your application. Technical reviewers are 

SAIC or GDS employees, who are Act On Energy Program partners.) 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S9b IF S9a=1] 
S9b Approximately how long did it take for your questions to be answered? 

1. (Within the same day) 
2. (1-2 business days) 
3. (3-5 business days) 
4. (1 -2 weeks) 
5. (More than 2 week) 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
S11 On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is very dissatisfied and 10 is very satisfied, how would you rate 

your satisfaction with… [SCALE 0-10; 96=not applicable, 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused] 

a. the incentive amount 
b. the program’s technical review staff 
c. the measures offered by the program (If needed: this is the equipment that is eligible 

for an incentive under the program) 
d. the Act On Energy program overall 
e. Ameren Illinois Utilities 

 
[ASK S12a IF S11a<4] 
S12a.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the incentive amount, why did you rate it this way? 

*OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK S12b IF S11b<4] 
S12b.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the program’s technical review staff, why did you rate it 

this way? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK S12c IF S11c<4] 
S12c.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the measures offered by the program, why did you rate it 

this way? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

 [ASK S12d IF S11d<4] 
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S12d.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with the Act On Energy Program overall, why did you rate it 

this way? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK S12e IF S11e<4] 
S12e.  You indicated some dissatisfaction with Ameren Illinois Utilities, why did you rate it this way? 

*OPEN END; 98=Don’t know, 99=Refused+ 

 

S10a Did you experience any problems during the participation process? (IF NEEDED: (Other than 

what we have already talked about) 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
[ASK S10b IF QS10a=1] 
S10b What problems did you experience? [OPEN END] 

 
 

Marketing and Outreach 

 
MK1 Do you recall seeing or receiving any marketing materials or other information for the Act On 

Energy program? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9 (Refused) 

 

[ASK MK1a IF MK1=1, ELSE SKIP TO MK2] 
MK1a What types of materials do you remember? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5] 

1. (Television) 

2. (Newspaper) 

3. (Email) 

4. (Billboards) 

5. (Radio advertising) 

6. (Chamber of Commerce publication) 

7. (Presentation/workshop) 

8. (Bill insert) 

9. (Brochure) 

10. (ActOnEnergy website) 

00. (Other, please specify) 

98. (Don't know) 

99. (Refused)  
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MK1b How useful were these materials in providing information about the program? Would you say 

they were… 

1. Very useful 

2. Somewhat useful 

3. Not very useful 

4. Not at all useful 

8. (Don't know) 

9. (Refused)  

 

[ASK MK1c IF MK1b=3,4] 
MK1c What would have made the materials more useful to you?  [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (More detailed information) 

2. (Where to get additional information) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

MK2 What is the best way of reaching companies like yours to provide information about energy 

efficiency opportunities? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Bill inserts) 

2. (Flyers/ads/mailings) 

3. (e-mail) 

4. (Telephone) 

5. (Key Account Executive) 

6. (Webinars/roundtables/events) 

7. (Through trade or professional associations) 

8. (Program allies/contractors) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

MK3 Are you aware that the Act On Energy incentive program for standard measures was over-

subscribed in September 2008? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

[ASK MK3a IF MK3=1, ELSE SKIP TO B1] 
MK3a How did you find out about this? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Program website) 

2. (Mailing) 
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3. (Key Account Executive) 

4. (Program ally/contractor) 

00. (Other, please specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

MK3b Did the oversubscription in any way impact your participation in the program? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

[ASK MK3c IF MK3b=1] 
MK3c How did it impact your participation? [OPEN END] 

 

 

Benefits and Barriers 

 

B1a What do you see as the main benefits to participating in the Act On Energy Business Program? 

[MULTIPME RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 

1. (Energy Savings) 

2. (Good for the Environment) 

3. (Lower Maintenance Costs) 

4. (Better Quality/New Equipment) 

5. (Rebate/Incentive) 

00. (Other, Specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

B1b What do you see as the drawbacks to participating in the program? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP 

TO 3] 

1. (Paperwork too burdensome) 

2. (Incentives not high enough/not worth the effort) 

3. (Program is too complicated) 

4. (Cost of equipment) 

5. (No drawbacks) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

B2 What do you think are the reasons companies like yours do not participate in this program? 

[MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 3] 
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1. (Lack of awareness of the program) 

2. (Financial reasons) 

3. (None) 

4. (Not aware of savings/don’t realize the savings) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

B3 Was the scope of your project limited by the program’s incentive cap? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

Feedback and Recommendations 

 

R1 Do you plan to participate in the program again in the future? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Maybe 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

R2 How could the Act On Energy Business Program be improved? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 4] 

1. (Higher incentives) 

2. (More measures) 

3. (Greater publicity) 

4. (No recommendations) 

00. (Other, specify) 

98. (Don’t know) 

99. (Refused) 

 

Firmographics 

 

I only have a few general questions left. 

 

F1a What is your company’s business sector? (PROBE, IF NECESSARY) 
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1. (School/College) 
2. (Grocery) 
3. (Medical) 
4. (Hotel/Motel) 
5. (Manufacturing/Industrial) 
6. (Office) 
7. (Restaurant) 
8. (Retail/Service) 
9. (Warehouse/Distribution) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 

F1b And is the facility in which the <ENDUSE> was installed in the same sector? 

 1. Yes 

 2. No 

 8. (Don’t know) 

 9. (Refused) 

 

[ASK F1c IF F1b=2] 

F1c What is the sector of the facility? (PROBE, IF NECESSARY) 

1. (School/College) 
2. (Grocery) 
3. (Medical) 
4. (Hotel/Motel) 
5. (Manufacturing/Industrial) 
6. (Office) 
7. (Restaurant) 
8. (Retail/Service) 
9. (Warehouse/Distribution) 
00. (Other, specify) 
98. (Don’t know) 
99. (Refused) 

 

F2 Which of the following best describes the ownership of this facility?  

1. My company owns and occupies this facility 
2. My company owns this facility but it is rented to someone else 
3. My company rents this facility 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 
F3 Does your company pay the electric bill?  

1. Yes  
2. No  
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 
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F4a  How old is this facility? *NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 TO 150; 998=Don’t know, 999=Refused+ 

 

[ASK F4b IF F4a=998] 

F4b Do you know the approximate age? Would you say it is… 

1. Less than 2 years 

2. 2-4 years 

3. 5-9 years 

4. 10-19 years 

5. 20-29 years 

6. 30 years or more years 

8. (Don’t know) 

9. (Refused) 

 

F5a How many employees, full plus part-time, are employed at this facility? [NUMERIC OPEN END, 0 

TO 2000; 9998=Don’t know, 9999=Refused] 

 

[ASK F5b IF F4a=9998] 

F5b Do you know the approximate number of employees? Would you say it is… 

1. Less than 10 

2. 10-49 
3. 50-99 
4. 100-249 
5. 250-499 
6. 500 or more 
8. (Don’t know) 
9. (Refused) 

 

F6 Which of the following best describes your facility? This facility is… 

 1.  my company’s only location 

 2. one of several locations owned by my company 

3. the headquarters location of a company with several locations 

 

[SKIP F7 IF F2=2] 

F7 In comparison to other companies in your industry, would you describe your company as… 

1.  A small company 
2.  A medium-sized company 
3.  A large company 
4.  (Not applicable) 
8.  (Don’t know) 
9.  (Refused) 
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NET-TO-GROSS MODULE 
 
Variables for the net-to-gross module: 

<NTG> (B=Basic rigor level, S= Standard rigor level. All questions here are asked if the standard rigor 

level is designated. Basic rigor level is designated through skip patterns. 

<UTILITY> (ComEd or Ameren Illinois Utilities) 

<PROGRAM> (Name of energy efficiency program) 

<ENDUSE> (Type of measure installed, at the end use level; from program tracking dataset; values: 

lighting equipment, cooling equipment, refrigeration equipment, motors) 

<VEND1> (Contractor who installed new equipment, from program tracking dataset) 

<TECH_ASSIST> (If participant conducted Feasibility Study, Audit, or received Technical Assistance 

through the program; from program tracking database)  

<ACCT_REP> (Name of account representative, from program tracking database or program files if 

present) 

<OTHERPTS> (Variable to be calculated based on responses. Equals 1- minus response to N3p.) 

<FINCRIT1> (Variable to be calculated based on responses. Equals 1 if payback period WITHOUT 

incentive is shorter than company requirement. See instructions below.) 

<FINCRIT2> (Variable to be calculated based on responses. Equals 1 if payback period WITH incentive is 

shorter than company requirement. See instructions below.) 

<MSAME> (For prescriptive/standard survey only: Equals 1 if same customer had more than one project 

of the same measure type; from program tracking database) 

<NSAME> (For prescriptive/standard survey only: Number of additional projects of the same measure 

type implemented by the same customer; from program tracking database) 

 

VENDOR INFORMATION [ASK IF NTG=S] 

I would like to get some information on the VENDORS that may have helped you with the 

implementation of this equipment.   

 

V1 Did you work with a contractor or vendor that helped you with the choice of this equipment? 

 1 Yes 

 2 No 

 8 Don’t Know  

 9 Refused  

 

[SKIP TO V4 IF V1=2, 8, or 9] 

As part of this study, we may be conducting a separate interview with the vendors that worked with you 

on the implementation of this equipment so we want to make sure we have the correct information.  

 

[ASK IF VEND1 NOT BLANK, ELSE SKIP TO V2a] 

V2 First let's talk about the company that helped you with the choice of this equipment. We show 

this as <VEND1>, is that correct? 
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1 Yes 

2 No 

8 Don’t know 

9 Refused  

 

[ASK V2a-c IF VEND1 BLANK OR IF V2=2, ELSE SKIP TO V3] 

V2a Can we have the name of the company that helped you? (IF NEEDED, ASK FOR COMPANY 

NAME.) *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused+ 

V2b Can you give us their phone number? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused] 

V2c Do you have a CONTACT name? *OPEN END; 96=No; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused+ 

   

V3 Did you also use a DESIGN or CONSULTING Engineer?   

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 Don't know   

9 Refused  

   

[ASK V3a-3 IF V3=1, ELSE SKIP TO V4] 

V3a Can we have the company name? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused+ 

V3b Can you give us their phone number? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused+ 

V3c Do you have a CONTACT name? *OPEN END; 96=No; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused+ 

 

V4 Did your key account executive assist you with the project that you implemented through the 

<UTILITY> <PROGRAM>? 

1 Yes 

2 No, don’t have a key account executive 

3 No, have a key account executive but they weren’t involved 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[SKIP V5 IF V4=2,3 OR <ACCT_REP> NOT BLANK] 

V5 We do not have the name of your key account executive at <UTILITY>. Can you give me his or 

her name? *OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 99=Refused+ 
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NET-TO-GROSS BATTERY 

 

Coming back to the <ENDUSE> you installed through the program.  

 

N1 When did you first learn about <UTILITY>'s Program?  Was it BEFORE or AFTER you first began to 

THINK about implementing this measure? (NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: “this measure” refers to the 

specific energy efficient equipment installed through the program.) 

1 Before 

2 After 

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

 

[ASK IF N1=2, 8, 9, ELSE SKIP TO N3] 

N2 Did you learn about <UTILITY>'s Program BEFORE or AFTER you DECIDED to implement the 

measure that was installed? (NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: “the measure” refers to the specific 

energy efficient equipment installed through the program.) 

1 Before 

2 After 

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

 

N3 Next, I’m going to ask you to rate the importance of the program as well as other factors that 

might have influenced your decision to implement this measure. Think of the degree of 

importance as being shown on a scale with equally spaced units from 0 to 10, where 0 means 

not at all important and 10 means extremely important.  Now using this scale please rate the 

importance of each of the following in your decision to implement the measure at this time. 

[FOR N3a-n, RECORD 0 to 10; 96=Not Applicable; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

(If needed: How important in your DECISION to implement the project was…) 

[SKIP N3a IF NTG=B] 

N3a. The age or condition of the old equipment 

 

N3b. Availability of the PROGRAM incentive  

N3bb. [ASK IF N3b=8,9,10] Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 

99=Refused] 

 

[SKIP TO N3f IF NTG=B] 

[ASK IF <TECH_ASSIST>=1, ELSE SKIP TO N3d] 

N3c. "Information provided through the Feasibility study/Audit/Technical assistance you received 

from <UTILITY>? 

[SKIP N3cc IF NTG=B] 
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N3cc. [ASK IF N3c=8,9,10] Why do you give it this rating? [OPEN END; 98=Don’t know; 

99=Refused] 

 

[ASK N3d IF V1=1] 

N3d. Recommendation from an equipment vendor or contractor that helped you with the choice of 

the equipment. 

 

N3e. Previous experience with this <MEASURE>?  

 

N3f. Recommendation from a <UTILITY> program staff person? 

[SKIP N3ff IF NTG=B] 

ff. [ASK IF N3f=8,9,10] Why do you give it this rating?  

 

N3h. Information from <PROGRAM> or <UTILITY> marketing materials?  

[SKIP N3hh IF NTG=B] 

N3hh. [ASK IF N3h=8,9,10]  Why do you give it this rating?  

 

[SKIP TO N3k IF NTG=B] 

[ASK N3i IF V3=1] 

N3i. A recommendation from a design or consulting engineer. 

 

N3j. Standard practice in your business/industry  

 

[SKIP N3k IF V4>1] 

N3k. Endorsement or recommendation by a key account executive of <UTILITY> 

[SKIP N3kk IF NTG=B] 

N3kk. [ASK IF N3k=8,9,10] Why do you say that?  

 

[SKIP TO N3n IF NTG=B] 

 

N3l. Corporate policy or guidelines   

 

N3m. Payback on the investment  

 

N3n. Were there any other factors we haven't discussed that were influential in your decision to 

install this MEASURE?   

1 Nothing else influential 

00 [Record verbatim] 

98 Don’t Know 

99 Refused 

 

[ASK N3nn IF N3n=00] 
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N3nn. Using the same zero to 10 scale, how would you rate the influence of this factor? [RECORD 0 to 

10; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused+ 

 

Thinking about this differently, I would like you to compare the importance of the PROGRAM with the 

importance of other factors in implementing the <ENDUSE> project.  

 

[READ IF (N3A, N3D, N3E, N3I, N3J, N3L, N3M, OR N3N)=8,9,10; ELSE SKIP TO N3p] 

You just told me that the following other factors were important: 

[READ IN ONLY ITEMS WHERE THEY GAVE A RATING OF 8 or higher]  

  (N3A) Age or condition of old equipment,  

  (N3D) Equipment Vendor recommendation  

  (N3E) Previous experience with this measure  

  (N3I) Recommendation from a design or consulting engineer  

  (N3J) Standard practice in your business/industry  

  (N3L) Corporate policy or guidelines  

  (N3M) Payback on investment 

 (N3N) Other factor (READ VERBATIM)  

 

N3p If you were given a TOTAL of 100 points that reflect the importance in your decision to 

implement the <ENDUSE>, and you had to divide those 100 points between: 1) the program and 

2) other factors, how many points would you give to the importance of the PROGRAM?  

Points given to program: [RECORD 0 to 100; 998=Don’t Know; 999=Refused] 

 

*CALCULATE VARIABLE “OTHERPTS” AS: 100 MINUS N3p RESPONSE; IF N3p=998,999, SET 

OTHERPTS=BLANK] 

 

N3o And how many points would you give to other factors? [RECORD 0 to 100; 998=Don’t Know; 

999=Refused] 

[The response should be <OTHERPTS> because both numbers should equal 100. If response is not 

<OTHERPTS> ask INC1] 

 

INC1 “The last question asked you to divide a TOTAL of 100 points between the program and other 

factors.  You just noted that you would give <N4 RESPONSE> points to the program. Does that 

mean you would give <OTHERPTS> points to other factors? 

1 Yes 

2 No 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

 

[IF INC1=2, go back to N3p] 
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CONSISTENCY CHECK ON PROGRAM IMPORTANCE SCORE    

 

[SKIP TO N5 IF N3p=998,999 OR IF N3p<80 OR IF (N3p>=80 AND ANY ONE OF (N3b, N3c, N3f, N3h, AND 

N3k)>3)] 

N4 You just gave <N3p RESPONSE> points to the importance of the program, I would interpret that 

to mean that the program was quite important to your decision to install this equipment.  

Earlier, when I asked about the importance of individual elements of the program I recorded 

some answers that would imply that they were not that important to you.  Just to make sure I 

have recorded this properly, I have a couple questions to ask you. 

 

N4a When asked about THE AVAILABILITY OF THE PROGRAM INCENTIVE, you gave a rating of ...<N3B 

RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating that the program incentive was not that important to you.  

Can you tell me why the incentive was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

[SKIP IF NTG=B OR <TECH_ASSIST>=0] 

N4b When I asked you about THE INFORMATION PROVIDED THROUGH THE FEASIBILITY 

STUDY/AUDIT/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, you gave a rating of ...<N3C RESPONSE> ... out of ten, 

indicating that the information provided was not that important to you.  Can you tell me why 

the information provided was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

N4c When I asked you about THE RECOMMENDATION FROM A <UTILITY> PROGRAM STAFF PERSON, 

you gave a rating of ...<N3F RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating that the information provided 

was not that important to you.  Can you tell me why the information provided was not that 

important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

N4d When asked about THE INFORMATION from the <PROGRAM> or <UTILITY> MARKETING 

MATERIALS, you gave a rating of ...<N3H RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating that this 

information from the program or utility marketing materials was not that important to you.  Can 

you tell me why this information was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 
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[SKIP N4e IF V4>1] 

N4e When asked about THE ENDORSEMENT or RECOMMENDATION by YOUR ACCOUNT 

REPRESENTATIVE <ACCT_REP >, you gave a rating of <N3K RESPONSE> ... out of ten, indicating 

that this Account Representative endorsement was not that important to you.  Can you tell me 

why this endorsement was not that important?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

Now I would like you to think about the action you would have taken with regard to the installation of 

this equipment if the utility program had not been available.   

 

N5 Using a likelihood scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “Not at all likely” and 10 is “Extremely likely”, if 

the utility program had not been available, what is the likelihood  that you would have installed 

exactly the same equipment? [RECORD 0 to 10; 98=Don't know; 99=Refused] 

 

CONSISTENCY CHECKS   

 

[ASK IF N3b>7 AND N5>7, ELSE SKIP TO N6] 

N5a When you answered ...<N3B RESPONSE> ... for the question about the influence of the 

incentive, I would interpret that to mean that the incentive was quite important to your decision 

to install.  Then, when you answered <N5 RESPONSE> for how likely you would be to install the 

same equipment without the incentive, it sounds like the incentive was not very important in 

your installation decision.  

I want to check to see if I am misunderstanding your answers or if the questions may have been 

unclear. Will you explain in your own words, the role the incentive played in your decision to 

install this efficient equipment?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

N5b Would you like for me to change your score on the importance of the incentive that you gave a 

rating of <N3B RESPONSE> or change your rating on the likelihood you would install the same 

equipment without the incentive which you gave a  rating of <N5 RESPONSE> and/or we can 

change both if you wish?  

1 Change importance of incentive rating 
2 Change likelihood to install the same equipment rating 
3 Change both 
4 (No, don’t change) 
8 (Don't know) 
9 (Refused) 
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[ASK IF N5b=1,3] 

N5c How important was… availability of the PROGRAM incentive? (IF NEEDED: in your DECISION to 

implement the project) [Scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means not at all important and 10 means 

extremely important; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused] 

 

[ASK IF N5b=2,3] 

N5d If the utility program had not been available, what is the likelihood that you would have 

installed exactly the same equipment? [Scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “Not at all likely” and 10 

means “Extremely likely”; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused+ 

 

[ASK IF N3j>7, ELSE SKIP TO N7] 

N6 In an earlier question, you rated the importance of STANDARD PRACTICE in your industry very 

highly in your decision making. Could you please rate the importance of the PROGRAM, relative 

to this standard industry practice, in influencing your decision to install this measure. Would you 

say the program was much more important, somewhat more important, equally important, 

somewhat less important, or much less important than the standard practice or policy?  

1 Much more important 

2 Somewhat more important 

3 Equally important 

4 Somewhat less important 

5 Much less important 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[ASK IF N5>0, ELSE SKIP TO N8] 

N7 You indicated earlier that there was a <N5 RESPONSE> in 10 likelihood that you would have 

installed the same equipment if the program had not been available. Without the program, 

when do you think you would have installed this equipment? Would you say…  

 1 At the same time 

 2 Earlier 

 3 Later 

4 (Never) 

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused)  

   

[ASK N7a IF N7=3] 

N7a. How much later would you have installed this equipment?  Would you say…  

 1 Within 6 months? 

 2 6 months to 1 year later 

 3  1 - 2 years later 

 4  2 - 3 years later? 

 5  3 - 4 years later? 
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 6  4 or more years later 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

   

[ASK N7b IF N7a=6, ELSE SKIP TO N8 

N7b. Why do you think it would have been 4 or more years later?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

   

 

PAYBACK BATTERY [ASK IF N3m>5 ELSE SKIP TO N11] 

 

I’d like to find out more about the payback criteria your company uses for its investments. 

 

N8 What financial calculations does your company make before proceeding with installation of a 

MEASURE like this one?   

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

   

N9 What is the payback cut-off point your company uses (in months) before deciding to proceed 

with an investment? Would you say… 

1 0 to 6 months  

2 7 months to 1 year  

3 more than 1 year up to 2 years  

4 more than 2 years up to 3 years  

5 more than 3 years up to 5 years  

6 Over 5 years  

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

   

N10a What was the estimated payback period for the new <ENDUSE>, in months, WITH the incentive 

from the <PROGRAM>?  

00 NUMERIC OPEN END, UP TO 240  

998 Don't know  

999 Refused  

 

N10b And what was the estimated payback period for the <ENDUSE>, in months, WITHOUT the 

incentive from <PROGRAM>?  

00 NUMERIC OPEN END, UP TO 240  

998 Don't know 
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999 Refused 

 

[CREATE  VARIABLE FINCRIT1. SET FINCRIT1 = BLANK IF: N9=8,9 OR N10b=998,999. SET FINCRIT1 = 1 IF: 

(N9=1 AND N10b<7) OR (N9=2 AND N10b<13) OR (N9=3 AND N10b<25) OR (N9=4 AND N10b<37) OR 

(N9=5 AND N10b<61) OR (N9=6). ELSE, SET FINCRIT1 = 0.] 

   

[ASK IF FINCRIT1=1, ELSE SKIP TO N10d] 

N10c Even without the incentive, the <ENDUSE> project met your company’s financial criteria.  Would 

you have gone ahead with it even without the incentive?  

1 Yes 

2 No 

3 Maybe 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[CREATE  VARIABLE FINCRIT2. SET FINCRIT2 = BLANK IF: N9=8,9 OR N10a=998,999. SET FINCRIT2 = 1 IF: 

(N9=1 AND N10a<7) OR (N9=2 AND N10a<13) OR (N9=3 AND N10a<25) OR (N9=4 AND N10a<37) OR 

(N9=5 AND N10a<61) OR (N9=6). ELSE, SET FINCRIT2 = 0. 

 

[ASK IF FINCRIT2=1 AND FINCRIT1=0 AND N3b<5, ELSE SKIP TO N10e] 

N10d The incentive seemed to make the difference between meeting your financial criteria and not 

meeting them, but you are saying that the incentive didn’t have much effect on your decision, 

why is that?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

[ASK IF FINCRIT2=0 AND N3b>7, ELSE SKIP TO N11] 

N10e. The incentive didn’t cause this <ENDUSE> project to meet your company’s financial criteria, but 

you said that the incentive had an impact on the decision to install the <ENDUSE>. Why did it 

have an impact? 

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know 

99 Refused 

 

 

CORPORATE POLICY BATTERY [ASK IF N3l>5, ELSE SKIP TO N18] 

  

N11 Does your organization have a corporate environmental policy to reduce environmental 

emissions or energy use? Some examples would be to "buy green" or use sustainable 

approaches to business investments.   

1 Yes 
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2 No 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused 

 

[ASK IF N11=1, ELSE SKIP TO N18] 

N12 What specific corporate policy influenced your decision to adopt or install the <ENDUSE> 

through the <UTILITY> program? 

00 RECORD VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N13 Had that policy caused you to adopt energy efficient <ENDUSE> at this facility before 

participating in the <UTILITY> program?  

1 Yes 

2 No 

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

   

N14 Had that policy caused you to adopt energy efficient <ENDUSE> at other facilities before 

participating in the <UTILITY> Program?  

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 Don't know  

9 Refused  

 

[ASK IF N13=1 OR N14=1, ELSE SKIP TO N17] 

N15 Did you receive an incentive for a previous installation of <ENDUSE>? 

1 Yes  

2 No  

8 Don't know  

9 Refused 

 

[ASK IF N15=1, ELSE SKIP TO N17] 

N16  To the best of your ability, please describe…. *Record VERBATIM; 98=Don't know; 99=Refused+ 

a. the amount of incentive received 

b. the approximate timing 

c. the name of the program that provided the incentive 

   

[ASK IF N13=1 OR N14=1, ELSE SKIP TO N18] 

N17 If I understand you correctly, you said that your company's corporate policy has caused you to 

install energy efficient <ENDUSE> previously at this and/or other facilities.  I want to make sure I 
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fully understand how this corporate policy influenced your decision versus the <UTILITY> 

program.  Can you please clarify that?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

 

 

STANDARD PRACTICE BATTERY  [ASK IF N3j>5, ELSE SKIP TO N23] 

 

N18 Approximately, how long has use of energy efficient <ENDUSE> been standard practice in your 

industry? 

M [00 Record Number of Months; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused] 

Y [00 Record Number of Years; 98=Don't know, 99=Refused] 

   

N19 Does your company ever deviate from the standard practice?  

 1 Yes  

2 No 

8 Don't know 

9 Refused  

 

[ASK IF N19=1]   

N19a Please describe the conditions under which your company deviates from this standard practice. 

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

 

N20 How did this standard practice influence your decision to install the <ENDUSE> through the 

<PROGRAM>?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N20a Could you please rate the importance of the <PROGRAM>, versus this standard industry practice 

in influencing your decision to install the <ENDUSE>.  Would you say the <PROGRAM> was…   

1 Much more important  

2 Somewhat more important  

3 Equally important  

4 Somewhat less important  

5 Much less important  

8 (Don't know)  

9 (Refused)  
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N21 What industry group or trade organization do you look to to establish standard practice for your 

industry?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N22 How do you and other firms in your industry receive information on updates in standard 

practice?  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

 

OTHER INFLUENCES BATTERY [ASK IF N3nn>5, ELSE SKIP TO N26] 

 

N23 Who provided the most assistance in the design or specification of the <ENDUSE> you installed 

through the <PROGRAM>?  (If necessary, probe from the list below.) 

1 (Designer)  

2 (Consultant)  

3 (Equipment distributor)  

4 (Installer)  

5 (<UTILITY> account representative)  

6 (<PROGRAM> staff)  

00 (Other, specify)  

98 (Don't know)  

99 (Refused)  

   

[SKIP N24 IF N23=98,99] 

N24 Please describe the type of assistance that they provided.  

00 Record VERBATIM  

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

   

N25 Please state, in your own words, any other factors that influenced your decision to go ahead on 

this energy efficiency project?  

00 Record VERBATIM 

98 Don't know  

99 Refused  

 

[ASK N26 IF MSAME=1] 
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Our records show that your company also received an incentive from <UTILITY> for <NSAME> other 

<ENDUSE> project(s). 

 

N26 Was it a single decision to complete all of those <ENDUSE> projects for which you received an 

incentive from <UTILITY> or did each project go through its own decision process?  

1 Single Decision 

2 Each project went through its own decision process 

00 Other, specify 

98 Don’t know 

99 Refused 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report provides the results of Task 2 – Verification and Due Diligence – for the 

ActOnEnergy Standard and Custom Incentive Programs. Under this task, we explored the 

quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by program and 

implementation staff. We compared these activities to industry best practices1 for similar 

business programs to determine: 

1. If any key quality assurance and verification activities that should take place are 

currently not implemented. 

2. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are biased (i.e., 

incorrect sampling that may inadvertently skew results, purposeful sampling that is 

not defendable, etc.). 

3. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are overly time-

consuming and might be simplified or dropped.  

This assessment primarily relied on depth interviews with program and implementation staff 

and documentation of current program processes as outlined in the Technical Reference 

Manual. 

The remainder of this report includes a summary of current key quality assurance and 

verification activities and recommendations; an overview of data collection activities carried 

out for this task; and detailed findings on current quality assurance and verification activities 

by program. The appendix presents quality assurance and verification best practices for 

similar business programs and a brief description of the activities conducted by the 

ActOnEnergy Standard and Custom Programs with respect to these best practices. 

We will provide a similar assessment in Program Year 2 for ActOnEnergy Business programs 

that were not fully launched during Program Year 1. 

                                                 

1 See the Best Practices Self Benchmarking Tool developed for the Energy Efficiency Best Practices Project: 

http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp. 

http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp
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2. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Overall, Ameren’s quality assurance and verification procedures for the ActOnEnergy 

Standard and Custom Incentive Programs are rigorous and ensure high quality projects and 

tracking data. In particular, the programs are strongest in the areas of post-inspection, 

verification of project documentation, and assessment of customer satisfaction. Suggested 

improvements focus on refining sampling practices and formalizing the program ally 

network.   

Table 1 summarizes the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by 

the Standard and Custom Incentive Programs. It also presents recommended changes to 

current procedures, as well as suggestions regarding additional activities that Ameren could 

implement to enhance current quality assurance and verification.  

Table 1. Summary of Quality Assurance Activities in Place and Recommendations 

QA Activities in Place Recommended Change 

 Eligibility checks  None 

 Engineering review  None 

 Pre and post inspections  Develop pre-inspection guidelines 

 Inspect the first project from a new 

contractor 

 Customer satisfaction survey  None 

 Additional recommended activities: 

 Screen contractors/program allies 
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3. DATA COLLECTION 

Data for this task was gathered through depth interviews with the following program and 

implementation staff. The Application Processing Checklist and Custom and Standard 

Revised Technical Review Process contained within the Technical Review Manual were also 

reviewed as part of this task. 

Table 2: In-Depth Interviews 

Program Person Date Interviewed 

Standard and Custom Incentive Cheryl Miller (AIU) 04/16/09 

Standard and Custom Incentive Lance Escue (SAIC) 04/22/09 

Standard and Custom Incentive David Gibson (SAIC) 04/28/09 

Standard and Custom Incentive Dean Jurecic (GDS) 04/29/09 
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4. DETAILED FINDINGS 

Standard and Custom Incentive Programs 

Customer Eligibility 

Upon receipt of an application, customer eligibility is checked by entering the account 

number provided on the application into the AIB database where it is cross-referenced 

against Ameren’s customer information. Ameren customer information is imported into AIB 

for this purpose. An application cannot be entered into AIB and labeled as a project until the 

account number is verified. Once the account number is deemed valid and the customer 

verified as eligible, project information is entered into both the AIB database and Project 

Tracking Log (PTL), and the application review process begins.2 

Assessment: Ameren’s procedures for the verification of customer eligibility are successful 

in ensuring only eligible customers participate in the programs. No changes are needed in 

this area. 

Pre-Approval 

Prior to September 11, 2008 when the standard program became oversubscribed, pre-

approval of standard incentive applications was not required.3 However, for those customers 

that chose to submit their application for pre-approval, the application went through two 

levels of review: the first by the assigned technical reviewer and a second by the lead 

technical reviewer. Both reviews are designed to check that the measures listed are eligible 

based on the program criteria, and that all of the calculations provided by the applicant are 

correct.4  

Pre-approval for custom projects has always been required and, similar to the standard 

program, there are two tiers of application review. The main difference in the pre-approval 

process for custom versus standard projects is in the type of information reviewed. For 

custom projects, the technical reviewer must consider payback period and incremental cost 

windows, as well as the custom calculations of energy savings done by the applicant. As a 

result, the pre-approval process for custom projects is more rigorous in nature than that for 

standard projects. 

During the pre-approval process, customers completing standard or custom projects with an 

incentive amount greater than $25,000 are also asked to submit a large incentive request 

form. Submitted forms are reviewed by the program manager and contain information on 

the project cost, energy savings, project payback, and associated benefits. Applicants also 

                                                 

2 The PTL was developed prior to AIB and was used to manage project information while AIB was still in 

development. The program has continued to use it and, at present, it provides a check on the data in AIB. 

3 When the standard program became oversubscribed on September 11, 2008, customers were allowed to 

apply for incentives towards standard measures through the custom program. However, the applications were 

evaluated based on the custom project criteria (i.e., payback period, incremental cost, operating hours).  

4 In Program Year 2, pre-approval is required for all standard projects. 
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sign a statement indicating that their project would not be completed without the Ameren 

financial incentive. 

Ameren reserves the right to pre-inspect any project site and has yet to waive that right for 

any applicant despite requests to do so. The decision to conduct a pre-inspection is based 

on the review of submitted application materials. While there are no specific criteria guiding 

this process, a project that is expected to receive a large incentive, or is approaching the 

incentive cap of $100,000 for a given facility, will likely be inspected. In addition, projects 

that are unusual, unique or particularly complex may be selected for pre-inspection by the 

technical reviewers. The reviewers and program manager may also request a pre-inspection 

at their discretion if something in the application does not look right or raises a concern. 

Once an application has gone through the technical review process it is sent to the SAIC 

program manager and the administrative assistant with a recommendation that they issue 

the pre-approval letter. The letter is created and reviewed by the program manager before 

any of the customer application data is entered into AIB. The programs attempt to ensure 

high data quality by limiting the number of people with responsibility for data entry. The 

majority of project information and dates in AIB and the PTL are entered by the program’s 

administrative assistant. This individual also has the responsibility for making all 

modifications to AIB except when a technical reviewer needs to update measure information 

to aid in the review process. Administrative assistants have sole authority to modify PTL 

entries. There is, however, no documented double-checking of entered data. 

Assessment:  The program has sufficient pre-approval procedures to ensure a thorough 

review and verification of planned project activities. Pre-inspections occur among a portion 

of projects and given the adoption of a pre-approval requirement for all projects, 

applications receive two rounds of engineering review.  

In Program Year 2, Ameren should consider creating more formalized pre-inspection criteria, 

as well as creating a check on information entered into AIB throughout the approval process. 

The former can serve a valuable role in increasing the percentage of pre-inspections, which 

were approximately 7% for the Standard Program and 12% for the Custom Program during 

Program Year 1. Creating a mechanism to verify project information in AIB would be useful in 

guaranteeing accuracy, but may not be essential at this time. 

Final Approval 

After installing eligible measures, the customer submits the application for final approval 

and payment. Prior to September 11, 2008, this could be the first time program staff would 

see information about a standard project (because pre-approval was not required). 

Nonetheless, during this period, the final review process was the same for projects that had 

received pre-approval and those that had not. This is also the process currently in use by the 

program. 

During the final review process, the technical reviewers look again at the measures installed 

and validate any custom calculations. In addition, the reviewer compares the dates and 

equipment descriptions from submitted invoices and purchase orders with the final 

application. The reviewer will work with the customer or their contractor to resolve any 

issues related to missing or incomplete information.  
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Similar to the pre-approval process, the lead technical reviewer conducts a secondary review 

of all final applications. In addition, the SAIC program manager conducts a review of final 

applications with incentives over $25,000 and applications where the incentive amount has 

changed compared to the pre-approval amount.  

In some cases, an inspection of installed measures is conducted during the final review 

process in order to verify project completion. Post-inspections are done for all customers 

and projects that meet the following criteria: 

 The customer will receive an incentive over $25,000, or 

 The customer will receive an incentive over $2,500 and is located within 60 miles of 

Peoria, Champaign, or St. Louis.   

A post-inspection may also be done for projects that do not meet these criteria, but where 

the technical review staff or program manager identifies an inconsistency or otherwise feels 

there is reason for concern.  

Inspections are conducted mainly by technical review staff, but the program manager and 

others involved in the program have participated in the past. The inspector fills out an 

inspection form, which confirms that the installed measures were visually inspected and 

consistent with expectations. The inspector also takes a series of pictures documenting the 

installed measures. While on site, the inspector also performs an energy audit of the facility 

to identify possible lighting, compressed air, and other energy efficiency opportunities.  

Upon completion of on-site verification activities, the lead technical reviewer or program 

manager requests that an approval for payment letter be issued, and AIB is updated with 

the relevant project information. Before payment is made, two additional quality assurance 

steps are taken. First, approved applications for payment are collected over a one week 

period and reviewed in their entirety by the program manager. Second, once the approved 

applications have been processed by the administrative assistant, a list of all the projects in 

the payment queue is sent out to the technical reviewers for their confirmation that the list 

appears to be correct. 

Assessment: Ameren’s final approval process is strong. Multiple people conduct each 

engineering review, invoices and installation records are verified, and post-inspections are 

done for the largest and most uncertain projects while balancing administrative costs. In 

addition, inspectors have the experience necessary to successfully fulfill their role in the 

process.  

In order to further enhance the quality assurance and verification done as part of the final 

approval process, Ameren should evaluate the feasibility of inspecting the first project 

submitted by a new contractor. Instituting this practice would help ensure quality control 

among contractors involved in the program either as an affiliated program ally or 

independent participant. Ameren can also strengthen the program’s quality control 

procedures by randomly sampling projects by contractor and measure types.  

Additional Activities 

The following activities are not currently part of Ameren’s verification and due diligence 

procedures for the Standard and Custom Incentive Programs. Adopting practices in this area 
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could improve the program’s quality assurance and control procedures. 

 Contractor Screening: Ameren could further formalize the programs’ relationship with 

their registered program allies by proving them with training on the measures 

incentivized through the program, as well as installation practices. Developing a 

certification system for participating program allies is another option available to 

improve the chance of high quality installations through the program.  
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APPENDIX A: QUALITY CONTROL AND 

VERIFICATION BEST PRACTICES 

I. Program Design and Structure 

1. Base quality control on program’s relationship with vendors, number of vendors involved, 

types of measures, project volume, variability of project size 

 The program’s relationship with vendors, particularly whether or not they work closely 

with any, was not explored as part of the in-depth interview process. If a relationship 

developed, the need for quality control inspections could be further reduced. 

 Project size, as measured by the incentive amount, is an input in quality control. 

 

2. Assure quality of product through independent testing procedures 

 While this issue was not explored through in-depth interviews, it appears that product 

quality has been established through ENERGY STAR certification and other energy 

efficiency rating systems (NEMA, SEER, EER, and SEHA) as demonstrated by the 

standard application equipment eligibility criteria.  

 

3. Use measure product specification in program requirements & guidelines 

 The standard incentive application contains a table of equipment eligibility 

requirements for lighting, refrigeration, motors, and cooling systems.  

 

4. Use inspections & the verification function as a training tool for the market, especially for 

market transformation programs 

 The program has procedures for inspections and verification, but it is unclear whether 

the program has used these processes to provide training to program participants to 

reinforce the benefits and optimal use of program measures.  

 This practice is not as relevant for this type of program compared to those that involve 

measures that require regular maintenance activities.  

 

5. Implement a contractor screening/certification/training process 

 There is no certification or screening process in place for program allies (registered or 

not). Those who register with the program are asked to abide by the rules and 

regulations of the program, but there are no additional expectations related to their 

affiliation with the program. 

 

6. Develop inspection and verification procedures during the program design phase 

 These procedures were created during program development and design. 

 

7. Consider administrative cost in designing the verification strategy 
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 Administrative cost is an inherent component of the post-inspection strategy, which 

requires the inspection of all projects with: an incentive of more than $25,000 

regardless of location, and an incentive above $2,500 and a location within 60 miles 

of Peoria, Champaign, or St. Louis.  

 

II. Sampling 

8. Require pre-inspections for large or uncertain impact projects 

 While pre-inspection is not required for any projects, a portion of large projects or 

those with uncertain impacts receive them. 

 There are no set criteria in place to govern the implementation of pre-inspections.  

 Pre-inspections are typically done for projects at facilities approaching the incentive 

cap of $100,000, or for projects that are larger in size, otherwise unique or 

particularly complicated. 

 

9. Conduct/Require in-program measurement/impact evaluation (or post-project 

inspections and commissioning) for the very largest projects or those with uncertain 

impacts 

 Both programs use engineering review as well as onsite procedures (inspection) to 

assess the impacts of the largest projects. 

 Onsite inspection occurs when projects receive an incentive in excess of $25,000 

regardless of geographic location or in excess of $2,500 and within 60 miles of 

Peoria, Champaign, or St. Louis. 

 Based on information gathered through in-depth interviews, it is also likely for an 

inspection to be done if the technical reviewer is unsure about the savings estimates 

submitted. 

 

10. Build in statistical features to the sampling protocol to allow a reduction in the number of 

required inspections based on observed performance & demonstrated quality of work.  

Use a “good” random sample. 

 This is not necessary for the standard and custom programs given that Ameren is 

attempting to inspect a census of the largest projects.  

 

11. Always inspect the first job submitted by a new vendor  

 At present, inspection procedures appear to be based solely on the size of the 

incentive and the proximity of the project site to Peoria, St. Louis, or Champaign. 

 

12. Obtain a good sample of vendor and measure types 

 This topic was not discussed during in-depth interviews.  
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III. Inspection Procedures 

13. Ensure inspectors have plenty of hands-on-construction practice  

 Employing inspectors with hands-on construction practice is comparable to Ameren’s 

use of its technical review staff (or occasionally the program manager) to conduct pre 

and post inspections.  While the formal training of these individuals was not assessed 

as part of the in-depth interview process, technical reviewers have extensive 

engineering experience and knowledge of the measures incentivized through the 

program. 

 

14. Conduct an independent audit or pre-installation inspections  

 Pre-inspections are conducted as part of both programs, although with less frequency 

than post-inspections and without a specific set of criteria guiding project selection.  

 

15. Conduct on-site post-installation inspections 

 Inspections are conducted regularly according to the criteria outlined in the Sampling 

section above. 

 

16. Govern post-inspection levels by cost-effectiveness considerations and results from an 

initial set of inspections early in the implementation process  

 Cost-effectiveness is an inherent aspect of the current post-inspection protocols, 

described in the Sampling section above. 

 

17. For de-lamping projects, use light level requirements and pre- and post-light level 

readings to ensure quality  

 This topic was not discussed during in-depth interviews. 

 

IV. Final Application Review 

18. Verify accuracy of rebates, coupons, invoices to ensure the reporting system is recording 

actual product installations by target market 

 Customers are required, as part of the program terms and conditions, to submit 

copies of all invoices or other reasonable documentation of the costs associated with 

purchasing the incentivized equipment. External labor costs are considered a part of 

the overall project cost. 

 As part of the application review process, technical reviewers compare invoices and 

purchase orders to the application information to confirm that the claimed measures 

were actually installed at the specified time.  
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V. Evaluation 

19. Assess customer satisfaction with the product through evaluation 

 The program implementer is in the process of developing a customer satisfaction 

survey. The current evaluation effort will also gauge customer satisfaction with the 

Standard and Custom Incentive Programs. 

 Program ally satisfaction was also assessed during Program Year 1 using a program 

ally survey administered by the program. 

 

20. Tie staff performance to independently verified results  

 The AIU/SAIC Business Services Statement of Work specifies that program 

performance metrics include evidence of the achievement of energy savings goals.  
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MEMORANDUM 
TO:  Heidi Merchant, AIU 

FROM:  Riley Newbert, Bill Norton, Mary Sutter, Opinion Dynamics 

DATE:  May 8, 2009 

RE: AIB Tracking Database Review 

Task 3 of the AIU workplan indicates that we will verify the information in the program 

tracking database. Opinion Dynamics has conducted a review of the AIB Tracking database, 

exported on February 13, 2009. We outline below our findings with regards to outliers, 

missing values, and potentially missing variables. Generally speaking, the database seems 

to be well populated and contain the information that we need for our evaluation. 

This memo is organized in five main sections: 

 Program Ally Data 

 Participant Data 

 Project Data 

 Measure-Specific Data 

 General Database Recommendations 

We also have an appendix with the listing of all the variables reviewed. 

The remainder of this memo discusses the data contained in the February 2009 extract and 

provides recommendations at the end of each section. While the data extract is now a few 

months old, we expect that the current database would have similar percentages input 

(unless SAIC has taken specific actions to clean the data) and reasonable to use for this 

review. 

PROGRAM ALLY DATA 

We reviewed all of the tables in the Access database that contained information pertaining 

to the program allies. 

Availability of Ally Contact Information 
Based on our review of the program ally data from a sample perspective, we have contact 

names and phone numbers available for nearly three-quarters (74%) of the 184 registered 
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allies. We have phone numbers for most (91%) of the 57 allies who are not registered with 

Ameren but we only have contact names for 21% of all non-registered allies. (See Table 1) 

Table 1: Program Ally Contact Information 

Registered Ally? 

Total number of allies 
Includes a phone 

number 

Includes a contact 

name 

# % of total # 
% of ally 

type* 
# 

% of ally 

type* 

Yes 184 76.3% 136 73.9% 136 73.9% 

No 57 23.7% 52 91.2% 12 21.1% 

Total 241 100.0% 188 78.0% 148 61.4% 

* Percents are based on the total number of registered/non-registered allies (column 2). 

Availability of Other Ally Information 
Other information available for the trade allies includes area, expertise, services, customer 

type, and business information. The information that is most often populated about the 

program allies is customer type which is available for 78% of the program allies while 

business information is the least populated field available for only 57% of the program 

allies. This level of information for the registered allies is adequate for our purposes. While it 

may be interesting to see if there are systematic differences between registered and non-

registered allies as seen in these areas, it probably is not worth the effort to attempt to 

obtain this as this group is obviously not providing it at this point in time. 

Table 2: Availability of Other Information about the Program Allies 

Information Type 
Registered 

(n=184) 

Not Registered 

(n=57) 

Total 

(n=241) 

Area 94% 7% 73% 

Expertise 95% 7% 74% 

Services 97% 7% 76% 

Customer Type 99% 9% 78% 

Business Information 74% 4% 57% 

 

Recommendations 
 Include contact names and phone numbers for all of the allies: In order to contact all of 

the trade allies as part of our process evaluation we would need a phone number and a 

contact name would help as well.  Overall, 78 percent of phone numbers and 61 percent 

of contact names are populated. 

 Include „date added‟ for all trade allies: It would be helpful for the process evaluation to 

know when contractors are getting involved in the program process. 
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PARTICIPANT DATA 

We reviewed all of the remaining tables in the Access database which pertained to program 

participants and actions taken. 

Availability of Participant Contact Information 
The February 13, 2009 data extract includes 377 projects representing 299 participants 

(based on ParticipantID) and 188 unique contacts. A contact name and phone number are 

available for every project, which is commendable as this is a key need for our evaluation. 

Email addresses are available for all except two of the 188 contacts. 

It was not clear if the payee and customer were always the same entity. This may be an 

issue for the net analysis if we do not have the ability to talk with the decision makers 

(generally the payee) because we are uncertain who is the payee. Currently, the payee 

variable is input in 5% of the paid customer records. 

Recommendations 
 Include payee information for all completed projects: Only 5 out of the 95 completed 

projects have information on the payee.  In order to complete a case study and talk to all 

of the decision makers we would like to have this information. If this person is the same 

as shown in the customer field, it would be useful for this variable to reflect that. 

PROJECT DATA 

Specific information around project data is needed for the impact evaluation in regards to 

sample design, ex ante estimates of savings, and the ability to extrapolate to the population 

if sampling occurs. 

As shown in Table 3, one-quarter of the projects in the AIB Tracking database at the time of 

our extract had been completed, one-quarter were listed as pre-approved, one-quarter were 

listed as denied and the last quarter were a combination of projects on hold and under 

review. Obviously, this has changed since we last obtained the data. 

Table 3: Project Summary 

ProjectType Denied On Hold 
Pre-

Approved 

Under 

Review 
Check Cut Total 

Custom 42 8 20 3 9 82 

HVAC 4 15 1 3 3 26 

Lighting 23 31 70 24 54 202 

Motor  0 1  0  0 2 3 

Refrigeration 28 4 5  0 27 64 

Total 97 59 96 30 95 377 
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The project summary information is not at issue for our review. However, other variables 

included in the project tables were studied with the following suggestions. 

Recommendations 
 Report data in the „Description‟ field in a consistent and clear manner: The data reported 

in the „Description‟ field in the dbo_Projects table contains a combination of descriptive 

values, such as New Construction & Replacement of Failed/Operating Equipment, and 

numbers.  The program implementer indicated that the way that this information was 

recorded changed along the way.  It would be helpful if the data could be fixed so that it 

is all recorded in the same way and it is clear what the values stand for if numbers are 

used. 

 Clarify what the contents are in the „Approval Type‟ field:  It was not obvious upon review  

how the „Approval Type‟ column in the dbo_Projects table was used because this field 

did not seem to correspond to the status column (i.e., many projects are listed in 

„Approval Type‟ column as pre-approval but „Check Cut‟ in the „Status‟ column).  During a 

conversation with the program implementer, it was explained this field was created 

because the Standard Application form (not Standard Revised) included an option for the 

project to go through a pre-approval process or straight to the final approval process.  It 

would be helpful if the “Projects Table Desciption” worksheet in the AIB Table 

Descriptions 2-12-2009.xls file included some of this information. 

 Clarify the use of the „GasAccountNo‟ field:  It was not obvious upon review of the 

database how the „GasAccountNo‟ field was being used because it was not populated for 

any of the records in the February 2009 extract data.  The program implementer 

explained that this field only needs to be filled in for participants in the Small Business 

HVAC Pilot Program who are getting a rebate for gas measures.  Again, it would be 

helpful if the “Projects Table Desciption” worksheet in the AIB Table Descriptions 2-12-

2009.xls file included some of this information. 
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MEASURE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION 

This next section focuses specifically on the measures associated with the 95 completed 

projects which are listed with a status of “Check Cut”. While this review is only for part of the 

projects currently with checks cut, we expect that issues seen here are ones that are 

systematic within the database and are applicable even now. 

Custom Projects  
A total of nine custom measures had been completed as of the 2/13/2009 database 

extract. We have complete information for seven of the nine projects. One project does not 

include a description and one retrofit project is missing baseline and proposed information. 

This type of information is especially crucial for custom projects to allow an appropriate 

choice for sampling as well as the evaluation of impacts 

HVAC Projects 
A total of three HVAC measures had been completed as of 2/13/2009. All desired data for 

this end use was present. 

Lighting Projects 
A total of 120 lighting measures had been completed as of 2/13/2009. KW savings 

estimates are missing for six of the lighting measures and incentives are zero for eight of the 

lighting measures. Measure descriptions are missing for four of the lighting measures and a 

measure code is also missing for one of those projects. Of these missing data, the one that 

is most crucial is the measure code information. The other data can have a small level of 

missing data and not cause difficulties in our analysis. 

Motor Projects 
A total of 2 motor measures had been completed as of 2/13/2009. The information that we 

would want in the database is complete for both of these measures.  

Refrigeration Projects 
A total of 74 refrigeration measures had been completed as of 2/13/2009. The information 

that we would want in the database is complete for both of these measures.  

Recommendations 
 Include measure codes and descriptions for all completed projects:  Based on a 

conversation with the program implementer, for the “Standard Revised” projects, only 

the information that was needed to do the savings estimation was entered.  We 

recommend including a measure code and measure description for all projects. 

 Fill-in any missing measure-specific information on completed projects: For the most part 

the completed projects include full detail on the type of measure installed and savings 

associated with that change.  However, there are some cases, where there is some 

missing information. The incompletely input variables that would cause the most 

difficulty for the impact evaluation are: kWh, kW, and measure code. 
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GENERAL DATABASE RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Create a Users Guide for database extract users: The AIB Table Descriptions 2-12-

2009.xls  file and the diagrams of the database relationships provide a good starting 

point from which one can use the data in the data extract. However, it would be helpful 

to have a more developed User Guide to help understand the data.  Examples of 

information that we would like to be included in that user guide are: 

 Table and data field descriptions, 

 Description of missing data values such as „9999‟ in the AllyID field (when 

applicable) and „9999999999‟ in the Account Number field, 

 Table relationships, and 

 Data warnings such as: 

- There is some data that is used for test purposes only (ProjectID 100472 and 

measure-specific data with ProjectID 12345).  This data should not be included in 

any database analysis.  During a conversation with the program implementer, it 

was explained that these records are included so that when changes are made 

they can be tested without changing the data in an active project record.  This 

makes a lot of sense but should probably be documented somewhere. 

- Date fields populated with 1/1/1900 and 1/1/1753 (default minimum dates) 

have been pre-populated in the database.  Users should be made aware that 

these dates should not be used in any analysis. 
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Appendix A.   REVIEW OF ALL VARIABLES 

This appendix provides the listing of all the variables in the tables we reviewed. The 

variables are separated into groups based on our evaluation need for the information. As 

shown in Table 4, there are 19% of the variables that are not 100% populated, but we feel 

should be for evaluation purposes. There are another 7% that are not fully populated, that 

the evaluation team would like, but if the data are not present, we are OK with it. The 

remaining data is either all present or not needed by the evaluation team.  

Table 4:  Evaluation Needs of Database Variables 

Evaluation Need 

Percent of 

Variables 

(n=241) 

Not fully populated, but need this information 19% 

Not fully populated and would like this 

information 
7% 

Population did not matter as we do not need 

this information 
22% 

All data present, not an issue 52% 

 

Next is a listing of each variable along with the percent populated and any noted data quality 

issues for that variable. You will note that many of the variables which are not fully 

populated are actually populated to a high degree. We recommend that the variables in this 

first group be looked at carefully and updated. If we have misunderstood anything here, 

though, please let us know. For Table 6, we have no expectations that SAIC would go back 

and populate these variables, but if it is possible to do so without much problem, it would be 

useful. 
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Those variables which are not fully populated are shown next, followed by those we would like. We do not present any of the 

remaining variables. 

Table 5:  Listing of Variables that are Not Fully Populated, but needed by Evaluation Team 

N Table Field Name 
Pop 

N 
# 

Populated 
% 

Populated 
Data quality issues 

1 dbo_Allies ContactName 241 148 61%  

2 dbo_Allies DateAdded 241 72 30%  

3 dbo_Allies Phone 241 188 78% 

One phone number punched as 
"0000000000" otherwise numbers 
seem to be valid and not 
duplicated 

4 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary BaselineLaborCost 5 4 80%  

5 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary BaselineMaterialCost 5 4 80%  

6 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary BaselineOrExisting 5 4 80%  

7 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary BaselineSystemDescription 5 4 80%  

9 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary ProposedDescription 5 4 80%  

10 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary ProposedLaborCost 5 4 80%  

11 dbo_CustomBaselineSummary ProposedMaterialCost 5 4 80%  

12 dbo_CustomProjectDescription ProjectDescription 9 8 89%  

13 dbo_Participants AccountNo 310 308 99%  

14 dbo_Projects AccountNo 377 376 99.7% 
Are Account Numbers beginning in 
'99999' valid?  One record with an 
account number of '9999999999' 

16 dbo_Projects ContactEmail 377 374 99%  

17 dbo_Projects IncentiveAmount 377 322 85%  

18 dbo_Projects kWHsave 377 216 57%  

19 dbo_Projects kWsave 377 216 57%  

20 dbo_Projects PayeeAddress 95 18 19%  

21 dbo_Projects PayeeCity 95 18 19%  

22 dbo_Projects PayeeEmail 95 18 19%  

23 dbo_Projects PayeeFax 95 18 19%  

24 dbo_Projects PayeeName 95 18 19%  
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N Table Field Name 
Pop 

N 
# 

Populated 
% 

Populated 
Data quality issues 

25 dbo_Projects PayeePhone 95 18 19%  

26 dbo_Projects PayeeState 95 18 19%  

27 dbo_Projects PayeeTaxID 95 18 19%  

28 dbo_Projects PayeeTaxStatus 95 18 19%  

29 dbo_Projects PayeeZip 95 11 12%  

30 dbo_Projects PrintedDate 95 11 12%  

31 dbo_Projects PrintedName 95 18 19%  

32 dbo_StandardHVAC TotalKWSavings 3 2 67%  

33 dbo_StandardHVAC UnitKWSavings 3 2 67%  

34 dbo_StandardLighting MeasureCode 120 119 99%  

35 dbo_StandardLighting MeasureDescription 120 116 97%  

36 dbo_StandardLighting TotalIncentive 120 112 93%  

37 dbo_StandardLighting TotalKW 120 114 95%  

38 dbo_StandardLighting UnitKW 120 114 95%  

39 dbo_StandardRefrigeration Description 74 73 99%  

40 dbo_StandardRefrigeration TotalIncremental 74 73 99%  

41 dbo_StandardRefrigeration TotalKWHSavings 74 73 99%  

42 dbo_StandardRefrigeration TotalKWSavings 74 73 99%  

43 dbo_StandardRefrigeration UnitIncremental 74 73 99%  

44 dbo_StandardRefrigeration UnitKWHSavings 74 73 99%  

45 dbo_StandardRefrigeration UnitKWSavings 74 73 99%  
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Table 6:  Listing of Variables that are Not Fully Populated, but desired by Evaluation Team 

N Table Field Name 
Pop 

N 
# 

Populated 
% 

Populated 
Data quality issues 

46 dbo_Allies Address1 241 235 98%  

47 dbo_Allies City 241 236 98%  

48 dbo_Allies ContactTitle 241 140 58%  

49 dbo_Allies Email 241 175 73%  

50 dbo_Allies Website 241 146 61%  

51 dbo_Allies Zipcode 241 235 98%  

52 dbo_Participants RateCode 310 0 0%  

53 dbo_Projects ActualDateReceived 377 357 95%  

54 dbo_Projects AllyID 377 240 64%  

55 dbo_Projects BuilderAccount ? 141 ? 

‘Description' field is recorded 
inconsistently so we can not 
currently identify new 
construction projects and 
therefore the population size, 
but we think this is probably a 
useful field. 

56 dbo_Projects ContactTitle 377 366 97%  

57 dbo_Projects DateDenied 98 71 72%  

58 dbo_Projects DSCode 377 179 47%  

59 dbo_Projects FacilityAC 377 375 99%  

60 dbo_Projects FacilitySQFeet 377 340 90%  

61 dbo_Projects FacilityType 377 375 99%  

62 dbo_Projects ProjIncremental 377 35 9%  

63 dbo_StandardRefrigeration Facility 74 57 77%  
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Methodology 
We conducted a technical review of each measure from Program Year 1 in the Ameren 

ActOnEnergy Technical Reference Manual (TRM)1, to assess the reasonableness of 

underlying algorithms, technology assumptions, and calculated savings values. Our findings 

regarding individual assumptions and algorithms may be categorized as follows:  

1. ACCEPTABLE AS IS: assumption or algorithm is reasonable and appropriate. 

2. REVISE OVER TIME: the assumption or algorithm is acceptable for the near term but 

should be improved over time through the evaluation process or program experience. 

3. ERROR OR DISAGREEMENT: We believe the assumption or algorithm contains an 

error or we disagree on the value or approach and refer the matter for follow-up 

discussion. 

4. INSUFFICIENT DOCUMENTATION: A determination of the adequacy of the assumption 

or algorithm cannot be made because of insufficient documentation. 

The preferred data sources for assumptions are recent local primary research; evaluation, 

measurement, and verification (EM&V); and program experience.  Since those sources were 

generally not available in Illinois when Ameren assembled documentation and developed 

default savings values, we understand that some assumptions must be drawn from data 

sources that involve a compromise between age, rigor, or location.  In some cases, Ameren 

has used simple averages to combine assumptions into default values – this is generally an 

acceptable approach in the near term, but one that can be improved upon over time.  When 

assumptions are described as “needing revision”, we may propose an existing alternative 

data source or suggest using the evaluation process, market research, or program 

experience to revise the assumption through a collaborative review process.   

The types of issues we considered in our review include: 

Measure definition – Provides a description of the efficient technology, the required 

technology performance specifications, and the applications where the technology is 

eligible. There must be consistency between the TRM and the participant application form 

(official program rules) to ensure the default savings occur.  Reviewed issues include: 

 Does the description define the measure without ambiguity to ensure that only those 

measures that will achieve the default savings will be accepted into the program? 

 Are the performance specifications complete to ensure the default savings will be 

achieved? 

 Are the performance specifications independently rated or certified? 

                                                 

1 ActOnEnergy Business Program-Program Year 1, June 2008 through May 2009, Technical Reference Manual 

(TRM), No. 2008-1, dated February 3, 2009. 
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 Does the description define the eligible base case applications? 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis – Provides the algorithms used to calculate non-

coincident demand reduction, coincident demand reduction, and annual energy savings for 

each measure. Reviewed issues include: 

 Are the equations correct for the measure? 

 Do the algorithms provide reasonable estimates for the range of applications and 

operating conditions of participants in the program? 

 Are factors missing from the equation? 

Measure Savings Assumptions – Documents the wattages, efficiency ratings, and operating 

assumptions for baseline and efficient equipment to calculate non-coincident demand 

reduction, coincident demand reduction, and annual energy savings. Reviewed issues 

include: 

 Is the baseline equipment type and performance appropriate for the measure 

description? 

 Does the assumed baseline reflect federal standards? 

 Are the efficiency ratings and wattages appropriate for the range of full-load and part-

load operating conditions expected of participants? 

 Do the operating hour assumptions provide a reasonable representation for program 

participation? 

 Are the load factors, HVAC interaction factors, and coincident factors reasonable? 

 Are the assumptions documented? 

 Are the data sources appropriate for program delivery territory? 

Measure Savings Results – Presents the default values that are derived from the algorithms 

and assumptions.  Potential issues include: 

 Has the calculation been correctly performed to generate the default values (are 

there math errors)? 

 Is the weighting or averaging of data to derive a single default value reasonable? 

 Do individual default values cover too broad of a range? 

 Are the units for the savings correct and clearly presented? 

Other Observations (where noted, not identified for all measures) 

 Priority areas for future research 

 Pending federal standards and state/local regulations that may affect the measure 

 Issues for evaluation or field verification 
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1.2 Key Findings 
A number of cross-cutting issues were identified for each end use. This section provides a 

high-level summary of these issues. Detailed findings are presented in Section 2 below. 

Lighting 

 Ameren should identify savings units in the TRM (e.g., per lamp, per fixture, per watt 

reduced, etc.) when presenting tables of results.  Ameren also needs to note whether 

kW savings is coincident or noncoincident. 

 Ameren should remove redundant terms, such as DI and WHF, as well as EI and 

WHFe from default lighting calculations. 

 When offering a single default value to represent multiple baseline and measure 

options, Ameren should provide documentation of the base wattage and replacement 

wattage, as well as the weighting approach used to generate a single value.   

 There are a number of potential issues related to the mapping of 2005 DEER market 

sectors to the Ameren TRM and Standard application including the use of simple 

averaging when combining multiple DEER market sectors into one facility type. 

 The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm that Appendix 

D hours are used consistently in all measures. 

 It is not clear how Ameren is using the information in Appendix D.  

 It is not clear how Ameren is handling coincidence factors when reporting savings in 

the TRM. The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm which 

coincidence factors are used and whether they are used consistently in all measures. 

 The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm that HVAC 

interactive factors are used consistently in all measures. We recommend a set of 

HVAC interaction factors that are specific to Illinois be developed.  

HVAC Systems 

 For each measure type, Ameren should only list algorithms actually used by the 

measure. 

 If Ameren is claiming heating season savings, we would need to see documentation 

of base case efficiency, heat pump efficiency, and heating season full load operating 

hours. 

 Ameren’s three sets of algorithms are set up to provide absolute impacts, rather than 

per unit impacts.  Cooling equipment performance values are usually set for a size 

range.  

 Ameren should include both a coincidence and redundancy factor in HVAC 

algorithms. 

 Ameren should use the 2006 IECC code as its baseline and can modify efficiency 

levels over time based on the evaluation process. 
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 Building operating hours should not be used for cooling full load hours.  

 Ameren should be very diligent to label units in all default savings values presented, 

and distinguish between coincident and noncoincident kW demand savings. 

 The application of DEER weather sensitive HVAC data to Illinois is problematic, but 

acceptable until other values can be determined. 

Motors 

 The review did not identify any cross-cutting issues for motors. 

Refrigeration 

 With the exception of Ice Makers, the Ameren default savings values for Refrigeration 

measures are acceptable for the near term but should be improved over time 

through the evaluation process, market research, or program experience. 

 When using default values from secondary sources, Ameren should document the 

source and any adjustments or averaging of data to create the default savings 

values. 

 The application of DEER weather sensitive data to Illinois is problematic, but 

acceptable until other values can be determined. 

 The measure descriptions are not complete and need to include all relevant details 

on the efficiency measure, the baseline, and application notes that are associated 

with the savings values. 

 Ameren has pasted an algorithm for anti-sweat heater controls into every 

refrigeration measure.  This needs to be revised so that staff and evaluators referring 

to the TRM do not get confused.   

 It is critical that Ameren identify the units for the savings in the TRM (e.g., per motor, 

per square foot, per machine, etc.) when presenting tables of results.  Ameren should 

also note whether kW savings is coincident or noncoincident. 

 

The following table summarizes the technical review findings for each reviewed measure 

from Program Year 1 included in the TRM. For each of the four types of issues reviewed 

(measure definition, engineering analysis, assumptions, results), we provide a rating as 

follows:  

1 –  ACCEPTABLE AS IS: assumption or algorithm is reasonable and appropriate. 

2 –  REVISE OVER TIME: the assumption or algorithm is acceptable for the near term 

but should be improved over time through the evaluation process or program 

experience. 
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3 –  ERROR OR DISAGREEMENT: We believe the assumption or algorithm contains an 

error or we disagree on the value or approach and refer the matter for follow-up 

discussion.  

4 – INSUFFICIENT DOCUMENTATION: A determination of the adequacy of the 

assumption or algorithm cannot be made because of insufficient documentation. 

Given that multiple issues were assessed within each category for each measure, the rating 

represents the lowest ranking across all of the issues. Therefore, a measure may rank 

higher in some areas compared to what is presented here. 

Table 1: Summary Table 

Measure 
Measure 

Definition 

Engineering 

Analysis 
Assumptions Results 

Lighting 

BPL60: High Performance T8 Relamp 

and Ballast 
3 2 3 4 

BPL61: Low-Wattage T8 Relamp and 

Reballast 
3 2 3 3 

BPL62, BPL64, BPL65, BPL70: New 

T5/T8 Fluorescent Fixtures (savings per 

watt reduced) 

1 2 3 3 

BPL63: Fluorescent Fixtures with 

Reflectors 
2 2 3 2 

BPL71: High Intensity Fluorescent 1 2 3 4 

BPL72: Controls for H.I.F. Systems 

BPL73: Remote Mounted Occupancy 

Sensors 

BPL74: Occupancy Sensors 

BPL77 Controls for HID Systems 

3 2 4 3 

BPL75 250W/320W Pulse Start Metal 

Halides/Ceramic Metal Halides 

BPL76 750 Pulse Start Metal Halides 

BPL85 Ceramic Metal Halide Fixtures 

2 2 2 3 

BPL78: LED Exit Signs 1 2 2 1 

BPL80: CFL Lamps (Screw-in up to 25 

watts) 

BPL82: CFL Lamps (Screw-in over 25 

watts) 

BPL83: CFL Lamps (Screw-in with integral 

reflector up to 30 watts) 

1 2 3 3 

BPL81: Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps 

(CCFLs) or LED Lamps 
2 2 2 2 

BPL84: LED Recessed Downlamps 1 2 2 2 

BPL85 Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH) 

Fixtures 
3 2 2 3 

BPL86 Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH) 1 2 3 3 
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Measure 
Measure 

Definition 

Engineering 

Analysis 
Assumptions Results 

Integral Ballast Lamps 

BPL87: Hard-wired CFL fixtures, ≤ 30 

watts 

BPL88: Hard-wired CFL fixtures, > 30 

watts 

1 2 1 2 

BPL90: Permanent Lamp Removal (not 

applicable for PY2 since will be a custom 

measure in PY2 and later) 

3 2 3 3 

BPL91: Alternate Highbay Fixture 

Replacement Option 
3 2 2 3 

BPL92: Reduced Wattage 4-foot and 8-

foot LAMP ONLY 
2 2 4 2 

HVAC Systems 

BPC1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8: Unitary or split 

system air conditioning systems and air 

source heat pumps 

3 3 3 3 

BPC10,11 and 12: Water cooled chiller 

and air cooled chillers 
2 3 3 - 

BPC13 and 14: Room air conditioners 

(through wall units) 
2 3 2 3 

BPC15: Package terminal air 

conditioning/heat pumps 
2 3 2 4 

BPC20: Variable frequency drives on 

HVAC motors 
3 3 3 - 

Motors 

Premium Motors 2 3 3 3 

Refrigeration 

BPR1: Strip curtains 2 3 2 3 

BPR2 and 3: Anti-sweat heater controls 2 3 2 3 

BPR4 and 5: Electronically commutated 

motors (ECM) 
2 3 2 3 

BPR6: Evaporator fan controls  2 3 2 3 

BPR7: Automatic door closers for walk in 

freezers 
2 3 2 3 

BPR9: Beverage machine controls 

BPR10: Snack machine controls 
2 3 2 3 

BPR8: Energy Star vending machine 2 3 2 3 

BPR20,21,22,23,24,25 and 26: High 

efficiency ice makers 
2 3 2 3 
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2. C&I STANDARD MEASURES 

2.1 Lighting 

2.1.1 Cross-cutting Review 
Several issues cut across most of the individual lighting measures and are addressed below. 

Units and Labeling of Default Value Tables 
It is critical that Ameren identify the units for the savings in the TRM (e.g., per lamp, per 

fixture, per watt reduced, etc.) when presenting tables of results.  Ameren must also note 

whether kW savings is coincident or noncoincident. 

Default Savings Algorithms 
The Ameren TRM identifies two different algorithms for calculating per unit default savings 

values for lighting retrofit measures, including controls: 

Ameren Equations for “gross customer connected load kW savings” 

 kW  =  DI  CD  ((WattsBASE – WattsEE) /1000)  ISR  WHFd 

 kW  =  ((WattsBASE – WattsEE) /1000)  ISR  WHFd 

 For Energy Savings 

 kWh  = EI  ((WattsBASE – WattsEE ) / 1000)  HOURS  ISR  WHFe 

 kWh  = ((WattsBASE – WattsEE ) / 1000)  HOURS  ISR  WHFe 

The term “DI” adjusts for the demand interactive effect for conditioned spaces, and “WHFd” 

is described as an adjustment for a fractional increase in avoided demand savings from air 

conditioning.  Ameren has set “WHFd” equal to 1.0 for all lighting measures, while values for 

“DI,” when used, were drawn from ComEd documentation.  The terms DI and WHFd are 

redundant, and we recommend that only “DI” be used in all lighting default calculations.  

Similarly, the terms EI (energy interactive effect adjustment factor, used by ComEd) and 

“WHFe” (waste heat factor for energy, the fractional increase in avoided energy savings due 

to reduced operation of air conditioning equipment annually averaged, set equal to 1.0 by 

Ameren) are redundant, and we recommend using the values for EI that  Ameren has drawn 

from ComEd’s documentation.  The term “CD” is the coincident diversity factor and should 

not be included in an estimate of connected load savings, but should be included in all 

lighting measures (except for controls, depending on the algorithm used) when coincident 

savings are estimated. These factors are discussed further below. 

Ameren also includes the term ISR, or “in service rate” in all lighting equations but sets the 

value at 1.0.  Prior to EM&V results, we suggest the in-service rate is only needed for screw-

in compact fluorescent lamps.  This is discussed further below. 

We recommend the following equations be used in the tracking system for all lighting 
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measures, except screw-in CFLs and controls: 

WattsBASE and WattsEE are the connected or “nameplate” power consumption of the 

baseline and energy efficient technology, normalized to a convenient unit of 

measure. 

Noncoincident kW savings = (WattsBASE – WattsEE) /1000 

Coincident kW savings = Noncoincident kW savings * Coincidence Factor * Demand 

interactive effect 

kWh savings = Noncoincident kW savings * Annual operating hours * Energy 

Interactive Effect 

The equation components “WattsBASE” and “WattsEE” are addressed on a measure-by-

measure basis.  The crosscutting components of the equations (annual hours, coincident 

factors, etc.) are addressed below.  Lighting occupancy sensor algorithms are addressed in 

the write-ups for those measures. 

Additional factors to adjust these equations to net savings at the generation level are not 

addressed in this review.  Ameren should be aware of any changes in the sequence of where 

coincidence factors are being applied when impacts are drawn from ComEd.  ComEd has 

applied coincidence factors at the measure level, while Ameren includes a coincidence 

factor in a gross-to-net equation in Section 2.0 of the TRM.  

Derivation of Noncoincident Demand Reduction 
When offering a single default value to represent multiple baseline and measure options, 

Ameren should provide documentation of the base wattage and replacement wattage, and 

the weighting approach used to generate a single value.  The base-measure scenarios 

chosen and how they are weighted have a significant impact, often 25% or more, on the 

single default value.  

Installation Rate 
One can add an adjustment factor to the noncoincident kW savings equation to account for 

situations where a portion of the incented units are placed into storage rather than installed 

(“in-service rate”, “storage rate” or “installation rate”).  In commercial lighting, the distinction 

is made between CFL and non-CFL lighting, and the level of program verification.  For 

example, 2005 DEER2 provides a 100% installation rate for non-CFL lighting, and a 92% 

installation rate in CFLs offered through standard incentives. 

It is acceptable that Ameren not include this factor in its commercial non-CFL lighting 

algorithms, because we expect a high installation rate for those commercial lighting 

measures (at or close to 100% installed).  We also believe a 100% installation rate on 

hardwired CFL fixtures is a reasonable initial default value.  Installation rate may be an issue 

for commercial screw-in CFL lighting.  Given that screw-in CFLs are not included in the 2009 

                                                 

2 2005 Database for Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER) Update Study Final Report – Residential and 

Commercial Non-Weather Sensitive Measures. 
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Standard program, it is not necessary to add an installation rate factor to the lighting 

algorithms used in that program at this time.  

Fixture storage can be identified through the impact verification process, and an adjustment 

factor can be added in the future if it is significant for any measure or building type. 

Facility Type Designations 
The Ameren TRM presents default savings values and input values that vary by facility type 

for 1) annual operating hours, 2) coincidence factors (CD), 3) demand interactive effects 

(DI), and 4) energy interactive effects (EI).  We believe it is necessary that each of these four 

factors vary by building/facility type when calculating default values.  Ameren relies on 

secondary data for default values for these factors, some of which came from ComEd.  

ComEd has used 2005 DEER in deriving their lighting annual operating hours, coincidence 

factors, and the interactive effects.  Ameren appears to have used ComEd’s DEER values for 

coincidence factor, demand interactive effect, and energy interactive effect.   

Data in DEER is disaggregated into more types than ComEd or Ameren has chosen to use in 

developing default savings, so ComEd mapped data from 21 DEER “market sector” types 

into 10 ComEd buildings types.  ComEd then added two additional building types: a “Heavy 

Industry” and a “Miscellaneous” type that is a simple average of data from the other ComEd 

building types.  The Ameren TRM provides tables of coincidence and interactive effects 

factors that exactly match ComEd. However, the supporting TRM spreadsheets do not reflect 

the same level of detail, and appear to only use the average (Miscellaneous/Other) values 

for the CD, DI, and EI factors when we could identify adjustments in the spreadsheets. 

The DEER to ComEd to Ameren mapping is summarized below. 
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Table 2: Facility Type Mapping 

2005 DEER Market Sector 
Ameren and ComEd TRM 
Default Assumptions for 

CD, DI, and EI 
Ameren Standard Application 

Education - Primary School 
K-12 School 

School/College 
Education - Secondary School 

Education - Community College 
College/University 

Education – University 

Grocery Grocery Grocery 

Health/Medical – Hospital 
Medical Medical 

Health/Medical – Clinic 

Lodging – Hotel 

Hotel/Motel Hotel/Motel Lodging – Guest Room  

Lodging – Motel 

Manufacturing - Light Industrial 
Light Industry 

Manufacturing/Industrial 
Heavy Industry 

Office – Large 
Office Office 

Office – Small 

Restaurant - Sit-Down 
Restaurant Restaurant 

Restaurant - Fast-Food 

Retail - 3-Story Large 

Retail/Service Retail/Service Retail - Single-Story Large 

Retail – Small 

Storage – Conditioned 

Warehouse Warehouse/Distribution Storage – Unconditioned 

Warehouse – Refrigerated 

Not Identified Miscellaneous Other 

 

The mapping process determines how secondary data is translated into the range of default 

values that Ameren is using to calculate program savings for lighting, based on participant 

reported facility type selections.  Mapping has a significant impact on default demand and 

energy savings, whether DEER or other sources are used.   

The following issues regarding the mapping process and facility type selection process could 

affect default savings and verified gross impacts:   

 Ameren’s Standard program application form has combined two facility types from 

the default values calculation: School (K-12) and College/University into one check 

box designator on the application: School/College.  Ameren should explain how this is 

implemented in the database tracking and reporting system. 

 In general, ComEd and Ameren appear to have used simple averaging when 

combining multiple DEER market sectors into a single building/facility type.  This may 

skew the averaged value inappropriately for some facility types.  A weighted average 

approach based on program participation profile, annual energy usage, or peak 

demand would be a better method of combining data values.  A simple average is 

acceptable for calculating initial default values, but should be revisited in future 

years.  
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 The Standard program relies on the customer to select facility type by checking “all 

that apply, where the work is to be done” from ten check box options on the 

application. There are concerns with this self report method: 

― Participants may check the box based on their business type (e.g., 

manufacturing/industrial) when the space affected by project could be a 

different type (e.g., an office), or they may check both. 

― Participants in mixed use commercial buildings may check the predominant 

facility type (e.g., office) when the space being retrofit is a different type (e.g., 

a ground floor restaurant or retail space).  

― The project may have multiple facility types checked, and it is not clear how 

Ameren will select the default values. 

The evaluation effort will question participants on their building types, providing insight into 

whether assumptions tied to building type reported on the application form are accurately 

representing the participant profile, and potentially inform possible improvements if there 

are discrepancies. 

Default Annual Operating Hours 
The Ameren TRM references 2005 DEER (through ComEd) for annual operating hour 

assumptions which are not shown in the measure write-ups but are listed in Appendix D of 

the TRM. The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm that 

Appendix D hours are used consistently in all measures. However, it appears that Appendix 

D was used for all lighting measures except LED downlamps (BPL84).  Supporting 

spreadsheets suggest that different factors may have been used in some cases. 

Below are the concerns raised regarding ComEd’s use of DEER to derive annual operating 

hours. Because Ameren uses the same values as ComEd, these issues are also relevant to 

Ameren. 

 

ComEd has relied upon 2005 DEER for most of the annual operating hour 

assumptions for the initial default values.  We are aware of other sources of 

operating hours developed and used in other states, but none that is clearly better 

than DEER as a starting point (DEER draws from evaluation and metering results).  

ComEd has made some adjustments to the DEER values (some documented and 

others not explained).  The use of DEER as a starting data source for annual hours of 

use is reasonable, and we support case-by-case revisions for specific buildings types 

when a solid case can be made for an alternate source, or as Illinois metered data 

becomes available.  

DEER uses separate annual operating hour tables for CFL and non-CFL lighting 

measures that ComEd has also adopted.  This results in annual operating hour 

differences for Offices, Retail/Service, Restaurant, Hotel/Motel, and Miscellaneous. 

We would like ComEd to explain the following issues or their revise default values:   
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1. ComEd’s Prescriptive program application form has combined two building types 

from the default values calculation: School (K-12) and College/University into one 

check box designator on the application: School/College. The assumed hours of 

use are substantially different (1,873 hours for schools, 3,433 for 

colleges/universities). ComEd should explain how this is implemented in the 

database tracking and reporting system. 

2. ComEd has increased the hours of use over DEER by a factor of 1.5 for the two 

industrial building types, citing data from Efficiency Vermont and PG&E.  DEER 

industrial hours are 2,860 (for “manufacturing – light industrial”), ComEd raises 

that to 4,290 hours, while the Efficiency Vermont TRM uses 5,913 hours, and 

PG&E working papers use 6,650 hours for process industrial and 4,400 hours for 

assembly industrial.  While DEER industrial hours are the lowest among these 

and other sources, ComEd has not provided an explanation why 4,290 hours is a 

better value for their industrial customer base.  

3. The 2005 DEER source provides annual operating data for three storage and 

warehouse types: Storage Unconditioned (2,860 hours), Storage Conditioned 

(2,860 hours), and Warehouse Refrigerated (2,600 hours).  ComEd has 

increased annual operating hours by 1.5 times the DEER values.  The simple 

average from the DEER data is 2,733 hours, while ComEd’s assumption for 

Warehouse uses 4,160 hours.  Studies from other states show hours of use for 

warehouses that range from 2,388 to 5,632 hours per year.  Further explanation 

or supporting documentation from ComEd is requested.   

4. ComEd sometimes show warehouse hours as 3,597 hours, and Ameren has 

incorporated that discrepancy into the default values. 

5. On two measures in the Medical building type, Reduced Wattage T8’s and High 

Performance 4-foot T8, ComEd has used without explanation 8,736 annual 

operating hours instead of the simple average (6,474 hours) of DEER’s Hospital 

(8,736 hours CFL and non-CFL) and Clinic (4,212 hours CFL and 8,736 hours 

non-CFL) that was used for annual hours in other non-CFL measures.  ComEd 

should explain which value(s) they propose for non-CFL lighting and update the 

Medical building type annual operating hours if needed.  We believe the 2005 

DEER value of 8,736 hours for non-CFL lighting in Medical Clinic buildings would 

be high if this building type is selected by participants operating outpatient 

facilities. 

6. Heavy industrial hours of use are identical to light industrial. The purpose and 

definition of this additional category is not clear. 

7. Lodging (hotel/motel) hours of use for non-CFL measures takes a simple average 

(4,941 hours) of guest room (1,145 hours) and general common areas (8,736 

hours). It is not clear if this was intended.  ComEd should revisit this, although the 

4,941 hours of use average for non-CFL lighting in ComEd’s hotel and conference 

building type is closer to values used in nearby states (MN, MI, WI) than the DEER 

values.  For CFL lighting, ComEd has averaged two common area values (one for 

hotel, one for motel) with one guest room value resulting in 6,206 hours, which 
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does not seem appropriate.  ComEd should revise the CFL hours to reflect an 

average between rooms and common areas for a single building. 

Appendix D 
Appendix D provides tables of annual hours of use, coincidence factors, HVAC interaction 

factors, peak kW savings, and annual energy savings, all by building type.  The tables draw 

data from ComEd’s technical reference documentation.  In the measure write-ups, Appendix 

D is listed as a reference for operating hours, but it also appears to document savings 

values.  In some cases, there are two or three tables in Appendix D where savings values are 

derived, but only one table shown in the main write up.  In other cases, there are multiple 

tables in Appendix D showing measure savings, when only one table is required by the 

measure analysis.   

It is not clear how Ameren is using the information in Appendix D.  

Coincidence Factors 
The first discussion of loadshapes and coincidence factors is provided in Section 6.0 of the 

TRM.  The TRM includes a loadshape for commercial lighting (“Loadshape #1”) with a 

summer coincidence factor of 70%, and all the lighting measure characterizations in Section 

8.0 of the TRM reference this loadshape.  Many of the measures also include a reference 

table and refer to Appendix D, drawn from ComEd, that lists coincident diversity factors by 

facility type for use in the algorithm.   

It is not clear how Ameren is handling coincidence factors when reporting savings in the 

TRM. The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to confirm which 

coincidence factors are used and whether they are used consistently in all measures.  It 

appears that Appendix D was used for all lighting measures except LED downlamps (BPL84). 

The coincidence factors the Ameren TRM references from ComEd came originally from 2005 

DEER. We are aware of other sources of coincident factors developed and used in other 

states, but none that are clearly better than DEER as a starting point. Overall, but with a few 

minor exceptions, the coincidence factors from DEER are more conservative (lower) than 

factors provided in deemed databases from Michigan and Minnesota (who draws from 

Vermont, Arkansas, and Xcel). The Pennsylvania TRM uses coincidence factors that are 

slightly lower than DEER.  

The use of DEER as a starting data source for coincidence factors is reasonable, and we 

support case-by-case revisions for specific buildings types when a solid case can be made 

for an alternate source, or as Illinois metered data becomes available.  

HVAC Interaction Factors 
The Ameren TRM references 2005 DEER (through ComEd) for demand interactive effect and 

energy interactive effect factor assumptions which are shown in measure write-ups and in 

Appendix D of the TRM.  The TRM does not sufficiently document noncoincident kW to 

confirm that HVAC interactive factors are used consistently in all measures. However, it 

appears that Appendix D was used for all lighting measures except LED downlamps (BPL84).  

Supporting spreadsheets suggest that different factors may have been used in some cases. 
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The California Evaluation Framework discourages using the HVAC interactive factors outside 

of the location they were developed for:  

“There are many complicated interactions between internal gains, shell heat gains, 

thermal mass effects, HVAC system efficiency, and HVAC system control. Thus, HVAC 

interactions are best investigated with building energy simulation programs and for 

particular climate regions. Hourly simulation programs are best suited to calculating 

demand interaction factors. HVAC interactions are influenced by a number of factors, 

such as: 

 Climate  

 Relationship of building internal and solar loads to the overall envelope heat 

losses (balance point temperature) 

 Coupling of internal load to HVAC load 

 Building thermal mass 

 HVAC system type 

 HVAC system fuel 

 HVAC system efficiency 

 HVAC system controls 

Thus, it is not appropriate to use a single HVAC interaction factor for all buildings, 

measures, and climates. HVAC interactions should be investigated over the range of 

climates and building characteristics listed above.” 

We are aware of other sources developed and used in other states, but none that offer a 

more compelling case than DEER for immediate revisions.  It is not clear whether the HVAC 

interaction factors from DEER account for unconditioned space and buildings in their 

derivation, or whether they should only be applied to conditioned spaces. 

We recommend a set of HVAC interaction factors that are specific to Illinois be developed. 

2.1.2 Measure-by-Measure Review 

BPL60: High Performance T8 Relamp and Ballast 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition in the TRM should include CEE’s specification parameters for high 

performance T8s because the CEE web site reference (www.cee1.org) leads to separate 

qualifying lists for reduced wattage T8s and high performance T8s, and CEE may change 

their specification criteria over time.  The TRM definition says that 1 Unit = 1 to 4 lamps and 

1 ballast, but the wattage reduction for those four scenarios are significantly different, both 

in absolute terms and per lamp, so it is not clear if the unit is “per lamp” or “per fixture.”  

The TRM lists both 4 foot and 8 foot lamps as incented measures, but 8 foot lamps are not 

referenced in the definitions.  The base technology only specifies T12 fixtures, without 

http://www.cee1.org/
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specifying magnetic ballasts and four foot or eight foot lamps.  It is not clear if conversions 

between 4 foot and 8 foot systems are included.  

The 2009 application form for BPL60 allows either T12s or 32W T8s as a base technology, 

and allows high performance or low wattage T8s in 4 or 8 foot lamps as the incented 

technology.  If the application form for a program year redefines a measure, then the TRM 

must be updated as well. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The primary uncertainty for demand impact is the base fixture wattage, which appears to 

assume standard magnetic T12 ballasts and 34 watt lamps for four foot fixtures, although it 

is not specifically stated.  If the baseline ballasts were entirely electronic with 34 watt T12 

lamps, the default savings would be 2/3 lower. 

Ameren provides a table of single default values that appears to be per lamp. However, the 

TRM does not clarify whether it applies to one, two, three, or four lamp retrofits or 4 or 8 foot 

systems. If a single value covers all four (or more) options, then Ameren should document 

the weighting scheme used to combine these cases. 

Ameren includes the table of coincident and interactive effect factors in the TRM, but there 

is insufficient documentation of noncoincident kW savings to determine whether these 

values have been incorporated into the default values. 

Measure Savings Results 

There is insufficient documentation of noncoincident kW savings to determine what 

scenarios the default values apply to or whether they are reasonable. 

BPL61: Low-Wattage T8 Relamp and Reballast 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition in the TRM does not adequately define the energy efficient option 

because the CEE web site reference is the main address (www.cee1.org), and CEE has 

multiple lighting lists.  The definition does not specify number of lamps or length (4 or 8 

foot).  The TRM describes both 4 foot and 8 foot lamps as incented measures.  The base 

technology only specifies T12 fixtures, without specifying magnetic ballasts and four foot or 

eight foot lamps.   

The measure has two baselines: either existing T12 or higher wattage T8s. These baselines 

have significantly different savings associated with the incented technology.  

http://www.cee1.org/
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Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The primary uncertainty for demand impact is the base fixture wattage, which appears to 

assume standard magnetic T12 ballasts and 34 watt lamps for four foot fixtures, although it 

is not specifically stated.  If the baseline ballasts were entirely electronic with 34 watt T12 

lamps, the default savings would be 2/3 lower.  A second eligible baseline is a higher 

wattage T8 (32W or 59W).  The T8 baseline will have significantly lower impacts than a T12 

baseline. 

Ameren provides a table of single default values that appears to be per lamp. However, the 

TRM does not clarify whether it applies to one, two, three, or four lamp retrofits or 4 or 8 foot 

systems. The table also fails to specify whether it represents the T12 baseline, a T8 

baseline, or a weighting between the two.   

We recommend separate tables of default values for the T12 and T8 baselines.  If a single 

value will cover multiple options within a baseline, then Ameren should document the 

weighting scheme used to combine these options.   

Ameren includes the table of coincident and interactive effect factors in the TRM, but there 

is insufficient documentation of noncoincident kW savings to determine whether these 

values have been incorporated into the default values. 

Measure Savings Results 

There is insufficient documentation of noncoincident kW savings to determine what 

scenarios the default values apply to or whether they are reasonable. 

Ameren should create separate default value tables for the T12 and T8 baselines. 

BPL62, BPL64, BPL65, BPL70: New T5/T8 Fluorescent 
Fixtures (savings per watt reduced) 
These four measures share energy analysis approach in the TRM and differ only in the 

fixture efficiency characteristics. 

Measure Definition 

There are no issues with the measure definitions.  Pre-approval is required for these 

measures and we believe that requirement is needed to ensure the baseline wattage is 

correctly estimated, and that the participant has selected a qualifying fixture.  Ameren 

requests specifications for the new fixtures with the final application – those specifications 

need to cover the ballast and lamp as well as fixture efficiency.  The Ameren TRM has listed 

the high efficiency qualifying criteria under the “Baseline Efficiencies” heading, and this 

should be revised.  The TRM and the application form should have identical language 

defining the baseline system and the incented measures.  
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Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The assumptions for these measures are addressed in the cross cutting discussion.  Ameren 

should clarify whether the rounded kWh values shown in the results tables are used in the 

tracking system, or whether the exact values are used (0.001 noncoincident kW times the 

annual hours of use times the energy interactive factor).  If the rounded kWh values in the 

tables are used, then the impacts could be significantly different from the underlying 

assumptions.  For example, each noncoincident watt saved in a retail/service project with 

stated defaults of 4,210 annual hours times the 1.11 energy interactive factor saves 4.673 

kWh, but if rounded to 5 kWh the savings are 7% higher.  This is significant for projects 

saving hundreds of kilowatts. 

Similarly, Ameren needs to clarify whether the kW savings per watt reduced shown in the 

default tables are noncoincident or coincident savings, and whether the tracking system is 

using rounded values for coincident watts.  If Ameren is rounding coincident watts to exactly 

0.001 kW per each noncoincident watt saved, then this is equivalent to setting demand 

interactive factors and coincidence factors to 1.0 for all building types.  This would result in 

a significant difference for some building types.  For example, each noncoincident watt 

saved in a school saves only 0.5166 coincident watts, 48% lower than a rounded value of 

one watt.  

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren should confirm the values used in the tracking system and revise the TRM to 

present impacts that are not overly rounded.  

At presented, we cannot confirm that the default values have correctly used the coincidence 

and interactive factors. 

BPL63: Fluorescent Fixtures with Reflectors 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition does not specify a baseline, and allows twelve four foot options: 1, 2, 

3 or 4 lamp high performance T8s, T5, or high output T5s and an unspecified number of 8 

foot options.  The Ameren TRM has listed the high efficiency qualifying criteria under the 

“Baseline Efficiencies” heading, and this should be revised.  The TRM and the application 

form should have identical language defining the baseline system and the incented 

measures.  

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   
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Measure Savings Assumptions 

The primary uncertainty for demand impact is the base fixture wattage, which appears to 

assume standard magnetic T12 ballasts and 34 watt lamps for four foot fixtures, although it 

is not specifically stated.  If the baseline ballasts were entirely electronic with 34 watt T12 

lamps, the default savings would be 2/3 lower.  A second potential baseline could be a 

higher wattage T8 (32W or 59W).  The T8 baseline will have significantly lower impacts than 

a T12 baseline.  A third potential baseline would be a T12 or T8 fixture with a more lamps 

per fixture than the incented fixtures, so that savings could include lamp removal.  

Ameren provides a table of default values that give a single value by building for four foot 

lamp systems, and a single value by building type for 8 foot systems.   Savings in the TRM 

appears to be per lamp. However, the TRM does not clarify whether it applies to one, two, 

three, or four lamp retrofits. The table also fails to specify whether is represents the T12 

baseline, a T8 baseline, or a weighting between the two.   

We recommend separate tables of default values for the T12, T8, and delamping baselines.  

If a single value will cover multiple options within a baseline, then Ameren should document 

the weighting scheme used to combine these options.   

Ameren includes the table of coincident and interactive effect factors in the TRM, but there 

is not sufficient documentation to determine whether these values have been incorporated 

into the default values. 

Measure Savings Results 

There is insufficient documentation of noncoincident kW savings to determine what 

scenarios the default values apply to or whether they are reasonable. 

Ameren should clarify the baseline definition, and create separate default value tables for 

each baseline. 

Ameren should clarify the units of the savings. 

BPL71: High Intensity Fluorescent 

Measure Definition 

There are no issues with the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Even though the program collects baseline watts, installed watts, and hours of operation 

from the participant, it is still necessary to use lighting default values for the coincident 

factor, and Ameren should include HVAC interactive effect factors if the fixtures are installed 

in conditioned space (for example, big box retail or groceries).  The algorithms in the Ameren 

TRM do not include coincident factors and assume HVAC interaction factors are equal to 

1.0.   
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Measure Savings Assumptions 

The assumptions for this measure are addressed through the cross cutting discussion. 

Measure Savings Results 

As presented, we cannot confirm that the default values have correctly used the coincidence 

and interactive factors. 

Appendix D is not consistent with the TRM write-up. 

BPL72: Controls for H.I.F. Systems; BPL73: Remote 
Mounted Occupancy Sensors; BPL74: Occupancy Sensors; 
and BPL77: Controls for HID Systems 
These four measures share the same energy analysis approach in the TRM and differ only in 

technology characteristics. 

Measure Definition 

The measure definitions need revision.  They should state whether ultrasonic detectors are 

eligible and whether exterior lighting is eligible.  The definition for BPL72 (for fluorescent 

systems) allows daylight dimming, but does not specify whether continuous or step dimming 

are eligible, the minimum numbers of steps, and the minimum power level. The definition for 

BPL77 (for HID systems) does define daylight dimming requirements.  Some of the 

specifications appear to be model specific or proprietary (“Unique Smart Cycling”) – if these 

are required criteria then the algorithm should reflect the associated savings. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

The algorithms in the Ameren TRM are not consistent with the referenced savings shown in 

Appendix D. 

We suggest the following equation as an alternative for energy savings: 

kWh Reduction = Connected wattage/1000 * annual operating hours * time off 

fraction *energy interactive effect 

Some sources use separate savings factors when calculating energy and demand savings 

from occupancy sensors, and use the following equation to calculate demand reduction: 

Coincident kW savings = Connected wattage/1000 * Sensor control demand savings 

fraction * demand interactive effect 

where the “Sensor control demand savings fraction” is an average demand reduction over 

the peak period, which may be supported by analysis of light logger studies.  

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Using data from Southern California Edison and DEER, Ameren assigns one of two 

“occupancy off rates” to a building type based on whether it is a low occupancy type (50% 
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time off) or high occupancy type (20% time off).  Ameren does not indicate in the TRM write 

up which category is assigned to each facility type, but it does appear in Appendix D.  

Ameren uses the same occupancy off rate for energy savings and demand reduction. Other 

data sources, including the Lighting Research Center3, define separate values for demand 

and energy savings fractions, and present them by application or space type (restroom, 

private office, classroom, etc.).  The demand savings fractions are lower than the energy 

savings fractions. 

For Ameren, the high occupancy type sensor off rate is 20%, and the low occupancy off rate 

is 50%.  The 20% savings value is comparable or lower than other sources, while the 50% 

value is on the high end.  These default values are reasonable, but are candidates for 

revision through the EM&V process. 

There are no references or assumptions provided for fluorescent daylight dimming savings 

fractions, so we cannot determine how savings for that type of control are calculated. 

The TRM states that operating hours are taken from DEER for non-CFL lighting, except for 

guest rooms.  If the occupancy sensor is controlling fixtures that have received an incentive 

from Ameren, those fixtures have operating hours associated with them that may come from 

the participant, DEER, or other source.  It is not clear which set of hour assumptions are 

being used when occupancy sensors are added to program supported fixtures.  

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren should revise the demand reduction and energy savings equations.  HVAC 

interactive factors and coincident demand reduction need to be addressed in the equations.  

Ameren needs to define a savings fraction for demand and energy for each facility type, for 

occupancy sensors and daylight dimming sensors. 

Ameren needs to clarify the hours of use that will be used. 

Ameren should revise future default kW savings using information that may be available 

from program participation, EM&V results, and market research to update the savings 

fractions for demand reduction and energy savings. 

BPL75: 250W/320W Pulse Start Metal Halides/Ceramic 
Metal Halides; BPL76 750: Pulse Start Metal Halides; and 
BPL85: Ceramic Metal Halide Fixtures 
These three measures share the same energy analysis approach in the TRM. 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition should clarify whether new fixtures are required, or whether retrofit 

kits are acceptable.  Retrofit kits should consist of a permanently wired ballast and retrofit 

                                                 

3  Von Neida, Bill, Dorene Maniccia and Allan Tweed. 2000. An analysis of the energy and cost savings 

potential of occupancy sensors for commercial lighting systems. Illuminating Engineering Society of North 

America 2000 Annual Conference: Proceedings. New York: IESNA. 
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lamp, and not include screw-in retrofit lamps.  The definition should also clarify whether self-

ballasted ceramic metal halide lamps are eligible. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren assumes that these metal halide lighting technologies will be placed in non-

conditioned areas and that the energy and demand interactive effects are equal to 1.0.  

These measures could quite likely be placed into air-conditioned big box retail and grocery 

buildings where HIDs are common.  Applications for ceramic metal halide lighting include 

accent lighting and down-lighting which may be found in retail and large offices.  It would be 

reasonable to include demand and energy interactive effects for these measures using the 

factors developed by facility type.    

Ameren assumes the coincidence factors for these lighting measures will be equal to 1.0.  

Due to the long warm-up and restrike times for HID lighting, that is a reasonable assumption 

for the initial default savings value, but should be reconsidered after impact evaluation. 

Wattage removed and installed will be provided by the participant, and Ameren will provide 

the operating hours.  

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren should use HVAC interactive factors for conditioned space. 

Ameren should revise future default kW savings using information that may be available 

from program participation, EM&V results, and market research to confirm whether the 

interactive effect and coincident factors should remain equal 1.0. 

BPL78: LED Exit Signs 

Measure Definition 

There are no issues with the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren obtained demand and energy savings from the ComEd TRM.  The ComEd and 

Ameren single default savings values for this measure of 0.041 kW and 342 kWh are 

reasonable.  We have the following comments on ComEd’s analysis. 
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ComEd assumes that the base exit sign uses two 20 watt incandescent lamps and 

an LED replacement uses 5 watts, for a demand reduction of 35 watts.  These 

assumptions are used in other states, even though the base population may include 

lower wattage incandescent signs and compact fluorescent signs, and there are 

variations between double and single faced signs.  For example, 2005 DEER 

assumes a 36 watt reduction and Wisconsin assumes 34 watts reduction. 

ComEd uses average values for demand and energy interactive effects of 1.18 and 

1.11, respectively, even though these factors vary by building type for other types of 

lighting.  There is no technical basis for that simplification, and at a measure level 

the average impacts could differ by up to 7% from the values that vary by building 

type.  We expect the overall impact of this simplification on the program level lighting 

savings use will be minimal because exit signs are a small portion of building lighting 

load. 

Measure Savings Results 

The use of one default demand reduction value and one energy saving value for all sign 

types in all building types is a reasonable simplifying assumption.  If Ameren creates a 

targeted retrofit effort to change out exit signs in large numbers in specific building types 

(e.g., large offices), Ameren should use building specific interactive effect adjustment 

values. 

BPL80: CFL Lamps (Screw-in up to 25 watts); BPL82: CFL 
Lamps (Screw-in over 25 watts); and BPL83: CFL Lamps 
(Screw-in with integral reflector up to 30 watts) 
These three measures share the same energy analysis approach in the TRM. 

These measures are not eligible in the Standard program for program year 2009, but screw 

in CFLs are available to small businesses through a separate offering.  

Measure Definition 

No issues with the measure definition for BPL80 and BPL83.  Ameren’s measure definition 

for BPL82 allows CFLs up to 200 watts, which is acceptable, but Ameren’s impacts for 

BPL82 used a ComEd analysis that only considered CFLs up to 40 watts. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

If this measure is offered through standard incentives in the future, for example with 

specialty CFLs, consider adding a factor to the demand savings algorithm to adjust for in-

service rate if the 2008 evaluation finds that storage is an issue. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 
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Ameren provides two tables of demand and energy saving impacts for BPL80 (15 watts or 

less, and 16 to 25 watts) taken directly from analysis by ComEd. For the CFL reflectors of 

BPL83, Ameren uses ComEd’s impacts for the 16 to 25 watt CFLs even though CFL 

reflectors up to 30 watts are eligible – we do not view this as a significant difference 

because the range of incandescent lamps covered are the same (60 to 100 watts).   

Ameren’s impacts for high wattage CFLs (BPL82) were taken directly from an analysis by 

ComEd that only examined CFLs up to 40 watts. This is a significant difference and Ameren 

should revise the analysis to include the full range of eligible CFLs.  

In a review of ComEd’s analysis, the pairings of CFLs to incandescent lamps were 

reasonable (e.g., 60 watt incandescent paired with 13 to 18 watt CFLs) and were consistent 

with 2005 DEER. The impacts incorporate ComEd’s assumptions for annual hours of use, 

coincidence factors, and HVAC interactive effects.  Ameren references these assumptions. 

Measure Savings Results 

The use of ComEd’s impact values for measures BPL80 and BPL83 results in savings that 

are reasonable for Ameren.  ComEd’s analysis is not appropriate for measure BPL82, and 

Ameren should revise the impacts for that measure. 

The range of impacts covered by the single average default value in each of the two wattage 

categories for BPL80 and BPL83 is large, roughly ± 40%.  If this measure were to be offered 

in the future in high volume, it might be necessary to include additional categories. 

If these measures are offered through the standard program in the future, the default kW 

savings for each category should be calculated using program participation or market 

research rather than the simple average. 

BPL81: Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps (CCFLs) or LED 
Lamps 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition allows replacement of incandescent lamps of 100 watts or less, 

while the CCFL and LED lamps are limited to 8 watts or less.  Manufacturers suggest 8 watt 

CCFLs and LEDs as replacements for incandescent lamps of 40 watts or less.  It is not clear 

why the measure is limited 8 watts, given that 13 watt and 18 watt CCFLs are available in 

the market (60 to 75 watt incandescent replacements), and higher wattage LEDs are also 

available.  The LED lamp should have performance criteria established as part of the 

measure definition to ensure that the replacement provides adequate light levels – if not, 

persistence could become an issue.  The ENERGY STAR web site (as of 6/1/2009) states 

that the ENERGY STAR LED lighting program currently does not qualify LED bulbs.  

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   
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Although the eligible CCFLs and LEDs are a screw-in lamp technology, we would not expect a 

high storage rate due to the current high cost of the lamps.  Storage rates can be checked 

through the EM&V process, and an adjustment factor added to the algorithms in the future if 

necessary. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren provides a table of demand and energy saving impacts that was taken directly from 

analysis by ComEd for CCFLs (but not LEDs).  ComEd’s analysis limited the measure to 

replacement of 40 watt incandescent or less.  The pairings of CCFLs to incandescent lamps 

are reasonable.  We have not rigorously checked to determine whether the CCFL analysis is 

appropriate for LEDs, but they are roughly comparable. 

The default kW savings is a single value based on a simple average of three pairings that 

range from 10 watt to 32 watt reduction.  The weighting should be revised over time based 

on program experience and EM&V results.  ComEd appears to have used the 2005 DEER 

CFL lighting hours of use for this measure.  

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren’s use of ComEd’s CCFL analysis for this measure results in reasonable default 

values.  However, the measure definition should be limited to 40 watt incandescent or less. 

Use program experience and the EM&V process to revise the default kW reduction 

calculation (wattage reduction pairs and weighting). 

An adjustment factor can be considered in the future if storage is found to be significant 

through the EM&V process or market research. 

BPL84: LED Recessed Downlamps 

Measure Definition 

There are no issues with the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren characterizes the impacts for this measure by using one example of a 12 watt LED 

replacing a 75 watt incandescent down lamp fixture.  This is a reasonable pairing. However, 

ENERGY STAR qualifying LED down lamps range from 11 to 15 watts, and 477 to 673 

lumens.  This measure should be analyzed after further program experience to cover the full 

range of participating retrofits. 

Ameren provides a reference table in Appendix D of operating hours, coincident factors, and 

HVAC interactive effects factors, but it is from an ICF study, not the ComEd/DEER values 

used in other measures.  
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Measure Savings Results 

Ameren appears to use a different set of assumptions to calculate the impacts for this 

measure. 

Ameren should revise future default kW savings using information that may be available 

from program participation, EM&V results, and market research to update the weighting 

percentages and wattage reduction pairs. 

BPL85: Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH) Fixtures 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition does not define a baseline for the incandescent fixtures.  Under the 

baseline heading, Ameren has listed the required wattages of the CMH fixtures. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren assumes that these metal halide lighting fixtures will have energy and demand 

interactive effects equal to 1.0, implying a non-conditioned space.  These measures are very 

likely to be placed into air-conditioned spaces, so we recommend that interactive effects be 

accounted for in the impact calculations.  

Ameren assumes the coincidence factors for these lighting measures will be equal to 1.0.  

Due to the long warm-up and restrike times for HID lighting, that is a reasonable assumption 

for the initial default savings value, but should be reconsidered after impact evaluation. 

The Ameren TRM does not indicate how wattage reduction will be determined, but the 

Ameren 2009 application form shows that the wattage removed and installed will be 

provided by the participant, and Ameren will provide the operating hours.  

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren should use HVAC interactive factors for conditioned space. 

Ameren should revise future default kW savings using information that may be available 

from program participation, EM&V results, and market research to confirm whether the 

interactive effect and coincident factors should remain equal 1.0. 

The TRM should clarify that the participant will provide the wattage removed and installed to 

calculate the demand reduction. 

BPL86: Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH) Integral Ballast Lamps 

Measure Definition 

There are no issues with the measure definition. 
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Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The Ameren TRM assumes that the CMH lamps will have energy and demand interactive 

effects equal to 1.0, implying a non-conditioned space.  These measures are very likely to be 

placed into air-conditioned spaces, so we recommend that interactive effects be accounted 

for in the impact calculations.  

Ameren assumes the coincidence factors for these lighting measures will be equal to 1.0.  

Due to the long warm-up and restrike times for HID lighting, that is a reasonable assumption 

for the initial default savings value, but should be reconsidered after impact evaluation. 

The Ameren TRM does not indicate how the wattage reduction was determined.  However, 

the 45 watt noncoincident demand reduction shown is reasonable for 25 watt self-ballasted 

CMH lamp replacing a 75 watt incandescent lamp.  To calculate the energy savings, Ameren 

appears to have used ComEd’s assumptions for annual hours of use by building type. 

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren should use HVAC interactive factors for conditioned space. 

Ameren should revise future default kW savings using information that may be available 

from program participation, EM&V results, and market research to confirm whether the 

interactive effect and coincident factors should remain equal 1.0. 

BPL87: Hard-wired CFL fixtures, ≤ 30 watts and BPL88: 
Hard-wired CFL fixtures, > 30 watts 

Measure Definition 

There are no issues with the measure definitions. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Although installation in-service rate is an issue for screw-in CFLs, we do not expect storage 

to be an issue with hardwired CFL fixtures and do not recommend adding an adjustment 

factor unless it is found to be an issue in the impact evaluation. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren provides tables of demand and energy saving impacts for these measures taken 

directly from analysis by ComEd.  In a review of ComEd’s analysis, the pairings of CFLs to 

incandescent lamps were reasonable (e.g., 75 W incandescent paired with 18 W to 26 W 
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CFLs), cover the likely applications, and are consistent with 2005 DEER, although not 

necessarily exhaustive. 

Measure Savings Results 

The use of ComEd’s impact values for measures BPL87 and BPL88 result in savings that are 

reasonable for Ameren. 

The range of impacts covered by each category is roughly ± 50%, based on the simple 

average.  The default kW savings for each category should be revised over time using 

program participation or market research rather than the simple average. 

BPL90: Permanent Lamp Removal 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition in the TRM is not sufficient to define the baseline, the eligible energy 

efficient alternatives, or the default savings values.  This is a complex measure that could 

cover four baseline scenarios for eight foot lamps (T12 or T8, normal, or high output) and 6 

baseline scenarios for 4 foot lamps (T12 or T8, 4, 3, or 2 lamp fixtures). As a result, a 

measure definition must be very detailed to properly set default values. This is a custom 

measure in the 2009 program year. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren has taken their impacts for 4 foot lamp removal directly from analysis by ComEd, 

and also appears to have used ComEd’s estimate for 8 foot lamps of 108 watts per lamp 

removed.  In our review of ComEd’s analysis, we found that ComEd calculated the default 

wattage reduction per lamp removed by dividing the base fixture wattage by the number of 

baseline lamps per fixture, but the calculation should be made by subtracting the measure 

fixture wattage from the baseline fixture wattage, and dividing that wattage difference by the 

number of lamps removed.   

ComEd has attempted to address the allowable range of baseline and installed measure 

input wattages by using a weighted average of a subset of various eligible lamp and ballast 

combinations, but does not document the source of the weights.  The combinations in 

ComEd’s weighted average do not cover the full range of lamp and ballast types allowed by 

ComEd’s measure definition, and we have a concern that ComEd’s two single per lamp 

default savings values (one for 8 foot and one for 4 foot) are not effectively representing the 

measure impacts.  

Measure Savings Results 

If this is to be a standard measure, Ameren needs to create a detailed measure definition 

that matches the claimed savings. 
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Ameren should calculate the reduction per lamp by subtracting installed measure fixture 

wattage from the baseline fixture wattage, and dividing the difference by the number of 

lamps removed. 

BPL91: Alternate Highbay Fixture Replacement Option 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition should define a baseline and performance specifications for the 

efficiency measure. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Even though the program collects baseline watts, installed watts, and hours of operation 

from the participant, it is still necessary to use lighting default values for the coincidence 

factor, and Ameren should include HVAC interactive effect factors if the fixtures are installed 

in conditioned space (e.g., big box retail or groceries).  The algorithms in the Ameren TRM do 

not include coincidence factors and assume HVAC interaction factors are equal to 1.0.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The assumptions for this measure are addressed through the cross cutting discussion. 

Measure Savings Results 

The TRM does not confirm that the demand reductions and energy savings claimed by 

Ameren under this measure have used coincidence and HVAC interactive factors. 

The default savings values in Appendix D are not consistent with the TRM write-up. 

BPL92: Reduced Wattage 4-foot and 8-foot LAMP ONLY 

Measure Definition 

The measure name says “LAMP ONLY”, but the measure definition includes T12 lamps in 

the baseline.  A conversion from T12 to T8 lamps would in nearly all cases involve 

replacement of the ballast. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren should use the default lighting demand and energy savings algorithms described in 

Section 2.1.1 above.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren provides tables that give single default values for 4 foot and 8 foot lamps by 

building type per lamp. To develop the default values, Ameren would need to compare 

fixture wattages for standard and low wattage lamps, and then weight the values for 1, 2, 3, 
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and 4 lamp fixtures, and for 4 foot lamps, weighting 25 watt and 28 watt replacements.  

Neither the fixture wattages nor the weighting percentages are documented, and the 

participation profile could differ significantly from the default weighting, resulting different 

impacts.  Hours of use are not documented. 

Although the default values provided by Ameren are reasonable, default impacts could vary 

by 20% depending on how undocumented assumptions are combined. 

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren should revise future default kW savings using information that may be available 

from program participation, EM&V results, and market research to update the weighting 

percentages for baseline and measure lamps. 

 

2.2 HVAC Systems 

2.2.1 Cross-cutting Review 
Several issues cut across most of the individual cooling measures, and are addressed 

below. 

Algorithms 
Under each cooling measure, Ameren shows three separate algorithm types, whether or not 

they are relevant to the measure.  These three algorithms are energy and demand savings 

for: 

1. Small unitary equipment under 5 tons, based on SEERs and HSPF 

2. Unitary equipment over 5 tons, PTAC/PTHP, and room air conditioners based on 

EERs 

3. Chillers, based on kW/ton 

These equations are even listed under the VFD measure, where they are not relevant.  To 

avoid confusion, Ameren should only list the algorithm used by the measure.   

The algorithm set includes equations for estimating heating season savings for heat pumps. 

However, we have seen no additional documentation that heating season calculations were 

performed. If Ameren is claiming heating season savings, we would need to see 

documentation of base case efficiency, heat pump efficiency, and heating season full load 

operating hours.  

Ameren’s three sets of algorithms are set up to provide absolute impacts, rather than per 

unit impacts.  Cooling equipment performance values are usually set for a size range, and 

size in tons is the most convenient unit for presenting cooling system default savings data. 

Ameren does not include a coincidence factor in any of the cooling demand savings 

equations.  Other deemed savings databases use coincidence factors in the range of 0.80 to 

0.90 for cooling.  ComEd is using 0.85 as a coincidence factor for unitary equipment 5 tons 
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or less, a factor of 0.90 for unitary equipment greater than 5 tons, a factor of 0.333 for 

chillers, and a factor of 0.90 for room air conditioners. 

ComEd has included a “redundancy factor” in their noncoincident kW savings calculation for 

equipment greater than 5 tons, to take into account that as the size of units increase, the 

percentage of oversizing increases.  ComEd redundancy factors vary from 1.0 for units 

under 5 tons, to 0.5 for units greater than 60 tons. 

The equations we recommend for Ameren are as follows: 

For unitary HVAC 5 tons or less, room air conditioners, and PTAC/PTHP: 

Noncoincident kW savings per ton = (12/Baseline EER – 12/Replacement EER) 

For unitary HVAC greater than 5 tons: 

Noncoincident kW savings per ton = Redundancy Factor * (12/Baseline EER – 

12/Replacement EER)  

For chillers: 

Noncoincident kW savings per ton = (peak kW per ton Baseline – peak kW per ton 

Replacement)  

For all equipment 

Coincident kW savings per ton = Noncoincident kW savings per ton * Coincidence Factor 

Annual kWh Savings per ton = Noncoincident kW savings per ton * Full Load Cooling Hours 

For chillers, annual energy savings may be based on the IPLV kW per ton savings. 

For unitary HVAC 5 tons or less, most deemed databases find it acceptable to use SEER in 

place of EER when calculating demand savings, even though SEER is approximately 14% to 

20% greater than EER. 

Illinois HVAC Baseline 
Commercial energy code in Illinois is based on the 2006 IECC code.  We recommend that 

the efficiencies required by that code be used as the baseline.  It is possible that standard 

practice may be more efficient than code: this can be examined over time through market 

research and the evaluation process.  

Full Load Cooling Hours per Year 
Throughout the cooling section, the Ameren energy savings algorithms include a factor for 

the cooling full load hours per year (FLHs), but do not provide a documented source of 

cooling full load hours.  In some cases, Ameren provides a table of building operating hours, 

which are more like occupied hours when lighting is operating.  It appears Ameren may have 

used the building operating hours for cooling full load hours on some measures.  This would 

be an error to fix.  The tables of operating hours Ameren provides are far higher than cooling 

full load hours.  
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We would recommend that Ameren seek out literature on estimated run time hours for 

cooling instead of basing it on operating or lighting hours. Manufacturer’s representatives 

for chillers and unitary equipment could probably provide reasonable run-time assumptions.   

As one alternative, the 2007 ASHRAE Handbook lists equivalent full load cooling hours for St 

Louis, based on a 2000 study by CDH Energy (Chapter 32). The values from ASHRAE, 

compared with assumptions from Ameren, are presented in the table below: 

Table 3: Equivalent Full Load Cooling Hours for St. Louis 

Source Schools Office Retail Hospital 

ASHRAE 2007 460-550 680-1100 850-1500 1260-2330 

Ameren Operating 

Hours 
1270 3435 3068 4532 

 

The Ameren operating hours are significantly higher. 

Other Points 
Ameren should be very diligent to label units in all default savings values presented, and 

distinguish between coincident and noncoincident kW demand savings.  Careful labeling will 

guard against error and misinterpretation by tracking system developers and the evaluation 

team.  

A minor point, but Ameren mentions on some measures that the cooling unit must be UL 

listed.  This should be changed to NRTL (Nationally recognized testing lab) listed.  There are 

other testing labs beside UL like CSA, TUV and ETL. We assume that Ameren does not want 

to exclude units if another lab has listed it. 

Ameren supporting spreadsheets reference DEER HVAC data.  The application of DEER 

weather sensitive data from even northern California to Illinois is problematic. Wet bulb 

temperature is much higher in southern Illinois than in Northern California most of the time. 

This in turn affects cooling kW load and cooling run time.   

When Ameren draws from CEE for qualifying efficiencies, this should be noted in the TRM.  

CEE has specific terms and conditions for use of their materials. 

2.2.2 Measure-by-Measure Review 

BPC1, BPC2, BPC3, BPC4, BPC5, BPC6, BPC7 and BPC8: 

Unitary or Split System Air Conditioning Systems and Air 
Source Heat Pumps 

Measure Definition 

In addition to the cross cutting issues noted above, we identified two issues with the 

measure definition.  Ameren’s qualifying criteria match the CEE tier definitions currently 

designated as Tier 1 and Tier 2, and Ameren should note this in the TRM.  When using the 

CEE definitions, CEE states that for electrical resistance heating section types, to increase 
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their required minimum EER by 0.2.  This is not addressed in Ameren’s measure description.  

In referencing CEE’s materials, Ameren may be obligated by CEE’s terms and conditions to 

add the electrical resistance footnote.   

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis  

Ameren’s algorithms for noncoincident kW savings, coincident kW savings and annual 

energy savings are not acceptable for generating default savings values. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren’s assumptions for noncoincident kW savings, coincident kW savings and annual 

energy savings are not acceptable for generating default savings values.    

Measure Savings Results 

Ameren presents tables of kWh savings and kW savings by building type and equipment size 

for unitary equipment. We cannot accept any of the values shown, as they are much larger 

than we would estimate if they are per ton.  If they are per whole equipment as the unit, then 

the impacts for small units are too large, and impacts for large units are too small. For 

example, comparing ComEd to Ameren: 

Table 4: Impact Comparison across Ameren Illinois Utilities and ComEd 

Office Noncoincident kW per ton Annual kWh savings per ton 

Example Ameren ComEd Ameren ComEd 

5 ton, 

SEER=15 
0.36545 0.123 908.14 121.0 

15 ton, EER 

=12 
0.36941 0.150 894.81 117.8 

 

BPC10, BPC11 and BPC12: Water Cooled Chillers and Air 
Cooled Chillers 

Measure Definition 

The measure definition should provide more detail to establish qualifying efficiencies and 

rating requirements.  The 2006 IECC code is appropriate for the Illinois baseline. The high 

efficiency qualifying tiers defined by Ameren match those offered by ComEd and are 

reasonable. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

The crosscutting comments above apply to chiller measures.  Ameren presents tables of 

kWh savings and kW savings by building type and equipment size for water cooled chillers, 

and the values appear to be per ton.  We cannot accept any of the values shown, as they do 

not match the supporting documentation.  In particular, the Tier 2 units appear to save less 

than the Tier 1 units, indicating a possible calculation error.  The Tier 2 equipment impacts 
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are roughly what we would expect for these units, but it is not clear how Ameren arrived at 

the values.  

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The default impact values for air cooled chillers cannot be derived from the assumptions 

provided, and are higher than what we would expect. 

Measure Savings Results 

No other comments for this measure here. 

BPC13, BPC14: Room Air Conditioners (through wall units) 

Measure Definition 

The measure description does not define the eligible units, although the qualifying efficiency 

levels are reasonable.  

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Please see the HVAC Systems Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of the algorithms used 

for this measure.  

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The baseline is said to be defined by Epact but no value is given (room air conditioners have 

been covered by NAECA legislation). 

Measure Savings Results 

There is no table providing demand impacts.  We do not accept the default values for annual 

energy savings, due to a math error.  We would expect annual energy savings in the range of 

200 kWh per year, but the impacts given in the TRM are in the range of 0.0002 kWh per 

year. 

BPC15: Package Terminal Air Conditioning/Heat Pumps 

Measure Definition 

The measure description does not fully define a qualifying unit.   

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Please see the HVAC Systems Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of the algorithms used 

for this measure.  

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The baseline should be drawn from the 2006 IECC code, which is higher than the federal 

standard.   
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Measure Savings Results 

This measure provides impacts for a retrofit measure and a new construction measure.  

There is insufficient documentation to determine whether the default values provided are 

reasonable. 

BPC20: Variable Frequency Drives on HVAC Motors 

Measure Description 

The measure description lacks detail that we believe is necessary to achieve the savings. It 

appears to be the case that the measure description as written could pay for the installation 

of a VSD on a system that was constant CFM or GPM without any throttling valves or vanes 

or bypass dampers, which is the case for the majority of older HVAC systems.  Adding a VSD 

alone without evaluating the project as a system may not save energy - the system should 

also have to be redesigned to take advantage of a VFD. For example, VAV boxes would be 

installed for terminal units on air systems. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

The TRM for this measure provides a kWh savings value without providing units or 

algorithms.  

Measure Savings Assumptions 

The TRM for this measure provides a kWh savings value without providing assumptions.  

Measure Savings Results 

No other comments for this measure here. 

2.3 Motors 

2.3.1 Cross-cutting Review 
There are no cross-cutting issues for motors. 

2.3.2 Measure-by-Measure Review 

Premium Motors (No Measure Code in TRM) 

Measure Definition 

This measure is a well established technology. One factor missing is a coincidence factor on 

the demand equation, even though Ameren’s kW impacts are presented as coincident peak 

savings.  The motor load factor is reasonable.  The assumed hours of use are lower than we 

have seen in other deemed savings databases, especially for larger motors. 
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Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren provides algorithms to calculate demand and energy savings, and they have 

described the correct baseline and efficiency levels. However, their tables of impacts do not 

match the algorithms and assumptions.   

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Ameren refers to a table of baseline efficiencies, but the table is not in the TRM.  The 

supporting documentation suggests impacts were drawn from 2005 DEER, and we would 

not recommend that approach.  It would be better to build up the impacts from assumptions 

documented in the TRM. 

The kW values for TEFC motors have an obvious math error (the peak savings is given as 

1.08 kW for a 1 HP motor (which draws only 0.75 kW), and other small motors have equally 

high kW impacts).  The annual kWh savings for TEFC motors is not consistent with the 

assumed hours or the kW impacts shown.  The impacts for ODP motors contain a different 

error.  The kW impacts for small ODP appear reasonable, but the impacts for large motors 

are too large.  For example, the TRM kW savings for a 100 HP ODP motor is 2.54 kW, yet the 

efficiency improvement is only 94.1% to 95.4%.  By comparison, ComEd used the same 

assumption set as Ameren and calculated a coincident demand savings of 0.600 kW for a 

100 HP 1800 RPM ODP motor. 

Measure Savings Results 

We do not accept the default motor values that appear in the Ameren TRM.  We suggest 

Ameren revise the values by calculating the impacts for each motor using the equations and 

assumptions already documented in the TRM for efficiencies, load factor, operating hours, 

and add a coincidence factor.  For example, ComEd has used a coincidence factor of 0.74 

for all motors. 

2.4 Refrigeration 

2.4.1 Cross-cutting Review 

Source of Default Values and Reasonableness 
With one exception for Ice Makers, the Ameren default savings values for Refrigeration 

measures are acceptable for the near term but should be improved over time through the 

evaluation process, market research, or program experience.  The source of the refrigeration 

default values were 2005 DEER, work papers from SCE and PG&E, and the ICF program plan 

for Ameren (for automatic door closers).  

When Ameren derives default values from secondary sources, they should identify the 

source and any adjustments or averaging of data to create the default savings values. This 

documentation should appear in the TRM, not just supporting spreadsheets. 

The application of DEER weather sensitive data to Illinois is problematic. Humidity and the 

latent cooling required to remove it from the air are more pronounced in the humid Illinois 
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climate than in the dryer California climate, even for Northern California. A more local source 

of data should be developed if it already has not been. Equipment manufacturers may have 

models they use to estimate savings in the Illinois area for example. Wisconsin Focus on 

Energy, Iowa utilities, and Minnesota may also be sources of assistance as they have many 

years of experience with refrigeration in their programs. 

Measure Definitions 
The measure descriptions are not complete and need to include all relevant details on the 

efficiency measure, the baseline, and application notes that are associated with the savings 

values. 

Algorithms 
Ameren has pasted an algorithm for anti-sweat heater controls into every refrigeration 

measure.  This is incorrect and needs to be revised so that staff and evaluators referring to 

the TRM do not get confused.  Even for anti-sweat heaters, the algorithm has not been used; 

Ameren used secondary data from an SCE work paper. 

If the default value is not derived from a specific algorithm, an algorithm should not be 

shown. 

Units for Savings 
It is critical that Ameren identify the units for the savings in the TRM (e.g. per motor, per 

square foot, per machine, etc.) when presenting tables of results.  Ameren must also note 

whether kW savings is coincident or noncoincident. 

2.4.2 Measure-by-Measure Review 

BPR1: Strip Curtains 

Measure Description 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm. They also need to show the units for the savings 

(per square foot), document the source of default values, note whether kW savings are peak 

or noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 
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BPR2, BPR3: Anti-Sweat Heater Controls 

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown an algorithm for anti-sweat heater controls, but did not use the algorithm 

in deriving their default values. Ameren needs to show the units for the savings (per linear 

foot - width), document the source of default values, and note whether kW savings are peak 

or noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

BPR4, BPR5: Electronically Commutated Motors (ECM) 

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm. They need to show the units for the savings (per 

motor), document the source of default values, and note whether kW savings are peak or 

noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

BPR6: Evaporator Fan Controls  

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 
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Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm. They need to show the units for the savings (per 

motor), document the source of default values, and note whether kW savings are peak or 

noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

BPR7: Automatic Door Closers for Walk-In Freezers 

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm. They need to show the units for the savings (per 

door closer), document the source of default values, and note whether kW savings are peak 

or noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

BPR9, BPR10: Beverage Machine Controls and Snack 
Machine Controls 

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm. They need to show the units for the savings (per 

machine), document the source of default values, and note whether kW savings are peak or 

noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

One factor that should be added into the program is the exemption of schools that are 

following federal regulations on shutting down soft drink dispensers during meal services. 
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Federal regulations required that if a school used federal funds for any breakfast or lunch 

programs that the soft drink dispensing machines had to be disabled for a period during 

before and after breakfast and lunch to encourage more healthy alternatives.  Some schools 

may already have their machines on local timers which will affect savings. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

BPR8: ENERGY STAR© Vending Machine 

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm. They need to show the units for the savings (per 

machine), document the source of default values, and note whether kW savings are peak or 

noncoincident. 

Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

BPR20, BPR21, BPR22, BPR23, BPR24, BPR25, BPR26: 
High Efficiency Ice Makers 

Measure Definition 

Ameren needs to expand the measure definition. 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis 

Ameren has shown the wrong algorithm, they need to show the units for the savings (per 

machine), they need to document the source of default values, and they need to note 

whether kW savings are peak or noncoincident. 

The Ameren default values were taken directly from SCE work papers.  When comparing 

these values with ComEd’s default values, drawn from PG&E work papers and analysis using 

an ice maker savings algorithm, the ComEd values show substantially lower savings on the 

small ice makers, but slightly higher savings on the larger ice makers.  ComEd’s default 

values for small ice makers are closer to the values used in Wisconsin.  

Ameren should revisit the SCE work papers to determine whether the default values for ice 

makers are appropriate. 
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Measure Savings Assumptions 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 

Measure Savings Results 

Please see the Cross-cutting Review for a discussion of this issue. 
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E EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

E.1 Evaluation Objectives 
The goal of this report is to present a summary of the findings from the evaluation of the 2008 – 2009 
school year1 DCEO Lights for Learning™ program (L4L). The main goals of this program are to provide 
schools and organizations with ways to educate students on the benefits of energy efficiency while 
conducting school fundraising by selling Compact Fluorescent Light bulbs (CFLs) and LED lighting. The 
program has been offered statewide since 2005 and receives funding and support from the Illinois 
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), ComEd, and Ameren Illinois Utilities 
through the Illinois Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard beginning with the 2008 – 2009 school year.  
Lights for Learning was developed and trademarked by the Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
(MEEA).  MEEA administers the program in Illinois and has selected Applied Proactive Technologies 
(APT) to implement the program and coordinate order fulfillment through Energy Federation, Inc. (EFI).  

The primary objectives of this evaluation are to quantify gross energy impacts from the program for PY1 
and to determine key process-related program strengths and weaknesses and identify ways in which the 
program can be improved. The impact evaluation activities will address net impacts beginning in PY2. 

E.2 Evaluation Methods 
The methods used for impact evaluation were to review default energy savings assumptions for lighting 
products offered through the program and to quantify gross savings impacts from a review of the program 
reporting data. The impact evaluation activities will address net impacts beginning in PY2. Energy 
impacts for the L4L program are presented in separate reports for ComEd and Ameren, and utility 
impacts are further separated into sales occurring through DCEO public sector customers (e.g., public 
high schools) and utility private sector customer organizations (e.g., private schools).  Both reports 
identify identical statewide program impacts for products sales outside of the EEPS (“DCEO Non-EEPS” 
includes organizations without an electric meter, for example “Campfire girls” and youth groups). 

The methods used for the process evaluation for PY1 included in-depth interviews with program staff, 
contract implementers and school fundraiser coordinators. A review and evaluation of program materials, 
and tracking database was also conducted. Participant spillover will be examined using a self-report 
survey of CFL purchasers in PY2 and PY3 and therefore is not included as part of the PY1 evaluation. 

E.3 Key Findings 
During the 2008-2009 school year (PY1), 139 schools and organizations participated statewide in the L4L 
program in Illinois, completing 161 fundraisers, where 2,394 students sold a total of 36,916 CFLs (from 

                                                      

 
1 The L4L program for the 2008 – 2009 School Year began June 1, 2008 and ended May 31, 2009. This is referred 
to as Program Year 1 (PY1) of the Illinois Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (EEPS). 
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nine product options), LED nightlights, and LED holiday strands (from two product options).2  Table 1 
below provides PY1 DCEO reported and evaluation-adjusted gross savings estimates and parameters for 
the lighting products distributed for Ameren and DCEO non-EEPS.  

Table 1. PY1 Gross and Net Savings Estimates 

Gross and Net Parameter and Savings 
Estimates 

DCEO-
Ameren 
EEPS 

Ameren 
Private 

Total Ameren 
(public + 
private) 

DCEO 
Non-
EEPS 

Units Purchased: There are no evaluation adjustments to units purchased 

CFL units purchased 4,973  3,529  8,502  3,126  

LED night lights purchased 339  270  609  99  

LED holiday lights purchased 65  188  253  116  

Total All Units purchased 5,377  3,987  9,364  3,341  

Annual Hours of Use: 

DCEO 1,095 hours, average for all units purchased 

Evaluation-Adjusted 854 (CFLs) / 2,920 (night lights) / 272 (holiday)  

Installation Rate:  

DCEO 1.0 

Evaluation-adjusted 0.9 

Coincidence Factor: 

DCEO Not addressed 

Evaluation-adjusted 0.081 (CFLs) / 0.0 (LED night and holiday lights) 

First-Year Gross MWh and Coincident MW Savings 

DCEO reported Gross MWh Savings 275   204   479   171 

Evaluation-Adjusted Gross MWh Savings 220   157   377   130 

Realization Rate on MWh 80%  77%  79%  76% 

Evaluation Gross Coincident MW savings 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 

First-Year Net MWh and Coincident MW Savings from Evaluation-Adjusted Gross Savings 

Net-to-Gross Ratio (80% for PY1)3 80% 80% 80% 80% 

Net MWh Savings 176   126   302   104 

Net Coincident MW Savings 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 

                                                      

 
2 Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, ENERGY STAR Lights for Learning Fundraiser, Summary Report, Results, 
and Lesson Learned, State of Illinois, 2008-2009 School Year, June 26, 2009. Chicago, IL  
3 The PY1 evaluation did not estimate the net-to-gross ratio.  The value of 80% is drawn from the program plan 
presented in ComEd’s 2008-2010 Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan (November 15, 2007). 



 

Source: Analysis of program annual report data. 

Key Impact Findings 

The evaluation-adjusted per unit gross impact for the Ameren territory is 40.3 kWh per unit averaged over 
all lighting products. The PY1 evaluation-adjusted value compares with an ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per 
unit assumed by DCEO averaged for all lighting products sold. The difference arises from the following 
factors:  

• The PY1 evaluation assumes an installation rate of 0.9 versus DCEO’s assumption of 1.0 for the 
ex ante value. If the 0.9 installation rate were applied to DCEO’s ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per 
unit, the ex ante value would be reduced to 46.0 kWh per unit.  

• The PY1 evaluation assumes CFL hours of use equal 2.34 hours per day versus DCEO’s 
assumption of 3.0 hours per day for the ex ante value. If the 2.34 evaluation adjusted hours of use 
were applied to the ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per unit, the ex ante value would be reduced to 
39.9 kWh per unit. 

• If both of the evaluation-adjusted parameters (2.34 hours of use and a 0.9 installation rate) were 
applied to DCEO’s ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per unit, the ex ante value would be reduced to 
35.9 kWh per unit.  

• The PY1 evaluation estimates a wattage reduction for each lighting product offered through the 
program, and calculates gross kWh and kW reductions from the PY1 participation profile. As a 
result, average non-coincident wattage reduction per unit for the program, including the 0.9 
installation rate, is 48.2 watts for all products combined. This compares with the DCEO 
assumption of 46.7 watts for the ex ante average non-coincident wattage reduction. 

The PY1 evaluation did not estimate the net-to-gross ratio, but set it at the ComEd planning value of 0.80. 
The net-to-gross ratio will be addressed in PY2 and PY3. 

We recommend the program create a technical reference manual to document the default savings values 
for each lighting product offered through the program. This activity should be done in coordination with 
the evaluation team, as certain key assumptions will be examined through the impact evaluation processes 
for several programs in Illinois. 

The evaluation plan for PY2 includes a phone survey of a random sample of lighting product purchasers 
to allow program-specific data collection on key parameters including installation rate, base wattage, 
hours of use, and daily operating profile. 

Key Process Findings 

The process evaluation resulted in the following key findings: 

• The design and implementation strategy of the Lights for Learning program is effective and 
allows the program to meet its goals with high participant satisfaction. 

• In PY1, the Lights for Learning program completed 161 fundraisers for 139 schools – slightly 
surpassing its goal of 160 fundraisers. The number of schools participating in the fundraiser grew 
by 40% compared to the 2007-2008 school year (139 vs. 99), when EEPS become legislation in 
August 2008. This resulted in a 12% increase in the number of students participating in the 
fundraiser in PY1 and a 4% increase in the number of energy-saving bulbs sold. 
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• Participating school fundraiser coordinators expressed very high satisfaction with the program in 
PY1, including the bulbs’ prices and the 50% revenue split of proceeds. All interviewed 
coordinators rated the overall program design, including marketing/promotional materials, on-site 
presentations and merchandise delivery, as good or excellent. Some cited minor issues with the 
wait time or bulb breakages, but these problems were quickly rectified. 

• The program emphasizes marketing at events like conferences and workshops, citing a higher 
interest level from face-to-face marketing than other methods. The marketing materials that were 
evaluated show the messages to be clear and actionable. 

• The evaluation of the program tracking data shows inconsistent data being tracked between 
MEEA and APT, which is discussed further in the body of the report. 

The program employs multiple quality assurance and verification activities to help ensure the program 
meets its education mission and goals. These activities range from formal documentation in a database to 
informal checks on the lessons taught in the classrooms. Based on the program’s size, target population, 
resources and goals, these activities are sufficient. 



 

1 INTRODUCTION TO LIGHTS FOR LEARNING 
PROGRAM 

1.1 Program Description 
The Lights for Learning program began in the 2005-2006 school year. The program is sponsored by the 
Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), Commonwealth Edison (ComEd), 
and Ameren Illinois Utilities. The program targets any size K-12 school, group, organization, or 
community college on the benefits of energy efficiency and energy conservation. The program educates 
students on the benefits of energy efficiency and energy conservation through 1) educational 
presentations, 2) a school fundraiser of energy-saving bulbs, and 3) teacher curriculum for classroom 
instruction. 

The school fundraiser is based on the sale of energy-saving bulbs to the general public - with schools 
retaining 50% of the sale proceeds from the program. The majority of schools and organizations also 
request in-school educational presentations which range in size from individual classrooms to whole-
school audiences. Teachers are provided with a curriculum to help implement environmental and energy-
related lessons that are tailored to meet the specific age level of the students. This curriculum was 
developed by MEEA and APT with input from the program’s sponsoring utilities. Schools/organizations 
are able to utilize the educational presentations even if they opt not to participate in the fundraiser. 

1.1.1 Implementation Strategy 
The Lights for Learning program is administered by the Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (MEEA). 
MEEA hired Applied Proactive Technologies, Inc. (APT) as the program implementer across Illinois. The 
program implements three key components for the program: 

1. Educational presentation; and 
2. School fundraiser 
3. Curriculum for classroom instruction 

Educational Presentations and Assemblies 

The program offers custom 35-45 minute presentations for schools/organizations in an effort to increase 
K-12 student education on the benefits of energy efficiency and energy conservation. Schools are able to 
request presentations without having to sign-up for the fundraiser. In PY1, program staff from MEEA and 
APT conducted a total of 202 in-school presentations to more than 16,500 students throughout the state. 
The program measures the effectiveness of the presentations on three metrics that educational 
associations typically use; what do you know?, what do you want to learn?, and what have you learned? 
Larger presentations may also include an exercise bike to show energy demonstrations.  

In PY1, the program offered various incentives to motivate and reward students. Students who sold 25 or 
more bulbs received a t-shirt, while students who sold 50 or more bulbs received a t-shirt and $10 book 
store gift card. The program also rewarded the two top-selling schools with a commemorative globe.  
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School Fundraiser 

The Lights for Learning program offers a fundraiser that sells energy-saving light bulbs. Schools and 
organizations participating in the program receive 50% of the sale proceeds from the fundraiser. Energy 
Federation, Inc (EFI) serves as the provider of energy-saving bulbs sold through the fundraiser. The 
energy-saving bulbs provided by EFI were all rated at 6,000 to 10,000 life hours and manufactured by 
Maxlite, General Electric and Earthmate. EFI handled the receipt, fulfillment and shipment of bulb orders, 
as well as customer service. 

The education coordinator at APT is the main point of contact between the school coordinator and the 
program. The education coordinator works with the teachers and/or fundraising coordinators to ensure 
that they have received all the materials for the program, including but not limited to posters, banners, and 
order forms. Each student receives an individual order form for standard and specialty bulbs to track their 
total bulb sales. 

EFI maintains warehouses in Wisconsin and Massachusetts. Because of the proximity of the Wisconsin 
warehouse, orders could be delivered within one week. The program advertises a wait time of 14 days.  

At the conclusion of the fundraiser, the school fundraising coordinator calculates the total bulb orders on 
a spreadsheet provided by APT and mails/emails it to EFI for processing. APT then reimbursed EFI after 
receiving payment from fundraiser participants. Teachers receive a survey to gauge if they found the 
program to be effective, knowledgeable, and overall a positive learning experience for their students. 

Curriculum for Classroom Instruction 

The program also provides teachers a curriculum to help implement environmental and energy-related 
lessons.    This curriculum was developed by MEEA and APT with input from the program’s sponsoring 
utilities. As with the presentations, the curriculum can be customized to meet the requirements of 
participating classes’ age and grade level.   

Product Offerings for PY1 

Table 2 lists the ENERGY STAR qualified products offered for sale through the L4L program in PY1. 
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Table 2. Products Offered in PY1 

Manufacturer Description 
Wattage 

Lifetime 
Hours

Earthmate Mini Spiral 13 Watt 10,000
Earthmate Spiral 20 Watt 10,000
Earthmate Spiral 23 Watt 10,000
Maxlite Mini Bulb Capsule 13 Watt 8,000
Greenlite LED Nitelite Color Changing Night Light 0.8 Watt 30,000+
TCP Spiral (3 pack) 14 Watt  10,000
GE Reflector 15 Watt 8,000
Maxlite  Dimmable  25 Watt  6,000
Earthmate 3-Way 33 Watt 10,000
Diogen LED Holiday Light 
Strand 25 Ft. 

Warm White 
2.4 Watt 30,000+

Diogen LED Holiday Light 
Strand 25 Ft. 

Multi-Color 
2.4 Watt 30,000+

Source: MEEA Summary Report for 2008 – 2009 school year. 

1.1.2 Marketing Strategy 
Responsibility for the marketing and promotion of the Lights for Learning program is shared by MEEA 
and APT. APT facilitates most of the communication between the program and the participating schools 
or organizations. This includes both direct customer communication such as fulfilling information 
requests, signing up participants in the program, helping with questions and issues, and more indirect 
communication including mailings, newsletters and feedback survey. 

Schools and organizations learn of the program through advertised contests, the program’s website 
[Lights4Learning.org], and through direct marketing mail pieces and newsletters. The program uses 
promotional incentives as a way to increase participation and reward success in the fundraiser, including:  

• A Lights for Learning dog tag/key chain for each participating student, regardless of the number 
of CFLs sold; 

• A Lights for Learning t-shirt for students who sell 25 or more bulbs; 
• A t-shirt and $10 bookstore gift card for students who sell 50 or more bulbs; 
• A trophy for each school participating in the fundraiser which is engraved with the organization’s 

name and “Lights for Learning Partner [2009]” and a framed certificate of appreciation; and 

• A commemorative globe for the two top-selling schools or groups. 

The program emphasizes marketing at events like conferences and workshops, citing a higher interest 
level from face-to-face marketing than other methods. At these events, potential participants receive 
information on how the program operates, how to sign up, answers to frequently asked questions, 
information on CFL recycling and disposal and energy saving tips 

MEEA and APT work together to design the marketing collateral and revise materials including the 
sponsor-branded order form and sell sheet.  

The program updated its marketing materials in PY1 to include: 
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1. Editing and revising the teacher toolkits for each sponsor, including FAQ sheets and posters; 
2. Creating new standard and specialty bulb order forms for both utility sponsors. Each form 

included a “Take the Energy Star pledge” form encouraging consumers to help fight global 
warming; and 

3. Adding information on CFL recycling and disposal to both the teacher toolkits and standard order 
forms to address concerns over the mercury content in the bulbs. 

Additionally, new marketing collateral designed for PY1 included new banner stands for the program’s 
displays at targeted events, signage for permanent program kiosks, an overhaul of the program website, a 
YouTube contest and ads in major Chicago newspapers. All marketing materials contain a toll-free 
number, the cell number and email address of the program coordinator and program website. Schools and 
organizations also often create their own materials to promote the program. 

1.2  Evaluation Questions 
The evaluation sought to answer the following key researchable questions. Some of the researchable 
questions will be not be addressed until Program Years 2 and 3. 

Impact Questions: 

1. What are the gross impacts from this program? 
2. What are the net impacts from this program? (to be addressed in PY2 and PY3) 
3. Did the program meet its energy and demand goals? If not, why not? 

Process Questions: 

1. Has the program designed changed from the plan filed on November 15, 2007? If so, how, why, 
and was this an advantageous change? 

2. Is implementation on track and meeting goals? Has the program been implemented in a manner 
consistent with program design? 

3. How effective is the program implementation, design and processes, and marketing efforts? 
4. Are school fundraising coordinators satisfied with the program?  
5. What areas could the program improve to create a more effective program for school participants, 

and/or program partners? 
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2 EVALUATION METHODS 

2.1 Analytical Methods 
Gross Program Savings 

We conducted a technical review of L4L program algorithms and default savings values to assess the 
reasonableness of underlying technology assumptions and calculated savings values. DCEO calculated 
gross energy and non-coincident demand savings resulting from the PY1 L4L program using the 
following savings algorithms: 

Per Unit kWh Savings = Delta Watts * HOU 

Where HOU = Hours of Use 

Annual kWh Savings = Program units4 * Per Unit kWh Savings 

Per Unit kW Savings = Delta Watts/1000 

Annual kW Savings = Program units * Per Unit kW Savings 

We recommend that the DCEO algorithms be revised as follows to include an installation rate and a mean 
coincident load factor to calculate peak kW:   

Per Unit kWh Savings = Delta Watts * HOU * Installation Rate 

Per Unit kW Savings = Delta Watts/1000 * Installation Rate 

Where Installation Rate accounts for units installed within the program year (and not placed into 
storage or since removed from installation). 

Per Unit Peak kW Savings = Per Unit kW Savings * Mean Load Coincidence Factor 

Where Mean Load Coincidence Factor is calculated as the percentage of program units turned on 
during peak hours (weekdays from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Central Time) throughout June, July, and August. 

Annual Peak kW Savings = Program units * Per Unit Peak kW Savings 

For PY1, the evaluation team is using consistent assumptions across programs that offer residential 
lighting measures. Table 3 below shows the data sources used to estimate the input parameters in the 

                                                      

 
4 For CFLs, each individual CFL is a unit, so a three-pack of CFLs counts as 3 units.  Each LED night light is a unit. 
Each strand of LED holiday lights is a unit. 
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energy and demand savings algorithms for the L4L program. Each of these parameters is described in 
further detail below. 

Table 3: Gross Savings Parameter Data Sources 

Gross Savings Input Parameters PY1 Evaluation Data Source DCEO Data Source 
Purchased Units Program Tracking Data Program Tracking Data

Delta Watts DEER5/RMST6 Report/US DOE Report7 MEEA analysis 

Hours of Use DEER MEEA Analysis 

Installation Rate DEER Not included 

Mean Load Coincidence Factor DEER Not addressed 

Program Units 

The number of units distributed through the program is a key parameter in the calculation of total gross 
and net program savings and is derived from the L4L tracking data provided to the evaluation team by 
MEEA. 

Delta Watts 

The delta watts parameter is a measurement of the wattage displaced by the newly installed program CFL 
or LED product. DCEO used 46.7 watts for their displaced wattage value and obtained that estimate from 
MEEA analysis. To estimate the number of watts displaced by the program unit, the evaluation team used 
secondary data for the wattage of the prior bulb. Once the wattage of the prior bulb has been estimated, 
the displaced watts (or delta watts) is calculated as the difference between the prior wattage and the 
wattage of the new CFL or LED, which came from program records. 

Hours of Use 

In order to estimate the energy savings resulting from a newly installed CFL or LED, it is necessary to 
understand the number of hours the lamp is turned on each day (which can be annualized by multiplying 
the daily value by the number of days on per year). DCEO assumed the lights were on 3 hours per day, 
consistent with the value used by Energy Star. During PY1, phone surveys were undertaken in the 
ComEd Residential Lighting program evaluation to ask participants to estimate the average number of 
hours per day each of their installed program bulbs was turned on. This data allows for the calculation of 
an average self-reported HOU estimate across various installed program bulbs. However, a review of past 

                                                      

 
5 California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the California Energy Commission (CEC), Database for 
Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER). The data is accessible on the DEER website (http://eega.cpuc.ca.gov/deer/) 
through a database search tool. 
6 RMST report refers to Itron Inc., California Residential Efficiency Market Share Tracking: Lamps 2007. Prepared 
for Southern California Edison, December 2008. 
7 Navigant Consulting, Energy Savings Estimates of Light Emitting Diodes in Niche Lighting Applications. Prepared 
for US DOE, October 2008.  
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evaluations,8,9 which was completed as part of the ComEd Residential Lighting program evaluation found 
that self-reported estimates of hours of use can be highly inaccurate. The self-reported estimates of HOU 
reported in two of the evaluations reviewed (both collected during on-site surveys) ranged from 
underestimating actual10 HOU by 20% to overestimating actual HOU by 40%11. Based on this inaccuracy 
in the self-reported data, the evaluation team decided to turn to a more reliable data source. Because the 
budget for this evaluation did not allow for conducting a lighting logger study in PY1, the HOU estimates 
used to calculate the ex post program impacts were based on the DEER HOU estimates.12 We believe this 
represents a better source for the hours of operation than Energy Star because of the use of lighting logger 
data. 

Installation Rate 

In order for a program unit to contribute energy savings to the L4L program, it must be installed within 
the program year. DCEO did not adjust savings for installation rate which equates to an assumed value of 
1.0. This parameter can be estimated by surveying participants and asking whether or not they had 
installed (and not since removed) any of the CFLs or LED products they purchased through the L4L 
program and their responses used to calculate the installation rate for the program. Because the budget for 
this evaluation did not allow for conducting a participant survey in PY1, the installation rate estimates 
used to calculate the ex post program impacts were based on the DEER estimates. 

Mean Load Coincidence Factor 

The mean load coincidence factor allows for the estimation of the average demand savings that occur 
during the utility peak period. DCEO did not address peak reduction.  This parameter can be calculated as 
the percentage of time customers self-reported each of their installed program bulbs to be turned on 
during the peak period. Because the budget for this evaluation did not allow for conducting a participant 
survey in PY1, the estimates used to calculate the ex post program impacts were based on the DEER 
estimates. 

Net Program Savings 

The primary objective of net savings analysis is to determine a program’s net effect on customers’ 
electricity usage, accounting for free-ridership and spillover. This requires estimating what would have 
happened in the absence of the program. Thus, after gross program impacts have been assessed, net 
program impacts are derived by estimating a Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio that quantifies the percentage of 

                                                      

 
8 EcoNorthwest, Evaluation of the SCE 2004-05 Small Business Energy Connection Program. Prepared for Southern 
California Edison, April 2007. 
9 Itron Inc., 2003 Statewide Express Efficiency Program Measurement and Evaluation Study. Prepared for 
California’s Investor-Owned Utilities (PG&E, SCE, SDG&E and SoCalGas), March 2005. 
10 “Actual” hours of use are determined by installing lighting data loggers on all bulbs of interest that capture the 
exact moment the bulbs are turned on and off. 
11 HOU estimates gathered during phone surveys are believed to be even less accurate than those gathered during 
on-site surveys. 
12 The DEER HOU estimates are based on lighting logger studies conducted in California. 
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the gross program impacts that can reliably be attributed to the program. Once free-ridership and spillover 
have been estimated the Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio is calculated as follows: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-ridership Rate + Spillover Rate 

Participant free-ridership and spillover were not estimated for PY1. Free-ridership and spillover will be 
addressed in the PY2 and PY3 program evaluation activities. The PY1 evaluation will use a NTG ratio 
equal to 0.80, matching the ComEd program planning assumption.13 

NTG Ratio = 0.80 

2.2 PY1 Data Collection Activities 
The data collected for the evaluation of the Lights for Learning program was gathered during a number of 
primary and secondary research activities between July-August, 2009. Primary research consisted of in-
depth phone interviews with program staff from DCEO, MEEA and APT and with fundraising 
coordinators at participating schools and organizations. 

Table 4 provides a summary of these data collection activities including the targeted population, the 
sample frame, and timing in which the data collection occurred. 

Table 4. Data Collection Activities 

Data 
Collection 

Type 

Targeted 
Population 

Sample 
Frame 

Sample 
Design 

Sample 
Size 

Timing 

Review of 
Program 
Materials 

Lights for Learning Program 
Participants 

Tracking 
Database, 

Promotional 
Materials, 
Summary 

Report 

- - July 2009 

MEEA Contact 
from DCEO 

LFL Administrative 
Program Manager 

1 July 2009 

Applied Proactive 
Technologies 

Contact 
from MEEA 

LFL Implementation 
Manager 

1 July 2009 

DCEO Contact from 
DCEO 

LFL Program 
Manager 

1 July 2009 

In-depth 
Phone 

Interviews 

Participating fundraising 
coordinators 

PY1 Tracking 
Database 

 PY1 Participants  6 July-Aug 
2009 

                                                      

 
13 The value of 80% is drawn from the program plan presented in ComEd’s 2008-2010 Energy Efficiency and 
Demand Response Plan (November 15, 2007).  Page D-2 of the ComEd plan provides a footnote stating the net to 
gross ratio of 80% is drawn from the California Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, version 2 (2003). 



 

2.3 Data Sources 
Tracking Data 

The evaluation team was provided program tracking databases from both MEEA and APT.  While 
similar, the two databases contained different fields. The MEEA tracking file provided for the evaluation 
contained customer name, customer address, customer city, total bulbs, utility name, school type, e-mail 
address, and school/home phone number. The APT PY1 tracking file provided for the evaluation 
contained customer name, customer address, customer city, utility name, school type, email address, 
telephone number, and primary contact. 

Program and Implementer Staff Interviews 

Three in-depth interviews were conducted as part of this evaluation. These interviews were conducted 
with the DCEO program manager (Carol Kulek), the MEEA program manager (Chad Bulman) and the 
APT program manager (Jackie Perrin). These interviewers were completed over the phone in July of 
2009. The interviews with DCEO and MEEA focused on program processes to better understand the 
goals of the program, how the program was implemented, the perceived effectiveness of the program and 
also verified evaluation goals. The interviews with the APT program manager explored the 
implementation of the program in more detail and also covered areas of data tracking and quality 
assurance. 

Fundraising Coordinator Interviews 

Six in-depth interviews with fundraising coordinators at participating schools and organizations were 
conducted as part of this evaluation. These interviewers were completed over the phone in July and 
August, 2009. The interviews focused on participants’ perception of program processes, their experience 
with program staff, and their overall satisfaction with the program’s fundraising and educational 
components. 
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3 PROGRAM LEVEL RESULTS 

3.1 Impact Evaluation Results 

3.1.1 Verification and Due Diligence 

This section provides the results of the evaluation of DCEO’s verification and due diligence activities for 
the Lights for Learning program. We explored the quality assurance and verification activities currently 
carried out by program and implementation staff. We compared these activities to similar residential 
programs to determine: 

1. If any key quality assurance and verification activities that should take place are currently not 
being implemented. 

2. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are redundant, overly time-
consuming, and therefore might be simplified or even dropped. 

3. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are biased (i.e., incorrect 
sampling that may inadvertently skew results, purposeful sampling that is not defendable, etc.). 

Data Collection 

This assessment primarily relied on in-depth interviews with program and implementation staff, school 
coordinators, and documentation of current program processes. 

Results 

Fundraiser Quality 

APT has created several processes designed to ensure a high-quality fundraiser. At the outset of the 
fundraiser, APT provides schools with a checklist for a successful fundraiser, which includes presenting 
the accrued knowledge of the fundraiser to students and teachers through custom presentations or 
assemblies. The fundraiser information sheet states that “each coordinator will receive the following 
materials to support the fundraiser.” During the course of the fundraiser, APT makes multiple contacts 
with the school fundraising coordinator through emails and phone calls to check in on the status of the 
program, including status of order placement, order receipt, prize receipt and payment status. Finally, 
based on the information gathered through these conversations, APT updates the Lights for Learning 
database. 

Assessment: The program has sufficient procedures in place for ensuring a high-quality fundraiser. If not 
already implemented, expanding the database to track each step of the fundraiser process is 
recommended. 

Order Collection Procedures 

Participating students complete individual standard and specialty bulb order forms and hand them to their 
teacher or fundraising coordinator at the conclusion of the fundraiser. The coordinator then tabulates the 
orders in a spreadsheet provided by APT and sends in the group order to APT for processing. 
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Assessment: The two order forms are seen as confusing for the teachers. Other than double-checking 
each student’s order form and the group spreadsheet for mistakes, no formal verification process is 
needed for this step. 

Order Fulfillment 

After receiving the group order spreadsheet from a school or organization, APT checks the number of 
bulbs and sends the order to EFI, for processing within 48 hours. Each shipment contains bulbs that are 
individually packaged, but are not separated by student, teacher or grade. Upon receipt of the bulk order 
of bulbs, the school’s fundraising coordinator must distribute the bulbs to the correct student, using the 
bags provided by APT. 

If a bulb arrives at the school broken, the fundraising coordinator contacts APT and a replacement bulb is 
sent. EFI has established practices to minimize breakage, such as organizing orders by ZIP code to ensure 
a minimal amount of handling once they leave their facility. 

Assessment: For the size of this program, quality control checks for the fulfillment of the bulb orders are 
sufficient. Each order is checked multiple times before it is distributed to the student. Although some 
coordinators have complained about the time needed to sort the bulbs for each student, this step 
minimizes the handling of bulbs by EFI and allows the coordinator to spot any broken bulbs before they 
reach the student. 

Curriculum 

The Lights for Learning program aims to educate students on the benefits of energy efficiency, energy 
conservation and Energy Star. To accomplish this, the program provides a yearly updated curriculum that 
educators can adapt and incorporate into their individual lesson plans over the course of the year. The 
curriculum has been designed for teachers to use across students’ age and abilities. This curriculum was 
developed by MEEA and APT with input from the program’s sponsoring utilities. 

Most schools and organizations participating in the Lights for Learning program requested in-school 
educational presentations. The presentations are modified to meet the specific age level of the students to 
account for their attention spans and ability to understand key concepts. Presentations ranged in size from 
individual classrooms to whole-school audiences. The Lights for Learning educational presenter was 
often asked to present to multiple classes or groups at each school. 

Assessment: Although teachers are provided a standard curriculum linked to the education goals of the 
program, the program lacks systematic verification to ensure 1) if the curriculum is being used and 2) how 
teachers use the curriculum. Interviews with school coordinators revealed some teachers are using the 
curriculum in their science and math classes. One school was able to incorporate the curriculum into a 
science project, and a math project. This same school coordinator claims that everything that they do with 
educating students on recycling and energy efficiency has been reinforced with the curriculum. This is 
one example which can serve as case studies for other schools to model. To drive school use of the 
curriculum, the evaluation team encourages that program staff capture additional case studies in the 
marketing materials. 

In the absence of verification of the curriculum’s implementation, the program staff presentations is a 
method for ensuring that the program’s key messages are relayed to teachers and students to best help 
them promote energy conservation and energy efficiency. At the conclusion of the presentations, teachers 
can complete a survey and provide their feedback on the effectiveness of the presentation, including if it 
increased students’ knowledge and if it was a positive learning experience for students. 
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If the Lights for Learning program staff desires to incorporate a formal verification of the curriculum 
usage and lessons taught outside of the presentation, a survey of teachers and/or fundraiser coordinators 
would be a valuable tool. 

Summary and Recommendations 

Overall, the Lights for Learning program employs multiple quality assurance and verification activities to 
help ensure the program meets its education mission and goals. These activities range from formal 
documentation in a database to informal checks on the lessons taught in the classrooms. Based on the 
program’s size, target population, resources and goals, these activities are sufficient. 

Table 5 summarizes the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by the Lights for 
Learning program. It also features recommended changes to current procedures, as well as suggestions 
regarding additional activities that MEEA and APT could implement to enhance current quality assurance 
and verification. 

Table 5. Summary of Quality Assurance Activities in Place and Recommendations 

QA Activities in Place Recommended Change 

• Fundraiser quality • Expand tracking database to include all steps in 
fundraising process 

• Order collection procedure • None 

• Fulfillment of order • None 

• Curriculum • Survey of teachers to capture use and benefits of 
curriculum to use as case studies 

3.1.2 Tracking System Review 

The tracking databases provided by MEEA and APT were different in the level of detail and ease of use. 
The 2008-09 active list of participants from APT contained 139 records, one for each participant in the 
Lights for Learning fundraiser in PY1. The list provided to the evaluation team in August, 2009 included 
participant information (e.g., address, school type), primary contact (telephone #, email), and utility 
provider (e.g., ComEd, Ameren). Our review of the APT tracking data uncovered minor problems, 
including the exclusion of the presentation date given to each school and the total number of bulbs sold by 
each school.  

The evaluation team also evaluated the 2008-09 tracking database provided by MEEA. While this file 
contained information on the number of bulbs sold by school, the file had fewer records than the APT 
database. The data in the MEEA tracking database was not as thorough as the data provided by APT. For 
example, the MEEA database did not include a primary contact name – only a primary email address 
contact for each participating school. However, the MEEA database provided the total bulbs sold for each 
school, while this was missing from the 2008-09 APT tracking database.  

The data that was not included in either database that would have been helpful was the date the bulbs 
were mailed out to each participating school. Furthermore, data indicating how each school became aware 
of the program, and the date of their in-school presentation was absent from the database and should be 
included. MEEA and APT should work to ensure that there is consistent data between the two databases. 
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3.1.3 Gross Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

We conducted a technical review of measures offered through L4L to assess the reasonableness of 
underlying technology assumptions and calculated savings values. 

DCEO Ex Ante Impact Parameter Assumptions Used for Lights for Learning 

DCEO uses the assumptions presented in Table 6 for calculating gross impacts in the L4L program. 

Table 6. DCEO L4L Default Savings Assumptions for Ex Ante Impacts 

Gross Impact Parameter L4L Assumed Value per Unit Purchased 
Average Incandescent Wattage (base) 66.7 Watts 

Average CFL Wattage 20.0 Watts 

Watts Saved 46.7 Watts 

Daily Hours on 3.0 hours 

Operating Days per Year 365 

Annual Hours of Operation 1,095 hours 

Hours Rated Life 8,000 hours 

Annual kWh Saved 51.1 kWh/year 

Non-coincident kW reduced 0.0467 kW 

LED Lighting Savings Assumptions Not Addressed 

Installation Rate Not Addressed 

Mean Load Coincidence Factor Not Identified 

HVAC Energy Interactive Effects Not Addressed 

Source: Excel spreadsheet file name “L4L EEPS Detail Dec1-Feb28” 2009 Savings and Benefit Cost Assumptions. Provided by 
MEEA. 

Within the Excel spreadsheet that provided the assumptions for the table above, the source of the assumed 
values are not specifically documented, but the spreadsheet includes a footnote that the assumptions are 
consistent with ComEd deemed savings values. Our evaluation-adjustments to these parameters are 
provided below.  As discussed in Section 2, gross impact assumptions such as lighting hours of use will 
be adjusted through the evaluation process to provide consistency across residential lighting evaluation 
efforts. 

PY1 Evaluation-Adjusted Impact Parameter Assumptions for Lights for 
Learning 

The evaluation team calculated L4L program savings by summing the savings for each product type sold 
through the program.  The savings for each product was calculated following the recommended 
algorithms presented in Section 2. As discussed in that section, the PY1 evaluation used evaluation-
adjusted gross impact parameter assumptions that are consistent with other residential lighting 
evaluations.  Tables 7, 8, and 9 below identify the evaluation-adjusted assumptions. 
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Table 7 provides the evaluation adjusted baseline and L4L product watts used to calculate non-coincident 
displaced watts for each product.  DCEO use a single average value of 46.7 watts to represent the 
program. The L4L product efficient wattage and specifications were taken from the L4L annual report14 
and from the Energy Federation Inc. web site (http://www.energyfederation.org). Base wattage sources 
are noted in the table. 

Table 7. Evaluation Adjusted Gross Impact Parameters – Delta Watts 

Product Type Base 
Wattage 

L4L Product 
Wattage 

Delta 
Watts 

Source of Base Wattage 

13W Spiral 60 13 47 DEER15 

14W 3 Pack 60 14 46 DEER 

20W Spiral 75 20 55 DEER 

23W Spiral 100 23 77 DEER 

25W Dimmable 100 25 75 DEER 

33W 3-Way 150 33 117 DEER 

Maxlite Capsule 60 13 47 DEER 

Reflector 60 15 45 DEER 

Sample Kit (15W, 20W, 
25W Spiral) 

78 20 58 Average for kit 

 60 15 45 DEER 

 75 20 55 DEER 

 100 25 75 DEER 

Night Light 4 0.8 3.2 Energy Federation Inc. 

Multicolor 25' LED Holiday 
Strand 

92 2.4 89.6 US DOE Report16 

White 25' LED Holiday 
Strand 

92 2.4 89.6 US DOE Report 

Table 8 below provides the evaluation adjusted hours of use to calculate energy savings for each product.  
DCEO use a single average value of 3 hours per day for 365 days per year to calculate program impacts. 
Data sources are noted in the table. 

                                                      

 
14 Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, ENERGY STAR Lights for Learning Fundraiser, Summary Report, Results, 
and Lesson Learned, State of Illinois, 2008-2009 School Year, June 26, 2009. Chicago, IL. 
15 California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the California Energy Commission (CEC), Database for 
Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER). The data is accessible on the DEER website (http://eega.cpuc.ca.gov/deer/) 
through a database search tool. 
16 Navigant Consulting, Energy Savings Estimates of Light Emitting Diodes in Niche Lighting Applications. 
Prepared for US DOE, October 2008.  

http://www.energyfederation.org/


 

Table 8. Evaluation Adjusted Gross Impact Parameters – Hours of Use 

Product Type Hours/Day Days/Yr Hours/Yr Source of Hours 

CFLs 2.34 365  DEER 

Night Light 8 365  Energy Federation Inc. 

25' LED Holiday Strand   272 US DOE Report 

Table 9 below provides the evaluation adjusted assumptions for installation rate and mean coincident load 
factor used to calculate energy and peak demand savings for each L4L product.  The PY1 evaluation does 
not address HVAC system interactive effects.  DCEO savings calculations do not address the factors 
shown in Table 9.  Data sources are noted in the table. 

Table 9. Evaluation Adjusted Gross Impact Parameters - Other 

Gross Impact Parameter PY1 Evaluation Value Source 
Installation Rate 0.90 DEER 
Mean Load Coincidence Factor (CFLs) 0.081 DEER 
Mean Load Coincidence Factor (LEDs) 0 Evaluation Assumption for PY1 
HVAC Energy Interactive Effects 1.0 Evaluation Assumption for PY1 

L4L PY1 Program Participation 

The evaluation calculated L4L program savings by summing the savings for each product type sold 
through the program, based on unit sales and savings per unit for each product type.  DCEO calculates 
savings using an average savings value and total units sold.  Program participation is based on sales of 
individual products, as reported in the L4L annual report.  The evaluation did not adjust the unit sales 
figures provided by the program. 
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Table 10. L4L PY1 Program Participation Units 

Product Type DCEO-
Ameren EEPS

Units

Ameren 
Private

Units

Total Ameren 
(public + 

private) Units 

DCEO
Non-EEPS

Units

13W Spiral  1,025  600  1,625  1,414 

14W 3 Pack ( 3 units each pack)  1,776  1,068  2,844  651 

20W Spiral  635  586  1,221  364 

23W Spiral  642  461  1,103  162 

25W Dimmable  207  58  265  78 

33W 3-Way  270  156  426  114 

Maxlite Capsule  228  248  476  105 

Reflector  190  274  464  115 

Sample Kit (15W, 20W, 25W 
Spiral) ( 3 units each kit) 

 -  78  78  123 

Night Light  339  270  609  99 

Multicolor 25' LED Holiday 
Strand 

 35  111  146  70 

White 25' LED Holiday Strand  30  77  107  46 

TOTAL CFLs  4,973  3,529  8,502  3,126 

TOTAL LED Night Lights  339  270  609  99 

TOTAL LED Holiday Lights  65  188  253  116 

TOTAL All Units  5,377  3,987  9,364  3,341 
Source: Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, ENERGY STAR Lights for Learning Fundraiser, Summary Report, Results, and 
Lesson Learned, State of Illinois, 2008-2009 School Year, June 26, 2009. Chicago, IL 

3.1.4 Gross Program Impact Results 

The evaluation calculated L4L program savings by summing the savings for each product type sold 
through the program, based on unit sales and savings per unit for each product type.  The savings for each 
product was calculated following the recommended algorithms presented in Section 2, using the 
evaluation-adjusted impact parameters of Tables 7, 8, and 9 combined with the unit sales figures provided 
in Table 10. The evaluation savings calculation is compared with the DCEO calculation method and 
results in Table 11.   
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Table 11. PY1 Gross Savings Calculation Method and Results 

Approach Calculation Method DCEO-
Ameren 
EEPS 
MWh 

Ameren 
Private
MWh 

Total 
Ameren 
MWh 

DCEO
Non-
EEPS 
MWh 

DCEO Reported Total #units * 51.1 kWh per unit 275  204  479  171  

Evaluation-
Adjusted 

“Bulb-by-bulb” analysis with 
results shown in Tables 12 and 
13 

220  157  377  130  

Realization Rate  80% 77% 79% 76% 

Bulb-by-bulb savings analyses are provided for evaluation adjusted gross kWh in Table 12 below, and 
gross coincident kW in Table 13.  
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Table 12. L4L PY1 Evaluation-Adjusted Gross Annual kWh Savings 

Product Type 

DCEO-
Ameren 

EEPS
kWh

Ameren 
Private

kWh

Total 
Ameren 

kWh 

DCEO
Non-EEPS

kWh

13W Spiral          37,032          21,677          58,709  51,086

14W 3 Pack          62,799          37,764        100,563  23,019

20W Spiral          26,846          24,775          51,621  15,389

23W Spiral          37,999          27,286          65,286  9,589

25W Dimmable          11,934            3,344          15,278  4,497

33W 3-Way          24,283          14,030          38,313  10,253

Maxlite Capsule            8,237            8,960          17,197  3,793

Reflector            6,572            9,478          16,050  3,978

Sample Kit (15W, 20W, 25W 
Spiral) 

               -             3,498            3,498  5,515

Night Light            2,851            2,271            5,121  833

Multicolor 25' LED Holiday 
Strand 

             768            2,435            3,202  1,535

White 25' LED Holiday Strand              658            1,689            2,347  1,009

TOTAL kWh CFLs        215,703        150,812        366,514  127,119

TOTAL kWh LED Night Lights            2,851            2,271            5,121  833

TOTAL kWh LED Holiday 
Lights 

           1,426            4,124            5,549  2,544

TOTAL All kWh        219,979        157,206        377,185  130,496

CFL Impacts/Unit 43.4 42.7 43.1  40.7

LED Night Lights Impact/Unit 8.4 8.4 8.4  8.4

LED Holiday Impact/Unit 21.9 21.9 21.9  21.9

All Units Impact/Unit 40.9 39.4 40.3  39.1
Source: Assumptions of Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 in Section 3.1.3 
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Table 13. L4L PY1 Evaluation-Adjusted Gross Coincident kW Savings 

Product Type 

DCEO-
Ameren 

EEPS
kW

Ameren 
Private

kW

Total 
Ameren 

kW 

DCEO
Non-EEPS

kW

13W Spiral  3.5  2.1  5.6  4.8
14W 3 Pack  6.0  3.6  9.5  2.2
20W Spiral  2.5  2.3  4.9  1.5
23W Spiral  3.6  2.6  6.2  0.9
25W Dimmable  1.1  0.3  1.4  0.4
33W 3-Way  2.3  1.3  3.6  1.0
Maxlite Capsule  0.8  0.8  1.6  0.4
Reflector  0.6  0.9  1.5  0.4
Sample Kit (15W, 20W, 25W 
Spiral) 

 -  0.3  0.3  0.5

Night Light  -  -  -  -
Multicolor 25' LED Holiday 
Strand 

 -  -  -  -

White 25' LED Holiday Strand  -  -  -  -
TOTAL kW CFLs  20.5  14.3  34.8  12.1
TOTAL All kW  20.5  14.3  34.8  12.1
CFL Impacts/Unit  0.0041 0.0041 0.0041  0.0039
All Units Impact/Unit  0.0038 0.0036 0.0037  0.0036
Source: Assumptions of Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 in Section 3.1.3 

The evaluation-adjusted per unit gross impact for the Ameren territory is 40.3 kWh per unit averaged over 
all lighting products. The PY1 evaluation-adjusted value compares with an ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per 
unit assumed by DCEO averaged for all lighting products sold. The difference arises from the following 
factors:  

• The PY1 evaluation assumes an installation rate of 0.9 versus DCEO’s assumption of 1.0 for the 
ex ante value. If the 0.9 installation rate were applied to DCEO’s ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per 
unit, the ex ante value would be reduced to 46.0 kWh per unit.  

• The PY1 evaluation assumes CFL hours of use equal 2.34 hours per day versus DCEO’s 
assumption of 3.0 hours per day for the ex ante value. If the 2.34 evaluation adjusted hours of use 
were applied to the ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per unit, the ex ante value would be reduced to 
39.9 kWh per unit. 

• If both of the evaluation-adjusted parameters (2.34 hours of use and a 0.9 installation rate) were 
applied to DCEO’s ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per unit, the ex ante value would be reduced to 
35.9 kWh per unit.  

• The PY1 evaluation estimates a wattage reduction for each lighting product offered through the 
program, and calculates gross kWh and kW reductions from the PY1 participation profile. As a 
result, average non-coincident wattage reduction per unit for the program, including the 0.9 
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installation rate, is 48.2 watts for all products combined. This compares with the DCEO 
assumption of 46.7 watts for the ex ante average non-coincident wattage reduction. 

3.1.5 Net Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

Once gross program impacts have been estimated, net program impacts are calculated by multiplying the 
gross impact estimate by the program Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio. As mentioned above, estimation of the 
NTG ratio for the L4L program was not included in the PY1 evaluation. For PY1, net impacts are based 
on a NTG ratio equal to 0.8017. The PY1 NTG ratio is calculated as: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-ridership + Spillover 

NTG Ratio = 0.80 (Not evaluated for PY1) 

3.1.6 Net Program Impact Results 

Table 14 below provides the program-level evaluation-adjusted net impact results for the PY1 L4L 
program. 

Table 14 Net Parameter and Savings Estimates 

Net Parameter and Savings Estimates DCEO-
Ameren 
EEPS 

Ameren 
Private 

Total 
Ameren 

DCEO 
Non-EEPS 

Total First-Year Evaluation-Adjusted 
Gross MWh Savings 

220 157 377 130 

Total First-Year Evaluation-Adjusted 
Gross Coincident MW Savings 

0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 

Net-to-Gross Ratio (Not evaluated in PY1) 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 

Total First-Year Net MWh Savings 176 126 302 104 

Total First-Year Net Coincident MW 
Savings 

0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 

The net-to-gross ratio will be addressed in PY2 and PY3. 

3.2 Process Evaluation Results 
The process evaluation component of the Lights for Learning evaluation focused on changes to the 
program, program metrics and progress to date performance, marketing strategy, implementation strategy, 
and school experience and satisfaction. Data sources for the process evaluation include evaluation of 

                                                      

 
17 The value of 80% is drawn from the program plan presented in ComEd’s 2008-2010 Energy Efficiency and 
Demand Response Plan (November 15, 2007).  Page D-2 of the ComEd plan provides a footnote stating the net to 
gross ratio of 80% is drawn from the California Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, version 2 (2003). 



 

program documentation and in-depth interviews with program staff and implementers (n=3), and school 
coordinators (n=6). 

3.2.1 Program Theory Logic Model 

This section contains the program theory, logic model, and performance indicators of the Lights for 
Learning program. This model was based on discussions with program staff and implementers as well as 
program documentation. The program theory and logic model is intended to be used: 

 As a communication tool by 

• allowing the implementer to show reasoning to other stakeholders 

• bringing common understanding between implementer and evaluator 

 As an evaluation tool to 

• Focus evaluation resources 

• Clearly show what evaluation will do and expected answers from evaluation 

• Provide a way to plan for future work effort 

The theory is explicated through text that describes why a program intervention is expected to bring about 
change. It may reference other theories of behavioral change (e.g., theory of planned behavior, normative 
theory) or be based on interviews with the program managers. Our goal for this task is to 1) clearly write 
up the theory behind the program intervention and 2) determine if the theory is plausible. The entire 
evaluation will test different parts of the model that indicate whether the theory is working or not. 

A logic model (LM) is a graphic presentation of the intervention – what occurs and clear steps as to what 
change the activities undertaken by the intervention are expected to bring about in the targeted population. 
Logic models can be impact or implementation oriented. An impact model is sparse in terms of how the 
programs works, but clearly shows the outputs of the program and what they are aimed at affecting. 
Outcomes are changes that could occur regardless of the program and should be written as such. The 
implementation model is how the program works and typically resembles a process flow chart. The 
attached model is an impact model. 

We use numbered links with arrows between each box in the logic model. These numbers allow us to: 

 Clearly discuss different areas of the model 

 Describe why moving from one box to the other brings about the description in the later box 

 Set up hypotheses for testing of specific numbered links 

 Explicate what we will and will not be testing within the evaluation 
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Creation of the logic model 

While there are several different “looks” to logic models, for our purposes, we are using a multi-level 
Visio document that has a generic statement about resources in the header, activities in the first row, 
outputs of those activities in the second row, and outcomes in the third (proximal) and fourth (distal) 
rows. External factors are shown on the bottom of the diagram. The logic model for the Lights for 
Learning program is provided in Figure 1 below. 

Based on past experience, we are using proximal (influence) and distal (influence) outcomes rather than 
the typically used short term and long term outcomes. We have found that the issue of timing of when an 
outcome may occur can get in the way of creating the best model. There can be distal outcomes (i.e., 
things that happen that are not directly under the “touch” of the program) that occur relatively quickly in 
time. As well, there can be proximal outcomes (i.e., outcomes that happen that are under the direct 
influence of the program) that can take a long time. For example, the Lights for Learning program 
attempts to increase the knowledge of students on the benefits of energy efficiency, CFLs and Energy Star 
through educational presentations and the fundraiser. Taking this one step further, the increased 
knowledge obtained through the program may influence how students and their families consume energy 
and/or purchase and install energy efficient products, including CFLs. The program typically does not 
directly attempt to change student behavior, so the outcome is distal to the program influence, but may 
occur relatively quickly. 

When we created the boxes in the logic model, we used the following “road-map”. 

Activities – these are discrete activities that roll up to a single “box” that is shown in the model. It 
separates out activities that may be performed by different groups. Marketing typically has its own box. 
Each activity has an output. We used program documentation (implementation plans) and/or discussion 
with program managers to determine activities. 

Outputs – As indicated before, these are items that can be counted or seen. It may be the marketing 
collateral of a marketing campaign, the audits performed by a program, or the number of completed 
applications. All outputs do not need to lead to an outcome, but if they don’t, we have given a reason why 
they are included in the model. We used the same sources as for activities to determine outputs. 

Proximal Outcomes – these are changes that occur in the targeted population that the program directly 
“touches”. Multiple proximal outcomes may lead to one or more distal outcomes. 

Distal Outcomes – these are changes that are implicitly occurring when the proximal outcome occurs. 
For example, an EE program may use marketing to bring about Awareness, Knowledge, or Attitudes as a 
proximal outcome which leads to the distal outcomes of: intent to take actions, which leads to actual 
installation of EE equipment, which leads to energy impacts. 

External Factors – these are known areas that can affect the outcomes shown, but are outside of the 
program’s influence. Typically, these are big areas such as the economy, environmental regulations, 
codes / standards for energy efficiency, weather, etc. Sometimes these arose from our discussions with the 
program managers, but often they were thought about and included based on our knowledge. 

Expanding the Impact Model 

Once the impact model was drafted, a table that describes the links, the potential performance indicators 
that could be used to test the link, the potential success criteria that would indicate the link was 
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successful, and potential data sources of the link was created. This is provided in Table 15 for the Lights 
for Learning program. 

When thinking about how to write each of the performance indicators, we asked ourselves “What would I 
look at to judge whether the link description actions are occurring” and wrote the answer as the 
performance indicator. 

For example, if the link description was: 

 The program's marketing collateral is effective at getting schools and organizations to participate in 
the CFL fundraiser 

Then the performance indicator was: 

 Clarity of the marketing collateral and the number of participants in the program fundraiser. 

And the success criteria was: 

 Half of all schools receiving marketing collateral participate in the program fundraiser 

Success criteria were created by us and are thought to be reasonable. 



 

Figure 1. Preliminary Logic Model 
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Table 15. Performance Indicators Table  

Link Description of Link Potential Performance Indicator Potential Success Criteria for Performance 
Indicator 

Evaluator Data Collection Activities 
Associated with Link 

1 MEEA and APT create marketing collateral such as 
brochures, flyers and posters is used to supplement the 
program's presentations at state fairs, conferences and 
workshops. 

1. Breath of marketing materials 

2. Clarity of marketing collateral  

1. Number of teachers requesting additional 
information and/or sign-up at events 

2. Marketing collateral is clear and easy to 
understand 

Program staff interviews; review of marketing 
materials 

2 The program's marketing collateral efforts lead to 
teacher utilizing the program's curriculum in their 
lesson plans to supplement their energy 
efficiency/conservation lessons. 

1. Number of teachers incorporating 
curriculum into lesson plans 

2. Marketing collateral is clear and 
informative 

1. Curriculum meets or exceeds program goals 
of teacher usage 

2. Curriculum/marketing is clear and easy to 
incorporate into lesson plans 

Program staff interviews; school coordinator 
interviews 

3 The program's marketing collateral is effective at 
getting schools and organizations to request 
educational presentations on the benefits of energy 
efficiency and conservation.  

1. Clarity of marketing collateral 

2. Number of schools/organizations 
participating in educational 
presentations/assemblies  

1. 50% of schools receiving marketing 
collateral request educational presentations 

Program materials; program tracking database; 
program staff interviews 

4 The program's marketing collateral is effective at 
getting schools and organizations to participate in the 
CFL fundraiser 

1. Clarity of marketing collateral 

2. Number of schools/organizations 
participating in the fundraiser  

1. 50% of schools receiving marketing 
collateral participate in fundraiser 

Program materials; program tracking database; 
program staff interviews 

5 The promotion of the program at fairs, conference and 
workshops also leads to requests for educational 
presentations and assemblies. Program implementers 
find that in-person discussions with school 
representatives to be the most effective recruiting tactic 
in getting schools to request educational presentations 
and assemblies. 

1. Number of schools/organizations 
participating in educational 
presentations/assemblies 

1. 50% of teachers speaking with program 
staff at event request educational presentations 

Program materials; program tracking database; 
program staff interviews 

6 The program's promotion at fairs, conferences and 
energy workshops lead to schools and organizations 
participating in the energy-savings light bulb 
fundraiser. 

1. Number of schools/organizations 
participating in fundraiser 

1. Meet or exceed annual goals (160 
fundraisers in PY1) 

2. 50% of schools/organizations are previous 
fundraiser participants  

Program materials; program tracking database; 
program staff interviews 

7 Students gain additional knowledge about energy 
efficiency, CFLs and Energy Star products through 
their teachers' use of the program's curriculum within 
lesson plan(s). 

1. Depth and clarity of classroom 
curriculum 
2. Number of students exposed to L4L 
curriculum 

1. Increased knowledge of energy efficiency 
and conservation information 

2. Increased knowledge of CFL bulbs and 
other Energy Star products 

Teacher interviews; program staff interviews 
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Link Description of Link Potential Performance Indicator Potential Success Criteria for Performance 
Indicator 

Evaluator Data Collection Activities 
Associated with Link 

8 Students attending the educational 
presentations/assemblies also gain knowledge about 
energy efficiency, CFLs and Energy Star products. 

1. Depth and clarity of presentation 
covering EE, CFL and ES related 
issues 

2. Number of students participating in 
presentations/assemblies  

1. Increased knowledge of energy efficiency 
and conservation information 

2. Increased knowledge of CFL bulbs and 
other Energy Star products 

Teacher interviews; program staff interviews 

9 Students who participate in the fundraiser receive their 
bulb orders and provide them to customers.  

1. Total number of light bulbs sold 
through fundraiser 

2. Distribution of wattage types sold 

1. 50% of bulbs sold through fundraiser are 
equivalent 60 watt bulbs or greater 

 

Program materials; program tracking database; 
program staff interviews 

10 Students utilize their knowledge of EE obtained from 
the presentations and classroom lessons to make 
behavioral changes at home.  

1. Total number of students applying 
the information learned to make 
behavior changes related to energy 
efficiency.  

1. Turning off lights. 
2. Turning down thermostats 

Teacher interviews in PY2 

11 Students utilize their knowledge of Energy Star 
products to have their family install Energy Star 
products, including CFLs. 

1. Total number of students/families 
installing EE/Energy Star products. 

1. Asking parents to purchase Energy Star 
products 

Teacher interviews in PY2 

12 Fundraiser customers install the energy-saving light 
bulbs in their homes. Furthermore, customers who have 
uninstalled CFLs at home now install the bulbs as a 
result of student messaging of the benefits of CFLs 
learned from the fundraiser. 

1. Total number of fundraiser-
purchased CFLs installed in their home 

2. Total number of uninstalled CFLs 
now being installed in their homes" 

1. 75% of fundraiser-purchased energy-saving 
light bulbs are installed in homes. 

Customer survey in PY2 

13 Behavior changes among participating students result 
in energy savings. 

1. Total number of students making 
behavioral changes 

2. Types of behavioral changes" 

1. kWh savings. Teacher interviews in PY2 

14 Fundraiser participants who additionally install 
EE/Energy Star products/appliances, including CFLs 
result in energy savings for the program 

1. Total number of student families 
installing a CFL in their home 

2. Total number of student families 
purchasing an Energy Star appliance" 

1. 50% of student families intend to install a 
CFL within the next 3 months 
2. 20% of student families intend to purchase 
an Energy Star appliance within the next 12 
months 

Customer survey in PY2 

15 Fundraiser participants who install energy-saving light 
bulbs result in energy savings for the program 

1. Total number of CFLs installed in 
their home 

2. CFL wattage types installed in home
3. Room where CFLs are installed" 

1. 50% of participants have installed or intend 
to install all purchased CFLs within the next 
month 
2. kWh savings 

Customer survey in PY2 



 

3.2.2 Program Metrics and Progress to Date 

The Lights for Learning program is meeting key program metrics. The program has been successful in 
establishing realistic goals.  In PY1, the Lights for Learning program completed 161 fundraisers for 139 
schools – slightly surpassing its goal of 160 fundraisers.  The number of schools participating in the 
fundraiser grew by 40% compared to the 2007-2008 school year (139 vs. 99), when EEPS become 
legislation in August 2008.  This resulted in a 12% increase in the number of students participating in the 
fundraiser in PY1, and a 4% increase in the number of energy-saving bulbs sold. 

3.2.3 Marketing Strategy 

Marketing Materials 

A content review of the marketing material shows the messages to be clear and actionable. The materials 
provide information about the program, including how to sign-up, frequently asked questions, participants 
testimonials, as well as recycling and disposal information. This information is consistent among the 
toolkits for ComEd and Ameren service customers. Furthermore, a review of the Lights for Learning 
website (L4Lprogram.org), shows consistent messages with the print materials, plus more information on 
weekly energy-saving tips, contests, photos, news and links. Adding videos from a sample of educational 
presentations/assemblies to the website would showcase the value proposition of the presentations 
directly to other schools. 

Depth interviews with school fundraising coordinators revealed that they learn about the program in a 
number of ways, including directly from DCEO, ComEd and Ameren, as well as at annual conferences 
and through their own research on education related to the environment and energy.  

Fundraising coordinators found the marketing materials provided to them for distribution to students were 
effective, but believed that the in-class presentations were more helpful in driving interest in the program 
among students. One coordinator suggested that the program provide electronic logos and marketing 
collateral on CD-ROMs or the website to help schools create their own materials. 

Present Program at Events 

Both program staff and school coordinators view direct face-to-face meetings at events, workshops and 
fairs as a very effective approach for building awareness of and participation in the program. The program 
should continue this strategy – attending key state events which blend energy and education stakeholders. 
Marketing the program at an Earth Day event has proven to be successful and should continue. 

3.2.4 Implementation Strategy 

  Based on feedback from school fundraiser coordinators as well as discussions with the program and 
implementation staff, the current implementation strategy is effective and allows the program to meet its 
goals with high participant satisfaction. 

Educational Presentations and Assemblies 

In PY1, program staff from MEEA and APT conducted a total of 202 in-school presentations to more 
than 16,500 students throughout the state. The program can adapt the contents of the presentation based 
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on the size of the audience and their age and grade level. This adaptability allows for the greatest learning 
impact for students. The program provides teachers with related energy efficiency and conservation 
material to include in their lesson plans as part of their social science or science curriculum. Larger 
presentations may also include an exercise bike to show energy demonstrations, which both program staff 
and school coordinators view as a strong component to getting students engaged in the presentations. 

Interviews with school fundraiser coordinators indicate that the presentations and related lessons are 
successful in increasing students’ knowledge of energy efficiency behaviors and products which can be 
applied both at home and as part of the CFL fundraiser. More interviews with teachers addressing 
outcomes of the educational aspects of the program (as indicated in the logic model) are suggested for the 
PY2 evaluation. 

School Fundraiser 

The program slightly exceeding its goal of 160 fundraisers in PY1. The new incentives and prizes are 
viewed by coordinators as being effective for motivating students and schools to participate in the 
fundraiser. If future budget allows, the program should consider increasing the incentives and prizes to 
schools to further entice and motivate school and student efforts.  

Some coordinators expressed confusion between the standard and specialty bulb order forms. Program 
staff should attempt to minimize confusion among coordinators and streamline the ordering process by 
combining standard and specialty bulbs onto one order form. 

Our evaluation identified no specific implementation problems between APT and EFI. However, in an 
effort to increase sales of energy-saving bulbs, APT and EFI should continue to re-evaluate the product 
mixture of bulbs offered in PY2 to include additional LED bulbs. 

The program advertises a wait time of 14 days. In practice, most interviewed fundraising coordinators 
stated that the bulbs were received within this time, even accounting for some backlog. One school 
experienced a longer wait time of about three to four weeks due to the earliness and size of their order; 
EFI did not have the bulbs in stock yet. Some schools noted broken bulbs in their orders. This problem 
was quickly rectified by contacting APT staff and listing the broken items. The replacement bulbs arrived 
within a week.  

Some interviewed fundraiser coordinators were unaware of the prizes or did not know if their school 
received them. The program may consider taking photos of students who win prizes, so the school can 
share them with other teachers and students. 

3.2.5 School Experience and Satisfaction 

Interviews with school fundraiser coordinators revealed very high satisfaction with the program. All six 
coordinators interviewed rated the overall program design, including marketing/promotional materials, 
on-site presentations and merchandise delivery, as good or excellent. One school noted that the wait time 
for the bulbs was longer than expected, but this was mainly attributed to the school being one of the first 
participants of the program year, as well as their large order. Some schools cited incidents of bulb 
breakage during delivery, but said that this was quickly rectified. Schools were very pleased with both the 
bulbs’ prices and the 50% revenue split of proceeds. 

Coordinators were also very satisfied with the program’s implementation process. They stated that the 
program staff (primarily APT) was very responsive and helpful regarding any problems or questions. 
Some schools noted that the fundraiser was one of the easiest and best experiences they have had with a 
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fundraiser. None of the interviewed coordinators had specific goals for the number of bulbs sold or 
revenue from the fundraiser, but most said that the number of bulbs sold surpassed their expectations. 

Two common areas for improvement were identified by school fundraiser coordinators. First, several 
schools expressed frustration that the bulbs arrived in bulk orders instead of broken out by grade, class or 
student, since this required the coordinator or teachers involved in the fundraiser to manually sort the 
orders. However, this is not unlike some other school fundraising program approaches. Moving away 
from this approach would cost the program more. Secondly, as previously noted, some coordinators 
expressed confusion between the standard and specialty bulb order forms, and hope that the order forms 
could be consolidated into a single form. One coordinator noted that the order spreadsheet could be 
improved, as she had to create her own version to tabulate the individual student orders. 

In addition to their satisfactory experience with the program, many of the coordinators expressed delight 
with the Lights for Learning program’s focus on CFLs and energy efficiency. They believe that the 
program, through both its educational and fundraiser components, encourages discussion about saving 
energy at home - leaving a positive impact on the community. 

 

3.3 Cost Effectiveness  
This section addresses the cost effectiveness of the Lights for Learning program. Cost effectiveness is 
assessed through the use of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. The TRC test is defined in the Illinois 
Power Agency Act SB1592 as follows: 

“ ‘Total resource cost test’ or ‘TRC test’ means a standard that is met if, for an investment in 
energy efficiency or demand-response measures, the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one. The 
benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total benefits of the program to the net 
present value of the total costs as calculated over the lifetime of the measures. A total resource 
cost test compares the sum of avoided electric utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue 
to the system and the participant in the delivery of those efficiency measures, to the sum of all 
incremental costs of end-use measures that are implemented due to the program (including both 
utility and participant contributions), plus costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate each 
demand-side program, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting the demand-side 
program for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs of power and energy that an electric 
utility would otherwise have had to acquire, reasonable estimates shall be included of financial 
costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on emissions of greenhouse 
gases.”18  

For the DCEO Ameren programs, assessment of cost-effectiveness begins with a valuation of each 
conservation program’s net “total resource” benefits, as measured by the electric avoided costs, total 
incremental costs of measures installed, and administrative costs associated with the program. A program 
is deemed cost-effective if its net “total resource” benefits are positive, i.e.,:  
 

                                                      

 
18 Illinois Power Agency Act SB1592, pages 7-8. 
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and,  

Total Resource Cost = PV (Incremental Measure Costs + Utility Costs). 

Benefits used in the TRC test calculation include the full value of time and seasonally differentiated 
generation, transmission and distribution, and capacity costs and also take into account avoided line 
losses. For each energy-efficiency measure included in a program, hourly (8,760) system-avoided costs 
were adjusted by the hourly load shape of the end use affected by the measure to capture the full value of 
time and seasonally-differentiated impacts of the measure. Evaluated impacts were provided to AIU for 
the DCEO program. End-use load shapes were also employed in calculating peak load impacts for 
energy-efficiency measures in AIU programs. To calculate the peak load impacts from energy-efficiency 
measures, end-use load shapes were used to identify the average reduction in demand over AIU’s top 
hours defined as summer weekdays from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. Non-energy benefits such as water savings 
were not factored into the calculation. Additionally, consistent with The State of Illinois Commerce 
Commission Order 07-0539 (“the Order”) Section 12-103(f)(5), gas benefits were not accounted for under 
the program. 

Future benefits for the TRC are discounted by 9% based on Ameren’s weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC). Benefits are also adjusted for line losses.  Annual avoided costs were adjusted to an hourly 
stream of costs using hourly system load data to capture seasonality and pricing differences. Consistent 
with the Order, avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and 
regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton.  

The cost component of the analysis considered incremental measure costs and direct utility costs. 
Incremental measure costs are the incremental expenses associated with installation of energy-efficiency 
measures and ongoing operation and maintenance costs, where applicable. These costs include the 
incentive as well as the customer contribution. Utility costs include any customer payments and the 
expenses associated with program development, marketing, delivery, operation, and evaluation, or 
monitoring and verification (EM&V). 

Table 16 summarizes the unique inputs used to assess the TRC ratio for the Lights for Learning program 
in PY1. Most of the unique inputs come directly from the evaluation results presented previously in this 
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report. DCEO administration, implementation and other costs come from the budgets filed as part of t
2008 DCEO Energy Efficiency Plan.

he 

th 
missions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 

2014 (Program Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton. 

Table 16. Inputs to TRC Assessment for Lights for Learning Program 

19 Incentive costs come from the DCEO program tracking data. 
Avoided costs for both demand and energy match what was used by AIU for assessing the TRC ratio of 
their own energy efficiency projects.  Avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated wi
legislation and regulation related to greenhouse gas e

Item Value 

Measure Life (years) Varies by 
Measure 

Participants 9364 

Annual Gross Energy Savings (MWh) 377 

Gross Coincident Peak Savings (MW) .035 

Net-to-Gross Ratio 8  0%

DCEO Incentive Costs $0 

Participants Contribution to Incremental Measure Costs $25,329 

DCEO Administration Costs $67,459 

Based on these inputs, the TRC for this program is 1.67 and the program passes the TRC test. 

                                                      

 
19 Exhibits 1.2 through 1.10 in DCEO testimony filed in Docket Nos. 07-0539 and 07-0540. 



 

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This section highlights the findings and recommendations from the evaluation of the Lights for Learning 
program implemented by MEEA, APT and EFI on behalf of the Illinois DCEO. The primary objectives of 
this evaluation are to quantify gross energy impacts from the program for each of the following years: 
PY1, PY2 and PY3; quantify evaluation adjusted net impacts in PY2 and PY3; and to determine key 
process-related program strengths and weaknesses and identify ways in which the program can be 
improved. 

4.1 Conclusions 
The Lights for Learning program evaluation team analyzed program documents, tracking data and 
conducted in-depth interviews with program staff, contractor implementers and school fundraiser 
coordinators. The following conclusions were drawn from these activities. 

4.1.1 Program Marketing 

Participants are satisfied with the program materials and support received from APT. In-person meetings 
at state fairs, and workshops will continue to serve as the program’s catalyst for enrolling new 
participants. The incentives and prizes have been effective at motivating students in participating in the 
fundraiser. While the website offers rich content, it lacks video which can showcase the content of the 
educational presentations/assemblies. 

4.1.2 Program Implementation 

Overall, the current implementation strategy is effective and allows the program to meet its goals with 
high participant satisfaction. However, the process of providing schools the bulbs in bulk did frustrate 
some school coordinators who had to spend additional time manually sorting the orders by student name. 
Depending on the school and its resources, this issue might prevent schools from participating in the 
future. However, this is not unlike some other school fundraising program approaches. 

4.1.3 Program Impacts 

The evaluation-adjusted per unit gross impact for the Ameren territory is 40.3 kWh per unit averaged over 
all lighting products. The PY1 evaluation-adjusted value compares with an ex ante value of 51.1 kWh per 
unit assumed by DCEO averaged for all lighting products sold. The evaluation-adjusted value is lower 
than the DCEO default value because: 

• The PY1 evaluation assumes an installation rate of 0.9 versus 1.0 for the ex ante value. 
• The PY1 evaluation assumes CFL hours of use equal 2.34 hours per day versus 3.0 hours per day 

for the ex ante value. 

The PY1 evaluation did not estimate the net-to-gross ratio, but set it at a value of 0.80 until the net-to-
gross ratio can be addressed in PY2 and PY3. 
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4.2 Recommendations 
Process Recommendations 

Although the Lights for Learning program met its fundraiser participation goals for PY2, there are some 
changes that could be made to the program processes to improve operations and ensure the program 
continues to meet its goals in the future. 

1. Collect intelligence from non-fundraiser program participants. 

The program had set a goal of conducting 160 fundraisers and was able to exceed this goal by one. 
Furthermore, 202 education presentations were conducted in PY1, which shows that not all schools who 
signed up for a presentation also selected the fundraiser. It is important to understand why schools 
receiving the presentation decided against the fundraiser. Capturing this information will improve the 
contents of the program and likely increase the number of participants to the fundraiser. 

2. Create electronic marketing materials for schools 

Schools and organizations often create their own materials to promote the program. The program should 
provide digital items such as electronic logos and marketing collateral on CD-ROMs or the website to 
help schools create their own materials to promote the program. 

3. Include video(s) of educational presentations or assemblies on website 

Leverage the program website by adding videos from a sample of educational presentations or 
assemblies. This marketing strategy will provide the program with an additional channel to showcase the 
value proposition of its educational presentations to a wider audience. 

4. Coordinate the tracking of school bulb sales and educational presentations between the MEEA and 
APT databases. 

Both MEEA and APT have separate files for tracking program participation. The two organizations 
should work to ensure that there is consistent data between the two databases.  Additionally, the databases 
should track whether schools incorporated the program curriculum into teacher’s lesson plans. APT states 
that they are in frequent contact with participating schools and organizations regarding the different 
elements of the program, but this information could be tracked more consistently. 

5. Create Single Standard and Specialty Order Form for Sponsors 

In order to reduce participant confusion about the separate standard and specialty order forms, program 
staff should look for ways to merge both order forms into one single form for each sponsor. 

6. Contact a random sample of participating teachers for a follow up survey 

Many of the Lights for Learning program anticipated outputs and outcomes center on educating students 
about energy efficiency and Energy Star products. To best evaluate the effectiveness of the educational 
aspects of the program, a survey of participating teachers is recommended. This survey would cover what 
elements of the curriculum are being taught, how well students understand this information and what 
actions the students take at home as a result of the program. 
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7. Ship Bulb Orders by Grade 

EFI should investigate the added costs and complexity of packaging all orders by grade. This would 
reduce coordinator time in sorting out bulbs orders and in turn might retain schools who might have 
decided the extra work involved was not worth participating in future fundraisers. 

Impact Recommendations 

1. Develop a Technical Reference Manual to document default savings values in coordination with the 
evaluation team. 

We recommend the program create a technical reference manual to document the default savings values 
for each lighting product offered through the program. The technical reference manual can build off of the 
default savings values presented in Section 3. This activity should be done in coordination with the 
evaluation team, as certain key assumptions will be examined through the impact evaluation processes for 
several programs. 

2. Provide product purchaser contact information to the evaluation team to allow an impact and process 
survey. 

The evaluation plan for PY2 includes a phone survey of a random sample of lighting product purchasers 
to allow program-specific data collection on key parameters including installation rate, base wattage, 
hours of use, and daily operating profile. 
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5 APPENDICES 

5.1 Data Collection Instruments 
The data collection instruments used in this evaluation consisted of in-depth interview guides for the 
DCEO program manager, the MEEA program manager and APT implementation manager. Additionally, 
an in-depth interview guide was used to collect information from participating schools. 

 
DCEO Lights for Learning Interview Guide 

DCEO and MEEA 
 

July 17, 2009 
 
Name of Interviewee:  ________________________  Date:     
Title:   Company:  _____   __ 
 

Introduction 

Hi, may I please speak with [NAME]? 
 
My name is ___ and I’m calling from Opinion Dynamics, we are part of the team hired to conduct an 
evaluation of DCEO’s Public Sector Energy Efficiency programs. We’re currently in the process of 
conducting interviews with program managers and key staff in order to improve our understanding of 
DCEO’s programs. At this time we are interested in asking you some questions about the Lights for 
Learning program (L4L). 
 

Roles and Protocols 

1. What is your role and main responsibilities in the L4L program? What is the role and main 
responsibilities of your organization in the program? Have these changed over time? How long have 
you carried these out? 

 
 
2. What is the involvement of ComEd, Ameren and DCEO in the L4L program? What is each 

organization contribution to the program? 
 

3. Can you describe the relationship between MEEA, APT, and EFI with respect to the program? What 
is each organization responsible for? What responsibilities are shared? 

 
 

Overall Goals and Objectives 
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4. Can you describe the goals of the L4L program? 
 
5. How, if at all, has the program changed from its planning stages to its rollout to now? 
 
6. What performance metrics are you currently using to measure the performance of the program? Is 

there any documentation of the program goals performance that you can share with us? 
 

7. According to the following metrics, has the program met its goal for the 2008 Program Year? Why or 
why not? 

a. The total number of K-12 schools and/or youth groups that participated; 
b. The total number of CFL bulbs sold; 
c. The total number of school assemblies/classroom presentations 
d. The ability to leverage industry dollars to increase program cost-effectiveness; and 
e. The amount of energy saved each year 

 
 
8. To what extent, if any, have the conditions in U.S. economy impacted your ability to meet each of the 

2008 Program Year goals? 
 
 
9. In your opinion, how effective has the overall L4L Program been thus far? What elements of the 

program are working best? What elements need improvement? 
 

 
10. In the program description, it states that the L4L program may be expanded to LEDs and other 

advanced lighting technologies in the future. When will a decision be made about this? What are the 
consideration factors for program expansion?  
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Program Operation and Implementation 

11. I would like to learn more about the program implementation approach. Can you give me an overview 
of the program? Has the approach changed from what is described in the plan? 
a. If yes – why were changes made? 
b. What changes were made? 
c. Have the changes produced favorable results? 

 
 
12. How has the program design been adjusted for the 2008 Program Year? What was the process for 

revising and finalizing the program design and implementation plan for the 2008 program year? Are 
you happy with how the program has evolved? 
 
 

13. Are there regular interactions between MEEA, APT, EFI, ComEd and/or DCEO where issues are 
raised and addressed, data is documented, status reports are delivered, issues resolved, etc? Please 
describe any infrastructure and communication protocols that help streamline the process. 

 
 

14. Are there any challenges that have occurred during program implementation? If so, what were they 
and how were they handled? Does a contractor operations manual exist? If so, can we please obtain a 
copy? 
 
 

15. In the implementation plan, it states that EFI negotiated the best bulb prices for MEEA. Does the 
negotiated vendor price and sale price change each program year? 
 
 

16. What prices do schools sell the bulbs for? How is the selling price for each bulb determined? Are 
these prices consistent with the current retail market prices for CFLs? 
 
 

17. Is the product mix of CFL sales in the 2008 Program Year as it was expected for the program? If not, 
why not? What should it be and how does the program get to that mix of bulb sales? 
 

 
18. What percentage of CFLs sold are from direct purchase orders and what percentage are from advance 

school orders? 
a. What happens to the CFLs that are sold through advance orders, but never sold and 

installed? 
b. What procedures to you have in place to verify that advance orders are sold and not in 

storage at the school somewhere? 
 

 
19. Are schools receiving 50% of all profits, as stated in the implementation plan? 
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20. In the FAQ sheet it states that the L4L fundraiser “tailors every sale to your needs” – either via door-
to-door sales or booths. What is the process for determining the best fundraising strategy for each 
school? How are the visits documented and communicated to MEEA, DCEO, ComEd, etc? 
 

 
21. In the implementation plan, it states that the program will be further expanded under the EEPS 

program. When and by how much will the L4L program be expanded and are there any milestones 
that need to be reached before the program is expanded under the EEPS program? 

 

Incentives 

22. Please describe the incentive strategy. What does the $1.50 and $3.00 incentive represent? 
a. What was the process for determining incentive levels? 

 
 

23. What do you perceive to be the level of satisfaction among participating schools with the incentives 
prices of $1.50 and $3.00 for each CFL purchased for fundraiser sales? How do they perceive 
receiving 50% of all profits? 

 
 
24. Does the program still provide schools with the opportunity to earn up to an additional $1,000 sales 

bonuses? What are the targets/conditions for the additional bonus? 
a. Do you still offer prizes for those students that are able to sell over 25 bulbs? 

 
 

25. Are you planning any changes in incentive levels in 2009 program year and beyond? 
 

Marketing and Recruitment Activities 

26. In the estimated budget, it shows ComEd and Ameren contributing zero dollars to marketing 
activities. Can you please explain how the marketing budget is determined and the source of funds? 
 
 

27. How is the program marketed? How do K-12 school fundraising coordinators become aware of the 
program? Is there a marketing database that captures activities and attributes participation to the 
specific marketing activity? 

a. Does the program have the appropriate levels of resources (e.g., staff, materials) needed 
for intense school and youth group recruitment activities? If not, what is needed? 
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28. Do you think the level of marketing and promotion has been appropriate so far? Have the promotional 

efforts successful? Did they reach the right audience? 
 
 
29. In your opinion, what marketing strategy/activity has been most successful in influencing schools to 

participate? Are there any aspects of the marketing program that could use improvement? 
 
 
30. Do you anticipate making any changes to marketing efforts for the 2008 Program Year? If so, please 

describe these changes. Do you have documentation of these changes? If so, how can we arrange to 
obtain copies? 
 
 

31. When does most of the recruitment of schools take place? Have you found that some times of the year 
are better than others for recruiting? (Probe: do you still recruit during the busy school months of 
Sept, Oct and Nov or do you wait during the spring term for large recruitment efforts?) 

a. Does the program currently or in the future plan to target any non-school entities (e.g., 
museums, parks and recreation) 

 
 
32. How many schools participated in the 2008 Program Year? 

a. Has recruitment of schools met program expectations? 
 

 
33. On average, how many days is the fundraiser and is this a sufficient amount of time? Does the length 

vary by school? 
 
34. Has the follow up and sales support process between MEEA and APT been running smoothly? Has 

the product warehousing and shipment process between MEEA and EFI been running smoothly? 
a. Are there procedures in place for you to learn about any problems that might come up? 
b. Do you know if there have been problems with schools not submitting all of the required 

and/or correct customer purchase information? 

Data Tracking 

35. Can you please briefly describe what customer purchase data is stored and tracked for this program? 
 
 
36.  Can you describe the process for populating the program tracking database? Who captures the data 

and how? Does APT or EFI maintain the data tracking systems? Are they consistently maintained and 
updated? How do ComEd, DCEO and MEEA receive standard and/or custom reports? Can we 
receive an electronic file of the program tracking database? 
 

37. Are you happy with the program tracking systems? Are you receiving what you are asking for? Does 
the database contain all required customer data to support program tracking and evaluation? Is there a 
process for requesting additional data? 

 
38. Do you know of any issues currently with missing data? (e.g., schools that have not provided 

customer level data, etc.) 
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Quality Assurance and Quality Control 

39.  Please describe any quality assurance and control procedures in place to support marketing, 
shipments, customer tracking, etc. 

 
 
40. What processes are in place in terms of documenting and reporting these procedures? 

 
 
 
 
 

From this point forward 

41. Do you anticipate making any other changes to the program in the next 2-3 years? 
 
42. Are there any other process-related issues that I have not raised that you would like to see explored in 

this evaluation? 
 

43. Do you know who the best person would be to speak with at APT? (If not, I’ll follow up with APT.) 
 

44. Is there anything else relevant to the program or program’s progress that we have not discussed that 
we should know about? 

 

Thank you very much for taking the time in assisting us with this evaluation. Your contribution is a very 
important part of the process. We might follow-up with you by phone later, if additional questions arise. 
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DCEO Lights for Learning Interview Guide - APT 

 
July 17, 2009 

 
Name of Interviewee:  ________________________  Date:     
Title:   Company:  _____   __ 
 

Introduction 

Hi, may I please speak with [NAME]? 
 
My name is ___ and I’m calling from Opinion Dynamics, we are part of the team hired to conduct an 
evaluation of DCEO’s Public Sector Energy Efficiency programs. We’re currently in the process of 
conducting interviews with contractors of the Lights for Learning (L4l) program in order to improve our 
understanding of DCEO’s programs. At this time we are interested in asking you some questions about 
the L4L program. 

Roles and Protocols 

1. What is the nature of APT’s business? What is your organization’s role and main responsibilities in 
the L4L program? What is your primary role? 

a. Have these changed over time? 
b. How long have you carried these out? 

 
2. In your opinion, how effective has the Illinois L4L program been thus far? What elements of the 

Illinois program are working best? What elements need improvement? 
 

Overall Goals and Objectives 

3. Can you describe the goals of the L4L program? 
 
4. What performance metrics is your organization using to measure its performance against the goals of 

the program? 
 
5. To what extent, if any, have the conditions in U.S. economy impacted your ability to meet each of the 

2008 Program Year goals? 

Program Operation and Implementation 

6. Are there any challenges that have occurred during program implementation? If so, what were they 
and how were they handled? Does a contractor operations manual exist? If so, can we please obtain a 
copy? 
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7. How are the particular program bulbs selected? What is the mix of product? Do you revisit this every 
year? Do they need to be Energy Star rated or have gone through independent quality testing? 

 
 
8. What percentage of CFLs sold are from direct purchase orders and what percentage are from advance 

school orders? What happens to the CFLs that are sold through advance orders, but never sold and 
installed? 

 
 
9. Are there regular interactions between MEEA, APT, EFI, DCEO, and ComEd where issues are raised 

and addressed, data is documented, status reports are delivered, issues resolved, etc? Please describe 
any infrastructure and communication protocols that help streamline the process. 

 
 
10. In the FAQ sheet it states that the L4L fundraiser “tailors every sale to your needs” – either via door-

to-door sales or booths. What is the process for determining the best fundraising strategy for each 
school? How are the visits documented and communicated to MEEA, DCEO, ComEd, etc? 

 
 

Recruitment of and Interaction with School Fundraising Coordinators 

11. How has recruitment of K-12 schools and/or youth groups occurred? 
a. Does the program have the appropriate levels of resources (e.g., staff, materials) needed 

for intense school and youth group recruitment activities? If not, what is needed? 
 
12. When does most of the recruitment of schools take place? Have you found that some times of the year 

are better than others for recruiting? (Probe: do you still recruit during the busy school months of 
Sept, Oct and Nov or do you wait during the spring term for large recruitment efforts?) 

a. Does the program currently or in the future plan to target any non-school entities (e.g., 
museums, parks and recreation) 

 
13. How many schools participated in the 2008 Program Year? 

a. Has recruitment of schools met program expectations? 
 

14. On average, how many days is the fundraiser and is this a sufficient amount of time? Does the length 
vary by school? 

 
15. I noted in the program material that the program targets Earth Day as a great venue for the fundraiser. 

Is this still the case? Are there any other times/events that you encourage the schools to use to boost 
their fundraising? 

 
16. Is the product mix of CFL sales in the 2008 program year as it was expected for the program? If not, 

why not? What should it be and how does the program get to that mix of bulb sales? 
 

17. Has the follow up and sales support process between MEEA and APT been running smoothly? Has 
the product warehousing and shipment process between MEEA and EFI been running smoothly? 

a. Are there procedures in place for you to learn about any problems that might come up? 
b. Do you know if there have been problems with schools not submitting all of the required 

and/or correct customer purchase information? 
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Data Tracking 

18. Can you please briefly describe what customer purchase data is stored and tracked for this program? 
 
19.  Can you describe the process for population the program tracking database? Who captures the data 

and how? Does APT or EFI maintain the data tracking systems? Are they consistently maintained and 
updated? How do ComEd, DCEO and MEEA receive standard and/or custom reports? Can we 
receive an electronic file of the program tracking database? 

Quality Assurance and Quality Control 

20.  Please describe any quality assurance and control procedures in place to support marketing, 
shipments, customer tracking, etc. 

 
21. What processes are in place in terms of documenting and reporting these procedures? 
 

From this point forward 

22. Do you anticipate making any other program implementation changes to the program in the next 2-3 
years? Is it expected that the responsibilities partnership agreement between MEEA and APT will 
change during this time? If yes, how so? 
 

23.  Are there any other process-related issues that I have not raised that you would like to see explored in 
this evaluation? 
 
 

24. Is there anything else relevant to the program or program’s progress that we have not discussed that 
we should know about? 

 

Thank you very much for taking the time in assisting us with this evaluation. Your contribution is a very 
important part of the process. We might follow-up with you by phone later, if additional questions arise. 
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DCEO Lights for Learning Interview Guide 
School Fundraising Coordinators 

 
July 15, 2009 

 
 
Name of Interviewee:  ________________________  Date:     
Title:   Company:  _____   __ 
 

Introduction 

Hi, may I please speak with [NAME]? 
 
My name is ___ and I’m calling from Opinion Dynamics, we are part of the team hired to conduct an 
evaluation of the Lights for Learning program. We’re currently in the process of conducting interviews 
with school fundraising coordinators in order to gauge your level of satisfaction with the program and to 
help us improve the program. At this time we are interested in asking you some questions about the 
Lights for Learning fundraiser (L4L). 

Roles and Goals 

1. What is your role in the school? What are your main responsibilities? 
 
 
2. What was the process for selecting the L4L program as a school fundraising activity? (e.g., school 

committee, students, parents, etc)? 
a. Which month did you have the fundraiser? 
b. Was it conducted in the school, door-to-door, or via another approach? 

 
3. What was the most important motivating factor for participating in the L4L program? 

a. How many school years have you participated in the LFL program? 
 

 
4. What are some of the other factors that led to this decision? 

 
5. What were the school’s goals for the L4L program? Which goals were met and which were not and 

why? 
 

6. How much money did the school collect as a result of the L4L fundraiser program? Are you happy 
with this amount, or did you expect to collect more? 

 

Program Design and Implementation 
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7. Looking back with how things went, what are your overall impressions of the L4L program? 
a. What, if any problems, did your school experience with the program? 
b. How were they resolved? 

 
 

8. What areas of the L4L program need improvement? (e.g., marketing, sales support, education 
activities, order fulfillment, etc). Conversely, which areas is the program very strong in? 
 

9. How would you rate the overall program design – (e.g., marketing/promotional materials, on-site 
presentations, merchandise delivery, etc)? Would you say the program design is poor, good or 
excellent? Which areas of the design does the program fall short of being excellent? What 
improvements would you recommend to the program administrators? 

 
10. How would you rate the overall implementation process (e.g. working with L4L implementation and 

field staff from beginning to end)? Would you say the process was easy, difficult or very difficult? 
Which areas of the implementation process does the program fall short of being easy? What 
improvements would you recommend to the program administrators? 

a. In your opinion, has the program been implemented in a manner consistent with the 
program design? 

 
11. The fundraiser information sheet states that “each coordinator will receive the following materials to 

support the fundraiser:” 
a. Order form – one per student 
b. Posters – For placement at school or businesses, featuring space for contact information 
c. Certificates of participation – One for each class or organization at the conclusion 

Did you receive everything as is mentioned above? 
 
12. The FAQ sheet states that “help is available through the entire process.” Did you find this to be true? 

Please explain where help could have been improved. 
 

13. What is your overall satisfaction with the L4L program? Would you say you were extremely 
dissatisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, somewhat satisfied, satisfied or extremely satisfied? Please 
explain why and what could have been done to improve your satisfaction level (ask only if 
satisfaction level is first three). 

a. Would you recommend this fundraiser to other schools? Why/why not? 
b. Would you sign-up to do this fundraiser again? Why/why not? 

 
 

Incentives and Bulb Prices 

14. What is your level of satisfaction with the incentive prices of $1.50 and $3.00 for each CFL 
purchased for the fundraiser? Would you say you were extremely dissatisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, 
somewhat satisfied, satisfied or extremely satisfied? Please explain why and what could have been 
done to improve your satisfaction level (ask only if satisfaction level is first three). 

a. How about your level of satisfaction with receiving 50% of all profits? 
 

15. What was the overall perception among purchasers of CFL bulbs prices at the fundraiser? Were the 
prices of the bulbs perceived as being at current market prices? 

a. Did the sizes and styles of the CFL bulbs meet the needs of all customers? 
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16. Did students that sold 25 or more bulbs win a prize? What was the prize? 
 
17. Did your school also collect an additional $1,000 sales bonus? 
 

Order and Delivery 

18. In the fundraising information sheet it states that bulbs will be shipped to the school within 14 days 
for distribution to each student? Were the bulbs shipped within 14 days? If not, did anyone 
communicate the estimated shipment date to you/others? 

a. Did each student receive the correct total number of bulbs to fulfill their individual sales 
orders? 

 
19. How satisfied are you with the overall ordering and delivery process? Would you say you were 

extremely dissatisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, somewhat satisfied, satisfied or extremely satisfied? 
Please explain why and what could have been done to improve your satisfaction level (ask only if 
satisfaction level is first three). 

Marketing and Promotion 

20. How would you rate the effectiveness of the marketing activities and promotional materials to: 
a. Increase student awareness of the benefits of CFL bulbs (Not at all, Somewhat, Very) 
b. Persuade schools to participate in the fundraiser (Not at all, Somewhat, Very) 
c. Influence the community to purchase CFL bulbs (Not at all, Somewhat, Very) 
d. Influence the purchasers to install and keep CFL bulbs in their homes to conserve energy 

and save money (Not at all, Somewhat, Very) 
 
21. Are you satisfied with the amount of marketing activities and promotional materials your school 

received for the L4L fundraiser? In your opinion, what marketing activity or material was most 
impactful to the success of the fundraiser? 

a. Which component of the marketing activities and promotional materials had the greatest 
impact on the success of the fundraiser? 

 
22. Are there any aspects of the marketing activities and promotional materials that could use 

improvement? 
 

Awareness and Education 

23. How has the L4L fundraiser educated your students on the energy, economic, and environmental 
benefits of CFL bulbs? 

a. Has your school introduced or reinforced curriculum in this area? 
b. Does your school now install CFL bulbs in its classrooms, offices, etc., as opposed to 

incandescent light bulbs? Why/why not? 
 

24. What educational impact do you believe the fundraising event had on the community (e.g., parents, 
groups, etc)? 
 

25. Is there anything else relevant to your experience with the L4L fundraising program that we have not 
discussed that we should know about? 
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Thank you very much for taking the time to speak with me. Your contribution is a very important 
part of the process. We might follow-up with you by phone later, if additional questions arise. 
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E EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) provides grants to non-profit 
and for-profit affordable housing developers to help offset additional costs for including energy efficient 
building practices in residential new construction and gut rehab. Supported by funding from a variety of 
sources, including the Energy Efficiency Trust Fund1 and the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard Fund, 
grants are funded through the Energy Efficient Affordable Housing Construction Program, a program that 
funds low income new construction and gut rehab projects. 

The Program is well known and utilized in the affordable housing field. The EEAHC program has been 
providing grants for energy efficient upgrades since 1988. Groups such as the Illinois Housing 
Development Authority, Chicago Department of Housing, and the Community Investment Corporation, 
as well as project architects, encourage affordable housing developers to seek energy grants from this 
program.  

Program applicants must implement the full set of program measures, as follows: 

 Energy Star® refrigerator 

 Six interior fluorescent fixtures and 2 exterior fluorescent fixtures 

 SEER 14 central air conditioner with programmable thermostat 

 Reduce required central AC tonnage as a result of thermal envelope improvements 

 Energy Star dishwasher 

 Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan  

 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler 

Evaluation Overview 

The EEAHC program impact claim for the Program Year running June 2008 – May 2009 (PY1) is zero 
due to the fact that implemented activities have not been in place long enough to generate measured 
savings.  However activities incented during PY1 will begin to generate impact in PY2 and PY3.  The 
objective of the PY1 Evaluation is to assess the systems in place to implement the program and track 
accomplishments, as well as to examine methods of applying ex-ante impact claims.   

The intent behind the PY1 evaluation is to: 

 Provide early feedback and guidance regarding program tracking and verification policies,  

 Recommend revisions to ex-ante impact assumptions that will improve impact estimates, and  

 Identify areas of impact uncertainty to guide Program Year 2009 evaluation activities.   

                                                      

 

1 Illinois's 1997 electric-industry restructuring legislation created separate public benefits funds that support 
renewable energy and residential energy efficiency. The efficiency fund is known as the Energy Efficiency Trust 
Fund.  Electric utilities and alternative retail electric suppliers contribute annually a pro-rata share of a total amount 
of $3 million, based on the number of kilowatt-hours sold during the previous year. 



 

Although this report identifies projected ex-ante impact claims, there remains some uncertainty regarding 
what the final content of those claims will be.  Further, verification work planned for the PY2 evaluation 
will be critical to the assignment of final ex-post impact.  Thus, until a claim has been filed and all of the 
planned evaluation activities relevant to that claim have been complete, no final ex-post evaluation impact 
figures will be published. 

The recommended revisions to ex-ante impact assumptions identified in this report will be incorporated 
into evaluation adjustments made to the PY2 claim.  The PY2 evaluation will integrate the algorithm 
review presented in this report with verification and baseline research conducted as part of the PY2 
evaluation, to yield final ex-post adjustments to the PY2 claim.  

In order to meet the PY1 objectives, the Evaluation performs the following activities: 

 review of verification and due diligence procedures  

 review of tracking systems and quality control  

 review of ex-ante impact assumptions  

 evaluation of program processes, implementation issues and concerns  

 documentation of program theory and logic  

Evaluation results are based on electronic and hard copy program documentation as well as three in-depth 
interviews conducted with key program implementation staff. 

Program Accomplishments 

The Program is administered across both ComEd and Ameren Illinois Utilities service territories. Goals 
are set for the overall program, including planned accomplishments in both service territories. The overall 
goals for number of dwellings constructed were met for PY1.  The goal was to begin construction of 652 
dwellings in PY1, and the actual number of dwellings that began construction in PY1 was 759. Due to the 
lag between construction and occupancy, about 75 percent of the kWh and kW savings associated with 
these installations is expected to accrue in PY3, and the remaining 25 percent are expected to begin 
generating impact in PY2.  

There were 145 dwellings constructed through the EEAHC program within Ameren Illinois Utilities 
service territory in PY1. These were constructed within 5 building projects. One project is a new multi-
family project, and the remaining 4 are new single-family projects.  Among these, one multi-family 
project was fully completed during PY1.  The associated electricity savings is 2,210 kWh per dwelling 
and 1.491 kW demand savings per dwelling. PY1 projects have ex-ante impact of 97,240 kWh savings in 
PY2 and 223,210 kWh in PY3. The evaluation-based revised impact is 92,697 kWh in PY2 and 212,782 
in PY3.  Due to the lag between project initiation and occupancy, no impact is credited to the program for 
PY1. 

Evaluation Findings 

Verification, Due Diligence and Tracking System Review  

The Evaluation findings show consistency in reporting and documentation between electronic and hard 
copy sources. Recommendations are made for improvements to the verification procedures, 
documentation, and program tracking in particular.  

A fuel bill analysis verification of therm impact has been conducted for this program in past years. 
However, it is not currently being conducted for electricity measures, and there are no plans to implement 
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such a verification system. As part of this evaluation the fuel bill analysis technique for therm impact is 
reviewed and the feasibility of conducting a similar analysis for electricity impact is analyzed (see Section 
3.1.3). It is not recommended that a fuel bill-based verification be instituted for this program to verify 
kWh impact. The results of the fuel bill analysis are difficult to interpret without matched data from 
similar nonparticipating buildings. Further, the results serve to verify only the measures related to the 
cooling costs, which make up 36 percent of overall program measure impact. 

On-site verification of installed measures is regularly performed by program staff, but is not recorded in a 
central database. Detailed information regarding the appliance and lighting installations are also not 
recorded. It is recommended that formal verification procedures and guidelines be drafted and that they 
include standardized recording in a tracking database. Database tracking should keep a record of all on-
site verification activities and findings, including dates of visits, measures verified, blower door test 
results and the make and model of efficient appliances installed. Grantee contact information should also 
be recorded centrally for each participating project. 

Specification sheets provide the documentation of program-qualifying building standards and are required 
as part of the grant application. These specification sheets are site specific text documents and store all 
available details regarding the installed measures. Specification sheet guidelines could be tightened to 
exclude non-specific language, such as “If supplied, refrigerators shall be ENERGY STAR® rated”, and 
to ensure that lighting fixtures are Energy Star certified.  Information contained in the specification sheets 
is currently stored as a ‘pdf2’ file in a central database.  However, it would be useful to track these records 
in a database with standardized variables and records that can be more readily analyzed.      

Ex-Ante Impact Algorithm Review 

Based on the review of ex-ante impact algorithms and assumptions, a number of revisions to the values 
used in electricity savings calculations are recommended.  Adjustments are recommended for all 
measures except bathroom exhaust fans and 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler.  Table 1 
summarizes recommendations for changes to ex-ante per-unit impact values based on a review of measure 
impact calculations. 

                                                      

 
2 Portable Document Format. 
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Table 1. Algorithm Review Results 

Program Measures Ex-Ante 
kWh/unit

Ex-Ante 
kW/unit 

Revised 
kWh/unit 

Revised 
kW/unit 

6 interior fluorescent fixtures & 2 exterior 
fluorescent fixtures 

782 0.089 788 0.090 

Reduce required tonnage as a result of thermal 
envelope improvements 

432 0.72 608 1.01 

90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler 400 0.046 400 0.046 

SEER 14 central air conditioner w/ 
programmable thermostat 

366 0.61 93.75 0.16 

Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan 89 0.01 89 0.01 

Energy Star refrigerator 79 0.009 95 0.01 

Energy Star dishwasher 62 0.007 33 0.006 

Total Unit Savings 2,210 1.491 2,107 1.33 

Source: file submitted by DCEO to EM&V Team Template – Low Income New Construction and Gut Rehab.pdf  

Process Findings 

Issues identified through process evaluation include challenges regarding the additional funding sources 
added to the program, and the subsequent need to split and track two funding sources. Program 
management is currently working on a method to best assess and allocate funds. These challenges, along 
with significant planned program growth, indicate it may be prudent to consider an increase in staff. 

New funding from the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Fund broadened the qualifying criteria for grants. 
Whereas only non-profit builders previously qualified, grantees may now include for-profit builders,. The 
program needs to create protocols to ensure that the for-profit builders use the funds to build homes for 
low-income dwellers. 

Current program design requires grantees to apply for funding and complete building construction within 
12 months. This timeframe is incompatible with the time it takes to build these units and does not allow 
for unpredictable road blocks that may be inevitable. The program should continue with its efforts to 
move toward an expanded 24 month timeline.  



1 INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM 
The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) provides grants to non-profit 
and for-profit affordable housing developers to help offset additional costs for including energy efficient 
building practices in residential new construction. Supported by funding from a variety of sources, 
including Energy Efficiency Trust Fund and the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Fund, grants are funded 
through the Energy Efficient Affordable Housing Construction Program, a program that funds low 
income new construction and gut rehab projects.  

1.1 Program Description 
The Energy Efficient Affordable Housing Construction (EEAHC) program provides funds to affordable 
housing developers. Funding is not provided for individual measures; grantees must accept the full set of 
efficiency measures for funding.  The program’s objectives are to identify and implement highly cost-
effective low-income electric energy efficiency opportunities present only in gut-rehab and new 
construction projects.  

The program has been in existence since 1988. Prior to 2008, the Energy Trust Fund was the only funding 
source for the EEAHC, covering both gas and electric energy efficiency measures. After 2008, the 
program was funded by two sources, the Energy Efficiency Trust Fund (now covering only gas measures) 
and the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard Fund (covering only electric measures). 

The required energy efficient measures for EEAHC participation include Energy Star refrigerator, interior 
and exterior fluorescent fixtures, Energy Star bathroom exhaust fan, Energy Star dishwasher, SEER 14 
CAC with programmable thermostat, 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler, and finally, improved 
building envelope and resulting reduced AC tonnage. All of these measures must be installed for each 
unit of each participating building. The incentive per dwelling for these measures is $2,300.  

1.2 Evaluation Questions 
The principal evaluation research questions addressed by this Program Year 2008 (June 2008 through 
May 2009) evaluation include the following:  
 

 What are the gross annual energy (kWh) and peak demand (kW) savings achieved by the 

program? 

  How do these achievements compare with the goals? 

 Are the current engineering algorithms and tools for estimating gross energy savings accurate? 

  Do the documentation of measures installed through the program support those referred to in the 

program standards? 

 How does the program design compare with implementation features, and how do these compare 

to national best practices? 

 How effective are current marketing and outreach tools? What could be improved? 
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2 EVALUATION METHODS 

2.1 Analytical Methods 
Evaluation methods for Program Year one (spanning June 2008 through May 2009) leverage a variety of 
program data to assess tracking, verification, implementation and energy impact claims. A detailed 
characterization of program design, objectives, processes and implementation methods is assembled with 
input from program documentation materials as well as in-depth interviews conducted with key 
implementation staff.  

Evaluation methods include the review of stipulated savings algorithms, using the Energy Star savings 
calculator, data from the Gas Appliance Manufacturer Association, and descriptions of baseline or pre-
retrofit assumptions. In addition, the evaluation team assembled and reviewed a sample of applications, 
installation receipts and other paper files supporting program participation. Evaluation methods include 
the following components: 

 Verify total tracking system ex-ante calculations. Review impact claims and compare with 

electronic and paper file documentation. 

 Review and comment on verification procedures and results.  

 Review and comment on ex-ante impact claims algorithms and assumptions  

 Examine and compare hard copy application files to the tracking systems to inform tracking 

system assessment.  

 Review and comment on electric fuel bill analysis process and results.  

 Identify key goals and program design and implementation issues.  

 Ensure marketing and outreach strategies, as well as other related program collateral, align with 

and clearly communicate program benefits.  

2.2 Data Sources  
Program verification procedures, tracking systems and savings claims are evaluated based on program 
data and documents provided by program implementers, as well as a number of interviews with program 
staff. Specifically, the following data are collected and analyzed in support of this Evaluation. 
 

 All tracking data and electronic project records.  

 Relevant engineering algorithms and ex-ante savings calculations  

 Existing impact-related metadata (fuel bill analysis, verification data, blower door tests, other 

DCEO low income evaluation SAE bill analysis results) 

 A sample of paper files supporting program project applications, including hard copy 

applications, status reports, and other relevant supporting documents for a sample of projects. 

 In-depth professional interviews with key implementation staff (See appendix for in-depth 

interview guides and interview records). 

 Program marketing materials and related program collateral. 
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3 PROGRAM LEVEL RESULTS 
This section details the impact and process evaluation results for program year one (June 2008 through 
May 2009). 

3.1 Impact Assessment 
This section presents the results of the Energy Efficient Affordable Housing Construction Program impact 
evaluation. 

3.1.1 Summary of Program Accomplishments 

The goals for number of units installed were met for PY1. The goal was to install 652 units in 2008, and 
the actual number of units that began construction was 759.  Because the project must be completed and 
tenants must be occupying the space before any energy savings can be realized, the energy savings for 
projects completed in PY1 are assumed to begin to accrue savings in the year following project 
completion. Therefore there were no savings goals for PY1. Only 27 percent of the units that began 
construction in PY1 are expected to be completed in time to begin accruing impact in PY2, while almost 
three-quarters of the units that began construction in PY1 are expected to begin accruing impact in PY3. 
The three year goals and PY1 accomplishments for this program for both ComEd and Ameren Illinois 
Utilities service territories combined, are presented in Table 2 below. 

Table 2. Overall Program Goals Compared to PY 2008 Ex-Ante Accomplishments3 

 Goals PY1 Accomplishments 

Program Year Installations MWh impact Installations Ex-Ante MWh impact 

PY1 652 0 759 0 
PY2 1,087 1,095 - 451 
PY3 1,957 2,921 - 1,227 

Source: Excel file submitted by DCEO to EM&V Team, “Residential retrofit final 09.xls” 

Participation Summary 

Of the 759 installations through the EEAHC program, 145 were constructed within Ameren Illinois 
Utilities service territory in PY1. These were constructed within 5 building projects. Building projects 
and their impact information are provided in Table 3 below. One project is a new multi-family project, 
and the remaining 4 are new single-family projects. The associated ex-ante electricity savings are 2,210 
kWh per unit and 1.491 kW demand savings per unit.  Evaluation-based revised impact estimates are 
2,107 kWh and 1.33 kW per unit.  

                                                      

 
3 Overall Program Goals and Accomplishments reflect the total EEAHC Program, including both ComEd and 
Ameren Illinois Utilities service territories. 



  

There is a time lag between project initiation, incentive distribution, and the occupancy of the new 
dwellings. For this reason program savings do not begin to accrue in the same year of recorded 
participation.  PY1 projects have ex-ante impact of 97,240 kWh in PY2 and 223,210 kWh in PY3.  
Revised energy impact is 92,697 in PY2 and 212,782 in PY3.   

Table 3. kWh and kW Savings by Tracking Record, Ameren Illinois Utilities Service 
Territory 

Type Units Ex-Ante 
PY2 
kWh  

Ex-Ante 
PY3 
kWh  

Ex-
Ante 
PY2 
kW  

Ex-
AnteP

Y3 
kW  

Revised 
PY2 
kWh  

Revised 
PY3 
kWh  

Revised  
PY2 
kW  

Revised 
PY3 
kW  

New Multi-Family 12 26,520 0 17.89   25,281 0 15.96 0.00 

New Single-Family 70 0 154,700 0.00 104.37 0 147,473 0.00 93.11 

New Single-Family 32 70,720 0 47.71   67,416 0 42.56 0.00 

New Single-Family 30 0 66,300 0.00 44.73 0 63,203 0.00 39.90 

New Single-Family 1 0 2,210 0.00 1.49 0 2,107 0.00 1.33 

Total  145 97,240 223,210 65.60 150.59 92,697 212,782 58.53 134.34 

Source: Excel file submitted by DCEO to EM&V Team, “Residential retrofit final 09.xls” 

3.1.2 Ex-Ante Impact of Program Measures 

There are seven required measures for each constructed unit in order to receive a grant through this 
program. The largest ex-ante kWh impact measure is fluorescent lighting, accounting for 35 percent of 
the total kWh savings. Thermal envelope improvements and the two HVAC measures each account for 17 
to 20 percent of the total ex-ante kWh impact. The bathroom exhaust fan, the refrigerator, and the 
dishwasher combined account for the remaining 10 percent of the total kWh impact. The largest kW 
savings measure is thermal envelope improvements, which makes up 48 percent of total kW impact. The 
14 SEER air conditioner measure accounts for another 41 percent of total kW impact. Table 4 below 
presents the ex-ante impact for these seven measures.  

Table 4. Ex-Ante Impact by Measure Installed 

Program Measures Ex-Ante 
kWh/unit 

Ex-Ante 
kW/unit 

6 interior fluorescent fixtures & 2 exterior fluorescent fixtures 782 0.089 

Reduce required tonnage as a result of thermal envelope improvements 432 0.720 

90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler 400 0.046 

SEER 14 central air conditioner w/ programmable thermostat 366 0.610 

Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan 89 0.010 

Energy Star refrigerator 79 0.009 

Energy Star dishwasher 62 0.007 

Total Unit Savings 2,210 1.491 

Source: file submitted by DCEO to EM&V Team Template – Low Income New Construction and Gut Rehab.pdf  
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3.1.3 Verification and Due Diligence 

This section presents the evaluation findings of the verification procedures that are integral to program 
design and implementation, as well as those that were conducted as part of this evaluation. 

Currently, the EEAHC program conducts annual gas fuel bill analysis on a selection of sites for the first 
three years following occupancy of units. Field inspections are scheduled before the sidewalls are closed 
in for insulation and before air sealing inspection. Another inspection is performed at the substantial 
completion stage, and at this time a Blower Door test is performed to measure air leakage. 

The administration team for this program follows the planning and progress of each participating site. 
Building plan specifications are submitted to DCEO, which are reviewed along with blueprints to verify 
that the building plans align with program guidelines.  

Building specifications are submitted with each application, and the site inspection results are kept by 
DCEO in site-specific files. However, there is no program-wide dataset describing the verification 
activities. 

Fuel Bill Verification Review 

While the focus of this evaluation is on the electric measures funded by ComEd and Ameren Illinois 
Utilities, the EEAHC program has been operating since 1988 with grants funded elsewhere that support 
gas savings measures. In past years, staff of EEAHC have conducted fuel bill-based verification for 
claimed therm savings. No similar fuel bill verification is currently implemented for electric savings 
measures, and there are no plans to develop such a model.  

The method previously used to establish gas savings with fuel bills is summarized below: 

1. For each participating site, the gas consumption records are assembled for a full year. 
2. The daily baseload (cooking, hot water) consumption is determined by averaging over summer 

usage, when the heating system is not engaged. 
3. The heating season is determined with gas meter readings – typically this starts in October and 

ends in March. 
4. Heating degree days are calculated over the full heating season.  
5. Total gas consumption during the heating season period is computed, and from this value 

estimated daily baseload consumption is subtracted. Note daily baseload consumption is assumed 
constant year round.  

6. Total gas consumption (Btus) is divided by building square footage and then by heating degree 
days to yield a heating index. 

The results are used to estimate a heating cost per unit per year, and to generate a heating index that is 
normalized for weather and building size and can be compared across years and between buildings.  

This gas fuel bill analysis approach likely overestimates heating costs. Water heating and cooking gas 
usage is likely higher than the assumed year-round value in the winter due to lower water intake 
temperatures and a general tendency to use stoves more intensively during the winter.  

The presence of unoccupied units may lead to an underestimate of fuel costs for heating and should be 
removed from the premise level billing dataset.  
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In order to evaluate savings, energy consumption in buildings with energy efficient technologies installed 
should be compared to consumption for similar nonparticipating buildings. On one occasion several years 
ago two similar buildings were gut rehabbed at the same time—one through the EEAHC program and one 
with standard practices.  After both rehab projects were complete, run-time meters were installed on the 
boilers in both buildings to measure the energy savings.  Of course, opportunities like this do not arise 
regularly.  In the absence of appropriate comparisons to similar nonparticipating buildings, fuel bill 
analysis results can be difficult to interpret.   

It is possible to put together a similar bill-based approach to estimate AC usage and the cooling expense 
per dwelling over a calendar year. However, this approach is not recommended for two reasons. First, the 
result, by itself, does not verify energy savings. Similar to the heating case, an estimate of cooling kWh 
consumption does not directly verify savings versus a baseline unless the analysis includes 
nonparticipating buildings of similar vintage and use for comparison. Second, conducting this analysis 
would serve to verify savings from only the building envelope and efficient AC measures, leaving most of 
the program savings unverified, and thus does not warrant the expense.  

Hard Copy Application Review 

One hard copy application, consisting of four documents, was received and reviewed. The first document  
contained a brief summary of project description, project tasks, and reporting/monitoring requirements 
and stated the number of units being installed and the amount of grant money awarded. The second 
document  presented a breakdown of the awarded grant money and stated the number of units and square 
footage of the units. The third document  included some of the information contained in the tracking 
database, such as address, number of units, utility, construction start date, and the developer information. 
The last document  contained contact information for grant manager, auditor, report delivery schedule, 
detailed application including spec sheet, legal language, and the programs terms and conditions. All of 
the data contained within the hard copy data was consistent with the electronic tracking database.   

Application Specification Sheet Review4 

Specification sheets are a required component of the grant application. The sheets are used to verify that 
the building plans will conform to program standards. Specification sheets were provided for 11 sites. 
These were assessed against the program standards and impact calculation assumptions. A summary of 
what was found is provided in Table 5 below. 

                                                      

 
4 The “Specification Sheet Review” comments on all specification sheets provided, including those in both Ameren 
Illinois Utilities and ComEd service territories. 



  

Table 5. Program Measures vs. Installed Measures 

Measure Count 

1.) Energy Star Refrigerator   

If supplied, refrigerators shall be ENERGY STAR rated. 11 

2.) Six interior FL fixtures & 2 exterior FL fixtures   

All hard-wired lights in each unit shall be fluorescent fixtures. All common area lighting shall be fluorescent. 5 

A minimum of six fluorescent lighting fixtures shall be installed in high use areas of the home. All common area 
lighting shall be fluorescent. 4 

A minimum of six fluorescent lighting fixtures shall be installed in high use areas of the home. 2 

3.) SEER 14 central air conditioner w/ programmable thermostat   

Heating and cooling shall be provided by a geothermal system. 4 

Air conditioners shall have a minimum SEER value of 14. 3 

If air conditioning is provided, it shall be have a minimum SEER value of 14 and be ENERGY STAR rated. 1 

VRF heat pump system shall have a minimum SEER rating of 14. 1 

Air conditioners shall have a minimum SEER rating of 15. 1 

Primary heating and cooling is being done with packaged terminal air conditioning units (PTAC). Units shall have a 
minimum EER value of 10.5 1 

4.) Reduce required tonnage as a result of thermal envelope improvements 
Cooling capacity reduced from 36,000 Btuh (3 tons) to 24,000 Btuh (2 tons) as a result of the following envelope 
improvements: 
• Improve sidewall insulation to R21 from R10 
• Improve roof cavity insulation to R44 from R30 (includes use of Energy Star compliant roofing when appropriate) 
• Improve windows from standard double-glazed to double-glazed low-E with a solar heat gain coefficient no higher 
than 0.55   

Exterior wall insulation   

R15 1 

R21 9 

R24 1 

Attic/Roof insulation   

R44 8 

R49 3 

Conditioned wall insulation   

R13 8 

R15 1 

R21 2 
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Table 5. Program Measures vs. Installed Measures (Continued) 

Measure Count 

Windows   

maximum U-value of 0.35, low-E double glazed 8 

maximum U-value of 0.35, low-E double glazed, SHGC shall not exceed 0.55 1 

maximum U-value of 0.40, low-E double glazed 1 

maximum U-value of 0.48, low-E double glazed 1 

All completed homes must have not more than 5.0 air changes per hour at 50 pascals as measured with a blower 
door. 11 

5.) Energy Star dishwasher   

If supplied, dishwashers shall be Energy Star rated. 11 

6.) Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan (impact based on Energy Star rated fan at 90 CFM and 28 watts)   

All bathroom(s) to be equipped with exhaust fans that are Energy Star rated. Fans shall be rated no less than 75 
CFM at 0.25” of static pressure. Bathroom fans shall have a sone rating no higher than 1.5 and shall be vented directly 
outdoors. 7 

A continuous central exhaust system shall be utilized to vent all bathrooms. Ventilation shall provide a minimum 75 
CFM. 3 

Ventilation shall be provided to patient rooms using outside air conditioned with a heat recovery system utilizing 
general exhaust from the building. 1 

7.) 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler   

Patient rooms shall be conditioned with a Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heat pump system with a minimum 
SEER rating of 14.0. 1 

All furnaces are electric. If gas or propane-fired furnaces are substituted, they shall have a minimum AFUE rating 
of 90% and shall be direct vent sealed combustion units. 2 

Furnace shall have a minimum AFUE rating of 90% and shall be direct vent sealed combustion, unless an electric 
furnace is used. 1 

Furnaces shall have a minimum AFUE rating of 90% and shall be direct vent sealed combustion units. 2 

A geothermal system may be utilized for primary heating and cooling. Alternately, boilers used for heating (either 
primary or back-up for the geothermal system) shall be direct vent sealed combustion with a minimum efficiency of 
88%. 1 

Heating and cooling shall be provided by a geothermal system. 1 

Primary heating and cooling is being done with a geothermal system. 2. Boilers shall be direct vent sealed 
combustion with a minimum efficiency of 88%. 2 

Primary heating and cooling is being done with packaged terminal air conditioning units (PTAC). Units shall have a 
minimum EER value of 10.5. 1 

 

The supplied specification sheets made no mention of the capacity of the units installed, which are 
assumed to be one ton smaller per unit than a baseline construction method would yield.  Specific 
information regarding the capacity of installed units would be required to verify this assumption. 

The largest kWh impact is from the lighting measure. It is worth noting that all of the specification sheets 
documented the installation of interior fluorescent fixtures.  None of the specification sheets documented 
the installation of the 2 exterior fluorescent fixtures required as part of the program, although they do 
mention common area lighting.  Energy Star provides a certification for residential fluorescent fixtures.  
Specification sheets should confirm that each installed lighting fixture is not only fluorescent, but 
certified by Energy Star.  

The largest kW impact is from the thermal envelope improvements.  A large portion of the specification 
sheets were dedicated to this measure and covered topics such as insulation, air sealing and drywall 
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improvements. All of the specification sheets stated “All completed homes must have not more than 5.0 
air changes per hour at 50 pascals as measured with a blower door.”  

As part of the program, Energy Star rated refrigerators and dishwashers are to be installed in each unit. 
However, all of the specification sheets stated “if supplied” they would be Energy Star rated. It is not 
clear from the information received whether these items were or are going to be installed. 

The electrical efficiency of the air handler on the furnace system is not directly addressed in the 
specification documents. Efficiency of the air handlers for both electrical and gas powered heating 
systems should be addressed directly in the specification documents. In addition, the ratings for air 
handlers may be specified in the EAE rating which reflects the absolute electrical energy used by the unit. 
During any type of verification or certification of install, procedures should be in place to verify that the 
furnace is not only 90% AFUE but also electrical energy efficient certified.  

Specification Sheet Content versus Program Requirements 

Specification sheets were reviewed to document compliance with program guidelines.  It is observed that 
no one site had all the required measures installed. The problem may lie in a failure to eliminate from 
funding consideration projects that don’t meet qualifications, or it may lie in a mismatch between the 
required qualifications and industry standards, or it may lie in inadequately designed or filled out 
specification sheets.   It will require field verification to document whether the required measures were 
installed as planned. For example, most site specification documents did not address the requirements for 
a timer switch on bathroom exhaust fans. It could be they are not planned to be installed, or that they were 
installed and just left out of the specification document. 

The EEAHC requirements appear to target single family or small multi-family structures. As can be seen 
in Table 6, the structure that comes closest to meeting all the requirements is a single family structure 
(Shelby County). Some of these projects may be residential but their construction appears to border on 
commercial standards with possible central plant heating and ventilation systems, such as Mercy Housing 
in Chicago and the Hospice of North East Illinois. 

Table 6. Specifications versus Program Requirements 

Site Name Energy Star 
Refrig. 

Fluorescent 
Lighting 
Fixtures 

Energy Star 
Bathroom fan 

Energy 
Star Dish 
washer 

SEER 
14 CAC 

90% AFUE 
Furnace 

Bldg 
Envelope 
improve 

TRP Yes Yes ES NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

NEI Hospice Yes Hard No Spec Yes Yes No Gas Heat Yes 

Mt Sinai Yes Yes ES NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Postigo Yes Yes ES NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Mercy Yes Hard Central NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Shelby Cty Yes Yes ES NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

NHS Yes Hard ES NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Homestead Yes Yes ES NSW Yes Yes Qualify(1) Yes 

TRP Morgon Yes Hard Central NSW Yes Yes Yes Yes 

IFF Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

Bluestem Yes Yes ES NSW Yes Yes Qualify(2) Yes 
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Explanation of table nomenclature 

Yes The specifications appear to have met the requirements of the EEAHC program 

Hard The specifications for lighting require that hard-wired permanent fixtures be fluorescent.  

ES NSW The specifications require the planned use of Energy Star bathroom exhaust fans, but do 
not document the time switches that are installed as required by EEAHC program 
guidelines. 

Central NSW  The type of residential facility built is a multi-unit structure with all exhaust provided by 
a central fan. This is a common technique in condominiums and apartment buildings.  It 
is questionable whether this meets the requirements of the EEAHC program or is an 
energy efficient solution. A central system is less often able to vary its main fan CFM or 
speed with duct static pressure.  However, if there is a damper which opens and closes by 
an owner controlled timer switch, the resulting change in duct static pressure would slow 
or speed up the main fan, decreasing energy use. Such a system is energy efficient even if 
it is not Energy Star.  

No spec The documentation shows the project had no specifications to install this energy measure. 

No Gas Heat This site used a heat pump system instead of gas furnace for heating. 

No It is unclear whether the in wall AC/heat unit meets EEAHC requirements. It’s difficult 
to achieve the EEAHC requirements with an in wall unit, but if the site was designed to 
use those then is it up to EEAHC to adjust accordingly. That is, if the program accepts 
these systems in residential sites then corresponding minimum energy efficiency standard 
should be set.  . 

Qualify(1)  This system located in the Champaign-Urbana area is a ground source based heating and 
cooling system. The system in and of itself may meet program requirements but the 
question is, was there also a heat backup system to provide added heat to the heat source 
loop? With the climate in the area it may be difficult to obtain enough heat from a ground 
source system. Was an additional source of boiler heat added? If so, did it meet the 
EEAHC requirements for heating boilers?  

Qualify(2)  The spec calls first for electric furnaces with gas allowable as a substitute. The EEAHC 
requirements, however, are based on gas fired furnaces. The EEAHC requirements in 
spirit could be met by an electric furnace if there are units which incorporate energy 
efficient fans and controls that meet the same requirements as gas furnaces. Both systems 
share the same equipment for moving heated air. The question is what agency would be 
the certifying agency as to if the electric furnaces meet the same requirements as gas 
furnaces. Would AHRI for example have such a certification?  If so, then perhaps 
EEAHC requirements should be adjusted to incorporate this. If electric furnaces did not 
qualify at all, then this site’s furnaces, if finally installed as electric, would not have met 
program qualifications. 

All projects for which specification sheets were submitted, with the exceptions of the Shelby County 
Community Services sites and the Postigo LLC site in Waukegan, are large multi-unit residential 
developments.  Large multi-family developments may be required to follow the commercial section of the 
IECC per Illinois state code in the future. 
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Having a large multistory structure does not rule out following EEAHC Program Guidelines. The TRP 
Resurrection project on Morgan St. in Chicago is a several story apartment building per the TRP website. 
The only area it misses in the DCEO requirements appears to be in that it uses a central ventilation system 
for bathroom exhaust, which by its nature excludes use of Energy Star exhaust fans. 

If an on-site verification and impact evaluation is to be done for some of these projects, it should be 
conducted not strictly as a residential evaluation but may need to invoke commercial structure standards 
and methods as well. Different techniques would be required at different sites. The construction 
techniques and building layout for larger structures would entail modeling the building in E-quest or 
similar building models as one large structure as opposed to smaller individual structures. Many 
apartments might have an outside wall exposure only on one wall, similar to an office area. 

Large multi-family structures may require both a sample of individual apartments inside the building and 
assessment of the overall energy envelope of the building.  

A summation of building types is presented in Table 7 below. Information was obtained from 
development company web sites, news releases and Goggle Earth. 

Table 7. Participating Building Type Summary 

TRP (The Resurrection Project) Apartment Building 

Hospice of Northeastern Illinois Combined apartment bldg and medical facility 

Mt. Sinai Development Corp Individual homes (possible townhomes) 

Postigo LLC Exact nature unknown, probably small apt. bldg  

Mercy Housing Lakefront Multistory Apartment Bldg 

Shelby County Community Services Individual home 

Neighborhood Housing Services Townhomes 

Homestead Corp of Champaign-Urbana Townhomes 

TRP (The Resurrection Project) Morgan Street Multistory Apartment Bldg 

IFF Countryside Multistory Apartment Bldg 

Bluestem Housing Partners Townhomes 

3.1.4 Program Tracking System Review 

Tracking of this program is currently largely in site specific paper or electronic files. Data structured in a 
flat file or relational database format that provide records for all participants in a single file is a valuable 
asset to any energy efficiency program, and is particularly useful for M&E activities. The data currently 
available in electronic format structured in a flat file or relational database is limited to the following 
elements: 

 Building Type (Single Family, Multi Family, Rehab) 

 Non-Profit Grantee (Participant Business Name) 

 Project Name 
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 Project Location, City, Zip 

 Total Grant Amount 

 Grant Amount Paid for by Trust Fund/ComEd/Ameren Illinois Utilities 

 Total Square Footage 

 Number of Units 

 Flag for whether the mean income is more or less than 150% of poverty line 

 Estimated Project Start Date 

 Flag indicating whether project is Scheduled to be Completed by May 2009  

 Flag indicating whether project is Scheduled to be Completed by May 2010  

 Project kWh Savings  

 PY09 ComEd/Ameren Illinois Utilities kWh 

 PY09 ComEd/Ameren Illinois Utilities EEPS 

 Actual PY09 ComEd/Ameren Illinois Utilities EEPS 

All of the documents we received seem to be from information collected prior to construction. It is 
important to also have a record of the actual measures installed during construction to see that the 
program guidelines are being met. 

As part of the electronic tracking database, there are a few items that would be helpful to include in the 
future to aid in a more comprehensive evaluation.  

 Make and model numbers for the appliance measures (collected at the time of inspection). 

 Number of fluorescent fixtures actually installed. 

 Actual insulation R-values installed. 

 Notes from site inspections, including dates of visits, all measures verified 

3.1.5 Gross Impact Claims Review 

This section presents a review of ex-ante savings calculations as presented in DCEO documents.  

An engineering review is presented for the potential energy savings calculations presented in DCEO 
documents for the EEAHC program.  

Refrigerator 

Impact assumptions 

 Savings should be calculated based on existing national comparisons between standard and 

Energy Star certified appliances 

Engineering reviews 

Energy Star refrigerator ex-ante impact claims are 79 kWh per unit per year based an older version of the 
Energy Star savings calculator.  
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The current Energy Star refrigeration savings calculator5 does not confirm the ex-ante impact claim.    
The current tool shows that an upgrade from a standard to Energy Star refrigerator saves 95 kWh per year 
with life cycle savings (12 year life cycle) of 1142 kWh.  

Recommendations 

Based on this finding, we recommend increasing the kWh impact claim from 79 to 95 kWh.  Invoking the 
ex-ante demand to energy ratio, this corresponds to 0.01 kW. 

Fluorescent Lighting  

Impact assumptions 

 Savings should be calculated based on existing national comparisons between standard and 

Energy Star certified appliances 

 As specified in the EEAHC program requirements, six interior fluorescent fixtures and two 

exterior fluorescent fixtures are used in each unit 

Engineering reviews 

EEAHC program requirements specify that six interior fluorescent fixtures and two exterior fluorescent 
fixtures are to be used in each newly constructed home.  The associated ex-ante impact claim is 782 kWh 
per year.  Program impact claim documentation states these values are based on the Energy Star savings 
calculator.   

The Energy Star savings calculator6 confirms ex-ante savings claims, with a slightly higher result at 788 
kWh per year.  These calculations are based on lights installed in high use areas, which is consistent with 
notes provided on the specification sheets that are submitted with the application.  Although outdoor 
lighting fixtures are often not noted in the specification sheets, common area lighting is noted to be 
fluorescent.   

For the indoor lighting savings calculation, the Energy Star calculator assumes the equivalent of just 
under 28 watts per fixture of fluorescent lighting.  Energy Star provides a certification for residential light 
fixtures that requires minimum lumens per watt that range from 50 to 70, depending on the size and total 
wattage of the fixture.  Assuming 60 lumens per watt, this translates into 10,080 lumens.  The standard 
assumption for lighting requirements is 15 lumens per square foot.  Thus, this lighting installation would 
serve 670 square feet of living space.  This amount of high use area is reasonable and consistent with the 
typical size of homes constructed through the program, which is approximately 1,000 square feet. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that impact from fluorescent fixture installation be revised from 782 kWh per year 
electricity savings and 0.089 kW demand reduction to 788 kWh electricity savings per year and .090 kW 
demand reduction. 

                                                      

 
5http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=refrig.pr_refrigerators. 
6 http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=fixtures.pr_light_fixtures 

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=refrig.pr_refrigerators
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Central Air Conditioning 

Impact Assumptions 

 Impact should be calculated based on existing national comparisons between standard and Energy 

Star certified appliances 

 Central Air Conditioning is installed within each incented unit, has a 2 ton capacity and a 

minimum 14 SEER rating  

Engineering reviews 

The savings claimed for efficient air conditioning units are 366 kWh per year per dwelling based on the 
Energy Star savings calculator. Efficient units are specified as a minimum of 14 SEER with 
programmable thermostat.  

The current Federal standard for Air Conditioning efficiency is 13 SEER. Program standards assume a 
two ton unit for each dwelling. The Energy Star Calculator shows that moving from a 13 SEER unit to a 
14 SEER unit with 2.57 tons of capacity for the city of Springfield IL, yields 143 kWh impact per year. 
To compensate for smaller capacity of program units, a proportional downward adjustment8 of 0.8 is 
applied, yielding 115 kWh per year per unit. Springfield Illinois yields the highest impact of the 5 cities 
available in the Energy Star Calculator. The average across all five cities is 93.75 kWh. Results for each 
of the 5 cities are shown in Table 8 below. 

Table 8. Annual Energy Savings Estimates for Efficient Central AC (14 SEER) Relative 
to a 13 SEER Baseline 

City kWh per year 
Chicago 76 

Springfield 115 

Peoria 105 

Rockford 79 

Moline 92 

Average 93.75 

 

                                                      

 

7 A 2.0 ton capacity is not an available specification for the calculator. 
8 Proportional adjustment is the ratio of the assumed capacity of 2.0 tons and the calculator assumed capacity of 2.5 



  

Recommendations 

It is recommended that EEAHC base expected impact on the Energy Star Calculator invoking a 13 SEER 
baseline which yields annual impact per unit of 93.75 kWh, and 0.16 kW. 

Reduced Required AC Tonnage as a Result of Thermal Envelope Improvements 

Impact assumptions 

 Impact should be calculated based on existing national comparisons between standard and Energy 

Star certified appliances 

 Building envelope improvements lead to a reduction in AC tonnage from 3 tons to 2 tons. 

Engineering reviews 

The ex-ante claimed energy savings due to reduced AC tonnage resulting from building envelope 
improvements is 432 kWh per dwelling per year based on an assumed reduction from 3 tons to 2 tons. 
The reduced tonnage results from the following: 
 

 improve sidewall insulation to R21 from R10 

 improve roof cavity insulation to R44 from R30 (includes use of ENERGY STAR compliant 

roofing when appropriate) 

 improve windows from standard double-glazed to double-glazed low-E with a solar heat gain 

coefficient no higher than 0.55 

The current Energy Star calculator reflects a change in capacity from 3 to 2 tons results in annual energy 
savings between 745 kWh (for Springfield IL) to 514 kWh (Rockford IL). Indeed, EEAHC figures are on 
the conservative end of this spectrum. Table 9 below shows the Energy Star based estimates of reduced 
tonnage across various major cities in Illinois. 

Table 9. kWh Savings from Reduction in Required Tonnage by Metropolitan Area  

City kWh per year 

Chicago 491 

Springfield 745 

Peoria 682 

Rockford 514 

Moline 598 

Average 608 

 

The DCEO Low Income Energy Efficient Direct Install Retrofit Program guidelines claim that 
improvements to the building envelope reduce required AC capacity by a full ton. Similarly, building 
envelope improvements for the EEAHC program, which are relative to baseline construction practices 
and codes, have a similar claimed impact. Little detail regarding the basis for these claims is provided in 
the program ex-ante savings calculation documents.  
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Basic calculations using online tools9 show that moving from un-insulated space to insulated (wall and 
ceiling) space results in approximately a one ton reduction in required AC tonnage, for a 1,200 square 
foot dwelling. However, quite a few building specification assumptions are required to produce this 
estimate that may or may not reflect actual circumstances in participating buildings.  

Recommendations 

Based on the expected impact of reduced tonnage predicted by the Energy Star Calculator, it is 
recommended that the EEAHC program begin claiming 608 kWh per unit, and 1.01 kW.  At the same 
time, as stated above, said reduction in required capacity should be verified, to the extent feasible, with 
PY2 Evaluation activities. 

Further baseline research and on-site engineering analysis of participating sites are recommended to 
verify the measure ex-ante claim of a one ton reduction in required AC tonnage due to thermal envelope 
improvements.  This research should be supported with good baseline data for comparison.  

Energy Star Dishwashers 

Impact Assumptions 

 Impact should be calculated based on existing national comparisons between standard and Energy 

Star certified appliances 

 A household runs 215 dishwasher loads each year, according to the Energy Star calculator 

 Current market averages for dishwasher energy use should be used for savings comparisons 

instead of minimum efficiency standards 

Engineering Reviews 

The ex-ante impact claim for installing an Energy Star dishwasher is 62 kWh per year.  This ex-ante value 
was originally based on the Energy Star calculator.  

Currently, the Federal energy standard for dishwashers specifies an Energy Factor (EF) of at least 0.46 for 
standard-size dishwashers. For estimating the annual energy use of dishwashers, it is assumed that a 
household runs 215 dishwasher loads each year. Thus, the minimum compliant dishwasher would use 467 
kWh/year, not including standby losses for control electronics which are typically 2 watts (~17 kWh/yr)11. 
Energy Star dishwashers are required to have a maximum energy use of 324 kWh/year and 5.8 gallons 
per cycle for standard models, yielding an expected savings of 140 kWh per year over the minimally 
efficient unit10.  

                                                      

 
9 http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/appliances/heating-cooling-and-air/air-conditioners/sizing-
worksheet/index.htm 

10 The Federal standard for dishwashers will change as of January 1, 2010. The Federal standard will change from an energy 
factor of .46 to a new standard of no more than 355 kWh per year for a standard size dishwasher. This reduces the spread 
between Federal Standard and Energy Star to just 31 kWh per year beginning January 1, 2010. 

As of July 1 2011, Energy Star will again change its minimum standard for dishwashers, bringing it to a maximum of 307 kWh 
per year. The difference between minimally efficient and Energy Star will then be 53 kWh per year 

http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/appliances/heating-cooling-and-air/air-conditioners/sizing-worksheet/index.htm
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/appliances/heating-cooling-and-air/air-conditioners/sizing-worksheet/index.htm
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However, there are few dishwashers available today that function at minimum efficiency standards11. 
Most dishwashers have an energy factor of 0.57 or higher with corresponding annual consumption of 
about 375 kWh per year or lower. Generally speaking, modern dishwashers vary substantially in their 
energy use. Many Energy Star dishwashers substantially exceed the minimum Energy Star standards. In 
fact, a survey of 453 new dishwashers (both Energy Star and Standard) completed in 200812 yielded an 
average energy factor of 0.67, slightly exceeding the minimum Energy Star requirement. Consistent with 
these market findings, the current Energy Star dishwasher savings calculator invokes current market 
averages instead of minimum efficiency standards.  The Energy Star calculator assumptions rely on 
average energy factors calculated for all qualifying dishwashers and all nonqualifying dishwashers.  
Predicted savings is dependent on the type of water heating equipment.  With electric water heating, the 
calculator predicts savings of 74 kWh per year.  With gas water heating, the savings is predicted to be 33 
kWh per year.  Gas is the predominant fuel source for water heating in the EEAHC program delivery 
area.   

Recommendations 

It is recommended that the expected impact for dishwashers funded in PY1 be revised to 33 kWh per 
year, and 0.004 kW13. 

Bathroom Exhaust Fans 

Impact assumptions 

 Savings should be calculated based on existing national comparisons between standard and 

Energy Star certified appliances 

 Bathroom exhaust fans operate 2 hours per day on average 

 Standard bathroom exhaust fans are 150 W, and efficient bathroom exhaust fans are 28 W 

Engineering reviews 

Efficient bathroom exhaust fans ex-ante impact claim is 89 kWh per year. 

                                                      

 

11 “How Energy Efficient are Modern Dishwashers? “ Authors, David E. Hoak, Danny S. Parker and Andreas H. Hermelink, 
Original Publication Proceedings of ACEEE 2008 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy, Washington, DC, August 2008. Florida Solar Energy Center website: 
http://www.fsec.ucf.edu/en/publications/pdf/FSEC-CR-1772-08.pdf 

12 “How Energy Efficient are Modern Dishwashers? “ Authors, David E. Hoak, Danny S. Parker and Andreas H. Hermelink, 
Original Publication Proceedings of ACEEE 2008 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy, Washington, DC, August 2008. Florida Solar Energy Center website: 
http://www.fsec.ucf.edu/en/publications/pdf/FSEC-CR-1772-08.pdf 
13 It is also recommended that the claim for Energy Star dishwashers be revised for PY2 to reflect the new Federal 

Standard that will take effect January 1, 2010.The claim should again be revised when Energy Star minimum, 

standards change in 2011.  
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The  EEAHC ex-ante impact algorithm assumptions include 2 hours of operation a day, and a change in 
wattage from 150 for standard to 28 for efficient.  The assumed operating hours and the assumption of a 
28 watt fan are reasonable.  The minimum wattage rating for an Energy Star listed fan at 90 CFM is 32 
watts, 4 watts higher than the 28 watt assumption.   

However, the specifications provided by the program participants in 10 of 11 projects state the exhaust 
fans shall be rated no less than 75 CFM.  The Energy Star requirements for bathroom exhaust fans 
between 10-89 CFM are 1.4 CFM14 per watt, which yields annual energy (at 2 hours per day) of 54 watts.   
However, A review of Energy Star qualifying fans shows that the average CFM per watt for 80 CFM fans 
is 3.3 CFM per watt, which yields 27 watts, nearly identical to the ex-ante measure assumptions.  

Recommendations 

No change to ex-ante claimed impact for bathroom exhaust fans is recommended. 

[Further research into the average operating hours of bathroom exhaust fans is also recommended.] 

90% AFUE Furnace with Efficient Air Handler 

Impact assumptions 

 An Electricity Use Ratio (see below) of 6 represents baseline energy usage for furnaces 

Engineering reviews 

The ex-ante per unit claimed impact from installation of 90%AFUE Furnace with efficient air handler is 
400 kWh per year. 

Program standards require that installed furnaces be designated as an electrically efficient furnace by the 
Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association (GAMA).  A GAMA certified energy efficient air handler  will 
consume less than 2% of the total energy used by the furnace during a typical heating season.  While there 
is no minimum efficiency standard provided in these same terms, ranges in kWh consumption from fans 
within a set heating capacity can easily yield this magnitude of impact.   

As noted above, direct address of air handler efficiency in relation to this requirement is not included in 
the specification documentation for sites, and many of the heating systems are electric (4 of 11) or 
geothermal (3 of 11).  

Often the air handler energy rating is expressed in Eae15, which is not a relative measure, the larger the 
unit for heating purposes the larger the Eae. This makes the Eae statistic hard to compare across units.  

A review of the literature finds a publication addressing the potential energy savings of efficient air 
handlers by ACEEE16. The publication calculates savings for heating and separately for cooling from 

                                                      

 
14 http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=vent_fans.pr_crit_vent_fans 
15 Average Annual Auxiliary Electrical Consumption 
16 Saving Energy with Efficient Residential Air Handlers. by Harvey M. Sachs and Sandy Smith, April 2003, 
(http://www.aceee.org/pubs/a033full.pdf) 



  

efficient air handlers, which they define through a statistic called “EUR”, or Electricity Use Ratio. 
Although the EUR is not commonly published it can be readily calculated from the furnace capacity and 
Eae. The EUR is the ratio of the annual electricity use divided by the furnace capacity expressed in 
thousands of Btuh (kBtuh). The publication finds what is termed a natural delineation of EUR at a value 
of 6, with efficiency air handlers defined as those with an EUR of less than or equal to 6.  

The report finds the average savings for air handlers with EUR less than 6 across all capacities to be 511 
kWh per year. Savings for furnaces with capacity at the lower end (between 26 and 76 kBtuh) range 
between 351 and 440 kWh per year. The report also publishes an average kWh per year associated with 
efficient furnace fans and motors equal to 500 kWh per year, and regional specific values for New 
England at 679 kWh per year, and Wisconsin at 742 kWh per year. Savings for the cooling season are 
also reported, and could be invoked if the system installed is used for both heating and cooling.  

The publication states, “We suspect that almost all furnaces for which EUR < 6 have advanced 
motors, but that some furnaces with EUR greater than 6 also have ECM systems, but in 
combination with very high internal status pressures that require higher wattages to move 
enough air.”  

Recommendations 

Since the ex-ante impact assumptions are in line with the smaller capacity impact estimates published in 
the ACEEE study, no change is recommended to the ex-ante impact assumptions.  However, further 
verification data and market research of baseline will be conducted as part of the PY2 evaluation.   

The EEAHC might consider adopting the EUR in measure specifications and recording, as it represents a 
measure of the Eae in relation to capacity. 
 

3.2 Process Evaluation 
This section provides a summary of the process-related findings for the June 2008 - May 2009  Program 
Year (PY1). The evaluation efforts for the EEAHC Program for this year are design to be a “kick-off” 
effort to identify the key goals and program design and implementation issues, while future program year 
efforts will delve deeper into a full process assessment. The third year program effort will include more 
interviews and offer expanded analysis including comparing the program to best practices, synthesizing 
staff and participant feedback, and providing recommendations for improvements.  

As part of this “kick-off” effort, Opinion Dynamics conducted depth interviews with the three most 
influential and informed program personnel and reviewed the program implementation plan and 
application package. These interviews were conducted with the technical contractor for the program 
(Domus PLUS), the DCEO program manager and the DCEO division manager between June and 
September 2009. During the interviews, we explored the program’s processes and roles of program staff, 
with a focus on indentifying key goals and program design and implementation issues.  
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3.2.1 Program Theory 

Program Goals and Design 

The program provides incentives to affordable housing builders and developers in an effort to help offset 
the incremental cost of installing energy efficient measures. Incorporating energy efficiency into low-
income housing developments is not perceived as a standard practice. It is believed that builders and 
developers would not install energy efficient measures without the incentives as they are primarily 
motivated to keep their building material costs low. In this respect, the program helps overcome this cost 
barrier in the marketplace and encourages the adoption of energy efficient measures in affordable housing 
projects. 

“What was going on is that in an effort to keep construction costs low, developers kept all of the energy 
efficiency measures out of the buildings. So consequently ended up with buildings that had affordable 
rents, but the people couldn’t afford the fuel bills.” 

Stimulating the adoption of energy efficient measures in the affordable housing sector has multiple 
desired outcomes including:  

 Improved energy utilization and overall quality of affordable housing; 
 Decreased energy use and costs for affordable housing building occupants;  
 Improved affordable home building practices;  
 Increased awareness and appreciation of the benefits of energy efficiency among affordable 

housing occupants and developers; 
 Increased knowledge of how to build energy efficient homes at reasonable costs; and 
 Increased energy standards for affordable housing projects.  

To achieve these desired outcomes, the program is designed so that grantees must accept a full set of 
efficiency measures17. It is believed that the energy standards required for this program are much higher 
than standard affordable building practices, and the grant is designed to “help offset the incremental cost 
of getting to these higher standards.” When the program started in the 1980s, the grant amounts were set 
at below full incremental cost so that the developers would have to invest in the energy measures as well. 
Grantees currently receive a range of incentives for various types of rehab and new construction projects 
that includes $4,500 per unit in the rehab of a multi family building and $4,000 per unit for new single 
family homes. New multi-family buildings receive between $4.00 and $4.25 per square foot of living 
space. The program manager believes that the grant amounts should be increased because they do not 
think the grants cover as much of the incremental cost to install energy efficient measures as they used to, 
especially given the downturn in the economy. However, the program implementers do not currently 
know how much of the incremental costs the grants currently cover. If this continues to be an issue for the 
program, it is recommended that the program begin to track the incremental cost to install energy efficient 

                                                      

 

17 According to the program implementation plan, these measures include Energy Star refrigerators, interior and exterior 
fluorescent fixtures, Energy Star bathroom exhaust fans, Energy Star dishwashers, SEER 14 CAC’s with programmable 
thermostats, 90% AFUE furnaces with efficient air handlers, and improved building envelope practices resulting in reduced AC 
tonnage. The June 2009 application package notes specific R-value requirements for sidewalls, attics, and foundations; double 
glazed windows with low-E coating; specific air sealing requirements; specific efficiency levels for furnaces, boilers, water 
heaters, and air conditioners; duct sealing; specific requirements for bathroom and kitchen exhaust fans; Energy Star 
refrigerators, dishwashers, and clothes washers if provided; and a minimum of six interior fluorescent lighting fixtures. 
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measures in relation to the amount each grantee receives from the program to better justify the need for 
increased funding. 

“Usually every year I lose a couple of projects because the grant amount is not covering the amount of 
the upgrades I’m asking for… We desperately need more affordable, healthy, safe, energy efficient 
housing for the low income people of the state.” 

The program is also designed to account for mixed-use buildings, buildings that contain both affordable 
housing units and market rate units. In these cases, the program gives a grant for the number of units that 
will be affordable, but all the units must get the energy package. Therefore, the program is encouraging 
the installation of energy efficiency measures in market rate housing as well, although this is not a goal of 
the program nor is it funded by the program.  

Program Implementation 

This program is managed by three key people, the program manager, the DCEO division manager and an 
external contractor. The program is managed by DCEO, and DCEO works closely with the contractor, 
Domus PLUS, that provides technical assistance. All of the key management and technical personnel 
involved in implementing the program were managing the pre-existing program. The technical contractor 
has been working with the program manager for 21 years. Attorneys are also involved to review grants.   

According to our depth interview, the greatest strength of the program is that it’s not complicated. It’s a 
one page application, and people only have to deal with two people who are “pretty easily accessible.”  

“And I think that close knit working relationship that we have has worked well. I think people, even 
though they are working with a state program, feel that it may not be a state bureaucracy.” 

Our evaluation explored the process by which applications are received, reviewed, processed and paid. 
The figure below provides a graphical presentation of how the program is implemented and the key steps 
involved by each stakeholder (i.e. technical contractor, program manager and developer/architect).  
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Grants are often paid with 80% up front because the grants are not made “until they are ready to dig.” 
The remainder is paid upon “substantial completion.” However, because of the split between electric and 
gas, it might be 65% out of one funding source and 35% out of another. Generally EE Trust fund 
payments (i.e., funds from the natural gas side) are split 90/10 and EE Portfolio dollars are split 50/50, 
resulting in the overall 80/20 split. The plan also often pays the first portion of the payment in one 
program year and the remainder in another program year. For PY2 and beyond, the program is 
considering changing the payments to 50/25/25.  

The project completion deadline to receive a grant is May 31st, which we found to be a challenge for the 
program managers.  

“I have to tell my grantees, I need you to have all the electric measures installed, not just obligated 
money, but I have to have them plugged in saving a kilowatt by May 31st. That is the worst date you could 
pick for construction to say you have to be complete.” 

We found in the interviews that a new construction project generally takes 12 to 18 months, and the May 
31st deadline creates only an 11 month window for completion. This is the reason that they are now 
writing two-year agreements. However, problems often come up when developers say they can do it in 
the year and then issues come up on-site.  

“Some of them lost their funding; took them a year to get their funding and that whole thing expired 
before they even began.” 

3.3 Process Findings 
Impact of New Funding on an Existing Program  

The Energy Efficient Affordable Housing Construction (EEAHC) program has been in existence since 
1988. EEAHCP started as a gut rehab program for multifamily and single family homes, but later merged 
with new construction. Prior to 2008, the Energy Trust Fund was the only funding source for the EEAHC, 
covering both gas and electric energy efficiency measures. After 2008, the program was funded by two 
sources, the Energy Trust Fund (now covering only gas measures) and the Energy Efficiency Portfolio 
Fund (covering only electric measures).  

The additional funding source and subsequent need to split and track two funding sources has presented a 
challenge for the program. Program management is currently working on a method to best assess and 
allocate funds. Currently, the program and division manager work together to examine each grant 
application and appropriately split the grants since some measures, such as insulation, can claim both 
kilowatt hour (kWh) and therm credits. Two funding sources require twice the paperwork to get each 
project into the DCEO’s accounting system. The accounting system cannot currently put two funding 
sources into a single grant. A solution to this inefficiency is considered outside the purview of the 
program as it is a larger issue with the DCEO’s accounting system.  

The program historically provided grants to non-profit affordable housing developers for energy 
efficiency opportunities. However, beginning in PY1, the grants were made available to for-profit 
developers as well. This has presented another challenge for the program as they now need to establish 
protocols for ensuring that for-profit builders intend to build housing for low-income populations, a 
protocol that was not deemed necessary for non-profit builders given their inherent missions and 
established relationships with the program. The program manager has a long history working with non-
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profits and feels assured that the building will always stay as affordable housing. However, with new for-
profit participants, the question was raised, “How do I make them prove it is low-income and it stays [that 
way]?” The program managers are working on documents to make the grant recipient sign that would 
provide some sort of assurance or proof. 

In addition, the DCEO generally defined low-income as 80% of the Average Median Income (AMI). 
When the additional Energy Efficient Portfolio funds began, the definition for low-income was set at less 
than 150% of the poverty level, which the program implementers noted set the bar too high for grants. 
However, a bill signed in 2009 changed that eligibility to 80% AMI. The original 150% poverty line 
designation also presented some challenges until the statute was changed to 80% AMI. According to the 
interviews, 150% poverty is “very, very low. It was too difficult for [the] program to work with.” We 
found that 150% poverty is approximately equal to 30% AMI; the people that fall into that category 
generally rent rather than own. For this reason, almost all of the projects in 2008 were paid entirely out of 
the Efficiency Trust Fund because they could not meet the 150% poverty level requirement to receive 
Energy Efficiency Portfolio Funds. The program mangers noted that they could only claim kilowatt 
savings on one project last year. However, with the statute change to 80% AMI, all of the projects now 
qualify, so this issue is no longer a problem. Furthermore, because the program implementation plan 
assumes no completions and therefore no kWh savings the first year, the program actually exceeded its 
goals. 

The program implementation plan shows the estimated participation increasing from 652 units in 2008 to 
1,087 in 2009 and 1,957 in 2010. The corresponding budget rises from $1.5 million in 2008 to $2.5 
million in 2009 to $4.5 million in 2010. These numbers, along with the challenges foreseen in the depth 
interviews, indicate that increased staffing may be warranted. The division manager noted that additional 
people being hired to help with stimulus programs may be moved into EEAHCP projects “either in the 
third year of the program or the second three year plan.” 

Marketing 

Many groups including the Illinois Housing Development Authority, the Chicago Department of 
Housing, and the Community Investment Corporation, as well as project architects, suggest the program 
to affordable housing developers. The program implementation plan adds, “Combined with the expanded 
level of funding that will be available, close cooperation with these groups will be critical to expanding 
the implementation of energy efficiency to additional new construction and gut rehab projects.” In 
addition, the EEAHCP partners “will be utilized to market the program changes, particularly the scope 
expansion to for-profit developers”. 

Our interviews confirmed that although program staff and contractors have made a lot of presentations at 
conferences and workshops, because this program has been around so long, marketing is primarily word 
of mouth with architects, lenders, developers - “a relatively close knit network.” Many architects and 
general contractors who have previously worked with the program tell the developers to get in touch with 
the program manager. Our depth interviews showed that additional marketing is not necessary at this time 
because the program is receiving a sufficient amount of interest.  

Communication and Tracking 

The program and division manager work down the hall from each other so they communicate informally 
whenever there is a need. They noted that about once a month the technical consultant comes in and all 
three of them meet. Communication between the technical contractor and the program manager is 
informal – emails and phone calls. The informal communication “works very well. It worked for 20 some 
years…But we talk every other day.”  
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The tracking database for the program is also informal. The technical contractor keeps track of start dates 
and contact people for projects and checks up with them. The technical contractor eventually gets 
completion dates and does site visits to keep track of progress. The technical contractor uses an Excel 
spreadsheet. The technical contractor sends the program manager the spreadsheet every three months as 
part of a quarterly status report. The quarterly status report contains the projects completed the previous 
quarter, the projects under construction, and the projects in negotiation. Program staff also have a running 
tally of projects completed since the start of the program.  

This informal communication and tracking structure may need to be reconsidered if the program expands 
to include new staff and more projects. Program administration may occur more efficiently if all program 
staff utilize the same tracking spreadsheet, thus avoiding duplication or contradictory information. 

The division manager also noted: 

[The program manager and technical consultant] really have down the process of 
communicating with the developers, the architects, and so on, the whole process of 
actually they’ve reviewed the plans, [the technical consultant] makes sure they’ve built in 
all of the specs into the project. And so we’re getting what we’re paying for… 

Program Internal QA/QC Procedures 

The program implementation plan notes that this program will continue EEAHCP practices of annual fuel 
bill analysis for the first three years following occupancy of units, field inspections prior to closing of 
sidewalls for insulation and air sealing inspection, and another inspection and blower door test upon 
substantial completion. The 2009 application package notes that grant recipients must agree to assist with 
energy consumption analysis for three years following building occupancy. It specifies that the analysis 
will be conducted using run time meters on the heating system or signing fuel bill release forms. Based on 
our depth interviews, these QA/QC procedures are the responsibility of the technical contractor. 

Our depth interviews revealed that field inspections are performed for most every project, except on 
occasion if they are “way down state,” then the architect or builder may send photos. Site visits are made 
for the following reasons: 

You know I don’t need to see structural work going up for new construction for example. 
But I would like to see all of the installations going in and if you’ve got the right 
insulation. When the heating system is going in, I want to make sure you’ve got the right 
one. So I’ll do that type of work. Then when the project is done, I’ll try to get in to do a 
blower door test…And that’s also interesting because I like to get one of the first couple 
of units that are done, get the architect out to the builder so they can see how well they 
are doing. If there is some leakage sights, that’s stuff that they can correct on future 
units. 

A fuel bill analysis has not been performed for a couple of years: “We don’t do everything. We’ll pick out 
projects that we’re really curious about and get fuel bills and do the analysis for that.” Items that trigger 
an analysis include “the size of the project, if they did a little bit differently in there, perhaps a different 
insulation type. Maybe a project that is a new builder or a new architect, you want to see how it did. 
That’s primarily it.” This analysis had not been done for any projects funded in 2008 as of September 
2009.  
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Participant Satisfaction 

Our depth interviews with the program staff suggest that developers are very satisfied with the program: 
“My feeling is that they actually love it because a lot of them keep coming back.” Anecdotally, 
developers tell the program managers that they can see huge differences in their fuel bills between 
buildings where they take an energy grant and those that do not. The only slight dissatisfaction might be 
the amount of time it takes to get a grant. However, interviews with developers are planned to occur in 
PY3 and we will check to see if they agree with the program manager’s assessment of satisfaction. 

3.4 Cost Effectiveness  
This section addresses the cost effectiveness of the EEAHC program. Cost effectiveness is assessed 
through the use of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. The TRC test is defined in the Illinois Power 
Agency Act SB1592 as follows: 

“ ‘Total resource cost test’ or ‘TRC test’ means a standard that is met if, for an 
investment in energy efficiency or demand-response measures, the benefit-cost ratio is 
greater than one. The benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total 
benefits of the program to the net present value of the total costs as calculated over the 
lifetime of the measures. A total resource cost test compares the sum of avoided electric 
utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue to the system and the participant in the 
delivery of those efficiency measures, to the sum of all incremental costs of end-use 
measures that are implemented due to the program (including both utility and participant 
contributions), plus costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate each demand-side 
program, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting the demand-side program 
for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs of power and energy that an electric 
utility would otherwise have had to acquire, reasonable estimates shall be included of 
financial costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on emissions of 
greenhouse gases.”18  

For the DCEO Ameren programs, assessment of cost-effectiveness begins with a valuation of each 
conservation program’s net “total resource” benefits, as measured by the electric avoided costs, total 
incremental costs of measures installed, and administrative costs associated with the program. A program 
is deemed cost-effective if its net “total resource” benefits are positive, i.e.,:  

1≥
Costs Resource Total

Benefits Resource Total  

where,  

                                                      

 
18 Illinois Power Agency Act SB1592, pages 7-8. 
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and,  

Total Resource Cost = PV (Incremental Measure Costs + Utility Costs). 

Benefits used in the TRC test calculation include the full value of time and seasonally differentiated 
generation, transmission and distribution, and capacity costs and also take into account avoided line 
losses. For each energy-efficiency measure included in a program, hourly (8,760) system-avoided costs 
were adjusted by the hourly load shape of the end use affected by the measure to capture the full value of 
time and seasonally-differentiated impacts of the measure. Evaluated impacts were provided to AIU for 
the DCEO program. End-use load shapes were also employed in calculating peak load impacts for 
energy-efficiency measures in AIU programs. To calculate the peak load impacts from energy-efficiency 
measures, end-use load shapes were used to identify the average reduction in demand over AIU’s top 
hours defined as summer weekdays from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. Non-energy benefits such as water savings 
were not factored into the calculation. Additionally, consistent with The State of Illinois Commerce 
Commission Order 07-0539 (“the Order”) Section 12-103(f)(5), gas benefits were not accounted for under 
the program. 

Future benefits for the TRC are discounted by 9% based on Ameren’s weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC). Benefits are also adjusted for line losses.  Annual avoided costs were adjusted to an hourly 
stream of costs using hourly system load data to capture seasonality and pricing differences. Consistent 
with the Order, avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and 
regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton.  

The cost component of the analysis considered incremental measure costs and direct utility costs. 
Incremental measure costs are the incremental expenses associated with installation of energy-efficiency 
measures and ongoing operation and maintenance costs, where applicable. These costs include the 
incentive as well as the customer contribution. Utility costs include any customer payments and the 
expenses associated with program development, marketing, delivery, operation, and evaluation, or 
monitoring and verification (EM&V). 

Table 10 summarizes the unique inputs used to assess the TRC ratio for the EEAHC program in PY1. 
Most of the unique inputs come directly from the evaluation results presented previously in this report. 
DCEO administration, implementation and other costs come from the budgets filed as part of the 2008 
DCEO Energy Efficiency Plan.19 Incentive costs come from the DCEO program tracking data. Avoided 
costs for both demand and energy match what was used by AIU for assessing the TRC ratio of their own 
energy efficiency projects.  Avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation 
and regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton. 

                                                      

 
19 Exhibits 1.2 through 1.10 in DCEO testimony filed in Docket Nos. 07-0539 and 07-0540. 
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Table 10. Inputs to TRC Assessment for EEAHC Program 

Item Value 

Measure Life (years) 20 

Participants 145 

Annual Gross Energy Savings (MWh) 306 

Gross Coincident Peak Savings (MW) .193 

Net-to-Gross Ratio 100% 

DCEO Incentive Costs $333,500 

Participants Contribution to Incremental Measure Costs $0 

DCEO Administration Costs $12,554 

Based on these inputs, the TRC for this program is 1.03 and the program passes the TRC test. 

At this time, additional benefits related to reduction of greenhouse gas emissions have not been quantified 
in the calculation of the TRC. These additional benefits would increase the given TRC benefit/cost ratio. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 It is recommended that the ex-ante electricity impact claim be revised to reflect the findings in 

this report.  This would decrease electricity savings claims by 5 percent, and demand claims by 

11 percent.  Final ex-post impact values for the PY2 claim will integrate the algorithm reviews 

presented here with verification and baseline work to be completed as part of the PY2 Evaluation. 

 It is recommended that a formal tracking system be instituted for this program.   

− The tracking system should hold detailed records of inspection activities.  Records should 

include dates and location of blower door tests, and related results. Dates, activities and 

results of all inspections should be housed centrally in a tracking system database. 

− The tracking system should record model numbers of equipment installed, including 

refrigerators, dishwashers, air conditioners, furnaces, and bathroom fans. Key energy 

consumption statistics should also be recorded, such as Eae or EUR for the efficient air 

handler, CFM for bathroom fan, and the capacity and efficiency of air conditioning 

equipment. 

− The tracking system database should be constructed with standardized variables that can 

be manipulated with database tools, such as SAS or MS ACCESS.  Such a system would 

better support impact evaluation and verification efforts.   

 It is recommended that the wording of the specification sheets be modified as follows: 

o Wording should be modified such that it is clear whether refrigerators and dishwashers 

are being installed. Specification sheets say “Refrigerators, dishwashers and clothes 

washers (if supplied) shall be Energy Star rated.”  These measures are claimed in the unit 

impact, and therefore their installation should be confirmed. 

o Specification sheets should confirm that installed lighting fixtures are certified to be 

Energy Star compliant.  The total number of outdoor and common area fixtures should 

also be noted. 

 It is recommended that the electrical efficiency of the furnace or heating-system air handler be 

directly referenced in the specification documents, and that DCEO require an EUR20 of 6 or less 

for this measure. 

                                                      

 
20 EUR stands for Electricity Use Ratio and is calculated as the ratio of the annual electricity use (Eae) divided by 
the furnace capacity in thousands of Btuh (kBtuh). ( http://www.aceee.org/pubs/a033full.pdf) 
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 It is recommended that DCEO consider adopting IECC21 codes as program standards or as a 

starting point from which more stringent standards can be invoked. These codes are developed to 

be both flexible and comprehensive, and leave fewer gaps than program standards can typically 

afford. 

 It is recommended that the program begin to track the incremental cost to install energy efficient 

measures as a means of addressing program management’s concern with the size of the grants 

relative to the incremental cost of the measures. 

 It is recommended that the program create protocols to ensure that all builders use the supplied 

funds to build homes for low-income dwellers. 

 It is recommended that the program continue its efforts to move from a 12-month timeline toward 

a 24-month timeline for building construction.  

                                                      

 
21 See Appendix, Section 5.2 for a full discussion and comparison of EEAHC Program Guidelines to IECC 2009 
Code. 



  

5 APPENDICES 
Appendices to this Report include the in-depth interview guide used in program implementation and 
management staff interviews. 

5.1 Data Collection Instruments 
PY2008 Evaluation Depth Interview Guide  

Program Overview 

1. Could you briefly describe the program?  
a. Can you describe the history of the program? How did it begin and why?  
b. How is the program implemented? Who are the implementers?  
c. What is the DCEO’s role in the program?  

2. Could you describe the goals and objectives for the program? Did it meet its target for 2008?  

Program Management 

1. Could you briefly summarize your role in program? 
2. What are your main responsibilities? 
3. How long have you been involved in the program? 
4. Who else is involved in the program implementation?  
5. Can you describe each person’s roles and responsibilities?  
6. What other groups does this program work with, i.e. Illinois Housing Development Authority and 

architects?  
7. How do they work together and how often?  
8. How is this going?  
9. Areas of improvement?  
10. What kind of formal and informal communication is set up between program stakeholders? 

(regular meetings, calls, email, informal communication between set meetings, etc.) 
11. Were there any marketing or promotional efforts done for PY2008?  

a. Who is responsible for it?  
b. Do you have any marketing materials that you can share?  
c. Is new construction and gut rehab marketed together?  

12. Does this program collaborate with similar ComEd and/or Ameren Illinois Utilities residential 
new construction and rehab programs?  

Program Databases & Documents 

1. Is there a tracking database for the program?  
a. Is it electronic or hard copy?  
b. How can we obtain tracking data and project records such as applications?  

2. Are there any monthly or quarterly reports that you can share with us?  

QA/QC and Verification Procedures 
1. Can you walk me through the ways in which you check-in on the program for quality assurance?  

a. Who implements this process?  
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b. How are the samples selected?  
c. How often is it done? 

2. The implementation plan states that the program includes an annual fuel bill analysis for the first 
three years following occupancy of units. 

a. Is that happening or still planned?  
b. Have you, or do you plan to, report on this analysis?  
c. Do you already have something that outlines the approach and results of any verification 

efforts underway? We will likely ask for detailed information regarding any verification 
efforts for the evaluation including the actual algorithms used.  

Program Participants 

1. Let’s focus for a minute on the builders that participate in the program.  
a. What do you perceive as the level of satisfaction among the builders that participate in 

the program?  
b. What are the standard practices for building low income homes?  
c. How do builders find out about the program? 
d. What is the builders’ motivation to participate in the program?  
e. Do you think builders would likely implement these energy efficient measures without 

the program?  

Program Strengths & Weaknesses 

1. What do you see as the greatest strengths of the program?  
2. What are some challenges to program success so far? [Probe for internal barriers such as 

application processes, management, implementation program design and external barriers in 
the marketplace] 

3. How are the challenges being addressed?  
4. Are there any program issues that you would like to see explored through this evaluation? 

5.2 Comparison of EEAHC Program Guidelines to 
IECC 2009 code 

The state of Illinois recently enacted legislation to create a statewide energy efficiency code for 
commercial structures. The state regulation now declares that the International Energy Conservation Code 
2009 version (IECC 2009) is adopted as the state building efficiency code for commercial buildings.  

The EEAHC grant recipients are single and multi-family residential structures and thus may not be 
directly covered by this regulation. The standard does not apply to most residential structures:  

“The Law does not apply to officially designated historic buildings, buildings exempt from a local 
building code, buildings that do not use energy for comfort conditioning and buildings wired for less than 
100 amps of power or buildings that do not have electric comfort heating. The Law also does not apply to 
residential structures: with three stories or less above ground, houses, townhouses, row houses, 
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apartments, convents, monasteries, rectories, fraternity and sorority houses, dormitories, and rooming 
houses, all of which are three stories or less22.” 

However, since it is the intent of the state to adopt energy efficiency codes for commercial structures, it 
would seem by extension the state would want to follow the residential section of the same code if 
possible. It is even possible that the residential section of the code may be adopted as a statewide 
efficiency code in the future.  

To see if DCEO specifications meet the IECC 2009 code a comparison was done between the two. The 
IECC divides Illinois into two separate climate zones. Those are zone 5A in the north and zone 4A in the 
south. 

Table 11 below shows principal cities in Illinois and corresponding climate zones. 

Table 11. Major Cities and Corresponding Climate Zones 

City Zone 
Cairo 4A 

Carbondale 4A 

Champaign/Urbana 5A 

Chicago Area 5A 

Decatur 5A 

DeKalb 5A 

East St Louis 4A 

Effingham 4A 

Galena 5A 

Peoria 5A 

Quad Cities Area 5A 

Rockford 5A 

Shelby Co area 5A 

Springfield 5A 

A comparison between the DCEO EEAHC specifications and the IECC 2009 code is presented in Table 
12 below. 

                                                      

 
22 From the DCEO website: http://www.illinoisbiz.biz/dceo/Print/default.htm?uid={EDB09923-4FFF-4BBE-A043-
DB0E76DA31FD} 

http://www.illinoisbiz.biz/dceo/Print/default.htm?uid=%7bEDB09923-4FFF-4BBE-A043-DB0E76DA31FD
http://www.illinoisbiz.biz/dceo/Print/default.htm?uid=%7bEDB09923-4FFF-4BBE-A043-DB0E76DA31FD


  

Table 12. DCEO Program Specifications Versus IECC 2009 Code: Building Envelope 
Requirements 

Structure Area IECC Climate 
Zone 4 

Requirements 

IECC Climate 
Zone 5 

Requirements 

DCEO 
Specifications 

Comment 

Sidewall, wood frame R-13 R-20 or R-13+R-5 
sheathing 

R-21 DCEO exceeds IECC, 
Note (1) 

Sidewall, brick or 
concrete 

R-5/R-10 R-13/ R-17 R-21 Note (1) 

Attic R-38 R-38 R-49 DCEO exceeds IECC 

Foundation/Slab on 
Grade 

R-10 R-10 R-10 Note (2) 

Basement wall R-10/13 R-10/13 R-10 Note (3) 

Crawl space wall R-10/13 R-10/13 R-10 Note (3) 

Crawl space ceiling R-19 R-30 R-21 Note (4) 

Windows U-0.35 U-0.35 U-0.35  

Ceiling with no attic R-38 R-38 R-49 DCEO exceeds IECC 

 
1) DCEO exceeds the IECC requirements assuming wood frame construction is used. If brick or concrete 

block is used (mass wall) then the second R value must be placed on the interior. DCEO requires R-21 
on the inside, which exceeds the IECC code for zone 4, but is less rigorous for zone 5a where IECC 
requires a total of R-30 split between inside and outside of mass wall.  Note that for rehab projects 
EEAHC requires R-19 on the inside wall.  

2) DCEO meets IECC requirements except it is unclear on the depth of insulation as is directed in IECC. 
3) DCEO requires only R-10 for basement/crawl space wall sheathing insulation but IECC requires R-13. 
4) IECC requires R-30 in zone 5 as opposed to the DCEO which requires only R-21. IECC does however 

allow an exception to go as low as R-19, as the floor/crawl space ceiling framing will not allow R-30 
to be installed. 

Table 13 below summarizes the major appliance or mechanical requirements and differences between 
IECC requirements and the current DCEO EEAHC Specifications. 
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Table 13. DCEO Program Specifications Versus IECC 2009 Code: Appliance and 
Mechanical Requirements 
Appliance or 
Mechanical 

IECC Requirements DCEO EEAHC Specifications Comment 

Interior Fluorescent 
fixtures 

50% of permanent fixtures must be 
high efficiency lighting 

6 interior fixtures. If less than 6 then all must be 
high efficiency lighting 

DCEO exceeds 
IECC 

Exterior and common 
area lamps 

Not covered specifically 
All must be fluorescent hardwired fixtures or 
equivalent per application document but only 
two required per other documents 

DCEO exceeds 
IECC 

Gas Furnace 
Prevailing minimum federal 
efficiency (78% AFUE at writing) 

90% AFUE, sealed combustion, direct vent, 
electronic motor 

Note (5) 

Boiler 
Prevailing minimum federal 
efficiency (80% AFUE at writing) 

88% AFUE, sealed combustion, direct vent, Note (5) 

Water Heater 
Prevailing minimum federal 
efficiency. None stated in Federal 
standards however. 

62% EF and Energy Star rated Note (6) 

Air Conditioner/Heat 
pump 

Subject to the International 
Residential Code (IRC) sizing and 
efficiency standards, programmable 
thermostat required 

SEER 14 except for moderate rehabs, single 
family remodeling, and direct install program 
where it is SEER 16, programmable thermostat 
required 

Note (7) 

Air distribution ducts 
R-6 except for attic, R-8 insulation in 
attic, sealing per IRC 

No insulation standard, All ducting in building 
thermal envelope, seal with mastic 

Note (8) 

Bathroom exhaust 
fans 

Not Covered in IECC, maybe in IRC, 
any exhaust opening must have a 
damper 

Energy Star, 75 CFM at 0.25 inch static on timer 
switch 

Note (9) 

Kitchen exhaust fan 
Not Covered in IECC, maybe in IRC, 
any exhaust opening must have a 
damper 

75 CFM, no Energy Star rating required Note (9) 

Refrigerator, 
dishwasher, clothes 
washer 

Domestic appliances not covered 
All, if provided by the install and renovation 
contractor, must be Energy Star rated 

DCEO exceeds 
IECC 

 
5) The DCEO exceeds the IECC in gas furnace efficiency requirements, as well as for hydronic 

heating boilers. 
6) The IECC states that the water heater should meet or exceed Federal standards in place. We were 

unable, however, to find such a standard. DCEO requires a 62% EF and Energy Star certification. 
All Energy Star efficient gas storage water heaters will have an EF of 62% or greater.  In 
September of 2010 the standard will change to 67%.   

7) The IECC does not specifically call for a minimum SEER for AC. It instead references its sister 
document, the International Residential Code (IRC). The IRC contains instructions for properly 
sizing an AC unit. It takes into consideration that SEER alone does not guarantee energy 
efficiency. An over or under sized unit may also waste energy with short cycling or continuous 
operation. Both require programmable thermostats. 

8) The DCEO guidelines state that all ducts must be inside the building thermal envelope. The IECC 
does allow ducts outside the conditioned space but they must be insulated as stated in Table 13. 

9) The one point here is the IECC requires any exhaust fan have a mechanical or gravity damper at 
its exterior exit. This is not mentioned In the DCEO document but it should be part of the 
requirements. Outside leaking drafting in through exhaust fans represent a significant energy loss. 
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Energy Star rated kitchen stove hoods are available and perhaps it should also be a requirement of 
the DCEO program.  

There are many nuances in specifying code requirements for energy efficient residential construction. 
DCEO may want to consider that instead of attempting to list exact program requirements by construction 
type or appliance, that program guidelines state that the specifications are general guidelines but that the 
installer must follow the requirements of the IECC and International Residential Code (IRC). This would 
tighten up the code requirements and leave less room for misinterpretation or abuse. It would also align 
the EEAHC program specifications with the newly implemented state codes for commercial structures. 

The DCEO can, of course, always have specifications stronger than the IECC and IRC. For appliance 
ratings there are usually single number ratings that can easily be specified with little room for 
misinterpretation. Examples of this would be air conditioning and heat pump systems, water heaters and 
furnaces. 
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E EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This evaluation report covers the two residential retrofit programs run by the Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO): Low Income Weatherization and Low Income Home 
Improvement. Together, these programs are referred to as the Residential Retrofit Energy Efficiency 
program. 

Evaluation of these two programs, Low Income Weatherization and Low Income Home Improvement, is 
combined into a single report because they both provide incentives for a similar set of retrofit measures 
that improve electric efficiency in existing homes. The major difference between the two programs is 
whether or not Low Income Weatherization work is also done on the home.  

The installation of weatherization measures and other home improvements are generally focused on gas 
savings which are not part of this evaluation. However, this report does look at the energy savings 
achieved from the extra funding for electric efficiency measures that are installed in tandem with the 
weatherization and home improvement work. 

Evaluation Questions 

The objective of this evaluation report is to provide a basic verification of electric savings impacts during 
program year 1 (PY1) which covers June 1, 2008 through May 31, 2009. As the evaluation budget 
expands for program years 2 and 3, process evaluations will be added along with more in-depth 
investigation into the program impacts.  

For this report on PY1, a review of the program tracking data will be done to answer these basic impact 
evaluation questions: 

1. What are the gross impacts from this program? 

2. Did the program meet its energy goals? If not, why not? 

Analytical Methods 

For this first year effort, an algorithm review was done to verify reasonable assumptions and methods 
were used for assigning ex-ante gross kWh and kW savings per measure. 

DCEO used the Energy Star calculator for all of their measure savings estimates, except for the furnace 
measure. EPA and DOE data was the source of the information used by DCEO in the Energy Star 
calculators. The furnace information came from the Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association.  

Several additional sources were used by Summit Blue to verify the reasonableness of the DCEO savings 
estimates: 

1.  The most current California Database for Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER) reports 
2.  Efficiency Vermont’s Technical Reference User Manual (TRM) No. 2006-4 
3.  Summit Blue’s own measure studies. 
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Impact Evaluation Results 

Most of the measure-specific ex ante gross savings estimates were reasonable when compared to other 
authoritative sources. The EM&V team recommends that adjustments be made to improve the energy 
savings estimates for the lighting and programmable thermostat measures. For the lighting measures, we 
recommend a reduction in savings based on the reduction of hours of operation from three to 2.33 hours 
per day. Savings for programmable thermostats should be adjusted from 16% to 6%.  

In general, the evaluation found that verified gross savings were slightly lower than claimed gross 
savings. 

Process Evaluation 

Process evaluations are planned for PY2 and PY3 for these programs when there is a sufficient evaluation 
budget to cover these tasks. This was not an immediate priority for PY1 since the electric energy 
efficiency measures are an add-on to other well-established programs.  

Recommendations  

Improve ex ante and ex post estimates of measure savings per unit. It is recommended that efforts be 
made by both DCEO and Summit Blue to find up-to-date measure savings data sources for areas closer to 
the Illinois region. Some of these may come from evaluation work currently being done on other portfolio 
programs. If this information is not available, then continued use of the Energy Star calculators is the next 
best option. It is important that the most recent Energy Star calculators be used each year as these 
calculators are continually updated with the most recent studies.  

Use billing analysis in PY2 to estimate savings for the Weatherization program. We recommend that 
a billing analysis be done to estimate electric savings for the Weatherization program in PY2. This was 
found to be a feasible and cost-effective evaluation technique that is worth trying. Since the savings in the 
Weatherization program come primarily from the CFL installation measure, this method should produce 
sound estimates of overall savings from that measure. Knowing the overall impacts of the CFL 
installation measure takes the place of doing additional research on the components of the savings 
calculations. It will not be necessary to perform research studies to estimate in-service rates, hours of use, 
or average wattage savings per bulb if we are able to estimate the combined impact of all those factors 
from the billing analysis.  

Re-assess the feasibility of using billing analysis for the Home Improvement program in PY3. We 
plan to use the billing analysis results from the Weatherization program in PY2 to re-assess the feasibility 
of getting reliable and cost-effective savings estimates for the Home Improvement program in PY3. We 
will have better information on the expected population variability and the required sample size for 
getting reliable electric savings estimates after the billing analysis for the Weatherization program is 
completed. This experience will help in determining the likely success of a billing analysis for the Home 
Improvement program. 

 

  



 

1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROGRAM 
This evaluation report covers the two residential retrofit programs run by the Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO): Low Income Weatherization and Low Income Home 
Improvement. Together, these programs are referred to as the Residential Retrofit Energy Efficiency 
program. 

In previous evaluation planning work, the Low Income Weatherization program was referred to as the 
Low Income Energy Efficiency Single Family Remodeling program, and the Low Income Home 
Improvement program was referred to as the Low Income Energy Efficiency Direct Install program. This 
evaluation will refer to the two programs using their current names. 

1.1 Program Description 
Each year the DCEO administers a grant application and acceptance process that provides extra funding 
for electric energy efficiency measures installed in low income residential homes. They award these 
grants to state agencies, local governments, lending institutions, affordable housing developers and other 
entities that administer low income weatherization programs or other low income home improvement 
programs in the Illinois electric service territories of Commonwealth Edison or Ameren. The objective of 
the grant process is to leverage existing energy efficiency programs to maximize electricity savings in low 
income residences. This program delivery mechanism will provide a cost-effective means to meet annual 
electric savings targets. 

Evaluation of these two programs, Low Income Weatherization and Low Income Home Improvement, is 
combined into a single report because they both provide incentives for a similar set of retrofit measures 
that improve electric efficiency in existing homes. The major difference between the two programs is 
whether or not Low Income Weatherization work is also done on the home.  

The installation of weatherization measures is focused on gas savings which are not part of this 
evaluation. However, this report does look at the energy savings achieved from the extra funding for 
electric efficiency measures that are installed in tandem with the weatherization work. It also looks at the 
energy savings achieved from the extra funding for electric efficiency measures given to organizations 
that run home improvement programs that are not part of the Low Income Weatherization program. 

When funding is provided to Low Income Weatherization programs, grants are more likely to cover 100% 
of the cost of the approved electric efficiency measures for each home but fewer measures are covered. 
When funding is provided to organizations with Home Improvement programs that promote home repair 
and rehab in low-income neighborhoods, grants are more likely to cover only the incremental costs for the 
electric efficiency measures but more measures are eligible for funding . 

Table 1 compares the electric efficiency measures which are part of each program and the associated 
incentive levels. 
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Table 1. Energy Efficiency Measures and Incentives for LI Residential Retrofit 
  Weatherization Home Improvement 
 Measure Incentive 

per Unit 
Incentive 

Type 
Incentive 
per Unit 

Incentive 
Type 

1 Energy Star Refrigerator $500 Full Cost $500 Full Cost 
2a CFL Installation $45 Full Cost   
2b Energy Star Advanced Lighting Package   $300 Full Cost 
3 Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan $200 Full Cost $200 Full Cost 
4 High SEER central air conditioner w/ 

programmable thermostat 
$2,500  

(SEER 14) 
Full Cost $500 

(SEER 16) 
Incremental 

5 Energy Star rated room air conditioner $275 Full Cost $75 Incremental 
6 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air 

handler 
$200 Incremental $200 Incremental 

7 Energy Star Dishwasher   $250 Full Cost 
8 Reduce required AC tonnage as a result 

of thermal envelope improvements 
  $1,500 Estimated 

Grant 

1.2 Evaluation Questions 
The objective of this evaluation report is to provide a basic verification of electric savings impacts during 
program year 1 (PY1) which covers June 1, 2008 through May 31, 2009. As the evaluation budget 
expands for program years 2 and 3, process evaluations will be added along with more in-depth 
investigation into the program impacts.  

For this report on PY1, a review of the program tracking data will be done to answer these basic impact 
evaluation questions: 

• What are the gross impacts from this program? 

• Did the program meet its energy goals? If not, why not? 
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2 EVALUATION METHODS 
This section will discuss the analytical methods, data sources used, and sampling plan for this evaluation 
report. 

2.1 Analytical Methods 
For this first year effort, an algorithm review was done to verify reasonable assumptions and methods for 
assigning ex-ante gross kWh and kW savings per measure.  

The first step was a verification of the mathematical soundness of the savings calculations for each 
measure. The measure algorithm’s components were verified with the savings assumptions provided by 
DCEO. The calculations were checked to ensure that the same numbers could be replicated.  

Once the calculation methods were verified, the reasonableness of the calculation was assessed. The 
assessment of reasonableness of the savings estimates was based on reputable measure savings 
evaluations from other sources and Summit Blue’s own engineering calculations for similar measures. 

In future years, a billing analysis may be the best method for verifying program impacts. It is assumed 
that this program would be a good candidate for using billing analysis as the impact evaluation method 
for two reasons – the expected savings are high enough and both pre- and post- billing data will be 
available for participants. However, since the DCEO programs cover the entire state, including both 
ComEd and Ameren Illinois, and multiple market actors, it is unknown if sufficient data is available in a 
usable form to make billing analysis a feasible option. For that reason, the impact evaluation effort in this 
first year report will include a Focused Evaluability Assessment.  

The Focused Evaluability Assessment will assess the feasibility of performing a cost-effective billing 
analysis in future years. It will investigate the suitability of the program tracking data by researching the 
answers to these questions: 

• Is the program tracking data in a standardized format across all participating market actors? 

• Is it a centralized electronic database or is it paper-based? 

• Does it have the necessary information to link to customer data in utility billing systems? 

• Do utilities have access to sufficient historical billing data to supply what is needed for analysis? 

• Does turnover in the units under analysis appear to cause difficulty in obtaining results? 

If the Focused Evaluability Assessment determines that billing analysis is a feasible impact evaluation 
option, billing analysis will be completed annually for PY2 and PY3 since it is a valuable, reliable and 
relatively low cost impact evaluation method.  
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2.2 Data Sources 
Data used to prepare this evaluation came from several sources. Program documentation, tracking 
information and energy savings calculation algorithms were received from DCEO. The tracking 
information was at a summary level for each participating organization that receives a grant from DCEO. 
Savings were disaggregated by measure and by utility service territory. 

DCEO used the Energy Star calculator for all of their measure savings estimates, except for the furnace 
measure. EPA and DOE data was the source of the information used by DCEO in the Energy Star 
calculators. The furnace information came from the Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association.  

Several additional sources were used by Summit Blue to verify the reasonableness of the DCEO savings 
estimates: 

•  The most current California Database for Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER) reports 
•  Efficiency Vermont’s Technical Reference User Manual (TRM) No. 2006-4 
•  Summit Blue’s own measure studies. 

2.3 Sampling Plan 
No samples were needed for the evaluation work included in this report. 
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3 PROGRAM LEVEL RESULTS 
This section will present the program level evaluation results for the Low Income Residential Retrofit 
programs in PY1.  

3.1 Impact 
The impact evaluation will cover verification and due diligence issues, program tracking system review, 
and verification of gross and net savings for the program. The program tracking system review will 
include an Evaluability Feasibility Assessment that looks at the potential for performing billing analysis 
to verify impact results in PY2 and PY3. 

3.1.1 Verification and Due Diligence 

There was no additional field verification work done for these programs as part of this evaluation since 
there are already tight verification requirements for both programs. Every site in the Weatherization 
program receives a follow-up on-site inspection. For the Home Improvement program, grantees have to 
provide receipts for all installations to collect their grant money. 

Grantees are responsible for ensuring that funded measures meet program requirements and are properly 
installed. The DCEO program manager monitors Grantee compliance with the terms of the grant 
agreement. 

3.1.2 Tracking System Review 

The tracking system data reviewed for this program was summary-level data prepared by DCEO. Since 
DCEO administers the program by providing grants to specific agencies, the focus of their tracking 
system is energy savings achievements for each agency. The number of installations is recorded for each 
measure within each agency. Deemed savings per measure are used to estimate total program savings. 
Care is taken to identify which installations are in ComEd service territory and which are in Ameren since 
funding is tied back to these two different sources. 

The summary data is based on quarterly reports from each grantee which provide addresses of all 
installations completed over the quarter, the number of occupants meeting the income qualifications, and 
documentation on the electric service provider (ComEd or Ameren). 

Evaluability Feasibility Assessment 

Since this is a retrofit program, it may be possible to verify electric savings by looking at individual 
customer electric bills before and after their participation in this program. A billing analysis like this 
would require that program tracking data be available for individual customers Data is needed on when 
installation was done and what measures were installed for each individual customer. This customer-level 
data is maintained by each participating agency. The agencies do not have individual customer billing 
data. Billing data would have to be supplied by the appropriate electric utility. Given these complications, 
this section of the report will look at the availability of individual customer data and assess the feasibility 
of doing billing analysis evaluation in PY2 and PY3. 
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Table 2 summarizes responses to the evaluation questions identified as important to the Evaluability 
Feasibility Assessment. The situation is different for the Weatherization program and the Home 
Improvement program. 

Table 2. Summary of Evaluability Feasibility Assessment 

Evaluation Question Weatherization Program Home Improvement Program 

Is the program tracking data in a 
standardized format across all 
participating agencies? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Is it a centralized electronic 
database or is it paper-based? 

Centralized  
Electronic 

Individual Agencies 
Mixed electronic & paper-based 

Does it have the necessary 
information to link to customer 
data in utility billing systems? 

Utility Account Numbers – Yes 
Fuel Bill Release Forms - Yes 

Utility Account Numbers - Yes 
Fuel Bill Release Forms - Yes 

Do utilities have access to 
sufficient historical billing data 
to supply what is needed for 
analysis? 

Yes Yes 

Does turnover in the units under 
analysis appear to cause 
difficulty in obtaining reliable 
results? 

No Unknown 

As shown in the previous table, the answers to the research questions are very different for the two 
programs. For the Weatherization program, program tracking data is available in a centralized, 
standardized electronic format for all participants across the state. The situation is different for the Home 
Improvement program where each participating agency has their own program tracking system. Some are 
electronic and some are paper-based. Collecting this information into a standardized dataset would require 
additional time and effort. 

Both programs collect information on the utility account numbers of their participants. This is necessary 
information for linking to the correct billing data. They also collect Fuel Bill Release Forms from each 
participant. The participant signs these forms to give permission to the utility to provide their billing 
information to a third party for evaluation purposes. Having both the account numbers and the release 
forms are key items for performing billing analysis. These two items are already in place because 
evaluation of gas savings is regularly done for these programs.  

The utilities do have the capability to provide the electric billing data required for a billing analysis. This 
type of data has been supplied for the evaluation of other programs. Generally, at least two years of 
monthly billing data is available for most homes and this is sufficient for analysis. 

Some data quality issues may arise because of turnover in occupancy of the participant homes. To get 
good savings estimates from billing analysis, it is important to have a full year of pre-installation data and 
a full year of post-installation data for the same occupant. A full year of data is needed before and after 
because measures tend to respond to seasons in different ways.  

If the occupant changes during this two year study period, the overall electric use often changes, too, 
since the new occupant brings different usage patterns and behavioral characteristics into the home. 
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Usage changes from a new occupant make it difficult for a billing analysis to identify the usage changes 
directly related to the program. For this reason, it is good practice to drop homes with turnover in 
occupants from the study. Dropping them will only cause a problem for the analysis if the total number of 
homes left in the study is too small to create reliable savings estimates. 

Using PY1 activity as an indicator of PY2 activity, the data shows that 4,919 buildings received electric 
savings measures within the Weatherization program.1 This number should be even greater in PY2 as 
total funding increases. Even if a large share of buildings need to be removed from the analysis because 
of turnover, there should still be a sufficiently large number of cases available with good data to provide 
reliable results in a billing analysis. 

Looking at the Home Improvement program, there were 1,174 homes that received electric savings 
measures in PY1. If turnovers were a large percentage of this group, it is possible that the reliability of 
results from a billing analysis could be compromised. It would depend on the variability in the data.  

Considering all of these factors, we recommend that a billing analysis be done to estimate electric savings 
for the Weatherization program in PY2, but not for the Home Improvement program. The cost of 
collecting and standardizing the data for analysis and the overall smaller number of participants makes 
billing analysis more problematic for the Home Improvement program.  

After the experience of performing a billing analysis for the Weatherization program in PY2, this decision 
will be re-evaluated for PY3. Increasing participation in the Home Improvement program may warrant 
the additional effort to perform a billing analysis in PY3. We will also have better information on the 
expected population variability and the required sample size for getting reliable electric savings estimates 
after the billing analysis for the Weatherization program is completed. This experience will help in 
determining the likely success of a billing analysis for the Home Improvement program. 

3.1.3 Gross Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

A technical review of the gross savings assumptions for each measure included in either the 
Weatherization program or the Home Improvement program will be presented here. The review will 
assess the reasonableness of the algorithms, technology assumptions and the calculated savings on a per 
unit basis.  

Energy Star Refrigerator  

DCEO assumes annual savings of 554 kWh per unit for their Energy Star Refrigerator measure.  

DCEO uses an Energy Star calculator to calculate gross savings for program refrigerators. The calculator 
has several adjustable options. For this application, DCEO assumes that the standard refrigerator being 
replaced and the replacement refrigerator are both “Top Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice”. 

                                                      

 
1 In the Weatherization program tracking system, the reported unit is the building. For multi-family housing, one 
building can have many dwelling units. That is why the number of CFL installation measures for the Weatherization 
program is greater than the number of reported units (buildings). Each dwelling unit within the building can receive 
one CFL measure. 
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EM&V team verified the savings estimate using the Energy Star calculator. Savings were calculated 
taking the conventional refrigerator that uses 1000 kWh per year and comparing it to the Energy Star 
replacement which uses 450 kWh per year. Total annual savings per unit from this calculation is 550 
kWh.2 This re-calculation is very close to the 554 kWh used for ex ante estimates by DCEO.  

EM&V team also compared this value to savings estimates for refrigerators from other sources. The ex 
ante refrigerator savings look reasonable when compared to data from the Association of Home 
Appliance Manufactures (AHAM) database for all current refrigerators. According to AHAM, the 
average new refrigerator uses 417 kWh per year. This is lower than the 450 kWh number used by DCEO, 
indicating the program’s ex ante estimate is conservative. One of the seminal studies on refrigeration 
replacement programs reports savings of 593 kWh, another indication that the DCEO value is a 
conservative estimate.3  

Given that the per unit savings of 550 kWh is verified in the Energy Calculator and is consistent with 
savings estimates from other authoritative sources, we recommend using 550 kWh per unit for the 
calculation of verified gross program impacts. 

CFL Installation 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 594 kWh per unit for their CFL Installation measure. One CFL 
Installation is twelve 15-watt CFL bulbs installed in the home for the customer.  

DCEO uses an Energy Star calculator to calculate the gross savings from this measure. DCEO assumed 
each unit would have twelve conventional light bulbs replaced with CFLs. DCEO assumed that these 
light bulbs would be used for 3 hours a day. The average of the conventional light bulb was set to 60 
watts per hour. The size of the new CFL was 15 watts. This is a savings of 45 watts per hour. The EM&V 
team verified this calculation to estimate that total annual savings per household is 591 kWh (365 days x 
3 hours/day x 45 watts/hour x 12 bulbs = 591 kWh). This re-calculation, 591, is very close to the original 
estimate of 594. 

While the DCEO assumptions used in the above algorithm are consistent with the Energy Star 
calculator’s baseline numbers, there are several key assumptions where other sources present alternative 
values that could have a large influence on the overall savings estimate for this program. We will now 
look at these three key assumptions. 

In-service Rate. DCEO assumed an in-service rate of 100%. An in-service rate of 67% is reported in the 
2008 DEER database. However, in this program the bulbs are installed for the customer while other 
energy efficiency work is being done on the home. This justifies the use of the 100% service rate for this 
program. If the bulbs were distributed to the customer but not installed for them a lower in-service rate 
would be appropriate.  

Hours of Use. DCEO assumed that the bulbs would be on 3 hours per day, using data from the Energy 
Star calculator. The DEER estimation of hours of use is 2.33 hours per day, taken from a California 
metering study. The EM&V team recommends using the 2.33 hours per day estimate since that number 

                                                      

 
2 See Appendix A for the detailed assumptions used in the Energy Star calculators for this and the other measures. 
3 “Refrigerator Replacement in the Weatherization Program: Putting a Chill on Energy Waste”, Larry Kinney and 
Rana Belshe, E Source, 2001.  



 

comes from metered data. However, average hours of use depends on the number of bulbs per home and 
their room placement. It is unknown how this may be different for the California study group vs. the 
DCEO program participants. It is also unknown if low income customers use lighting differently than the 
general population. On the one hand, they may be more likely to be at-home because they are retired or 
not employed outside of the home. This could lead to greater use of lighting. On the other hand, they may 
be more budget-conscious because of their limited funds and keep a closer eye on their use of lighting. 
This could lead to a lower use of lighting. It is also true for this program that it is standard practice to 
install the CFL bulbs in the areas of the home where lighting is used the most.  This practice could lead to 
a higher average daily hours of use than what was found in the California study.  Since hours of use is a 
key input, additional investigation into verification of hours of use for this program would be beneficial 
for improving the savings estimate in PY2. It is possible that some helpful information will come from 
evaluation work being done currently on other lighting programs in the state of Illinois and that 
information can be applied to this program for the PY2 evaluation, or primary research could be 
performed for this program if sufficient evaluation budget dollars are available.  These options will be 
considered in the evaluation plan for PY2.  

Saved Watts per Bulb. DCEO assumed that the average replaced light bulb was a 60 Watt bulb and it 
was replaced with a 15 Watt CFL bulb. It is known that all of the installed bulbs were 15 watt bulbs for 
this program, however, this is only half of the equation. The wattage of the replaced light would be 
needed to improve the estimate of saved watts per bulb. The EM&V team does not recommend changing 
the assumption of 45 saved watts per bulb at this time. However, this is a key input and information on 
replacement wattages from other lighting programs in Illinois will be considered in PY2 for improving 
the estimated savings for this program. 

Based on the recommendation to use 2.33 hours per day for lighting use instead of 3 hours per day, the 
EM&V team’s final estimate of annual savings per home for CFLs in PY1 is 459 kWh (365 days x 2.33 
hours/day x 45 watts/hour x 12 bulbs = 459 kWh).  

Energy Star Advanced Lighting Package 

DCEO estimated annual savings of 663 kWh per unit for their Energy Star Advanced Lighting Package 
program. Two outdoor fixtures and eight indoor fixtures were installed at each dwelling as part of an 
Advanced Lighting Package.  

DCEO used the Energy Star calculator for Residential Lighting Fixtures to calculate the ex ante gross 
savings for eight indoor lighting fixtures and two outdoor lighting fixtures. DCEO assumed all lighting 
fixtures were on for 3 hours a day. All per unit savings assumptions came from the Energy Star default 
values.  

DCEO total ex ante annual savings per household from this calculation is 663 kWh, as shown in Table 3. 
Similar to our discussion of savings from CFL bulbs, all of these fixtures were installed for the customer 
so the in-service rate is 100%. The EM&V team also recommends using an estimate of 2.33 hours of use 
per day for the indoor fixtures since the 2.33 value comes from metered data in residential homes. We do 
not have comparable estimates of hours for outdoor lighting, so we do not recommend any changes to that 
value. Table 3 shows that reducing the indoor fixture savings to reflect 2.33 hours of use instead of 3 
hours reduces the estimate of overall savings per home from 663 to 548 kWh. 
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Table 3. Savings per Home from Energy Star Advanced Lighting Package 

 DCEO Savings Estimates Recommended Savings Estimates 

 
 Outdoor 
Fixtures 

Indoor 
Fixtures

Total
 Outdoor 
Fixtures

Indoor 
Fixtures 

Total

Conventional use 
per year 

140 kWh 100 kWh 140 kWh 78 kWh 

Energy Star use per 
year 

70 kWh 35 kWh 70 kWh 27 kWh 

Energy Savings per 
year per fixture 

70 kWh 65 kWh 70 kWh 51 kWh 

Number of fixtures 
per home 

2 8 2 8 

Annual kWh 
savings per home 

140 kWh 523 kWh 663 kWh 140 kWh 408 kWh 548 kWh

The EM&V team recommends using the estimate of annual savings of 548 kWh per home for this 
measure in PY1. However, similar to the discussion of underlying assumptions presented for the CFL 
measure, consideration should be given to applying results from evaluation work on other Illinois 
residential lighting programs to improve this estimate of savings in PY2. It is particularly important for 
this measure to look at the differentiation between indoor and outdoor use of the bulbs related to hours of 
use and saved watts per bulb.  

Energy Star rated Bathroom Exhaust Fan 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 89 kWh per unit for their Energy Star rated Bathroom Exhaust Fan 
measure.  

Energy Star bathroom exhaust fan ratings were used for the DCEO calculation. It was assumed that the 
fans would be run for two hours per day. The conventional fan was rated to use 150 watts an hour while 
the Energy Star fan was rated to use 28 watts an hour. This is a difference of 122 watts per hour. Total 
annual savings per unit from this calculation is 89 kWh (365 days x 2 hours/day x 122 watts/hour = 89 
kWh).  

The EM&V team examined the Home Ventilating Institute’s (HVI) bathroom fan ratings and verified the 
reasonableness of the conventional and replacement bathroom fan wattages used by DCEO.  

The EM&V team does not recommend any changes to the ex ante estimate of savings for Energy Star 
rated Bathroom Exhaust Fans. 

SEER=16 Central Air Conditioner with Programmable Thermostat 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 1,643 kWh per unit for their SEER=16 
Central Air Conditioner with Programmable Thermostat measure.  

DCEO used an Energy Star calculator to calculate the ex ante gross savings for this measure. This 
measure is part of the Weatherization program which looks at savings from replacing an existing unit. 
The conventional existing central AC unit was assumed to have a SEER rating of 9 and no programmable 
thermostat. The low SEER value used for this savings estimation is appropriate given that this is for the 
Weatherization program where an older central air conditioning model is being replaced before its normal 
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end of life, as opposed to the Home Improvement program that is installing a new central air conditioning 
unit in a home that does not have one. The Energy Star calculator estimates that the conventional central 
AC unit for this measure will use 2,400 kWh per year. The new installed unit has a SEER rating of 16 and 
a programmable thermostat. The Energy Star central AC unit was estimated to use 756 kWh per year. 
Total annual savings per unit from this calculation is 1,644 kWh (2,400 – 756). This is very close to the 
1,643 kWh estimate that comes directly from the Energy Star calculator worksheets. The difference is due 
to rounding.  

The EM&V team compared this savings estimate to other sources. The updated 2008 DEER study 
showed less savings than the Energy Star calculator accounts for. The main issue was the Energy Star 
calculator’s use of 16% savings for a programmable thermostat. A current study of several thousand 
homes found that a savings of 6% was achieved.4 This is a significant difference for savings. Accounting 
for this difference, the revised estimate of savings from the Energy Star calculator would be 1,287 kWh 
instead of 1,644 kWh.  

The EM&V team recommends using 1,287 kWh per unit for the estimation of verified gross savings.  

SEER=14 Central Air Conditioner with Programmable Thermostat 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 366 kWh per unit for their SEER=14 Central Air Conditioner with 
Programmable Thermostat measure.  

DCEO used an Energy Star calculator to calculate the gross savings for this measure. This measure is part 
of the Home Improvement program which looks at incremental savings compared to installation of a 
baseline new unit with a lower SEER. The conventional baseline unit was assumed to have a SEER rating 
of 13 and no programmable thermostat. This conventional unit was estimated to use 1,662 kWh per year. 
The Energy Star central AC unit was assumed to have a SEER rating of 14 and have a programmable 
thermostat. The Energy Star central AC unit was estimated to use 1,296 kWh per year. Total annual 
savings per unit from this calculation is 366 kWh.  

The EM&V team compared this savings estimate to other sources. The updated 2008 DEER study 
showed less savings than the Energy Star calculator accounts for. The main issue was the Energy Star 
calculator’s use of 16% savings for a programmable thermostat. A current study of several thousand 
homes found that a savings of 6% was achieved.5 This is a significant difference for savings. Accounting 
for this difference, the revised estimate of savings from the Energy Star calculator would be 240 kWh 
instead of 366 kWh.  

The EM&V team recommends using 240 kWh per unit for the estimation of verified gross savings. 

Energy Star rated Room Air Conditioner  

DCEO assumes annual savings of 176 kWh per unit for their Energy Star rated Room Air Conditioner 
measure.  

                                                      

 

4 ibid 

5 "Validating the Impact of Programmable Thermostats", RLW Analytics, 2007. 
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DCEO uses an Energy Star calculator to calculate gross savings for this measure. As part of the Home 
Improvement program, it is assumed that the Energy Star rated room air conditioner would be installed 
instead of a conventional new room air conditioner. DCEO assumes the conventional room AC unit has a 
EER rating of 8.8, while the Energy Star room AC has an EER rating of 11.5. Based on these values, the 
Energy Star calculator estimates an annual kWh usage of 750 for the conventional unit and 574 for the 
efficient unit. The total annual savings per unit from this calculation is 176 kWh.  

The EM&V team went to other sources to verify the SEER assumptions that were used, and found that 
they are reasonable when compared to data from the Association of Home Appliance Manufactures 
(AHAM) database of SEER levels for all current room air conditioner models.  

The EM&V team recommends using 176 kWh per unit. 

 90% AFUE Furnace with efficient air handler 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 400 kWh per unit for their 90% AFUE Furnace with efficient air 
handler measure. Since these are electric savings, they come from the efficiency of the air handler 
(furnace fan) and are not directly related to the AFUE rating on the furnace. 

DCEO used the Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association ratings to calculate the gross electric savings 
from this measure. The typical furnace was assumed to be 90% AFUE without an Electronically 
Commutated Motor (ECM). The typical furnace is estimated to use 625 kWh per year. The more efficient 
furnace had a 90% AFUE with an ECM. The more efficient furnace is estimated to use 225 kWh per year. 
DCEO assumes the total annual savings per unit from this calculation is 400 kWh.6 

The EM&V team searched for additional sources to verify the savings estimates for an ECM used in this 
region of the country. Results from a field study conducted by the Energy Center of Wisconsin were 
found.7 This study concluded that a savings of 465 kWh per year could be attributed to an ECM. This 
leads us to accept the 400 kWh per year assumption by the DCEO.  

The EM&V team recommends using 400 kWh per unit as a reasonable estimate of savings from an 
efficient air handler on a furnace. 

Energy Star Dishwasher 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 62 kWh per unit for their Energy Star Dishwasher program.  

DCEO used an Energy Star calculator to calculate gross savings for this measure. Conventional 
dishwashers were rated as using 211 kWh per year. Energy Star dishwashers were rated as using 149 kWh 
per year. DCEO assumes total annual savings per unit from this calculation is 62 kWh.8 

The EM&V team verified this savings estimate by comparing it to other sources. An examination of 
AHAM’s and the California Energy Commission’s databases shows power consumption kWh per cycle to 
be very close to the Energy Star calculator number. The calculator shows 1.54 kWh per cycle for an 

                                                      

 
6 Additional detail on these savings assumptions can be found in Appendix B. 
7 “Electricity Use by New Furnaces”, Energy Center of Wisconsin, 2003.  
8 Additional detail on these savings assumptions can be found in Appendix A. 



 

Energy Star rated dishwasher. The California Energy Commission shows an average of 1.47 kWh per 
cycle for efficient units.  

The EM&V team recommends using 62 kWh per unit. 

Reduce required AC tonnage as a result of weatherization improvements 

DCEO assumes annual savings of 216 kWh per unit when a new air conditioner is installed in a home that 
also received weatherization improvements. This savings is attributed to the fact that the size (tonnage) of 
the unit can be reduced because the cooling requirements of the home have been lowered.  

The DCEO estimate of savings for this measure is based on several assumption. They assumed the 
weatherization improvements to the home were sidewall insulation, roof cavity insulation, and improved 
window thermal efficiency. They then made an engineering judgement that this would contribute to a ½ 
ton reduction in cooling requirements for the home. This judgement was based on their knowledge that 
homes being rehabbed under the Home Improvement program are old. It is likely they had no or poor 
insulation in the sidewalls and attic, giving an overall low effective R-value. If windows were being 
replaced, it was assumed the old windows were single-pane or single-pane with storms. This situation was 
expected to create a cooling load reduction of ½ ton after the sidewalls and attics were insulated. This was 
considered a broad assumption given that homes in the program are spread across the state and vary in 
size. The ½ ton reduction in capacity led to an estimate of 216 kWh of savings per year.  

The EM&V team believes that more information would be needed before making an adjustment to these 
savings estimates. It would be helpful to have a detailed breakdown of the type of weatherization 
measures that were installed in each dwelling. An initial examination of Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
and Green Builders databases on insulation and window improvement savings suggest that DCEO’s 
savings estimates are possible depending on the amount of weatherization measures installed.  

The EM&V team recommends using 216 kWh per unit this year. Additional detailed modeling of savings 
should be done for PY2 after looking at typical weatherization measures being installed in homes that 
receive this measure. 

Summary of Energy Savings Assessment 

Table 4 compares the original estimates of ex ante gross savings per unit to the final recommended 
verified values for each program measure.  

Most of the measure-specific ex ante gross savings estimates were reasonable when compared to other 
authoritative sources. The EM&V team recommends that adjustments be made to improve the energy 
savings estimates for the lighting and programmable thermostat measures. 

For the lighting measures, we recommend a reduction in savings based on the reduction of hours of 
operation from three to 2.33 hours per day. Savings for programmable thermostats were adjusted from 
16% to 6%. For the Energy Star Refrigerator, there was a small discrepancy between the ex ante gross 
savings per unit values and the verified gross savings per unit values as estimated by the Energy 
Calculator. We recommend that the verified values be used for the calculation of ex post gross savings 
from these measures. 
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Table 4. Summary of Verified Gross Energy Savings per Unit  

 Measure Ex Ante 
 kWh per unit 

Verified 
kWh per unit 

Difference 

1 Energy Star Refrigerator 554 550 -4 
2a CFL Installation 594 459 -135 
2b Energy Star Advanced Lighting Package 663 548 -115 
3 Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan 89 89 0 
4a SEER 16 replacement central air conditioner w/ 

programmable thermostat 
1,643 1,287 -356 

4b SEER 14 new central air conditioner w/ 
programmable thermostat 

366 240 -126 

5 Energy Star rated room air conditioner 176 176 0 
6 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler 400 400 0 
7 Energy Star Dishwasher 62 62 0 
8 Reduce required AC tonnage as a result of 

thermal envelope improvements 
216 216 0 

Estimates of Peak Demand Savings 

Peak demand savings were estimated for each measure in addition to annual energy savings. For this 
evaluation, the peak period is defined as 1:00 to 6:00 p.m. on the hottest summer weekday.  

DCEO’s estimates of peak demand savings for most measures were based on the assumption of uniform 
use over all hours of the year. That is, annual energy savings estimates were divided by 8760 hours to get 
an estimate of peak demand savings for the measure.  

The exceptions to this were the three air conditioning measures (Central AC, Room AC and Reduce 
required AC tonnage). In these three cases, DCEO assumed that energy was used uniformly over 600 
hours.  

The EM&V team concurs that a uniform load shape based on 8760 hours is an appropriate assumption to 
use for peak contributions for most of the measures until more detailed load shape data is available. 
However, we believe the hours of use should be modified for several of the measures as detailed in the 
following discussion. 

90% AFUE furnace with efficient air handler.  

The EM&V team recommends modifying the peak contribution for the 90% AFUE furnace with efficient 
air handler.  

The energy savings estimates for this measure assume all savings come from winter operation of the 
furnace. The corresponding estimate of summer peak savings from this measure would be zero since it is 
not expected to be in use during the summer.  

While it is possible that some furnace air handlers will be running during the summer peak if central air 
conditioning is in use, the saturation of central air conditioners in this group is considered to be low. 
Additional investigation into the saturation of central air conditioning for this group could warrant a 
change in the estimated peak demand savings, but given the absence of this information at the current 
time the EM&V team recommends zero peak savings per unit for this measure in PY1.  
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Air conditioning measures.  

As stated previously, DCEO’s estimates of ex ante peak savings from air conditioning measures assumes 
that energy use occurs uniformly over 600 hours of use. This assumption comes from the Energy Star 
calculator and reflects the expected number of full load hours for air conditioning in the Illinois area. 
Using this value to estimate peak savings from energy savings is equivalent to saying that all air 
conditioners will be running at full load, or 100% of their capacity, for the entire summer peak period. We 
do not have access to Chicago-specific capacity factors, but we do have information from two different 
Wisconsin studies that can be used to help inform an estimate of the capacity factor during the peak hour. 

In 2005, Wisconsin Public Service (WPS) installed communicating programmable thermostats on 86 
homes with central air conditioning as part of a pilot study. The thermostats recorded the hourly run times 
for each unit throughout the summer. The summer of 2005 had a typical number of days that reached a 
cumulative temperature-humidity index (CTHI) greater than 10 (approximately 87 degrees and very 
humid). What was atypical, however, was that there were several occurrences of persistently high CTHI 
levels that lasted throughout the night. This created several long, unbroken spells of high heat lasting for 
24 hours or more.  

Figure 1 illustrates the average run times found from the thermostat data on the four hottest non-control 
days of the summer. Looking at the hours which correspond to the definition of peak for this report, it 
shows that only 15% percent of air conditioners are at full load (run times of 60 minutes) at the beginning 
of the peak period (1:00 p.m.) and this grows to only 33% by the end of the peak period (6:00 p.m.) This 
data indicates it is unrealistic to expect an average capacity factor of 100% over all customers at peak 
time.  
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Figure 1. Percent of Customers with Different AC Run Times on the Four Hottest 
Non-Control Days of Summer 2005, Wisconsin Public Service9 

 

It is of interest to note that even during the hours of maximum use, at least 20% of the air conditioners 
were not running at all. This is attributable to people being on vacation or not home at the time, or 
foregoing air conditioning for some other reason.  

The second Wisconsin study comes from the Energy Center of Wisconsin. When looking at the question 
of peak demand from air conditioning during summer peak hours, they report the following: 

In terms of system operation at time of utility peak, we assume a diversified peak demand factor 
of 0.75 +/- 0.10, representing the average fraction of full system output at system peak. This 
factor reflects both the likelihood that not all air conditioners will be operating during system 
peak as well as the duty cycle of those that are operating. We have derived this estimate from 
unpublished data from the Energy Center’s 2003 Appliance Sales Tracking survey that asked 
respondents about how they had operated their air conditioner in the previous 24 hours. These 
data suggest that about 70 to 80 percent of households will be operating their air conditioner on 
a hot weekday afternoon with the temperature above 90°F. 10 

This survey data for the state of Wisconsin corroborates what was seen in the thermostat data collected by 
Wisconsin Public Service. Both estimate that only 80% of air conditioners were in use at peak time on the 

                                                      

 
9 “Switches vs. Stats: Who Wants What?: A Comparison of Load Control Switches and Web-enabled 
Programmable Thermostats”, Mary Klos, presentation at the 2007 Association of Energy Services Professionals 
(AESP) Conference, February 2007. 
10 Energy Efficiency and Customer-Sited Renewable Energy: Achievable Potential in Wisconsin 2006-2015, 
Volume II: Technical Appendix, Energy Center of Wisconsin, ECW Report Number 236-2, November 2005, page  
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hottest summer days. This provides us with an upper bound on the run time, or capacity factor, that we 
should assume for air conditioner use.  

However, not all of the air conditioners that were in use were running at 100% of capacity, so we know 
the average capacity factor should be something less than 80%. Taking a weighted average of the capacity 
factors shown in the Wisconsin Public Service data, the expected capacity factor over the peak period of 
1:00 to 6:00 p.m. is approximately 50% to 60%.11 Since Illinois is farther south than Wisconsin, summers 
are warmer and air conditioning is used more. We would expect this to increase the capacity factor 
beyond the Wisconsin value. The EM&V team believes that 70% would be a reasonable capacity factor to 
use for Illinois based on the available data.  Additional work should be done in the PY2 evaluation to 
adjust these factors in more detail for the Illinois market, particularly for differences between the northern 
and southern areas of the state.  It is expected that more data on air conditioning use specifically for the 
Illinois market will be available in the future to take the place of the Wisconsin data being relied on in this 
PY1 evaluation. 

The correct application of this capacity factor would be to apply it to the full load peak savings values 
used as ex ante estimates for this program. For example, the 240 kWh of annual savings estimated for the 
SEER=14 Central Air Conditioner with Programmable Thermostat measure can be divided by the 600 
full load hours, and then adjusted by the 70% capacity factor for peak hours (240 kwh / 600 hours * 70% 
= 0.28 kW). This adjustment for capacity factor should be applied to all of the air conditioning measures. 

In addition to applying an adjustment factor of zero for furnaces with efficient air handlers, and an 
adjustment factor of 70% for all air conditioning measures, it is necessary to re-calculate many of the kW 
savings estimates based on recommended changes to the energy savings values. Table 5 presents the 
calculation of the verified peak savings estimates for each measure based on all of the recommended 
changes from the EM&V team.  

The table starts by showing the results of applying the new verified kWh savings to the original DCEO 
estimates of hours of use per year. This creates an initial set of new kW savings estimates based only on 
the changes that were made to the energy estimates. Then the recommended adjustments from the EM&V 
team regarding peak savings calculations are shown and applied to create the final verified kW savings 
estimates on a per unit basis. 

Table 6 compares the ex ante peak savings estimates from DCEO to the verified estimates from the 
EM&V team. Peak savings for two measures, bathroom fans and dishwashers, did not change. All other 
peak savings estimates were reduced in some way. 

                                                      

 
11 An estimated range is presented because there is not sufficient detail in the chart to determine this number with 
more accuracy, and the source data is not available. 



 

Table 5. Calculation of Verified Gross Demand Savings  
 Measure Verified 

 kWh per 
unit 

Hours Unadjusted 
kW per 

unit 

Adjustment 
Factor 

Verified 
kW per 

unit 
1 Energy Star Refrigerator 550 8760 0.0628 1 0.0628 
2a CFL Installation 459 8760 0.0524 1 0.0524 
2b Energy Star Advanced Lighting 

Package 
548 8760 0.0626 1 0.0626 

3 Energy Star rated bathroom 
exhaust fan 

89 8760 0.0102 1 0.0102 

4a SEER 16 replacement central air 
conditioner w/ programmable 
thermostat 

1,287 600 2.1450 70% 1.5015 

4b SEER 14 new central air 
conditioner w/ programmable 
thermostat 

240 600 0.4000 70% 0.2800 

5 Energy Star rated room air 
conditioner 

176 600 0.2933 70% 0.2053 

6 90% AFUE furnace with 
efficient air handler 

400 8760 0.0457 0 0 

7 Energy Star Dishwasher 62 8760 0.0071 1 0.0071 
8 Reduce required AC tonnage as 

a result of thermal envelope 
improvements 

216 600 0.3600 70% 0.2520 

Table 6. Summary of Verified Gross Demand Savings 
 Measure Ex Ante 

 kW per unit 
Verified 

kW per unit 
Difference 

1 Energy Star Refrigerator 0.0632 0.0628 -0.0004 
2a CFL Installation 0.0678 0.0524 -0.0154 
2b Energy Star Advanced Lighting Package 0.0757 0.0626 -0.0131 
3 Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust fan 0.0102 0.0102 0 
4a SEER 16 replacement central air 

conditioner w/ programmable thermostat
2.7383 1.5015 -1.2368 

4b SEER 14 new central air conditioner w/ 
programmable thermostat 

0.6100 0.2800 -0.3300 

5 Energy Star rated room air conditioner 0.2933 0.2053 -0.0880 
6 90% AFUE furnace with efficient air 

handler 
0.0457 0 -0.0457 

7 Energy Star Dishwasher 0.0071 0.0071 0 
8 Reduce required AC tonnage as a result 

of thermal envelope improvements 
0.3600 0.2520 -0.1080 

3.1.4 Gross Program Impact Results 

The verified gross savings per unit for energy and demand savings can be used with the actual number of 
installations for each measure to show the overall gross program impact results for PY1.  
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Weatherization Program 

Table 7 presents the ex ante and ex post gross MWh savings for the Weatherization program. Table 8 
presents the companion MW savings. The ex post energy savings for the Weatherization program are 
somewhat lower than the ex ante energy savings. The same is true for the demand savings. 

Table 7. Weatherization Program Ex Ante and Ex Post Gross MWH Savings  

Ameren Ex Ante Ex Post 

Measure kWh/Unit
 

Units 
 

Total 
MWH 

kWh/Unit Units Total 
MWh 

Energy Star Refrigerator 554 327 181 550 327 180 
CFL Installation (12 bulbs) 594 2,903 1,724 459 2,903 1,333 
Energy Star Bathroom 
Exhaust Fan 

89  
38 

 
3 

89  
38 

 
3 

TOTAL   1,909   1,516 

Table 8. Weatherization Program Ex Ante and Ex Post Gross KW Savings  

Ameren Ex Ante Ex Post 

Measure kW/Unit 
 

Units 
 

Total 
kW 

kW/Unit Units Total kW 

Energy Star Refrigerator 0.0632 327 21 0.0628 327 21 
CFL Installation (12 bulbs) 0.0678 2,903 197 0.0524 2,903 152 
Energy Star Bathroom 
Exhaust Fan 

0.0102  
38 

 
0 

0.0102  
38 

 
0 

TOTAL   218   173 

Note: These tables only include the electric efficiency measures actually installed through the 
Weatherization program in PY1. 

Home Improvement Program 

Table 9 presents the ex ante and ex post gross MWh savings for the Home Improvement program. Table 
10 presents the companion MW savings. For this program, the ex post savings are slightly lower than the 
ex ante savings. This is true for both energy and demand. 
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Table 9. Home Improvement Program Ex Ante and Ex Post Gross MWH Savings  

Ameren Ex Ante Ex Post 

Measure kWh/Unit
 

Units 
 

Total 
MWH 

kWh/Unit Units Total 
MWH 

Energy Star Refrigerator 554 67 37 550 67 37 
Energy Star Advanced 
Lighting Package 

663  
88 

59 548  
88 

 
48 

Energy Star Bathroom 
Exhaust Fan 

89  
81 

7 89  
81 

 
7 

Energy Star Dishwasher 62 14 1 62 14 1 
SEER 14 Central AC with 
programmable thermostat 
(new installation) 

366  
55 

20 240  
55 

 
13 

Energy Star Room AC 176 4 1 176 4 1 
Reduce required tonnage as a 
result of thermal envelope 
improvements 

216  
 

108 

23 216  
 

108 

 
 

23 
90% AFUE furnace with EE 
air handler 

400  
47 

19 400  
47 

 
19 

CFL Installation (12 bulbs) 594 7 4 459 7 3 
TOTAL   171   152 

Table 10. Home Improvement Program Ex Ante and Ex Post Gross KW Savings  

Ameren Ex Ante Ex Post 

Measure kW/Unit 
 

Units 
 

Total 
kW 

kW/Unit Units Total kW 

Energy Star Refrigerator 0.0632 67 4 0.0628 67 4 
Energy Star Advanced 
Lighting Package 

0.0757  
88 

7 0.0626  
88 

6 

Energy Star Bathroom 
Exhaust Fan 

0.0102  
81 

1 0.0102  
81 

1 

Energy Star Dishwasher 0.0071 14 0 0.0071 14 0 
SEER 14 Central AC with 
programmable thermostat 
(new installation) 

0.6100  
55 

34 0.2800  
55 

15 

Energy Star Room AC 0.2933 4 1 0.2053 4 1 
Reduce required tonnage as a 
result of thermal envelope 
improvements 

0.3600  
 

108 

39 0.2520  
 

108 

27 

90% AFUE furnace with EE 
air handler 

0.0457  
47 

2 0  
47 

0 

CFL Installation (12 bulbs) 0.0678 7 0 0.0524 7 0 
TOTAL   88   54 
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Note: These tables only include the electric efficiency measures actually installed through the Home 
Improvement program in PY1. 

3.1.5 Net Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

DCEO assumed a Net-to-Gross adjustment of 80% when they prepared their budget estimates. Since 
these programs specifically target customers of limited income it is likely that the customers would not 
have funded new energy efficiency measures on their own. As a result, the EM&V team believes the Net-
to-Gross factor should be 100%. This is the practice in other jurisdictions, such as Wisconsin.12 

3.1.6 Net Program Impact Results 

Table 11 presents the final gross and net program impact results for the Weatherization program. The 
summary of final gross and net savings for the Home Improvement program can be found in Table 12. 

Table 11. Summary of Gross and Net Savings for Low Income Weatherization  

MWh Savings KW SavingsAmeren 
Low Income 
Weatherization 
Program 
PY1 

DCEO 
Claimed 

Evaluation 
Verified

DCEO 
Claimed

Evaluation 
Verified

Gross Savings 1,909 1,516 218 173
Net-to-Gross Ratio 0.80 1 0.80 1
Net Savings 1,527 1,516 174 173

Table 12. Summary of Gross and Net Savings for Low Income Home Improvement 

MWh Savings KW SavingsAmeren 
Low Income 
Home 
Improvement 
Program 
PY1 

DCEO 
Claimed 

Evaluation
Verified

DCEO 
Claimed

Evaluation
Verified

Gross Savings 171 152 88 54
Net-to-Gross Ratio 0.80 1 0.80 1
Net Savings 137 152 70 54

                                                      

 
12 Telephone conversation with Oscar Bloch, DSM Evaluation Supervisor, Public Service Commission of 
Wisconsin, 10-29-2009. Mr. Bloch verified that Wisconsin has always used a net-to-gross ratio of 1 for evaluation 
of programs targeted to limited income customers. However, there is no current documentation stating this. It can be 
seen by looking at program evaluation reports, such as “Focus on Energy Evaluation, Semiannual Report (First Half 
of 2009)”, PA Consulting Group, Revised Final October 19, 2009, p. 4-21, and noting that programs targeted at 
limited income customers are only required to report verified gross savings, not verified net savings.  
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3.2 Process 
Process evaluations are planned for PY2 and PY3 for these programs when there is a sufficient evaluation 
budget to cover these tasks. This was not an immediate priority for PY1 since the electric energy 
efficiency measures are an add-on to other well-established programs. 

3.3 Cost Effectiveness  
This section addresses the cost effectiveness of the Residential Retrofit programs. Cost effectiveness is 
assessed through the use of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. The TRC test is defined in the Illinois 
Power Agency Act SB1592 as follows: 

“ ‘Total resource cost test’ or ‘TRC test’ means a standard that is met if, for an investment in 
energy efficiency or demand-response measures, the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one. The 
benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total benefits of the program to the net 
present value of the total costs as calculated over the lifetime of the measures. A total resource 
cost test compares the sum of avoided electric utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue 
to the system and the participant in the delivery of those efficiency measures, to the sum of all 
incremental costs of end-use measures that are implemented due to the program (including both 
utility and participant contributions), plus costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate each 
demand-side program, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting the demand-side 
program for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs of power and energy that an electric 
utility would otherwise have had to acquire, reasonable estimates shall be included of financial 
costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on emissions of greenhouse 
gases.”13  

For the DCEO Ameren programs, assessment of cost-effectiveness begins with a valuation of each 
conservation program’s net “total resource” benefits, as measured by the electric avoided costs, total 
incremental costs of measures installed, and administrative costs associated with the program. A program 
is deemed cost-effective if its net “total resource” benefits are positive, i.e.,:  

1≥
Costs Resource Total

Benefits Resource Total
 

where,  

 

and,  

Total Resource Cost = PV (Incremental Measure Costs + Utility Costs). 

                                                      

 
13 Illinois Power Agency Act SB1592, pages 7-8. 
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Benefits used in the TRC test calculation include the full value of time and seasonally differentiated 
generation, transmission and distribution, and capacity costs and also take into account avoided line 
losses. For each energy-efficiency measure included in a program, hourly (8,760) system-avoided costs 
were adjusted by the hourly load shape of the end use affected by the measure to capture the full value of 
time and seasonally-differentiated impacts of the measure. Evaluated impacts were provided to AIU for 
the DCEO program. End-use load shapes were also employed in calculating peak load impacts for 
energy-efficiency measures in AIU programs. To calculate the peak load impacts from energy-efficiency 
measures, end-use load shapes were used to identify the average reduction in demand over AIU’s top 
hours defined as summer weekdays from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. Non-energy benefits such as water savings 
were not factored into the calculation. Additionally, consistent with The State of Illinois Commerce 
Commission Order 07-0539 (“the Order”) Section 12-103(f)(5), gas benefits were not accounted for under 
the program. 

Future benefits for the TRC are discounted by 9% based on Ameren’s weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC). Benefits are also adjusted for line losses. Annual avoided costs were adjusted to an hourly 
stream of costs using hourly system load data to capture seasonality and pricing differences. Consistent 
with the Order, avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and 
regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton.  

The cost component of the analysis considered incremental measure costs and direct utility costs. 
Incremental measure costs are the incremental expenses associated with installation of energy-efficiency 
measures and ongoing operation and maintenance costs, where applicable. These costs include the 
incentive as well as the customer contribution. Utility costs include any customer payments and the 
expenses associated with program development, marketing, delivery, operation, and evaluation, or 
monitoring and verification (EM&V). 

Table 13 and Table 14 summarize the unique inputs used to assess the TRC ratio for the Residential 
Weatherization and Residential Home Improvement programs in PY1. Most of the unique inputs come 
directly from the evaluation results presented previously in this report. DCEO administration, 
implementation and other costs come from the budgets filed as part of the 2008 DCEO Energy Efficiency 
Plan.14 Incentive costs come from the DCEO program tracking data. Avoided costs for both demand and 
energy match what was used by AIU for assessing the TRC ratio of their own energy efficiency projects. 
Avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and regulation related to 
greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program Year 6) costs, valued at 
$15 per ton. 

                                                      

 
14 Exhibits 1.2 through 1.10 in DCEO testimony filed in Docket Nos. 07-0539 and 07-0540. 



 

Table 13. Inputs to TRC Assessment for Residential Weatherization Program 

Item Value 
Measure Life (years) Varies by 

Measure 
Participants 3,268 
Annual Gross Energy Savings (MWh) 1,516 
Gross Coincident Peak Savings (MW) .173 
Net-to-Gross Ratio 100% 
DCEO Incentive Costs $301,735 
Participant Contribution to Incremental Measure Costs $0 

DCEO Administration Costs $8,370 

Based on these inputs, the TRC for this program is 2.44 and the program passes the TRC test. 

Table 14. Inputs to TRC Assessment for Residential Home Improvement Program 

Item Value 

Measure Life (years) Varies by 
Measure 

Participants 471 

Annual Gross Energy Savings (MWh) 152 

Gross Coincident Peak Savings (MW) .054 

Net-to-Gross Ratio 100% 

DCEO Incentive Costs $279,115 

Participants Contribution to Incremental Measure Costs $0 

DCEO Administration Costs $5,022 

Based on these inputs, the TRC for this program is 0.48 and it does not pass the TRC test. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary objective of this report is an evaluation of gross and net impacts from the Weatherization and 
Home Improvement programs in PY1. In general, the evaluation found that verified gross savings were 
slightly lower than claimed gross savings. 

Recommendations  

Improve ex ante and ex post estimates of measure savings per unit. It is recommended that efforts be 
made by both DCEO and Summit Blue to find measure savings data sources for areas closer to the Illinois 
region that are up-to-date. Some of these may come from evaluation work currently being done on other 
portfolio programs. If this information is not available, then continued use of the Energy Star calculators 
is the next best option. It is important that the most recent Energy Star calculators be used each year as 
these calculators are continually updated with the most recent studies.  

Use billing analysis in PY2 to estimate savings for the Weatherization program. We recommend that 
a billing analysis be done to estimate electric savings for the Weatherization program in PY2. This was 
found to be a feasible and cost-effective evaluation technique that is worth trying. Since the savings in the 
Weatherization program come primarily from the CFL installation measure, this method should produce 
sound estimates of overall savings from that measure. Knowing the overall impacts of the CFL 
installation measure takes the place of doing additional research on the components of the savings 
calculations. It will not be necessary to perform research studies to estimate in-service rates, hours of use, 
or average wattage savings per bulb if we are able to estimate the combined impact of all those factors 
from the billing analysis.  

Re-assess the feasibility of using billing analysis for the Home Improvement program in PY3. We 
plan to use the billing analysis results from the Weatherization program in PY2 to re-assess the feasibility 
of getting reliable and cost-effective savings estimates for the Home Improvement program in PY3. We 
will have better information on the expected population variability and the required sample size for 
getting reliable electric savings estimates after the billing analysis for the Weatherization program is 
completed. This experience will help in determining the likely success of a billing analysis for the Home 
Improvement program. 
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5 APPENDICES 
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5.1 Appendix A: Energy Star Calculators 
 
These calculators show the assumptions and calculations used to create the ex ante estimates of savings. 
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Number of units 1

Electricity Rate ($/kWh) 0.101$     

Initial cost per unit (estimated retail price) $1,100 $1,070

Refrigerator Fresh Volume (ft3) 18 18

Refrigerator Freezer Volume (ft3) 5 5

Refrigerator Total Volume (ft3) 23 23

Annual Operating Costs*

Energy costs $45 $101 $55

Total $45 $101 $55

Life Cycle Costs*
Energy costs $453 $1,007

Energy consumption (kWh) 13,000

Purchase Price for 1 unit(s) $1,100 $1,070 -$30

Total $1,553 $2,077 $524

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  0.5

Initial cost difference $30
Life cycle savings $554
Net life cycle savings (life cycle savings - additional cost) $524
Simple payback of additional cost (years) 0.5
Life cycle energy saved (kWh) 7,150
Life cycle air pollution reduction (lbs of CO2) 10,975
Air pollution reduction equivalence (number of cars removed from the road for a year) 0.96
Air pollution reduction equivalence (acres of forest) 1.36
Savings as a percent of retail price 48%

5,850

1 Conventional 
Unit(s)

$554

7,150

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
1 ENERGY STAR Qualified Residential Refrigerator(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.    
Actual energy savings may vary based on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

 Savings with 
ENERGY STAR

Summary of Benefits for 1 Residential Refrigerator(s)

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount 
†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Unit

Conventional Unit

1 ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Unit(s)

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 1 Residential Refrigerator(s)

Choose the type of refrigerator 3-Top Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice
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Category Data Source

Power
ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit

Initial cost per unit $1,100 DOE 2004

Refrigerator Fresh Volume 18 ft3 DOE 2004

Refrigerator Freezer Volume 5 ft3 DOE 2004

Adjusted Volume 26.15 ft3 DOE 2004
Lifetime 13 years DOE 2004
Annual Unit Energy Consumption

For Selected Refrigerator Type 450 kWh Calculated.
1-Manual Defrost Refrigerators 407 kWh DOE 2004
2-Partial Automatic Defrost Refrigerators 407 kWh DOE 2004
3-Top Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice 450 kWh DOE 2004
4-Side Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice 541 kWh DOE 2004
5-Bottom Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice 492 kWh DOE 2004
6-Top Mount Freezer with through-the-door ice 529 kWh DOE 2004
7-Side Mount Freezer with through-the-door ice 570 kWh DOE 2004

Conventional Unit (New Unit)
Initial cost per unit $1,070 DOE 2004

Refrigerator Fresh Volume 18 ft3 DOE 2004

Refrigerator Freezer Volume 5 ft3 DOE 2004

Adjusted Volume 26.15 ft3 DOE 2004
Lifetime 13 years DOE 2004
Annual Unit Energy Consumption

For Selected Refrigerator Type 1,000 kWh Calculated.
1-Manual Defrost Refrigerators 479 kWh DOE 2004
2-Partial Automatic Defrost Refrigerators 479 kWh DOE 2004
3-Top Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice 1000 kWh DOE 2004
4-Side Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice 636 kWh DOE 2004
5-Bottom Mount Freezer without through-the-door ice 579 kWh DOE 2004
6-Top Mount Freezer with through-the-door ice 623 kWh DOE 2004
7-Side Mount Freezer with through-the-door ice 670 kWh DOE 2004

Usage
Number of operating hours per day 24 hours/day DOE 2004
Number of operating days per year 365 days/year DOE 2004
Number of operating hours per year 8,760     hours/year Calculated. 

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 percent is assumed, which is roughly equivalent to the 

nominal discount rate of 7 percent (4 percent real discount rate + 3 percent inflation 
rate).

Energy Prices
2006 Commercial Electricity Price 0.0912$  $/kWh EIA 2006
2006 Residential Electricity Price 0.1008$  $/kWh EIA 2006

Carbon Emissions Factors
Electricity Carbon Emission Factors 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

CO2 Equivalents
Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EPA 2004

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EPA 2004

Calculator last updated: 2/15/05
Constants updated 05/07

For more information, please contact Bill McNary, D&R International, Contractor to the U.S. DOE, (301) 588-9387, bmcnary@drintl.com

Value

Assumptions for Residential Refrigerators

 



 

Number of units 12

Electricity Rate ($/kWh) 0.101$     

Hours used per day 3

Initial cost per unit (estimated retail price) $3.50 $0.50

Wattage (watts) 15 *

Lifetime (hours)

*ENERGY STAR wattage is calculated based on the wattage selected for the incandescent unit, user can entire an alternative value if desired

Annual Operating Costs*

Energy cost $20 $79 $60

Energy consumption (kWh) 194 788 594
Maintenance cost $0 $46 $46

Total $20 $125 $106

Life Cycle Costs*

Operating cost (energy and maintenance) $147 $944 $797

Energy costs (lifetime) $147 $598 $451

Energy consumption (kWh) 1,773 7,200 5,427
Maintenance costs (lifetime) $0 $346 $346

Purchase price for 12 unit(s) $42.00 $6.00 -$36.00

Total $189 $950 $761

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  0.3

 

Initial cost difference

Life cycle savings 

Net life cycle savings (life cycle savings - additional cost)

Simple payback of additional cost (years)

Life cycle energy saved (kWh)

Life cycle air pollution reduction (lbs of CO2)

Air pollution reduction equivalence (number of cars removed from the road for a year)

Air pollution reduction equivalence (acres of forest) 

Savings as a percent of retail price

ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Unit Conventional Unit

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 12 CFLs

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
12 ENERGY STAR Qualified Compact Fluoresecent Lamp(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.    
Actual energy savings may vary based on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

Summary of Benefits for 12 CFLs

$36

$797

12 ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Units

12 Conventional 
Units

 Savings with 
ENERGY STAR

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount 
rate of 4%. See "Assumptions" to change factors including the discount rate.

0.73

1.03

1812%

$761

0.3

5,427

8,330

 10,000 

60

1,000
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Category Data Source
Power

ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit
Initial Cost per Unit $3.50 Industry Data 2006
Wattage 10 watts EPA 2007

15 watts EPA 2007
18 watts EPA 2007
25 watts EPA 2007
37 watts EPA 2007

Bulb Life 6,000 hours EPA 2007
8,000 hours EPA 2007

10,000 hours EPA 2007
12,000 hours EPA 2007

Lifetime
For 6,000 hour CFL 5 years calculated
For 8,000 hour CFL 7 years calculated
For 10,000 hour CFL 9 years calculated
For 12,000 hour CFL 11 years calculated

Conventional Unit
Initial Cost per Unit $0.50 Industry Data 2007
Wattage 40 watts EPA 2007

60 watts EPA 2007
75 watts EPA 2007

100 watts EPA 2007
150 watts EPA 2007

Bulb Life 750 hours EPA 2007
1,000 hours EPA 2007

Lifetime
For 750 hour incadescent bulb 0.7 years calculated
For 1,000 hour incadescent bulb 0.9 years calculated

Maintenance
Labor cost (per hour) $20 EPA 2004
Installation labor hours 0.15 hours Assumption

Usage
Hours used per day 3 hours/day EPA 2007
Number of days per year 365          days/year Assumption

CFL annual bulb replacements
6,000 hours 0.18 bulbs/year Calculated
8,000 hours 0.14 bulbs/year Calculated
10,000 hours 0.11 bulbs/year Calculated
12,000 hours 0.09 bulbs/year Calculated

Incandescent annual bulb replacements
750 hours 1.46 bulbs/year Calculated
1,000 hours 1.10 bulbs/year Calculated

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 percent is assumed, which is 

roughly equivalent to the nominal discount rate of 7 
percent (4 percent real discount rate + 3 percent inflation 
rate).

Energy Prices

2006 Commercial Electricity Price 0.0912 $/kWh EPA 2006
2006 Residential Electricity Price 0.1008 $/kWh EPA 2006

Carbon Emissions Factors
Electricity Carbon Emission Factors 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

CO2 Equivalents
Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EPA 2004

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EPA 2004

For questions or comments, please send your email to: Escalcs@cadmusgroup.com
Constants Update 05/07
Calculator Updated 06/07

Assumptions for CFLs

Value
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Full-Load Cooling Hours for Selected Location 600

Number of units 1

Electric Rate ($/kWh) $0.101

Initial Cost per Unit (estimated retail price with installation) $3,800 $3,300

Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) rating 16 9

Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 24,000 36,000

Use with programmable Thermostat (Yes/No)

Annual Operating Costs*

Energy cost $76 $242 $166

Energy consumption (kWh) 756 2,400 1,644

Maintenance cost $0 $0 $0

Total $76 $242 $166

Life Cycle Costs*

Operating costs (energy and maintenance) $805 $2,555 $1,750

Energy costs $805 $2,555 $1,750

Energy consumption (kWh) 10,584 33,600 23,016
Maintenance costs $0 $0 $0

Purchase price for 1 unit(s) $3,800 $3,300 -$500

Total $4,605 $5,855 $1,250

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  3.0

 

Initial cost difference $500
Life cycle savings $1,750
Net life cycle savings (life cycle savings - additional cost) $1,250
Simple payback of additional cost (years) 3.0
Life cycle energy saved (kWh) 23,016
Life cycle air pollution reduction (lbs of CO2) 35,330
Air pollution reduction equivalence (number of cars removed from the road for a year) 3
Air pollution reduction equivalence (acres of forest) 4
Savings as a percent of retail price 33%

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 1 Central Air Conditioner(s)

†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

Summary of Benefits for 1 Central Air Conditioner(s)

1 ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Units 1 Conventional Units

 Savings with 
ENERGY STAR

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount rate of 4%. See "Assumptions" to 
change factors including the discount rate.

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
1 ENERGY STAR Qualified Central Air Conditioner(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.  Actual energy savings may vary based 
on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

Enter your own values in the gray box using the map.

ENERGY STAR Qualified 
Unit Conventional Unit

Follow the link and click on your location 
to display your cooling load hours, enter 
this value in the box on the left. 

Yes No
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Category Data Source
Power
ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit

Initial Cost Per Unit $3,800 Industry Data 2007
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio(SEER) rating 14 EPA 2007
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 36,000 Btu/hr EPA 2004
Use with programmable Thermostat (Yes/No) No Cadmus Assumption 05-07
Lifetime 14 years EPA 2006

Conventional Unit
Initial Cost Per Unit $3,300 Industry Data 2007
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio(SEER) rating 9 EPA 2007
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 36,000 Btu/hr EPA 2004
Use with programmable Thermostat (Yes/No) No EPA 2004
Lifetime 14 years EPA 2006

Maintenance
Labor cost (per hour) $20 EPA 2004
Labor time (hours) 0 EPA 2004

Usage
Full-Load Cooling Hours

Full-Load Cooling Hours for Selected Location 600 ARI Unitary Directory, August 1, 1992 - January 31, 1993

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 percent is assumed, which is roughly 

equivalent to the nominal discount rate of 7 percent (4 percent real 
discount rate + 3 percent inflation rate).

Programable Thermostat Discount Rate 16% LBNL 2005 (Based on minimum estimated savings)

Energy and Water Prices
Commercial Electricity Price $0.0912 $/kWh EIA 2006
Residential Electricity Price $0.1008 $/kWh EIA 2006

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Factors
Electricity Carbon Emission Factor 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

CO2 Equivalents
Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EPA 2006

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EPA 2006

For questions or comments, please send your email to Escalcs@cadmusgroup.com

Calculator last updated: 6/07
Constants updated 05/07

Assumptions for Central Air Conditioners

Value
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Full-Load Cooling Hours for Selected Location 600

Number of units 1

Electricity Rate ($/kWh) $0.101

Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr)

Initial Cost per Unit (estimated retail price) $300 $300

Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) 11.5 8.8

Annual Operating Costs*

Energy cost $58 $76 $18

Energy consumption (kWh) 574 750 176
Maintenance cost $0 $0 $0

Total $58 $76 $18

Life Cycle Costs*

Operating costs (energy and maintenance) $578 $755 $177

Energy costs $578 $755 $177

Energy consumption (kWh) 7,461 9,750 2,289
Maintenance costs $0 $0 $0

Purchase price for 1 unit(s) $300 $300 $0

Total $878 $1,055 $177

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  0.0

 

Initial cost difference $0
Life cycle savings $177
Net life cycle savings (life cycle savings - additional cost) $177
Simple payback of additional cost (years) 0.0
Life cycle energy saved (kWh) 2,289
Life cycle air pollution reduction (lbs of CO2) 3,514
Air pollution reduction equivalence (number of cars removed from the road for a year) 0
Air pollution reduction equivalence (acres of forest) 0
Savings as a percent of retail price 59%

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
1 ENERGY STAR Qualified Room Air Conditioner(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.  Actual energy 
savings may vary based on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

Enter your own value in the gray box using the map.

ENERGY STAR Conventional Unit

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 1 Room Air Conditioner(s)

†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

Summary of Benefits for 1 Room Air Conditioner(s)

1 ENERGY STAR 1 Conventional  Savings with 

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount rate of 
4%. See "Assumptions" to change factors including the discount rate.

Follow the link and click on your 
location to display your cooling load 
hours, enter this value in the box on 

8,000 - 13,999
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Category Data Source
Power

ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit
Initial Cost Per Unit $300 Industry Data 2006
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) 

< 6000 10.7 DOE 2005
6,000 - 10000 10.8 DOE 2005
14,000 - 19,999 10.7 DOE 2005
≥ 20000 9.4 DOE 2005

Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) ≤ 7,999 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 8,000 - 13,999 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 14,000 - 19,999 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) ≥ 20000 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Lifetime 13 years EPA 2006

Conventional Unit (Manufactured After 1994)
Initial Cost Per Unit $300 Industry Data 2006
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) 

< 6000 9.7 DOE 2005
10,000 9.8 DOE 2005
14,000 - 19,999 7.7 DOE 2005
≥ 20000 8.5 DOE 2005

Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) ≤ 7,999 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 8,000 - 13,999 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 14,000 - 19,999 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) ≥ 20000 Btu/hr DOE 2005
Lifetime 13 years EPA 2006

Maintenance
Labor cost (per hour) $20 EPA 2004
Labor time (hours) 0 EPA 2004

Usage
Full-Load Cooling Hours
Full-Load Cooling Hours for Selected Location 600 ARI Unitary Directory, August 1, 1992 - January 31, 1993

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 percent is assumed, which is roughly equivalent to the 

nominal discount rate of 7 percent (4 percent real discount rate + 3 percent 
inflation rate).

Energy Prices
Commercial Electricity Price $0.0912 $/kWh EIA 2006
Residential Electricity Price $0.1008 $/kWh EIA 2006

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Factors

Electricity Carbon Emission Factor 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

CO2 Equivalents

Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EPA 2006

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EPA 2006

For questions or comments, please send your email to: Escalcs@cadmusgroup.com
Constants updated: 5/07
Last updated: 7/07

Assumptions for Room Air Conditioners

Value
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Electricity Rate ($/kWh) $0.101

Cost

Indoor Lighting Fixtures 8 $65.00

Outdoor Lighting Fixtures 2 $40.00

Annual Operating Costs*

Energy cost

Maintenance cost

Total

Life Cycle Costs*

Life cycle operating cost (energy + maintenance)

Purchase price for 10 unit(s)

Total

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  3.0

 

Initial cost difference

Life cycle savings 

Net life cycle savings (life cycle savings - additional cost)

Simple payback of additional cost (years) 3.0
Life cycle energy saved (kWh)

Life cycle air pollution reduction (lbs of CO2)

Air pollution reduction equivalence (number of cars removed from the road for a year)

Air pollution reduction equivalence (acres of forest) 

Savings as a percent of retail price

$704

-$200

$42

$40.00

$904

$1,879

$400

$1,479

Cost

$40.00

$0

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 10 Light Fixture(s)
10 Conventional 

Unit(s)
10 ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Unit(s)

$109

$0

$67

 Savings with 
ENERGY STAR

$109

†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

Summary of Benefits for 10 Light Fixture(s)

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount rate of 4%. 
See "Assumptions" to change factors including the discount rate.

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
10 ENERGY STAR Qualified Lighting Fixture(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.    Actual energy 
savings may vary based on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

Conventional UnitENERGY STAR Unit

$42

$1,175

$600

$575

1.77

2.51

176%

$67

$904

$704

13,200
20,262

$0

$200
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Category Data Source

Power
ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit

Indoor Lighting Fixtures unit energy consumption
High use (3+ hr/day) 35 kWh/yr EPA 2007
Initial Cost $65.00 Industry Data 2007

Outdoor Lighting Fixtures unit energy consumption 70 kWh/yr EPA 2007
Initial Cost $40.00 Industry Data 2007

Conventional Unit
Indoor Lighting Fixtures unit energy consumption

High use (3+ hr/day) 100 kWh/yr EPA 2007
Initial Cost $40.00 Industry Data 2007

Outdoor Lighting Fixtures unit energy consumption 140 kWh/yr EPA 2007
Initial Cost $40.00 Industry Data 2007

Usage
Fixture Lifetime 20 years EPA 2007

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 percent is 

assumed, which is roughly equivalent to 
the nominal discount rate of 7 percent 
(4 percent real discount rate + 3 
percent inflation rate).

Energy Prices
Commercial Electricity Price 0.0912 $/kWh EIA 2006
Residential Electricity Price 0.1008 $/kWh EIA 2006

Carbon Emissions Factors
Electricity Carbon Emission Factor 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

CO2 Equivalents
Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EIA 2004

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EIA 2004

Last updated: 7/07
Constants updated: 5/07
If you have any questions, please contact: ESCalcs@cadmusgroup.com.

Assumptions for Residential Lighting Fixtures

Value
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Number of units 1

Electric Rate ($/kWh) $0.101

Water Rate ($/1000 gallons) $4.158

Gas Rate ($/therm) $0.880

Number of Cycles (Loads) per Week 7

Type of Water Heating %

Initial Cost per Unit (estimated retail price) $545 $645

Energy Factor (EF) 0.65 0.46

Unit Electricity Consumption (kWh/year) 149 211

Unit Water Consumption (gal/year) 1,456 2,184

Annual Operating Costs*

Electricity cost $15 $21 $6

Electricity consumption (kWh) 149 211 2
Water cost $6 $9 $3

Water consumption (gal) 1,456 2,184 728
Gas cost $20 $28 $8

Gas consumption (therm) 23 32 9
Maintenance cost $0 $0 $0

Total $41 $59 $18

Life Cycle Costs*

Operating costs (electricity, water, and maintenance) $361 $515 $154

Electricity costs $132 $186 $55

Water costs $53 $80 $27

Gas costs $176 $249 $73

Maintenance costs $0 $0 $0

Purchase price for 1 unit(s) $545 $645 $100

Total $906 $1,160 $254

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  0.0

 

Initial cost difference -$100
Life cycle savings $154
Net life cycle savings (life cycle savings - additional cost) $254
Simple payback of additional cost (years) 0.0
Life cycle electricity saved (kWh) 681
Life cycle air pollution reduction (lbs of CO2) 1,045
Air pollution reduction equivalence (number of cars removed from the road for a year) 0
Air pollution reduction equivalence (acres of forest) 0
Savings as a percent of retail price 47%

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 1 Dishwasher(s)

†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

Summary of Benefits for 1 Dishwasher(s)

1 ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Unit(s)

1 Conventional 
Unit(s)

 Savings with 
ENERGY STAR

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount rate of 4%. 
See "Assumptions" to change factors including the discount rate.

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
1 ENERGY STAR Qualified Dishwasher(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.  Actual energy 
savings may vary based on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Unit

Conventional Unit

Gas Water Heating
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Category Data Source

Power & Water
ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit

Initial Cost Per Unit $545 Industry Research 2007
Energy Factor 0.65 DOE 2007
Lifetime 11 years DOE 2007
Water Consumption per Cycle 4 gallons/cy DOE 2007
Annual Unit Water Consumption 1,456 gallons/yr Calculated
Electric Water Heating

Electricity Consumption per Cycle 1.54 kWh/Cycle Calculated
Unit Electricity Consumption (UEC) 560 kWh/yr Calculated

Gas Water Heating
Percent improvement 0 Calculated

Electricity Consumption per Cycle 0.41 kWh/cy EPA 2006
Unit Electricity Consumption 149 kWh/yr Calculated
Gas Consumption per Cycle 0.063 Therms/cy EPA 2006
Unit Gas Consumption 23 Therms/yr Calculated

Conventional Unit 
Initial Cost Per Unit $545 Assume same price as ENE
Energy Factor 0.46 DOE 2007
Lifetime 11 years DOE 2007
Water Consumption per Cycle 6 gallons/cy DOE 2007
Annual Unit Water Consumption 2,184 gallons/yr Calculated
Electric Water Heating

Electric Consumption per Cycle 2.17 kWh/Cycle Calculated
Unit Electricity Consumption 791 kWh Calculated

Gas Water Heating
Percent improvement 0 Calculated

Electric Consumption per Cycle 0.58 kWh/Cycle EPA 2006
Unit Electricity Consumption 211 kWh Calculated
Gas Consumption per Cycle 0.089 Therms/Cycle EPA 2006
Unit Gas Consumption 32 Therms Calculated

Maintenance
Labor cost (per hour) $20 EPA 2004
Labor time (hours) 0 EPA 2004

Usage
Average number of cycles per year (CPY) 364 Cycles/year Calculated
Number of Cycles per week (CPW) 4 Cycles/week EPA 2006

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 

percent is assumed, which 
is roughly equivalent to the 
nominal discount rate of 7 
percent (4 percent real 
discount rate + 3 percent 
inflation rate).

Energy and Water Prices
Commercial Electricity Price $0.091 $/kWh EIA 2006
Residential Electricity Price $0.101 $/kWh EIA 2006
Water Rate per 1000 Gallons $4.158 $/1000 gal DOE 2004
Commercial Gas Price $1.07 $/therm EIA 2006
Residential Gas Price $1.25 $/therm EIA 2006

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Factors
Electricity Carbon Emission Factors 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

Carbon Dioxide Equivalents
Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EPA 2004

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EPA 2004

For questions or comments, please send your email to Escalcs@cadmusgroup.com
Last updated: 8/07

Assumptions for Dishwashers

Value
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Full-Load Cooling Hours for Selected Location 600

Number of units 1

Electric Rate ($/kWh) $0.101

Initial Cost per Unit (estimated retail price with installation) $3,500 $3,300

Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) rating 14 13

Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 36,000 36,000

Use with programmable Thermostat (Yes/No)

Annual Operating Costs*

Energy cost $131 $167 $37

Energy consumption (kWh) 1,296 1,662 366

Maintenance cost $0 $0 $0

Total $131 $167 $37

Life Cycle Costs*

Operating costs (energy and maintenance) $1,380 $1,769 $389

Energy costs $1,380 $1,769 $389

Energy consumption (kWh) 18,144 23,262 5,118
Maintenance costs $0 $0 $0

Purchase price for 1 unit(s) $3,500 $3,300 -$200

Total $4,880 $5,069 $189

Simple payback of initial additional cost (years)†  5.4

ENERGY STAR Qualified 
Unit Conventional Unit

Annual and Life Cycle Costs and Savings for 1 Central Air Conditioner(s)

Life Cycle Cost Estimate for
1 ENERGY STAR Qualified Central Air Conditioner(s)

This energy savings calculator was developed by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE and is provided for estimating purposes only.  Actual energy savings may vary based 
on use and other factors.

Enter your own values in the gray boxes or use our default values.

Enter your own values in the gray box using the map.

†  A simple payback period of zero years means that the payback is immediate.

1 ENERGY STAR 
Qualified Units 1 Conventional Units

 Savings with 
ENERGY STAR

*  Annual costs exclude the initial purchase price. All costs, except initial cost, are discounted over the products' lifetime using a real discount rate of 4%. See "Assumptions" to 
change factors including the discount rate.

Follow the link and click on your location 
to display your cooling load hours, enter 
this value in the box on the left. 

Yes No
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Category Data Source
Power
ENERGY STAR Qualified Unit

Initial Cost Per Unit $3,500 Industry Data 2007
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio(SEER) rating 14 EPA 2007
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 36,000 Btu/hr EPA 2004
Use with programmable Thermostat (Yes/No) No Cadmus Assumption 05-07
Lifetime 14 years EPA 2006

Conventional Unit
Initial Cost Per Unit $3,300 Industry Data 2007
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio(SEER) rating 13 EPA 2007
Cooling Capacity of Air Conditioner (Btu/hr) 36,000 Btu/hr EPA 2004
Use with programmable Thermostat (Yes/No) No EPA 2004
Lifetime 14 years EPA 2006

Maintenance
Labor cost (per hour) $20 EPA 2004
Labor time (hours) 0 EPA 2004

Usage
Full-Load Cooling Hours

Full-Load Cooling Hours for Selected Location 600 ARI Unitary Directory, August 1, 1992 - January 31, 1993

Discount Rate
Commercial and Residential Discount Rate (real) 4% A real discount rate of 4 percent is assumed, which is roughly 

equivalent to the nominal discount rate of 7 percent (4 percent real 
discount rate + 3 percent inflation rate).

Programable Thermostat Discount Rate 16% LBNL 2005 (Based on minimum estimated savings)

Energy and Water Prices
Commercial Electricity Price $0.0912 $/kWh EIA 2006
Residential Electricity Price $0.1008 $/kWh EIA 2006

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Factors
Electricity Carbon Emission Factor 1.535 lbs CO2/kWh EPA 2006

CO2 Equivalents
Annual CO2 sequestration per forested acre 8,066 lbs CO2/year EPA 2006

Annual CO2 emissions for "average" passenger car 11,470 lbs CO2/year EPA 2006

For questions or comments, please send your email to Escalcs@cadmusgroup.com

Calculator last updated: 6/07
Constants updated 05/07

Assumptions for Central Air Conditioners

Value
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5.2 Appendix B: Furnace Data from Gas 
Appliance Manufacturers Association (GAMA) 

This data was used for the ex ante estimate of savings. 
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E EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

E.1 Evaluation Objectives 
The goal of this report is to present a summary of the findings and results from the evaluation of the 
Program Year 1 Public Sector Electric Efficiency (PSEE) Custom Incentives program.1 The primary 
objectives of this evaluation are to quantify gross and net impacts and to determine key process-related 
program strengths and weaknesses and identify ways in which the program can be improved.  

The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Public Sector Electric 
Efficiency Program provides incentives for public sector customers of ComEd and Ameren Illinois 
Utilities who upgrade their facilities with energy efficient equipment. There were two specific program 
elements that were available to customers during program year 1: a Custom Incentives program and a 
Standard Incentives program.  

• Custom program incentives are available to customers for less common or more complex energy-
saving measures installed in qualified retrofit and equipment replacement projects. 

• The Standard Incentives program provides an expedited application approach for public sector 
customers interested in purchasing efficient technologies. The program targets discrete retrofit 
and replacement opportunities in lighting, HVAC, motor, and refrigeration systems. A 
streamlined incentive application and quality control process is intended to facilitate ease of 
participation. 

Some tasks within the Standard and Custom program evaluations involved close coordination between the 
two efforts, but the evaluations were otherwise conducted through separate approaches. The Standard and 
Custom Incentive programs have evaluation results reported separately. 

E.2 Evaluation Methods 
Project-specific M&V was completed for a sample of selected projects in order to assess the gross 
impacts achieved by the program, and ratio estimation was then applied to estimate program-level gross 
savings using the project M&V results. Net impact estimates were completed to adjust for free-ridership, 
evaluated using a self-report survey with program participants. Participant spillover was examined 
qualitatively through a self-report survey in PY1 and is not factored into the net impacts. Participant 
spillover will be examined quantitatively in PY2 and PY3.  

Table 1 provides a summary of the principal data sources contributing to the evaluation of the PY1 
Custom Incentive (Custom) program. For each data element listed the table provides the targeted 
population, the sample frame, sample size and timing of data collection. 

                                                      

 
1 The Program Year 1 (PY1) program year began June 1, 2008 and ended May 31, 2009. 



 

Table 1. Principal Data Sources Contributing to the PY1 Evaluation 

Data Collection 
Type 

Targeted 
Population 

Sample 
Frame 

Sample 
Design 

Sample 
Size 

Timing 

Tracking Data 
Analysis 

Custom program 
customers, projects 

and measures 

DCEO 
Tracking 
Database 

- All Ongoing 

Application 
Records 
Analysis 

Custom program 
customers, projects 

and measures 
File Copies - All As Needed 

In-depth Phone 
Interviews 

DCEO Custom 
Program Staff 

Contact 
from DCEO

Custom Program 
Manager 

1 June 2009 

CATI Phone 
Survey 

Custom Program 
Participants 

Tracking 
Database 

Stratified 
Random Sample 

of 
Custom Program 

Participants 

10 
October 

2009 

Project 
Application File 

Review 

On-Site Visits 
and 

Measurement 

Custom Program 
Projects 

Tracking 
Database 

Stratified random 
sample by 

project-level kWh 
(3 strata) 

5 
October 

2009 

E.3 Key Findings 
Tables 2 and 3 below provide a summary of reported ex ante savings from the DCEO tracking system, 
and evaluation-adjusted gross and net savings impacts for the Statewide PY1 Custom Incentives program. 
As shown in Table 2, the PY1 evaluation found that verified gross impacts were equal to 78% of the 
savings in DCEO’s tracking system, as indicated by the realization rate (realization rate = ex post gross / 
tracking system gross). 

A realization rate for peak demand impact could not be estimated due to the fact that the program does 
not track kW savings. The missing tracking system records for ex ante peak demand impact (kW) 
precluded the development of kW weights and so the estimation of ex post peak demand impacts was set 
equal to kW estimates derived within the M&V sample alone. Since the M&V sample represents 74% of 
the ex ante annual energy savings claim, it is expected that the sample also represents the bulk of the 
summer peak demand savings. 

Table 2. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh Impacts for PY1 

Ex Ante Gross 
kWh 

Ex Post Gross 
kWh 

kWh RR Ex Post 
Net kWh 

NTGR (ex 
post gross) 

16,881,910 13,143,568 0.78 9,434,996 0.72 
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The chained realization rate (gross RR * NTG Ratio) is 0.56 for kWh (0.78 x. 0.72). This indicates that 
the evaluation-based (ex post) estimate of savings is equal to 56 percent of the value claimed in the 
DCEO tracking system. 

Table 3. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Net kW Impacts for PY1 

Ex Ante Gross 
kW 

Ex Post Gross 
kW kW RR 

Ex Post Net 
kW 

NTGR (ex post 
gross) 

- 1,071 NA 761 0.71 
Ex ante summer peak demand (kW) impacts are not currently tracked by the program. 
Ex post gross summer peak demand (kW) impacts are set equal to the ex post gross impacts measured in the M&V sample alone. 

Impacts for public sector customers in Ameren delivery service territory are provided in Table 4. 

Table 4. Utility-Specific Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh and kW Impacts for PY1 

Utility Ex Ante 
Gross 
kWh 

Ex Post 
Gross 
kWh 

kWh RR Ex Post 
Net kWh 

NTGR (ex 
post gross) 

Ex Post 
Net kW 

Ameren 9,560,498 7,443,414 0.78 5,343,190 0.72 NA 

Ex post gross summer peak demand (kW) impacts were not estimated for the individual utilities. 

The relative precision at a 90% confidence level is ± 3% for the kWh Realization Rate. 

Key Impact Findings 

• Based on the relatively small sample sizes evaluated in PY1, it appears that DCEO should 
consider additional analysis of the underlying assumptions of savings in projects entering the 
program. . The project documentation that was reviewed generally presents a reasonably clear 
description of how a given project saves energy (and the energy efficiency measures included in 
the program all appear to have a reasonable basis for claiming energy savings), and the baseline 
condition selected for the impact calculations was generally reasonable. However, some project 
input assumptions were found to result in higher ex ante impact claims than the ex post impact 
result. In some cases the underlying assumptions could be more conservative. 

• The program should estimate and track summer peak demand savings. Additional effort is needed 
within the program to enhance the estimation of demand savings and the tracking of those 
resulting impact estimates. 

• Free-ridership levels measured are better than expected for a Custom program at roughly 30%. 
Participants report that the program is a strong motivating factor in their decision to upgrade to 
efficient equipment at the time they elected to do so. Low free-ridership was observed across all 
project size categories (sampling strata). 

• It is recommended that selected DCEO staff review the content of the site M&V reports in 
Appendix 5.2.3 to better understand the reasons underlying the ex post realization rate results.  
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Key Process Findings 

Program Participation  

The program met its savings goals for PY1, while building a good foundation for future program years. 
This is especially impressive given the limited program resources and the challenging economic climate. 
Examination of paths to participation will be an evaluation objective for the next evaluation cycle to 
ensure continuing success. 

DCEO should take steps to reduce barriers to participation presented by the public sector budgeting 
process by creating confidence among public sector customers that the program will be active in future 
years. This is especially true as demand for the incentives increases and the program becomes more fully 
subscribed. 

Incentives 

The program design included a $100,000 incentive cap in PY1 (the cap was raised to $200,000 for PY2). . 
The program also exercised discretion in making exceptions to the cap, which is appropriate for a new 
program, especially since incentive funds were not exhausted during PY1. For example, the program 
allowed entities to apply for incentives greater than $100,000 if the application included multiple projects. 
However, a high concentration of incentive money in a single customer or project carries risk for the 
program and program savings, e.g., if the customer is found to be a free-rider. 

Implementation 

The assigned program staff targeted their efforts at core activities related to processing applications, 
participant implementation assistance, marketing, and inspections. While the program has achieved 
significant savings in PY1, future growth of the program and attainment of program goals will require 
additional resources (staff and dollars) to expand the depth and breadth of program activities undertaken. 

Marketing and Outreach 

In PY1 DCEO assigned one full time staff person to focus on marketing for all PSEE programs. In 
addition to this full time staff member, other program staff participated in marketing activities as part of 
their normal job duties. Overall, the program heavily leveraged activities by SEDAC, ComEd, and 
Ameren, with DCEO-specific activities somewhat limited by staff and resource availability. The 
marketing that was conducted was recalled and well received by program participants. The most 
successful efforts were promotion via market actors and customer events. 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM 
This evaluation report covers the Custom Incentive (Custom) program element of the Public Sector 
Electric Efficiency incentive program.  

1.1 Program Description 
The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Public Sector Electric 
Efficiency program provides incentives for public sector customers of ComEd and Ameren Illinois 
Utilities who upgrade their facilities with energy efficient equipment. There were two specific program 
elements that were available to customers during program year 1: a Custom program and a Standard 
program.  

• Custom program incentives are available to customers for less common or more complex energy-
saving measures installed in qualified retrofit and equipment replacement projects. Equipment 
installed includes lighting retrofits, HVAC measures such as VFDs, equipment controls, coil 
replacement and adding pipe insulation, retrocommissioning of buildings, and other 
miscellaneous measure installations. Some of these measure installations are “True Custom” 
measures in the sense that simple deemed savings and/or simple-to-apply algorithms do not 
already exist for this homogenous measure segment of the program population. However, about 
half of the applications processed in PY1 were lighting retrofits, contributing about one-third of 
the ex ante energy savings claim. 

• The Standard program provides an expedited application approach for public sector customers 
interested in purchasing efficient technologies. The program targets discrete retrofit and 
replacement opportunities in lighting, HVAC, motor, and refrigeration systems. A streamlined 
incentive application and quality control process is intended to facilitate ease of participation.  

DCEO uses internal staff to manage, implement, and administer the program. Technical assistance is 
provided as needed through the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC). The PY1 program 
application form listing measures, eligibility criteria and incentive levels is provided in Appendix 5.2.1. 
The measure list and incentives matched those offered by Ameren, except that DCEO offered incentives 
for LED traffic signals. The Standard and Custom programs were continued in program year 2, with 
minor increases to incentive levels and changes to rebate options.  

The net MWH savings goals for the PY1 Custom incentive program are shown in Table 5: 

Table 5. Public Sector Electric Efficiency Custom Program PY1 Planned Savings 
Goals 

Utility Plan Target 
Net MWH 

Plan Target 
Net MW 

ComEd Service Territory 4,385 0.60 
Ameren Service Territory 1,615 0.20 
Total 6,000 0.80 
Source: Direct Testimony of Jonathan Feipel, DCEO, Docket No. 07-0541, Exhibit 1.3, November 15, 2007. 
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1.2 Evaluation Questions 
The evaluation sought to answer the following key researchable questions: 

Impact Questions 

1. What are the gross impacts from this program? 
2. What are the net impacts from this program? 
3. Did the program meet its energy and demand goals? If not, why not? 

Process Questions: 

The process evaluation questions focused on five key areas: 

1. Effectiveness of program implementation 
2. Effectiveness of program design and processes 
3. Customer and program partner experience and satisfaction with the program 
4. Opportunities for program improvement 
5. Program awareness and potential market effects 

The full list of researchable questions can be found in the Evaluation Plan. 
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2 EVALUATION METHODS 
Although participants consist of both ComEd and Ameren utility customers’, the evaluation was planned 
and completed in such a way that it supports a single program-wide result and not individual utility 
results. However, examination of the tracking data identifies the following participation patterns and ex 
ante impact claim from each utility: 

• There were 15 applications processed for ComEd customers involving an ex ante impact claim of 
7.3 million kWh. 

• There were 10 applications processed for Ameren customers involving an ex ante impact claim of 
9.6 million kWh. 

The evaluation plan calls for on-site visits and detailed M&V for 5 Custom projects to address the gross 
impact evaluation objectives, plus telephone surveys with 10 Custom projects to address evaluation 
process and net objectives. No attempt was made to sample by utility or to develop gross or net impact 
parameter estimates that support individual utility findings. 

• The on-site visits and M&V activities for 5 Custom projects (applications) seeks to update, refine 
or replace the calculation procedures that were submitted as part of the final application 
submittal. 

• The telephone surveys support a Basic net impact approach (as described in greater detail in the 
Net Program Savings section, 2.1.2 below). When warranted based on project size, the extra large 
net impact approach or the Enhanced approach will be applied in PY2 and 3. 

• Data were also collected in the survey described above to support the process evaluation. 

The sections that follow provide greater detail on the methods deployed. 

2.1 Analytical Methods 

2.1.1 Gross Program Savings 

The objective of this element of the impact evaluation is to verify the PY1 ex ante gross savings estimates 
in the Custom program tracking system for the program population. The savings reported in DCEO’s 
tracking system was evaluated using the following steps:  

1. Develop a site-specific M&V plan for a representative sample of program projects. Each M&V 
plan details the data collection and analysis approach to be undertaken, following a careful review 
of relevant documents stored in DCEO’s tracking system, including the Final Application 
submittal and the application-based calculations. 

2. Implement a site-specific data collection approach for each sampled project. The focus of the data 
collection is to verify and/or update the assumptions that feed into engineering algorithms of 
measure level savings. Data collection also includes verification of measure installation and that 
the systems are functioning and operating as planned, and if not then in what way(s) there is 
variance. 
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3. Perform on-site measurement or obtain customer-stored data to support downstream M&V 
calculations. Measurement data obtained from the sites are used to calibrate the analyses, as 
measured parameters typically have the least uncertainty of any of the data elements collected. 
Measurement includes spot measurements, run-time hour data logging, and post-installation 
interval metering. Customer-supplied data from energy management systems (EMS) or 
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems are often used when available. 

4. Complete ex post engineering-based estimates of gross annual energy (kWh) and summer peak 
demand (kW) impact for each sampled project. A site specific analysis is performed for each 
point in the impact sample. The engineering analysis methods and degree of monitoring will vary 
from project to project, depending on the complexity of the measures installed, the size of the 
associated savings and the availability and reliability of existing data. Gross impact calculation 
methodologies are generally based on IPMVP protocols, options A through D. At a minimum the 
ex post impact evaluation incorporates the following additional information that may not have 
been feasible to incorporate in Final Application submittal: 

a. Verification that measures are installed and operational, and whether or not the as-built 
condition will generate the predicted level of savings. 

b. Observed post-installation operating schedule and system loading conditions. 
c. A thorough validation of baseline selection, including appropriateness of a retrofit vs. 

replace on burnout claim.  
d. Development of stipulated and measured engineering parameters that contribute to the 

impact calculations. 
5. Prepare a detailed, site-specific impact evaluation report for each sampled site. 
6. Carry out a quality control review of the ex post impact estimates and the associated draft site 

reports and implement any necessary revisions. 

A verified gross realization rate (which is the ratio of the ex post gross savings-to-reported tracking 
savings) was then estimated for the sample, by segment and sampling strata, and applied to the population 
of reported tracking savings, using sampling-based approaches that are described in greater detail in 
Sections 2 and 3 below. The result is an ex post estimate of gross savings for the Custom program. 

Selection of IPMVP Approach 

Ex post gross annual energy and demand impacts were assessed using an array of methods that are 
compliant with and defined by the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocols 
(IPMVP). Flexibility was also considered in applying these protocols, with an eye towards deployment of 
a cost-effective M&V approach (i.e., reduction in uncertainty per evaluation dollar spent). Choices 
include IPMVP Option A (simple engineering model), Option B (retrofit isolation model), Option C 
(normalized annual consumption model or a fully specified regression model) and Option D (calibrated 
building energy simulation models). 

Baseline Assessment 

Development of baseline is a crucial step in accurately assessing custom measure ex post savings, and it is 
sometimes the case that the ex post evaluation-defined baseline does not agree with the program-defined 
baseline. For example, it is common in site-specific custom measure analyses for the program baseline to 
be defaulted as the in situ equipment, no matter what the age of the existing equipment that are 
subsequently removed. In each case an investigation is needed to determine whether the existing 
equipment was at the end of its life and whether there is an efficiency increment among new equipment 
available in the market. If the equipment is at the end of its life and there is variation among new 
equipment efficiencies, then the savings should be based on the delta between the efficiency of the 
standard baseline equipment and program induced installation. In such cases the efficiency of the in situ 
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equipment is irrelevant. If it the equipment is at the end of its life (i.e., no evidence of program-induced 
early replacement) and there is little or no difference in efficiencies among new equipment choices, then 
the savings will essentially be zero. The point here is to simply illustrate that baseline determination and 
analysis are an integral and extremely important part of custom impact evaluation.  

Review Applications and Prepare Analysis Plans 

For each selected application, an in-depth application review is performed to assess the engineering 
methods, parameters and assumptions used to generate all ex ante impact estimates. Application review 
serves to familiarize the assigned engineer with the gross impact approach applied in the program 
calculations. This will also forms the basis for determining the additional data and monitoring needs that 
are required to complete each analysis and the likely sources for obtaining those analytic inputs. For most 
projects on-site sources include interviews that are completed at the time of the on-site, visual inspection 
of the systems and equipment, EMS data downloads, spot measurements, and short-term monitoring (e.g., 
less than four weeks). For some projects data sources also include program implementers, interviews with 
vendors and Energy Efficiency Service Providers (EESPs) that participated in a given project. 

Each review results in a formal analysis plan. Each plan explains the general gross impact approach used 
(including monitoring plans), provides an analysis of the current inputs (based on the application and 
other available sources at that time), and identifies sources that will be used to verify data or obtain newly 
identified inputs for the ex post gross impact approach. 

Schedule and Conduct On-Site Data Collection 

On-site surveys are completed for each of the customer applications sampled. The engineer assigned to 
each project first calls to set up an appointment with the customer. 

During the on-site audit, data identified in the analysis plan is collected, including monitoring records 
(such as instantaneous spot watt measurements for relevant equipment, measured temperatures, data from 
equipment logs and EMS/SCADA system downloads), equipment nameplate data, system operation 
sequences and operating schedules, and, of course, a careful description of site conditions that might 
contribute to baseline selection. 

All engineers who conduct audits are trained and experienced in completing inspections for related types 
of projects. Each carries all equipment required to conduct the planned activities. They check in with the 
site contact upon arrival at the building, and check out with that same site contact, or a designated 
alternate, on departure. The on-site audit consists of a combination of interviewing and taking 
measurements. During the interview, the engineer meets with a building representative who is 
knowledgeable about the facilities’ equipment and operation, and asks a series of questions regarding 
operating schedules, location of equipment, and equipment operating practices. Following this interview, 
the engineer makes a series of detailed observations and measurements of the building and equipment. All 
information is recorded and checked for completeness before leaving the site. 

Conduct Site-Specific Impact Calculations and Prepare Draft Site Reports 

After all of the field data is collected, including any monitoring data, energy and demand impacts are 
developed based on the on-site data, monitoring data, application information, and, in some cases, billing 
or interval data. Each engineering analysis is based on calibrated engineering models that make use of 
hard copy application review and on-site gathered information surrounding the equipment installed 
through the program (and the operation of those systems). 
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Energy savings calculations are accomplished using methods that include short-term monitoring-based 
assessments, simulation modeling (e.g., DOE-2), bin models, application of ASHRAE methods and 
algorithms, analysis of pre- and post-installation billing and interval data, and other specialized 
algorithms and models. 

After completion of the engineering analysis, a site-specific draft impact evaluation report is prepared that 
summarizes the M&V plan, the data collected at the site, and all of the calculations and parameters used 
to estimate savings. 

Quality Control Review and Final Site Reports 

The focus of the engineering review is on the quality and clarity of the documentation and consistency 
and validity of the estimation methods. 

Each draft site report underwent extensive senior engineer review and comment, providing feedback to 
each assigned engineer for revisions or other improvements. Each assigned engineer then revised the draft 
reports as necessary to produce the final site reports that appear in Appendix 5.2.3 to this report. 

2.1.2 Net Program Savings 

Net Program Savings 

The primary objective of the net savings analysis for the Custom program was to determine the program's 
net effect on customers’ electricity usage. After gross program impacts have been assessed, net program 
impacts are derived by estimating a Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio that quantifies the percentage of the gross 
program impacts that can reliably be attributed to the program. A customer self-report method, based on 
data gathered during participant phone surveys, was used to estimate the NTG ratio for this evaluation. 

For PY1, the net program impacts were quantified solely on the estimated level of free-ridership. This 
requires estimating what would have happened in the absence of the program. The existence of participant 
spillover was examined qualitatively in PY1.  

Once free-ridership has been estimated the Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio is calculated as follows: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-ridership Rate 

Free-Ridership 

Free ridership was assessed using customer self-report approach following a framework that was 
developed for evaluating net savings of California’s 2006-2008 nonresidential energy efficiency 
programs. This method calculates free-ridership using data collected during participant phone surveys 
concerning the following three items:  

• A Program Components score that reflects the importance of various program and program-
related elements in the customer’s decision and timing of the decision in selecting a specific 
program measures. 

• A Program Influence score that reflects the degree of influence the program had on the 
customer’s decision to install the specified measures. This score is cut in half if they learned 
about the program after they decided to implement the measures. 
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• A No-Program score that captures the likelihood of various actions the customer might have 
taken at this time and in the future if the program had not been available. This score accounts for 
deferred free ridership by incorporating the likelihood that the customer would have installed 
program-qualifying measures at a later date if the program had not been available. 

Each of these scores represents the highest response or the average of several responses given to one or 
more questions about the decision to install a program measure. The rationale for using the maximum 
value is to capture the most important element in the participant’s decision making. This approach and 
scoring algorithm is identical to that used by the Ameren Illinois and ComEd evaluators with the exact 
same questions.  

The calculation of free-ridership for the Custom program is a multi-step process. The survey covers a 
battery of questions used to assess net-to-gross ratio for a specific project/application. 

Responses are used to calculate a Program Components score, a Program Influence score and a No-
Program score for each project covered through the survey. These three scores can take values of 0 to 10 
where a lower score indicates a higher level of free-ridership. The calculation then averages those three 
scores to come up with a project-level net-to-gross ratio. If the customer has additional projects at other 
sites covering the same end-use, the survey asks whether the responses also apply to the other projects. If 
that is the case, the additional projects are given the same score.  

This scoring approach is summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Net-to-Gross Scoring Algorithm for the PY1 Custom Program 

Scoring Element Calculation 

Program Components score. The maximum score (on a scale of 0 to 
10 where 0 equals not at all influential and 10 equals very influential) 
among the self-reported influence level the program had for: 
A. Availability of the program incentive 
B. Information from technical assistance received from DCEO or 
Smart Energy Design Assistance Center staff 
C. Recommendation from utility staff 
D. Information from utility or program marketing materials 
E. Endorsement or recommendation by a utility account rep 

Maximum of A, B, C, D, and E 

Program Influence score. “If you were given a TOTAL of 100 
points that reflect the importance in your decision to implement the 
<ENDUSE>, and you had to divide those 100 points between: 1) the 
program and 2) other factors, how many points would you give to the 
importance of the PROGRAM?” 

Points awarded to the program 
(divided by 10) 

Divide by 2 if the customer 
learned about the program 

AFTER deciding to implement 
the measure that was installed 

No-Program score: “Using a likelihood scale from 0 to 10, where 0 
is “Not at all likely” and 10 is “Extremely likely”, if the DCEO 
program had not been available, what is the likelihood that you would 
have installed exactly the same equipment?” 

Adjustments to the “likelihood score” are made for timing: “Without 
the program, when do you think you would have installed this 
equipment?” Free-ridership diminishes as the timing of the 
installation without the program moves further into the future. 

Interpolate between No Program 
Likelihood Score and 10 

where “At the same time” or 
within 6 months equals No 

Program score, and 48 months 
later equals 10 (no free-

ridership) 

Project-level Free-ridership (ranges from 0.00 to 1.00) 1 – Sum of scores (Program 
Components, Program Influence, 

No-Program)/30 

PY1 Project level Net-to-Gross Ratio (ranges from 0.00 to 1.00) 1 – Project level Free-ridership 

Apply score to other end uses within the same project? If yes, assign score to other end-
uses of the same project 

Apply score to other projects of the same end-use? If yes, assign score to same end-
use of the additional projects 

Spillover 

For the PY1 Custom program evaluation, a battery of questions was asked to qualitatively assess spillover 
Below are paraphrased versions of the spillover questions that were asked: 
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1. Since your participation in the DCEO program, did you implement any ADDITIONAL energy 
efficiency measures at this facility that did NOT receive incentives through any utility or 
government program? 

2. What specifically were the measures that you implemented?  
3. Why are you not expecting an incentive for these measures? 
4. Why did you not install this measure through the DCEO Program? 
5. Please describe the SIZE, TYPE, and OTHER ATTRIBUTES of these measures. 
6. Please describe the EFFICIENCY of these measures. 
7. Please describe the QUANTITY installed of these measures. 
8. Were these measures specifically recommended by a program related audit, report or program 

technical specialist? 
9. How significant was your experience in the DCEO Program in your decision to implement this 

Measure, using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not at all significant and 10 is extremely significant? 
10. Why do you give the DCEO program this influence rating? 
11. If you had not participated in the DCEO program, how likely is it that your organization would 

still have implemented this measure, using a 0 to 10, scale where 0 means you definitely 
WOULD NOT have implemented this measure and 10 means you definitely WOULD have 
implemented this measure? 

Responses to these questions were used to assess whether spillover may be occurring and the type of 
equipment involved, but do not offer enough detail to quantify the spillover. Spillover could be quantified 
through follow-up questioning and site visits on potential spillover occurrences reported by the 
participants.  

2.2 Data Sources 
Table 7 provides a summary of the principal data sources contributing to the evaluation of the PY1 
Custom program. For each data element listed table provides the targeted population, the sample frame, 
sample size and timing of data collection. In addition the evaluation team reviewed program materials 
developed by DCEO, including program guidelines, and program application forms. 
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Table 7. Principal Data Sources Contributing to the PY1 Evaluation 

Data Collection 
Type 

Targeted 
Population 

Sample 
Frame 

Sample 
Design 

Sample 
Size 

Timing 

Tracking Data 
Analysis 

Custom program 
customers, projects 

and measures 

DCEO 
Tracking 
Database 

- All Ongoing 

Application 
Records Analysis 

Custom program 
customers, projects 

and measures 

File Copies - All As 
Needed 

In-depth Phone 
Interviews 

DCEO Custom 
Program Staff 

Contact 
from DCEO 

Custom 
Program 
Manager 

1 June 
2009 

CATI Phone 
Survey 

Custom Program 
Participants 

Tracking 
Database 

Stratified 
Random 

Sample of 
Custom 
Program 

Participants 

10 October 
2009 

Project Application 
File Review 

On-Site Visits and 
Measurement 

Custom Program 
Projects  

Tracking 
Database 

Stratified 
random 

sample by 
project-level 

kWh (3 
strata) 

5 October 
2009 

Tracking Data 

The tracking data for this evaluation consists of an Excel spreadsheet that DCEO staff maintained. 
Program samples were drawn from the versions sent by DCEO dated September 8, 2009. 

Project Application File Review  

To support Final Application file review and the development of critical evaluation data not supported by 
the tracking system, project documentation was obtained from DCEO files, for each project in the 
population. Documentation included application forms and supporting documentation from the applicant 
(ex ante impact calculations, invoices, measure specification sheets, vendor proposals), pre-inspection 
reports and photos (when required), post inspection reports and photos (when conducted), and important 
email and memoranda. 

Program and Implementer Staff Interviews 

One in-depth interview, with the Program Manager Tom Coe, was conducted as part of this evaluation. 
The interview was completed over the phone in June of 2009. The interview focused on program 
processes to better understand the goals of the program, how the program was implemented, the perceived 
effectiveness of the program, and also verified evaluation priorities. The interview guide used for the 
interview is included in Appendix 5.1.1. 

CATI Phone Survey 
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A CATI telephone survey was conducted with 10 Custom program participants. This survey focused on 
questions to estimate the net program impacts and to support the process evaluation. All CATI surveys 
were completed in October 2009. 

The CATI survey was directed toward unique customer contact names from the tracking system for PY1 
paid Custom projects. The survey assessed all of the parameters necessary to calculate PY1 free-ridership, 
and supported gross savings analysis by collecting self reported data for end-use hours of operation. 
Additional data was collected to support a qualitative assessment of spillover as well as the process 
evaluation. The CATI survey instrument used for this evaluation is included in Appendix 5.1.2. 

On-Site Visits and Measurement 

On-site surveys were completed for each of the applications sampled for M&V. During each on-site visit, 
data identified in the analysis plan is collected, including monitoring records (such as instantaneous spot 
watt measurements for relevant equipment, measured temperatures, data from equipment logs and 
EMS/SCADA system downloads), equipment nameplate data, system operation sequences and operating 
schedules, and a careful description of site conditions that might contribute to baseline selection. 

2.3 Sampling 
The tracking data delivered for this evaluation was provided as an Excel spreadsheet by DCEO on 
September 8, 2009.  

Profile of Population 

Tables 8 and 9 below provide a profile of PY1 Custom program participation. Tracking records are 
project applications, and were first sorted and placed in three strata using ex ante savings kWh to create 
three strata with roughly equal contributions to total program savings. 

Sampling by strata was completed for ex post gross M&V-based evaluation, as well as a telephone survey 
supporting ex post net impact evaluation and the process evaluation. Due to overlapping customers in 
both the Prescriptive and Custom programs, those two samples were carefully coordinated to avoid 
contacting customers more than once.  

Table 8 presents each of the 25 tracking records that are included in the Custom program, sorted on the ex 
ante gross kWh claimed by the program for each application. Also shown is the kWh-based strata used in 
the sample design, the incentive paid, and a measure description taken from the application files provided. 
The program does not seek to quantify or track peak demand impacts, which made it problematic to 
estimate peak savings for the program overall, as will be discussed at greater length in the results in 
Chapter 3. 

Table 9 presents each of three strata developed for sampling, among 25 unique Custom applications. The 
number of unique applications is presented by strata, along with ex ante gross kWh claimed, and the 
amount of incentive paid. The three largest applications that make up all the strata 1 and 2 projects 
account for 73% of the kWh-based ex ante impact claim. 
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Table 8. PY1 Custom Participation by Project Application Submitted  

Application 
ID 

Measure Description 
Ex Ante 

kWh Impact 
Claimed

% of
Total
kWh

Sampling 
Strata 

Incentive 
Paid to 

Applicant

1 
Insulate steam and condensate piping, and 
retrocommission four buildings 

7,557,704 45 1 $529,039

2 
Lighting retrofits to public safety 
buildings 

3,453,000 20 2 $241,710

3 
Install power management software on 
PCs and monitors 

1,376,200 8 2 $96,334

4 Digital control of air handling units 967,874 6 3 $67,751

5 
Replace existing HPS lights with 
induction high bay lighting 

744,074 4 3 $52,085

6 
Retrofit T12 lighting with T8, and replace 
incandescent Exit signs with LED, etc. 

504,479 3 3 $28,919

7 Installation of VFDs at sanitary lift station 323,100 2 3 $22,617

8 
Replace existing full voltage starters with 
variable control starters, and add torque 
control load balancer 

222,114 1 3 $14,088

9 Lighting retrofit in 3 buildings 215,265 1 3 $15,069

10 

Replace 30 mercury vapor fixtures with 30 
metal halide fixtures, install timer and off 
switches, and replace incandescent lamps 
with fluorescent lamps 

197,277 1 3 $13,809

11 
Replace 26 welding machines with 19 new 
welding machines 

195,686 1 3 $13,698

12 Installation of VFDs at sanitary lift station 193,000 1 3 $13,510

13 
Replace HID's with metal halide fixtures 
and reflective ceiling 

180,904 1 3 $12,663

14 
3 VFDs and 1 controller to existing blower 
system 

165,014 1 3 $10,966

15 
Install lighting control panel for 122 T-5 
fixtures 

158,580 1 3 $9,747

16 
Replace T12 lighting with T7, replace 
incandescent with CFL, and replace 
incandescent exit with LED exit lamps 

108,586 1 3 $7,601

17 
Retrofit existing high-pressure sodium 
fixtures with pulse start metal halide; and 
implement high-low operation 

74,412 0.4 3 $5,209

18 Replace elevator motors 71,305 0.4 3 $4,992

19 
Replace T12 HO with T8 and electronic 
ballasts 

65,910 0.4 3 $4,614

20 Install VFD on pool pump 35,145 0.2 3 $1,993

21 
Replace cooling coils, and take out 
"moisture eliminators" 

27,200 0.2 3 $1,904

22 Install occupancy sensors 27,200 0.2 3 $5,141
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Application 
ID 

Measure Description 
Ex Ante 

kWh Impact 
Claimed

% of
Total
kWh

Sampling 
Strata 

Incentive 
Paid to 

Applicant

23 
Replace outdoor lighting with metal halide 
pulse start lamps 

8,100 <0.1 3 $567

24 
Replaced computer monitors with LCD 
monitors 

5,654 <0.1 3 $396

25 
Replace existing lamps with energy 
efficient lamps and ballasts 

4,127 <0.1 3 $289

Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. 

 

Table 9. PY1 Custom Participation by Sampling Strata 
Sampling 

Strata 
Ex Ante 

kWh 
Impact 

Claimed 

Percent of 
Total kWh 

Claimed 

Applications Incentive 
Paid to 

Applicant 

1 7,557,704 45% 1 $529,039

2 4,829,200 29% 2 $338,044

3 4,495,006 27% 22 $307,627

TOTAL 16,881,910 100% 25 $1,174,710

Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. 

 

2.3.1 Gross Impact M&V Sample 

The sample for the PY1 Custom program projects was selected from data in the DCEO tracking system. 
Data review was undertaken before the sample was pulled to check for outliers and missing values. Some 
projects contain both Custom and Standard measures (combined projects). The Custom and Standard 
Incentive programs were evaluated through different approaches by necessity, so the evaluation team 
included all custom measures within the Custom evaluation, and all standard measures within the 
Standard evaluation. The phone survey was coordinated by assigning combined projects to one evaluation 
or the other to avoid multiple contacts. As a result, 18 projects required special coordination between the 
two evaluations. 

Program-level Custom savings data were analyzed by project size to inform the sample design for this 
population of heterogeneous measures. Projects were stratified by tracking record size using the ex ante 
kWh impact claim. Records were sorted from largest to smallest Custom kWh claim, and placed into one 
of three strata in an effort to place roughly one-third of the program total kWh claim in each. Thus, the 
single largest record comprising over one-third of the program savings was assigned to strata 1, the next 2 
largest records comprising less than one-third of program savings were assigned to strata 2, and the 
smallest 22 records were assigned to strata 3. 

The Custom evaluation plan called for a target sample of 5 applications in the ex post gross impact M&V 
sample. This sample was drawn as follows: the one record in strata 1 was selected, the 2 records in strata 
2 were selected, and 2 records out of 22 were randomly selected in strata 3. 



 

Profile of the Gross Impact M&V Sample 

Table 10 provides a profile of the gross impact M&V sample for the Custom program in comparison with 
the program population. Shown is the resulting sample that was drawn, consisting of 5 applications, 
responsible for 12.4 million kWh of ex ante impact claim and representing 74% of the ex ante impact 
claim for the program population. Also shown are the ex ante-based kWh sample weights for each strata. 
Ex ante-based kW weights were not developed because peak demand impact estimates are not tracked by 
the program. The sample points targeted were all completed. 

Table 10. Profile of the Gross Impact M&V Sample by Strata 
Custom Program Population Summary Target and Achieved Sample 

Sampling 
Strata 

Number of 
Applications 

(N) 

Ex Ante 
kWh Impact 

Claimed 

kWh 
Weights 

n Ex Ante kWh Sampled % of 
Population 

1 1 7,557,704 0.45 1 7,557,704 100%

2 2 4,829,200 0.29 2 4,829,200 100%

3 22 4,495,006 0.27 2 35,300 1%

TOTAL 25 16,881,910 - 5 12,422,204 74%

2.3.2 CATI Telephone Survey 
A CATI telephone survey was implemented with a stratified random sample of 10 Custom Incentive 
Program participants. This survey focused on questions to estimate net program impacts and to support 
the process evaluation. All CATI surveys were completed in October of 2009. 

Sampling 

The CATI phone survey drew a sample from the Custom program population, with a target to achieve 10 
completed telephone interviews with unique program participants. Duplicate contact names were removed 
from the sample where a single person was involved in more than one project application.  

A stratified random sampling approach was employed. Program-level Custom savings data were analyzed 
by project size to inform the sample design for the population. Projects were stratified by tracking record 
size using the ex ante kWh impact claim. Records were sorted from largest to smallest Custom kWh 
claim, and placed into one of three strata such that each contains one-third of the program total kWh 
claim. The strata that were developed were already identified above under gross impact M&V, Table 9.  

The Custom evaluation plan called for a target sample of 10 applications in the ex post net impact and 
process evaluation sample. This sample was drawn as follows: a census of one application in strata 1 was 
selected, a census of 2 applications out of 2 were selected in strata 2, and 7 applications out of 22 were 
randomly selected in strata 3. After initially targeting completes with just the targeted applications, the 
sample was eventually opened up to the remaining points in strata 3 in an attempt to collect the full 
number of targeted completes. 

The evaluation team concluded that an un-weighted analysis provided the best representation for process 
results. 
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Survey Disposition 

Table 11 provides the net impact and process evaluation sample disposition for the program population. 
Shown is the resulting number of survey completes, consisting of 10 applications in strata 3, 2 in strata 2 
and 1 in strata 1. The resulting survey completes represent 14.4 million kWh of ex ante impact claim 
which is 85% of the ex ante impact claim of the program population. When the survey was first 
implemented, no completes were achieved in strata 1 and 2, which combined represents 73% of the ex 
ante kWh impact claim. A second attempt was then successfully made to obtain net impact and spillover 
data from strata 1 and 2. For this reason the analysis sample used for process evaluation consists of the 10 
strata 3 points alone, while all 13 points contribute to the net impact evaluation. Ex ante-based kW 
weights were not developed because peak demand impact estimates are not tracked within the program. 

Table 11. Profile of the Participant Survey Sample by Strata 

Program Population Summary Achieved Sample 
Sampling 
Strata 

Number of 
Applications (N) 

Ex Ante kWh 
Impact Claimed

kWh Weights 
by Segment

n Ex Ante 
kWh 

Sampled % of 
Population

1 1 7,557,704 0.45 1 7,557,704 100%
2 2 4,829,200 0.29 2 4,829,200 100%
3 22 4,495,006 0.27 10 2,007,498 45%
TOTAL 25 16,881,910 - 13 14,394,402 85%

Table 12 below shows the final dispositions of the 21 unique participants in the Custom Incentive 
Program. As this table shows, contact with all contacts was attempted, resulting in 10 completed surveys. 
An attempt was made to reach each of these customers at least three to four times. In addition, the 
evaluation team contacted the two largest savers outside of the CATI framework and completed the 
impact module only with these two customers. Table 12 summarizes the survey dispositions. 

Overall, the response rate for this survey was 48% for the entire survey and 57% for the impact portion, 
computed as the number of completed surveys divided by the number of eligible respondents.2 

Table 12. Sample Disposition 

Entire Survey Impact Module 
Sample Disposition 

Customers % Customers % 

Population of Unique Contacts 21 100% 21 100%

Completed Survey 10 48% 12 57% 

Unable to Reach 4 19% 4 19% 

Non-Specific Callback/Appointment Scheduled 6 29% 5 24% 

Refusal 1 5% - - 

Source: ODC CATI Center 

                                                      

 
2 Eligible respondents include the following dispositions: a) Completed Survey, b) Unable to Reach, c) Non-Specific 
Callback/Appointment Scheduled, and d) Refusal. 



 

Profile of Survey Respondents 

Approximately 70% of survey respondents represent one of two sectors: local government and K-12 
schools. This distribution is similar to that of all 21 entities that participated in the Custom Program in 
PY1. Table 13 presents the comparison of sectors for survey respondents and the population of 
participants.  

Table 13. Business Sector of Survey Respondents 

Survey Respondents 
Sector 

Population 
(N=21) Entire Survey 

(n=10) 
Impact Module 

(n=12) 
Local Government 62% 60% 58% 

K-12 Schools 14% 10% 8% 

Federal Government 10% 10% 8% 

Community Colleges 10% 20% 17% 

Universities 5% 0% 8% 

Source: DCEO Tracking Database 

Half of survey respondents are classified as small entities with the other half classified as large. This 
distribution is similar to that of all 21 public sector entities that participated in the program in PY1 (see 
Table 14). 

Table 14. Size of Public Sector Entity 

Survey Respondents 
Size of Entity Population 

(N=21) Entire Survey 
(n=10) 

Impact Module 
(n=12) 

Small 57% 50% 50% 
Medium 0% 0% 0% 
Large 43% 50% 50% 
Source: DCEO Tracking Database. 
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3 PROGRAM LEVEL RESULTS 
This section presents the Custom Incentive program impact and process evaluation results. 

3.1 Impact 

3.1.1 Verification and Due Diligence 

This section provides a summary of the results of Task 3 – Verification and Due Diligence. Under this 
task, the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by program staff are explored. 
These activities are compared to industry best practices3 for similar C&I programs to determine: 

1. If any key quality assurance and verification activities that should take place are currently not 
being implemented. 

2. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are biased (i.e., incorrect 
sampling that may inadvertently skew results, purposeful sampling that is not defendable, etc.). 

3. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are overly time-consuming and 
might be simplified or dropped.  

This assessment primarily relied on in-depth interviews with program staff and documentation of current 
program processes as outlined in the program Guidelines and Application. 

The complete draft report on this task is provided in Appendix 5.2.2. The report includes a summary of 
key quality assurance and verification activities currently conducted by DCEO’s Public Sector Energy 
Efficiency (PSEE) Custom and Standard programs and recommendations for improvement; an overview 
of data collection activities carried out for this task; and detailed findings on current quality assurance and 
verification activities by program. The final summary and recommendations section of the report is 
provided below. 

Summary and Recommendations for the PSEE Custom Program 

Overall, the DCEO’s quality control and verification procedures for the PSEE Custom Program were 
acceptable for PY1 but need further development to ensure high quality projects and tracking data as 
program participation expands. It is critical to acknowledge that DCEO programs face staff resource 
constraints and, within this operating environment, make an dedicated effort to institute sound procedures 
related to quality control and verification.  

In particular, the program is strongest in the area of administrative review. Suggested improvements focus 
on developing documentation and applying formal pre- and post-inspection protocols, maintaining an up-
to-date tracking system through the various stages of project completion, and potentially adding a second 
check of large and complex projects based on resource availability. These enhancements will help to 

                                                      

 
3 See the Best Practices Self Benchmarking Tool developed for the Energy Efficiency Best Practices Project: 
http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp. 

http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp


 

ensure quality and consistency as staff verification resources are added to meet higher program 
participation levels. 

Table 15 summarizes the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by the PSEE 
Custom Program. It also features recommended changes to current procedures, as well as suggestions 
regarding additional activities that DCEO could implement to enhance quality assurance and verification.  

Table 15. Summary of QA Activities in Place and Recommendations 

QA Activities in Place Recommended Changes 

Pre-Approval 

• Customer eligibility and application 
completeness checks 

• Measure eligibility review 

• Pre-inspections using a standardized form 

 

Pre-Approval 
• Document and apply procedures for entry of pre-

approval information into the tracking system to 
minimize time lag in data entry.  

• In addition to routine checking of measure eligibility 
and quantities in each application, conduct a second 
check on large and complex projects. 

• Document and apply formal criteria for selecting 
projects for pre-inspection, as well as targets for the 
number of pre-inspections. 

• Document procedures in detail for conducting pre-
inspections, including what information is collected, 
where it is recorded, and where inspection forms are 
stored as part of project tracking. 

Final Approval 

• Customer eligibility and application 
completeness checks 

• Measure eligibility review  

• Post-inspections using a standardized form 

• Targeted number of post-inspections based 
on project size. 

Final Approval 
• In addition to routine checking of measure eligibility 

and quantities in each application, conduct a second 
check on large and complex projects. 

• Document formal criteria for selecting projects for 
post-inspection, and targets for the number of post-
inspections. 

• Document procedures in detail for conducting post-
inspections, including what information is collected 
(equipment description and specs, operational data, 
guidelines for census counts versus sampling), where 
it is recorded, and where inspection forms are stored 
as part of project tracking. 

3.1.2 Tracking System Review 

A review was completed of the Custom Incentives program data in the DCEO tracking system to identify 
issues that could affect program reporting and improve future evaluation efforts. Project data were 
reviewed for outliers and missing information, obvious errors and general usefulness for reporting 
accomplishments and conducting evaluation activities. We also assessed basic functionality of the 
tracking system for use in recording, tracking, and reporting impact data. 
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The tracking data for this evaluation consisted of an Excel spreadsheet file that DCEO updated and 
delivered on a periodic basis. The review is based on versions sent by DCEO dated September 8, 2009. 
The file is Custom projects 9-8-09.xlsx and includes project level details including measures, incentives, 
milestone dates and savings for each participating project, plus data surrounding the applicants (including 
project identifiers, customer identifiers and more). 

DCEO uses this spreadsheet as the tracking system for the Custom Incentives program. The spreadsheet is 
used to estimate savings and incentives for each project, and track basic implementation milestones. 
Participant data and project details from the application package are retained in hard copy files at DCEO 
offices. This tracking approach has limited functionality for evaluation tasks such as analyzing data and 
drawing samples.  

One aspect of the tracking system that affected the evaluation was the availability of basic contact 
information in electronic format. This includes applicant contact name, applicant phone number, applicant 
e-mail and applicant address. This is standard practice in energy efficiency program implementation to 
have this data available electronically and is an area where improvement is needed. The evaluation team 
had to photocopy this information from DCEO hard copy files and then enter this information into a 
database to support evaluation activities such as telephone surveys. 

Furthermore, the tracking system did not include electronic information with vendor or contractor contact 
information. Lastly, the measure description was found lacking in detail on the measures and related 
equipment in each application. These are also areas for improvement. 

Measure description information was populated in the tracking system but there is room for improvement 
in consistently labeling individual measures. Currently applications involving more than one measure 
appear as a single record and therefore the measure descriptions tend towards a mixture of rough 
information concerning the measures installed. DCEO should consider tracking modifications that would 
isolate individual records for each measure installed and achieve greater levels of consistency in reporting 
variables that describe measures and end uses affected. With these improvements in place it would be 
possible to provide measure-based summary statistics and track program accomplishments. Given current 
measure labeling practices such evaluation efforts were not deemed reasonable to produce. 

There were a couple data accuracy issues identified: 

• In one earlier extract of the tracking data the Custom and Standard rebate amounts were switched, 
which could lead to a project being miscategorized. 

• One Standard project was erroneously entered as a Custom project.  

One particular challenge is that in some cases, multiple customer locations were included in one project, 
while in others a separate project ID was assigned to each location, and in others multiple buildings in a 
single site location were included in a single project. An improved tracking approach would be to assign 
each site address or building to a unique identification number. This could be a unique “Project ID”, or 
potentially a single Project ID could have multiple unique entries for each “Site ID” included in the 
project. Lacking this identification code limits the ability to construct samples, conduct surveys, and 
analyze impacts that isolate specific end uses and measures.  

For example, one project had measures as diverse as pipe insulation and building commissioning bundled 
into one project ID, spread across a campus of buildings. Participant phone surveys must focus the 
respondent’s attention to one end-use, measure and decision process at a time because answers to 
questions on net-to-gross, spillover, and equipment operation are likely to be quite different for different 
measures.  
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DCEO does not track summer peak demand impact (kW). This prevents evaluators from confidently and 
accurately representing the program population using a sample of selected projects. To do so will require 
consistent estimation summer peak demand, as well as storing those data in the tracking system. 

3.1.3 Gross Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

Ex post gross program impacts were developed for this evaluation based on detailed M&V for a selected 
sample of five applications. 

Realization Rates for the Program 

There are two basic statistical methods for combining individual realization rates from the sample projects 
into an estimate of verified gross kWh savings for the population when stratified random sampling is 
used. These two methods are called “separate” and “combined” ratio estimation.4 In the case of a separate 
ratio estimator, a separate gross kWh savings realization rate is calculated for each stratum and then 
combined. In the case of a combined ratio estimator, a single gross kWh savings realization rate is 
calculated directly without first calculating separate realization rates by stratum.  

The separate ratio estimation technique was used to estimate verified gross kWh savings for the Custom 
program. The separate ratio estimation technique follows the steps outlined in the California Evaluation 
Framework. These steps are matched to the stratified random sampling method that was used to create the 
sample for the program. The standard error was used to estimate the error bound around the estimate of 
verified gross kWh. The results are summarized in Tables 16 and 17 below. A realization rate for peak 
demand impact could not be estimated due to the fact that the program does not estimate kW savings. 

It should be noted that missing tracking system records for ex ante peak demand impact (kW) precluded 
the development of kW weights and so the estimation of ex post peak demand impacts was set equal to 
kW estimates derived within the M&V sample. Since the M&V sample represents 74% of the ex ante 
annual energy savings, it is further anticipated that the sample also represents the bulk of the summer 
peak demand savings. Furthermore, strata 1 and 2 savings represent 73% of ex ante annual energy 
savings, and a census was achieved in those cells. Accepting the sample in strata 3 to represent all the 
peak demand savings in strata 3 is a conservative evaluation estimate and certainly a lower bound on 
actual program accomplishments. 

 

                                                      

 
4 A full discussion and comparison of separate vs. combined ratio estimation can be found in Sampling Techniques, 
Cochran, 1977, pp. 164-169. 



 

Table 16. Gross Impact Realization Rate Results for the Selected M&V Sample 

Sampled 
Application 

ID 

Sample-
Based Ex 
Ante kWh 

Impact 
Claimed 

Sample-
Based Ex 
Ante kW 
Impact 

Claimed 

Sampling 
Strata 

Ex Ante-
Based 
kWh 
Gross 

Impact 
Weights 
by Strata 

Sample-
Based Ex 

Post Gross 
kWh 

Impact 

Sample-
Based Ex 

Post 
Gross 
kW 

Impact 

Application-
Specific Ex 
Post Gross 

kWh 
Realization 

Rate 

Sample-
Based Ex 

Post Gross 
kWh 

Realization 
Rate 

1 7,557,704 - 1 1.00 3,195,619 695.20 0.42 0.42

2 3,453,000 - 2 0.72 2,889,444 363.30 0.84 

3 1,376,200 - 2 0.28 799,368 0.00 0.58

0.76

21 27,200 - 3 0.77 37,015 12.93 1.36 

23 8,100 - 3 0.23 12,139 0.00 1.50 

1.39

TOTAL 12,422,204 0.00 - NA 6,933,585 1,071.43 NA 0.78

 

Table 17. Gross kWh Realization Rates and Relative Precision at 90% Confidence 
Level 

Relative 
Precision 

Sampling 
Strata 

± % 

Low Mean High 

1 - 0.42 0.42 0.42 

2 - 0.76 0.76 0.76 

3 5% 1.32 1.39 1.47 

Total 
kWh RR 

3% 0.76 0.78 0.80 
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3.1.4 Gross Program Impact Results 

Based on the gross impact parameter estimates described in the previous section gross program impacts 
were derived for the PY1 Custom program. The results are provided in Tables 18. 

Table 18. Gross Parameter and Savings Estimates 

Sampling 
Strata 

kWh, Ex 
Ante 

kWh, Ex 
Post 

kWh RR kW, Ex 
Ante 

kW, Ex 
Post 

kW RR 

1 7,557,704 3,195,619 0.42 - 695 NA 

2 4,829,200 3,688,812 0.76 - 363 NA 

3 4,495,006 6,259,137 1.39 - 13 NA 

Total 16,881,910 13,143,568 0.78 - 1,071 NA 

 
Ex ante summer peak demand (kW) impact estimates are not currently estimated or tracked by the program. 
Ex post gross summer peak demand (kW) impacts are set equal to the ex post gross impacts measured in the M&V sample alone. 
It should be noted that the M&V sample represents 73% of the ex ante kWh claim and likely represents a substantial fraction of 
the demand savings as well. 
Without the ex ante kW impacts populated it is not feasible to use ratio estimation to aggregate M&V sample results to the 
program population. 

 
Appendix 5.2.3 to this report contains site-specific M&V reports for each Custom gross impact sample 
points. These site-specific draft impact evaluation reports summarize the ex ante savings in the Final 
Application submitted, the ex post M&V plan, the data collected at the site, and all of the calculations and 
parameters used to estimate savings. While it probably is not reasonable to draw generalized conclusions 
from details in those reports, given the PY1 sample size of just five projects, there may be valuable 
lessons to be learned in those reports as they relate to submitted impact calculations, the approach applied 
and parameters used. With larger sample sizes in PY2 and PY3 it should be feasible to summarize the 
cumulative lessons learned. 

Nonetheless, the large difference in reported stratum-based realization rates requires some level of 
explanation. 

• Stratum 1 is characterized by a single project, including both the installation of steam piping 
insulation in multiple campus buildings and retrocommissioning in four campus buildings. The 
pipe insulation measure savings in the application includes unrealistic assumptions concerning 
both the contribution of the pipe heat loss to cooling savings, as well as the heat loss difference 
attributable to the pre- and post-installation conditions. Regarding the retrocommissioning work, 
the application savings estimates appear to be based on past experience, and an associated savings 
set equal to 20 percent of usage, which was found to also be an aggressive estimate. The net result 
of the evaluation of both measures classes resulted in a kWh-based realization rate of just 42 
percent. 

• The strata 2 realization rate of 0.76 is based on two projects, one involving lighting retrofits in 
firehouses and police stations, and the other involving personal computer sleepware. The ex post 
impact adjustments estimated in the lighting retrofit application consisted of one major 
adjustment – the finding that some of the lights operate less than continuously year-round. In the 
case of the sleepware measure, it was found that the application assumed software control 
associated with 10,000 computers, but less than 6,000 computers are currently controlled. 
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• Regarding strata 3 and the associated realization rate of 1.39, it is not possible to say if the 2 
applications out of 22 evaluated represent a meaningful finding for that particular sampling 
domain. However, based on the sample design this finding must be adhered to. For one of the 
applications in the gross impact sample the outdoor lighting equipment was found to operate 
longer than anticipated under the application. For the other application it was found that the 
assumed pressure drop for newly installed evaporator coils was greater in the application-based 
calculations than what was observed in the ex post assessment. 

The engineering parameters and/or savings assumptions within each of the three largest applications 
resulted in higher ex ante claims than the ex post results . In one case the ex post evaluation estimates for 
one measure within a project (composed of several measures) was less than 10% of the ex ante 
application-based claim. In one lighting retrofit project the ex ante claim assumed that all lights operate 
continuously, but it was determined during the ex post on-site effort that some lights are switched off. 
Lastly, in a computer software-based energy savings project, just over half of the number of computers 
that were projected to be controlled were found to actually be controlled. 

3.1.5 Net Program Impact Parameter Estimates 
Once gross program impacts have been estimated, net program impacts are calculated by multiplying the 
gross impact estimate by the Program Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio. As mentioned above, the NTG ratio for 
the PY1 Custom program was estimated using a customer self-report approach. This approach relied on 
responses provided by program participants during the CATI phone survey to determine the fraction of 
measure installations that would have occurred by participants in the absence of the program (free-
ridership).  

A quantification of spillover was not included in the calculation of NTG ratio for PY1. 

The relative precision at a 90% confidence level is provided in Table 19. 

Table 19. NTG Ratio and Relative Precision at 90% Confidence Level 

Relative PrecisionSampling Strata 
± % 

Low Mean High 

1 - 0.68 0.68 0.68 

2 - 0.77 0.77 0.77 

3 14% 0.61 0.71 0.81 

Population 7% 0.67 0.72 0.77 

 
The measured NTG ratio in the program sample was high overall, with substantial free-ridership (above 
about 40%) observed in 4 out of 13 completed estimates. However, the remaining nine estimates had very 
high NTGR estimates, averaging 88%. All but three out of thirteen Program scores were 8 or above, 
indicating high levels of program attribution in the participant reports. No-Program scores were somewhat 
lower, although six out of thirteen were greater than 9. Program Influence scores were generally well 
correlated with the No-Program scores in strata 1 and 3. However, Program Influence scores in strata 2 
(both 5’s) were lower than the No-Program scores (both 10’s). 

The resulting overall mean NTGR for the program population is 0.72.  
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Spillover 

A quantification of spillover was not included in the calculation of NTG ratio for PY1. The phone survey 
was designed to identify evidence of spillover, and if so, did it appear significant enough to attempt to 
quantify it in future evaluations. The evidence of spillover for the Custom Incentive program is 
summarized in Table 20 below. 

Table 20. Evidence for Spillover in PY1 

Spillover Question  Evidence of Spillover 

Since your participation in the DCEO program, 
did you implement any additional energy 
efficiency measures at this facility that did 
NOT receive incentives through any utility or 
government program? 

Of the 13 survey respondents that responded to this 
question, 4 said “Yes” (31%). These 4 respondents 
implemented a total of 7 energy efficiency measures. 
One respondent was unable to elaborate surrounding the 
measure installed.  

What type of energy efficiency measure was 
installed without an incentive? 

(1) Lighting Controls  
(4) Linear fluorescent (3 T-8’s, 1 T-5) 
(1) LED lamps 
(1) Practicing curtailment 

On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “not at all 
significant” and 10 means “extremely 
significant,” how significant was your 
experience in the DCEO program in your 
decision to implement this energy efficiency 
measure? 

For the 7 implemented measures: 
(2) Gave a rating of 0 
(1) Gave a rating of 9 
(4) Gave a rating of 10  

If you had not participated in the DCEO 
program, how likely is it that your organization 
would still have implemented this measure? 
Use a 0 to 10, scale where 0 means you 
definitely would NOT have implemented this 
measure and 10 means you definitely WOULD 
have implemented this measure? 

For the 7 implemented measures: 
(2) Gave a rating of 0 
(1) Gave a rating of 6 
(4) Gave a rating of 10  

Why did you purchase this energy efficiency 
measure without the financial assistance 
available through the DCEO program? 

For the 7 implemented measures: 
-Job was too small to go through the trouble of the 
applying to program (1 respondent, 2 measures) 
-Installed prior to the program (2 respondents, 4 
measures) 
-Don’t know (1 respondent, 1 measure) 

The results of the phone survey suggest that spillover effects for PY1 would have been difficult to 
quantify due to the contradictory nature of the survey responses. Spillover impacts will be quantified for 
the PY2 evaluation. A more robust data collection effort should be considered in PY2 and 3 to ensure a 
rigorous result. 
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3.1.6 Net Program Impact Results 

Net program impacts were derived by multiplying gross program savings by the estimated NTG ratio. 
Tables 21 and 22 provide the program-level evaluation-adjusted net impact results for the PY1 Custom 
program. The chained realization rate (gross RR * NTG Ratio) is 0.56 for kWh. 

Table 21. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Gross and Net kWh Impacts for PY1 

Sampling 
Strata 

Ex Ante Gross 
kWh 

Ex Post Gross 
kWh 

kWh RR Ex Post Net 
kWh 

NTGR (ex 
post gross) 

1 7,557,704 3,195,619 0.42 2,176,064 0.68 

2 4,829,200 3,688,812 0.76 2,828,089 0.77 

3 4,495,006 6,259,137 1.39 4,430,842 0.71 

Total 16,881,910 13,143,568 0.78 9,434,996 0.72 

 
Table 22. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Gross and Net kW Impacts for PY1 

Sampling 
Strata 

Ex Ante 
Gross kW 

Ex Post 
Gross kW 

kW RR Ex Post Net 
kW 

NTGR (ex 
post gross) 

1 - 695 NA 473 0.68 

2 - 363 NA 279 0.77 

3 - 13 NA 9 0.71 

Total - 1,071 NA 761 0.71 

Ex ante summer peak demand (kW) impacts are not currently tracked by the program. 
Ex post gross summer peak demand (kW) impacts are set equal to the ex post gross impacts measured in the M&V sample alone. 
It should be noted that the M&V sample represents 73% of the ex ante kWh claim and likely represents a substantial fraction of 
the demand savings as well. 
Without the ex ante kW impacts populated it is not feasible to use ratio estimation to aggregate M&V sample results to the 
program population. 
NTGR is transferred from the net kWh result by stratum. 
Net-to-gross results derived using kWh weights were transferred to derive ex post net kW impacts by strata. 

Table 23 presents Ameren evaluation-adjusted net impact results for the PY1 Custom program.  

Table 23. Utility-Specific Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh and kW Impacts for PY1 

Utility Ex Ante 
Gross 
kWh 

Ex Post 
Gross 
kWh 

kWh RR Ex Post 
Net kWh 

NTGR (ex 
post gross) 

Ex Post 
Net kW 

Ameren 9,560,498 7,443,414 0.78 5,343,190 0.72 NA 

Ex post gross summer peak demand (kW) impacts were not estimated for the individual utilities. 

3.2 Process 
The process component of the PSEE Custom Incentive program evaluation focused on program 
implementation, program design and processes, marketing and outreach, and participant satisfaction. Data 
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sources for the process component include a review of program materials, one in-depth interview with the 
program manager, and a telephone survey with 10 program participants. Of the 10 respondents to the 
participant telephone survey, six are in ComEd’s service territory and four are in Ameren’s service 
territory. 

3.2.1 Program Theory and Logic Model 

This section contains the program theory, logic model, and performance indicators of DCEO’s PSEE 
Custom incentive program. We created this model using discussions with program management and 
implementers as well as program documentation. The purpose of program theory and logic models is to 
serve as: 

• A communication tool by 

- allowing the implementer to show reasoning to other stakeholders 

- bringing common understanding between implementer and evaluator 

• An evaluation tool to 

- Focus evaluation resources 

- Clearly show what evaluation will do and expected answers from evaluation 

- Provide a way to plan for future work effort 

The logic model (LM) is a graphic presentation of the intervention – what occurs and clear steps as to 
what change the activities undertaken by the intervention are expected to bring about in the targeted 
population. Logic models can be impact or implementation oriented. An impact model is sparse in terms 
of how the programs works, but clearly shows the outputs of the program and what they are aimed at 
affecting. Outcomes are changes that could occur regardless of the program and are generally written as 
such. The implementation model is how the program works and typically resembles a process flow chart. 
The model included here is an impact model.  

We use numbered links with arrows between each box in the logic model. These numbers allow us to: 

• clearly discuss different areas of the model, 

• describe why moving from one box to the other brings about the description in the later box, and 

• if hypothesis testing occurs within the evaluation, the model helps to indicate specific numbered 
links for hypotheses testing and the evaluation plan would explicate what we will and will not be 
tested within the evaluation. The main hypothesis testing for the DCEO programs is around 
energy impacts due to the program. 

The program theory (PT) is a description of why the intervention is expected to bring about change. It 
may reference theories of behavioral change (e.g., theory of planned behavior, normative theory) or be 
based on interviews with the program managers as they describe their program.  

Creation of the logic model 

There are several different “looks” to logic models. For this evaluation, we are using a multi-level model 
that has a generic statement about resources in the header, activities in the first row, outputs of those 
activities in the second row, and outcomes in the third (proximal) and fourth (distal) rows. External 
factors are shown on the bottom of the diagram.  
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When we created the boxes in the logic model, we used the following “road-map”. 

Activities – these are discrete activities that roll up to a single “box” that is shown in the model. It 
separates out activities that may be performed by different groups. Each activity typically has an output. 
We used program documentation (implementation plans) and/or discussion with program managers to 
determine activities. 

Outputs – These are items that can be counted or seen. It may be the marketing collateral of a marketing 
campaign, the audits performed by a program, or the number of completed applications. All outputs do 
not need to lead to an outcome. We used the same sources as for activities to determine outputs. 

Proximal Outcomes – these are changes that occur in the targeted population that the program directly 
“touches”. Multiple proximal outcomes may lead to one or more distal outcomes. 

Distal Outcomes – these are changes that are implicitly occurring when the proximal outcome occurs. 
For example, an energy efficiency program may use marketing to bring about changes in Awareness, 
Knowledge, or Attitudes as a proximal outcome which leads to the distal outcomes of intent to take 
actions, which leads to actual installation of EE equipment, which leads to energy impacts.  

External Factors – these are known areas that can affect the outcomes shown, but are outside of the 
programs influence. Typically, these are big areas such as the economy, environmental regulations, 
codes/standards for energy efficiency, weather, etc. Sometimes these can arise from our discussions with 
the program managers, but often they were thought about and included based on our knowledge. 

Expanding the Impact Logic Model 

Once the impact logic model was drafted, a table was created that describes the links, the potential 
performance indicators that could be used to test the link, the potential success criteria that would indicate 
the link was successful, and potential data sources of the link.  

When thinking about how to write each of the performance indicators, we asked ourselves “What might 
we look at to judge whether the link description actions are occurring” and wrote the answer as the 
performance indicator.  

Success criteria were created by us and are thought to be reasonable. Inclusion of success criteria in the 
model does not necessarily mean that the evaluation has current plans for examining the program’s 
progress on those criteria. These criteria merely indicate how the particular program theory component 
could be evaluated.  

The logic model provides an indication of the relative importance of the various success criteria through 
shading and thicknesses of links. Some are clearly more relevant than others, given the current market the 
program operates in. For example, given that the current program faces more demand than it can meet, the 
success criteria related to marketing the program are not as pertinent as other criteria. 



 

Figure 1. Preliminary Logic Model 
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Table 24. Performance Indicators Table 

Link Description of Link Potential Performance Indicator 
Potential Success Criteria for 
Performance Indicator 

Evaluator Data Collection Activities 
Associated with Link 

1 

DCEO hosts bi-annual "Peer Exchange" meetings 
for Market Actors. These events provide a venue 
for program staff to inform Market Actors about 
the PSEE program.  

1. Number of Peer Exchange meetings 
where program are discussed 

1. 2 Peer Exchange meetings per year. 1. Program documentation 

2 

DCEO participates in ComEd and Ameren's trade 
ally events and trainings. These events provide a 
venue for program staff to inform Market Actors 
about the PSEE program. 

1. Percent of ComEd/Ameren events 
and trainings attended 

1. DCEO staff attends 75% of ComEd and 
Ameren events and trainings 

1. Program documentation 

3 

Market Actors are not aware of the program or the 
EE opportunities it offers. The information 
provided in the events increases Market Actor 
awareness and knowledge of the program and 
allows them to promote them more effectively to 
their customers. 

1. Percent of Market Actors who 
attended Peer Exchange meetings who 
found information about the program 
useful 
2. Percent of Market Actors who think 
information helps them to promote the 
program 
3. Percent of Market Actors who 
attended ComEd/Ameren event who 
found information about the program 
useful 
4. Percent of Market Actors who think 
information helps them to promote the 
program 

1/3. 75% of Market Actors who attended an 
event found it informative 
2/4. 75% of Market Actors who attended an 
event say it helped them promote the 
program 

1. Survey of Market Actors who attended an 
event - not conducted for PY1 

4 

Through the Smart Energy Design Assistance 
Center (SEDAC), the PSEE program have access 
to an established network of market actors. DCEO 
leverages this network to inform market actors of 
program offerings. By using this existing network, 
DCEO has a captive audience that can be 
informed of program offerings. 

1. Number of SEDAC newsletters with 
a focus on EE technologies and/or 
program offerings 
2. Percent of SEDAC staff 
knowledgeable about the program 

1. 6 newsletters with PSEE program content 
2. 100% of SEDAC staff is knowledgeable 
about the program 

1. Review of SEDAC newsletters 
2. Interview with SEDAC staff - not 
conducted for PY1 

5 

Market Actors are not aware of the program or the 
EE opportunities it offers. The information 
provided through SEDAC increases Market Actor 
awareness and knowledge of the program and 
allows them to promote them more effectively to 
their customers. 

1. Percent of Market Actors who are 
part of the SEDAC network who heard 
about the program through SEDAC 
2. Percent of Market Actors who heard 
about program through SEDAC who 
think information helps them to promote 
the program 

1. 75% of Market Actors who are part of the 
SEDAC network recall hearing about the 
program through SEDAC 
2. 75% of Market Actors who heard about 
program through SEDAC say information 
helped them promote the program 

1. Survey of Market Actors - not conducted 
for PY1 

6 

Customers are not aware of the program or the EE 
opportunities it offers. The information provided 
through SEDAC increases customer awareness 
and knowledge of the program and of energy 
efficiency opportunities at their facilities. 

1. Percent of customers who have used 
SEDAC services who were informed of 
the program 

1. 75% of customers who used SEDAC 
services recall hearing about the program 
through SEDAC 

1. Participant & Non-participant surveys (NP 
survey was not conducted for PY1) 

7 Customers are not aware of the program or the EE 1. Percent of Market Actors who 1. 50% of Market Actors who are aware of 1. Survey of Market Actors - not conducted 
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Link Description of Link Potential Performance Indicator 
Potential Success Criteria for 
Performance Indicator 

Evaluator Data Collection Activities 
Associated with Link 

opportunities it offers. They learn about the 
program and the available incentives from their 
Market Actor. 

promote the program to their customers
2. Percent of customers who were 
informed of the program by a Market 
Actor 

the program promote them to their customers
2. 25% of customers report having heard 
about the program from a Market Actor 

for PY1 
2. Participant & Non-participant surveys (NP 
survey was not conducted for PY1) 

8 

DCEO creates and distributes marketing materials 
(including a website and program brochures) that 
provide information on EE technologies and 
program offerings.  

1. Marketing materials are effective 
2. Number of website hits 

1. Marketing materials provide information 
and contain messages that will induce 
customers to participate 
2. 25% increase in website hits year to year 

1. Review of marketing materials 
2. Program documentation 

9 

Market Actors are not aware of the program or the 
EE opportunities it offers. They view the program 
marketing materials and learn about the program 
and the available incentives. 

1. Percent of Market Actors who have 
seen marketing material 
2. Percent of Market Actors who found 
marketing material useful 

1. 10% of market actors report having seen 
marketing materials 
2. 75% of market actors who have seen 
marketing materials found it useful 

1/2. Market actor interviews - not conducted 
for PY1 

10 

Customers are not aware of the program or the EE 
opportunities it offers. They view the program 
marketing materials and learn about the program 
and the available incentives. 

1. Percent of customers who have seen 
marketing material 
2. Percent of customers who found 
marketing material useful 

1. 10% of customers report having seen 
marketing materials 
2. 75% of customers who have seen 
marketing materials found it useful 

1/2. Participant & Non-participant surveys 
(NP survey was not conducted for PY1) 

11 

DCEO participates in ComEd and Ameren's 
customer events. These events provide a venue for 
program staff to inform customers about the PSEE 
program. 

1. Percent of ComEd/Ameren events 
attended 

1. DCEO staff attends 75% of ComEd and 
Ameren events 

1. Program documentation 

12 

DCEO participates in outreach events including 
presentations at public sector associations. These 
events provide a venue for customers to find out 
about program opportunities. 

1. Number of events attended 
1. 8-12 events attended by a representative of 
DCEO 

1. Program documentation 

13 

Customers are not aware of the program or the EE 
opportunities it offers. They attend the outreach 
events and learn about the program and the 
available incentives. 

1. Percent of customers who attended a 
ComEd/Ameren event who found 
information about the program useful 
2. Percent of customers who attended an 
outreach event who found information 
about the program useful 

1/2. 75% of customers who have attended an 
event found the information useful 

1/2. Survey of customers who attended an 
event - not conducted for PY1 

14 

Public sector customers have not adopted energy 
efficient equipment because of awareness, 
information, and cost barriers. The program 
makes customers aware of EE opportunities and 
lowers the information cost as well as the up-front 
cost through the incentive. Customers participate 
in the program and install EE equipment. 

1. Products offered through the program 
are desired by public sector customers 
2. Incentive offered will induce 
customers to install promoted products 
3. Number of projects 

1. 75% of public sector customers desire 
products offered 
2. 75% of customers believe incentives are 
"good deal" 
3. 20% increase in participants year to year 

1/2. Participant & Non-participant surveys 
(NP survey was not conducted for PY1) 
3. Program documentation 

15 

When EE equipment incented through the 
program is installed, energy savings are realized 
because the equipment that has been installed is 
more energy efficient than the equipment that it is 
replacing. 

1. Type of equipment that was replaced 
2. Program savings realized 

1. 95% of the replaced equipment was less 
efficient than the installed equipment 
2. Program meets is savings goals 

1/2. Impact analysis 
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3.2.2 Participant Profile 

In PY1 21 customers conducted 25 projects that accounted for 16.9 GWh of ex-ante gross savings.5 
Municipal governments accounted for almost two-thirds of participants (62%) and projects (64%). 
Notably, universities account for over half (51%) of energy savings but only 8% of projects. This is due to 
one project with ex-ante gross savings over 7.5 GWh. 

 Table 25 summarizes the distribution of PY1 participants, projects, and energy savings by sector. 

Table 25. Distribution of Participants, Projects, and Savings by Sector 
 Participants Projects  Ex Ante Savings 

 # % # % Projects/ 
Participant 

kWh % 

kWh/ 
Project 

Municipal Government 13 62% 16 64% 1.2 6,931,903 41% 433,244

K-12 Schools 3 14% 3 12% 1.0 260,192 2% 86,731

Federal Government 2 10% 2 8% 1.0 941,351 6% 470,676

Community Colleges 2 10% 2 8% 1.0 222,886 1% 111,443

Universities 1 5% 2 8% 2.0 8,525,578 51% 4,262,789

TOTAL 21  25 1.2 16,881,910  675,276

Source: DCEO Tracking Database. 

In PY1, 91% of all projects included one or more lighting measures, while 5% of projects included a 
chiller or HVAC measure and 11% included a VSD or motor.6 

 

3.2.3 Program Design and Processes 

DCEO’s PSEE Custom Incentive program offers incentives designed to encourage implementation of 
energy-efficiency measures including compressed air, motors, non-HVAC variable-speed drives, and 
other non-standard equipment. Many aspects of the program, including the type of measures and incentive 
levels, were based on the ComEd Custom Incentive Program. Choosing a similar program design was 
intended to reduce potential confusion among market actors involved in implementing program projects 
and also made program roll-out easier for DCEO staff. 

Overall, participants appear to be satisfied with the program and the processes in which they are involved. 
Participants provide high ratings for a variety of program components (see also Section 3.2.7), and only 
one interviewed participant reported that they experienced problems during the participation process.  

                                                      

 
5 Gross savings reported in this section are based on the program tracking database. See the discussion of verified 
net savings in the Impact Section above. 
6 Some projects included multiple end uses; as a result, the percentages sum to more than 100%. 
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Application Process 

The application process includes both a pre-approval and final approval application. Program guidelines 
stipulate that projects must be completed within 90 days of pre-approval. However, this deadline is not 
enforced as custom projects in the public sector almost always take longer than 90 days. According to the 
program manager, this deadline sometimes causes initial concern among participants. While a time limit 
on project completion is important for fund allocation purposes, the program may wish to consider 
increasing this limit to a more reasonable time frame for custom projects. 

In PY1, program participants had to submit the final approval application within 60 days of project 
completion, which, according to the program manager, did not pose any problems. In fact, program staff 
were considering reducing this deadline to 45 days for PY2. 

Seventy percent of applicants report that they filled out the pre-approval application themselves. All of 
the customers who completed the application themselves feel that the pre-approval application clearly 
explains the program requirements and participation process and 86% rate the application process as 
easy.7  

Similarly, 80% of participating customers report filling out the final application themselves, and all of 
these customers rate the final application process as easy. 

The application process allows multiple projects to be incorporated into a single grant resulting in some 
participants including multiple sites or locations in a single application. This results in inconsistencies 
within the program tracking database and presents difficulties for program evaluation and tracking. (See 
also Section 3.1.2.) Going forward, the program may wish to consider clarifying the definition of a project 
in application materials and requesting that applicants fill out a separate application for each unique site. 

The payment process for incentives of $10,000 or more must meet several accounting and legal 
requirements before payment can be made to the customer. These requirements can cause the process to 
take several months from the time a completed final application is received to the time that the incentive 
is paid to the customer. Because pre-approval applications are not required for all custom incentive 
projects, large incentive requests that are submitted without a pre-approval application might not be paid 
out for several months. The program should consider requiring pre-approval applications for all projects 
with an incentive of $10,000. This would allow program staff to begin some of the processing while the 
project is still being completed, cutting down on the delay in incentive payment. However, to avoid 
unnecessary effort, program staff should ensure that projects will be completed before beginning early 
processing of grant application paperwork. 

Incentives 

During PY1, the maximum incentive rate for custom projects was $0.07/kWh. According to the program 
manager, this rate was set to be consistent with incentive rates offered by ComEd and Ameren, even 
though the PSEE program could offer substantially higher incentives and still be cost-effective due to 
their lower administrative cost. The program manager sees initial cost as a main barrier to the adoption of 
energy efficient equipment in the public sector and reports that the current incentive is not sufficient for 

                                                      

 
7 A score of 7 or higher on a scale from 0 to 10 point scale, where 0 is “very difficult” and 10 is “very easy.” 
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some potential participants to overcome this barrier. For PY2, the incentive rate was adjusted to 
$0.08/kWh. 

While consistency between the utility programs and the DCEO programs is desirable to minimize 
confusion among market actors, the program should reconsider the necessity to maintain the same 
incentive rate as the utility programs. Public sector entities are fundamentally different from private sector 
entities and face unique funding constraints and other barriers to participation. As such, offering higher 
incentive rates in a public sector program could be justified, as long as the program maintains its required 
levels of cost-effectiveness. Additional research with non-participants should be conducted to confirm the 
extent to which current incentive levels are a barrier to participation in the program. 

The PSEE Energy Efficiency Guidelines stipulate a maximum grant award of $100,000 for PY1.8 The 
Program allowed incentives greater than $100,000 if the entity had multiple project While this did not 
create a problem during PY1 (the program did not exhaust its incentive funds), the program should 
consider applying the incentive cap to the entity rather than the building/site. As the program gains 
traction with more public sector customers, a cap applied at the entity level would prevent a single entity 
from taking up a large share of the available incentive at the expense of other potential participants. In 
addition, concentrating too much incentive money in a single project or a single customer carries risk for 
program savings, if the customer is found to be a free-rider. The program could still exercise discretion in 
providing exceptions to the cap, depending on the overall levels of participation and unique circumstances 
of the participant. However, such exceptions should be monitored closely in future program years, 
especially if incentive funds could become exhausted and other applicants might have to be turned away. 

Customer Service 

The PSEE Custom Incentive program manager fields any program-related questions from participants. 
Seventy percent of participants report calling DCEO program staff during the participation process. 
Seventy-one percent of the participants who called DCEO were satisfied with the answers they received 
to their questions. 

3.2.4 Program Implementation 

The PSEE Incentive programs do not have an implementation contractor. Instead, the program manager is 
responsible for most aspects of implementation, with additional support from other DCEO staff for 
activities such as project inspections and outreach. Given the limited funding and staffing, 
implementation of the PSEE Custom Incentive program relies heavily on existing delivery channels such 
as the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) and outreach activities by the ComEd and 
Ameren C&I programs. This approach is both cost-effective (given the limited program resources) and 
practical (given the overlap in market actors between the PSEE and the utility programs). However, 
relying on ComEd’s and Ameren’s outreach activities also means limited control over the content, timing, 
and frequency of messages being sent. This became a problem for the program in PY1 when the ComEd 
program became oversubscribed. ComEd ended much of its program promotion and market actors 
mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for public sector projects, negatively affecting 
the PSEE program. 

                                                      

 
8 For PY2, this cap was raised to $200,000. 



 

Going forward, the program should continue to leverage existing delivery channels currently used to 
promote the program. However, the program should also consider ways to differentiate itself from the 
utility programs and to more independently reach out to key parties such as trade allies and utility account 
managers. 

SEDAC Network 

SEDAC provides technical services to private and public facilities in Illinois in order to help them 
increase their economic viability through the efficient use of energy resources. In support of this mission, 
SEDAC maintains a network of energy service providers and sends out a monthly newsletter to more than 
3,000 market actors and potential customers. In addition, SEDAC experts often recommend participation 
in the PSEE programs for public facilities. 

The PSEE Custom program is making good use of SEDAC’s existing network of experts and 
communication channels. For example, the program holds outreach events at SEDAC and includes 
program information in the monthly newsletters. SEDAC experts also include the PSEE programs in their 
recommendations as part of the technical services they provide to customers. The ability to leverage 
SEDAC to promote PSEE programs is facilitated by the fact that the manager of the Standard Incentive 
Program also manages the Smart Energy Design Assistance Program, with which SEDAC is affiliated. 

The importance of SEDAC, its outreach activities, and its network of experts to participation in the 
Custom Incentive Program could not be fully explored in our evaluation efforts for PY1. However, 
interviews with program participants showed that 30% of participants had heard about the program 
through the SEDAC newsletter. Participants generally do not know whether their contractor was affiliated 
with SEDAC (71%), and they place varying degrees of importance on contractor affiliation with an 
electric utility program: while 40% provide the highest importance rating of 10 (on a scale from 0 to 10), 
30% provide the lowest rating of 0. 

The program should continue its use of SEDAC in promoting the PSEE Standard Incentive Program. 
Future evaluation efforts should more fully explore additional opportunities of leveraging SEDAC to 
increase program participation. 

ComEd and Ameren Trade Ally Networks  

The C&I incentive programs implemented by ComEd and Ameren rely heavily on trade allies to promote 
the programs to their customers. The PSEE programs leveraged this relationship in PY1 by participating 
in outreach and training events for ComEd and Ameren trade allies. According to the PSEE Standard 
program manager, coordination of outreach activities with the utilities waned over the course of PY1. In 
addition, the oversubscription of the ComEd program indirectly hurt the PSEE program as ComEd 
curtailed its promotion, and market actors mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for 
public sector projects. 

In PY1, contractors played an important role in promoting the PSEE Custom Incentive program: 80% of 
participants report having discussed the Custom Program with a contractor or trade ally, although only 
one interviewed participant named a contractor or trade ally as the first source of information about the 
program.  

Going forward, the program should try to further capitalize on the trade ally networks created by ComEd 
and Ameren. PSEE staff should try to become more closely involved in the promotional messages sent to 
ComEd and Ameren trade allies. This is particularly important to avoid confusion among market actors, if 
the utility programs become oversubscribed again in PY2.  
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In addition to closer coordination, the program should also try to differentiate itself from the utility 
programs and more independently reach out to trade allies. This could be done through independent 
communication with contractors registered with Ameren and ComEd and would allow the program to 
provide its own messaging at times when the utility programs might no longer need to advertise their 
programs. 

Account Managers 

DCEO recognizes that utility account managers are a valuable resource in successful custom programs as 
they have established relationships with targeted customers. In the case of the PSEE programs, both 
Ameren and ComEd’s account managers could be more fully utilized to market program opportunities to 
customers in the public sector. Early on in PY1, DCEO conducted a webinar for account managers and 
presented on the public sector as part of the utilities’ roll out of program efforts to account managers. 
DCEO fields calls from account managers. 

Despite the absence of any formal marketing through utility Account Managers, program participants 
report involvement of Account Managers during PY1: 

• 60% of program participants report having a utility account manager; 

• Of participants with a utility account manager, 67% report receiving assistance with 
implementing the project from their Account Manager; 

• Of participants with an Account Manager, 50% have discussed the program with an Account 
Manager; and  

• One interviewed participant (10% of all participants) first heard about the program from an 
Account Manager. 

 

As with trade allies, the program should make an effort to more closely coordinate Account Manager 
activities with the utilities and try to ensure that correct information about the status of the PSEE 
programs is provided to customers, even if the utility programs become oversubscribed.  

3.2.5 Program Marketing & Outreach 
The level of marketing activity conducted in PY1 was limited by staffing availability. In PY1, DCEO 
assigned one full time staff person to focus on marketing. In addition to this full time staff member, other 
program staff participated in marketing activities as part of their normal job duties. As discussed in 
Section 3.2.4, the program did leverage the SEDAC network both by making use of the SEDAC 
newsletter to inform market actors and potential participants of program opportunities and by including 
program opportunities in SEDAC’s recommendations. In addition, DCEO held two “peer exchange” 
meetings where program opportunities were presented to market actors, and DCEO staff attended many 
of ComEd and Ameren’s market actor and customer events. It is important to note that public sector 
customers would also have been exposed to any utility-sponsored marketing of ComEd’s Smart Ideas for 
Your Business and Ameren’s Act On Energy programs. In addition, any public sector customer who 
inquired about participation in the utility programs should have been referred to DCEO’s Public Sector 
Efficiency programs.  

Participants recall hearing about the program through a number of different channels. The top three 
sources of program information are a contractor or trade ally (80%), a DCEO/SEDAC event (60%), and a 
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Utility Customer event (60%). In addition, utility customer events were most often named as the first 
source of information about the program (30%).  

Figure 2 summarizes participant responses about program information sources (questions were 
prompted). 

Figure 2. Sources of Information about the Public Sector Electric Efficiency Program 
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Source: CATI Participant Survey. 

In addition to recalling program marketing materials, 90% of participants found the materials to be useful.  

When asked about their preferred way of being informed about opportunities such as the PSEE incentive 
programs, participants most often name e-mail (40%), followed by customer events (20%). (See also 
Figure 3.) DCEO currently uses e-mail when distributing its monthly SEDAC newsletters as well as 
conducts two “peer exchange” events per year and attends many of ComEd and Ameren’s customer 
outreach events. The program may wish to consider expanding its use of e-mail for recruiting new 
participants into the program. If e-mail addresses are not already available, collection could be delegated 
to a lower level staff member or an intern. Alternately this effort could be limited by focusing on only one 
or two sectors that have been hard to reach through other channels. 



 

Figure 3. Preferred Methods of Contact (Multiple Response) 
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Source: CATI Participant Survey. 

As noted above, public sector customers are also exposed to utility-sponsored marketing of ComEd’s 
Smart Ideas for Your Business program and Ameren’s Act on Energy program. While this additional 
marketing is helpful, given the limited staff and budget of the DCEO program, it can be problematic if the 
message delivered by ComEd and Ameren is in conflict with the message of the DCEO program. This 
occurred during PY1 when ComEd’s C&I program was oversubscribed while the PSEE program still had 
funds available, causing some confusion among contractors and potential PSEE participants regarding the 
availability of program funds. As recommended above, closer coordination with the promotional 
messages from the utilities should be a priority of the program.  

3.2.6 Barriers to and Benefits of Participation 

Public sector entities face unique barriers to participation in programs like the PSEE programs. One major 
barrier, noted by the managers for both the Custom and the Standard Program, is the length of the budget 
planning process for many public sector entities. In many cases, public sector budgets are written and 
approved months and even years in advance. According to the Standard program manager, this might 
have presented a barrier to participation for schools in PY1, as they often implement capital projects 
during the summer months but had their budgets set several months before the program launched. In 
future program years, this barrier should decrease as public sector customers are aware of the program 
and can therefore factor participation into their budgeting process. However, long budget planning cycles 
also require certainty that the program will be there and funds will be available. 
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A full assessment of barriers to participation was not possible for this evaluation as interviews with non-
participants and market actors were not conducted. However, in order to get a sense of potential barriers, 
participants were asked about their views of why other customers might not participate in the program. 
The main reason given was program awareness (70%) (see Figure 4). Given that the program fell short of 
its PY1 program goals, examination of barriers to participation should be an evaluation priority for the 
next evaluation cycle. 

Figure 4. Barriers to Participation (Multiple Response) 

 
Source: CATI Participant Survey. 

Finally, participants were asked what they considered to be the main benefits of participating in the 
program. Overwhelmingly, participants cite energy savings as a program benefit (90%) (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Benefits of Program Participation (Multiple Response) 
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Source: CATI Participant Survey. 

Information on both potential barriers to and benefits of participation should be utilized when planning 
messaging for future marketing efforts. 

 

3.2.7 Participant Satisfaction 

Participants are satisfied with most aspects of the program. Customers were asked to rate – on a scale of 0 
to 10, where 0 means “very dissatisfied” and 10 means “very satisfied” – several aspects of the program. 
Satisfaction is highest with Staff communications (80% satisfied) and the DCEO overall (70% satisfied). 
Participants report relatively lower satisfaction with the incentive amount, but half of all interviewed 
customers are still satisfied.  

Figure  summarizes participant satisfaction with the various aspects of the program. Notably, not a single 
participant reported dissatisfaction (a score of 3 or less) with any of the program aspects. Given the 
limited budget and staff associated with the PSEE program, these satisfaction scores are impressive, and 
the program staff should be commended for their efforts in maintaining high customer satisfaction with 
the program. 

Importantly, the high level of customer satisfaction is also evident in the fact that 90% of participants are 
planning to participate in the PSEE Custom Incentive program again in the future. 
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Figure 6. Program Satisfaction 

 
Source: CATI Participant Survey. 

When asked about recommendations to improve the program, participants most often mentioned higher 
incentives (60%) and better program information (50%).  

3.3 Cost Effectiveness  
This section addresses the cost effectiveness of the Public Sector Custom program. Cost effectiveness is 
assessed through the use of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. The TRC test is defined in the Illinois 
Power Agency Act SB1592 as follows: 

“ ‘Total resource cost test’ or ‘TRC test’ means a standard that is met if, for an investment in 
energy efficiency or demand-response measures, the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one. The 
benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total benefits of the program to the net 
present value of the total costs as calculated over the lifetime of the measures. A total resource 
cost test compares the sum of avoided electric utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue 
to the system and the participant in the delivery of those efficiency measures, to the sum of all 
incremental costs of end-use measures that are implemented due to the program (including both 
utility and participant contributions), plus costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate each 
demand-side program, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting the demand-side 
program for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs of power and energy that an electric 
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utility would otherwise have had to acquire, reasonable estimates shall be included of financial 
costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on emissions of greenhouse 
gases.”9  

For the DCEO Ameren programs, assessment of cost-effectiveness begins with a valuation of each 
conservation program’s net “total resource” benefits, as measured by the electric avoided costs, total 
incremental costs of measures installed, and administrative costs associated with the program. A program 
is deemed cost-effective if its net “total resource” benefits are positive, i.e.,:  

1≥
Costs Resource Total

                                                     

Benefits Resource Total
 

where,  

 

and,  

Total Resource Cost = PV (Incremental Measure Costs + Utility Costs). 

Benefits used in the TRC test calculation include the full value of time and seasonally differentiated 
generation, transmission and distribution, and capacity costs and also take into account avoided line 
losses. For each energy-efficiency measure included in a program, hourly (8,760) system-avoided costs 
were adjusted by the hourly load shape of the end use affected by the measure to capture the full value of 
time and seasonally-differentiated impacts of the measure. Evaluated impacts were provided to AIU for 
the DCEO program. End-use load shapes were also employed in calculating peak load impacts for 
energy-efficiency measures in AIU programs. To calculate the peak load impacts from energy-efficiency 
measures, end-use load shapes were used to identify the average reduction in demand over AIU’s top 
hours defined as summer weekdays from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. Non-energy benefits such as water savings 
were not factored into the calculation. Additionally, consistent with The State of Illinois Commerce 
Commission Order 07-0539 (“the Order”) Section 12-103(f)(5), gas benefits were not accounted for under 
the program. 

Future benefits for the TRC are discounted by 9% based on Ameren’s weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC). Benefits are also adjusted for line losses. Annual avoided costs were adjusted to an hourly 
stream of costs using hourly system load data to capture seasonality and pricing differences. Consistent 
with the Order, avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and 
regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton.  

The cost component of the analysis considered incremental measure costs and direct utility costs. 
Incremental measure costs are the incremental expenses associated with installation of energy-efficiency 

 

 
9 Illinois Power Agency Act SB1592, pages 7-8. 
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measures and ongoing operation and maintenance costs, where applicable. These costs include the 
incentive as well as the customer contribution. Utility costs include any customer payments and the 
expenses associated with program development, marketing, delivery, operation, and evaluation, or 
monitoring and verification (EM&V). 

Table 26 summarizes the unique inputs used to assess the TRC ratio for the Public Sector Custom 
program in PY1. Most of the unique inputs come directly from the evaluation results presented previously 
in this report. DCEO administration, implementation and other costs come from the budgets filed as part 
of the 2008 DCEO Energy Efficiency Plan.10 Incentive costs come from the DCEO program tracking 
data. The participant contribution to incremental measure costs is patterned after the customer cost shares 
documented in the ComEd tracking system for their Business Custom program. Avoided costs for both 
demand and energy match what was used by AIU for assessing the TRC ratio of their own energy 
efficiency projects. Avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and 
regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton. 

Table 26. Inputs to TRC Assessment for Public Sector Custom Program 

Item Value 

Measure Life (years) 15 

Participants 1 

Annual Gross Energy Savings (MWh) 7,443 

Gross Coincident Peak Savings (MW) .610 

Net-to-Gross Ratio 72% 

DCEO Incentive Costs $669,960 

Participants Contribution to Incremental Measure Costs $254,585 

DCEO Administration Costs $25,946 

Based on these inputs, the TRC for this program is 4.74 and the program passes the TRC test. 

 

                                                      

 
10 Exhibits 1.2 through 1.10 in DCEO testimony filed in Docket Nos. 07-0539 and 07-0540. 



 

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This section highlights the findings and recommendations from the PY1 evaluation of DCEO’s Public 
Sector Electric Efficiency Custom Incentive program. The primary evaluation objectives includes 
quantify the gross and net energy impacts resulting from the rebated measures and assessing program 
theory, design, and delivery. Below are the key conclusions and recommendations.  

4.1 Conclusions 
In conducting the PY1 Custom Incentive program evaluation, the evaluation team has drawn a number of 
conclusions that are enumerated in this section. 

4.1.1 Program Impacts 

Lessons to be Learned in the Project-Specific M&V Reports 

Appendix 5.2.3 to this report contains site-specific M&V reports for each Custom gross impact sample 
point. These site-specific draft impact evaluation reports summarize the ex ante savings in the Final 
Application submitted, the ex post M&V plan, the data collected at the site, and all of the calculations and 
parameters used to estimate savings. While it probably is not reasonable to draw generalized conclusions 
in this section from details in those report from a PY1 sample size of just five projects, there may be 
valuable lessons to be learned in those reports, as they relate to submitted impact calculations, the 
approach applied and parameters input/used. With larger sample sizes in PY2 and PY3 it should be 
feasible to summarize the cumulative lessons learned. 

Tracking System 

One aspect of the tracking system that affected the evaluation was the availability of basic contact 
information in electronic format. This includes applicant contact name, applicant phone number, applicant 
e-mail and applicant address. This is standard practice in energy efficiency program implementation to 
have this data available electronically and is an area where improvement is likely needed. The evaluation 
team had to photocopy this information from DCEO hard copy files and then enter this information into a 
database to support evaluation activities, such as telephone surveys. 

Furthermore, the tracking system did not include electronic information with vendor or contractor contact 
information. Lastly, the measure description was found lacking in detail on the measures and related 
equipment in each application. These are also areas for improvement. 

Measure description information was populated in the tracking system but there is room for improvement 
in consistently labeling individual measures. Currently applications involving more than one measure 
appear as a single record and therefore the measure descriptions tend towards a mixture of rough 
information concerning the measures installed. DCEO should consider tracking modifications that would 
isolate individual records for each measure installed and achieve greater levels of consistency in reporting 
variables that describe measures and end uses affected. With these improvements in place it would be 
possible to provide measure-based summary statistics and track program accomplishments. Given current 
measure labeling practices such evaluation efforts were not deemed reasonable to produce. 
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DCEO does not track summer peak demand impact (kW). This prevents evaluators from confidently and 
accurately representing the program population using a sample of selected projects. To do so will require 
consistent estimation summer peak demand, as well as storing those data in the tracking system. 

Gross Impacts 

Based on the relatively small sample sizes evaluated in PY1 it appears that DCEO is allowing some 
projects to enter the program and receive incentives that are overly optimistic with regard to the 
underlying assumptions that lead to savings. Although the project documentation that was reviewed 
generally presents a reasonably clear description of how a given project saves energy (and the energy 
efficiency measures included in the program all appear to have a reasonable basis for claiming energy 
savings), the underlying assumptions were found in some cases to be overly optimistic. While the 
baseline condition selected for the impact calculations was generally reasonable, some project input 
assumptions resulted in higher than reasonable impact claims among large projects. 

With one exception in the M&V sample, involving computer controls that were not fully applied (and 
thereby affecting the energy savings claim), all measures were verified to be installed and fully 
operational. 

As noted above, the program needs to incorporate estimates of peak demand savings. Apparently peak 
demand impact estimation is given a lower priority than energy savings, due to the fact that incentive 
levels are tied to energy savings and not peak demand reduction. 

Net Impacts 

Free-ridership levels measured are better than expected for a Custom program at roughly 30%. 
Participants report that the program being a strong motivating factor in their decision to upgrade to 
efficient equipment at the time they elected to do so. Low free-ridership was observed across all project 
size categories (sampling strata). 

4.1.2 Program Processes 

Program Participation  

The Public Sector Electric Efficiency Custom Incentive program was well received in PY1. Twenty-one 
public sector customers conducted 25 projects that accounted for 16.9 GWh of ex-ante gross savings. 
Municipal governments accounted for almost two-thirds of participants and projects, while universities 
accounted for over half of ex ante gross energy savings in PY1. 

The program met its savings goals for PY1, while building a good foundation for future program years. 
This is especially impressive given the limited program resources and the challenging economic climate. 
Examination of paths to participation will be an evaluation objective for the next evaluation cycle to 
ensure continuing success. 

Customer Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction with various processes and components of the program is high and few participants 
report encountering problems during their participation. Participants provide the highest ratings for staff 
communications, DCEO overall, and the PSEE Custom program. Participants were less satisfied with 
their electric utility than with other program components. When asked to suggest program improvements, 
participants most often cite higher incentives and better program information. 
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Incentives 

The maximum incentive rate for custom projects – $0.07/kWh in PY1, set to be consistent with the 
ComEd and Ameren programs – might not be sufficient for some potential participants to overcome the 
first cost barrier to the adoption of energy efficient equipment. For PY2, the incentive rate was adjusted 
slightly, to $0.08/kWh.  

The program design included a $100,000 incentive cap in PY1 (the cap was raised to $200,000 for PY2). 
The program exercised discretion in making exceptions to the cap, which is appropriate for a new 
program, especially since incentive funds were not exhausted during PY1. The Program allowed 
incentives greater than $100,000 if the entity had multiple projects. However, a high concentration of 
incentive money in a single customer or project carries risk for the program and program savings, e.g., if 
the customer is found to be a free-rider.  

Application Process 

The application process includes both a pre-approval and final approval application. Program guidelines 
stipulate that projects must be completed within 90 days of pre-approval. However, this deadline is not 
enforced as custom projects in the public sector almost always take longer than 90 days. According to the 
program manager, this deadline sometimes causes initial concern among participants.  

The application process does not appear to clearly define what constitutes a “project” as evidenced by 
some participants including multiple sites or locations in a single application. This results in 
inconsistencies within the program tracking database, particularly when diverse measures are bundled 
within a single application, and presents difficulties for program evaluation and tracking. 

The payment process for incentives of $10,000 or more must meet several accounting and legal 
requirements before payment can be made to the customer. These requirements can cause the process to 
take several months from the time a completed final application is received to the time that the incentive 
is paid to the customer. Because pre-approval applications are not required for all custom incentive 
projects, large incentive requests that are submitted without a pre-approval application might not be paid 
out for several months.  

Implementation 

The assigned program staff targeted their efforts at core activities related to processing applications, 
participant implementation assistance, marketing, and inspections. While the program has achieved 
significant savings in PY1, future growth of the program and attainment of program goals will require 
additional resources (staff and dollars) to expand the depth and breadth of program activities undertaken. 

Implementation of the PSEE Custom Incentive Program relies heavily on existing delivery channels such 
as SEDAC and outreach activities by the ComEd and Ameren C&I Incentive programs. This approach is 
both cost-effective and practical. However, relying on ComEd’s and Ameren’s outreach activities also 
means limited control over the content, timing, and frequency of messages being sent. This became a 
problem for the program in PY1, when the ComEd program became oversubscribed. ComEd ended much 
of its program promotion, and market actors mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for 
public sector projects, negatively affecting the PSEE program.  
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SEDAC Network 

During PY1, the program made effective use of the existing SEDAC network to promote the program. 
This included making use of SEDAC’s monthly newsletter that is sent to more than 3,000 market actors 
and customers. In addition, SEDAC experts often recommend participation in the PSEE programs for 
public entities. The PY2 evaluation will consider SEDAC’s role in generating spillover savings for the 
program. 

ComEd and Ameren Trade Ally Networks  

The PSEE programs leveraged the ComEd and Ameren trade ally networks in PY1. However, 
coordination of outreach activities with the utilities waned over the course of PY1. Since contractors play 
an important role in promoting the PSEE Custom Incentive Program, successful use of the ComEd and 
Ameren trade ally networks is key to the growth of the PSEE programs.  

Account Managers 

DCEO recognizes that utility account managers play a key role in successful custom programs as they 
have established relationships with targeted customers. PSEE program participants cite their Account 
Manager as an information resource and as providing assistance during the participation process. During 
PY1, outreach to utility account managers included outreach in the program start-up phase and ongoing 
fielding of telephone calls.  

Marketing and Outreach 

The level of marketing activity conducted in PY1 was limited by staffing availability. In PY1 DCEO 
assigned one full time staff person to focus on marketing. In addition to this full time staff member, other 
program staff participated in marketing activities as part of their normal job duties. The program heavily 
leveraged activities by SEDAC, ComEd, and Ameren. The marketing that was conducted was recalled 
and well received by program participants. The most successful efforts were promotion via market actors 
and customer events.  

Participants prefer to be informed about opportunities such as the PSEE incentive programs by e-mail. 
DCEO currently uses e-mail when distributing its monthly SEDAC newsletters.  

4.2 Recommendations 

4.2.1 Impact Recommendations 

Lessons to be Learned in the Project-Specific M&V Reports 

1. It is recommended that selected DCEO staff review the content of the site reports in Appendix 
5.2.3 to better understand the reasons underlying the ex post realization rate results. Again, 
making generalizations from a sample of five points is probably not warranted in this section of 
the report. 

Tracking System 

1. Consideration should be given to enhancing the DCEO tracking system for Custom measures to 
ensure measure-level tracking, with use of common measure descriptions and “reporting” across 
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projects. This might include tracking the relevant size, quantity and efficiency of each item-level 
measure installation, including the appropriate units. (For example, measure = chiller 
replacement, number of units = 2, total capacity = 600, units of capacity = rated cooling tons, 
efficiency = 0.60, efficiency units = kW/ton, and detailed measure type = rotary screw water-
source chiller replacement.) Currently the tracking system often lists multiple measures under a 
single line item, and disaggregation for reporting is either very difficult or not feasible. Working 
towards a tracking system model that is closer to a standard program model would enhance 
reporting of measure installations, both within the program and within the annual evaluation. 

2. Enhanced electronic tracking of participant contact information is needed. The same is true, 
though less critical, for vendors and contractors associated with each project. A relational 
database structure might better allow for tracking of project-level customer data in one table, 
contractor and vendor data in another table, and measure level data associated with multiple 
project or vendor/contractor records in another table. These examples of tracking enhancements 
should be considered, along with other designs not specified here. 

3. The program should estimate and track summer peak demand savings. 

Application Quality Assurance 

1. Consider increases in the level of technical documentation required for the largest, most complex 
projects. There is a balance between keeping the application process and forms from being overly 
complex and costly to navigate, while at the same time providing adequate levels of 
documentation for verification and savings analyses. Application documentation should not be 
over-simplified given the complexity of measures and range of site-specific characteristics in this 
program. 

2. Better documentation may also be needed regarding pre-installation or pre-retrofit operating 
conditions. In particular, large complex projects might be required to submit a greater level of 
site-specific application data than smaller projects, since (a) they contribute disproportionately to 
total program savings; (b) the large incentive payments increase the temptation for gaming or 
fraud; (c) measures implemented are often site-specific or industry-specific, and (d) savings may 
be very sensitive to baseline conditions. 

3. Requirements for large project in-program M&V should also be considered. This might also 
emphasize an enhanced up-front application review for projects to check for reasonableness of 
measure savings calculations inputs and results. 

4. DCEO should also consider an application requirement for reporting baseline system use, to 
allow a comparison between the estimated impact size and the estimated size of baseline use. This 
information might facilitate enhanced review of the reasonableness of measure impact claims. 

Gross and Net Impacts 

1. Free-ridership is an inherent attribute of rebate programs. While it is challenging to screen out 
free-riders and maintain ease of participation, DCEO should consider the following: 

• Monitor free-ridership among participants and measures to assess the ongoing risk of low 
NTG ratios. 

• Proactively seek participation from business types, measures, and projects with low free-
ridership rates to balance business types and measures that tend to have higher free-
ridership. 
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• Actively work with customers to identify energy efficiency projects (and thus gain 
customer perceived credit for those efforts) and conversely be cautious of projects that 
are far along in conception or implementation when the customer learns about available 
rebates. 

4.2.2 Process Recommendations 

Program Participation  

1. Consider ways to increase participation by sectors currently less active in the program, such as 
colleges and universities. 

2. Take steps to reduce barriers to participation presented by the public sector budgeting process by 
creating confidence among public sector customers that the program will be active in future 
years. This is especially true as demand for the incentives increases and the program becomes 
more fully subscribed.  

Incentives 

1. Consider increasing the per kWh incentive rate, subject to consideration of impacts on cost-
effectiveness and further research into non-participant barriers to participation. 

2. As participation in the program increases, consider applying the incentive cap to the entity rather 
than the building or site. 

3. Monitor the use of exceptions to imposing the incentive cap. If the program becomes fully 
subscribed it might be necessary to limit exceptions for projects or customers that exceed the cap. 

Application Process 

1. Consider increasing the time limit between pre-application and project completion. 

2. Define a project as a single location as opposed to multiple locations and require that applicants 
fill out a separate application for each unique site. 

3. If program participation approaches a level of being fully subscribed, consider requiring pre-
approval applications for all projects with an incentive of $10,000 or greater. This would allow 
program staff to begin some of the processing while the project is still being completed, cutting 
down on the delay in incentive payment, and would also provide more certainty about the level of 
program activity earlier in the program year. 

Implementation 

1. If possible, add more staff to the program to allow for additional activities to be conducted. 

2. Continue to leverage existing delivery channels currently used to promote the program. However, 
also consider ways to differentiate program from the utility programs and to more independently 
reach out to key parties such as trade allies and account managers. 
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SEDAC Network 

1. Continue to leverage the SEDAC network. The newsletter and network of energy service 
providers are effective channels of reaching customers. 

ComEd and Ameren Trade Ally Networks 

1. Try to increase involvement in promotional messages to ComEd and Ameren trade allies. Also 
try to more independently reach out to trade allies.  

Account Managers 

1.  Continue to use Ameren and ComEd’s Account Managers to market the program to potential 
public sector participants. Survey responses indicated that Account Managers were an effective 
channel for reaching out to potential participants.  

Marketing and Outreach 

1. Continue leveraging outreach activities by SEDAC, ComEd, and Ameren.  

2. As the program matures, be prepared to make greater use of certain program delivery channels, 
including direct marketing and utility Account Managers, to build program awareness and 
participation among customers who may not be easily reached by other delivery channels.  

3. Monitor the possibility of confusion regarding the availability of program funds if ComEd and/or 
Ameren’s programs become oversubscribed in PY2. If confusion does result, consider 
independent messaging that will clarify the availability of funding from the PSEE programs. This 
could include links to the DCEO program from the ComEd and Ameren program websites. 

4. Consider expanding the use of e-mail for recruiting new participants into the program. 
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E EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

E.1 Evaluation Objectives 
The goal of this report is to present a summary of the findings and results from the evaluation of the 
Program Year 1 Public Sector Electric Efficiency (PSEE) Standard Incentives program.1 The primary 
objectives of this evaluation are to quantify gross and net savings impacts and to determine key process-
related program strengths and weaknesses and identify ways in which the program can be improved.  

The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Public Sector Electric 
Efficiency Program provides incentives for public sector customers of ComEd and Ameren Illinois 
Utilities who upgrade their facilities with energy efficient equipment. There were two specific program 
elements that were available to customers during program year 1: a Custom Incentives program and a 
Standard Incentives program.  

• Custom program incentives are available to customers for less common or more complex energy-
saving measures installed in qualified retrofit and equipment replacement projects. 

• The Standard Incentives program provides an expedited application approach for public sector 
customers interested in purchasing efficient technologies. The program targets discrete retrofit 
and replacement opportunities in lighting, HVAC, motor, and refrigeration systems. A 
streamlined incentive application and quality control process is intended to facilitate ease of 
participation. 

Some tasks within the Standard and Custom program evaluations involved close coordination between the 
two efforts, but the evaluations were otherwise conducted through separate approaches. The Standard and 
Custom Incentives programs have evaluation results reported separately. 

E.2 Evaluation Methods 
The methods used for impact evaluation were to review default energy savings assumptions for measures 
eligible for the program and to quantify gross savings impacts from an engineering review of the program 
reporting data and project documentation. The net impacts adjusted for free-ridership were evaluated 
through a self-report survey with program participants. Participant spillover was examined qualitatively 
through a self-report survey in PY1 and is not factored into the net impacts. Participant spillover will be 
examined quantitatively in PY2 and PY3.  

The methods used for the process evaluation for PY1 included an in-depth interview with the program 
manager and a participant phone survey. A review and evaluation of program materials and the tracking 
database was also conducted.  

                                                      

 
1 The Program Year 1 (PY1) program year began June 1, 2008 and ended May 31, 2009. 



 

The data collection and analyses for impact and process evaluation was conducted at the state-level. 
Energy impacts for the program are reported separately for the ComEd and Ameren Illinois Utilities. The 
process results report statewide data. 

The data collected for evaluation of the PY1 Standard Incentives program was gathered during a number 
of activities including tracking data analysis, an in-depth phone interview with the program manager, a 
participant phone survey, and project file engineering review. The evaluation team also reviewed program 
materials developed by DCEO, including the Guidelines and Application document, public presentations, 
a portfolio fact sheet, program planning documents, and the program web site (www.illinoisenergy.org). 

Table 1 below provides a summary of these data collection activities including the targeted population, 
the sample frame, and timing in which the data collection occurred.  

Table 1. Data Collection Activities for PY1 

Data 
Collection 

Type 

Targeted 
Population 

Sample 
Frame 

Sample 
Design 

Sample 
Size 

Timing 

Tracking 
Data 

Analysis 

Standard Incentives 
program projects 

DCEO 
Tracking 
Database 

- All Ongoing 

In-depth 
Phone 

Interviews 

DCEO Standard 
Program Staff 

Contact 
from DCEO 

Standard Incentives 
Program Manager 

1 June 2009 

Phone 
Survey 

Standard Incentives 
Program Participants 

Tracking 
Database and 
Project Files 

Stratified Random 
Sample of 

Standard Incentives 
Program 

Participants 

50 October 2009

Project File 
Engineering 

Review 

Projects with incentives 
paid on measures 

Tracking 
Database and 
Project Files 

Stratified random 
sample by Standard 
project-level kWh 

(3 strata) 

34 September – 
October 2009

E.3 Key Findings 
Table 2 below provides a summary of reported ex ante savings from the DCEO tracking system, and 
evaluation-adjusted gross and net savings impacts for the Statewide PY1 Standard Incentives program. As 
shown in Table 2, the PY1 evaluation found that verified gross impacts were significantly higher than 
savings in DCEO’s tracking system, as indicated by the realization rate (realization rate = ex post gross / 
tracking system gross). 

The relative precision at a 90% confidence level for the program kWh Realization Rate is ± 10%. The 
relative precision at a 90% confidence level for the program NTG ratio is ± 3%. Although the NTG ratios 
for federal facilities and community colleges were substantially lower than the mean (0.50 and 0.51 
versus 0.62) the results are not significant due to the low response rates in those two public sector types. 
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Table 2. Statewide Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh Impacts for PY1 

Public Sector Tracking 
System 
Savings 

Ex Ante Gross 
kWh 

Evaluation 
Adjusted 

Savings
Ex Post Gross 

kWh

Realization 
Rate

Net kWh NTGR
(net kWh / 

ex post gross 
kWh)

K-12 School 4,249,610 5,492,737 1.29 3,605,794 0.66

Community 
college 

1,135,202 1,157,834 1.02 594,662 0.51

University 2,888,512 3,277,450 1.13 2,082,939 0.64

Municipal 5,746,076 6,403,426 1.11 4,050,481 0.63

Federal 889,676 1,137,623 1.28 565,720 0.50

Statewide 14,909,076 17,469,070 1.17 10,899,596 0.62

Realization rates for demand savings were not calculated because DCEO did not produce an ex ante 
estimate of demand savings. As part of the evaluation process, the evaluation team estimated gross non-
coincident and peak kW reductions and applied the mean NTG ratio from the phone survey to arrive at an 
estimate of net peak kW reduction for the PY1 Standard Incentives program. 

Table 3. Program-Level Evaluation Estimate of Net kW Impacts for PY1 

Public Sector  Ex Ante 
Gross kW 

 Ex Post 
Gross kW

Realization 
Rate 

Net kW NTGR
(Sample Mean)

Statewide Not reported 2,875 NA 1,765 0.614 

Impacts for public sector customers in Ameren delivery service territory are provided in Table 4. 

Table 4. Utility-Specific Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh and Estimated kW Impacts for 
PY1 

Utility Ex Ante 
Gross kWh 

Ex Post 
Gross kWh

Realization 
Rate

Net kWh NTGR 
(ex post 

gross) 

Net kW

Ameren 3,023,432 4,204,312 1.39 2,640,635 0.63 358

Key Impact Findings 

• In developing default savings for measures, DCEO relied upon ComEd’s and Ameren’s 
documentation because of the matching measure lists. An evaluation team review of the utilities’ 
assumptions found most of them to be conservative and reasonable, but both ComEd and Ameren 
had default measure savings values that we judged to be inaccurate. Some DCEO measure default 
savings did not match the utility defaults, and the DCEO discrepancies were both higher and 
lower than the utility-derived assumptions we judged to be reasonable. As a result, DCEO is 
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introducing inaccuracies into their program tracking savings. DCEO should collaborate with 
ComEd, Ameren, and other parties in Illinois to develop a consistent set of default savings values 
and provide a brief description of how their default savings derive from the statewide values. It is 
recommended DCEO should then update their tracking system. 

• The evaluation team found the DCEO tracking system to have limited functionality and lacking 
important detail data. We found it difficult to verify the data, and it appears that it would be 
difficult and time consuming for DCEO to maintain. We found several instances of wrong values 
or wrong links that affected tracking savings. The design of the tracking system limits our ability 
to construct samples, conduct surveys, and analyze impacts that isolate specific end-uses, 
measures, and building types. We believe a more complete tracking system with better 
functionality would be a significant benefit to the program manager and staff, as well as improve 
our ability to evaluate the program.  

• We found the hard copy project documentation files to be well maintained by DCEO staff. 
• The PY1 evaluation found that verified gross impacts were higher than the savings recorded in 

DCEO’s tracking system. The PY1 Standard Incentives program had a realization rate on tracked 
energy savings of 1.17. While the realization rate for PY1 is greater than 1, some of this higher 
than expected savings was due to errors in default assumptions and the tracking system that 
under-estimated the tracking savings. Documentation on some large projects did not allow us to 
confirm all installed quantities or that all equipment met the qualifying criteria without follow-up 
verification from the site or site contact, resulting in some reductions to tracked savings. Site 
follow-up verification was not included in the PY1 evaluation due to budget and schedule 
constraints. Limited site verification is included in the PY2 evaluation, and the PY2 schedule will 
allow DCEO an opportunity to provide additional documentation after initial evaluation review. 
Section 3.1.1 – Verification and Due Diligence provides recommendations for DCEO to reduce 
evaluation adjustments. 

• The PY1 Standard Incentives program had an evaluated Net-to-Verified Gross ratio of 0.62 for 
energy savings at a relative precision of ± 3% with at the 90% confidence level. The lower NTG 
ratio can be traced mainly to two issues: 1) respondents who learned about the program after they 
decided to implement the measure, and 2) respondents who claimed they would have installed 
exactly the same equipment at the same time (or within 6 months) in the absence of the program. 

• DCEO’s NTG score was raised by the strong influence of various program components (rebates, 
recommendations, and program materials) on customer decisions, where 72% of respondents 
gave a score that translates to 0.8 to 1.0 for that component of the NTG score (weighted one-third 
of overall score).  

• The phone survey data identified 13 of 50 respondents (26%) who reported learning about the 
program AFTER they had decided to implement the measure, reducing their NTG ratio. This 
result is consistent with a concern that public sector entities can have planning horizons that 
extend well beyond one year, and that some public sector participants would submit projects from 
facility improvement plans that were in place prior to the start of the program. In general, these 
respondents had high free-ridership scores in all categories, but the projects tended to be smaller 
so the kWh-weighted impact on program NTG ratio is lessened. HVAC projects were more likely 
than lighting to have previously approved implementation plans, especially chiller projects. 
DCEO should seek involvement in the planning processes for public sector entities and document 
involvement and influence (dates, contacts, documents delivered, and discussions) for possible 
submission to evaluators (survey participants are not always aware of all past contacts that may 
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have occurred in their organization). This additional documentation could provide the basis for 
adjustments to scores based solely on survey data. 

• The PY1 evaluation found strong evidence of spillover in 8% of phone survey respondents (4 of 
50). Among the 4 strongest spillover candidates, the potential spillover measures identified were 
T8 lamps (2 projects), VFD on HVAC motors, chiller, and outdoor air optimizing controls. 

• Program participation and net impacts were highly concentrated in large projects, in certain 
public sectors (K-12 Schools and Municipal), and in lighting measures. The 15 largest projects 
provided 53% of the net program savings, while 47% of net savings was captured by the 
remaining 140 smaller projects. Municipal projects and K-12 schools provided 70% of net energy 
savings by building type. Lighting was a measure in 91% of projects.  

Key Process Findings 

The Public Sector Electric Efficiency Standard Incentive program was well received in PY1. Over 100 
public sector customers conducted more than 150 projects. While the program did not meet its savings 
goals for PY1, the program built a good foundation for future program years, especially given its limited 
resources. Examination of barriers to participation will be an evaluation priority for the next evaluation 
cycle. 

Customer satisfaction with various processes and components of the program was high, and few 
participants reported encountering problems during their participation. Participants provided the highest 
ratings for the PSEE program, staff communications, and DCEO overall.  

Participants were less satisfied with the incentive amounts than with other program components. Some 
customers noted issues with the length of the participation process and the availability of program 
information. When asked to suggest program improvements, participants most often cite higher incentives 
and better program information. 

The program design included a $100,000 incentive cap per location in PY1 (this was raised to $200,000 
for PY2). During PY1, the program exercised a certain amount of flexibility in enforcing the incentive 
cap allowing incentives greater than $100,000 if the entity had multiple projects. While this is appropriate 
for a new program that did not exhaust its incentive funds in its first year, concentrating too much 
incentive money in a single project or a single customer carries risk for program savings (if the customer 
is found to be a free-rider) and for the on-going success of the program.  

The application process allows multiple projects to be incorporated into a single grant, resulting in some 
participants including multiple sites or locations in a single application. This results in inconsistencies 
within the program tracking database, particularly when diverse measures are bundled within a single 
project, and presents difficulties for program evaluation and tracking.  

The payment process for incentives of $10,000 or more must meet several accounting and legal 
requirements before payment can be made to the customer. These requirements can cause the process to 
take several months from the time a completed final application is received to the time that the incentive 
is paid to the customer. Because pre-approval applications are not required for most standard incentive 
projects, the program could end up having to process multiple applications for $10,000 or more that they 
were previously unaware of. This occurred at the end of PY1 and created a back-log in incentive 
processing.  
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The assigned program staff targeted their efforts at core activities related to processing applications, 
participant implementation assistance, inspections, and marketing. While the program has achieved 
significant savings in PY1, it did not meet its goals. Future growth of the program and attainment of 
program goals will require additional resources (staff and dollars) to expand the depth and breadth of 
program activities undertaken.  

Implementation of the Standard Incentive program relied heavily on existing delivery channels such as 
the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) and outreach activities by the ComEd and Ameren 
C&I Incentive programs. This approach is both cost-effective and practical. However, relying on 
ComEd’s and Ameren’s outreach activities also means limited control over the content, timing, and 
frequency of messages being sent. This became a problem for the program in PY1, when the ComEd 
program became oversubscribed. ComEd ended much of its program promotion, and market actors 
mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for public sector projects as well, negatively 
affecting the PSEE program.  

During PY1, the program made effective use of the existing SEDAC network to promote the program. 
This included making use of SEDAC’s monthly newsletter that is sent to more than 3,000 market actors 
and end users. In addition, SEDAC experts often recommend participation in the PSEE programs for 
public entities. The PY2 evaluation will consider SEDAC’s role in generating spillover savings for the 
program. 

The PSEE programs leveraged the ComEd and Ameren trade ally networks in PY1. However, 
coordination of outreach activities with the utilities waned over the course of PY1. Since contractors play 
an important role in promoting the Standard Incentives program, successful use of the ComEd and 
Ameren trade ally networks is key to the growth of the PSEE programs.  

DCEO recognizes that utility account managers often play a key role in successful incentive programs as 
they have established relationships with targeted customers. PSEE program participants cite their Account 
Manager as an information resource and as providing assistance during the participation process. Early in 
PY1 DCEO conducted a webinar for Account Managers and presented on the public sector as part of the 
utility’s roll out to Account Managers on all program efforts. DCEO fields calls from Account Managers. 

In PY1 DCEO assigned one full time staff person to focus on marketing for all PSEE programs. In 
addition to this full time staff member, other program staff participated in marketing activities as part of 
their normal job duties. Overall, the program heavily leveraged marketing activities by SEDAC, ComEd, 
and Ameren, with DCEO-specific activities somewhat limited by staff and resource availability. The 
marketing that was conducted was recalled and well received by program participants. The most 
successful efforts were promotion via market actors and the DCEO website.  

Participants overwhelmingly prefer to be informed about opportunities such as the PSEE incentive 
programs by e-mail. DCEO currently uses e-mail when distributing its monthly SEDAC newsletters.  

 



 

1 INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM 
This evaluation report covers the Standard Incentives program element of the Public Sector Electric 
Efficiency incentive program.  

1.1 Program Description 
The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Public Sector Electric 
Efficiency program provides incentives for public sector customers of ComEd and Ameren Illinois 
Utilities who upgrade their facilities with energy efficient equipment. There were two specific program 
elements that were available to customers during program year 1: a Custom Incentives program and a 
Standard Incentives program.  

• Custom program incentives are available to customers for less common or more complex energy-
saving measures installed in qualified retrofit and equipment replacement projects. 

• The Standard Incentives program provides an expedited application approach for public sector 
entities interested in purchasing efficient technologies. The program targets discrete retrofit and 
replacement opportunities in lighting, HVAC, motor, and refrigeration systems. A streamlined 
incentive application and quality control process is intended to facilitate ease of participation.  

DCEO uses internal staff to manage, implement, and administer the program. Technical assistance is 
provided as needed with the assistance of the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC). The 
PY1 program application form listing measures, eligibility criteria and incentive levels is provided in 
Appendix 5.2.1. The measure list and incentives matched those offered by ComEd, except that DCEO 
offered incentives for LED traffic signals. The Standard and Custom programs continued into program 
year 2 with minor increases to prescriptive incentive levels and changes to rebate options.  

The net MWH savings goals for the PY1 Standard incentive program are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Public Sector Electric Efficiency Standard Incentives program PY1 Planned 
Savings Goals 

Utility Plan Target
Net MWH

Plan Target
Net MW

ComEd Service Territory 30,009 8.6

Ameren Service Territory 11,050 3.2

Total 41,059 11.7
Source: Direct Testimony of Jonathan Feipel, DCEO, Docket No. 07-0541, Exhibit 1.2, November 15, 2007. 
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1.2 Evaluation Questions 
The evaluation sought to answer the following key researchable questions: 

Impact Questions 

1. What are the gross impacts from this program? 
2. What are the net impacts from this program? 
3. Did the program meet its energy and demand goals? If not, why not? 

Process Questions: 

The process evaluation questions focused on five key areas: 

1. Effectiveness of program implementation 
2. Effectiveness of program design and processes 
3. Customer and program partner experience and satisfaction with the program 
4. Opportunities for program improvement 
5. Program awareness and potential market effects 

The full list of researchable questions can be found in the Evaluation Plan. 
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2 EVALUATION METHODS 

2.1 Analytical Methods 

2.1.1 Gross Program Savings 

The objective of this element of the impact evaluation is to verify the original gross savings estimates in 
the Standard Incentives program tracking system. The savings reported in DCEO’s tracking system were 
adjusted through a multistep process:  

1. Engineering review of the algorithms used by the program to calculate default energy savings for 
all measures and the assumptions that feed those algorithms. Default savings values were either 
judged acceptable as documented or adjusted by the evaluation team. Preliminary findings were 
sent to DCEO on June 26, 2009.  

2. Review of DCEO’s tracking database to identify potential adjustments to reported tracking 
savings resulting from missing values, outliers, or changes to default values in the database.  

3. The results of the first two steps were communicated to the engineering team responsible for 
project file review to inform potential adjustments. 

4. Engineering review at the measure-level for a stratified sample of 34 projects selected from the 
population of 155 projects, with the following subcomponents: 

a. Engineering review and analysis of energy and demand impacts for 121 measures based 
on project documentation and tracking data. 

b. Review and application (if appropriate) of participant phone survey impact data (reported 
hours of use, reported baseline equipment) to projects in the engineering review sample. 

c. Calculation of a verified gross savings value (kWh and kW) for each measure within 
sample. 

A verified gross realization rate (which is the verified gross savings / reported tracking savings) was 
estimated from the sample for each stratum and applied to the remaining non-reviewed projects in the 
strata. The result is a new estimate of verified gross savings for the Standard Incentives program. 

Default Savings Review 

Measures with assigned default savings values were assessed for reasonableness of the underlying 
algorithms, technology assumptions, and calculated savings values. In developing default savings for 
measures, DCEO relied mainly upon ComEd’s documentation because of the matching measure lists. 
Members of the evaluation team conducted a technical review of ComEd’s and Ameren’s default savings 
assumptions as tasks under those evaluations, and relied upon those reviews to assess DCEO’s measures. 
Our findings regarding individual assumptions and algorithms may be categorized as follows:  

1) ACCEPTABLE AS IS: assumption or algorithm is reasonable and appropriate 

2) REVISE OVER TIME: the assumption or algorithm is acceptable for the near term but should be 
improved over time through the evaluation process, market research, or program experience. 

3) ERROR OR DISAGREEMENT: We believe the assumption or algorithm contains an error or we 
disagree on the value or approach. 
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The preferred data sources for assumptions are recent local primary research, EM&V, and program 
experience. Since those sources were generally not available in Illinois when DCEO, ComEd, and 
Ameren assembled documentation and developed default savings values, we understand that some 
assumptions must be drawn from data sources that involve a compromise between age, rigor, or location. 
When assumptions are described as “needing revision”, we may propose an existing alternative data 
source or suggest using the evaluation process, market research, or program experience to revise the 
assumption through a collaborative review process.  

Several points in this default savings review discuss issues that EM&V could illuminate. This should not 
be construed as saying that EM&V work as defined in the current evaluation plans will address the issue. 
The current evaluation budget could not support detailed research on the full range of issues identified as 
potential targets for EM&V work. The EM&V deliverables within our current plans will be one of several 
sources of information to draw upon as default values are updated. 

Following are the types of issues we considered in our reviews:  

Measure definition – Provides a description of the efficient technology, the required technology 
performance specifications, and the applications where the technology is eligible. Potential issues include: 

• Are the performance specifications complete to ensure the default savings will be achieved? 
• Are the performance specifications independently rated or certified? 

Measure Savings Engineering Analysis – provides the algorithms used to calculate non-coincident 
demand reduction, coincident demand reduction, and annual energy savings: 

• Are the algorithms correct for the measure? 
• Do the algorithms provide reasonable estimates for the range of applications and operating 

conditions of participants in the program? 

• Are factors missing from the equation? 

Measure Savings Assumptions – documents the wattages, efficiency ratings and operating assumptions 
for baseline and efficient equipment to calculate non-coincident demand reduction, coincident demand 
reduction, and annual energy savings. Potential issues include: 

• Is the baseline equipment type and performance appropriate for the measure description? 
• Are the efficiency ratings and wattages appropriate for the range of operating conditions expected 

of participants? 

• Do the operating assumptions provide a reasonable representation for program participation? 
• Are the coincident factors reasonable? 
• Are the assumptions documented and are the data sources appropriate for Illinois? 

Measure Savings Results – Presents the default values that are derived from the algorithms and 
assumptions. Potential issues include: 

• Has the calculation been correctly performed to generate the default values (any math errors)? 
• Is the weighting or averaging of data to derive a single default value reasonable? 
• Do individual default values cover too broad of a range? 
• Are the units for the savings correct and clearly presented? 
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Tracking System Savings Review 

The tracking data for this evaluation consisted of two Excel spreadsheet files that DCEO staff maintained. 
The review is based on versions sent by DCEO dated July 28, 2009 and September 8, 2009. Under this 
task, we conducted a review of Standard Incentives program data in the DCEO tracking system to identify 
issues that could affect reported savings. During this review, we looked at project data for outliers and 
missing information, and checked for incorrect default values in lookup tables used by the tracking 
system to report savings. We also assessed basic functionality of the tracking system for use in recording, 
tracking, and reporting impact data. 

Engineering Review of Project Files 

Michaels Engineering conducted a measure-level engineering review on a sample of 34 projects from 
PY1 to verify documentation, tracking system entries, installed measure characteristics, hours of 
operation, and characteristics of replaced equipment. For each project in the sample, Michaels engineers 
reproduced the ex ante savings reported in the tracking system (kWh and kW), and then calculated an 
adjusted gross savings based on their review of documentation and engineering analysis. A gross savings 
realization rate was calculated for the sample, and then applied to the population. 

To support this review, DCEO provided access at their office to project documentation in hard copy 
format for each sampled project. The evaluation team then scanned the documents into Adobe PDF files 
to distribute to team members along with the tracking system files. Documentation included some or all 
of scanned files of hardcopy application forms and supporting documentation from the applicant 
(invoices, measure specification sheets, vendor proposals), inspection reports (when conducted), 
calculation spreadsheets, and important email and memoranda. Where projects covered by the participant 
phone survey overlapped with the engineering review sample, relevant impact data from the phone survey 
(reported hours of use) was applied to projects. 

On-Site Verification 

On-site verification was not conducted for the Standard Incentives program in PY1. Michaels Engineering 
conducted site visits for a sample of PY1 Custom projects and the findings are reported in the Custom 
Incentives program evaluation. 

2.1.2 Net Program Savings 

Net Program Savings 

The primary objective of the net savings analysis for the Standard Incentives program was to determine 
the program's net effect on customers’ electricity usage. After gross program impacts have been assessed, 
net program impacts are derived by estimating a Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio that quantifies the percentage 
of the gross program impacts that can reliably be attributed to the program. A customer self-report 
method, based on data gathered during participant phone surveys, was used to estimate the NTG ratio for 
this evaluation. 

For PY1, the net program impacts were quantified solely on the estimated level of free-ridership. This 
requires estimating what would have happened in the absence of the program. The existence of participant 
spillover was examined qualitatively in PY1. A more extensive effort will be undertaken to quantify 
spillover in PY2, commensurate with the evidence of spillover found in PY1. 
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Once free-ridership (and spillover beginning PY2) have been estimated the Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio is 
calculated as follows: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-ridership Rate + Spillover Rate (beginning PY2) 

Free-Ridership 

Free ridership was assessed using customer self-report approach following a framework that was 
developed for evaluating net savings of California’s 2006-2008 nonresidential energy efficiency 
programs. This method calculates free-ridership using data collected during participant phone surveys 
concerning the following three items:  

• A Program Components score that reflects the influence of the most important of various 
program and program-related elements in the customer’s decision to select specific program 
measures at this time. 

• A Program Influence score that reflects the degree of influence the program had on the 
customer’s decision to install the specified measures. This score is cut in half if they learned 
about the program after they decided to implement the measures. 

• A No-Program score that captures the likelihood of various actions the customer might have 
taken at this time and in the future if the program had not been available. This score accounts for 
deferred free ridership by incorporating the likelihood that the customer would have installed 
program-qualifying measures at a later date if the program had not been available. 

Each of these scores represents the highest response or the average of several responses given to one or 
more questions about the decision to install a program measure. The rationale for using the maximum 
value is to capture the most important element in the participant’s decision making. This approach and 
scoring algorithm is identical to that used by the DCEO Custom Incentives program, the ComEd Business 
Custom and Business Prescriptive programs, and Ameren Illinois Custom, Standard Revised, and 
Standard Business programs with the exact same questions.  

The calculation of free-ridership for the Standard Incentives program is a multi-step process. After 
confirming the customer’s ability to answer questions regarding the measures installed for one end-use 
(lighting, HVAC, refrigeration, or motors) at the site address that defines the project, the survey covers a 
battery of questions used to assess net-to-gross ratio for the specific end-use and site. If a project includes 
multiple end-uses, the questions are asked about the end-use providing the largest contribution to ex ante 
project savings. Customers are then asked if the responses also apply to the end-use with second highest 
contribution to project savings. 

Responses are used to calculate a Program Components score, a Program Influence score and a No-
Program score for each project covered through the survey. These three scores can take values of 0 to 10 
where a lower score indicates a higher level of free-ridership. The calculation then averages those three 
scores to come up with a project-level net-to-gross ratio. If the customer has additional projects at other 
sites covering the same end-use, the survey asks whether the responses also apply to the other projects. If 
that is the case, the additional projects are given the same score for measures of that end-use.  

This scoring approach is summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Net-to-Gross Scoring Algorithm for the PY1 Standard Incentives program 

Scoring Element Calculation 

Program Components score. The maximum score (on a scale of 0 to 
10 where 0 equals not at all influential and 10 equals very influential) 
among the self-reported influence level the program had for: 
A. Availability of the program rebate 
B. Recommendation from program staff 
C. Information from utility or program marketing materials 
D. Endorsement or recommendation by a utility account rep 

Maximum of A, B, C, and D 

Program Influence score. “If you were given a TOTAL of 100 
points that reflect the importance in your decision to implement the 
<ENDUSE>, and you had to divide those 100 points between: 1) the 
program and 2) other factors, how many points would you give to the 
importance of the PROGRAM?” 

Points awarded to the program 
(divided by 10) 

Divide by 2 if the customer 
learned about the program 
AFTER deciding to implement 
the measure that was installed 

No-Program score: “Using a likelihood scale from 0 to 10, where 0 
is “Not at all likely” and 10 is “Extremely likely”, if the utility 
program had not been available, what is the likelihood that you would 
have installed exactly the same equipment?” 

Adjustments to the “likelihood score” are made for timing: “Without 
the program, when do you think you would have installed this 
equipment?” Free-ridership diminishes as the timing of the 
installation without the program moves further into the future. 

Interpolate between No Program 
Likelihood Score and 10 
where “At the same time” or 
within 6 months equals No 
Program score, and 48 months 
later equals 10 (no free-
ridership) 

Project-level Free-ridership (ranges from 0.00 to 1.00) 1 – Sum of scores (Program 
Components, Program Influence, 
No-Program)/30 

PY1 Project level Net-to-Gross Ratio (ranges from 0.00 to 1.00) 1 – Project level Free-ridership 

Apply score to other end-uses within the same project? If yes, assign score to other end-
uses of the same project 

Apply score to other projects of the same end-use? If yes, assign score to same end-
uses of the additional projects 

Spillover 

For the PY1 Standard Incentives program evaluation, a battery of questions to assess spillover 
qualitatively was asked regarding the end use addressed in the survey (the end use with the greatest 
contribution to ex ante savings for the project). Below is a paraphrased version of the spillover questions 
for lighting: 
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1. Since participation in the DCEO program, has your organization implemented any additional 
energy efficiency measures WITHOUT an incentives through a utility or government program? 

2. What was the first measure you implemented? The second? The third? Describe the measure(s). 
3. On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “not significant” and 10 means “extremely significant” how 

significant was your experience with the DCEO program in your decision to implement this 
measure? 

4. If you had not participated in the DCEO program, how likely is it that your organization would 
still have implemented this measure (1 to 10 scale)? 

Responses to these questions allow us to assess whether spillover may be occurring and the type of 
equipment involved, but do not offer enough detail to quantify the spillover. Spillover could be quantified 
through follow-up questioning and site visits on potential spillover occurrences with the participants.  

2.2 Data Sources 
The data collected for evaluation of the PY1 Standard Incentives program was gathered during a number 
of activities including tracking data analysis, an in-depth phone interview with the program manager, a 
participant phone survey, and project file engineering review. The evaluation team also reviewed program 
materials developed by DCEO, including the Guidelines and Application document, public presentations, 
a portfolio fact sheet, program planning documents, and the program web site (www.illinoisenergy.org). 

Table 7 below provides a summary of these data collection activities including the targeted population, 
the sample frame, and timing in which the data collection occurred.  

Table 7. Data Collection Activities for PY1 

Data 
Collection 

Type 

Targeted 
Population 

Sample 
Frame 

Sample 
Design 

Sample 
Size 

Timing 

Tracking 
Data 

Analysis 

Standard Incentives 
program projects 

DCEO 
Tracking 
Database 

- All Ongoing 

In-depth 
Phone 

Interviews 

DCEO Standard 
Program Staff 

Contact 
from DCEO 

Standard Incentives 
program Manager 

1 June 2009 

Phone 
Survey 

Standard Incentives 
program Participants 

Tracking 
Database and 
Project Files 

Stratified Random 
Sample of 

Standard Incentive 
Program 

Participants 

50 October 2009

Project File 
Engineering 

Review 

Projects with incentives 
paid on measures 

Tracking 
Database and 
Project Files 

Stratified random 
sample by Standard 
project-level kWh 

(3 strata) 

34 September – 
October 2009
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Tracking Data 

The tracking data for this evaluation consisted of two Excel spreadsheet files that DCEO delivered on a 
periodic basis. Program samples were drawn from the versions sent by DCEO dated July 28, 2009 and 
September 8, 2009. The files were: 

• PSEE Project KWH Savings 2009-07-28.xlsx: This file (the “PSEE projects” file) contained 
project level details including a tab identifying measures, incentives, and savings for each 
participating project plus summary totals. 

• EEPS Incentive Applicants 2009-09-08.xlsx: This file (the “EEPS applicants” file) contained 
program-level information including one tab for tracking data for applicants (including project 
name, milestone dates, savings and incentives) plus tabs for summary and status information at 
the program level.  

Program Staff Interview 

The Standard Incentive program does not have an implementation contractor. Therefore, only one depth 
interview, with the Program Manager Andrea Reiff, was conducted as part of this evaluation. The 
interview was completed over the phone in June of 2009. The interview focused on program processes to 
better understand the goals of the program, how the program was implemented, the perceived 
effectiveness of the program, and also verified evaluation priorities. The interview guide used for the 
interview is included in Appendix 5.1.1. 

Phone Survey 

A telephone survey was conducted with 50 Standard Incentives program participants. This survey focused 
on questions to estimate the gross and net program impacts and to support the process evaluation. All 
surveys were completed by Opinion Dynamics Corporation (ODC) in October 2009. 

The survey was directed toward unique customer contact names from the tracking system for PY1 paid 
Standard projects. The survey assessed all of the parameters necessary to calculate PY1 free-ridership, 
and supported gross savings analysis by collecting self reported data for end-use hours of operation. 
Additional data was collected to support a qualitative assessment of spillover as well as the process 
evaluation. The survey instrument used for this evaluation is included in Appendix 5.1.2. 

Participant Project Documentation 

To support this review, DCEO provided access at their office to project documentation in hard copy 
format for each sampled project. The evaluation team then scanned the documents into Adobe PDF files 
to distribute to team members along with the tracking system files. Documentation included some or all 
of scanned files of hardcopy application forms and supporting documentation from the applicant 
(invoices, measure specification sheets, vendor proposals), inspection reports (when conducted), 
calculation spreadsheets, and important email and memoranda. 

On-Site Verification 

On-site verification was not conducted for the Standard Incentives program in PY1.  
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2.3 Sampling 
The tracking data delivered for this evaluation was provided as two Excel spreadsheet files by DCEO on 
July 28, 2009 and September 8, 2009.  

Profile of Population 

The evaluation team analyzed program participation data from DCEO’s PSEE projects tracking data and 
the EEPS applicants files. The format of the database (two Excel spreadsheet files) presented some 
challenges for analyzing the data. Although the DCEO project-level spreadsheet contains quantities and 
savings for each measure within each application, DCEO did not establish all the links to a tab that 
summarizes the program results by end-use and measure, and the evaluation team did not fix the links to 
access this measure level savings information (173 project tabs to link for each measure).  

Another challenge presented by DCEO’s data tracking approach is the definition of a “project.” In some 
instances, a project is one site address, in other cases it is multiple sites bundled into one “project.” 
Bundled projects are given one contact name when possibly multiple facility managers could have been 
named. This bundling reduces the population size and created a challenge for completing the phone 
surveys. Compounding this problem is the fact that some of the contact names in the database were high 
ranking public officials, who are often hard to contact, hard to schedule for an extensive interview, and, 
possibly not as familiar with the details of the projects as others would be. 

We were able to examine the data by project size, public sector classification (K-12, university, 
community college, municipal, state, and federal), utility (Ameren, ComEd), and whether the project 
involved Custom-only, Standard-only, or both programs. DCEO did have a field in the EEPS applicants 
file that identified generically the type measure installed (“Retrofit Lights,” “Chiller, VSD,” “Chillers, 
VSD, LED Exits, Occ Sensors,” etc.). 

Tables 8, 9, 10, and 11 below provide a profile of PY1 Standard Incentives program participation.  

Participation is highly concentrated in the largest projects, with 15 of 155 projects accounting for two-
thirds of the program energy savings – although several of the largest projects had multiple sites bundled 
into one project. Most of the projects (91%, 141 out of 155) identified lighting as a component of the 
project. Among public sector classes, municipal and K-12 schools provide 68% of savings. University 
projects provided 19% of savings, but project sizes were considerably larger. 

Table 8. PY1 Standard Incentives program Participation by Project Size 

Size Category Size Range, Ex Ante kWh Project Count Ex Ante kWh 
Largest 845,413 to 2,303,990 4 3% 4,925,558 33%
Middle 242,633 to 717,744 11 7% 4,825,047 32%
Smallest 303 to 236,640 140 90% 5,158,472 35%
TOTAL 303 to 2,303,990 155 100% 14,909,076 100%
Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. 
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Table 9. PY1 Standard Incentives program Participation by Public Sector 

Public Sector Project Count Savings for all PY1 Projects, 
Ex Ante kWh 

Average Size,
 Ex Ante kWh

K-12 School 58 37% 4,249,610 29% 73,269 
Community college 9 6% 1,135,202 8% 126,134 
University 9 6% 2,888,512 19% 320,946 
Municipal 60 39% 5,746,076 39% 95,768 
Federal 19 12% 889,676 6% 46,825 
Program 155 100% 14,909,076 100% 96,188 
Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. 

Table 10. PY1 Standard Incentives program Participation by Measure or End-Use 

Measure or End-use Number of Projects Identified 
(N=155)

Lighting 141 91%
Chiller or HVAC 7 5%
VSD or Motors 17 11%
Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. Some projects contain multiple end-uses so the totals are greater than 155.  

Table 11. PY1 Standard Incentives program Participation by Utility 

Utility Project Count Ex Ante kWh 
ComEd 94 61% 11,885,644 80%
Ameren 61 39% 3,023,432 20%
TOTAL 155 100% 14,909,076 100%
Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. 

The distribution of population ex ante kWh by utility and strata is provided in Table 12. This table shows 
that approximately two-thirds of Ameren projects are in the small projects strata, with no projects in the 
largest projects group. ComEd savings are distributed more equally.  

Table 12. PY1 Standard Incentives program Distribution of Savings by Utility and 
Strata 

Strata ComEd Ameren Total 

Largest 33% 0% 33% 

Middle 25% 7% 32% 

Smallest 22% 13% 35% 

Total 80% 20% 100% 

Source: Program tracking savings. Total savings for the table is 14,909,076 kWh. 

2.3.1 Engineering Review Sample 

The sample for the engineering review of PY1 paid Standard Incentives program projects was selected 
from data in the tracking system. Data review was undertaken before the sample was pulled to check for 
outliers and missing values. Some projects contain both Custom and Standard measures (combined 
projects). The Custom and Standard Incentives programs were evaluated through different approaches by 
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necessity, so the evaluation team included all custom measures within the Custom evaluation, and all 
standard measures within the Standard evaluation. The phone survey was coordinated by assigning 
combined projects to one evaluation or the other to avoid multiple contacts. As a result, 18 projects 
required special coordination between the two evaluations. 

The program-level Standard savings data was analyzed by public sector type and project size to inform 
sample design. After analysis, the sample design selected for the Standard evaluation was stratification by 
project size, where project size is defined as the sum of all ex ante kWh for Standard measures installed 
within a project (as defined by unique project IDs assigned by DCEO). For DCEO, a project can involve 
either a single site address or multiple site addresses, and may include multiple measures including traffic 
signals. As discussed in the section above, the evaluation process could yield results with better 
differentiation and precision if the tracking system was structured to improve access to project detail. 
Projects were sorted from largest to smallest Standard kWh, and placed into one of three strata that each 
contained approximately one-third of the program total kWh. Thus, the 4 largest projects comprising one-
third of program savings were assigned to “strata 1,” the 11 next largest were assigned to “strata 2,” and 
the smallest 140 projects were assigned to “strata 3.”  

The Standard Incentives program evaluation plan called for a target sample of 50 projects to be selected 
for engineering review. This sample was reduced to 34 due to the concentration of savings in the largest 
projects that allowed a high percentage of program savings to be captured through a smaller sample. The 
sample was drawn as follows: all 4 projects in strata 1 were selected, all 11 projects in strata 2 were 
selected, and 19 of 140 projects in strata 3 were randomly selected. 

Profile of Engineering Review Sample 

Tables 13, 14, 15, and 16 below provide a profile of the Engineering Review Sample for the Standard 
Incentives program in comparison with the program population.  

Table 13. Profile of the Engineering Review Sample by Strata 

Strata N Population
 Ex Ante 

kWh 

Population 
Weights

Target Sample, 
n 

1 “Largest Projects” 4 4,925,558 33% 4 
2 “Middle” 11 4,825,047 32% 11 
3 “Smallest Projects” 140 5,158,472 35% 19 
Total 155 14,909,076 100% 34 
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Table 14. Profile of the Engineering Review Sample by Public Sector 

Project Count  
Strata 1 Strata 2 Strata 3 Total 

  

Public Sector Type Pop Sample Pop Sample Pop Sample Pop Sample 
K-12 School 1 1 4 4 53 7 58 12 
Community college 0 0 2 2 7 0 9 2 
University 1 1 3 3 5 1 9 5 
Municipal 2 2 1 1 57 10 60 13 
Federal 0 0 1 1 18 1 19 2 
Totals 4 4 11 11 140 19 155 34 

Table 15. Profile of the Engineering Review Sample by Public Sector Type 

Public Sector Type Population kWh Sample kWh Sampled % 
K-12 School 4,249,610 29% 2,892,075 28% 68% 
Community college 1,135,202 8% 842,349 8% 74% 
University 2,888,512 19% 2,437,147 23% 84% 
Municipal 5,746,076 39% 3,890,022 37% 68% 
Federal 889,676 6% 412,934 4% 46% 
Totals 14,909,076 100% 10,474,527 100% 70% 

Table 16 provides the sample by utility, and shows that because Ameren had only 3 of 15 projects in 
strata 1 and 2, the savings kWh in the sample is slightly under-represented. However, the engineering 
review included 48% of Ameren project savings.  

Table 16. PY1 Standard Incentives program Participation by Utility 

Utility Population kWh Sample kWh Sampled % 
ComEd 11,885,644 80% 9,032,087 86% 76% 
Ameren 3,023,432 20% 1,442,439 14% 48% 
TOTAL 14,909,076 100% 10,474,527 100% 70% 
Source: Evaluation analysis of tracking savings. 

2.3.2 Phone Survey 
A telephone survey was conducted with 50 Standard Incentives program participants. The survey was 
directed toward 105 unique customer contact names from the tracking system for PY1 paid Standard 
Incentives projects. We attempted to call 101 of these customers (four of the 105 contacts also had a 
Custom Incentives project and were included in the participant survey for the Custom Incentives 
program).  

The survey assessed all of the parameters necessary to calculate PY1 free-ridership and supported gross 
savings analysis by collecting self reported data for end-use hours of operation. Additional data was 
collected to support the process evaluation (such as program design and implementation, program 
marketing and awareness, customer satisfaction), a qualitative assessment of spillover, and business 
demographics. The survey instrument used for this evaluation is included in Appendix 5.1.2. 
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Sampling 

The phone survey drew a sample from the Standard Incentives program population to achieve a minimum 
of 50 completed phone interviews. An important difference between the phone survey and engineering 
review is that the phone survey must target unique contact names to avoid overburdening any one 
respondent by discussing multiple projects. Many participants submitted projects for multiple locations 
(e.g., school districts) and listed a single contact person for all projects. These multiple-location 
participants had to be handled together in the sample.  

Starting with the population of all projects with Standard Incentive measures, a single project was 
selected for contact with multiple projects, as were customer contacts without phone numbers, and 
contacts for combined Custom and Standard projects that were being targeted by the Custom phone 
survey. Given the smaller population of Custom projects, the Custom Incentives program was given 
priority for calling combined project contacts. 

The stratified approach from the engineering review sample was retained. The evaluation team concluded 
that an un-weighted analysis provided the best representation for process results. 

Survey Disposition 

Table 17 below shows the final dispositions of the 105 unique participants in the Standard Incentive 
Program. As this table shows, contact with 101 of the 105 contacts was attempted, resulting in 50 
completed surveys. The survey center was unable to make contact with 13% of contacts for a variety of 
reasons including: no one answered the phone, an answering machine picked up, or the phone line was 
busy. We attempted to reach each of these customers at least three to four times. The phone numbers 
provided for 7% of the sample had problems such as being disconnected, blocked, or an incorrect number. 

Overall, the response rate for this survey was 61%, computed as the number of completed surveys divided 
by the number of eligible respondents.2 

                                                      

 
2 Eligible respondents include the following dispositions: a) Completed Survey, b) Unable to Reach, c) Non-Specific 
Callback/Appointment Scheduled, and d) Refusal. 



 

Table 17. Sample Disposition 

Sample Disposition Customers % 

Population of Unique Contacts 105 100%

Not Called (Moved to Custom Sample) 4 4% 

Completed Survey 50 48% 

Unable to Reach 14 13% 

Non-Specific Callback/Appointment Scheduled 13 12% 

Knowledgeable Person No Longer There/Not 
Available 

8 8% 

Phone Number Issue 7 7% 

Refusal 4 5% 

Could Not Confirm Participation 2 2% 

Project Not Complete 2 2% 

Source: ODC CATI Center 

Profile of Survey Respondents 

Over 85% of survey respondents represent one of two sectors: local government (58%) or K-12 schools 
(30%). This distribution is similar to that of all 105 entities that participated in the Standard Incentives 
program in PY1. Table 18 presents the comparison of sectors for survey respondents and the population 
of participants.  

Table 18. Business Sector of Survey Respondents 

Sector Survey Respondents 
(n=50) 

Population 
(N=105) 

Local Government 58% 52% 

K-12 Schools 30% 35% 

Federal Government 8% 5% 

Community Colleges 2% 4% 

Universities 2% 4% 

Source: DCEO Tracking Database 

A majority of survey respondents are classified as small entities (82%) with the remaining 18% classified 
as large. This distribution is almost identical to that of all 105 public sector entities that participated in the 
program in PY1 (see Table 19). 
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Table 19. Size of Public Sector Entity 

Size of Entity Survey Respondents 
(n=50) 

Population 
(n=105) 

Small 82% 81% 
Medium 0% 0% 
Large 18% 19% 
Source: DCEO Tracking Database. 
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3 PROGRAM LEVEL RESULTS 
This section presents results of the impact and process evaluations of the Standard Incentives program. 

3.1 Impact 

3.1.1 Verification and Due Diligence 

This section provides a summary of the results of Task 3 – Verification and Due Diligence. Under this 
task, we explored the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by program staff. 
We compared these activities to industry best practices3 for similar non-residential programs to 
determine: 

1. If any key quality assurance and verification activities that should take place are currently not 
being implemented. 

2. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are biased (i.e., incorrect 
sampling that may inadvertently skew results, purposeful sampling that is not defendable, etc.). 

3. If any of the current quality assurance and verification activities are overly time-consuming and 
might be simplified or dropped.  

This assessment primarily relied on in-depth interviews with program staff and documentation of current 
program processes as outlined in the program Guidelines and Application. 

The complete draft report on this task is provided in Appendix 5.2.2. The report includes a summary of 
key quality assurance and verification activities currently conducted by DCEO’s Public Sector Energy 
Efficiency (PSEE) Custom and Standard Incentives programs and recommendations for improvement; an 
overview of data collection activities carried out for this task; and detailed findings on current quality 
assurance and verification activities by program. The final summary and recommendations section of the 
report is provided below. 

Summary and Recommendations 

Overall, DCEO’s quality control and verification procedures for the Standard Incentive program were 
acceptable for PY1 but need further development to ensure high quality projects and tracking data as 
program participation expands. It is critical to acknowledge that DCEO programs face staff resource 
constraints and, within this operating environment, make a dedicated effort to institute sound procedures 
related to quality control and verification.  

In particular, the program is strongest in the area of administrative review. Suggested improvements focus 
on developing documentation and applying formal pre- and post-inspection protocols, maintaining an up-
to-date tracking system through the various stages of project completion, and potentially adding a second 

                                                      

 
3 See the Best Practices Self Benchmarking Tool developed for the Energy Efficiency Best Practices Project: 
http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp. 

http://www.eebestpractices.com/benchmarking.asp


 

check of large and complex projects based on resource availability. These enhancements will help to 
ensure quality and consistency as staff verification resources are added to meet higher program 
participation levels. 

Table 20 summarizes the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by the Standard 
Incentives program. It also features recommended changes to current procedures, as well as suggestions 
regarding additional activities that DCEO could implement to enhance quality assurance and verification.  

Table20. Summary of QA Activities in Place and Recommendations 

QA Activities in Place Recommended Changes 

Pre-Approval 
• Customer eligibility and application 

completeness checks 

• Measure eligibility review 

• Pre-inspections using a standardized form  

 

Pre-Approval 
• Document and apply a procedure for entry of pre-

approval information into the tracking system to 
minimize time lag in data entry.  

• In addition to routine checking measure eligibility and 
quantities of each application, conduct a second check 
on large and complex projects. 

• Document and apply formal criteria for selecting 
projects for pre-inspection, as well as targets for the 
number of pre-inspections. 

• Document measure-specific procedures in detail for 
conducting pre-inspections, including what 
information is collected, where it is recorded, and 
where inspection forms are stored as part of project 
tracking. 

Final Approval 

• Customer eligibility and application 
completeness checks 

• Measure eligibility review  

• Post-inspections using a standardized form 

• Targeted number of post-inspections based 
on project size. 

Final Approval 
• In addition to routine checking measure eligibility, 

invoices, and quantities of each application, conduct a 
second check on large and complex projects. 

• Document formal criteria for selecting projects for 
post-inspection and targets for the number of post-
inspections. 

• Document measure-specific procedures in detail for 
conducting post-inspections, including what 
information is collected (equipment description and 
specs, operational data, guidelines for census counts 
versus sampling), where it is recorded, and where 
inspection forms are stored as part of project tracking. 

3.1.2 Tracking System Review 

Under this task, we conducted a review of Standard Incentives program data in the DCEO tracking 
system to identify issues that could affect reported savings. During this review, we looked at project data 
for outliers and missing information, and checked for incorrect default values in lookup tables used by the 
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tracking system to report savings. We also assessed basic functionality of the tracking system for use in 
recording, tracking, and reporting impact data. 

The tracking data for this evaluation consisted of two Excel spreadsheet files that DCEO updated and 
delivered on a periodic basis. The review is based on versions sent by DCEO dated July 28, 2009 and 
September 8, 2009. The files were: 

• PSEE Project KWH Savings 2009-07-28.xlsx: This file (the “PSEE projects” file) contained 
project level details including a tab identifying measures, incentives, and savings for each 
participating project plus summary totals. 

• EEPS Incentive Applicants 2009-09-08.xlsx: This file (the “EEPS applicants” file) contained 
program-level information including one tab for tracking data for applicants (including project 
name, milestone dates, savings and incentives) plus tabs for summary and status information at 
the program level.  

DCEO uses these two spreadsheets as the tracking system for the Standard Incentives program. The 
spreadsheets are used to estimate savings and incentives for each project, and track basic implementation 
milestones. Participant data and project details from the application package are retained in hard copy 
files at DCEO offices. This tracking approach has limited functionality for evaluation tasks such as 
analyzing data and drawing samples. It has much less functionality than either the ComEd or Ameren 
tracking systems. 

One of the challenges to the DCEO tracking system design is the number of Excel links that must be 
maintained to extract summary information from each measure and project. In the PY1 tracking system, 
the project numbering reached 283, and each project has its own tab in the PSEE projects file. Some of 
the 283 projects were cancelled, but the Standard Incentives program had 155 active paid projects in PY1. 
DCEO extracted summaries from this project data in a process that requires linking hundreds of cells. At 
some point during the program year many of the links for summary data became broken. It is difficult to 
verify a cell’s contents as it may have a formula linking to hundreds of other cells on separate tabs.  

There were a number of challenges and data anomalies that the evaluation team encountered in the task of 
analyzing data and drawing samples. Some of these are listed below: 

• HVAC projects require an extra data input step to choose one of 14 measure codes. During the 
engineering review, we found this code was missing on project 199, and as a result, a chiller 
project that saved 123,580 kWh (ex ante) was not picked up in the summaries. The incentive was 
picked up by the system. 

• Project 20 had a $700 Standard refrigeration incentive and savings that was put into Custom.  
• The evaluation team found a wrong cell reference in a summary table that altered ex ante savings. 

One particular challenge is that in some cases, multiple building sites were included in one project, while 
other times each site had a separate project ID. To improve our ability to evaluate the program, we 
recommend that each site address be assigned a unique identification number. This could be a unique 
“Project ID”, or potentially a single Project ID could have multiple unique entries for each “Site ID” 
included in the project. Lacking this identification code limits our ability to construct samples, conduct 
surveys, and analyze impacts that isolate specific end-uses and measures.  

For example, municipal projects may have measures as diverse as occupancy sensors and traffic signals 
bundled into one project ID. Some school districts are handled as one project per school, while other 
times multiple schools will be bundled into one project. Participant phone surveys must focus the 
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respondent’s attention to one end-use, measure and decision process because answers to questions on net-
to-gross, spillover, and hours of use are likely to be quite different for different measures.  

The tracking data contains contact names for each project however some of the contact names were high 
ranking public officials, who are often hard to contact, hard to schedule for an extensive interview, and, 
possibly not as familiar with the details of the projects as others would be. Adding more contact names to 
the database, particularly those who are likely to have detailed knowledge of the project, would help the 
EM&V team address questions to the appropriate individuals. 

The DCEO tracking system has limited functionality and lacks important detail data. We found it difficult 
to verify the data. DCEO should investigate improving or replacing the system. Ameren and ComEd have 
tracking systems that are much more functional, and could provide a starting point for DCEO to 
reference. 

3.1.3 Default Savings Review 

In developing default savings for measures, DCEO relied mainly upon ComEd’s documentation because 
of the matching measure lists. Members of the evaluation team conducted a technical review of ComEd’s 
and Ameren’s default savings assumptions as tasks under those evaluations, and then relied upon that 
review to assess DCEO’s measures with assigned default savings values to assess the reasonableness of 
underlying algorithms, technology assumptions, and calculated savings values.  

DCEO Default Savings Assumptions 

DCEO default savings assumptions are built into the PSEE projects spreadsheet as a tab that contains a 
lookup table for kWh savings per unit assumptions by measure and building type. DCEO default savings 
are differentiated by four building types from the ComEd assumptions: College/University, Medical, 
Office, and K-12 School. To generate savings for tracking, DCEO must select one of these four building 
types to represent the project.  

For most measures, DCEO kWh per unit savings assumptions match ComEd’s exactly. Some measures 
have significant differences. It appears in some cases DCEO used an early version of ComEd’s savings 
default assumptions that contained errors:  

• First Version with errors: ComEd Smart Ideas for Your Business, KEMA Operations Manual, 
Final Draft November 26, 2008, Appendix A (file provided: “Operations Manual 2008-12 
Appendix A – Prescriptive Measures.PDF”).  

• Updated Version: ComEd Smart Ideas for Your Business, KEMA Operations Manual, Final Draft 
November 26, 2008, Appendix A (file provided: “JAN VERSION Operations Manual Appendix A 
– Prescriptive Measures.PDF”).  

In another case, ComEd’s documentation was wrong but they fixed the error in their tracking system – so 
it is understandable that DCEO would not be aware of this change. There are some measures where 
DCEO’s assumptions differ significantly from ComEd without documentation.  

On some measures, including icemakers and possibly premium motors, DCEO appears to have used 
default assumptions from Ameren. Our review of the Ameren default savings assumptions for icemakers 
and premium motors concluded the Ameren assumptions needed correction, and that the motor savings 
were significantly too high. 
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Table 21 below identifies the measures where there is a discrepancy between DCEO and ComEd. 

Table 21. Default Savings Discrepancies between DCEO and ComEd 

Measure Applies to Discrepancy, DCEO Savings are: 
Hardwired CFLs Offices 6% lower than ComEd 
Delamp 8’ with or without reflector All buildings 42% higher than ComEd 
High Performance T8 with ballast All buildings 3% lower than ComEd 
Reduced Wattage T8 lamp and ballast All buildings 3% lower than ComEd 
Reduced Wattage T8 Lamp only All buildings 21% lower than ComEd 
Metal Halides (Pulse start or Ceramic) 
100W or less 

All buildings 3% lower than ComEd 

Metal Halides (Pulse start or Ceramic) 
101W -200W 

All buildings 100% higher than ComEd 

Metal Halides (Pulse start or Ceramic) 
201W-350W 

All buildings 100% higher than ComEd 

Cold Cathode Offices 7% higher than ComEd 
HVAC VSDs All buildings 15% lower than ComEd 
Strip Curtains on Walk-Ins All buildings 36% higher than ComEd 
Anti-Sweat Heater Control All buildings 17% lower than ComEd 
EC Motor for Walk-in All buildings 16% higher than ComEd 
EC Motor for Reach-in All buildings 7% higher than ComEd 
Icemakers All buildings  

101-200  2.5 times higher than ComEd 
201-300  47% higher than ComEd 
301-400  10% lower than ComEd 
401-500  23% higher than ComEd 
501-1000  5% lower than ComEd 
1001-1500  18% lower than ComEd 
>1500  22% lower than ComEd 

Premium Motors All buildings 2 to 3 times higher than ComEd 

Review of ComEd’s Default Savings Assumptions 

With only a few exceptions, ComEd’s default savings values, both kW and kWh, are well documented, 
reasonable, and conservative in the savings they claim. It was necessary for ComEd to rely heavily on 
secondary data for PY1, much of it from California, so we believe that research and evaluation in Illinois 
targeting key assumptions would improve the default savings values for use in ComEd service territory. 

One exception worth noting is the full load cooling hours assumed for HVAC measures. We believe they 
overstate the energy savings from cooling efficiency improvements in ComEd service territory and should 
be revised. Default savings for permanent lamp removal (delamping), although well documented and not 
necessarily overstating or understating the savings, has in our opinion too much uncertainty and should be 
revisited during PY2 after reviewing PY1 results.  

Finally, we have identified several instances where we believe a math error or typo occurs in the 
documentation that should be corrected – in some cases the error carries over into the tracking system 
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lookup tables, in other instances the tracking system contains the corrected values. When we encountered 
a ComEd default value in the engineering file review process that we concluded contained an error, the 
savings for the measure were adjusted. 

Our preliminary review of default savings values as documented in Appendix A of the ComEd program 
operations manual was sent to ComEd on June 17, 2009, and shared with DCEO on June 26, 2009. An 
updated version of that review is provided in Appendix 5.2.3. Below is a summary of key observations, 
issues and recommendations from the default review: 

Crosscutting issues, relevant to DCEO 

• Early participants targeted by trade allies were likely to have higher lighting hours of use than the 
averages ComEd has borrowed from California.  

• The use of DEER as a starting data source for coincidence factors is reasonable, and we support 
case-by-case revisions for specific buildings types when a solid case can be made for an alternate 
source, or as Illinois data becomes available. 

• We recommend a set of HVAC interaction factors that are specific to Illinois be developed. 
• ComEd often uses un-weighted averaging when combining multiple assumptions into a single 

default value. A weighted average approach based on program participation profile and 
characteristics for ComEd customers would be a better method of combining data values. A 
simple average is acceptable for calculating initial default values entirely from secondary data, 
but should be revisited in future years as local data becomes available. 

Lighting 

• There are several sources of significant uncertainties in the default savings values for the 
“permanent lamp removal” measure (delamping). We recommend updating this default value in 
PY2 based on evaluation findings and program experience from PY1. 

• Lighting default values make assumptions about the base fixture types and wattages that are 
reasonable for PY1 but need to be confirmed through market research, program results, and 
evaluation M&V. 

• There are math errors in the savings table entries for reduced wattage eight foot T8 lamps and 
metal halide fixtures.  

• ComEd should consider using separate demand and energy savings fractions for occupancy 
sensors, and revisit occupancy off rates after EM&V results. 

Cooling 

• Throughout the cooling section, the cooling equipment run time and kWh usage are based on a 
percentage of lighting hours of operation. There are no technical references provided for using 
that approach, and the percentages of lighting hours have no supporting documentation. We 
would recommend that ComEd seek out literature on estimated run time hours for cooling instead 
of basing it on lighting hours, or use a bin analysis. As one alternative, the 2007 ASHRAE 
Handbook lists equivalent full load cooling hours for Chicago, based on a 2000 study by CDH 
Energy (Chapter 32). 
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• We believe there is math error (wrong value) in the calculation of impacts for unitary HVAC that 
overstates impacts for units over 5 tons by about 14%. 

• Compared with default values in other states, ComEd has used conservative (low) coincidence 
factors and redundancy factors (redundancy accounts for unit oversizing and installing excess 
cooling capacity that will not operate at full load; many default savings databases do not account 
for this but we recommend including it). 

• We believe the installation of a variable speed drive on an existing chiller should be a custom 
measure. 

• The assumption of 19% energy savings for HVAC VSDs and the resulting average energy 
savings of 371 kWh per HP are conservative (low) values. The savings are built up from 
undocumented assumptions and should be revisited in PY2. 

Refrigeration 

• The application of DEER weather sensitive data from even northern California to Illinois is 
problematic. Wet bulb temperature is much higher in Illinois than in Northern California most of 
the time. Midwest sources should be explored for default savings values.  

• The default savings values, assumptions and algorithms are acceptable for the near term but 
should be improved over time using information that may be available from EM&V results, 
market research, and program experience. 

Motors 

• Instead of using motor horsepower to determine operating hours, the operating hours could be 
determined by gathering basic information through the application form. A better default value 
for load factor and coincident demand might also be obtainable through this method if the 
participant is asked to identify the motor application. 

3.1.4 Gross Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

Michaels Engineering conducted an engineering review of all 121 measures within the 34 projects that 
were selected in the gross savings review sample for PY1.  

For each measure in the sample, Michaels’ engineers attempted to reproduce the ex ante kWh savings 
reported in the tracking system, drawing upon the default savings assumptions incorporated into the 
tracking spreadsheet. Michaels engineers then calculated an adjusted gross savings for each measure 
(kWh and kW) drawing upon multiple sources of data. A gross savings realization rate for each of the 
three strata was calculated from the sampled projects, and then applied to the remainder of the non-
reviewed projects within strata.  

The following data sources were used in making gross impact adjustments to reported measure tracking 
savings:  

a. Awareness of issues with the potential to affect impacts identified through the default savings and 
tracking system reviews (e.g., wrong defaults, cooling load full load hours, etc.). 
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b. Review and application (if appropriate) of impact data from the participant phone survey 
(reported hours of use) to projects that were also in the engineering review sample. 

c. Engineering review and analysis of measure savings based on project documentation and tracking 
system data, supported by standard engineering methods and sources (e.g., ASHRAE data and 
algorithms).  

Michaels Engineering created an Access database to record their adjustments for each of the 121 
measures reviewed. The database includes project and measure data pulled from DCEO’s tracking 
system, and adds fields including commentary on the ex ante savings calculation, a description of the ex 
post adjustments, phone survey reported hours of use (if a respondent), checkboxes to record common 
reasons for adjustment, and ex ante and ex post kW and kWh. 

The checkboxes for adjustment include inappropriate assumption, tracking error (including difference in 
unit counts), calculation error, and operating difference (including hours of use adjustments). These 
reasons are recorded for file review and on-site ex post adjustments, and are summarized in Table 22 
below. 

Table 22. Reasons for Engineering Adjustments to Tracking Savings 

Reason Cited for Adjustment Adjustments to Ex Ante Savings, 
File Review 

(N=34 projects reviewed) 
Inappropriate Assumption 11 (32%) 
Tracking Error 6 (18%) 
Calculation Error 2 (6%) 
Operating Difference 8 (24%) 

It is worth noting that the reasons for adjustment in Table 22 apply when savings are overstated or 
understated, such as when an assumption is conservative and the adjustment increases savings.  

Within each project reviewed, individual measures may have savings adjusted up, down, or kept the 
same. The individual measure savings in each project were summed to provide an evaluation adjusted 
project-level savings. Table 23 below provides a count of the number of projects that had project-level 
savings adjusted upward, downward, or kept the same.  

Table 23. Evaluation Adjustments to Tracking Savings from File Review 

Type of Evaluation 
Adjustment to Project-Level 
Tracking Savings 

Number of Projects with Adjustments to 
Tracking Savings 

File Review Process 
(N=34 projects reviewed) 

Adjusted downward 11 (32%) 
No change 4 (12%) 
Adjusted upwards 19 (56%) 

Hours of Use Impact Adjustments 

As noted in the default savings review, hours of use adjustment was anticipated in the evaluation. 
Through use of data from the phone survey and engineering review of project files, lighting and HVAC 
measures received hours of use adjustment relative to default assumptions. The phone survey provided 
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data to inform evaluation adjustments on 11 projects, primarily for increasing lighting hours of use 
relative to default values. For example, three phone survey respondents provided data on municipal public 
safety buildings that operate continuously. 

Realization Rates for the Engineering Review Sample 

There are two basic statistical methods for combining individual realization rates from the sample projects 
into an estimate of verified gross kWh savings for the population when stratified random sampling is 
used. These two methods are called “separate” and “combined” ratio estimation.4 In the case of a separate 
ratio estimator, a separate gross kWh savings realization rate is calculated for each stratum and then 
combined. In the case of a combined ratio estimator, a single gross kWh savings realization rate is 
calculated directly without first calculating separate realization rates by stratum.  

As described in Section 2, our sample design consisted of 3 strata, each representing approximately one-
third of the total tracking system savings for the program.5 We selected all 4 projects in stratum 1 (largest 
projects) and all 11 projects in stratum 2 (medium project size group) for review, completing a census of 
projects covering two-thirds of program savings.  

We randomly selected 19 projects from the 140 projects in stratum 3 for engineering review. We 
concluded that separate ratio estimation for stratum 3 would provide the best estimate of savings for that 
population of projects, following the steps outlined in the California Evaluation Framework. A gross 
savings realization rate for stratum 3 was calculated from the 19 sampled projects, and then applied to the 
remainder of the non-reviewed projects within stratum 3. 

The realization rates for kWh for each stratum are summarized in Table 24 below.  

Table 24. Realization Rates (RR) for the Engineering Review Sample 

Stratum Population kWh, 
Ex Ante 

Sample kWh, 
Ex Ante

Sample kWh, 
Ex Post

Sample RR 

Stratum 1 4,925,558 4,925,558 4,221,428 0.86  

Stratum 2 4,825,047 4,825,047 5,318,776 1.10  

Stratum 3 5,158,472 723,922 1,112,709 1.54  

Several factors account for the large difference between realization rates for strata 1, 2, and 3. Strata 3 is 
relatively higher because of significant savings adjustment increases that came through the tracking 

                                                      

 
4 A full discussion and comparison of separate vs. combined ration estimation can be found in Sampling Techniques, 
Cochran, 1977, pp. 164-169. 
5 As described in Section 2.3.1, the engineering review sample was stratified by project size, where project size is 
defined as the sum of all ex ante kWh for Standard measures installed within a project (as defined by unique project 
IDs assigned by DCEO). Projects were sorted from largest to smallest Standard kWh, and placed into one of three 
strata that each contained one-third of the program total kWh. Thus, the 4 largest projects comprising one-third of 
program savings were assigned to “stratum 1,” the 11 next largest were assigned to “stratum 2,” and 19 of the 
smallest 140 projects were randomly selected and assigned to “stratum 3.” 



 

system review, engineering review, and phone survey results. One of the largest projects in strata 3 was 
completely missed by the tracking system: it was 0 tracking system savings but 123,580 kWh ex post 
(11% of ex post kWh for strata 3). Strata 3 had more respondents to the phone survey (strata 1 had none), 
and several of those respondents provided hours of use information that increased the estimate of gross 
savings. As noted in the default savings review, some of DCEO’s default values under-estimated savings, 
and several strata 3 projects had savings increased through the review process for that reason. On the 
other end, strata 1 projects did not receive savings increases through the phone survey hours of use 
adjustment. Several measures in Strata 1 projects had savings reduced because documentation did not 
confirm installed quantities or qualifying criteria. 

The standard error was used to estimate the error bound around the estimate of verified gross kWh. The 
results are summarized in Tables 25 below.  

Table 25. kWh Realization Rates and Relative Precision at 90% Confidence Level 

Stratum Relative 
Precision 

± % 

Low Mean High

Stratum 1 - 0.86 0.86 0.86
Stratum 2 - 1.10 1.10 1.10
Stratum 3 29% 1.09 1.54 1.99
Total kWh RR 10% 1.02 1.17 1.33

The mean realization rate for gross energy savings in the Standard Incentives program is 1.17 with a 
relative precision ± 10% at a 90% confidence level. 

Peak Demand Savings Estimate 

Realization rates for demand savings were not calculated because DCEO did not produce an ex ante 
estimate of demand savings. As part of the engineering review process, the evaluation team estimated 
non-coincident kW reductions for each measure, and then applied building and end-use coincidence 
factors and demand interactive effect adjustments assumed by ComEd (default values discussed in 
Section 3.1.3) to arrive at a peak kW reduction for the measures in the engineering sample. To estimate 
the peak kW reduction for the projects that were not included in the engineering review, the ratio of the 
ex-post peak kW to the ex-ante kWh of the sample was determined, and then applied to the non-reviewed 
tracking energy savings. This calculation procedure is outlined in Table 26 below. 
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Table 26. Program Peak Demand Estimated from Engineering File Review 

Peak kW Calculation Parameter Calculated Result 
Sample ex post non-coincident kW 
(from the 34 reviewed projects) 

3,069 kW 

Sample ex post coincident kW 
(from the 34 reviewed projects and ComEd default 
assumptions by end-use and building type) 

2,020 peak kW 

Sample ex ante kWh 
(from the 34 reviewed projects prior to review) 

10,474,527kWh 

Ratio from sample, ex post peak kW / ex ante kWh
(2,020 kW / 10,474,527kWh) 

0.0001928 peak kW/kWh 

Non-reviewed ex ante kWh 
(from the 121 projects not included in review) 

4,434,550 kWh 

Estimated peak kW for non-reviewed projects 
(4,434,550 kWh * 0.0001928 peak kW/kWh) 

855 peak kW 

Estimated ex post gross peak kW 
(855 + 2,020) 

2,875 peak kW 

The peak demand estimate was not carried out for each stratum. 

3.1.5 Gross Program Impact Results 

Based on the gross impact parameter estimates described in the previous section we estimated the verified 
gross program impacts resulting from the overall PY1 Standard Incentives program. The results are 
provided in Tables 27. 

Table 27. Gross Impact Parameter and Program Savings Estimates 

Stratum Gross kWh, 
Ex Ante 

Gross kWh, 
Ex Post

kWh RR kW, Ex 
Ante

Gross kW, 
Ex Post 

Stratum 1 4,925,558 4,221,428 0.86 NA NA 

Stratum 2 4,825,047 5,318,776 1.10 NA NA 

Stratum 3 5,158,472 7,928,866 1.54 NA NA 

Total 14,909,076 17,469,070 1.17 NA 2,875 

3.1.6 Net Program Impact Parameter Estimates 

Once gross program impacts have been estimated, net program impacts are calculated by multiplying the 
gross impact estimate by the program Net-to-Gross (NTG) ratio. As mentioned above, the NTG ratio for 
the PY1 Standard Incentives program was estimated using a customer self-report approach. This approach 
relied on responses provided by program participants during the phone survey to determine the fraction of 
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measure installations that would have occurred by participants in the absence of the program (free-
ridership). Once this parameter has been estimated, the PY1 NTG ratio is calculated as: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-ridership 

A quantification of spillover was not included in the calculation of NTG ratio for PY1. 

Free-ridership 

The customer self-report method uses participant phone survey data and the algorithm outlined in Section 
2.1.2 to calculate the following three scores for each respondent (on a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 equals a 
full free-rider and 10 equals a non free-rider):  

• A Program Components score that reflects the influence of the most important of various 
program and program-related elements in the customer’s decision to select specific program 
measures at this time. 

• A Program Influence score that reflects the degree of influence the program had on the 
customer’s decision to install the specified measures. This score is cut in half if they learned 
about the program after they decided to implement the measures. 

• A No-Program score that captures the likelihood of various actions the customer might have 
taken at this time and in the future if the program had not been available. Free-ridership 
diminishes as the timing of the installation without the program moves further into the 
future. 

The customer-level free-ridership is equal to: 

Customer-level Free-Ridership = 1 – (Program Components + Program Influence + No-Program)  
        30 

The Net-to-Gross ratio is equal to:  

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-ridership 

Or, 

NTG Ratio = Average of Scores (Program Components, Program Influence, No-Program)  
     10 

Although attempts were made to reach every contact in the sample, no surveys were completed with the 
Standard Incentive Program contacts in strata 1. The contacts in strata 1 were also the contacts for the 
largest strata in the sample for the Custom Incentives NTG survey. Efforts will continue to get data from 
those sites to support an adjusted estimate of free ridership. 

Table 28. Standard Incentive Program Survey Responses by Strata 

Strata Sample Responses 
1 3 0 
2 9 4 
3 89 46 

Total 101 50 
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We calculated the three free-ridership scores and a NTG ratio for each of the 50 completed phone 
surveys. The distribution of project-level scores is shown in Figure 1. A few observations: 

• The Program Components score was between 8 and 10 for 72% of the respondents (n=36). This 
indicates one or more program components (availability of the program rebate, recommendation from 
DCEO program staff, information from DCEO or program marketing materials, or endorsement or 
recommendation by a utility account rep) had a strong influence on the participant, increasing the 
NTG ratio. 

• The No-Program score had the highest percentage of respondents that tended toward full free-
ridership – 11of the 50 respondents had a score between 0 and 2 (22%). This result can be 
paraphrased as customers who report they would be very likely to have installed exactly the same 
equipment at exactly the same time (or within 6 months) in the absence of the program. 

• The Program Influence score had 57% of respondents with a score of 6 or less (28 respondents). The 
response data identified 13 respondents (26%) who reported learning about the program AFTER they 
had decided to implement the measure, causing their reported program influence score to be cut in 
half. This result is consistent with a concern that some public sector participants had previously 
approved facility improvement plans prior to the start of the program. Some characteristics of this 
group of 13 respondents with “previously approved plans” are given in Table 29. In general, these 
respondents had low scores in all categories, but the projects tended to be smaller so the kWh-
weighted impact on program NTG ratio is lessened. HVAC projects were more likely than lighting to 
have previously approved implementation plans, especially chiller projects.  

Table 29. Characteristics of Projects making Implementation Decisions Prior to 
Learning about the Program 

Characteristic Data for the Group 
NTG ratio Simple average =0.43 
Program Components Score Simple average =0.67 
Program Influence Score Simple average =0.25 
No Program Score Simple average =0.36 
Utility Service Territory 12 in ComEd, 1 in Ameren 
Strata 12 in strata 3, 1 in strata 2 
Total Ex Ante kWh 819,539 kWh (5.5% of total program savings) 
When were they planning to 
implement the project? 

9 at the same time, and 1 each for 9, 18, 30, and 48 months 
later 

Customer Type 1 K-12 school, 1 College, 2 Federal, 9 Municipal 
End-Use 6 HVAC projects (including 4 chillers), 2 LED traffic 

signals, 5 high efficiency lighting 
HVAC 6 of 9 of the survey respondents with HVAC projects 

4 of 5 chiller projects responding to the survey 

• The average of the three free-ridership scores is equal to 10 times the NTG ratio. The average score 
for 14 of 50 respondents (28%) was in the range of 8 to 10 (a NTG ratio of 0.8 to 1.0). Another 18 
respondents (36%) had a score between 6 and 8, so that 64% had average scores of 6 or greater (NTG 
ratio of 0.6 or greater).  
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• Of the roughly one-third of projects with an average score below 6 (NTG ratio less than 0.6), low No 
Program and Program Influence scores are the primary reason. As described above, low scores in 
these two categories can be traced to two issues: 

o Respondents, especially those implementing HVAC projects, who learned about the program 
after they decided to implement the measure, and 

o Respondents who claimed they would have installed exactly the same equipment at the same time 
or within 6 months in the absence of the program. 

Figure 1. Distribution of Project Level Free-Ridership Scores 

 

Contacts with duplicate projects were asked if other projects within the same end use used the same 
decision process as the project they had just responded to in the net-to-gross questions. A total of 4 
respondents representing 10 additional projects indicated the additional projects used the same decision 
process. The NTG scores calculated for the sampled project were applied to the additional projects, which 
all fell into strata 3. Four respondents had measures in multiple end-uses within the project. All four 
responded that the other end-use followed the same design process, so the entire savings of that project 
was included in the weighting analysis. Six respondents to the Custom survey representing 7 Standard 
projects (including one in strata 1) used the same decision process on their Standard projects. The single 
Custom/Standard project to respond in strata 1 represented 47% of the Standard savings for strata 1. 
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Table 30 below shows the distribution of the survey participants and represented projects across the three 
strata.  

Table 30. Respondents and Represented Projects by Strata 

Strata Standard 
Survey 

Respondents 

Projects included in 
Population Analysis

Strata 1 0 1 

Strata 2 4 5 

Strata 3 46 61 

Total 50 67 

The population analysis used a combined ratio estimator, where the mean NTG ratio for the sample was 
calculated directly without first calculating separate realization rates by stratum. The scores for individual 
projects in the sample were combined by weighting according to their energy savings, rather than as a 
simple average. Weighting was done with project-level ex ante kWh savings. As a result, projects with 
greater kWh savings carry more weight in the estimate of the mean NTG ratio for the sample. Table 31 
provides a summary of the scoring for the sample. 

Table 31. NTG Ratio Scoring for the Sample, Ex Ante kWh Weighted  

Program 
Components 

Score 

Program 
Influence 

Score 

No-
Program 

Score 

NTG Ratio 
Score for 
Sample 

0.86 0.42 0.47 0.61 

The relative precision at a 90% confidence level is provided in Table 32. 

Table 32. Net-to-Gross Ratio and Relative Precision at 90% Confidence Level 

Relative 
Precision 
± % 

Low Mean High 

3% 0.59 0.61 0.64 
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Spillover 

A quantification of spillover was not included in the calculation of NTG ratio for PY1. The phone survey 
was designed to identify evidence of spillover to support a decision about whether it is appropriate to 
attempt to quantify spillover in future evaluations. The evidence of spillover is summarized in Table 33 
below. 

Table 33. Evidence for Spillover for Lighting in PY1 

Spillover Question Evidence of Spillover 
Since your participation in the DCEO program, has 
your organization implemented any ADDITIONAL 
energy efficiency measures that did NOT receive 
incentives through a utility or government 
program? 

Of 50 participants that responded to this question, 
17 said “Yes” (34%) 

How significant was your experience in the DCEO 
Program in your decision to implement this 
measure, using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not at 
all significant and 10 is extremely significant? 

Of the 17 respondents who answered “Yes,” 7 
reported a program influence score of 7 or higher, 
including 4 scores of 10. This is 14% of the 50 total 
respondents (7/50). 
8 of the 17 gave a score of 0 – Not at all significant 

If you had not participated in the DCEO program, 
how likely is it that your organization would still 
have implemented this measure, using a 0 to 10, 
scale where 0 means you definitely WOULD NOT 
have implemented this measure and 10 means you 
definitely WOULD have implemented this 
measure? (A lower score is an indicator of 
spillover) 

Of the 7 expressing high program influence, 4 gave 
a score or 5 or 6. These four project contacts are 
potential spillover candidates. 
 
The other 3 gave a score of 10 – they definitely 
would have implemented the measure even if they 
hadn’t participated in the DCEO program. 
 

What type of equipment was installed without an 
incentive? 

Among the 4 strongest spillover candidates, the 
potential spillover measures identified were T8 
lamps (2 projects), VFD on HVAC motors, chiller, 
and outdoor air optimizing controls 

The PY2 evaluation plan includes an effort to quantify spillover. Options that will be considered include 
more detailed surveys and on-site visits.  
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3.1.7 Net Program Impact Results 

The program level net savings were calculated by first assigning a NTG ratio to each project in the 
program – either the actual value calculated from the phone survey data for respondents or the mean value 
for the sample (0.61) for the non-respondents. For example, a NTG ratio of 0.61 was assigned to each of 
the 7 projects of strata 2 that did not provide a response to the phone survey, while the four respondents in 
strata 2 were assigned their calculated values that ranged from 0.27 to 0.75. Net program impacts were 
derived by multiplying verified gross savings by the estimated NTG ratio for each project in the program, 
and summing the net savings.  

Table 34 provides the program-level evaluation-adjusted net impact results for the PY1 Standard 
Incentives program. The chained realization rate (gross RR * NTG Ratio) is 0.73 for kWh. 

Table 34. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh Impacts for PY1 

By Strata Ex Ante 
Gross kWh 

Ex Post 
Gross kWh

Realization 
Rate

Net kWh NTGR 
(ex post 

gross) 

Chained 
Realization 

Rate
Strata 1 4,925,558 4,221,428 0.86 2,627,499 0.62 0.53

Strata 2 4,825,047 5,318,776 1.10 3,201,371 0.60 0.66

Strata 3 5,158,472 7,928,866 1.54 5,070,726 0.64 0.98

Program 14,909,076 17,469,070 1.17 10,899,596 0.62 0.73

Table 35. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Net kW Impacts for PY1 

By Strata  Ex Ante 
Gross kW 

 Ex Post 
Gross kW

Realization 
Rate 

Net kW NTGR
Sample Mean

Program Not reported 2,875 NA 1,765 0.614 

Table 36. Program-Level Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh Impacts for PY1 

Public Sector Ex Ante Gross 
kWh 

Ex Post 
Gross kWh

Realization 
Rate

Net kWh NTGR
(ex post gross)

K-12 School 4,249,610 5,492,737 1.29 3,605,794 0.66

Community 
college 

1,135,202 1,157,834 1.02 594,662 0.51

University 2,888,512 3,277,450 1.13 2,082,939 0.64

Municipal 5,746,076 6,403,426 1.11 4,050,481 0.63

Federal 889,676 1,137,623 1.28 565,720 0.50

Program 14,909,076 17,469,070 1.17 10,899,596 0.62
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Table 37. Utility-Specific Evaluation-Adjusted Net kWh and Estimated kW Impacts 
for PY1 

Utility Ex Ante 
Gross kWh 

Ex Post 
Gross kWh

Realization 
Rate

Net kWh NTGR 
(ex post 

gross) 

Net kW

Ameren 3,023,432 4,204,312 1.39 2,640,635 0.63 358

3.2 Process 
The process component of the Standard Incentives program evaluation focused on program 
implementation, program design and processes, marketing and outreach, and participant satisfaction. Data 
sources for the process component include a review of program materials, an in-depth interview with the 
program manager, and a telephone survey with 50 program participants. Of the survey respondents, 35 are 
in ComEd’s service territory and 15 are in Ameren’s service territory. 

3.2.1 Program Theory and Logic Model 

This section contains the program theory, logic model, and performance indicators of the Standard 
Incentives program. We created this model using discussions with program management and 
implementers as well as program documentation. The purpose of program theory and logic models is to 
serve as: 

• A communication tool by 
o allowing the implementer to show reasoning to other stakeholders 
o bringing common understanding between implementer and evaluator 

• An evaluation tool to 
o Focus evaluation resources 
o Clearly show what evaluation will do and expected answers from evaluation 
o Provide a way to plan for future work effort 

The logic model (LM) is a graphic presentation of the intervention – what occurs and clear steps as to 
what change the activities undertaken by the intervention are expected to bring about in the targeted 
population. Logic models can be impact or implementation oriented. An impact model is sparse in terms 
of how the programs works, but clearly shows the outputs of the program and what they are aimed at 
affecting. Outcomes are changes that could occur regardless of the program and are generally written as 
such. The implementation model is how the program works and typically resembles a process flow chart. 
The model included here is an impact model.  

We use numbered links with arrows between each box in the logic model. These numbers allow us to: 

• clearly discuss different areas of the model, 

• describe why moving from one box to the other brings about the description in the later box, and 

• if hypothesis testing occurs within the evaluation, the model helps to indicate specific numbered links 
for hypotheses testing and the evaluation plan would explicate what we will and will not be tested 
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within the evaluation. The main hypothesis testing for the ComEd programs is around energy impacts 
due to the program. 

The program theory (PT) is a description of why the intervention is expected to bring about change. It 
may reference theories of behavioral change (e.g., theory of planned behavior, normative theory) or be 
based on interviews with the program managers as they describe their program.  

Creation of the logic model 

There are several different “looks” to logic models. For this evaluation, we are using a multi-level model 
that has a generic statement about resources in the header, activities in the first row, outputs of those 
activities in the second row, and outcomes in the third (proximal) and fourth (distal) rows. External 
factors are shown on the bottom of the diagram.  

When we created the boxes in the logic model, we used the following “road-map”. 

Activities – these are discrete activities that roll up to a single “box” that is shown in the model. It 
separates out activities that may be performed by different groups. Each activity typically has an output. 
We used program documentation (implementation plans) and/or discussion with program managers to 
determine activities. 

Outputs – These are items that can be counted or seen. It may be the marketing collateral of a marketing 
campaign, the audits performed by a program, or the number of completed applications. All outputs do 
not need to lead to an outcome. We used the same sources as for activities to determine outputs. 

Proximal Outcomes – these are changes that occur in the targeted population that the program directly 
“touches”. Multiple proximal outcomes may lead to one or more distal outcomes. 

Distal Outcomes – these are changes that are implicitly occurring when the proximal outcome occurs. 
For example, an energy efficiency program may use marketing to bring about changes in Awareness, 
Knowledge, or Attitudes as a proximal outcome which leads to the distal outcomes of intent to take 
actions, which leads to actual installation of EE equipment, which leads to energy impacts.  

External Factors – these are known areas that can affect the outcomes shown, but are outside of the 
programs influence. Typically, these are big areas such as the economy, environmental regulations, codes 
and standards for energy efficiency, weather, etc. Sometimes these can arise from our discussions with the 
program managers, but often they were thought about and included based on our knowledge. 

Expanding the Impact Logic Model 

Once the impact logic model was drafted, a table was created that describes the links, the potential 
performance indicators that could be used to test the link, the potential success criteria that would indicate 
the link was successful, and potential data sources of the link.  

When thinking about how to write each of the performance indicators, we asked ourselves “What might 
we look at to judge whether the link description actions are occurring” and wrote the answer as the 
performance indicator.  

Success criteria were created by us and are thought to be reasonable. Inclusion of success criteria in the 
model does not necessarily mean that the evaluation has current plans for examining the program’s 
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progress on that criteria. These criteria merely indicate how the particular program theory component 
could be evaluated.  

The logic model provides an indication of the relative importance of the various success criteria through 
shading and thicknesses of links. Some are clearly more relevant than others, given the current market the 
program operates in. For example, given that the current program faces more demand than it can meet, the 
success criteria related to marketing the program are not as pertinent as other criteria.
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Figure 2. Preliminary Logic Model 

Resources: Funding and Staff within the DCEO Program 11/06/09
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Table 38. Performance Indicators Table 
Link Description of Link Potential Performance Indicator Potential Success Criteria for 

Performance Indicator 
Evaluator Data Collection Activities 
Associated with Link 

1 DCEO hosts bi-annual "Peer Exchange" 
meetings for Market Actors. These events 
provide a venue for program staff to inform 
Market Actors about the PSEE program.  

1. Number of Peer Exchange meetings where 
program are discussed 

1. 2 Peer Exchange meetings per year. 1. Program documentation 

2 DCEO participates in ComEd and Ameren's 
trade ally events and trainings. These events 
provide a venue for program staff to inform 
Market Actors about the PSEE program. 

1. Percent of ComEd/Ameren events and 
trainings attended 

1. DCEO staff attends 75% of ComEd and 
Ameren events and trainings 

1. Program documentation 

3 Market Actors are not aware of the program 
or the EE opportunities it offers. The 
information provided in the events increases 
Market Actor awareness and knowledge of 
the program and allows them to promote 
them more effectively to their customers. 

1. Percent of Market Actors who attended 
Peer Exchange meetings who found 
information about the program useful 
2. Percent of Market Actors who think 
information helps them to promote the 
program 
3. Percent of Market Actors who attended 
ComEd/Ameren event who found 
information about the program useful 
4. Percent of Market Actors who think 
information helps them to promote the 
program 

1/3. 75% of Market Actors who attended an 
event found it informative 
2/4. 75% of Market Actors who attended an 
event say it helped them promote the 
program 

1. Survey of Market Actors who attended an 
event - not conducted for PY1 

4 Through the Smart Energy Design 
Assistance Center (SEDAC), the PSEE 
program have access to an established 
network of market actors. DCEO leverages 
this network to inform market actors of 
program offerings. By using this existing 
network, DCEO has a captive audience that 
can be informed of program offerings. 

1. Number of SEDAC newsletters with a 
focus on EE technologies and/or program 
offerings 
2. Percent of SEDAC staff knowledgeable 
about the program 

1. 6 newsletters with PSEE program content 
2. 100% of SEDAC staff is knowledgeable 
about the program 

1. Review of SEDAC newsletters 
2. Interview with SEDAC staff - not 
conducted for PY1 

5 Market Actors are not aware of the program 
or the EE opportunities it offers. The 
information provided through SEDAC 
increases Market Actor awareness and 
knowledge of the program and allows them 
to promote them more effectively to their 
customers. 

1. Percent of Market Actors who are part of 
the SEDAC network who heard about the 
program through SEDAC 
2. Percent of Market Actors who heard about 
program through SEDAC who think 
information helps them to promote the 
program 

1. 75% of Market Actors who are part of the 
SEDAC network recall hearing about the 
program through SEDAC 
2. 75% of Market Actors who heard about 
program through SEDAC say information 
helped them promote the program 

1. Survey of Market Actors - not conducted 
for PY1 

6 Customers are not aware of the program or 
the EE opportunities it offers. The 
information provided through SEDAC 
increases customer awareness and knowledge 
of the program and of energy efficiency 
opportunities at their facilities. 

1. Percent of customers who have used 
SEDAC services who were informed of the 
program 

1. 75% of customers who used SEDAC 
services recall hearing about the program 
through SEDAC 

1. Participant & Non-participant surveys (NP 
survey was not conducted for PY1) 

7 Customers are not aware of the program or 
the EE opportunities it offers. They learn 
about the program and the available 

1. Percent of Market Actors who promote the 
program to their customers 
2. Percent of customers who were informed 

1. 50% of Market Actors who are aware of 
the program promote them to their customers
2. 25% of customers report having heard 

1. Survey of Market Actors - not conducted 
for PY1 
2. Participant & Non-participant surveys (NP 
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Link Description of Link Potential Performance Indicator Potential Success Criteria for 
Performance Indicator 

Evaluator Data Collection Activities 
Associated with Link 

incentives from their Market Actor. of the program by a Market Actor about the program from a Market Actor survey was not conducted for PY1) 

8 DCEO creates and distributes marketing 
materials (including a website and program 
brochures) that provide information on EE 
technologies and program offerings.  

1. Marketing materials are effective 
2. Number of website hits 

1. Marketing materials provide information 
and contain messages that will induce 
customers to participate 
2. 25% increase in website hits year to year 

1. Review of marketing materials 
2. Program documentation 

9 Market Actors are not aware of the program 
or the EE opportunities it offers. They view 
the program marketing materials and learn 
about the program and the available 
incentives. 

1. Percent of Market Actors who have seen 
marketing material 
2. Percent of Market Actors who found 
marketing material useful 

1. 10% of market actors report having seen 
marketing materials 
2. 75% of market actors who have seen 
marketing materials found it useful 

1/2. Market actor interviews - not conducted 
for PY1 

10 Customers are not aware of the program or 
the EE opportunities it offers. They view the 
program marketing materials and learn about 
the program and the available incentives. 

1. Percent of customers who have seen 
marketing material 
2. Percent of customers who found marketing 
material useful 

1. 10% of customers report having seen 
marketing materials 
2. 75% of customers who have seen 
marketing materials found it useful 

1/2. Participant & Non-participant surveys 
(NP survey was not conducted for PY1) 

11 DCEO participates in ComEd and Ameren's 
customer events. These events provide a 
venue for program staff to inform customers 
about the PSEE program. 

1. Percent of ComEd/Ameren events 
attended 

1. DCEO staff attends 75% of ComEd and 
Ameren events 

1. Program documentation 

12 DCEO participates in outreach events 
including presentations at public sector 
associations. These events provide a venue 
for customers to find out about program 
opportunities. 

1. Number of events attended 1. 8-12 events attended by a representative of 
DCEO 

1. Program documentation 

13 Customers are not aware of the program or 
the EE opportunities it offers. They attend 
the outreach events and learn about the 
program and the available incentives. 

1. Percent of customers who attended a 
ComEd/Ameren event who found 
information about the program useful 
2. Percent of customers who attended an 
outreach event who found information about 
the program useful 

1/2. 75% of customers who have attended an 
event found the information useful 

1/2. Survey of customers who attended an 
event - not conducted for PY1 

14 Public sector customers have not adopted 
energy efficient equipment because of 
awareness, information, and cost barriers. 
The program makes customers aware of EE 
opportunities and lowers the information cost 
as well as the up-front cost through the 
incentive. Customers participate in the 
program and install EE equipment. 

1. Products offered through the program are 
desired by public sector customers 
2. Incentive offered will induce customers to 
install promoted products 
3. Number of projects 

1. 75% of public sector customers desire 
products offered 
2. 75% of customers believe incentives are 
"good deal" 
3. 20% increase in participants year to year 

1/2. Participant & Non-participant surveys 
(NP survey was not conducted for PY1) 
3. Program documentation 

15 When EE equipment incented through the 
program is installed, energy savings are 
realized because the equipment that has been 
installed is more energy efficient than the 
equipment that it is replacing. 

1. Type of equipment that was replaced 
2. Program savings realized 

1. 95% of the replaced equipment was less 
efficient than the installed equipment 
2. Program meets is savings goals 

1/2. Impact analysis 
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3.2.2 Participant Profile 

In PY1 over 100 customers conducted more than 150 projects that accounted for 14.9 GWh of ex-ante 
gross savings.6 Municipal governments and K-12 schools account for the majority of participants (88%), 
projects (76%), and ex ante gross energy savings (67%). Universities account for 19% of energy savings 
but only for 6% of projects. Projects in this sector tend to be larger (on average 321 MWh) than in the 
other sectors (on average 96 MWh). In the Federal government, one participant implemented 14 small 
lighting projects. 

Table 39 summarizes the distribution of PY1 participants, projects, and energy savings by sector. 

Table 39. Distribution of Participants, Projects, and Savings by Sector 
 Participants Projects  Ex Ante Savings 

 # % # % Projects/ 
Participant 

kWh % 

kWh/ 
Project 

Municipal Government 55 52% 60 39% 1.1 5,746,076 39% 95,768

K-12 Schools 37 35% 58 37% 1.6 4,249,610 29% 73,269

Federal Government 5 5% 19 12% 3.8 889,676 6% 46,825

Universities 4 4% 9 6% 2.3 2,888,512 19% 320,946

Community Colleges 4 4% 9 6% 2.3 1,135,202 8% 126,134

TOTAL 105  155 1.5 14,909,076  96,188

Source: DCEO Tracking Database. 

In PY1, 91% of all projects included one or more lighting measures, while 5% of projects included a 
chiller or HVAC measure and 11% included a VSD or motor.7 

3.2.3 Program Design and Processes 

DCEO’s Standard Incentive program includes new lighting, cooling, refrigeration, and motor equipment 
upgrades for Illinois’ public sector customers. Many aspects of the program, including the type of 
measures and incentive levels, were based on the ComEd Business Prescriptive Program. Choosing a 
similar program design was intended to reduce potential confusion among market actors involved in 
implementing program projects and also made program roll-out easier for DCEO staff.  

Overall, participants appear to be satisfied with the program and the processes in which they are involved. 
Participants provide high ratings for a variety of program components (see also Section 3.2.7), and only 
6% (or three interviewed participants) reported that they experienced problems during the participation 
process. Issues included the process taking too long and difficulty in obtaining program information. 

                                                      

 
6 Gross savings reported in this section are based on the program tracking database. See the discussion of verified 
net savings in the Impact Section above. 
7 Some projects included multiple end-uses; as a result, the percentages sum to more than 100%. 
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Application Process 

The application process includes both a pre-approval and final approval application. While a pre-approval 
application is only required for permanent lamp removal and T8/T5-fixture lighting retrofit projects, it is 
generally completed for all standard projects. Program guidelines stipulate that projects must be 
completed within 90 days of pre-approval. However, this deadline is sometimes extended because pubic 
projects tend to take longer than 90 days to complete. . Program participants must submit the final 
approval application within 60 days of project completion. 

A majority of participants (76%) fill out the initial program paperwork themselves. Of these customers, 
nearly all feel that the pre-approval application clearly explains the program requirements and 
participation process (95%) and rate the application process as easy (63%).8 Those that rate the process as 
difficult most often note that they received inconsistent information regarding participation status and that 
the participation process generally takes too long. Only 14% think the paperwork is too burdensome. 

Similarly, 86% of participating customers report filling out the final application themselves, and most of 
these customers (86%) rate the final application process as easy. 

The application process allows multiple projects to be incorporated into a single grant. This results in 
inconsistencies within the program tracking database, particularly when diverse measures are bundled 
within a single project, and presents difficulties for program evaluation and tracking. (See also Section 
3.1.2 Tracking System Review.) Going forward, the program may wish to consider clarifying the 
definition of a project in application materials and requesting that applicants fill out a separate application 
for each unique site. 

The payment process for incentives of $10,000 or more must meet several accounting and legal 
requirements before payment can be made to the customer. These requirements can cause the process to 
take several months from the time a completed final application is received to the time that the incentive 
is paid to the customer. Because pre-approval applications are not required for most standard incentive 
projects, the program could end up having to process multiple applications for $10,000 or more that they 
were unaware of. This occurred at the end of PY1 and created a back-log in incentive processing. The 
program should consider requiring pre-approval applications for all projects with an incentive of $10,000 
or more in order to allow program staff to prepare for the extra time needed to process these payments. 
This includes any projects that are bundled into a single grant or rebate incentive payment. 

Incentive Cap 

During PY1, participants were subject to an incentive cap of $100,000 per location. For PY2, this cap has 
been raised to $200,000. The incentive cap is in place to reduce the possibility of one entity receiving an 
undue share of the incentive pool.  

The program exercised a certain amount of flexibility in enforcing the incentive cap during PY1, allowed 
incentives greater than $100,000 if the entity had multiple projects. This is appropriate for a new program 
that did not exhaust its incentive funds in its first year. However, concentrating too much incentive money 
in a single project or a single customer carries risk for program savings (if the customer is found to be a 
free-rider) and for the on-going success of the program.  

                                                      

 
8 A score of 7 or higher on a scale from 0 to 10 point scale, where 0 is “very difficult” and 10 is “very easy.” 



 

Customer Service 

The Standard Incentive program manager fields any program-related questions from participants. Fifty-
four percent of participants report calling DCEO program staff during the participation process. All of the 
participants who called DCEO were satisfied with the answers they received to their questions. 

3.2.4 Program Implementation 

The PSEE Incentive programs do not have an implementation contractor. Instead, the program manager is 
responsible for most aspects of implementation, with limited additional support from other DCEO staff 
for activities such as project inspections and outreach. Given the limited funding and staffing, 
implementation of the Standard Incentive program relies heavily on existing delivery channels such as the 
Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) and outreach activities by the ComEd and Ameren 
C&I Incentive programs. This approach is both cost-effective (given the limited program resources) and 
practical (given the overlap in market actors between the PSEE and the utility programs). However, 
relying on ComEd’s and Ameren’s outreach activities also means limited control over the content, timing, 
and frequency of messages being sent. This became a problem for the program in PY1, when the ComEd 
program became oversubscribed. ComEd ended much of its program promotion, and market actors 
mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for public sector projects, negatively affecting 
the PSEE program. 

Going forward, the program should continue to leverage existing delivery channels currently used to 
promote the program. However, the program should also consider ways to differentiate itself from the 
utility programs and to more independently reach out to key parties such as trade allies and account 
managers. 

SEDAC Network 

SEDAC provides technical services to private and public facilities in Illinois in order to help them 
increase their economic viability through the efficient use of energy resources. In support of this mission, 
SEDAC maintains a network of energy service providers and sends out a monthly electronic newsletter to 
more than 3,000 market actors and potential customers. SEDAC is sponsored by DCEO in partnership 
with ComEd and Ameren Illinois Utilities. 

The Standard Incentives program is making good use of SEDAC’s existing network of experts and 
communication channels. For example, the program holds outreach events at SEDAC and includes 
program information in the monthly newsletters, and SEDAC experts include the PSEE programs in their 
recommendations as part of the technical services they provide to customers. The ability to leverage 
SEDAC to promote PSEE programs is facilitated by the fact that the manager of the Standard Incentive 
Program also manages the Smart Energy Design Assistance Program, with which SEDAC is affiliated. 

The importance of SEDAC, its outreach activities, and its network of experts to participation in the 
Standard Incentive Program could not be fully explored in our evaluation efforts for PY1. However, 
interviews with program participants showed that 24% of participants had heard about the program 
through the SEDAC newsletter (53% of participants in Ameren’s service territory and 12% of participants 
in ComEd’s service territory). Participants generally do not know whether their contractor was affiliated 
with SEDAC (53%) and do not place high importance on affiliation with an electric utility program (only 
28% provide an importance rating of 7 or higher on a scale from 0 to 7). 
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The program should continue its use of SEDAC in promoting the Standard Incentives program. Future 
evaluation efforts should more fully explore additional opportunities of leveraging SEDAC to increase 
program participation. 

ComEd and Ameren Trade Ally Networks  

The C&I incentive programs implemented by ComEd and Ameren rely heavily on trade allies to promote 
the programs to their customers. The PSEE programs leveraged this relationship in PY1 by participating 
in outreach and training events for ComEd and Ameren trade allies. According to the PSEE program 
manager, coordination of outreach activities with the utilities waned over the course of PY1. In addition, 
the oversubscription of the ComEd program indirectly hurt the PSEE program as ComEd curtailed its 
promotion and market actors mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for public sector 
projects. 

In PY1, contractors played an important role in promoting the Standard Incentive program: 50% of 
participants report having discussed the Standard Incentives program with a contractor or trade ally, and 
20% name a contractor or trade ally as the first source of information about the program. As a result, 
successful coordination of promotional messages to ComEd and Ameren trade allies is key to the growth 
of the PSEE programs. Program staff should try and make this a priority in future program years. This is 
particularly important if the utility programs become oversubscribed again in PY2.  

In addition to closer coordination, the program should also try to differentiate itself from the utility 
programs and more independently reach out to trade allies. This could be done through independent 
communication with contractors registered with Ameren and ComEd and would allow the program to 
provide its own messaging at times when the utility programs might no longer need to advertise their 
programs. 

Account Managers 

DCEO recognizes that utility account managers can be a valuable resource for promoting incentive 
programs as they have established relationships with targeted customers. In the case of the PSEE 
programs, both Ameren and ComEd’s account managers could be more fully utilized to market program 
opportunities to customers in the public sector. Early in PY1 DCEO conducted a webinar for account 
managers and presented on the public sector as part of the utility’s roll out to account managers on all 
program efforts. DCEO fields calls from account managers. 

Despite the absence of any formal marketing through utility Account Managers, program participants 
report involvement of Account Managers during PY1: 

• 44% of program participants report having a utility account manager, and an additional 8% are not 
sure; 

• Of participants with a utility account manager, 55% report receiving assistance with implementing the 
project from their account manager; 

• Of participants with an Account Manager, 50% have discussed the program with an Account 
Manager; and  

• Of participants with an Account Manager, 14% first heard about the program from an Account 
Manager. 
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As with trade allies, the program should make an effort to more closely coordinate Account Manager 
activities with the utilities and try to ensure that correct information about the status of the PSEE 
programs is provided to customers, even if the utility programs become oversubscribed.  

3.2.5 Program Marketing & Outreach 

In PY1 DCEO assigned one full time staff person to focus on marketing for all PSEE programs. In 
addition to this full time staff member, other program staff participated in marketing activities as part of 
their normal job duties. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, the program leveraged the SEDAC network both 
by making use of the SEDAC electronic newsletter to inform market actors and potential participants of 
program opportunities and by including program opportunities in SEDAC’s recommendations. In 
addition, DCEO held two “peer exchange” meetings where program opportunities were presented to 
market actors, and DCEO staff also attended many of ComEd and Ameren’s market actor and customer 
events. It is important to note that public sector customers would also have been exposed to any utility-
sponsored marketing of ComEd’s Smart Ideas for Your Business and Ameren’s Act On Energy programs. 
In addition, any public sector customer who inquired about participation in the utility programs should 
have been referred to DCEO’s Public Sector Efficiency programs.  

Participants recall hearing about the program through a number of different channels. The top three 
sources of program information are a contractor or trade ally (50%), a colleague, friend or family member 
(48%), and the DCEO/SEDAC website (42%). In addition, market actors were most often named as the 
first source of information about the program (26% of participants named a supplier, distributor or 
vendor, and 20% named a contractor or trade ally).  

Figure 3 summarizes participant responses about program information sources (questions were 
prompted). Notably, customers in Ameren’s service territory are more likely than customers in ComEd’s 
service territory to have heard about the program through electronic and direct mail efforts such as the 
DCEO or SEDAC website, a utility or SEDAC newsletter, or a bill insert.  
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Figure 3. Sources of Information about the Public Sector Electric Efficiency Program 
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* Participants from Ameren’s service territory were more likely than participants from ComEd’s service territory to have heard 
of the program via this information source. 
Source: Participant Survey. 

In addition to recalling program marketing materials, all but one interviewed participant also found the 
materials to be useful.  

Participants overwhelmingly prefer to be informed about opportunities such as the PSEE incentive 
programs by e-mail (48%), followed by flyers/mailing (18%) (see also Figure 4). DCEO currently uses e-
mail when distributing its monthly SEDAC newsletters. The program may wish to consider expanding its 
use of e-mail for recruiting new participants into the program. If e-mail addresses are not already 
available, they could be compiled from public entities’ websites. While this requires labor to complete, it 
is a task that could be delegated to a lower level staff member or an intern. Alternatively, this effort could 
be limited by focusing on only one or two sectors that have been hard to reach through other channels. 
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Figure 4. Preferred Methods of Contact 
(Multiple Response) 
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Source: Participant Survey. 

As noted above, public sector customers are also exposed to any utility-sponsored marketing of ComEd’s 
Smart Ideas for Your Business program and Ameren’s Act on Energy program. While this additional 
marketing is helpful, given the limited staff and budget of the DCEO program, it can be problematic if the 
message delivered by ComEd and Ameren is in conflict with the message of the DCEO program. This 
occurred during PY1 when both ComEd and Ameren’s standard incentive programs were oversubscribed 
while the PSEE program still had funds available causing some confusion among contractors and 
potential PSEE participants regarding the availability of program funds. As recommended above, closer 
coordination with the promotional messages from the utilities should be a priority of the program. 

3.2.6 Barriers to and Benefits of Participation 

Public sector entities face unique barriers to participation in programs like the Standard Incentive 
Program. One major barrier, noted by the program manager, is the length of the budget planning process 
for many public sector entities. In many cases, public sector budgets are written and approved months and 
even years in advance. According to the program manager, this might have presented a barrier to 
participation for schools in PY1, as they often implement capital projects during the summer months but 
had their budgets set several months before the program launched. In future program years, this barrier 
should decrease as public sector customers are aware of the program and can therefore factor participation 
into their budgeting process. However, long budget planning cycles also require certainty that the 
program will be there and funds will be available. 
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A full assessment of barriers to participation was not possible for this evaluation as interviews with non-
participants and market actors were not conducted. However, in order to get a sense of potential barriers, 
participants were asked about their views of why other customers might not participate in the program. 
The main reason given was program awareness (46%) (see Figure 5). Given that the program fell short of 
its PY1 program goals, examination of barriers to participation should be an evaluation priority for the 
next evaluation cycle. 

Figure 5. Barriers to Participation 
(Multiple Response) 
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Source: Participant Survey. 

Finally, participants were asked what they considered to be the main benefits of participating in the 
program. Overwhelmingly, participants cite energy savings as a program benefit (70%). All other benefits 
are mentioned by less than a third of participants (see Figure 6). 



 

Figure 6. Benefits of Program Participation 
(Multiple Response) 
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Source: Participant Survey. 

Information on both potential barriers to and benefits of participation should be utilized when planning 
messaging for future marketing efforts. 

3.2.7 Participant Satisfaction 

Participants are satisfied with most aspects of the program. Customers were asked to rate – on a scale of 0 
to 10, where 0 means “very dissatisfied” and 10 means “very satisfied” – several aspects of the program. 
Satisfaction is highest with DCEO overall, staff communications, and the Public Sector program overall. 
The lowest satisfaction is reported for the incentive amount, but 68% were still satisfied with the amount. 
Figure 7 summarizes participant satisfaction with the various aspects of the program. Given the limited 
budget and staff associated with the PSEE program, these satisfaction scores are impressive and the 
program staff should be commended for maintaining high customer satisfaction with the program. 

Importantly, the high level of customer satisfaction is also evident in the fact that 80% of participants are 
planning to participate in the Standard Incentive program again in the future. 
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Figure 7. Program Satisfaction 
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Source: Participant Survey. 

When asked about recommendations to improve the program, 18% of participant did not have any 
suggestions. Recommendations most often mentioned higher incentives (36%) and better program 
information (22%). 

3.3 Cost Effectiveness  
This section addresses the cost effectiveness of the Public Sector Standard program. Cost effectiveness is 
assessed through the use of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. The TRC test is defined in the Illinois 
Power Agency Act SB1592 as follows: 

“ ‘Total resource cost test’ or ‘TRC test’ means a standard that is met if, for an investment in 
energy efficiency or demand-response measures, the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one. The 
benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total benefits of the program to the net 
present value of the total costs as calculated over the lifetime of the measures. A total resource 
cost test compares the sum of avoided electric utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue 
to the system and the participant in the delivery of those efficiency measures, to the sum of all 
incremental costs of end-use measures that are implemented due to the program (including both 
utility and participant contributions), plus costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate each 
demand-side program, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting the demand-side 
program for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs of power and energy that an electric 
utility would otherwise have had to acquire, reasonable estimates shall be included of financial 
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costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on emissions of greenhouse 
gases.”9  

DCEO AmFor the eren programs, assessment of cost-effectiveness begins with a valuation of each 
conservation program’s net “total resource” benefits, as measured by the electric avoided costs, total 

gram incremental costs of measures installed, and administrative costs associated with the program. A pro
is deemed cost-effective if its net “total resource” benefits are positive, i.e.,:  

1≥
Benefits Resource Total

 
Costs Resource Total

where,  

 

and,  

Total Resource Cost = PV (Incremental Measure Costs + Utility Costs). 

Benefits used tiated 
generation, transmission and distribution, and capacity costs and also take into account avoided line 

ts 
e of 
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s for the TRC are discounted by 9% based on Ameren’s weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC). Benefits are also adjusted for line losses. Annual avoided costs were adjusted to an hourly 

nsidered incremental measure costs and direct utility costs. 
Incremental measure costs are the incremental expenses associated with installation of energy-efficiency 
measures and ongoing operation and maintenance costs, where applicable. These costs include the 

                                                     

 in the TRC test calculation include the full value of time and seasonally differen

losses. For each energy-efficiency measure included in a program, hourly (8,760) system-avoided cos
were adjusted by the hourly load shape of the end use affected by the measure to capture the full valu
time and seasonally-differentiated impacts of the measure. Evaluated impacts were provided to AIU for 
the DCEO program. End-use load shapes were also employed in calculating peak load impacts for 
energy-efficiency measures in AIU programs. To calculate the peak load impacts from energy-efficiency
measures, end-use load shapes were used to identify the average reduction in demand over AIU’s to
hours defined as summer weekdays from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. Non-energy benefits such as water savings 
were not factored into the calculation. Additionally, consistent with The State of Illinois Commerce 
Commission Order 07-0539 (“the Order”) Section 12-103(f)(5), gas benefits were not accounted for und
the program. 

Future benefit

stream of costs using hourly system load data to capture seasonality and pricing differences. Consistent 
with the Order, avoided costs include estimates for financial costs associated with legislation and 
regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are introduced in the 2014 (Program 
Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton.  

The cost component of the analysis co
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9 Illinois Power Agency Act SB1592, pages 7-8. 
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incentive as well as the customer contribution. Utility costs include any customer payments and th
expenses associated with program development, marketing, delivery, operation, and evaluation, or 
monitoring and verification (EM&V). 

Table 40 summarizes the unique inputs used to assess the TRC ratio for the Public Sector Standard 
program in PY1. Most of the unique in

e 

puts come directly from the evaluation results presented previously 
in this report. DCEO administration, implementation and other costs come from the budgets filed as part 

g of the 2008 DCEO Energy Efficiency Plan.10 Incentive costs come from the DCEO program trackin
data. Avoided costs for both demand and energy match what was used by AIU for assessing the TRC 
ratio of their own energy efficiency projects. Avoided costs include estimates for financial costs 
associated with legislation and regulation related to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon costs are 
introduced in the 2014 (Program Year 6) costs, valued at $15 per ton. 

Table 40. Inputs to TRC Assessment for Public Sector Standard Program 
Item Value 

Measure Life (years) 15 

Participants 1 

Annual Gross Energy Savings (MWh) 4,204 

Gross Coincident Peak Savings (MW) .568 

Net-to-Gross Ratio 63% 

DCEO Incentive Costs $4 4 73,83

Participants Contribution to Incremental Measure Costs $1 8 41,10

DCEO Administration Costs $51,892 

Based on these inputs, the TRC for this program is 2.56 and t  passes the TRC test. 

                                                     

he program

 

 
10 Exhibits 1.2 through 1.10 in DCEO testimony filed in Docket Nos. 07-0539 and 07-0540. 



 

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This section highlights the findings and recommendations from the PY1 evaluation of DCEO’s Public 
Sector Electric Efficiency Standard Incentives program. The primary objectives of this evaluation were to 
quantify the gross and net energy impacts resulting from the rebated measures and to assess program 
theory, marketing, and delivery. Below are the key conclusions and recommendations.  

4.1 Conclusions 
The data collected for evaluation of the PY1 Standard Incentives program was gathered during a number 
of activities including tracking data analysis, an in-depth phone interview with the program manager, a 
participant phone survey, and engineering review of default savings assumptions and project files. 
Following are the key conclusions drawn from those activities. 

4.1.1 Program Impacts 

Default Savings Review 

In developing default savings for measures, DCEO relied mainly upon ComEd’s documentation because 
of the matching measure lists, although some measures use default assumptions developed by Ameren. 
With only a few exceptions, ComEd’s default savings values, both kW and kWh, are well documented, 
reasonable, and conservative in the savings they claim. For most measures, DCEO kWh per unit savings 
assumptions match ComEd’s exactly for the four building types that DCEO uses to differentiate savings 
assumptions.  

Some measures have significant differences from the ComEd defaults. DCEO appears to have used an 
early version of ComEd assumptions that contained errors. Assumptions for icemakers and motor savings 
appear to have been taken from Ameren, and our review of those values identified a need for corrections. 
The DCEO discrepancies are both higher and lower than the ComEd assumptions we judged to be 
reasonable. As a result, DCEO is introducing inaccuracies into their program tracking savings.  

DCEO default savings are differentiated by four building types from the ComEd assumptions: 
College/University, Medical, Office, and K-12 School. To generate savings for tracking, DCEO must 
select one of these four building types to represent the project. These four options do not capture the 
diversity of operations we encountered in the engineering review process. For example, many public 
sector buildings are occupied continuously all year. Early K-12 grades typically have lower operating 
hours than high schools. When we encountered a DCEO default value in the engineering file review 
process that we concluded should be revised, the savings for the measure were adjusted either higher or 
lower.  

It was necessary for ComEd and Ameren to rely heavily on secondary data when they developed PY1 
default values. Much of the secondary data is from California, where program efforts are mature and the 
climate is substantially different. We found reason to revise energy savings relative to default values for 
many of the installed measures reviewed during the engineering review process for the PY1 gross impact 
evaluation. 
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Tracking System and Project Documentation 

To support the impact evaluation, the evaluation team was given access to DCEO’s spreadsheet based 
tracking system. The evaluation team found the DCEO tracking system had limited functionality and 
lacked important detail data. We found it difficult to verify the data  

There were a number of challenges and data anomalies that the evaluation team encountered in the task of 
analyzing data and drawing samples. We found several instances of wrong values or wrong links that 
affected tracking savings. One particular challenge is that in some cases, multiple building sites were 
included in one project, while other times each site had a separate project ID. Lacking site identification 
limits our ability to construct samples, conduct surveys, and analyze impacts that isolate specific end-
uses, measures, and building types.  

Project documentation files (application forms, measure documentation, invoices, inspection reports, etc.) 
are maintained in hard copy at DCEO offices. To conduct our engineering reviews, it was necessary to go 
on-site at DCEO and scan paper files into PDFs. We found the hard copy files were well maintained by 
DCEO staff. 

Gross Impacts 

The PY1 evaluation found that verified gross impacts were higher than the savings recorded in DCEO’s 
tracking system. The PY1 Standard Incentives program had a realization rate on tracked energy savings of 
1.17. The relative precision at a 90% confidence level for the program kWh Realization Rate was ± 10%. 

As noted in the default savings review, ComEd’s default savings assumptions were generally conservative 
in their savings claims. In addition, several of DCEO’s default savings apparently used an early version of 
draft ComEd assumptions that underestimated energy savings for key T8 measures and HVAC VSDs. 
Through use of data from the phone survey and engineering review, several of the lighting measures 
received hours of use increases relative to default assumptions that increased the energy realization rate, 
although some hours of use were also lowered.  

While the realization rate for the PY1 program is greater than 1, some of this “higher than expected 
savings” was due to errors in default assumptions and the tracking system that underestimated the 
tracking savings. Documentation on some large projects did not allow us to confirm all installed 
quantities or that all equipment met the qualifying criteria without follow-up verification from the site or 
site contact, resulting in some reductions to tracked savings. These areas require attention to improve the 
estimation and tracking of energy savings. 

Smaller projects (those in strata 3) tended to have much higher realization rates than larger projects. The 
smaller projects received increases for hours of operation and included measures that DCEO’s defaults 
had underestimated. Tracking errors that added savings showed up in the smaller projects group as well. 

Net Impacts 

The PY1 Standard Incentives program had an evaluated Net-to-Verified Gross ratio of 0.62 for energy 
savings at a relative precision of ± 3% with at the 90% confidence level. 

The lower NTG ratio can be traced mainly to two issues: 1) respondents who learned about the program 
after they decided to implement the measure, and 2) respondents who claimed they would have installed 
exactly the same equipment at the same time (or within 6 months) in the absence of the program. DCEO’s 
NTG score was raised by the strong influence of various program components (rebates, 
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recommendations, and program materials) on customer decisions, where 72% of respondents gave a score 
that translates to 0.8 to 1.0 for that component of the NTG score (weighted one-third of overall score).  

The phone survey data identified 13 of 50 respondents (26%) who reported learning about the program 
AFTER they had decided to implement the measure, reducing their NTG ratio. This result is consistent 
with a concern that some public sector participants had previously approved facility improvement plans 
prior to the start of the program. In general, these respondents had high free-ridership scores in all 
categories, but the projects tended to be smaller so the kWh-weighted impact on program NTG ratio is 
lessened. HVAC projects were more likely than lighting to have pre-approved implementation plans, 
especially chiller projects. This may be expected given the lead time required to replace a chiller, the 
advance warning often given by increasing maintenance costs, and the importance of avoiding emergency 
failure. 

Although the NTG ratios for federal facilities and community colleges were substantially lower than the 
mean (0.50 and 0.51 versus 0.62) the results are not significant due to the low response rates in those two 
public sector types. 

The PY1 evaluation found strong evidence of spillover in 8% of phone survey respondents (4 of 50). 
Among the 4 strongest spillover candidates, the potential spillover measures identified were T8 lamps (2 
projects), VFD on HVAC motors, chiller, and outdoor air optimizing controls 

Program participation and net impacts were highly concentrated in large projects, in certain public sectors 
(K-12 Schools and Municipal), and in lighting measures. The 15 larger projects of strata 1 and strata 2 
provided 53% of the net program savings, while 47% of net savings was captured by the 140 smaller 
projects. Municipal projects and K-12 schools provided 70% of net energy savings by building type. 
Lighting was a measure in 91% of projects.  

As goals increase it may be necessary to expand efforts in additional measures, end-uses, and public 
sector types. That they have not shown up in the first year is an indication that these other markets could 
be more challenging to bring into the program. This suggests proactive efforts need to begin in advance of 
the time that savings are needed to meet goals. 

4.1.2 Program Processes 

Program Participation  

The Public Sector Electric Efficiency Standard Incentive program was well received in PY1. Over 100 
public sector customers conducted more than 150 projects that accounted for 14.9 GWh of ex-ante gross 
savings. Lighting measures accounted for a majority of projects and savings – a typical observation for a 
new standard incentive program. Municipal governments and K-12 schools account for the majority of 
participants, projects, and ex ante gross energy savings in PY1, with less participation from federal 
government and community colleges and universities. 

While the program did not meet its savings goals for PY1, the program built a good foundation for future 
program years, especially given its limited resources. Examination of barriers to participation will be an 
evaluation priority for the next evaluation cycle. 
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Customer Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction with various processes and components of the program was high, and few 
participants reported encountering problems during their participation. Participants provided the highest 
ratings for the PSEE program, staff communications, and DCEO overall. Participants were less satisfied 
with the incentive amounts than with other program components. Some customers noted issues with the 
length of the participation process and the availability of program information. When asked to suggest 
program improvements, participants most often cite higher incentives and better program information. 

Incentive Cap 

The program design included a $100,000 incentive cap per location in PY1 (this was raised to $200,000 
for PY2). During PY1, the program exercised a certain amount of flexibility in imposing the incentive 
cap, allowing incentives greater than $100,000. While this is appropriate for a new program that did not 
exhaust its incentive funds in its first year, concentrating too much incentive money in a single project or 
a single customer carries risk for program savings (if the customer is found to be a free-rider) and for the 
on-going success of the program.  

Application Process 

The application process does not appear to clearly define what constitutes a “project,” resulting in some 
participants including multiple sites or locations in a single application. This results in inconsistencies 
within the program tracking database, particularly when diverse measures are bundled within a single 
project, and presents difficulties for program evaluation and tracking.  

The payment process for incentives of $10,000 or more must meet several accounting and legal 
requirements before payment can be made to the customer. These requirements can cause the process to 
take several months from the time a completed final application is received to the time that the incentive 
is paid to the customer. Because pre-approval applications are not required for most standard incentive 
projects, the program could end up having to process multiple applications for $10,000 or more that they 
were previously unaware of. This occurred at the end of PY1 and created a back-log in incentive 
processing.  

Implementation 

The assigned program staff targeted their efforts at core activities related to processing applications, 
participant implementation assistance, inspections, and marketing. While the program has achieved 
significant savings in PY1, it did not meet its goals. Future growth of the program and attainment of 
program goals will require additional resources (staff and dollars) to expand the depth and breadth of 
program activities undertaken.  

Implementation of the Standard Incentive program relied heavily on existing delivery channels such as 
SEDAC and outreach activities by the ComEd and Ameren C&I Incentive programs. This approach is 
both cost-effective and practical. However, relying on ComEd’s and Ameren’s outreach activities also 
means limited control over the content, timing, and frequency of messages being sent. This became a 
problem for the program in PY1, when the ComEd program became oversubscribed. ComEd ended much 
of its program promotion, and market actors mistakenly thought that incentive money had also run out for 
public sector projects as well, negatively affecting the PSEE program.  
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SEDAC Network 

During PY1, the program made effective use of the existing SEDAC network to promote the program. 
This included making use of SEDAC’s monthly newsletter that is sent to more than 3,000 market actors 
and end users. In addition, SEDAC experts often recommend participation in the PSEE programs for 
public entities. The PY2 evaluation will consider SEDAC’s role in generating spillover savings for the 
program. 

ComEd and Ameren Trade Ally Networks  

The PSEE programs leveraged the ComEd and Ameren trade ally networks in PY1. However, 
coordination of outreach activities with the utilities waned over the course of PY1. Since contractors play 
an important role in promoting the Standard Incentive program, successful use of the ComEd and Ameren 
trade ally networks is key to the growth of the PSEE programs.  

Account Managers 

DCEO recognizes that utility account managers often play a key role in successful incentive programs as 
they have established relationships with targeted customers. PSEE program participants cite their Account 
Manager as an information resource and as providing assistance during the participation process. Early in 
PY1 DCEO conducted a webinar for Account Managers and presented on the public sector as part of the 
utility’s roll out to Account Managers on all program efforts. DCEO fields calls from Account Managers. 

Marketing and Outreach 

In PY1, DCEO assigned one full time staff person to focus on marketing. In addition to this full time staff 
member, other program staff participated in marketing activities as part of their normal job duties. The 
program heavily leveraged marketing activities by SEDAC, ComEd, and Ameren. The marketing that was 
conducted was recalled and well received by program participants. The most successful efforts were 
promotion via market actors and the DCEO website.  

Participants overwhelmingly prefer to be informed about opportunities such as the PSEE incentive 
programs by e-mail. DCEO currently uses e-mail when distributing its monthly SEDAC newsletters.  

4.2 Recommendations 

4.2.1 Impact Recommendations 

Default Savings Review 

1. DCEO needs to update its table of default assumptions in the tracking system. There were 
numerous discrepancies with ComEd, including wrong values ComEd found and corrected.  

2. DCEO should consider expanding the four building types used to differentiate default 
assumptions. Candidates to consider include adding a continuous operation facility type and 
separating out high schools. 

3. We believe that research and evaluation M&V in Illinois targeting key assumptions would 
improve the default savings values. Priorities for improved, local knowledge are: 

• Lighting hours of use 
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• Occupancy sensor applications 
• Coincidence factors for lighting measures 
• Coincidence and redundancy factors for cooling measures (redundancy accounts for 

reduced per unit savings due to unit oversizing and installing excess cooling capacity) 

• HVAC interaction factors for lighting measures 
• Cooling full load hours 
• HVAC Variable Speed Drive applications 

4. DCEO should collaborate with ComEd, Ameren, and other parties in Illinois to develop a 
consistent set of default savings values and provide a brief description of how their default 
savings derive from the statewide values. The technical reference for default savings is a key 
input in the engineering review for impact evaluation.  

Tracking System 

1. The DCEO tracking system has limited functionality and lacks important detail data. DCEO 
should investigate improving or replacing the system. Ameren and ComEd have tracking systems 
that are much more functional and complete, and could provide a starting point for DCEO to 
reference. We believe a more complete tracking system with better functionality would be a 
significant benefit to the program manager and staff, as well as improve our ability to evaluate the 
program. 

2. To improve our ability to evaluate the program, we recommend that each site address be assigned 
a unique identification number. This could be a unique “Project ID”, or potentially a single 
Project ID could have multiple unique entries for each “Site ID” included in the project. 

Gross and Net Impacts 

1. Gross and net savings are highly concentrated by end-use and public sector type. To achieve 
goals in future years, DCEO should identify the next tier of participation targets by end-use, 
public sector type, and measure, and develop plans to gain their participation. 

2. Free-ridership is an inherent attribute of a trade ally driven rebate offered to the public sector. 
While it is challenging to screen out free-riders and maintain ease of participation, DCEO should 
consider the following: 

• Consider a more proactive, earlier program role in chiller replacements. 
• Monitor free-ridership among participants and measures to assess the ongoing risk of low 

NTG ratios. 

• Proactively seek participation from public sectors with low free-ridership rates to balance 
those that tend to have higher free-ridership. 

• The initial evaluation plan for PY2 included research to estimate spillover. The results of 
the phone survey confirm that the effort to quantify spillover be retained. 

• DCEO should seek involvement in the planning processes for public sector entities and 
document involvement and influence (dates, contacts, documents delivered, and 
discussions) for possible submission to evaluators (survey participants are not always 
aware of all past contacts that may have occurred in their organization). This additional 
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documentation could provide the basis for adjustments to scores based solely on survey 
data. 

3. Suggested improvements in the QA/QC process focus on developing documentation and applying 
formal pre- and post-inspection protocols, maintaining an up-to-date tracking system through the 
various stages of project completion, and potentially adding a second check of large and complex 
projects based on resource availability. These enhancements will help to ensure quality and 
consistency as staff verification resources are added to meet higher program participation levels. 

4.2.2 Process Recommendations 

Program Participation  

1. Consider ways to increase participation by sectors currently less active in the program, such as 
colleges and universities. 

2. Take steps to reduce barriers to participation presented by the public sector budgeting process by 
creating confidence among public sector customers that the program will be active in future 
years. This is especially true as demand for the incentives increases and the program becomes 
more fully subscribed.  

Incentive Cap 

1. If the program becomes fully subscribed it might be necessary to limit exceptions for projects or 
customers that exceed the cap. 

Application Process 

1. Consider issuing grants or rebates to a single location as opposed to multiple locations and 
requesting that applicants fill out a separate application for each unique site. 

2. If program participation approaches a level of being fully subscribed, consider requiring pre-
approval applications for all projects with an incentive of $10,000 or more in order to allow 
program staff to prepare for the extra time needed to process these payments. This includes any 
projects that are “bundled” into a single grant or rebate incentive payment.  

Implementation 

1. If possible, add more staff to the program to allow for additional activities to be conducted. 

2. Continue to leverage existing delivery channels currently used to promote the program. However, 
also consider ways to differentiate the program from the utility programs and to more 
independently reach out to key parties such as trade allies and account managers. 

SEDAC Network 

1. Continue to leverage the SEDAC network. The newsletter and network of energy service 
providers are effective channels of reaching customers. 
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ComEd and Ameren Trade Ally Networks 

1. Try to increase involvement in promotional messages to ComEd and Ameren trade allies. Also 
try to more independently reach out to trade allies.  

Account Managers 

1. Continue to use Ameren and ComEd’s account managers to market the program to potential 
public sector participants. Survey responses indicated account managers were an effective 
channel for reaching out to potential participants.  

Marketing and Outreach 

1. Continue leveraging outreach activities by SEDAC, ComEd, and Ameren.  

2. As the program matures, be prepared to make greater use of certain program delivery channels, 
including direct marketing and utility account managers, to build program awareness and 
participation among customers who may not be easily reached by market actors.  

3. Monitor the possibility of confusion regarding the availability of program funds if ComEd and/or 
Ameren’s programs become oversubscribed in Program Year 2. If confusion does result, consider 
independent messaging that will clarify the availability of funding from the PSEE programs. This 
could include links to the DCEO program from the ComEd and Ameren program websites. 

4. Consider expanding the use of e-mail for recruiting new participants into the program. 
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5 APPENDICES 

5.1 Data Collection Instruments 

5.1.1 Interview Guide 

DCEO 
Custom-Standard Dep 

5.1.2 Phone Survey 

DCEO Public Sector 
Electric Efficiency Pro 

5.2 Other Appendices 

5.2.1 2008 Program Application Forms 

The application forms for the 2008 program are provided in the Guidelines and Application document.  

PublicSectorElectricEf
ficiencyGuidelinesCom 

5.2.2 Verification and Due Diligence Memo Report 

This memo provides draft results of Task 3 – Verification and Due Diligence. Under this task, we 
explored the quality assurance and verification activities currently carried out by program and 
implementation staff. 

DCEO PSEE Standard 
and Custom QAQC 20 

5.2.3 Review of ComEd’s Default Savings Values 

ComEd C&I 
Prescriptive Default S 
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